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ABSTRACT

The scope of this study is broader than that of most
others on industrial conflict and encompasses individual and
employer-initiated forns of confrict as well as stoppages.
rndustrial conflict is a conplex concept and there is conseq-
uently a need for an explicit ordering of ideas. Our
theoretical discussion in Part 1 is airned at providing a
general framework for later enpirical analysis. rt begins
with a conceptualization of industrial conflict which embraces
many causes, settings, parties and forrns. The more important
of these forns are outlined before factors influencing the
distribution of industrial conflict are surveyed. It ends with
an investigation of the ways in which the economic effects of
such conflict rnay be observed and to some extent measured.

Three industries, meat freezirg, building and construction,
and waterfront, account for a disproportionate amount of
industrial conflict in New Zealand and it is on these that
the empirical analysis of this thesis centres. rn order to
understand the context of conflict in these industries, their
economic, technical and organisational environments are out-
lined in Part 2. Part 3 contains the enpirical investigation
itself, beginning with the place of these three industries in
the national perspective and then dealing with the industries
in turn. rn each case, both official statistics and material
obtained by interviews and questionnaires are used to anaryze
conflict in detail and to evaluate possible factors shaping it.
No simple conflict patterns are found. These industries are,
for example, stoppage prone but all contain several units which
are virtually stoppage free. But in each industry certain
fundamental features are found to be influential in shaping
the patterns. 0f prine inportance is the technology, although
economic features, such as the nature of worker remuneration,
ownership patterns and the leve1 of throughput, are al"so
inportant. These conclusions are sumnarised. in Part 4 where
it is noted that, while the three industries have features
predisposing thern toward conflict, our understanding of and
command over these features can be inproved.
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Chapter I

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Studies of industrial conflict take many forms. Some

concentrate on the varieties of conflict, others on its costs
and benefits and stil1 others on its causes. Many are very
specific, dealing with only one form of industrial conflict,
e.g. the strike, and then with just one aspect of that fcrm,
e.g. the inter-industry distribution of strikes. Few studies
of industrial conflict are comprehensive and, more inportantly
few have any theoretical basis. Theoretical analysis provides
a means of ordering not only ideas on a subject but alsr em-
pirical infornation.

I. THEORIES OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

There are various levels of investigation in the literature
on industrial relations. The nost general are those theories
which attenpt to provide a conprehensive framework for the
analysis of the najor features of industrial relations. Success
in that endeavour would provide a useful conceptual-ization of
industrial conflict.

Probably the best known theory of industrial relations is
Dunlop I s t'systems approachtt. 1 Dunlop started fron the observ-
ation that ind.ustrial relations has been a cross roads where a

nunber of disciplines have net and, as such, has lacked a

theoretical core. It has been an area where facts have outrun
ideas and integrating theory has lagged behind experience. He

sought to provide a theoretical core in the form of the indus-
trial relations system. Dunlop defines an industrial relations

John T. Dunlop, IndustriaJ ReJ,ations Sgstems (Henry Ho1.t,
New York, 1958). The description of Dunloprs work as the
"systens approach" oa ttsystems modeltr is widely used in
the literature. See A,N.J. 81ain and John Gennard,
rf lndustrial ReLations Theory - A CriticaL Revi€w,t, Brrtish
Joutnal of Industrial Relations, Vol. VIII, Nov. 1970,pp. 392- 39s.

1.
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system by stating its structure. rtftl industrial-relations
system at any one tine in its development is regarded'as com-
prised of certain actors, certain contexts, an ideology which
binds the industrial-relations systen together, and a body of
rures created to govern the actors at the work place and work
conmuni ty."2 The "system" is the central concept in his
approach. The wider society is seen as the total social sys-
tem, which contains several subsystems, such as the economy,
the political subsystern and the industrial relations subsystem.
These systems are, of course, not mutually exclusive.

The cornponents of an industrial relations system, mention-
ed in the above definition, are actors, contexts, an ideology
and rules. These conponents are spelt out in the following
lengthy but vital quote from Dunlop.

'fIn brief outline the theoretical framework is
concerned with analyzing the workings of industrial-
relations systens which vary in scope from an enterprise
to a sector or to a country as a whole. Regardless of
its scoper Elt industrial-relations system is regarded as
having certain conmon properties and structure and as
responding to specified influences... .Every industrial-
relations systen involves three groups of actors:
(7) workers and their organizations, (2) managers and
their organizations, and (3) governnental agencies con-
cerned with the work place and the work connunity. Every
industrial.-relations system creates a conplex of rules to
govern the workplace and work conmunity....The actors in
an industrial-relations systen are regarded as confront-
ing an environnental eontext at any one tiure. The
environnent is conprised of three interrelated contexts:
the technology, the market or budgetary constraints, the
power relations and statuses of the actors. The systen
is bound together by an ideology or understandings shared
by all the actors. The central task of a theory of
industrial relations is to explain why particular rules
are established in particular industrial-relations

Dunlop t op.eit., p
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systens and how and why they
changes affecting the system.

change in response to
,r3

Dunlop has attenpted to define an analytical structure
and in doing so has directed attention to certain areas. rn
particular, the structure focuses on rules - the dependent var-
iable to be "explained" by the other characteristics of the
industrial relations system (the "independent variables"). The
establishnent and adrninistration of rules is seen as the maj or
concern of the industrial relations system.

As a basis for a conceptua1-ization of industrial conflict,
the systems approach has a number of weaknesses. First, it has
inadequacies even as a theory of industrial relations.4 The
appeal of the approach lies in its apparent precision, but in
performance the appearance is not realised. The basic concept,
the "system", is very fuzzy. Dunlop avoids giving any clear
definition of what he means by it and it is not easy to repair
the deficiency. Moreover, the selection of cornponents of the
system is arbitrary. It is not made clear why rules should be
the focus of industrial relations, except to irnply that they
are a general feature. The s€Lme night be said about other var-
iables, for exanple, industrial conflict. sirnilarry, the
selection of the "independent variables" is arbitrary. Another
difficulty lies in the variabl-es themselves which are so broad-
1y defined as to be hardly defined at all.

The nature of the relationships between the variabLes is
not enunerated. The approach maintains there are relationships
between certain variables but the forns of these relationships
are not specified. rn view of the undefined nature of the
variables and of the relationships existing between then, it is
not surprising that the approach is incapable of generating
testable hypotheses.

3.
4.

DunLop, op.cit., pp. viii-ix.
For a discussion of sone of these inadequacies see Blain
and Gennard t op.cit., pp. 398-402, 405-+oo, much of whichis repeated in A.N.J. Blain, pirots anil litanagement..
rndu striaL ReJ,a tions in u .K. .eirlines (A1l en and unwin,
London, 1972), ch. rr. Blainrs book is an application of
Dunlop r.s theory to the British airline indusiiy.
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In our enpirical analysis we shall not follow the systems
approach, but will rely on an assessment of opinions and on
partial tests. This procedure is not necessarily inferior to
Dunlopts, given what can actually be done with his approach.S

The second rnaj or weakness of the 'rsysterns approach" as a
basis for a conceptualization of industrial conflict lies in
its lack of treatment of conflict itself. Dunlop deliberately
preferred to emphasize the structural features of an industrial
relations systen, stating that while "the concern with labor
peace and warfare probably has stimulated interest in the
larger subject of industrial-relations systens r. .. .such class-
ifications have alnost no relevance to the present inquiry".6
While each author is free to choose his own area of interest,
this choice cannot be accepted when one is concerned with the
r+ider subject of industrial conflict.

Another well-known theory of industrial relations is that
of Flanders. Like Dunlop, he placed heavy emphasis on rules,
identifying a systen of industrial relations with a systen of
ru1es.7 The substance of industrial relations is seen to be
the naking and adninistration of rules for regulating enploy-
ment relations. S Flanders was interested not only in rules
but in the processes of rule formation. The major rule-rnaking
process in the British systern of industrial relations is
collective bargaining and much of Flanders I writings are de-
voted to its study. Collective bargaining is seen as a polit-
ical institution involving a power relationship between
organisations. The parties neet in collective bargaining to

The inadequacies of the systerns approach as a theory of
industrial relations have undoubtedly lirnited the use
nade of it by researchers. See Kenneth F. Walker, 'rTheConparative Study of Industrial Relationsrr, International
rnstjtute for Labour Studjes BuTLetin, No. 3, Nov. t967,
p. LL7; and Blaint op.eit., p. 52.
Dunlop t op.cit., p. 3.
All.an Flanders, ttlndustrial Rel.ations: What is Wrong
With the Systen?rr in idem, trtanagement and Unionst The
Theorg and Reform of rndustri al Relations (Faber and
Faber, London, 1970) p. 86.
Allan Flanders and Alan FoxrrrCollective Bargaining fron
Donovan to Durkheimrr, in Flanders, Management and Unions,p. 252.

5.

6.
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decide the rules that are to regulate their relationships.

while bearing certain sinilarities to the systems mode1,
Flandersr approach is basically different. Flanders emphasised
the process of rule-naking through collective bargaining while
Dunlop sought to outline the features of an industrial relat-
ions systen. The more specific nature of Flanders' analysis
has its reward in covering some natters largely disregarded by
Dunlop, one of which is industrial conflict.

In studying bargaining, one is necessarily confronted with
the fact of conflict between the parties. Flanders outlined. in
some depth the types of conflict to be settled by collective
bargaining.9 The words "settled by collective bargaining,, are
significant for therein lies the weakness of Flanders' analysis
as a theory of industrial conflict. In focusing on collective
bargaining he concentrates not on conflict as such but on its
reguration. The input to collective bargaining is seen to be
"conflict and disorder" and the output rules which serve to
regulate conflict.10 Flanders focused, in other words, not on
the input but on the process and output of collective bargain-
ing. The place of conflict in his theory is shown in the state-
ment that "everything appertaining to the resolution of conflict
between the parties, including grievance settlement, must be
considered as belonging to lcollective bargaining] institutions".ll

A theoretical approach to the study of industrial relations
giving central place to industrial conflict is that of
Margerisorr.l2 H" challenges Flanderst and Dunloprs view that
the forrnulation and application of rules is the core of indus-
trial relations, arguing that these theorists are incorrect in
their emphasis on the resolution of conflict. rndustrial

9. see, for example, Al1an Flanders, ttcorlective Bargaining:
A Theoretical Analysisfr, in jdem , Management and unior?s,pp. 229-230.

10. Flanders and Fox, op.cit., p. ZSZ,
11. Flanders, 'rCollective Bargaining : A Theoretical Analysistf ,p. 222.
L2. G.J. Margerison, 'rwhat Do ll'e Mean by rndustrial Relations?A Behavioural science Approachtt, Br:tisr Journal of rndus-trial Re-Lations, Vo1. VII, July 1969, pp. 275-296.
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relations should be concerned with the generation of conflict
rather than its resolution. Margerison sees conflict as the
basic concept that should forn the basi-s of the study of indus-
trial relations.13 using this premise, he sought to develop a
nodel incorporating two major conceptual 1eve1s of industrial
relations. One is the intra-plant 1eve1 where situation fact-
ors, such as technology, work task and job content, and inter-
action factors produce three types of conflict - distributive,
structural and human relations. These are seen as being re-
solved through collective bargaining, structural analysis of
socio-technical systems and rnan-nanagement analysis respect-
ively. The second 1eve1 of industrial relations is outside
the firm and nainly concerns conflict not resolved at the
intra-organisation level .

Margerisonrs approach contains useful contributions to a
conceptualization of industrial conflict, including the notions
that conflict is an inherent part of industrial society; that
the enterprise is the basic unit of analysis in the study of
industrial relations; and that enterprises are comprised of
different parties with different obj ectives. Viewed in itself
as a conceptualization of industrial conflict, however, the
approach has several deficiencies. Margerison argues that
industrial relations is a nulti-disciplinary subject and de-
velops a nodel dividing the subject into the "rnajor forrns of
industrial relations areas".14 rn atteurpting to split the
subject into preserves of specific academic disciplines he has
artificiaLLy divided industrial conflict into isol_ated and
seeningly unrelated areas, Each area of conflict, it is argued,
is best studied by a particular discipline (or disciplines) and
each has definite (and different) forms and bases of resolution.
The effect of such categorisation is to cloud the basic nature
of industrial conflict, For exarnple, it is argued that the
denarcation dispute is a syrnpton of structural conflict and
that the discipline most suited to study such conflict is
industrial sociology. ltlhy the denarcation dispute cannot be
a forn of distributive conflict and should not be studied by a

13. rbid., p. ZZ4.
L4. Margerison t op.cit., p. 276,



number of disciplines, including economics and industrial
sociology, is not clear. Furthermore, greater enphasis should
have been placed on whv conflict occurs. We are told there are
different types of conflict but the focus is on their outcomes
and bases for resolution rather than on the basic reasons for
their existence. A conceptualization of industrial conflict
should involve deeper analysis of the objectives of particip-
ants in the enterprise than does Margerison's theory.

while the approaches discussed do not provide an adequate
conceptualization of industrial conflict, they contain features
which should be included in one. All three authors suggest
the enterprise is conposed of parties which may have different
objectives. Margerison also suggests that conflict is an in-
herent part of industrial society and that the enterprise is
the basic unit of analysis.

II. CONCEPTIONS OF THE ENTERPRISE

Conflict largely occurs in the enterprise. But before
discussing particular conceptions of the enterprise it is
appropriate to define what we mean by the term "industrial
conflict". This is far from an easy task. The phenomenon of
conflict is not only highly complex but also is present in
most aspects of hurnan experience. As a result, the word
"conflict" has diverse meanings. Many studies of industrial
conflict seek to avoid this problem of definition by giving no
definition at all . where a word has many rneanings, however,
the problern is not solved by failing to specify the particular
neaning used. For our purposes conflict exists when any
potential positions of parties are incompatible.l5 rn other
words, it is a relationship between parties which have inconpat-
ible goals. rndustrial conflict is that conflict arising out
of the employnent relationship. The parties nay be individuals
or groups, with the result that it can occur between individ-
uals and groups, between groups, and between individuals. rt

This definition is sinilar to Bouldingts one of conpetit-
ion. See Kenneth E. Boulding, Confliet and Defenses A
General rheorg (Harper and Row, New York, 7962) p. 4.

15.
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follows that industrial conflict, as we define it, is not
confined solely to conflict between trade unions and groups of
employers. rt. can also occur between a worker (or workers)
and an employer (or ernployers), between workers, between work-
ers and trade unions, between trade unions, between trade
unions and employers, between employers and between employers t

organisations.l6 our definition in no way defines the forms
ind.ustrial conflict nay take. we are thus not linited to
studying one form of conflict, e.g. the strike, but can take
into account its varied manifestations.

conflict exists where any potential positions of parties
are incornpatible. The enterprir"lT is where workers and
employers rneet most often. rt is to be expected, therefore,
that conflict will arise within the enterprise and even con-
flict which is initiated outside a specific enterprise may be
internalised there. Moreover, a personrs conception of the
enterprise will shape his understanding of the nature of
industrial conflict and his reaction to its manifestation.

rn starting a conceptualization of conflict with an
analysis of the enterprise we are not inplying that the enter-
prise can be regarded as separate from the society within
which it operates. rn many ways the enterprise reflects the
wider society (or, as some argue, the wider society reflects
the nature of the enterprise). For exanple, the property
relations ernbodied in the firn are among the rnajor defining
features of a society. But the enterprise, in addition to
being the basic organisation of ernployment, is also a focus
for the study of those aspects of the wider society which are
inportant in the generation and conduct of industrial conflict.

16. our definition Logically incl.udes conflict between employ-
e:rs in the product rnarket but by convention industrialconfrict between enployers is Linited to conflict in thefactor narket and particularly to the enployment of labour.

L7, The enterprise refers not only to the industrial firn or
company but also to the state-owned corporation, govern-
ment department, charitabLe institution or other non-profit naking organisation which ernproys labour. whenour discussion concerns specifically the industrialorganisation, the words "f irmrt or 'rconpanyil will be used .
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It is possible to see the enterprise in a number of
different ways. Among the conceptions found in the literature,
and requiring particular consideration, are the "unitary" and

"pluralisticrt ort.u, . 18

1. The Enterprise as a Uni tar.v System

In this frane of reference the enterprise is seen to
consist of ernployers and workers jointly striving toward a
conmon objective. The enterprise has a single focus of author-
ity and of loyalty and nay be likened to a team. I4rhile the
existence of two groups in the ernployment situation is recog-
nised, the division is seen as a functional one. The enter-
prise is an organic unity with a basic interdependence between,tn
its parts.'"

If the fundamental interests are shared by nanagenent and
nanaged alike and if the enterprise is a unitary system then
it follows that harnony is the norm in industrr.ar relations.
Conflict is then "rdeviant behaviourr, a kind. of disease in
need of treatment".20 Urrd""lying this harmony convention is
the belief that any deviation fron the norm of harmony will
generally be temporary. The causes of deviation are seen to
be anenable to remedial action. The enterprise is regarded as
some sort of equilibriun system. Should the equilibriun be
disturbed, forces may be brought into use which restore it.

The beliefs that the enterprise is a unitary system in
which industrial harmony is the norn, and that conflict is a

sign of industrial i1l-health are widely hel.d. The notion of

18. see ALan Fox, -fndustriaJ socioJ.ogg and rndustrial- Rerat-
ions (Research Paper No. 3, Royal Connission on Trade
Unions and Enpl.oyerst Associations, HMS0, London, 1966)
p. 3; and idem, ItlndustriaL Relations: A Social Critique
of Pluralist ldeology" in John Child (ed.) , nan and,
otganizat.ion (A11en and Unwin, London, LgZS) pp. lBS-255.

19. see v.L. Allen, aiTitant frade Unionism: A Re-Analgsis
of Industrial Action in an InfLationatg Situation (Merlin
Press, London, 1966) p. 94.

20. J. Pen, Harmong and Conflict in Modern Societg (McGraw-
Hi1 I, London, 1966) p. 2 .
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the unitary system has strong roots in the works of numerous
acadenic writers. The pioneer of 'tscientific managementrf ,
Frederick W. Taylor, had ,,a firm conviction that the true
interests of the two [managernent and labour] are one and the
same " ,2L The father of the ,,human relations' school, Elton
Mayo, and a number of his disciples also shared this view.22
Etzioni has highlighted the "unitary" view of 'rhuman relations"
writers in saying, I'there are almost lyric pages in Human

Relations writing which depict the worker as anxious not to
miss a day at the factory or to come too late lest he rniss
spending some time with his friends, and even as anxious not
to disappoint his foreman who is like a warm and understanding
father to hirn. The work team itself is often referred to as a

fanily,...In short, the Hunan Relations school point to a

perfect balance between the organizationfs goals and the
workers I needs ."23

The conception of the enterprise as a unitary system
constitutes an ideology ingrained into the thinking of count-
less managers and employers. This ideology finds expression
in fauriliar clich6s in which the tean analogy is refined and
stressed to the point of abuse.24 rt underlies reference to
strikers as "upsetters of industrial p€ace"25 and such express-
ions as "a great desire to return to industrial harmony,,.2S
Equally many examples can be found of the view that conflict is
a sign of i11-healtin.27

2t. Frederick lll. Taylor, I'The Principles of scientific Manage-
nentf r in idem, Scientj f ic rlanagement (Harp er and Row, NewYork, 1947) p. 10.

22. For the view of one such disciple see Burleigh B. Gardner,
Human Relations in Industrg (Irwin, Chicdgo, 1945) p. ZgS.

23. Anitai Etzioni, Modern organizations (prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1964) p. 40.

24. see, for exanple, Fox, rndustriar sociologg and rndustrial
Relations, pp. 3-4.

25. Evening post, 27 July , tg7 1 (reported speech of industrial-
ist, Sir Clifford Plinner).

26. Evening post, 25 June, tg71 (reported speech of H.E.L.
Pickering, M.P.).

27. See, for exanple, Reinhard Bendix and tloyd H. Fisher,rrThe Perspectives of Elton Mayorr, in Anitai Etzioni (ed.),
Complex Organi zatior?s .. A SociologicaT Readet (Ho l t ,
(Foot,note 27 js continued on the next page. )
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While the unitary ideology holds wide sway, does it
correspond with observable facts? The brief answer is that it
does not. The very existence of trade unions hold.s profound
inplications for the ideologyrs empirical validity. If all
participants in the production process belong to a team pur-
suing a conmon purpose and if the leadership of that team
acts in the interests of all, it follows that trade unions are
unnecessary. The beliefs that trade unions are unnecessary
and are alien interlopers introducing conflict into an other-
wise harnonious situation undoubtedly underlay the steadfast
resistance of some ernployers to their establishrnent. The fact
that trade unions becqme established presents the adherents to
the harmony convention with a glaring inconsistency.

The existence of trade unionisn is rationalized in a

nurnber of ways by those possessing the unitary frame of ref-
erence. Some argue that the acceptance of trade unionism came

through its being recognised as a necessary protection for the
worker frorn the adverse effects of unregulated labour rnarkets.
Others see unionism as an historical carry-over, brought into
existence initially by the unenlightened policies of employers
in the past who failed to comprehend that humane treatment of
their workers was good business. Others see unions as an
outcome of sectional greed, or an inperfect knowledge of the
"national interestt' or even of where workers t own best interests
lie. It is clear that none of these arguments recognises the
existence of trade unions as evidence that legitirnate differen-
ces of interests are present in industry.

As mentioned, the convention of industrial harmony acknow-
ledges that the organic unity of the enterprise may be dis-
rupted but only by temporary and transient factors. For each
such factor it is assumed there exists a rernedy that will
facilitate the solving of the underlying "problen" and a11ow a

return to the natural harnonious state. Such a pragmatic
approach, however, is inadequate in the face of the long-term

(Pootnote 27 continued) :

Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1961) p. !74; or Paul
Einzig, Decl-ine and Fa77? Britain 's Crisis in the ,sjxtjes
(Macmil1an, London, 1969) p. 74.
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manifestation of conflict. That significant industrial con-
flict should exist in this enlightened day and age rnust prove
galling to those possessing the unitary frame of reference.
Even though most enployers have been obliged to accept the
establishnent of trade unions and the supposed disruption this
entails r ro doubt it was thought that unions would eventually
see the logic of the harrnony convention and shape their polic-
ies accordingly. Thus in the literature there are numerous
mentions of a frmaturing" process through which trade unions
are assumed to pass. The fact that union attitudes as mani-
fest in stoppage policies have not'rmatured" can only be ex-
plained by extraneous factors such as the short-sightedness
of union officials, the presence of agitators, and so on.

The ever presence of the whole panoply of devices for
confLict regulation and resolution such as grievance comrnittees,
joint ind.ustrial councils, conciliation committees, rnediation
services and the like rnust present the adherents to the harmony
convention with a logical inconsistency. If conflict is
merely a transient thing, such permanent bodies should not be
necessary. Various ad hoc approaches ternpered with a generous
paternalism should suffice. The logical inconsistency, how-
ever, lies not in the existence of devices which can only be

testimony to the continual presence of confLict but in the
frequent use made of thern by the many managements adhering to
the harmony notion.

The equation of industrial conflict with collective forms2S
and the lockout tends to reinforce managements in their belief
in the harmony convention. In many industries the collective
forms, e.g. strikes, go-slows, work-to-ruLes, etc. , are far
fron continuously present. This lack of continuity is taken
as evidence that conflict is nerely a ternporary deviation fron
the normal state of harmony. Such thinking is fallacious,
however, because it rests on a severely restricted view of
industrial conflict. The excluded forms of conflict, that is
those connected with the individual worker and those initiated
by the enployer other than the lockout, are numerous and to

28. See Chapter II.
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ignore then greatly under-estinates the extent of conflict in
the enterprise. The lack of collective forms of conflict nay
indicate not a lack of conflict but merely that it is finding
expression in other ways.

rt seems that the unitary ideology is found wanting in
the face of observable facts. wtry then is it still widespread?
The first reason lies in the purposes served by the ideology
for those subscribing to it. secondly, it is all too easy to
rationalise the presence of conflict in a fashion considered
conpatible with the ideology. Fox argues that the unitary
view of the enterprise serves as a rnethod of self-assurance;
an instrunent of persuasion; and a technique for seeking
legitirnation of authori ty.29

The belief that the participants in the enterprise are,
in most respects, in fundanental accord is a source of comfort
and reassurance to those in a position of managernent. The
opposite belj-ef , i.e. that substantial discord is present, is
corrosive of self-confidence. The ideology is also used by
managers and enployers as an instrument to persuade workers
and the public as a whole that industry is a harrnony of pur-
pose, "which only foors or knaves choose to disrupt".30 Fina11y,
the propagation of the notion that the interests of employers
and workers are identical serves to confer legitirnacy on the
government of the enterprise. The belief that it acts in the
interests of all concerned is fostered.

Rationalisations of apparent conflict take the form that
it is either:

(1) rnerely frictional, e.g. due to incompatible
personalities; or

(2) caused by faulty "communications", e.g. ttrnisunder-

standingsil about rnethods or objectives; or

29 . Fox, rndus triai sociologg anil rnilustrja-z Relations, p. 5 .
30. Ibid. , p. 5.
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(5) the result
failure to

(4) the work of
workers who

of irrationality in the form of the
grasp the comrnunality of interests; or

agitators who incite the rnajority of
would otherwise be content.3l

The belief that conflict is nerely frictional is very
widely he1d. The existence of "un-co-operative" personalities
is ascribed either to innate psychological traits or to cultur-
ally induced personality characteristics. It appears Phelps
Brown holds the former view in stating that: "For any wage-
earner who has acquisitive and aggressive impulses to project,
the employer at the bargaining table provides a natural
lodgenent and bearer".52 An example of culturally induced
factors concerns the argument that conflict arises because of
the disproportionate nunber of trade union officials who are
'tforeigners" possessing different cultural backgrounds from
other citizens.35 while the importance of factors such as
personality incompatibilities is undoubted, they are best seen
as contributory elements in a conflict situation rather than as
basic causes. To the extent that personality characteristics
are culturally induced, such incompatibilities rnay be reflect-
ions of more basic causes.

The popularity of the notion that industrial conflict
arises because of faulty communications is attested to by the
monotonous regularity with which it appears in the mass nedia.34
The most logical exposition of the 'fcommunications argument'r
is that of Hicks which contends that perfect knowledge of the
other sidets position, from the point of view of objectives
and possible tactics, will nake €rny recourse to conflict action
unnecessary. He states that: "Any means which enables either

3L. see Fox, rndustriaJ. socioJ-ogg and rndustria-l Ref a tions,
p. 15.

32. E.H. Phelps Brown, rhe Growth of British fndustrja-I
ReJations: A Studg from the Standpoint of LgO6-I4
(Macni1lan, London, 1959) p. 702.

33. See Domi nion, 27 March , L97 3 (report of a speech at the
L973 conference of the Federation of Master painters).

34. See, for exanpLe, the editorial of the Evening post,
10 April, 1972.
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side to appreciate better the position of the other will nake
settlement easier; adequate knowledge will alwavs make a
settlement possibLe. The danger lies in ignorance by one side
of the otherIs dispositions."35

rnproved communications have, in the minds of many,
become the catch-a11 neans of avoiding industrial conflict.
rf, however, the harmony convention itself is unsound the
premises underlying the "communications argument, are also
untenable. These prenises are:

(1) that the facts of a situation are clearly
delineable and are quite unambiguous;

(z) that these facts have precisely the same rneaning
to the parties; with the result that,

(3) any misunderstanding will vanish and the source
of conflict will be cleared up to the mutual
benefit of the parties.

The notion of a rffact" presents numerous philosophic
problems, tlr,e discussion of which rightly lies in the realn of
the philosophy of science. As a practical rnatter, however, it
seems highly irnprobable that people view situations in the
same way. Given that perceptions differ, conceptions of what
constitutes the "facts" of a situation are also 1ikeLy to
differ. Even if it is assumed that what constitutes the facts
can be agreed upon, the prernise that these facts will be inter-
preted in precisely the same way by the parties presupposes
that they possess exactly the same frames of reference. The
validity of this presurnption rests upon the validity of the
harnony convention. If this convention is fallacious it follows
that the parties will interpret the facts in differeht ways
and that conflict will persist despite the best efforts to
reveal and propagate the facts of a situation. Because there
is a basic conflict of interests in indus try, this is not to
say that irnproved conmunications cannot, at times, assist in
the avoidance and settlenent of conflict. rt is to sdy t

55. J. R. Hicks
ed. , 1g6S)

t The Theotg
p. L47 (our

of Wages (Macnillan, London, Znd
enphasis).
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however, that any settlement wi11, in general, not involve the
parties arriving at a mutual agreement about the communality
of their interests but rnerely the cornpromising of dissimilar
positions. rn other words, improved communications can
facilitate the settlement of differences by cornpromise but
not eliminate the fundanental causes of conflict.

Many of the adherents to the harnony convention would
explain any apparent lack of success of irnproved communications
in terms of the irrationality of one or both of the parties
involved. According to the "irrationality argument" the
failure to grasp the communality of interests results from
irrationality, or even worse, frorn sheer stupidity. The
notion that conflict arises because of irrationality is found
in some of the literature on bargai-ning36 and is also often
expressed in the popular ned.ia.37 Again, if the harmony con-
vention is incorrect, the ernphasis on the irrationality of the
parties is nisplaced and serves to divert attention fron the
possible existence of conflicting interests. rf the enter-
prise is cornposed of conflicting groups, the rationality of
the behaviour of a particular party can only be assessed in
the light of that partyrs sectional interests.38

The argument that apparent conflict is the work of agit-
ators who incite the najority of workers who would otherwise
be content is very popular.39 rts appeal lies in the belief
that the rnajority of workers, being content with the order of
things, subscribe to the harnony convention. Thus the causes

36. This position can be inferred from John c. Harsanyi,
rf Not es on the Bargaining Prob L emrf , sottthera Economic
JoutnaT, Vo1. XXIV, April 19S8, pp. 4TL-426. See also
Robert L. Bishop t s comnent on Harsanyi r s paper in rf Game-
Theor etic Analyses of BargainiDgtt, euattetJg Journa.i of
Economics, Vo1. LXXVII, Nov. 1969, pp. Sj4-577.

37. See, for-exanple, Evening post, 18 Apri1, ]-g74 (reported
speech of E. E. Isbey, M. P. ) .

38. For a discussion of the rational.ity of industrial con-f1ict, and particularly of the rationaLity of strike
action, see Richard Hynan, striJces (Fontana, London, Lg72)ch. 5.

39. see, for_example, I o'clock, 2s septenber, 1971 (reported
speech of H.E.t. Pickering, M.p.); or .syenjng post, 74
August, 1973 (reported speech of R.D. Muldoon, M.p.).
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of conflict are seen to 1ie outside rather than within the
enterprise. It is only when these extraneous influences enter
into the otherwise harmonious enterprise that friction arises.
A variant is that the great rnajority of workers involved are
against the very conflict in which they are taking part.40
Apparently agitators have the ability to provoke strikes and
other forns of conflict without the support of those taking
part in them.

Adherents to the unitary conception of the enterprise
would be inclined to regard leaders of workers in conflict
situations as 'ragitators". Workers, however, may regard such
leaders as anything but agitators. rf the interests of employ-
ers and workers differ, one would expect workers to view these
leaders as acting responsibly in the pursuit of the workers'
interests. Whether or not one views an individual as an
agitator depends very much on one's conception of the nature
of the enterprise.

Aside frorn this problen of definition, the "agitator
argument'r has other weaknesses. It fails, for example, to
explain adequately how a few "militants'r can infiltrate other-
wise peaceful groups of workers and nislead or cajole then
into "disruptive" activity. It appears that agitators have
the ability to create stoppages out of nothing.4l Mot"over,
it fails to explain the existence of industries which have
been stoppage prone for many years regardless of numerous
changes in leaders, and in political affiliations of leaders,
in the trade unions involved. The argurnent tralso fails to

40.

4L.

See Evening Post, 24 March, t971 (reported speech of
E.M. Hodder, Chairuran of the Wellington Harbour Board).
Turner argues thatrrwhere industrial situations are like-
Ly to lead to conflict, they will generally find leaders
to organize it anyway: and such leaders are naturally
likely to be people of aggressive tenporament, and so also
to acquire strong views. The ability of such individuals
to create conflict in the absence of circumstances that

-

would induce it anyway seems to ne to be highly marginal.rf
(H.A. Turner, The rrend of .gtrjkes (teeds University
Press, Leeds, f963) p. L2.) To this we night add Knowlest
cornnent that'rone cannot agitate successfully without
widespread grievancesfr (K.G.J.C. Knowles, Strjkes - A
Studg in IndustziaT ConfLict [B1ackwe11, Oxford, 1952)
p. xii).
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explain why it is that agitators are apparently so much more
influential in some industrial situations than in others".42
rn addition, it cannot explain why particular industries are
internationally stoppage prone despite the fact that the
political leanings of trade union leaders differ greatly bet-
ween countries. Fina11y, it takes a large stretch of the
inagination to argue that an admittedly smal1 minority can
spread itself so widely throughout the range of industries to
account for the fact that some conflict tends to be nanifest
in most, if not all industries. Adherence to the argument,
in general, leads to a misdirection of attention toward super-
ficial factors and away from the basic causes of conflict. rn
so doing it is likely to inflame matters even further.43 The
same night be said in respect of the other three conmonly-used
rationalizations of the existence of apparent conflict.

2. The Enterpri se as a Pl ural i sti c S.vstem

According to the pluralistic frame of reference, the
enterprise consists of numerous groups with separate, but
sometimes related, interests. These groups include not only
managers and workers but also shareholders, governrnent, custom-
ers and often the 1oca1 conmuni ty.a4 ur,liku in the unitary
ideology, the existence of rival sources of authortty and
loyalty is recognised.

To say that the enterprise is composed of sectional groups
is not to deny nutual dependence. Without both investment and
labour per capita income would obviously be lower. To the
extent that the groups are mutually dependent, they have a

colnmon interest in the survival of the unit of which they are
parts. But from this it does not fo11ow that there exists a

basic harnony of interests. The conmon interest in survival is
a remote, long-term consideration which enters 1itt1e into the

42, Hyman t op.cit. , p. 57 ,

43. see, for example, Tony Lane and Kenneth Roberts, strike at
PiTkingtons (Fontana, London, 1971) p. 236.

44. For a discussion of the types of economic conflict that
can arise between these participants see J. pen, op.cix.
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day-to-day conduct of the enterprir".45

The pluralistic conception draws attention to the exist-
ence of different groups within an enterprise but it does not
inmediately explain the inherent nature of conflict. we will
argue that there are two basic causes which lead to conflict
always being present in the enterprise to a greater or lesser
extent. These are:

(a) an economic conflict of interests between
management and workers, and

(b) the subjection of the nanaged to authority
which rests in the hands of rnanagers.

3. The Econonic Conflict of Interests

To understand the economic conflict of interests which
exists between employers and workers it is necessary to first
understand the nature of an economic transaction. A trans-
action is sinply an exchange in which two conmodities or
services are exchanged between parties at a certain ratio of
exchange (assuning two parties). For an exchange to take
place both parties must gain by it. rf a party to a prospect-
ive exchange thinks he will lose by it, he will not enter into
it at all. This suggests a comnunity of interest in exchange.46
such community of interest exists in the exchange of labour
services for money between workers and enployers although a
proviso ought to be nade in this case. The assertion that
people exchange because they want to exchange assumes there is
no compulsion or coercion present. The worker who owns no
income-earning property, however, is to an extent coerced to
sell his labour power to stay alive. ltrhile a worker may want

45. see Fox, rndustrja-z sociorogg and -rndustrj al Rerations,p. 4.
46. For a good treatnent of the comnunity of interest in ex-

change and the conflict of interest about the ratio of
exchange see Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analgsis,
Vo1. I, Microeconomics (Harper and Row, New york, 4th
ed., 1966) Chs. 2 and g.
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to se11 his
ence wage he

his time in

labour, during the time required to earn a subsist
has no choice as to whether he would rather spend

any other way.

while there nay be a cornmunity of interest in the fact of
exchange, there is always a conflict of interest about the
ratio of exchange or pr ice.47 Such conflict is present wherever
a scarcity condition exists,48 rn the case of the labour mar-
ket transaction, the price of labour (i.e. the wage) is on the
one hand viewed as incone and on the other as a cost. This
dichotony arises prirnarily because the purposes of the enter-
prise are viewed differently by the two parties. Fron the
point of view of labour the enterprise is fundanentally an
income-generating nechanisn. This being so, and given that
most workers have to sell their labour power in order to enj oy
even a subsistence standard of living, it is in their interests
to strive for the rnaxinum possible price for their labour serv-
ices. From the point of view of enployers and managers,
however, the enterprise is a profit-generating (or, in the
case of the non-profit naking organisation, a revenue-generat-
ing) nechanisn. rnputs used in the production of output are
treated as costs which, in the interests of naximum, or even
satisfactory, profit, must be kept to a rnininum or at least
restrained. 49

47 . See Boulding , Irictoeconomics, p. SZ.

48. see Neit. }|l. chanberlain, 'tBargaining power and the costs
of Disagreeing and Agreeingrr in campbell R. Mcconnell(ed.), Perspectives on Wage Determinatjon: A Book of
Readings (McGraw-Hil1, New York, 1970) p. 1Sg.

49. It is not proposed here to discuss at length the question
of whether or not firns seek to maxinise profits. Suffice
is to say that nost alternative theories to profit max-
inisation stress the objective of naking at least a
rf satisfactoryrf leve1 of prof its. The very pursuit of aprofit objective raises the possibility of in economic
conflict of interests. An economic conflict is also
present in public corporations and non-profit naking
enterprises, given that nanagenents seek to live within
assigned ftbudget constraints". Forces similar to thosein private enterprise are therefore operative on the wage
rate. For a good sunmary of the debate on the profit
naxinisation question see Richard M. cyert and Janes G.
March, A Behavioutal Theotg of the Firm (prentice-Hal1,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. , 196S) .
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The economic conflict of interest then is primarily a
conflict over the price of labour services. But there may also
be an element of conflict in the fact of exchange, in that the
worker may resent having to enter into the transaction at all_,
i.e. he rnay resent the compulsion on hirn to sel1 his l_abour
services.

The conflict implicit in the labour market transaction
nay be heightened by the economic inequalities existing
between seller and buyer of labour. To the extent that the
distribution of wealth is biased in favour of buyers of labour
(i.e. employers), sellers (i.e. workers) rnay feel that the
ratio of exchange arrived 4t, while benefiting both parties,
is nonetheless unjust. This uray be so because the employer
has greater naterial benefits to start with, and because in
the exchange between individual worker and employer, the em-
ployer has, through his greater wealth, more bargaini.g po*ut.50

Another feature of a transaction is that one or other of
the parties may withdraw from it. In the case of the labour
market transaction this withdrawal nay be temporary or perm-
anent. If an individual worker is dissatisfied with the price
offered for his labour power he can withdraw frorn the sale
cornpletely, i.e. leave. His ability to do so is, of course,
limited by the existence of alternative buyers for those serv-
ices. A worker may also temporarily withdraw, i.e. be absent,
either as a protest or in order to find a more satisfactory
wage elsewhere. The enployer may also withdraw frorn the trans-
action if he is dissatisfied with the price of labour, to the
extent that he can substitute capital for labour.

The main effect of workers conbining to negotiate the
price of labour services is that the possibility of temporary
withdrawal fron the labour narket transaction increases. This
is one of the nain senses in which the nature of conflict
changes with the introduction of trade unionism. such tempor-
ary withdrawal nay take the form of a strike which is equivalent
to workers saying to an enployer "we refuse to work at the

50. See A11en t op.cit. , p. 22.
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price you insist upon and will withdraw from the sale until
you recognize this fact".51 There also exists the possibility
that the ernployer can temporarily withdraw frorn the trans-
action by irnposing a lockout or other conflict forn. The
possibility of withdrawal means the labour market transaction
and, for that natter, all types of transaction, contains an
elenent of duress.

The fact that conflict is implicit in the labour rnarket
transaction has largely been ignored in nicroeconomic theory.
The reasons for this 1ie in the economic concept of the firn
which is centered on the actions of a co-ordinating unit ca11ed
the entrepreneur. For theoretical purposes the entrepreneur
is treated as if he were the firn. The behaviour of the firm,
which is synonyrnous with the behaviour of the entrepreneur,
is determined by the d.rive to maximise profits. rt is assurned
to behave rationally, in matters involving prices and quantities,
in the pursuit of this objective. In adopting a unitary or
holistic concept , dny behavioural aspects are totally obscured.52

The economic concept of the firm is epitornised in the
early d.evelopnent of the rnarginal productivity theory as found
in J.B. Clarkts pisrrjbu tion of weaJ.th.55 Clarkts theory
rested on three basic assumptions:

(1) Rational employers, in an attenpt to naximise
profits, will be guided by the rnarginal productivity
of a factor in deterrnining the relationship between

51 . Ibid. , p. 23.
52, Hahn argues that rrsocial class is not an explanatory

variable of neo-classical theory. The latter is not
fornulated in terns of workers and capitalists but in
terns of inputs and outputs. This lack of contact bet-
ween the economic theory and sociological reality may
well be the nost danaging criticisn of the neo-classical
construction. The underlying assunption of very many
agents neans that problems of economic power can be
ignored and the relation of economic to sociological
phenonena is also untreated.fr (F.H. Hahn, The S&are of
Wages jn IVationaL Income: An Enquirg into the Theorg
of Distribution (London School of Economics and Political
Science, t972) p. 2.)

53. J.B. CLark, Disttibution of wealth (Macnil1an, London,
18s9).
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a factorfs return and utilisation.

(2) Perfect competition exists, so that market forces
tend to equalise rates of return for all factors
over tine.

(3) A11 markets are in long-run equilibriun and
technological progress and changes in demand and
supply are absent.

Under these restrictive conditions the aggregate supply
of labour is fixed and, assuming an honogeneous class of labour,
it follows that the general level of wages will be deternined
by labourIs narginal product. In this sense Clark felt he had
developed a theory of wages. The logical irnplication of this
theory is that conflict is self defeating. workers are present-
ed with a fait accompti, having the options of accepting the
given wage or of rernaining outside the labour market (which is
hardly an option at all). rn Penrs words, the classical theory
entails 'fthat....purely technical data deternine the share of
labour in national income".54 In this theory, which is an
equilibriun one, there is no scope for conflict.

If, for sorne reason, the wage of labour shouLd exceed its
marginal product the nunber of workers enployed must fa11
because labour wi1L be replaced by capital, i.e. the enployer
will respond to a wage increase in such a way as to increase
the narginal product of labour. Classical economics also
often supposes that there are only two factor inputs and no
profits. In this case labourfs share and capitalrs share must
add up to the value of output, i.e. production is exactly
exhausted. Again, labourrs share of output is technically
deternined.

The neo-classical approach of Marshallss and Hicks56
attacked the second and third of Clarkrs assumptions. Marshall

54. Pen, op.cit. , p.
55. Alfred MarshaJ.l,

London, 8th ed.,
56. Hicks t op.cit.

21.
PrincipJes of Economics (Macnillan,
1920).
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showed that Clark's theory is not one of wages but of the
dernand for labour. supply nust also be taken into account as
it is the intel4s_ltion of supply and demand. which deternines the
wage. Both the classical and neo-classical approaches, however,
posit sinilar behaviour on the part of the individual employer.
Thus much of what we have said above applies to both. The
rational entrepteneurrs denand for labour must be governed by
its marginal product. Labour, in consequence, is viewed in the
same way as capital and raw rnaterials. They all represent
costs of prod.uction which must be rnininised.

It is only in the more recent bargaining theory of wages
that the existence of conflict in the labour market transact-
ion has been recognised.5T rn this theory enployers are con-
ceived as having upper linits above which they will not go in
rnaking a wage bargain. The productivity of labour is only
one consideration in the setting of these lirnits. The lower
linit is set by rninirnum wage rates established by governnent,
the possibility of labour noving elsewhere and so on. The
actual wage rate is indeterminate, being established by bargain-
ing between the parties.

With the flowering of macroeconomics came the realisation
that, dt least in theory, conflict can be "aggregated" out of
existence.53 This realisation had its source in the Keynesian
proposition that national income is explained by total expend-
iture. At the national level, wage increases can be passed on
in prices to such an extent that there is no drop in profits.
This is so because wages influence not onLy costs but also the
creation of noney incomes. This para11e1 novement of wages
and profits points to the existence of a 'rGreat Harmony" in
that: "unions and enployers, neasured against macro-economic
reality, do not seem to be conflicting groups; what is good
for one is good for the othert'.59

This 'rGreat Harmony", being purely macroecononic in

57 . See Maurice Dobb,
58. See Pen, op.cit. ,

59. rbid. , p. 65.

Wages (Nesbet, London, 1935).
pp. 64-s.
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character, does not apply to all workers and enployers in that
some firms will fail to keep up with the rising total incomes.
rt is also extremely precarious, being acconpanied by price
increases which shift the conflict to others. rt is here that
the tfmacroeconomic reality" Pen speaks of begins to assume a
utopian flavour. The "Great Harmony" is only sustained at the
expense of outsiders who are rnainly affected by the price in-
creases. The weak groups of society suffer. rt is precisely
because governments have seen fit to protect these weak groups
and to safeguard producers for export such as farmers that
Penrs "Great Harrnony" has never been achieved. prices and
wages have not been allowed to march forward. together in un-
checked fashion so that for all practical purposes conflict
cannot be traggregatedf r out of existence.

The Subiection of the Managed to Authoritv Vested
in Managers

The second basic source of industrial conflict d.erives
frorn a unique feature of labour as a factor of production. As
opposed to raw naterials and capital, labour services cannot be
hired without the presence of the owner. tabour power and the
labourer are inseparable .60 Thus in hiring 'labour services,
enployers are in fact hiring people, the activities of whom
must be co-ordinated and controlled in ord.er for organisation
to exist. This feature is conmon to all. enterprises.

A prerequisite of co-ordination is a structure of authority
relations. rn other words, the enterprise is a system which
establishes authority relations between the various positions.
By the nature of authority: 'rThe incunbents of certain posit-
ions are endowed with the right to make decisions as to who
does what, when, and how; the incunbents of other positions have

60. This feature distinguishes the labour market transactionfron other types of transactions. rn the usuaL trans-
action the seller parts with his connodity at the point
of sale. In the labour narket exchange, however, the
sel1er must always be with his service if the transaction
is to take place at all.

b.
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to subrnit to these decisions".61 Thus
labour narket transaction involyes not
labour services but also an obligation
conmands of given persons.

for the worker, the
only a contract to se11
to conply with the

It is fron this differentiation of doninating and subject-
ed groups that conflict arises. wherever one group exercises
authority over another, or one individual exercises authority
over another, the possibility of conflict is present. rn the
work situation workers necessarily sacrifice certain areas of
freedon in the selling of their labour. During the hours of
work, they have very restricted control over their 1ives.
Given that workers have a yen for freedon and a desire to con-
trol their own destinies, it is in their interests to submit
themselves to authority as 1itt1e as possible and even to
attenpt to usurp it. I From the point of view of management,
however, authority is necessary for the effective control of
the organisation and any restraint on its use must be resisted..
As authority relations are inherent in the enterprise it
follows that a basic conflict of interests from this source is
always present.

It is the differential distribution of authority that is the
basic source of conflict and not so much how authority is
exercised. The way in which it is exercised can contribute to
conflict situations but cannot explain why conflict is inherent
in the enterprise. Thus, even the most benevolent exercise of
authority will not elirninate conflict.

The fact that authority relations are the crucial factor
means that industrial conflict will be present wherever there
are organisations enploying labour, irrespective of the form
of society, The differential distribution of authority is im-
plicit in the nature of the organisation and not in a forn of
property ownership.62 Thus Dahrendorf argues that: ,,If a

61. Ralf Dahrendorf , cJ,ass and cJass conf rict in rnitusttial
Societg (Routledge and Kegan paul, London, 1959) p. Z4g.

62, Friedrich Engels seemed to support this view in stating
that, tton the one hand, a certain authority, no matter
how delegated, and, on the other hand, a certain subord-
ination are things which, independent of all. social
(Footnote 62 js continued on the next page. )
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person occupies a position of domination in an enterprise, it
is irrelevant in principle whether his authority is based on
property, election by a board of directors, or appointment by
a government agency".63 This is because: ,,fn capitalist as
in post-capitalist society, in the soviet union as in the
united states, the industrial enterprise is an imperatively
co-ordinated association. Everywhere it displays those cond-
itions of social structure which give rise to social conf1ict."64
A proviso ought to be made, however, to Dahrendorf's argument.
while the fact of dornination is the basic cause of conflict,
that on which the domination is based can also lead to conflict.
The underlying conflict arising froin the differential distrib-
ution of authority may be heightened if the basis of that
distribution is also questioned.

As already mentioned, the economic concept of the firn
totally obscures any behavioural aspects. For theoretical
purposes labour is treated as a factor of production and all
factors are treated on the same inanimate 1eve1. That the
input labour has human characteristics is ignored. As a con-
sequence such concepts as co-ordination (of hurnan activities),
and authority are foreign to traditional microeconomic theory.
It is not surprisirg, therefore, that it ignores the poss-
ibility that conflict can arise in the enterprise because of
the nature of authority relations.

III. CONCLUSION

The two basic
that they are both
and in the running
worker undertakes
price and also to

sources of conflict are interrelated in
inplicit in the labour rnarket transaction
of the enterprise. 0n the one hand, the

to sel1 his labour services at a certain
subnit to authority exercised by persons

(Footnote 62 continued) :

organization, are inposed upon us'r. (Friedrich Engels,ftOn Authorityt' in Lewis S. Feuer (ed.) , KatI ltarx anil
Friedrich EngeJs, Basic writ,ings on poLitics and phiros-
ophg (Doubleday, New York, lg5g) p. 484 - our enphasis.)
Dahrendorf, op.cit., p. ZS4 (our enphasis).
Ibid. , pp. 248-249 .

63.
64.
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other than himself. The enployer, on the other hand, under-
takes to purchase labour services at that price given that he
will be in a d.ominant position of authority.

The price of labour has opposing forces operating on it,
the two parties seeking to push it in opposite directions.
A1so, from managementfs viewpoint, the unequal distribution
of authority is necessary to achieve the purposes of the enter-
prise as they see then, but from the workersr viewpoint it is
seen as a device whereby labour is dominated and subjugated.

These basic sources of conflict are inherent in all
enterprises, irrespective of the type of society. The labour
market contract is fundanental to all forms of enployment and
the differential distribution of authority to inperatively co-
ordinated enterprises. The nature of a particular society can
be an important factor in generating industrial conflict and
in exacerbating conflict from these two basic causes, but
these causes transcend societies.

rn arguing that conflict is inherent in the enterprise,
we have concentrated on its basic causes which are always pre-
sent to some extent. This is not to say that in particular
situations there are not many other causes of conflict but
that these other causes are not general enough to support the
contention that conflict is inherent in the enterprise.

Our discussion of the last section, during which our
conceptualization of ind.ustrial conflict was outlined, started
with a plural"istic view of the enterprise. In recent times the
application of the pluralistic ideology to industrial relations
has been criticised.65 This criticisn has been directed at the
assunptions of the underlying political theory of denocratic
pluralisn which include the notions that power is not so un-
evenly distributed arnong parties as to enable any one to

65. See, for exanple, Hynan t op.cit., pp. 1S6-160; J.E.T. Eld-
ridge, "Industrial. Conf lict: Sone ProbLerns of Theory
and Methodrf , in John Child (ed.) , Man anil organization,
op.cit., pp. 158-184; and Fox, 'rlndustrial Relationsft,
op. cit.
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coerce another;66 that the p;ar.1iss acknowl.edge the right of
other,s to exist;67 and. that var.uos are rrot so divergcnt th,at
workabre comBronises cannot be aehieved.6S Threse assumpt j.ons

raBpeaf nor,e applicable to New zoaland. than they do to Great
Sritain f,rorn where rnOs-t of this critical li.terature has energed.
fn an e.y.elrt ' our conceptuaLization of indrustri.al conflict is
based pu the existence o,f divergent groups in the enterprise
4nd of the inherent natuTe of conflict and. is not d,ependent on
a pluralistic view of politics and society in general,

s-oe Rel.ph. Itlili'band, 3'he gt-ate in cagita.lls.t soc-{etgr(Seidenfeld and b[icols.on, London, igeg) p" 1,46; ana Fox,rf lndustriaL RelatLousff , p. LgT.
See Rsbert Paur wolff, ttBeyond Toleraneeff , Ln Robert paul
Wol'ff, BarriFgton Moor,e Jnr. aild g"r5ert Marertsor a
ccLtLque o.f pn.re foJeraaee (Jo'nattan Gape, Lon oar- 1969)p. 29.
Seo Fox, rtlndustrial Relationsrf , p. lg7.
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Chapter I I

THE FORIV|S OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

I{e stated earlier that conflict exists when potential
positions of parties are inconpatible and that industrial con-
flict is conflict arising out of the employrnent relationship.
Industrial conflict so defined can involve many causes, sett-
ings and parties and, consequently, can find expression in a

variety of forns. We sha11 divide those forns initiated by
workers into two broad categories: collective and individual.
Collective forms are those initiated by a group, i.e. by a

party consisting of two or more workers. Individual forms are
initiated by one person. Whether a worker-initiated nanifest-
ation of industrial conflict is classified as collective or
individual depends only on the nature of the initiating party
and is not influenced by the nature of other involved parties.
We prefer the collective/individual distinction to the widely
used organised/unorganised classification as it avoids any
connotations about degrees of rationality.l No such d.istinct-
ion will be nade in the case of employer-initiated forms of
conflict because of the difficulty in ascertaining whether the
initiating party is the employer group or an individual.

For nany people, industrial conflict is the strike, just
as international conflict is warfare. According to this view
only overt expressions of incompatibility or opposition in-
dicate conflict. 0ther, less obvious, expressions indicate
I'discontent" or "dissatisfaction" but not conflict. The ess-
ence of conflict, however, is not overtness but inconpatibility.
There is no 1init, 4t least conceptually, to the nunber of
forns industrial conflict can take. Those discussed in this
1 . Cf . , f or exanple, Richard Hynan, Stri.kes (Fontana, London,

L972) p. 53; A.E.C. Hare, Report on Industrial ReJ,ations
in Jveh' Zealand (Whitconbe and Tonbs, Wel tington, 1946)
p. 44; W.H. Scott, Enid Munford, I.C. McGivering and
J.M. Kirkby, CoaI and ConfJ-jct: A Studg of Industrja-l
Relations at CoTTeries (Liverpool University Press, 1963)
pp. 45-51; and Arthur Kornhauser, Robert Dubin and Arthur
M. Ross (eds. ) , -IndustriaJ- Conf Tict (McGraw-Hi11, New
York, 1954) p. L4.
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chapter are the ones recognised in the literature.

t^lORKER.INITIATED FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Col I ecti ve Forms

The Strike

A strike rnay be defined as a stoppage of work by a group
of workers in order to express a conflict. It is a stoppage
of work and so is conceptually, although not always practically,
distinct fron actions which only restrict the prod.uction pro-
cess, e.g. overtime bans and go slows. The stoppage is usually
temporary, in that the strikers intend to return to work for
the same employer, although it is not necessarily ro.2 There
have been occasions when workers have used the strike in an
endeavour to force particular enployers out of business. on
other occasions, enployers have reacted to intended temporary
stoppages by closing down. The strike is always a collective
action involving a group. The group, furthermore, consists of
workers and this feature distinguishes the strike from other
phenomena popularly labe1led "strikes", e.g. rent "strikes",
rate "strikesf' etc. The nature of the conflict being expressed
is a conplex question. usually the other party is an enployer
to whom a grievance or demand is being expressed in an effort
to gain a concession. The other party or parties, however, may
be a worker, a group of workers, a trade union and so on. A

demarcation strike, for example, has all the features of a

strike yet is usually an inter-union conflict. While the
strike is usually an expression of industrial conflict, it
need not necessarily be so. It can be a nanifestation of other
types of conflict. Industrial conflict arises out of the em-
ploynent relationship and so involves those who are directly
or indirectly parties to that relationship. 0n this basis it
is conceivable that industrial conflict nay at tiures involve
the government or other parties not generally associated with
industry. rn practice it is often difficult to distinguish

2. Cf. Hynan, op.cit., p. 17 which states that a strike is a
tenporary stoppage.
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between strikes expressing industrial- conflict and those ex-
pressing other types of conflict.S In some cases, however,
our definition is easily applied. The recent strikes over the
French nuclear bonb tests, for example, were clearly non-indus-
trial as the ernploynent relationship was not involved, one of
the parties (i.e. the French goverrunent) being in no way con-
nected with it.

Strikes are popularly classified into several types. The
general strike is a strike by all organised workers in a com-
nunity or nation. The official strike is supported and/or
sanctioned by the union while the unofficial strike is not
(this distinction is not very inportant in New Zealand where
most strikes are official). The synpathv strike is a strike
by workers to show support for other workers involved in a

conflict and to bring pressure on the ernployer concerned. The
dernarcation slrike involves a dispute between unions over the
coverage of workers in an industry or occupation and is usually
designed to bring pressure to bear not only on rival unions
but also on particular enployers.

A clistinction is often made in the literature between so-
called "major" and "minor" strikes.4 The distinguishing
characteristic is usually duration, although worker i-nvolvement
is also sometimes used. 'fMajor" strikes last a considerable
period and may involve a large number of workers. While ack-
nowledging that the strike is not an homogeneousphenomenon,
we sha1l not use this distinction because of its sensitivity
to the arbitrarily chosen distinguishing characteristics. A

"maj or" strike in terms of duration may be "minor" in terrns of
involvement or of man-days 1ost. SinilarLy, a I'minorfr strike
in terms of particular criteria may be najor in its effects,
and vice versa.

The strike is often accompanied by other expressions of

3. See Don
ZeaLand
Vo1. 15,
See, for
p. 19.

J. Turkington, "The Trend of Strikes in
1946-70: Part I", JournaJ. of IndusttiaL
March 1973, pp. 44-5.
exanple, Hare t op.cit., p. 47 and Hynan

New
Relations,

, op.cit. ,4.
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industrial conflict. For example, strikers may seek to inst-
itute a boycott by exhorting customers not to buy the goods or
services of an employer directly involved in a dispute. A1so,
strikers rnay picket the establishrnent where the conflict is
taking place in an effort to persuade workers to join a strike
or to discourage non-strikers fron working, to discourage
customers fron patroniztng the concern or to gain publicity.
Both the boycott and the picket are unconmon forms of conflict
in New Zealand. More common is the use of the nedia to public-
ize a particular viewpoint. Parties to disputes regularly
release statements to the rnedia and on occasions purchase
advertising space or time in an effort to win public support
for their positions. strikes, along with some other forms of
industrial conflict, are also often accompanied by lobbying of
politicians by the parties. Expressions of industrial conflict
are not confined to the work situation.

The strike is also often preceded by other forms of con-
f1ict, not the least of which is the threat to take certain
actions. workers may threaten to strike or to impose a go slow
and so on. (A threat nay equally come fron the enployer's
side.) The threat plays an irnportant part in conflict situat-
ions. An action need not be overt in order to be an express-
ion of industrial conflict.

Mass Resignation

A mass resignation involves the resignation of enployment
by a group of workers in order to express a conflict. It
differs fron a strike in involving a ternination of enployment,
although in both cases workers nornalLy intend to return to
work for the same employer. rn New Zealand the mass resignat-
ion has at times been used instead of the strike in a nisguided
effort to avoid legal sanctions against strikes. The legis-
lation, however, makes no distinction between the strike and
mass resignation, the enphasis being on the collective action
of workers in discontinuing enployment.
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The Work to Rule

A work to rule involves a group of workers adhering
strictLy to the letter of awards, agreements, regulations and
other instrunents relating to their ernploynent in order to
express a conflict. A11 occupations are subject to a labyrin-
th of rules and regulations which, if rigidly adhered to, can
reduce output substantially below custonary 1eve1s. Modern
industry operates only because nany rules and regulations are
not normally rigidly fol1owed. The work to rule differs fron
the strike in being a regulation or restriction on output
rather than a stoppage of work.

The work to rule does not generally involve equal enphasis
on all relevant rules and regulations. Those with the greatest
potential effect on the opposing party are the most rigidly
adhered to. some workers prefer the work to rule to other
conflict forms because it can be more easily "justified" to
those not directly involved. rt puts pressure on the opponent
but unlike the strike, for exanple, involves no breach of con-
tract. on the contTary, it entails strict adherence to at
least some of the terms of the enployment contract. More
euphernistic names for the work to rule include the "withdrawal
of good-wil1" and the t'withdrawal of co-operation".

The Go Slow

A go slow is a deliberate reduction of output by a group
of workers in order to express a conflict. According to this
definition the work to rule is a special case of the go slow
but we sha11 treat them as separate. rn a go slow workers put
pressure on the opposing party by producing l.ess than is
customary. Those on hourly rates need not, in the absence of
retaliation, necessarily suffer a drop in earnings. The same
applies in the case of the work to rule. such actions are,
therefore, generally less costly to workers involved than is
the strike. The enployer, on the other hand, often finds then
more costly than the strike as he is forced to neet most var-
iable costs while enjoying a significantly reduced output.
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sone employers, in addition, find restrictions on output more
difficult to combat. others, however, react by forcing a
stoppage of work. In the freezing industTy, for exarnple,
employers often react by withholding stock for slaughter and
so force an eventual shutdown of all departrnents.

The Stop Work Meeting

A stop work meeting is a stoppage of work by a group of
workers in order to discuss a matter of interest. rt may be
sanctioned by the ernployer ("authorised") or not sanctioned
('tunauthorised"). The unauthorised stop work neeting is
usually an expression of industrial conflict. such meetings
are often held to discuss a particular conflict and to forrn-
ulate strategy. rt is not uncommon, therefore, for unauthor-
ised stop work meetings to precede other forns of industrial
conflict such as the strike. The stop work rneeting, however,
is often itself used as a tactic to bring pressure to bear on
the opponent.

Not alL stop work meetings concern natters relating to the
enploynent relationship and so, at times, can be manifestations
of other types of conflict. The same applies, of course, to
most, if not all, the actions listed in this chapter.

The Ban

A ban is a refusal by a group of workers to undertake
certain work in order to express a conflict. Itlorkers perforn
all usual functions except those the subject of the ban. The
effect is to restrict output rather than stop work altogether.
Bans take nany different forms. Types commonly experienced in
New Zealand include the overtine ban where workers collectively
refuse to work overtime and the load-out ban where workers
refuse to dispatch a certain cornmodity or class of commodities
(a variant of which is the export load-out ban). The "black"
ban involves the "blacking" of an iten, the result of which is
normalLy a refusal by all organised workers, whether directly
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involved or not, to handle it. Other bans include those on
wet weather work, on using particular pieces of equipment, or
processing certain raw materials and so on. A ban can be very
specific. In the transportation sector, for example, it is
not uncommon to place a ban on the handling of a single item
of cargo. The ban shares certain features with the go s1ow.
rt can, for example, bring substantial pressure to bear on the
opposing party while not necessarily involving a drop in the
earnings of workers involved.

Other worker-rnitiated collective Forns of rndustrial
Conflict

Less usual nanifestations include the occupation by work-
ers of business premises. This rnay take the form of a "sit-
in" (work stoppage within the plmt), a lockout of nanagement
personnel or even a "work-in" (worker organised production,
often to prevent the close down of a plant). These actions,
along with rnost other collective forns of conflict, can occas-
ionally be acconpanied by violence. violence, especially in
the forn of a riot, can itself be an expression of industrial
conflict.

conflict can also take the form of sabotage where groups
of workers deliberately danage or destroy plant, equipment,
products etc.5 such action can take many forms ranging from,
for example, the destruction of a whole plant through to the
production of deliberately faulty goods. collective action
can influence not only the 1evel but also the quality of out-
put.

The use of instruments of conflict regulation such as
conciliation councils and bargaining comnittees does not in
itself necessariLy indicate conflict. rn the course of con-
ciliation or bargaining, howeverr 8r incornpatibility nay be
discovered and so conflict arises. Furthernore, the way in
qhich these instruments are used can be an exDression of
5. see taurie Taylor and Paul. walton, ,rndustriaL sabotage:

Motives and Meaningsrr, in Stanley Cohen (ed.) , zmages of
Deviance (Penguin, Harnondsworth, Eng., 1971) p. 2lg.
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conflict. Workers, or for that matter employers, flsIr for
exanple, clog a particular procedure specificaLJ-y to put
pressure on the opposing party.

In conflict situations, groups
aILy adopt rules (sone of which may

order to increase their control over
practices are generally labe11ed by
bedding" or "restrictive practices".
workers can refuse to co-operate in
award or agreement.

of workers rnay unilater-
break managerial rules) in
the work situation. Such

employers as "feather-
At a more general 1eve1,

the adrninistration of the

2. Individual Forms

Labour Turnover

we shall define labour turnover as the number of ternin-
ations of enployment during a given period expressed as a
percentage of average labour force for that period. Termin-
ations can be divided into three broad categories: worker-
initiated, enployer-initiated and miscellaneous. Those due to
death, permanent disability, reaching retirernent sger drafting
into the armed services etc., may be classed as miscellaneous.
such terninations are not usually expressions of conflict,
although some may be indirect results of it (e.g. conflict
induced tension resulting in a disabling or fataL accident).
It would be desirable to exclude miscellaneous terninations
in using labour turnover as a measure of industrial conflict.

Not all worker-initiated terninations are necessarily
expressions of conflict. For example, the decision to marry
or become pregnant, and so to leave workr rllay result from
industrial conflict but more likely from other considerations.
A difficult situation to classify is that where a worker leaves
a job he regards as I'satisfactory" for one he expects to be
even more attractive. A strict application of our definition
of industrial conflict may result in such terminations being
classified as expressions of conflict, but we should treat
them differently if they could be statistically identified.
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Worker-initiated terrninations fray, however, be the result
of industrial conflict. A worker in a conflict situation may
react by withdrawing from it altogether, i.e. by leaving his
enploynent. This is especially like1y if he is unable to
solve the conflict in some other way or is unwilling to atternpt
to live with it. A worker will leave if he has both the desire
and the ability to d.o ,o.6 Conflict is not only a deterrninant
of the desirability of movenent but is also the cue for search
behaviour, through which the perceived ease of movernent (i.e.
ability) is established. The nore intense the conflict, the
more intense will be the search for alternatives and, probably,
the wider the range of alternatives the worker is willing to
accept.

Some terninations are employer-initiated expressions of
conflict. If the potential positions of an ernployer and a

worker are mutually incompatible, the enployer rnay dismiss the
worker. Even some worker-initiated terminations nay be the
deliberate result of enployer action. Rather than disniss a

workerr ail ernployer nay rnake his life so "miserable" that the
worker will leave apparently of his own free wi11.

There is voluminous enpirical evidence in the literature
attesting to the importance of industrial conflict as a deter-
minant of labour turnover. The relationship has in practice
usually been tested by deterrnining if measures of turnover are
associated with measures of job satisfaction.T Of the seven
studies reviewed by vroom, all indicated the expected negative
relationship between satisfaction and turnover. Furthermore,
Lefkowitz notes that "the observed consistency of the job
dissatisfaction-turnover relationship is remarkable", although
"studies differ with respect to the specific sources of dis-
satisfaction held responsible".8

6. For a fornalised treatnent see Janes G. March and Herbert
A. Sinon, organizations (Wi1ey, New York, 1gS8) Ch. 4.

7. For reviews of the literature, see, for exanple, Victor
H. Vroon , Itork and Motivat,ion (Wi1ey, New York, 1964)
pp. 175-178;and Joel Lefkowitz, rfPersonnel Turnov€r", in
Lawrence Edwin Abt and Bernard F. Riess (eds. ) , clinical
PsgchoTogg in Industtial Otganization (Grune and Stratton,
New York, L97t) pp. 69-90.

8. Lefkowitz, op.cit., p. 76.
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In using labour turnover as a measure of industrial con-
flict one would ideally like to separate out those types of
turnover not usually resulting fron conflict. This, however,
is generally not a practical proposition as labour turnover
statistics are not compiled with this distinction in nind.

Absence

We shall take absence to mean the failure of workers to
attend work when they are scheduled to do so. A worker is
"scheduled to workil on any working day other than authorised
holidays. Our definition thus includes time away from work
due to illness, injury or any other cause including, for ex-
anple , a day at the races. Not all absences need be of a day
or more, but may take the form of lateness and spe11s away

from work during the working day. It is customary, however,
to exclude tirne lost due to collective forms of conflict such
as the strike etc. Also we sha11 consider injuries separately
under the heading of industrial accidents.

A worker in a conflict situation may withdraw temporarily
from it by being absent fron the job. Conflict is particularly
like1y to take this form if the worker is unable or unwilling
to leave and is unable to express his conflict in a collective
way. Industrial conflict can also indirectly lead to absence
in that the associated tensions and worry can cause il1ness.9

Illness absence is often not regarded as an expression of
industrial conflict. But this view is not completely valid.
Sickness often provides an avenue whereby a worker can withd.raw
from the work situation while continuing to be paid and gaining
the syrnpathy of the eorployet.l0 Alsor 8s argued, conflict can

9 . See T. T. Paterson, Glasgow Zinited.- A Case-Studg jn Ind-
ustriaJ war and peace (Canbridge University Press, London,
L960) p. 101; and Arthur Kornhauser, ItentaL llealt,h of, the
rndustriaT Worker.. A Detroit Studg (Wi1ey, New York, 1965)

10. See David Mechanic, rrResponse Factors in IlLness: The
Study of Illness Behaviour'f , in Frank Baker, Peter J.M.
McEwan and ALan Sheldon (eds. ) , Industrial otganizations
and HeaTth, VoTume I: SeJ,ected Readings (Tavistock,
London, 1969) p. 206. Baker et aJ., Section B, contains
other relevant studies on illness and other forns of
abs enc e .
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cause psychosonatic illness.

There are many ernpirical- studies of the relationship
between industrial conflict and abs"rr.".11 Most of these
involve tests of the relationship between measures of absence
and of job satisfaction. Vroom found 10 studies on this
question. 0f these, six indicated the expected negative
relationship between job satisfaction and absence, while a

further three noted a negative relationship in some situations
but not in others.

In sinilar fashion to labour turnover, we would like to
separate out those types of absence not usually resulting from
conflict. This is rarely practicable.

Industrial Accidents

Industrial accidents normally inyolve both injury and
absence from work, and are clearly not invariably expressions
of industrial conflict. But there are at least two reasons
for thinking that accidents can be a form of industrial conflict.
First, accidents may be caused by the workerts conscious or
unconscious motivation to withdraw from the work situation in
a way acceptable to himself and to his employer (the f'work

withdrawal hypothesis"). Second, a worker in a conflict
situation may become incautious or lackadaisical, rnaking him-
self more accident prone than a worker not in such a situation.

Looking at the first of these reasons, the worker suffer-
ing an accident normally continues to receive an income and
is the subject of considerable sympathy. A1so, the accident
is the most legitinated or sanctioned. forrn of absence in that
the worker is absent with the employerf s blessing. The rrork

For reviews of the literature see, for exanple, Vroour r op.
cLt., pp. L7e-180; and Arthur H. Brayfield and Walter H.
Crockett, ttEmployee Attitudes and Empl.oyee Perf ornancef r ,
in t.L. Cunrnings and W.E. Scott Jnr. (eds.), Read.ings in
Organizational Behaviour and Human petformance (Irwin,
Honewood, I11., 1969) pp. 276-277.

11.
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withdrawal hypothesis was first put forward by Hill and Trist
who provided two tests of it.12 First, accidents night be
expected to be positively associated with other forms of
absence, (i.e. withdrawal). This positive relationship was
found to exist. Second, accidents night be expected to be
nost closely related to other forms of absence where the work-
er does not accept responsibility for his behaviour toward the
enployer. This was also found to be the .rr".15 The work of
two medical practitioners, Hirschfeld and Behan, adds con-
siderable support to the theories of Hill and Trist.14 on the
basis of personal experience of approximately i00 cases of
industrial accidents, they argue that many injury patients
attenpt to preserve their symptons by staying clear of doctors
who they fear will fail to preserve their incapacity.

In relation to the second of the above reasons, Hirsch-
feld and Behan note that generally before an accident occurs
there is a state of conflict or anxiety within the worker, as
a result of which he acts in a way endangering his safety.

It is, of course, absurd to suggest that all industrial
accidents are the resul-t of industrial conflict. In particular,
a worker is unlikely deliberately to have an accident which
causes hin great suffering and pain. rt is noteworthy, how-
ever, that the bulk of accidents occurring at the firn studied
by Hill and Trist were of a type consistent with the work
withdrawal hypothesis. The prevailing accident pattern was
sumrned up "as consisting of common nishaps causing superficial
injuries leading to relatively short absences".l5 This was

12. J.M.M. Hill and E.L. Trist, rrA consideration of rndustrial
Accidents as a Means of Withdrawal fron the Work Situation:
A Study of their Relation to Other Absences in an Iron and
Steel Worksrr, Euman ReJatjons, Vo1. VI, Nov. 195S, pp. SS7-
380.

13. For a subsequent study supporting the first of these re-
sults but not the secondr soe Peter F.C. Castle,
"Accidents, Absence, and Withdrawal fron the Work Sit-
uationtt, Ituman ReJa tions, Vol . IX, May 19S6, pp . 2ZS-ZSS .

L4 . Alexander H. Hirschf e1d and Robert c . Behan, r'The Accident
Process: Etiological Considerations of Industrial
Injuriesrr, in Baker et al., op.cit., pp. 265-279.

15. Hill and Trist, op.cit., p. 368.
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despite the presence of heavy vehicles and machinery, and hot
nolten neta1.

The few studies on the industrial accident-job satisfact-
ion relationship have generally found the expected negative
relationship to ho1d.16 As with turnover and absence, we

would like to be able to separate out those accidents not
resulting from industrial conflict, but again this is generally
not a practical proposition.

Other Worker-Initiated Individual Forrns of Industrial
Conflict

Not all individual forms of industrial conflict involve
withdrawal from the work-place. Conflict can, for example, be
rnanifest as individual acts of sabotage where a worker deliber-
ately damages or destroys plant, equipment, products, etc.
Individual acts of sabotage can assume a sinilar variety of
forms to collective acts. Sabotage can be particul ar1-y

"effectiv€", in terms of damage suffered by the enployer. It
is, however, difficult for employers to prove the existence of
sabotage let alone do anything about it.

Industrial conflict can also take the form of pilfering.
By stealing goods and other items fron his employer a worker
may feel he is "getting ny own back on management" and sinply
taking rtwhat is rightfully, but not 1egally, mine". Not aL1
pilfering results from industrial conflict. In some cases,
pilfering is felt to be at least irnplicitly condoned by the
ernployer and to be a traditional and legitinate "perk". fn
others, workers steal fron their enployers for similar reasons
as they might steal fron anyone eLse. Pilfering , by its
nature, is difficult for the ernployer to identify and therefore
do rnuch about.

A worker may express a conflict by reducing his 1eve1 of
job performance. He iloL for exanple, institute his own "go

16. See Vroon, op.cit., p. 180; and T.T. Paterson, op.cit.,
Part III.
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slow" or sinply be less attentive to his work. Such a man-
ifestation is particularly 1ike1y if the intensity of the
conflict is not high or if alternative collective or individ-
ua1 forms are not available to the worker. In a more general
sense, conflict nay be expressed by the breaking of managerial
rules. A worker nay refuse to co-operate with management to
the extent that he can while avoiding disrnissal.

3. Conclusion

It is clear that industrial conflict can be expressed by
workers in many ways. The situation influences the strategy
adopted and so the form conflict takes. rn one situation it
may, for example, be manifested as a strike, while in another
as a go slow or work to rule or even as absence or turnover.
Furthermore, a group of workers may adopt several actions at
once, e.B. a strike, a boycott and picketing, or may vary its
tactics over the course of a conflict, e.g. a ban, replaced
by a go s1ow, which is in turn replaced by a strike. Sinilarly,
an individual worker may, for exaurple, simultaneously lower
his performance and break rnanagerial rules, or change his
tactics from, s8I, pilfering to sabotage. Moreover, individ-
ual forms may be replaced by collective forms and vice versa.
Considerations influencing the form conflict will take include
the intensity of the conflict, the ability of a party to adopt
a particular tactic, the expected effectiveness of available
tactics and the actions of the opposing party.

A conflict considered of little importance is unlikely to
be expressed in a way that is potentially costly to the init-
iating party. Moreover, a conflict considered of little in-
portance to the group of workers is nore 1ike1y to take an

individual rather than collective forn. Even if a conflict
is considered of general importance, it may not find express-
ion in a collective forrn if the workers l-ack the ability to
engage in collective action. That depends on their degree of
cohesion and quality of organisation. Even if a party is able
to adopt a tactic, it may not do so if it is expected to be
ineffective. Expected benefits and costs have to be evaluated,
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at least inplicitly. A worker in a conflict situation may
not, for example, withdraw by leaving if he expects that the
actionrs costs will exceed its benefits, especially if there
exist alternative expressions which he expects will yield a
net benefit. sirnilarly, a group of workers may be unlikely
to choose, sar, a go slow, if they expect to suffer more fron
it than does the ernployer, given the existence of alternative
tactics. The expected effectiveness of a tactic is greatly
influenced by such factors as the structure of the product
market, the profitability of the enterprise, the nature of
the production process, the nature of the product or service
and so on. Tactical considerations are also influenced by
the opponentts reactions. workers il4)r, for example, cease to
consider a go slow an appropriate action after sone of those
involved have been dismissed by the employer. Go slows may
thus be countered by disrnissals which in turn are countered
by strikes and so on.

II. EMPLOYER-INITIATED FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

The Lockout

A lockout is a stoppage of work initiated by the enployer
in order to express a conflict and is thus the antithesis of a
strike. rt usually takes the forrn of the literal locking out
of workers from their place of enployment. Other forms includ.e
the withholding of raw materials in order to force an eventual
shutdown. The lockout, as with the strike, is norrnally intend-
ed to be temporary. rn general, the same workers are enployed
as previously, although lockouts are at tines used to get rid
of workers considered by the ernployer to be "undesirable".
conflict can occasionaLly take the form of a cLose down where
an enployer permanently shuts down an operation as a result
of opposition with another party.

There is considerable debate over whether lockouts
generally precede or fo1low worker-initiated conflict actions.
such matters, however, are tactical considerations and will
vaty from one situation to another. For our purposes it is

L
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not important which party first takes action. But a party to
a conflict often seeks to establish that the opponent "fired
the first shot" in an effort to convince the public of the
justness of its own cause.

The Mass Notice of Disnissal

A mass notice of disrnissal involves an employer inforrning
a group of workers of his intention to disrniss them on the
expiration of a period of notice in order to express a conflict.
The workersr employnent is terminated if the d.isnissal is
carried out- The mass notice is essentially a forrnalised
threat of lockout, and is normally made on the understanding
that it will be withdrawn if the opposing party makes certain
concessions.

Priority Designated Work

rn a conflict situation enployers may designate an act-
ivity as "priority work". Groups of workers are assigned the
priority work before any other and, shoulcl they refuse it, are
suspended or dismissed. This process can continue until either
a concession is gained or all workers are laid off.

Other Emplover-rnitiated Forns of rndustriar conflict

At tines enployers may unilaterally change conditions of
work as an expression of conflict. For example, the chain speed
nay be increased in assenbly Line operations, certain rules and
regulations nay be enforced in an unusually strict way (the
antithesis of the work to rule), new rules nay be created and
so on. Many people fail to recognise such actions as express-
ions of conflict, regarding thern simply as normal aspects of
the managerial process. rn adopting these tactics the employer
therefore often avoids being seen as the aggressor in conflict
situations. An ernployar , furthermore, can discrirninate ;rmong
workers in respect of job positions, job assignments and so on.
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Often he can discrininate with considerable freedon and. sti11
remain within the l-etter of the award or agreement and of
other rules and regulations. rt is often difficult to prove
discrimination, let alone do anything about it.

Employers may also atteurpt to get rid of the opposing
party. We have already mentioned the mass notice of disrnissal.
other tactics in this area include individual dismissals,
"forced'r resignations, suspensions and transfers. Such actions
may be reinforced by the use of the "b1ack1ist", i.e. a list
containing the narnes of workers considered "troublesome".
workers whose names are listed may not be hired in new jobs
or may be fired from their present jobs.

rn these actions the initiating party nay be the ernployer
group or simply a member of that group acting independently.

Conclus ion

Enployer-initiated forms of industrial conflict are
numerous and diverse. Many of them can involye the use of so-
ca11ed "managerial prerogatives" and are consequently difficult
to recognise as expressions of conflict. As is the case with
other parties, the situation influences the strategy adopted.
several tactics nay be used at once and tactics may be varied
over the course of a conflict. Furthermore, the forms of
conflict available to the foreman rnay be somewhat limited
conpared with those available to the general manager. Thus
the form conflict takes in a particular situation depends
significantly on the nature of the enployer party involved..

All parties to industrial conflict have, 4t least potent-
ia11y, a range of tactics at their disposal. A state of con-
flict is, by its nature, a state of interdependence. The
tactics adopted by one party depend greatly on the expected
effect on and reaction of the opponent. This also irnplies
that conflict situations are dynarnic. rn fact, positions
must change if the conflict is to end.
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III THE ASSOCIATION OF THE FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

studies of the statistical association of the forms of
industrial conflict have been confined to worker-initiated.
forms. scott, Mumford, McGivering and Kirkby, among others,
have argued that insofar as labour turnover, absence, indus-
trial accidents etc. are expressions of the same thing, it
might be expected that these individual forrns of conflict will
be positivelv associated.lT B.lt this d.oes not necessarily
fo1low. For exanple, workers may express conflict in a
situation where alternative employnent opportunities are
scarce or diminishing through absence or accidents rather than
through turnover. rt is quite conceivable that, saL absence
and turnover are both expressions of conflict yet are invers-
e1y related statistically. Despite this, most enpirical
studies have revealed a positive relationship between turn-
over and absence, although cases of a negative relationship
or no relationship have been revea1ed.18 A further study
noted a positive relationship between accident rates and turn-
over, between accident rates and rates of product spoilage,
and between the incidence of i11-health and turnover.l9

For sinilar reasons to those given in respect of individ-
ua1 forns r w€ have no i ptiori expectations about the relation-
ship which rnight exist between collective and individual forrns
of conf1ict.20 rn situations where collective forms are not
readily available to workers, conflict tends to assume individ-
ua1 forms, the result being an inverse statistical relationship.

77. Scott et.aI., op.cit., pp. S5-Sg. See also HilL andTrist, op._cit. , pp. 560 and 369; paterson, op.cit. , p.
100; and John crowther, t'Absence and Turnovei in theDivisions of 0ne Conpany, 1gS0-1gS5tr, occapationaL
PsgchoLogg t Vo1. 31, 0ct. 19S7, pp . 256-2S9.

18. For teviews of ernpirical" studies of this rel,ationship seeLefkowitz, op.cit., p. 73; or Thomas F. Lyons, "Turn-overand Absenteeism: A Review of Relationships and sharedCorrelatesfr, personneJ psgchologg, Vol. 21, lg7Z, pp.
277-281.

19. Patersont op.cix., pp. 88-109.
20. Neither do we have any i priori expectations about therelationship which night exist between collective formsof conflict.
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rn other situations, however, high 1evels of collective action
nay be associated with high 1evels of individual action so
that a positive relationship holds. while the ernpi-rical
evidence on this question is far from extensive, a number of
studies have observed an inverse relationship. For example,
Knowles found such a relationship between strikes and absence
in the British coal-rnining industty.2T This finding has been
supported by a more recent study on that industry.22 Mor"-
over' a negative relationship between strikes and labour turn-
over in various industries was found in an unpublished study
by Go1dthorpe.23 Patersonr or the other hand, noted a category
of strikes which was preceded by an increase in labour turn-
over, accidents and sirnilar indices and followed by a reduct-
ion in these indicesr24 so that the simple correlation between
strikes and individual forns of conflict would be positive.

IV. CONCLUSION

There is no single perfect indicator of industrial con-
flict. some of the actions listed in this chapter are better
indicators than others but we would argue that all of them can
be expressions of industrial conflict. A narrow view of
industrial conflict can be nisleading. Those holding such a
view il&r, for example, interpret a situation of no strikes as
indicating a lack of industrial conflict. This could be the
case but workers nay simply be expressing confl.ict through
individual forms or less noticeable collective forms, and
employers nay be adopting actions not recognized as industrial
conflict. rndustrial conflict must be viewed as a complex
phenomenon which can find expression in a diversity of forms.

21. K. G. J. c. Knowles, stri.kes - A studg jn rndus triar conf lict
(Blackwel l, Oxford, 19S2) pp. ZZS-226.

22. L.J. Handy, "Absenteeisn and Attendance in the British
Coal-Mining Industry: An Exanination of Post-War Trendsrf,gritrsh Journar of rndustrial Rel.ations, vol. vr, March
1968, pp . 27 -50.

23. This study, along with a number of others on this question,
is reviewed by E. P. Kersall, r'A Theoretical setting forthe study and Treatment of strikesrf, occupational psg-
choJ.ogg, Vo1. 32, Jan. 1958, p. 2.

24 . Paterson t op. ci t. , p. ZO4 .
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v. APPENDIX: NEI'J ZEALAND STATISTICAL INFORMATI ON

In the official statistics, a number of collective forrns
are grouped under the heading of "industrial stoppages". This
tern is defined to include strikes (and lockouts), organised
go slows, refusal to r+ork overtime, or other "c1early mani-
fested passive resistance nethods", unauthorised stop work
neetings and unauthorised delays in resurning work after
"recognised" stop work meetings. There is no minirnum size
below which stoppages are not recorded. while this is a very
comprehensive definition, there is no fornal obligation to
report stoppages to the Department of Labour.25 rn practice
many srna1l strikes, go slows etc. escape the notice of the
Labour Departnent and so are not recorded. For example, in
r973 only 36 frpartial stoppagesrt (reduction of normal rate of
output) were reported in the official statistics (out of a
total of 394 industrial stoppages) and it is difficult to
believe that only 1"0% of stoppages take the form of partial
stoppages. The statistics include only stoppages in which a
denand is nade on the ernployer (or the enployees in the case
of a lockout), although for one year brief statistics on
"political stoppages" were noted in a commentary by the
Departnent of Labour,26

Major sources of official stoppage statistics include the
ItonthTg Abstract of statistjcs (Departnent of Statistics,
wellington) which covers stoppage frequency, nunber of firms
affected, duration, involvenent, working days lost, and wages
1ost. Each of these statistics is broken down by industry.
Most of this inforrnation is also found in the Report on sratis-
tics of Prices I wages, and Labout (Department of Statistics) ,
although some of it is there presented in considerably more
detail. This Report contains additional data on the geographic
distribution of stoppages r on duration in calendar days and on

25. For definitions used in a nunber of countries see Malcoln
Fisher' Measurement of Labour Disputes and Thei1^ Economic
Effects (OECD, Paris, 197S).

26. Labour and Emplogment Gazette, Vol. XXII, NIay LVTZ,pp. 20-2.

l{orker-Initi Forms Confl
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the distribution of stoppages by cause, method of settlement
and result. A comprehensive survey of stoppage information
is the ueta zealand ofticial Yearbook (Departnent of Statistics).
An annual comnentary on stoppages is found in the May issue
of the Labour and EmpTogment Gazette (Departrnent of Labour,
Wellington).

lrlorker-Initiated Individual Forms of Confl ict

Labour Turnover

Turnover data is collected by the Department of Labour in
its six-monthly survey of employnent. This survey covers units
which together enploy about 70% of the total labour force.
Turnover figures for surveyed industries (excluding building
and construction and seasonal industries) are published in
the Labour and EmpTovment Gazette. Terminations are expressed
as a percentage of average payroll strength (for six rnonths).
Data for engagements and payroll strength are published so
that an engagement or accession rate can also be calculated.
A11 figures are published on an industry group basis. This
infornation is reproduced in the aeport on Statistics of
Prices , wages, and Labout. Unpublished turnover rates for
individual industries are available from the Labour Department
although such rates are non-existent for a number of major
industries, e.g. construction and rneat freezing. Turnover
rates, along with numerous other statistics on conflict forms,
for the waterfront industry are published in the Annuar Report
of the hlaterf ront rndustrg commission, G. 2 (Governrnent Printer
wellington). Official statistics on types and causes of turn-
over, measures of cost and so on are non-existent (except, in
some instances, for the waterfront industry) .

Absence

There are
the waterfront

no official statistics on absence (except for
industry) .
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Industrial Accidents

Accident data are extensive, being collected as part of
the accident compensation procedure. The statistics relate
only to accidents qualifying for compensation and are pub-
lished in the Report on -rndustriat rnjuries (Departnent of
statistics). This Report includes statistics on frequency
rates, time lost, conpensation payments, nature of injury,
agency of accident and so on. Many of these statistics are
broken down by industrial division, industrial group and
individual industry, and some by occupational group. Recent
accident statistics are published in supplernents to the
I|onthLg Abstract of statistics and commentaries on industrial
injuries in the Labour and Emplogment Gazette. of statistics
on forms of industrial conflict, those for accidents are by
far the most extensive, although not always the most up-to-
date. The latest Report on rnd,ustrial rnjuties at the tine
of writing (nid-1975) was for L970.

Other Individual Forns

No official statistics on other individual forms of indus-
trial conflict are availabre. This is not su:rprising in view
of the nature of sone of these forms. Fragmentary information
on related matters, e.g. prosecutions for theft as a servant,
is undoubtedly available but is unlikely to be very useful.

Enplover-Initiated Forrns of Conflict

The only ernployer-initiated forn explicitly referred to
in the official statistics is the lockout (other than the
penalty - see Chapter VII). Lockouts are treated as industrial
stoppages and so are included with worker-initiated collective
forms. No statistics specifically on Lockouts are now reported.
For sources, see those nentioned in relation to industrial
stoppages. Again, because of the nature of some of the other
employer-initiated forns, it is not surprising that statistics
on them are non-existent.
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Chapter III

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Although conflict is inherent in the enterprise, there is
more conflict in some situations than in others. In this
chapter we discuss some of the factors influencing the leve1
of industrial conflict. fn so doing we inevitably also exarnine
factors influencing the forn conflict takes.

I . THE INDUSTR IAL ENV IRONMENT

Most studies of factors influencing the 1eve1 of indus-
trial conflict are somewhat linited in scope. That of Kerr
and Siegel is no exception. l They were concerned with only
one forn of conflict (the strike) and one 1eve1 of aggregation
(the industry). Kerr and Siegel sought to explain an observed
tendency for certain industries in industrialised nations to
be consistently strike prone, while others are consistently
strike free.2 Their explanation centred on two aspects of the
rfindustrial environmentrr, namely, the location of the worker in
society and the character of the job and the worker.

The industrial environment strongly influences the 1oc-
ation of the worker in society which, in turn, determines the
workerrs propensity to strike. There are two extreme location-
a1 situations in which the worker may be found: as a mernber

1. Clark Kerr and Abrahan Siegel, "The Interindustry Propen-
sity to Strike - An International Conparisonrf, in Arthur
Kornhauser, Robert Dubin and Arthur M. Ross (eds.),
.Tndusttial Conflict (McGraw-Hi1L, New York, 1954) pp.
186-212.

2. The tendency for strikes to be unequally distributed
anong industries has also been noted in a nunber of
nore recent studies. See, for exanple, D.W.0xnan, rrThe
Incidence of Strikes in Australiarr, in J.E. Isaac and
G . W. Ford (eds . ) , AustraJ, jan Labour ReJ,a tions : Readings
(Sun Books, Melbourne, 1966) pp. 18-46; Don J. Turkington,
rf The Trend of Strikes in New Zeal and 1946-7 0 z Part I I ",Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol.. 15, June 1963, pp.
L43-t57 ; and E.ltr. Evans and P. Galanbos, rrWork Stoppages
in the United Kingdom 1965-70: A Quantitative Studyrr,
BuTTetin of Economic Research, Vol. 25, May 1973, pp. 22-42.
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of an "isolated mass, or as an integrated nember of a differ-
entiated group. According to Kerr and siegel, industries in
which workers form an isolated mass tend to be strike prone.
The characteristics of an isolated mass deternine the workers I

ability and, in part, their desire to strike.

Menbers of an isolated mass generally live in cornmunities
which are separate, either in a geographic or sociological
sense or both. This results in such workers having a strong
identity with one another and a feeling of isolation from the
rest of the conmunity. They therefore generally have conmon
grievances, a tendency reinforced by the workers forrning a
largely honogeneous, undifferentiated group in which there is
1itt1e occupational stratification. There exists, as a result,
a high degree of group cohesion which partly explains why
these workers are usually highly unionized. They also tend to
be inmobile internally and between ind.ustries. Their a11eg-
ience is thus to their fe11ow workers rather than to management
and they have 1itt1e fear of jeopardizing promotional prospects
by engaging in strike action. External irnnobility linits the
workersr ability to express conflict by leaving and, to a
lesser extent, by being absent. The separateness and homo-
geneity of an isolated mass means that its rnembers have little
association with "the public" and so are relatively unaffected
by public opinion. The workers are also detached fron the
enployer, partly because he belongs to a distinct and unattain-
able socio-economic group, and also because the same ind.ustrial
environment that creates strike prone workers also creates
"bad" employers. For the isolated mass the strike is seen as
"a kind of colonial revolt against far-removed authority, an
outlet for accumulated tensions, and a substitute for occupat-
ional and social rnobilityrr.S

workers in industries where the propensity to strike is
low tend to be integrated into the wider differentiated comn-
unity. They are more 1ike1y to live in rnulti-industry commun-
ities, to associate with people with dissirnilar working exper-
iences, and to belong to associations with heterogeneous

5. Kerr and Siegel, op.cit., p. 1gg.
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menberships. The workers are also more rnobile externally and
have access to higher skilled j obs or managerial positions
within the enterprise. The enployer is also not so remote
and not so "ca11ous" if remote. Furthernore, the community
can bring pressure to discourage strike action and the union,
if it exists at all, is less likely to be the chosen instru-
ment of protest. These factors mean that ind.ividual griev-
ances are less likely to coalesce into mass grievances.

Kerr and siegel summarize the influence of locational
characteristics by saying that i ', (a) industries will be high-
1y strike prone when the workers (i) forn a relatively horno-
geneous group which (ii) is unusually isolated froin the general
community and which (iii) is capable of cohesion; and (b) in-
dustries will be cornpletely strike free when their workers
(i) are individua1-1-y integrated into the larger society,
(ii) are members of trade groups which are coerced by govern-
ment or the market to avoid strikes, or (iii) are so individ-
ua11y isolated that strike action is impossib1e".4

As regards the character of the job and the worker, Kerr
and siegel argue that, 'rthe inherent nature of the job deter-
mines, by selection and conditioning, the kinds of workers
enployed and their attitudes, and these workers, in turn,
cause conflict or peace".5 The proposition is that features
of the job, such as whether it is difficult or pleasant, or
seasonal or permanent, deternine the type of workers employed
in it. The unskilled, casual job fosters an independent
spirit and attracts "tough, inconstant, conbative, and virile
workers" who will be inclined to strike. The opposite type
of job (ski11ed, steady, and physically easy) attracts women
and the type of man "who wilL abhor strikes".6

It can be seen that Kerr and Siegel I s explanations of
strike proneness enphasize factors influencing the ability to
strike. The explanations are in fact seen to be consistent

4.
5.
6.

Kerr and Siegel., op.cit., p. 195.
Ibid., p. 195.
Ibid., p. 195.
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with the proposition that strikes occur where they can occur.
The reasons why conflict arises and factors influencing the
desire to strike are relatively negl-ected.

A nunber of authors have pointed out that separation and
isolation need not necessarily lead to strikes. T walker notes
that in the case of the Broken Hill metal mines isolation has
added to the sense of common interest between enployer and
worker. By contrast, the isolation of certain New south wales
coal fields worked in the opposite direction by cutting off
miners frorn the rest of the conmunity and separating thern from
the social consequences of their action. Rirnlinger argues
that the environmental tendency toward strike proneness among

coal miners nay be counteracted or reinforced by socio-
cultural and historical factors. These broader factors deter-
mine whether miners are united and aggressive, or whether
aggressiveness gives way to conpliance where solidarity lends
itself to indirect managerial control, or even whether solid-
arity gives way to intense individualism where co-operation
and collective action are unsuccessful. Rinlinger used these
factors to exprain why miners in a given country nay either be
highly strike prone or almost strike free (and why the strike
proneness of miners tends to vary between countries). In so
doing he has highlighted a deficiency in the Kerr and Siegel
approach, namely, its inability to account for differences in
strike proneness between enterprises within the same industry.
In his explanation of this phenomenon Rinlinger stressed
socio-cultural and historical differences between regions. He

is not alone in arguing that the region can have an independent
effect on strike proneness,

Knowles has tested the proposition that the social environ-
ment of workers outside industry will affect their propensity

See Kenneth F. I{a1ker, Australian fndustriaJ ReJ,ations
Sgstems (Harvard University Press, Canbridge, Mass.,
t970); and Gaston V. Rinlinger, 'rlnternational Differences
in the Strike Propensity of Coal Miners: Experience in
Four Countriesrt, fndusttial and Labot ReJatjons Review,
Vo1. 12, April 1959, pp. 389-405.
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to strike.8 After allowing for the effect of the regional
concentration of industries, he discovered that strike plfone-
ness in the u.K. does in fact differ between regions. He found,
nonetheless, that the nature of the industry has a stronger
effect on strike proneness than the nature of the region,
leading hirn to conclude "it matters less where you live than
what you do for a living".9 Other evidence, however, fails
to support this conclusion.

After studying regional and sectoral strike patterns in
Australia, Gordon concluded that regional deterrninants of
strike patterns are generally more significant than national
ind.ustry influenc"r.l0 Aspects of Jamiesonrs study of British
colurnbia also fail to support l0rowlest conc1usion.11 Jamieson
argues that where regions are clearly distinguishable, the
region is the most fruitful unit for studying industrial con-
flict. rt seems that regional influences may significantly
nodify, if not dominate, the industrial environment influences
stressed by Kerr and siegel. Regional influences may be najor
factors in explaining differences in strike proneness between
enterprises in the one industry.

Kerr and siegel used only one measure of the strike (man-
days lost) and. only one method of gauging strike proneness.
strikes are usually measured in terms of man-days 1ost, worker
involvement and frequency. A close correlation does not
necessarily exist between each pair of alternative measures.
rf, as in the study of ward and Zis, the correlations are not
c1ose, the inter-ind.ustry pattern of strikes nay d.iffer

K.G.J.c. Knowles, rtrstrike-Pronenessr and its Determinantsr,
American JoutnaJ- of SocioTogg, Vol. LX, Nov. 19S4, pp.
2L3-229. See also idem, Striles - A Studg in Industtiaj
ConfTict (B1ackwel1., 0xford, 1952) especialLy pp. 18S-220.
Knowles, frrStrike-Pronenesst and its Deterninantsr, p. ZZO.
B.J. Gordon, "A Classification of Regional and Sectoral
Dispute Patterns in Australian Industry, 1g4S- 64,, ,Journal of fndustrial Relatioas, Vo1. 10, Nov. 1968,pp. 233-242. See also 0xnam t op.cit., pp. Sg-46.
stuart Janieson, ttRegional Factors in rndustrial conflict:
The case of British colunbiatt, canad,ian Journar of Econo-
mics and PoLiticaT Science, Vo1. XXVIII, Aug. 1962,
pp. 405- 416.

8.

9.
10.

11.
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depending on the particular measure of strikes used.12 Kerr
and siegel t s rnethod of gauging strike proneness was to compare
an industryrs rank order of nan-days lost with its rank order
of ernployment, The classification of the industry's propensity
to strike (as high, low, etc.) depended on where the differ-
ence between these two rank orders fell within an apparently
arbitrary scale. The more conmon, and more sensible, method
is to study the ratio of nan-days lost to workers employed
(worker loss ratio) for each industry under study. Despite
these apparent statisticaL inadequacies of Kerr and siegelrs
approach, nost single country inter-industry studies rnaking
use of several measures of the strike and of strike proneness
have revealed patterns not inconsistent with that on which
Kerr and Siegel based their analysis.15

A more serious lirnitation of the Kerr and siegel study,
fron our point of view, is its concentration solely on one
worker-initiated collective form of conflict, i.e. the strike.
(strictly their data covered strikes and lockouts but their
analysis is only in terns of strikes. ) rt is not rnade clear
how the industrial environment influences other collective
forns, individual forms (with the possible exception of labour
turnover), or employer-initiated forms. As a result, possible
interrelationships between the forms of conflict are not
enumerated.

Kerr and siegel also fail to spe1l out adequately the
causal influences embodied in their hypotheses. strikes are
said. to occur in industries which segregate large numbers of
workers who have relatively unpleasant jobs. But what causes
isolated masses and unpleasant jobs? This question is un-
answered, unless one interprets an undefined "industrial
environment'f as the cause. rt would appear that Kerr and
siegelts deterninants of strike proneness are thenselves
largely deternined by the technology of an indus try. while

12. R. Ward and G. Zis , rrTrade Union Mi litancy as annation of rnflation: An rnternational conparison",
Manchester schoor of Economics and sociar studies,t974r pp. 46-6S.

13. See references in footnote Z, p. SZ.

Expla-
Ihe
March
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factors other than technology nay be inportant in particular
industries, e.g. the geographic location of coal in the case
of coal rnining, Kerr and Siegelrs evidence suggests the gen-
eral conclusion that strikes occur nost in industries with
technologies which segregate large numbers of workers and
produce unpleasant jobs.

I I. TECHNOLOGY

There is a voluminous literature on the relationship
between technology and industrial behaviour. sorne of it,
such as the work of woodward, is concerned with industrial
behaviour in general rather than with those aspects related
to industrial conflict.14 Woodward argues that: ',Because
of the cornplex nature of the relationships which connect
the technology of a firm with its structure, it is likely
that some, but not all, characteristics of technology will be
reflected in organizational structure or in industrial behav-
iour".15 In a study of south Essex industry she noted that
pressure on people, and so personal conflicts, increased as
technology noved from sna1l batch and unit production to
large batch and rnass production, peaking in assenbly-1ine
production. l6 such pressure then fe1l as technology moved
into process production. Some of the characteristics of
process production - the relaxation of pressure, smaller work-
ing groups, increased ratio of supervisors to operators and
reduced need for Labour economy - were seen as being conducive
to'findustrial pea.ce".

some other authors have dealt more specificaLLy with the
relationship between technology and forns of industrial
L4. See Joan Woodward, u.anagement and TechnoLogg (HMSO,

London, 1958); idem, -fndusttial Otganization: Iheotg and
Practice (Oxford University Press, London, 1965); and
idem (ed.), fndustriaL Organizationt Behaviout and
ConttoT (Oxford University Press, tondon, 1970).
Ton Kynaston Reeves, Barry A. Turner and Joan Woodward,ffTechnology and OrganizatLonal Behavioutrtt, in Woodward
(ed. ) , -fndus trial Organization: Behaviour and Conttol ,p. 15.

Woodward , Management and TechnoTogg.

15.

16.
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conflict. rn a study of the u.s. automobile industry walker
and Guest sought to determine whether or not the absence and
turnover behaviour of workers on jobs with extreme mass
production characteristics differed frorn that of workers not
on such iobs.l7 At a general 1evel, they found. that the quit
rate for auto-assembly plants was higher than for all nanu-
facturing industries and for all but one non-manufacturing
industry. Moreover, in an individual assernbly p1ant, they
found a significant positive correlation between absence and
mass production characteristics. Workers whose jobs had
strong mass production characteristics were absent more often
than workers whose jobs had weak mass production characteristics.
A1so, the quit rate for production workers (those on the
assernbly line) was twice as high as that for non-production
r,rorkers (those on maintenance, stock, salvage, and other non-
production jobs).

Walker and Guest's study, along with many others in this
area, fails to clearly enumerate the behavioural rnechanisms
underlying the observed differences in worker behaviour. rt
appears that the characteristics of mass production work - high
degree of repetitiveness and of mechanical pacing, 1ow learning
tine, few breaks in job routine and few opportunities for
social interaction - strongly influenced the workerrs attitude
to his job, usually in an unfavourable way. The strength of
these attitudes was in turn reflected in the level of with-
drawal from the job.

Wedderburn and Cronpton found considerable differences in
attitudes and behaviour among workers in several chemical
plants, the technologies of which ranged from a continuous
flow process to routine nachine rninding.lS The plant with
the greatest continuous flow production (Works AJ, had the
lowest 1eve1 of absence, the lowest rate of increase in labour

L7. Charles R. Walker and Robert H. Guest, The Man on the
Assemblg Line (Harvard University Press, Canbridge, Mass.,
1es2).

18. Dorothy wedderburn and Rosenary cronpton, wozkers, Attit-
udes and technoTogg (Canbridge University Press, London,
7972); and Dorothy Wedderburn, rrl{hat Determines Shopfloor
Behaviour?rr, New Societg, 20 July 7972, pp. l2B-1S0.
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turnover and, during a three yeat period, experienced no
collective manifestations of conflict other than a site-wide
overtime ban. The other plant with considerable continuous
flow production (Works B) also had 1ow absence and experienced
only one stoppage in addition to the overtime ban. Turnover
at this plant, however, was somewhat higher than at Works A.
The plant with the greatest nachine ninding production (Works
C) had the highest leve1 of absence, the fastest rate of
increase in labour turnover and a high 1eve1 of stoppages.

These behaviour differences were seen as resulting JatgeTy,
but not entirely, from technological differences. Differences
in technology produce differences in types of jobs and in
kinds of authority relationships. The jobs associated with
continuous flow chemical production largely involved rnonitor-
ing and adjusting equipnent and provided considerable autonomy
and variety. These jobs were the nost favoured. Machine mind-
ing jobs, or the other handr lacked autonomy and gave 1itt1e
opportunity to exercise discretion. As regards authority
relationships, the continuous flow worker had considerable
control over his own work, with the supervisor perforrning a

collaborative role rather than the policing one associated
with many of the nachine ninding jobs.

The work of Woodward, Wedderburn and Crompton er at. has
been criticised for its concentration on technology to the
exclusion of other possible influences on worker behaviorrt.l9
In particular, they have been criticised for paying insufficient
attention to those social influences which are independent of
technology. Wedderburn and Crompton included some of these
influences in their analysis but concluded their inportance had
been exaggerated. Many studies on the influence of technology
invite such cri.ticism, however, because of their lack of
rigour and failure to specify adequately the nechanisms under-
lying the propositions being expounded.

19. See, for exanple, John H. Goldthorpe, David Lockwood,
Frank Bechhofer and Jennifer Platt , zhe Affluent, Wotket;
Jndustrial Attitudes and Behaviout (Caurbridge University
Press, London, 1968); and E.t. Trist, G.W. Higgin,
H. Murray and A. B. Pol.lock, organizat,ional Choice
(Tavistock, London, 1963).
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The studies of Woodu'ard, Walker and Guest, and Wedderburn
and Cronpton are largely concerned with the motivation of
workers to engage in particular individual forms of behaviour.
Little is said about the ability of workers to adopt a certain
line of action. Nor are these studies much concerned with
collective forms of behaviour, 1et alone with employer-
initiated actions. From the point of view of conflict analy-
sis, their coverage leaves nuch to be desired.

A study of the influence of technology which is free from
some of these deficiencies is that of Kuhn.20 This study is
concerned with grievance bargaining or "fractional bargaining".
Both worker and employer forms of behaviour are taken into
account although, in the case of worker behaviour, the emphasis
is naturally on collective forrns. While Kuhn's analysis is of
grievance bargaining, much of it can be broadened to cover
bargaining generalLy.

Kuhnfs argument is that the technological conditions under
which workers perforrn their jobs greatly influence their
attitude toward bargaining and their use of it. The technology,
noreover, [&I transform individual into conmon interests and
also enable workers to pursue their group interests success-
fully. The technology most conducive to fractional bargain-
ing is seen to have four characteristics: it subj ects workers
to continued changes in work nethods, standards or rnaterials
as they work at individually paced jobs; it a11ows workers to
interact with others in their task group as they work at
distinctive and specialized serni-ski1led or skilled jobs; it
groups workers into several nearly equal-sized task depart-
nents; and it requires continuous, rigidly sequential process-
ing of material-s into one najor type of product. The first
and second of these characteristics are influential in the
forrnation of a work group and stinulate willingness of the
group to engage in fractional bargaining. The third tends to
strengthen the work groupts autonomy and unity and to weaken
the political authority of the union over the group. The

20. James
Powet
Press,

W. Kuhn, Bargaining in Grievance Settlement: Ihe
of Industrial Wotk Groups (Colunbia University

New York, 1961).
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fourth enables the work group to disrupt the total production
of a plant at a cost which is sna11 to itself in relation to
the cost it inflicts upon management. Kuhn concludes that
there is a causal relationship between technology and the
incidence of fractional bargaining in that: 'rTechnology
deternines the ability of workers to press their demands and
greatly af fects their willingness to formulate d.emands ', .27

Tactics used by workers and union representatives in
grievance bargaining include "nuisance grievanc€s", strict
interpretation of rules and provisions, the "social free ze,, ,
bans, overloading the judicial procedures, refusals to co-
operate in the adninistration of the agreement, slowdowns,
stop work meetings and walkouts (strikes). The more united
the group and the stronger its bargaining position, the great-
er will be the range of tactics available to it and the
willingness to use then. The particular tactic chosen will
depend on the situation.

Kuhn tends not to analyze management actions independently
but rather in terms of responses to worker tactics. In response
to workers pressing a dernand, management nay enforce rules
strictly, discriminate Elmong workers, force grievances to
arbitration (which can be costly to the opponent), change
employment opportunities of work groups, or suspend or dis-
charge workers. The technology is seen to influence the
susceptibility of members of management to the force or lure
of fractional bargaining.

As already indicated, Kuhn argues that fractional bargain-
ing is accompanied by collective forms of conflict. His ana-
lysis may therefore provide an explanation of inter-industry
differences in the 1eve1s of these forns. They will be highest
in industries with technologies conducive to fractional barg-
aining. That is, in industries with technologies that foster
the developnent of cohesive and powerful work groups. Kuhnfs
explanation of strike proneness thus differs fundamentally
fron that of Kerr and siegel. The basis of his explanation
is the cohesive work group. This inplies that the labour

21. Ibid., p. 166.
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force of the strike prone industry will be differentiated, if
only in terms of r^rork groups. Kerr and Siegelrs explanation,
on the other hand, is based on an undifferentiated and homo-
geneous labour force (the isolated mass). whether the work
group or the labour force is the most fruitful unit for
explaining inter-industry differences in strikes (and other
collective forms of conflict) is an empirical question and
will be investigated in later chapters,

Kuhnfs analysis may also be useful at a lower leve1 of
aggregation, i.e. the intra-enterprise or intra-plant level.
To the extent that technology differs between various stages
of a production process, some work groups will be more co-
hesive and forceful than others.

Another study of plant differences in work group behav-
iour is that of Sayles who concluded that I'a relatively srna11
number of work groups within an industrial plant play a vital
role in determining the clinate and events that shape its
industrial relations character".22 Again, technology is seen
as influential in shaping work group behaviour, in that it
affects the groupts perception of both the work problerns it
believes are soluble by concerted effort and the relative
power it can rnuster to do 'rbattle" for these. These two
factors, in turn, are responsible for the nunber and quality
of pressure tactics utili zed against management (and possibly
against the union). The results of these efforts shape group
judgernent on whether future forays for sirnilar objectives are
worth future sacrifices. work groups displaying ,erratic"
behaviour patterns ("unstable, highly demonstrative, vo1ati1e")
were associated with short assernbly lines and crew operations,
with all nernbers perforning similar tasks. Groups displaying
"strategic'r behaviour patterns ("persistent self-interest
activity....of a calcuLated tfpe") were associated with
individual operations and some homogeneous crew or assernbly
operatioor. 23

22. Leonard R.
Prediction

23. rbid. , p.

Sayles, Behaviour of IndustriaJ, Work Groups..
and ConXroL (Wiley, New York, 1958) p. 764.

77,
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A difficulty with the studies of both Kuhn and Sayles
(and also of Woodward, Wedderburn et aJ.) concerns intra-
industrv differences in the incidence of particular forms of
conflicts. If enterprises in an industry have the same

technology then, other things being equa1, there should be
no systematic variation in the incidence of conflict among

individual enterprises. In reality, however, it seems that
this is generally not the case.

Both authors are aware of this problern. Kuhn attributed
inter-p1ant differences to the presence of "special circum-
stances" such as particular personalities and ideologies,
plant traditions of collective action and so on. sayles noted
that some interdependent plants (assernbly and crew operations)
had little or no overt conflict while others had a great dea1.
He suggests this difference is often due to the inability of
the rank and file to nake themselves heard, but why the extent
of this inability should differ between plants within the same

industry is not adequately explained. Both Kuhn and sayles
are unable to explain intra-industry differences in terms of
their basic hypotheses.

One possible explanation consistent with their hypotheses
is that plant technologies differ somewhat within an industry.
rn practice the technology is not strictly uniforrn and such
variation may possibly explain the less extreme differences
in conflict incidence between plants. Another factor 1ike1y
to be irnportant is the influence of the region, something
discussed earlier. Furthernore, the size of the unit could
itself have an independent influenc ".24 The question of size
will be studied in more detail later.

In his conprehensive study of Australian industrial re-
lations, walker concluded that "a complete knowledge of the
market conditions and technology of an industry would perurit
fairly clear delineation of its industrial relations pattern".25

24. Although Kuhn,
to discount the

25. Walker t op.cit.

on the basis
influence of

, p. 397.

of very linited data, tends
size (see p. 163).
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These factors were seen as clearly deternining the effective-
ness of direct action, the nature of the work and the circum-
stances of employment, the economic horizon of workers, and
the extent to which workers and ernployers share a conmon

social and industrial background. They were also seen as
deeply influencing the stability of the partiest organisations,
the ideological and political objectives adopted by these
organisations and, to a lesser degree, the extent to which
unions attempt to penetrate inanagerial functions.

Most of the relationships involved can be briefly sunm-
arized. Direct action (i.e. the strike) is most effective
where conditions of production or rnarketing denand rapid out-
put and, it is argued, the more effective direct action is,
the nore it is used. The nature of the work, through the
degree of ski11 required, determines to an extent the type
of worker, the attitudes of whom are influenced by the social
status of the industry. The hazards attached to the job,
moreover, affect the whole climate of relationships in the
industry. A lirnited economic horizon encourages "militancy"
and the extent of the horizon is a function of economic
security and the potential for mobility. Differences in
social origins and ways of life tend to produce social barr-
iers between employers and workers which are associated with
high 1evels of conflict. organisational stability in unions
is nost difficult to achieve in casual industries and other
occupations where individ.ual earnings are subject to wide
variations. In the case of ernployers, a high 1evel of com-
petition, a wide divergence of econonic interest etc. rnake

strong organisation difficult. The union will strive to
penetrate managerial functions where employment fluctuates
violently and ernployers have opportunity to discrininate
against particular workers.

0n the basis of these conclusions lralker argues that:
"while it would be going too f,.ar to clain that the industrial
reLations pattern of an industry is completely deterrnined by
its rnarket conditions ancl technology, it is safe to say that
these deternine the problems of relationships which are posed
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for solution by the parties".26 fn terms of the distribution
of industrial conflictr we can surnmarize much of Walkerts
analysis in the proposition that industrial conflict (in its
collective forms) will be high in industries where production
or marketing conditions demand rapid output and where ernploy-
ment and individual earnings fluctuate, opportunities for
discrimination exist , hazards are high but ski11 requirenents,
social status, and mobility are low. rt should be emphasised,
however, that Walkerts study is concerned with patterns of
industrial relations and not sole1y with industrial conflict
and so differs in scope from some of those reviewed earlier,
including that of Kerr and Siegel. His general thesis is
linited. as an explanation of the distribution of conflict to
the inter-industry leve1. Factors outside the main hypothesis,
such as regional influences, the size of the unit and "special
circumstancesf', are relied upon to explain differences at
aggregation levels below the industry. His analysis, further-
more, is 1itt1e concerned with individual forns of conflict
or with enployer-initiated forms. It does, however, point to
the inportance of factors discarded or ignored by Kerr and
Siegel as parts of a pattern of deterrninants.

III. SIZE

It is popularly believed that size has an effect on the
level of industriaL conflict. Empirical studies add some

support to this belief,27 Inghan cites two studies which
found a positive relationship between size and strike activity.
Turner, Clack and Roberts, however, found no such relationship
in the British motor industry.28 A11 five studies on the
relationship between size and absence cited by Ingharn indicate
a positive association although Behrend, after reviewing three

26. Wal.kert op.cit., pp. 397-398.
27. For a review of the literature on this question see

Geoffrey K. Inghan, Size of Industria-Z Organization and
Worker Behaviour (Canbridge University Press, London,
797L) Ch. 1.

28. H.A. Turner, Garfield Clack and
Re-l,atjons jn the Motor Industrg
7967 ) pp. 181-182.

Geoffrey Roberts, Labout
[AL1en and Unwin, London,
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of these studies among others, warns that: "The relationship
of size and absenteeism seems to be a complex subject and, so
far, research has uncovered few valid general princip1es,,.29
rn his own statistical analysis Inghan, nonetheless, found a
strong positive relationship. The few studies on the size-
accident relationship also indicate a positive relationship.
There is less consistency, however, with respect to labour
turnover studies. 0f the five studies cited by Inghan, two
found a positive relationship but three found no significant
correlation. Inghants own statistical analysis also suggested
no significant relationship.

Many of the above studies nust be treated with caution
because they fail to incorporate testable theoretical explan-
ations. The mechanisms underlying the observed statistical
relationships are thus often not nade clear. rn such studies,
a high correlation rnay indicate not the influence of size but
of some more basic factor (say, technology) which is itself
related to size. A practical difficulty concerns the approp-
riate dinension for study. should it, for example, be the
enterprise, the factory, the department, the work group and
so on? rn practice, most studies have been of variations in
size of factories within a particular ind.ustry.

Theoretical explanations of the "size effect" tend to run
as fo11ows. As size increases, modes of control and co-
ordination become impersonal and formal, the leve1 of bureau-
cracy grows, the division of labour is extended and so j ob
specialization is increased. size is also seen to deternine
the number of comnunication linkages, and the more such
linkages the greater the possibility for breakdowns in comnun-
ications. The degree of "bureaucratisation" and of job special-
ization, and the number of communication f.inkages are seen to
be associated with the 1evel of industrial conflict.

Inghan has nodified this orthodox explanation in an effort
to account for the apparent difference between the size-absence

29. HiLde Behrend, rrvoluntary Absence fron workfr , rnterna tion-
aL Labour Review, Vol. LXXIX, Feb. 1959, p. L2S.
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relationship and the size-turnoyer relationship. He argues
that a self-selection process may be at work. workers seeking
a high leve1 of non-economic rewards join sma11, 1ow-wage
firrns and those seeking high earnings join 1arge, high-wage
firns. To the extent that non-economic rewards are associated
with snall firns and economic rewards with large firns, it
night be expected that the degree of fulfilment of expectations
and wants is not dissinilar in the two situations and so turn-
over is unrelated to size. on the other hand, the 1eve1 of
identification and noral involvenent of workers in srnall firms
is high and this reduces absence as compared to the large firn
where such barriers to absence are not present.

rnghamrs explanation is not a complete success. rn the
first place, it requires an additional hypothesis explaining
why large firrns offer higher econornic rewards than sma11 firms.
such an hypothesis is not provided although it is in a sense
more basic than the hypotheses that are advanced. This de-
ficiency is important especially in view of the allegation
that size can be viewed as an influence independent of other
factors such as technology etc. His data on this relation-
ship are based on a small sanple and some of the earnings
figures show litt1e difference between the largest and srna11-
est firrns. Furthermore, it is not explained why the factors
attracting workers to l-arge enterprises do not also act as
barriers to absence. workers joining such enterprises are
regarded as being economically motivated but the decision to
be absent is apparently free of these same considerations.
Fina11y, the self-selection hypothesis is difficult to test
as the statement of it tends to be tautological.

}tlhile ernpirical studies tend to suggest a relationship
between size and some conflict forms, the question of the
"size effect" needs further research. If, however, such a
relationship does exist it has obvious inplications for the
distribution of industrial conflict. Industries characterised
by large ernploynent units would tend to have relatively higher
levels of collective forms and of some individual forms of
conflict than those characterised by sma11 units. similar
differences could also be expected to hold between large and
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smal1 units within the same industry.

IV. CONCLUSION

rn this chapter we have analyzed influences on the 1eye1
of industrial conflict. our emphasis has been on the distrib-
ution of conflict over space rather than tine. studies on
this question are diverse in approach and content and so their
conclusions are difficult to synthesize into general proposit-
ions. Nevertheless, they point to a range of possible in-
fluences, the relative importance of which can be assessed in
actual situations. rt is our intention to do just that within
the context of three New Zealand industries.

Before leaving the question, however, we sha11 summarize
some of the influences suggested in the literature reyiewed.
Most studies have ernphasised the role of technology, although
in different ways. From Kerr and siegel r s analysis we drew
the suggestion that strikes occur most in industries with
technologies which segregate large numbers of workers and
produce unpleasant jobs. The work of Kuhn and, to an extent,
sayles implies, on the other hand, that the leyel of collective
forms of conflict and, possibly of enployer-initiated forrns,
will be highest in industries where the technology creates
cohesive and powerful work groups. llalker stressed not only
technological but also econonic factors in suggesting that
collective forns will be at a high 1eve1 where production and.
narket conditions demand rapid output and where enployment and
earnings fluctuate, opportunities for discrimination exist,
hazards are high but skill requirements, social status, and
nobility are 1ow.

walker and Guest have associated high 1eve1s of absence
and labour turnover with strong mass production characteristics
This is not inconsistent with Woodwardrs view of the influence
of technology on industrial behaviour. wedderburn and
cromptonrs study also suggests that technologies producing
jobs lacking in autonorny and opportunity for the incumbent
to exercise discretion will lead to high levels of individual
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forms oJ conflict and poss'lbly also of collect_ive forps.

.A. nunber of authors have 'stressed the role of tlre siz,e of
the enploluent unit. I[hi,Le not being conelusive, these studies
suggest that striltes, absence and accidents (ald possibly
turnovef) are positively associated with siee. Other authors
have suggested that the region has an inclepe.ndent inftr uence on
the leve1 of eonfLict.

rn a-ny particuLar situation it seems l.ikely that severaL
of the above inf,l-uenc,es will b.e present,, es will other nore
specific and. f'random" ones which calrnot b'e i.ncorporated within
general theoretical propositions .
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Chapter IV

THE ECONO|VIIC EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Having discussed causes of industrial conflict and fact-
ors influencing its distribution we are now in a position to
study its effects. our emphasis will be on econonic effects ,
although allusions will be rnade to other consequences. rn
discussing the effects of conflict we sha1l also inplicitly be
considering factors influencing the probability that a partic-
ular action will be successful for the initiating party.

l^lORKER-INITIATED FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Col I ecti ve Forms

a. Effects on the parties to a conflict

rn looking at the collective forms of conflict we sha11
distinguish between effects of the action itself and effects
of the terms of settlement. For the parties involved the net
benefit of a particular conflict action is the surn of the net
benefits of the action itself and of the terms of settlement,
where any of the f'net benefits" may be negative; that is, a

net cost nay be experienced.

We sha11 begin the analysis with the strike, but many of
the conclusions will also apply to other forns of conflict.
The effects of the strike itself depend on the situation. This
may seem a statenent of the obvious but it is largely for this
reason that the question is so complex and difficult to analyze.
Looking first at the effects on the employer, a strike usually
entails a fall in production, the extent of which depends on
involvenent and duration. rf the enterprisets entire work
force strikes, operations will nornally cease iuunediately and
the longer the workers renain on strike the greater will be
the fall in output. If only part of the rqork force is involved,
the extent of the fa1l wil1, other things being equa1, depend
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on the inportance of the strikers' place in the production
process. The more frstrategic" their position, the more quickly
their absence affects operations and so the greater is the
reduction in output. This, of course, implies that other work-
ers (or other factors of production generally) are not substit-
uted in the short term for those on strike.

The effect of the fa1I in production on the employer will
depend on many factors, not the least of which is the size of
stocks of the product. The fa1l in production nay have no
immediate effect on sales, and so on profits, providing stocks
are sufficient to meet the dernand for the product over the
duration of the strike. Nevertheless, a long term loss in
profits will result if additional costs must be incurred in
order to replenish stocks. Profits will be unaffected only
where stocks can be built up again by using previouslyooutil-
ized capacity (other things rernaining the sarne) . Where, how-
ever, stocks are excessive, a strike may in fact be profitable
to the employer by reducing then to a 1eve1 nearer the optimum
while at the same time saving variable costs such as strikers I

wages, materials, energy and so on. In such a situation, it
may be to the employer's advantage to take a strike or even to
provoke one. 0n the other hand, where stocks are 1ow or non-
existent, the fa1l in output rapidly translates into a faLl in
sa1es. A loss in profits results unless the fa11 in production
and sales can be nade up after the strike by utilizing excess
capacity. Not all outputs can, of course, be stockpiled.
Highl.y perishable products must, in the absence of special
storage facilities, be rnarketed rapidly. A1so, services can-
not generally be stockpiled so that enployers in service indus-
tries cannot use stocks to maintain sales in the face of a

strike.

The effect of the fal1 in output rnay also depend on the
size and nature of stocks of raw materials. In certain indus-
tries, for example food processing, the perishable nature of
the raw materials denands rapid processing of the product. If
production should cease or slow down because of a strike, raw
materials awaiting processing may be damaged. The same may

also apply to p artLy processed materials.
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The effect of the output reduction is also influenced by
the availability of satisfactory substitutes at acceptable
prices. If such substitutes are available, consumers nay, in
the absence of supplies of the struck product, purchase these
instead. If infornation was imperfect before the strike, the
switch to substitutes, and so reduction in demand for the struck
product, may be permanent. Another aspect of irnperfect inform-
ation is uncertainty. If a strike results in a reduction in
quantity supplied, consumersf expectations may be upset. The
desire to avoid uncertainty nay be an added incentive to switch
permanently to an alternative, if one exists. A strike nay
also lead to increased uncertainty for the eurployer and to
dislocation of his planning decisions, which is 1ikely to pro-
duce further costs.

Not all the fa1l in output is necessarily "1ost". Sone
of it may not have been required had it been produced, a point
alluded to in our discussion of stocks. Moreover, some may
merely be postponed, being nade up after the settlement of the
strike. rf workers are more productive after the strike than
beforer or if excess capacity can be utilized, production may

be rnade up at little or no extra cost.l On the other hand, if
extra overtime is necessary to recoup this production a net
cost to the ernployer is involved even though total production
may not have fallen. 0f course if consumer denand patterns
change as the result of a strike, the r'lost'r production will
include not only part or all of the reduced output but also
the extent to which future production is less than it would
otherwise have been.

Future output may also be inpaired if the strike causes
damage to plant and equiprnent. An oft cited example of this
possibility is danage to a steel furnace resulting frorn its
being left unattended during a strike.2 In many industries in

For an example of temporary inprovenent in productivity
after a strike see T.T. Paterson, GTasgow Limited: A Case-
Studg in fndustrial Wat and peace (Cambridge University
Press, London, 1960) Ch. 20.
See, for exarnple, J.E.T. Eldridge, fndusttial Disputes:
Essags jn the SocioTogg of -fndus trial Re-Zatlons (Routledge
and Kegan Paul, London, 1968) p. 84.

1.

2.



which the possibility of plant darnage exists there are now
agreed procedures designed to prevent such damage resulting
from a strike, S although these agreements may become a subj ect
of negotiation in the event of conflict.

rt nay even be argued that the enployer might not regret
the loss of output during a strike because the strike may en-
able him to make improvements to plant layout, carry out
maintenance and so o.r.4 strikes nay also foster technological
change by pronpting the employer to adopt a new rnix of factors
in an effort to reduce the future incidence of such expressions
of industrial conflict.

The nagnitude of most of the effects so far discussed is
influenced by the economic situation of the enterprise. rn
recessionary conditions stocks may be large so that sales are
little affected by a strike, despite the possible ready avail-
ability of substitutes. 0n the other hand, in inflationary
conditions stocks rnay be low so that consumers will seek out
alternatives even though stocks of these nay not be 1arge.
Furthernore, the degree of competition faced by the enterprise
will greatly influence the potential for changes in consumer
preferences. Fina1ly, the financial resources of the enter-
prise will deternine to a large extent the effect on it of a
given cost (or benefit) of a strike.5

As regards the effects on the worker, a strike involves
a reduction in wages of those involved, the extent of which
depends on duration. The longer the strike, the greater the
wages foregone by the worker. The effect of the reduction in
wages on the worker depends on the extent to which he receives
offsetting social benefits fron the State and disbursements
fron union strike funds. The greater the receipts from these

74.

see Neil l{. chanberlain and Janes w. Kuhn, coLrectiveBatgaining (McGraw-Hilt, New york, Znd ed., 1965) p. 400.
See Eldridge, op.cit., p. 89.
rn sone places the cost to the employer may not be high
because he can replace strikers by strikebreakers. riris
has not been important in the full enployment situationof New Zealand since World War II and, iil any case, hasoften been costly when attenpted.

3.

4.
5.
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sources the more the cost of striking will be reduced. to the
worker. rn some countries strikers are eligible for unernploy-
ment benefits and other social benefits although these gener-
ally amount to less than the wages foregone.6 state benefits
to strikers are transfer payments and involve no direct cost
to the strikers thenselves. union strike funds r or the other
hand, are usually accurnulated out of past dues (or net out of
increased future dues) and so may involve some cost, the size
of which is limited to the extent that non-strikers in the
union are effectively subsidizing strikers. The cost of
striking may also be reduced by earnings from temporary ernploy-
ment obtained by the striker during the strike. sorne workers ,
however, refrain from seeking such employnent because they have
a preference for not working during the strike, union policy
prohibits strikers fron obtaining temporary ernployrnent r or
because they wish to avoid giving the enployer opportunity to
claim that the employment reLationship has been severed.

Not all the net reduction in wages is necessarily rflost".
some of it rnay be nade up in the forn of greater overtime
earnings after the strike has ended. rn seasonal industries
the strike may merely extend the season and so only postpone
the payment of wages not received during its occurrence
(although annual earnings will be reduced unless the worker
would otherwise have earned nothing over the period of the
extension to the season). In industries where ernployment lasts
just for the duration of a contract, a strike nay similarly
only prolong the period of the contract and postpone the pay-
ment of wages.

If, however, a strike results in a reduced demand for
labour because of a permanently reduced dernand for the product
or a change in factor nix, future earnings and enployment
opportunities are 1ikely to be detrirnentally affected. This
possibility depends, among other things, or the availability
of satisfactory substitutes to the struck product and of
satisfactory substitute factors at acceptable prices.

6. see Mal-colur Fisher, Measutement of Labour Disputes and
thejr Economic Effects (OECD, Paris, IgTS) pp. LT4-lTT,
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So far we have consid.ered only
itself on the parties. Strikes end
terms and it is the effect of these
now consider.

the effects of the strike
on the basis of certain
on tlr-e parties which we

Looking first at the enployer, not all strike settlements
involve employer concessions. rn some situations the enployer
nay be able to force the workers not only to drop their de-
mands but also to meet certain conditions before being re-
enployed. rn such cases the ernployer clearly benefits frorn
the terms of settlement while the strikers suffer. rn other
settlements both employer and workers make concessions so that
the net result to the ernployer is the difference between the
cost of his concessions and the benefits derived fron the
workers I concessions. rn yet other settlenents the ernployer
makes concessions whil-e receiving none from the workers so
that the ernployer normally suffers while the workers gain. rn
general, strikers make denands which are either accepted or
rej ected by the ernployer in the terms of settlement. The
enployer, for his part, ilaI make denands over and above react-
ions to worker demands and these, in turn, are either accepted
or rej ected by the workers.

Most ernployer concessions involve an economic cost. For
exanple, it is obvious that an increase in wages or an improve-
ment in working conditions will, other things being equal,
increase costs. The magnitude of the increase will depend on
the share of labour costs in total costs of production. Other
things aside, the increase will be 1arger the greater is
labour I s share in total costs. The effect of this increase on
the enployer depends on nany factors, one of which is the
extent to which he can pass the increase on in higher prices.
The ability to increase prices is a function of the elasticity
of demand for the product and so, among other things, of the
extent to which substitutes are available. The nore inelastic
the denand, the more cost increases can be shifted forward in
price increases.

The cost of the concession could also be shifted to the
workers in the forn of lower 1eve1s of ernployment. rf demand
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for labour is elastic, an increase in wages (or other employ-
ment costs) will reduce employment. A high elasticity of
demand for the labour concerned implies the availability of
substitute factors (or other types of labour) at acceptable
prices. The use of these substitute factors is designed to
reduce the cost of the strike settlement to the employer.

The increase in costs may be offset to the extent that
worker concessions form part of the terms of settlenent. Thus
while, for exanple, the enployer may concede a wage increase
the workers may agree to a change in work patterns which in-
creases output per head.

As regards the worker, he also gains, suffers or remains
the same as the result of the terms of settlement depending on
the balance of costs and benefits of concessions. The worker's
gain fron an employer concession will be greater the nore the
resultant cost increase can be passed on in price rises, i,e.
the more inelastic the demand for the product. rf dernand is
elastic, profits and so employrnent will falL and the worker's
gain from settlernent is therefore reduced.

The workerrs gain will also be affected by the share of
labour costs in total costs of production. rf the share is
low, even a relatively large increase in wages will not greatly
increase total costs so that the price of the product will not
rise appreciably and hence dirninish the quantity dernanded of
the product.

Also the workerrs gain will be greater the less the employ-
er is able to switch production techniques to alternative
sources of labour or other inputs, i.e. the more inelastic the
denand for the labour involved in the strike. T

For a discussion of the conditions for the successful
raising of wages by workers see ALfred Marshall, princip-
Jes of Economics (Macnillan, London, 8th od., 1920) pp,
585-386. see also MaLcolm R. Fisher, The Economic enitgsisof Labour (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1971) p. 146;
and idem, Iteasu.Tement of Labour Disputes, pp. 48-g:
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so far we have studied only the strike. The analysis,
however, is also applicable to other types of work stoppages
such as stop work meetings. Moreover, rnuch of it applies to
collective restrictions on output such as go slows, work to
rules and bans, especiar]-y in respect of effects of the terms
of settlement. The effects of the output restriction itself
fray, however, differ from those of the strike. An output
restriction is obviously intended to cause a fall in product-
ion and this can be anaLyzed in sirnilar fashion to one result-
ing fron a strike. But an output restriction does not necess-
arily involve a reduction in wages, although it rnay do. For
exanple, hourly-paid workers operating a ban nray suffer no
loss in wages (although they could conceivably suffer a re-
duction in future employment opportunities). rn general, an
output restriction in itself is, in the absence of enployer
retaliation, less costly to the worker than a strike. The
effect of such an action on the employer is not only to reduce
output but also to increase its unit cost. The employer nay
thus be worse off than if he were producing nothing at all
(as d.uring some strikes), in which case it would pay hirn to
provoke a strike or irnpose a lockout. The potentially high
cost of output restrictions explains why ernployers often react
to thern by forcing a stoppage of work.

As already indicated, the net benefit (positive or negat-
ive) of a collective action to a particular party is the sum
of the net benefits of the terms of settlement and of the action
itself. while a party nornally will either incur a cost on
both these accounts or incur a cost on one and a benefit on the
other, it is possible for it to benefit from both the action
itself and the terms of settlement. whatever the situation,
the rational party will attempt to reach a settlement when its
expected net gains are naximised or its expected net losses
ninirnised,

b. Effects on parties not directlv involved

Third parties affected by strikes can be very ,rrrurorr. S

8. See Fisher,
or Neil W.

(Footnote I

Measutement of
Chanberlain and
is continued on

Labour Disputes, pp. 195-196;
Jane Metzger Schilling, The

the next page. )
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we shall group them under three broad headings: enterprises,
workers and (non-business) consuners. rncluded among possible
types of third party enterprises are producers of substitute
or cornplementary products (or services) to the struck product
(or service), producers of cornplementary or substitute inputs
for the struck enterprise and users of the struck product.9
Workers in all these types of enterprises are also affected as
are any non-striking workers in the struck firn. possible
types of consumers include those purchasing the struck product,
substitute or conplementary products r or complementary or
substitute inputs.

Looking at the effect of the strike itself, a fall in
output will not reduce the long term profits of the struck
enterprise if stocks are excessive or if they are subsequently
rnade up at no extra cost. Even when a fall in output does
reduce the enterprise t s profits, the total output of the econ-
ony need not fal1 for its loss may be another's gain. rn this
situation a strike is likely to benefit the producers of sub-
stitute products, the extent of their gain depending on their
levels of stock and unutilized capacity. The effect on produc-
ers of complementary products is not clear. They tend to
suffer through the fa11 in output of the struck product but
may gain through the increased production of substitute prod-
ucts. 0n balance such producers probably suffer.

The effect on business users of the struck product thus
depends on stock levels and availability of substitutes. These
users nay be 1ittle affected providing sufficient stocks are
held by the struck enterprise and by thenselves. rf stocks
are inadequate, the effect depends on the availability of
satisfactory substitutes at cornpetitive prices. As with all
effects, considerations of time and space are inportant. The

(Footnote I continued);
Impact of Strjkes: Iheir Social and Economic Costs
(Harper, New York, 1954).

9. Many other types of enterprise could, of course, be in,
cluded. For example, enterprises which rely on the earn-
ings of strikers for their sales. We wilL cover only
some of those which appear to be among the more inportant.
The same applies to other sorts of third parties.
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longer the strike and greater the involvenent, the less the
adequacy of stocks and availability of satisfactory substitutes.

A strike may also result in the employer using substitute
inputs and so benefit producers of these inputs. The effect
on producers of cornplementary inputs is again ambiguous, a1-
though they probably suffer on balance. They suffer over the
period of the strike but rnay gain through increased activity
of the struck enterprise after the strike. Even the use of
more substitute inputs by the enterprise may entail dernand for
these complementary inputs.

The effects on the workers indirectly involved generally
reflect those on their ernploying enterprises. workers in
substitute product or input enterprises are likely to gain
through increased employment opportunities and wages, while
those in conplementary prod.uct or input enterprises may suffer.
The duration of these effects depends on the pernanence or
otherwise of the changes in product demand by consumers and
in input demand by the struck enterprise. The effects on
enployees of the struck enterprise not involved in the strike
are complex and depend on the availability of work. where it
is less than normal such workers will suffer (unless the employ-
er bears the cost), but where it is greater they will gain.
Either situation could conceivably result fron a strike.

The effects of the strike itself on non-business consumers
depends on sirnilar variables to those applying to business
users of the product. They nay be 1itt1e affected providing
stocks held by the struck enterprise, themselves or the dist-
ribution systen are sufficient. Itlhere they are not, the effect
depends on availability of satisfactory substitutes at compet-
itive prices. At the extreme, where stocks and substitutes are
non-existent the consumer will suffer an immediate, and poss-
ibly substantial, drop in welfare.

In so far as a strike exerts upward pressure on prices of
substitute products and inputs, consuners of these will suffer.
on the other hand, if downward pressure is exerted on prices
of conplenentary products and inputs, consumers of these will
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gar-n.

Turning now to the effects of the terms of settlement r w€
noted earlier that the employer nay atternpt to pass the net
cost of settlenent on in higher prices.10 lfhether forms of
industrial conflict can in practice lead to price increases is
a natter of considerable debate, largely between two schools

1tof thought. " 0n the one hand are those who argue that in-
flation is caused by excess denand in the goodst market and,
consequently, that worker "militancy" is 1ike1y to have 1ittle
independent effect. On the other are those who stress cost-
push factors such as nark-up pricing and collective bargaining.
A variant of this second school suggests that trade unions can
push up wages and prices independently of the state of demand
in the labour market.

The enpirical literature on the question is voluminous
but inconclusive. Hinesr using the rate of change of the pro-
portion of the labour force which is unionized as a proxy for
trade union 'tmilitancy", found a significant and positive
relationship between wage increases and "ni1itancyn.1' such

10. It is also possible that
will attenpt to pass on
in higher prices.

11. For recent reviews of the theoretical and ernpirical
literature on this question see R. Ward and G. Zis,Itrrade union MiLitancy as an Explanation of rnflation:
An rnternational conparisoDtt, The Manchester school of
Economic and SociaL Studies, March L974, pp. 46-65;Gottfried Haberler, Michael Parkin and Heniy Snith,
rnflation and the IJnions (rnstitute of rnternational
Affairs, London, l97Z); Dudley Jackson, H.A. Turner and
Frank lfil.kinson, Do Trade unloas cause rnfration? (can-
bridge University Press, London, LgTZ); John Burton,
wage rnflation (Macni1lan, London, 1972); Harry G. Johnson
and A.R. Nobay (eds.), ?he cuttent rnfration (Macnillan,
London, 197t); and D. Laidler and D. purdy (eds.),
InfLation anil Labout Markets (Manchester University Press,
ts7 4) .

L2. A. G. Hines, rf Trade Unions and Wage Inf lation in the
united Kingdon 1893-1961f', Review of Economic studies,
Vo1. XXXI, 0ct. L964, pp . ZZL-ZS2; and iitem, rrThe Deter-
ninants of the Rate of change of Money wage Rates and the
Eff ectiveness of rncornes Policytr, in Johnson and Nobay,
op.cit. , pp. L43-175.

after the strike the enployer
the net cost of the strike itself
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a relationship was also discovered by Tay1or15 and Godfreyl4
who used neasures of strike activity as proxies for union
"mil-itancy". In contrast, lVard and Zis, using a conposite
measure of strike activity as a proxy, found 1ittle evidence
to support the "pushfulness" hypothesis in a study of six
European countrier. l5 The findings of Johnston and Tinbrell
also failed to support the hypothesis. 16 Given the lack of
conclusiveness of the enpirical evidence, any conments we

might make on possible price effects of strikes inust be treated
with caution.

We noted earlier that the enployerrs ability to pass the
net cost of settlenent on in higher prices depends on the
elasticity of demand for the product. rf the elasticity is
1ow then substitutes are few and the employer can increase the
price without greatly reducing quantity dernanded. rn this case
producers of complementary products are likely to be 1ittle
affected, while the few, if aty, producers of substitute prod-
ucts will enjoy some gain. If the elasticity is high, aDy
price increase would significantly reduce quantity denanded
and total revenue. rn this situation the enployer would be
unable to sustain the higher price in the face of widespread
switches in denand in favour of substitute products.

If the employer is unable to increase prices he rnay

attenpt to substitute other workers and inputs for the now
more expensive labour that was involved in the strike. His
ability to do this depends on the elasticity of dernand for that
labour. Mrere it is high, substitute inputs are available and

13. Jim Taylor, rfrncones Policy, the structure of unenpLoyment
and the PhiLlips Curve: The United Kingdorn Experience,
1953-7}tt, in Michael Parkin and Michael T. Sunner (eds.),
Incomes PoIicA and rnflaxion (Manchester University Press,
t972) pp . 182-200.

74. Leslie Godfrey, I'The Phillips curve: rncomes policy and
Trade Union Effectsrf in Johnson and Nobayt op.cit., pp.
99-L24.

15. Ward and Zis, op.cit.
16. J. Johnston and M. Tinbrel1, "Enpirical Tests of a Bar-

gaining Theory of }{age Rate Determinationrf , ?he l,tanchester
School of Economic and Social Studies, June 7gZS, pp. 141-
767 .
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their producers will gain. Where it is 1ow, the employer is
unable to naintain profits by changing the factor rnix and may
reduce einployment and use of complementary inputs in the future.
If unemployrnent results then not only will output of the struck
enterprise and of producers of compLementary inputs have de-
clined but aggregate demand will be reduced. rf the price of
the struck product rises then business users of it will suffer
unless they too are able to pass the cost on in higher prices.

As regards indirectly involved workers , &Tr increase in
price of the struck product nay benefit workers in substitute
product enterprises by increasing employrnent and wages, while
narginally penalizing those in conplernentary product enter-
prises. workers in enterprises using the struck product also
probably stand to suffer. rf the struck enterprise changes its
factor nix then workers in substitute input enterprises and
owners of substitute skills will gain. The effect on workers
in complenentary input enterprises is not clear but may be
detrinental. rf the struck enterprise reduces its scale of
activities, workers in complementary input enterprises will
suffer as will ernployees of the struck enterprise not involved
in the strike.

If the elasticity of demand for the struck product is 1ow,
prices to consuners may rise. In this case the consumer suffers
a drop in real incorne and a welfare loss, the extent of which
is greater the larger the increase in prices. rf the price of
the struck product rises, prices of any substitute products are
1ike1y to rise and consumers of these will also suffer a we1-
fare 1oss. consumers of cornplementary products r or the other
hand, will gain to the extent that prices of these fal1 as the
result of switches of consumer denand away frorn the struck
product. If the factor nix of the struck enterprise is changed,
prices of substitute inputs may rise while those of cornplementary
inputs nay fa11, with the result that consumers of substitute
inputs will suffer and those of cornplenentary inputs gain.

Our analysis of the effects on third parties has been in
terms of the strike, but is also applicable to the other coll_-
ective forms of industrial conflict including output restrictions
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as well as work stoppages.

2. Individual Forms

Individual forms of industrial conflict normally involve
no explicit or specific demands and consequently no terms of
settlement. we sha11 therefore make no distinction between
the effects of the action itself and those of the terms of
settlenent in studying the effects of these forms of conflict.

a. Effects on the parties to a conflict

We begin our analysis with the effects of labour turnover
on the employer. The act of a worker leaving the enterprise
may result in a fa11 in production, the extent of which depends
on the nature of the relationship of the leaverrs position to
the 1eve1 of output and on the length of time the vacancy so
created remains unfil1ed. The effects of the fa11 in product-
ion depends on considerations sinilar to those applying to one
resulting fron a strike.

As with the strike, not all the fa11 in output is necess-
arily "lostrr. sorne of this output nay not have been required
had it been produced, while some nay be postponed, being made
up later. If the remaining workers are more productive as a
result of the worker leaving, or if the replacenent is more
efficient than the leaver, production nay be rnade up at no
extra cost. In such circumstances output could even be higher
after the termination than before, in which case the employer
benefits. rf, however, extra overtime is necessary to maintain
or recoup production the employer incurs a net cost even though
total production may not have fa1len. It is, of course,
possible that the remaining workers are less productive after
the separation and that the replacenent is less efficient than
the leaver, with the result that 'rlost" production exceeds the
inrnediate reduction in output by the extent to which future
production is less than it would otherwise have been. Even if
output does fa11 due to a termination, the enployer may not
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suffer if he intended to reduce output and the number of
workers ernployed in any case. such nay be the situation in a

recession when denand for the product is fal1ing.

In order to naintain output, the employer nay employ
workers who are additional to requirements in the absence of
turnover and who can be used to replace leavers. The cost of
this 'rcontingent" labour is a cost of labour turnover, just
as is the working of extra overtime in order to rnaintain out-
put.

The employer nay incur other expenses as the result of
turnover, in addition to any resulting from the production
effects, Such expenses include those relating to recruitrnent
(advertising and employnent agency fees, cost of recruitnent
drives, publicity material, and so on) , to selection and to
engagement. They nay also include training although it is
possible that the recruit is as well or better trained than
workers already employed. by the enterprir".17

The enployer nay react to labour turnover by attenpting
to reduce its future incidence. One measure rnight be to change
the factor mix so as to reduce dependence on labour. Even if
the number of workers is unchanged the enployer may seek to
change the nature of the work force by recruiting replacement
workers who have a lower propensity to 1eave. This would in-
volve higher recruitment, selection and engagement costs
because of the greater tine and effort necessary in all phases
of the hiring operation. The employer nay also increase the
attractiveness of the job and so assist recruitment while also
making it more costly for workers to 1eave. This would again
involve additional costs for the enployer, although it is
difficult to identify then specifically with turnover as they
may merely reflect a movenent toward an equilibriun leve1 of
remuneration and so of numbers employed. He would presumably
only incur such costs if he expected that they will be less
than the benefits reaped through lower rates of turnover.

77, For a ful1 discussion of costs associated
turnover see .ta.bour Tutnovet: A ptacticaj
nent of Labour, Wellington, Lg72) Ch. Z.

with labour
Guide (Depart-
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As already indicated the nagnitude of the effects on the
enployer is influenced by the economic situation of the enter-
prise. rn periods of excess dernand for labour, production
effects nay be substantiar and replacement costs high. rn
tirnes of s1ack, the employer nay not regret the loss of the
worker or even of his output and consequently will incur no
replacement costs. As with the strike, the inpact of a given
cost (or benefit) on the enterprise depends largely on its
financial resources. Also as indicated, the nagnitude of the
effects depends in part on the nature of the leaver. The
departure of sorne workers has a greater inpact on output and
so profits than of others. Also the costs involved in replac-
ing leavers is greater for some than for others.

As regards the effects of turnover on the worker concerned,
he will usually incur a cost of search consisting of foregone
earnings and expenses such as transport costs, agency fees and
so orr.18 Thi, cost will be lower the more readily identifiable
are prospective employers to the leaver. rdentifiability is
largely established by the dissernination of job information by
the enployer through advertising etc. As such, it nay be
greater in periods of prosperity. The cost of search will
also be lower the higher the probability that a given, identif-
ied employer is taking on workers. Again, this probability is
likely to be higher in times of prosperity. Worker search costs
should. decline when general demand conditions improve.

on successful conpletion of search, i.e. on finding a new
job, the worker may incur another class of expenses ("transfer
costsf') in taking up the new position. These costs nay include
noving expenses, new equipment and so on. Their effect on the
worker is, of course, reduced to the extent that they are met
by the enployer.

18. The seninal work on the costs of search and on inforrnationin the labour narket generally is George J. StigLer,ffrnformation in the Labor Market', Journal of poLitical
Economg, Vo1. LXX, Supplenent: Oct . 1962, pp . g4-105.
For an example of nore recent work in this liea see
Donald o. Parsons, t'Quit Rates 0ver Tine: A search andrnfornation Approachrt, Ametican Economic Review, vo1.LXIII, June LgZS, pp. 990-401.
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The worker will presunably only leave a job if the expect-
ed benefits from so doing exceed the expected costs. The bene-
fits result frorn the expected greater attractiveness of an
alternative position to that presently occupied. The source
of this greater attractiveness nay be econornic, e.g. higher
wages, or non-economic, e.g. a hopefully inore "agreeable"
managernent. The costs of search and transfer may therefore be

offset by the benefits of the new position.

Looking now at the effects of absence on the ernployer, w€

note that it too may result in a reduction of output, the size
of which depends on the nature of the relationship of the
absentee's position to the level of output and on the duration
of the absence. output nay not fal1, however, if the remaining
workers compensate for the absentee by being more productive.
The effects of a fa11 in production can be analyzed in an
analogous fashion to the cases of the strike and labour turn-
over.

As with these two other conflict forms, not all the fa11
in output is necessarily t'lost". A possibility with absence
is that the worker on return to work will be nore productive
and so help to recoup production at no extra cost. If the
source of the conflict is still present he flal however, be
less prod.uctive with the opposite result. In order to maintain
or recoup output extra overtime nay be worked. Alternatively,
output nay be naintained by the use of contingent labour
employed specificaLry to guard against the effects of absence.
rn either case, the unit cost of output is increased in re-
lation to the no absence situation.

Absence involves other expenses in addition to any assoc-
iated with the production effects. These nay include the costs
of record keeping, of devising absence pay schemes (such as
those for sick pay) and so on. A further cost is incurred if
the worker is paid a wage or other benefit during his absence.

Employers may react to absence by trying to reduce its
future incid.ence. some of the measures will paralle1 those
used in relation to turnoyer, e.g. 4 change in factor mix,
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recruitment of workers with lower propensities to be absent and
an increase in the attractiveness of the job (although this may
increase the ability to be absent). Al-1 these measures involve
additional costs. The eruployer may also seek to penalize
absentees by, for example, demotion or dismissal.

The most obvious effect of absence on the worker concerned
is a foregoing of earnings. Not all these, however, are necess-
arily'flost'f. They may at least in part be nade up through the
working of extra overtime on return to work. rn seasonal or
contract-type industries the absence may merely extend the
season or contract period and so only postpone the payment of
wages. rn any event not all absence involves a reduction in
earnings. some absentees, for example, receive their fu11
wages in the forn of sick pay. rf, however, absence results
in reduced denand for the product or in a change in factor mix,
the worker I s future earnings and ernployrnent opportunities may
be adversely affected. rn going absent though the worker
presurnably feels that the benefits of so doing will outweigh
the costs.

As with other forms of conflict, the nagnitude of the
effects of absence on the parties involved depends greatly on
economic conditions. For the ernployer, the effects may not be
as severe in a recession as in a period of excess demand. But
for the worker the reverse rnay be the case. A1so, the effects
on the enployer will depend not only on the leve1 of absence
but also on the nature of absenteets job.

The production effects of accidents are in nost respects
analogous to those of absence. As opposed to absence, however,
an accident may have a nore unsettling effect on other workers
and so on production. Furthermore, prod.uction rnay be adversely
affected if naterials or equiprnent are damaged as a result of
the accident.

Accidents may also involve expenses to the ernployer over
and above those nornally associated with other types of absence.
unit cost of output may increase if workers are involved in
assisting during or after the accident. Additional costs will
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be incurred if nedical personnel are ernployed or retained.
Moreover, the enployer generally contributes toward the workerts
compensation payments, either directly or indirectly through
insurance premiums and may also pay prerniurns for medical
insurance.

As regards effects on the worker, he suffers a drop in
remuneration only insofar as compensation paynents are less
than his normal earnings. rf, however, the worker suffers a
permanent disability his future earnings and ernployrnent oppor-
tunities may suffer. Other "income effects" of accidents have
already been documented in respect of absence. Accidents nay
also involve a physical and psychic cost not usually assoc-
iated with other forms of conflict. As even those accid.ents
related to conflict are not necessarily consciously motivated,
it is not possible to generalize about the balance of expected
benefits and costs.

The effects of nost of the other individual forms of
industrial conflict on the parties involved can be ana\yzed.
in a sirnilar way to those of turnover, absence and accidents.

b. Effects on parties not directlv involved

Most of the third parties potentially affected by collect-
ive forms of conflict nay also be affected by individual forms.
Looking first at third party effects of labour turnover, w€
note that overall production need not fa1l because one
employerrs loss rnay be anotherts gain. As with the strike, a
fal1 in output and sales by one enterprise nay be offset by an
increase for another and the effects are analogous to those
traced out in respect of the strike. Turnover, however, has
the added dirnension of one ernployer losing a worker to another
enployer (assuning the leaver stays in the labour force). This
is the source of a debate over the wider consequences of turn-
o.ru".19 on the one hand are those who stress the cost aspect

19. See Margot
EmpTogment
and Kegan

Jefferys, ItobiTitg in the Labour Mlatket:
Changes in .Battersea and Dagenham (Routledge

PauL, London, 1954) pp. 154-195.
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of turnover and therefore regard it as wasteful and destruct-
ive. 0n the other, are those who enphasise the role of turn-
over in facilitating adjustrnents and growth in the economy.
Because turnover may involve a loss to one employer and a gain
to another, both arguments are partly right but the truth lies
somewhere in between. Itlhile the divergent views on the subject
have not been reconciled, their respective popularity has
tended to change over tine.2o

The indirect effects of absence are more clear-cut. The
third party production effects can be analyzed in an analogous
fashion to those of the strike, as can the effects of a change
in factor nix. Also as with the strike, the effects on other
workers of the enterprise concerned are ambiguous. They nay
suffer if the availability of work drops as the result of
absence, but gain if it increases (the same applies in the
turnover case). Absence, however, involves certain expenses
not present with the strike. Enterprises supplying naterial
and equipment connected with record keeping, devising of pay
schemes and so on stand to gain from absence. But the greater
the cost to the enployer the more 1ike1y his workers will
suffer relative to those in enterprises with lower absence
rates.

Most of the indirect effects of absence also apply in the
case of accidents. But, in addition, accidents involve a

social cost in the provision of nedical facilities and serv-
ices. The econornic situation of enterprises and workers en-
gaged in providing these facilities and services is, however,
a function of the 1evel of accidents.

II. EMPLOYER-INITIATED FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

Most employer-initiated forns of conflict have potential
effects analogous to those of particular worker-initiated forms.
The effects of the lockout, for exanple, are analogous to those

20. See Arthur M. Ross, ttDo We Have
isn?rr, Ametican Economic Review,
p. 903.

a New
Vo1.

IndustriaL Feudal-
XLVIII, Dec. 1958,
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of the strike. Also, should a mass notice of disrnissal become
effective its potential effects are the same as those of the
lockout or strike. Priority designated work can also have the
effect of a stoppage of work. Other empLoyer actions could have
the same effects as a collective restriction on output (e.g.
unusually strict enforcement of rules) or a worker quitting the
enterprise (e.g. adismissal) and so on.

II. CONCLUSION

The economic effects of forns of industrial conflict are
exceedingly conplex and numerous. Those we have studied are
but a few of the alnost infinitely large number of possible
ones, A particular action can result in a seri-es of adjust-
ments and counter-adjustments in the economy which spread
further and further away fron the original source of the con-
flict, The nultiplicity of effects alone makes the task of
assessing the net effect of an action on a party very difficult,
a task further cornplicated by the fact that both costs and
benefits are often involved. rn most cases the apparent net
effect on a party will differ narkedLy fron the actual net
effect.

An even more difficult task is to measure the overall net
effect on alL parties directly or indirectly involved. Norrn-
a1ly sone parties will be nade "better off" and others "worse
off". we could possibly adopt the Kaldor-Hicks approach and
say that overall "we1fare" or "we11-being" is irnproved if the
gainers can potentially nore than conpensate the losers.21
In practice, however, it is not possible to identify all the
gainers and losers, 1et alone find out how rnuch is required to
compensate the losers.22

our discussion up until now has been at a general 1evel
and has provided the theoretical framework for subsequent
chapters which will be concerned with three New Zealand

21. See I .M.D. Litt1.e,
(Oxford University

22. See ibid. , p. 95.

A Critigue of
Press, London,

V|eTfate Economics
Znd od., 1957) Ch. VI.
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industriesn na4eLy, neet freeaing, build.ing and construction,
and waterfront. In Part ?: the ecsnonic, teehnical and organis-
ationaL environmerrts of, t-hese industries axe outLinad. This
inf,ornation is necessary for an uoderstanding of tbe ndture of
these industries and of the factors which infl"uenee sonfl-iet
in hen" rn Fart 3 the conflict patterns, of the indtrstries
are fitst plaeed within a ,r*atxonal. perspective. Then for each
industry the conflict pattern is analyzed in detail and poss-
ible faetors shaping it are evaluated. Concluding observations
are made in Part 4.



PART 2

Tl{E EC0NOI,II,C, TECHIflICAL AND

O CANISATIONAL ENVI RONflEI{TS
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Chapter V

THE MEAT FREEZING INDUSTRY

I. THE DEFINITION OF THE INDUSTRY

The neat freezing and preserving industry is defined for
purposes of the industrial production statistics as follows:

Industry 200 - Meat Freezing and Preserving:

The industry conprises establishments prinarily
engaged in the slaughtering of cattle, sheep,
lanbs, pigs, calves, and other aninals for
export and for local consumption.l

0f the 48 establishments in the industry in the 1,97?,-73
production yearr2 38 were neat export slaughterhouses [meat
export works) ,3 three were abattoirs approved by the Minister
of Agriculture and Fisheries to export certain classes of stock
(export abattoirs) and the renaining ones were largely game

packing houses. The industry does not include such slaughtering
facilities as abattoirs (other than export abattoirs), rural
slaughterhouses and custorn killing prenises. Nor are nost meat
packing houses included.

In this study we will concentrate largely on meat export
works, although reference will be nade to export abattoirs. As

This definition is broadly according to the United Nations
Standard fndustrial Classification of ALl Economic Activ-
ities (Statistical Papers, Series M, No. 4, Rev. 1/Add. 1).
At the tine of writing it has not been brought into line
with the revised New Zealand Standard IndustriaL Class-
ification which, following UN Stat. P.p., Ser. M, No. 4,
Rev. 2, defines the industry nore broadly to include also
abattoirs, rural slaughterhouses and poultry slaughter-
houses among others (see NZSIC No. 3111).
The production yeat for this industry in the nain ends in
Septenber.
One of these, Wellington Meat Export Co. ttd., Ngauratrg&,
ceased operations in 1973.

1.

2.

3.
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the name suggests, meat export works are concerned prinarily
with exports although they may aLso supply meat for the Iocal
market. They are generally integrated establishrnents carrying
out a wide range of processing operations. Major products
include various types of frozen meat, canned meats, meat
extract, ta11ow, hides and pelts, slipe wool, manures and stock
meals.

II.

1.

ASPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY

0u tput

The gross value of output for meat freezing and preserving
in tg7?,- 73 was $a++. z mi11ion. This represented 12 .0% of GNp4

and 18.3% of the total gross value of factory production. rt
has by far the largest value of output of any manufacturing
industry and of industries generally, it is exceeded by only
building and construction.5 The industry's value of output
grew steadily during the decade ending 1,972-7s, except for 1966-
67 when it fe1l. Over this decade it increased by about L8T%.

The volume, as opposed to value, of production has been fairly
steady in recent years, the meat freezing and preserving volurne
of production index increasing by only 29.3% in the decade.
The composition of gross value of output in \g7Z-73 was as
shown in Table 1.

The nunbers of stock slaughtered by the industry in tg7z-
75 were 25.9 nillion larnbs, 8 .6 rnilLion sheep, 1.6 million
cattle, 1.0 nillion calves, 0.5 rnillion pigs and 0.1 nillion
goats ' whil"e abattoirs are expressly concerned with supplying
the loca1 market, the neat freezing industry in LgTz-Ts suppl-
ied 15.68 of the graded cattle killed for loca1 consumption,
72.5% of calves, 47.6% of sheep. 70,6% of lanbs, and 3g.S% of
pigs. With the exception of pigs, over 80? of the industryrs
kil1 of each stock category was exported. The meat freezing

The value of output figure is for the neat freezing prod-
uction year, i.e. ending Septenber, while the GNp figure
is for the financial yeat, i.e. ending the previous March.
Not counting agriculture as a single industry.

4.

5.
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TABLE 1

Val ue of Products, 1972-73
g (000)

Notes: a Includes nutton and larnb pieces.
b Includes products from Industry ZOs

- Han and Bacon Curing amounting to
$1.425 nillion.

Source: Derived fron Monthlg Absttact of Statistics,
Sept . L97 4 (Departnent of Statistics,
Wellington).

industry is by far New zearandts largest earner of export
receipts. rn the year ended June tg7s its exports were $7r4
nillionr or nearly 4L% of the total value of New Zealand prod-
uce exports. The value of meat exports as a percentage of meat
production for 197L, 1972 and 7973 was 95.8%, 89.62 and 83.!eo
respectively. Meat industry export receipts rose dranatically
in the four years ended June 197i but fe11 slightly in the June
year L974.

Meat -
Lanb
Mut t on
Beef
Veal
Pork
0ffats
Other meat

By-products -
Casings and bungspelts
Hides and skins
Wool

Boiling-down products -
Fats and oils
Manures
Stock meals
0ther boiling-

down products

0ther products

209,4LS
t04 ,17 0a
267 ,97 6
Ll ,2rg
LL,304
37 ,7 54

7 ,621

L3,289
63,239
26,658
57,632

73,222
2,49L

73,163

282

649,459

160,818

29,158
6,697

846, t32b
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Establishments in the meat freezing and preserving indus-
try are very large in terms of both value of production and net
output (net value added). rn 1970-71- nearly T\'i of the indus-
tryfs establishments had gross outputs of over $s million, as
compared with only 0,9% for all manufacturing establishments.
0f the 101- units in New Zealand with outputs of this size, 32

were in neat freezing. The pattern for net output is similar,
with 56.seo of meat establishrnents having net outputs over $z
million, as conpared with only 3,2% of all nanufacturing estab-
lishments. The 37. establishrnents with outputs over $5 nitlion
produced 96.8% of the meat freezing and preserving industryrs
total value of production and 98.0% of its net output. By
conparison, the 101- establishnents of this size in all manu-
facturing industry produced only 34.2e0 &nd. zT.s% of total manu-
facturing value of production and net output respectively.

size distributions according to slaughterings of various
stock categories are set out in Table Z.

2. Empl oyment

The average labour force of the meat free zing and preserv-
ing industry in 1,972-73 was 27,377, of which 26,048 were males
and L,?69 were females. These figures represented 2.4% of the
total labour force, 3.2% of the male labour force and 0.4,6 of
the female labour force respectively. rts labour force is by
far the largest in the manufacturing sector, accounting for
LL.6% of the sectorrs enployrnent. The next largest manufactur-
ing labour force in t97t-72 was only L4rsgs (in rnachinery
n.e.i.). A number of non-manufacturing industries, e.g. con-
struction, retail trade etc., however, have largerl-abour forces.

Enployment in this industry grew in the decade ending
L972'73 at an annual compound rate of 3.641 4s compared with
L.7% for the manufacturing sector and 1.99 for the total labour
force. Female ernploynent in the industry increased at an
annual rate of 5.Teo as cornpared with only 2.44 for female €r-
ploynent in manufacturing generally. Ernploynent of males in
the industry grew at an annuaL rate of 3.s% over the decade in
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TABLE 2

size Distributions accord!!g=tg==E{port Slaughtering Figures,
1,971-797 2

SIZE GROUP ESTABLISHMENTS NUMBERS SLAUGHTERED

Lamb equivalentsa
2 00, 000 - 49 g, ggg
500,000- 599,999
600,000- 6gg, ggg
700,000- 799,999
800,000- ggg,ggg
900,000- 999, ggg

1,000,000-7,4gg,ggg
1,500r000-1,ggg,ggg
2 ,000,00 0-2 ,s00,000

Totals

Beef and vealers
0- g, g9g

10,000- 1g,ggg
20,000- 29,ggg
50,000- 4g, ggg
50, 000- 6g, ggg
70,000- gg, ggg

100,000- 140,000

Totals

Bobby vealers
0- lg,ggg

20,000- 4g, ggg
50,000- gg,ggg

100,000- 150,000
150,000- 200,000

TotaLs

No. %

4 t2.L
1 3.0
7 2L.2
2 6.1
3 9.1
4 L2.7
I 27.3
r. 3.0
2 6.7

(000)

1,537 4.9
558 7.7

4,532 74.2
1,533 4.8
2,561 9.0
3,819 12.0

11,333 55.5
I,752 5.5
4,265 15.4

31 ,8 89

6 L7.7
I 22.9
5 14.3
7 20.0
4 17.4
2 5.7
3 8.6

33 2.4
tzs 9.3
127 9.0
278 20.7
232 77.3
189 14 .1
364 27.2

L,342

9 52.9
2 Lt.8
3 17.6
00
3 17.6

s7 6.6
53 6.7

257 29.8
00

495 57. 5

Notes: a One sheep is equivalent to L.2S Lanbs.
Our figure for nunber of establishnents
killing bobby vealers is sLightly less than
that of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (see Table 6, p. f0S).

Derived fron New Zealand Meat Producers I

Board data.
Source:
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contrast to only 7,4% for male employnent in nanufacturing as
a whole,

TABLE 3

Average Number gf Pef sons Empl o.ved i n the Meat
Freezing Industry

Males % Fenales 90 Tota I

7963-64
L964-65
196s - 66
7966-67
1967 - 68
1968 -69
1969-70
t97 0-7 L

t977-72
t97 2-7 3

18,403 96.0
18,893 96 . 1
19,331 95.9
20 ,055 g6 .2
2L,342 96.2
22,744 96.3
24,305 96.1
24,97 5 96.0
25 ,61.9 95 .9
26,048 95.4

762 4.0
764 5.9
877 4.1
801 3.8
844 5.8
866 3.7
978 3.9

1 ,031 4 ,0
1,084 4.1
t ,269 4 .6

19,165
t9,657
20,148
20,856
22,!86
23,630
25,283
26,006
26 ,7 03
27,317

Sourc e : Derived fron various .5tatistics of Ind.ustrial
Production (Departnent of Statistics,
Wellington) and Monthlg Abstract of
Statistics, Sept . 197 4 .

It can be seen from Table 5 that about 96% of the work-
force is male and 4% fenale. This distribution changed little
over the decade, except in L972-73. The ratio of rnale to
fenale ernploynent is very high, compared with the nanufacturing
sector generally, where 27.0% of the labour force is fenale
(t97?-73), and with the total labour force in which 29.g% are
feinales (October L973). But it is not abnornally high when
compared with other, not too dissirnilar, large manufacturing
industries such as butter and cheese and other rnilk products,
brewing, pulp, paper and. paperboard, and chenical fertilisers.

The broad occupational breakdown in Table 4 shows that
most nales in the industry are wage earning ernployees. Most
females are also wage earning workers although a considerable
number are in clerical occupations. The broad occupational
distribution of fenale labour in the industry has not changed
greatly in the last decade or so. fn 7g6T-6j, for example,
56.3% of female workers were wage earning, 42.6% c1erical,
L.0% professional or technical and 0.1? rnanagerial.
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The broad occupational breakdown shown in Table 4 gives
no indication of the wide range of occupations in the industry.
Arnong the managerial group are works managers and other manag-
ers, forenen, boardwalkers and leading hands. Most types of
clerical occupations are represented in the clerical group.
The professional and technical group includ^es chernists, pro-
fessional engineers, laboratory technicians and so on. Manager-
ia1, clerical and professional employees are salaried and have
permanent status.

Most wage earning workers are either nembers of freezing
workers' unions or are tradesmen belonging to their own unions.
Anong tradesmen, most of whom are permanent workers, are fact-
ory engineers, fitters, electricians, motor mechanics, carpent-
ers, plurnbers, bricklayers, engine drivers and painters. other
groups not represented by freezlng workerst unions are shift
engineer.s , canteen workers and retail shop butchers.

Meat export works and abattoirs are typically large em-
ployment units. rn 1970'71,34 (85%) of the 40 such plants had
labour forces of more than 200 workers, and 27 (58.7%) enployed
over 500 workers. By conparison, only 2.zeb of establishnents
in the nanufacturing sector as a whole enployed over 200 work-
ers and only 0.8% more than 500. In that year, seven of the
11 manufacturing establishnents ernploying over 1r000 workers
were meat export plants, the largest of which is an Auckland
plant employing an average of over 1r700 workers. Auckland has
other large works, as does Hawkes Bay and Invercargill. The
industry accounted in L970-7L for 67% of all workers engaged
in manufacturing establishrnents of over 1r000 people.

3. The Compan i es

There are ?,5 cornpanies hoLding meat export slaughterhouse
licences and a further three holding export abattoir licences.6
This suggests that the industryrs ownership is widely held and

One company (Auckland Farnersl
Linited - AFFC0) holds both an
slaughterhouse Licence.

Freezing Co-operative
export abattoir and export

6.
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that competition is high. The actual situation, however, is
more complex and requires an analysis of ownership patterns.
we will pursue this analysis on three fronts, narnely, owner-
ship of processing facilities, ownership of the meat and
control of marketing channels.

Ownership of Processing Facilities

When subsidiary companies are consolidated with controlL-
ing companies the number of companies in the industry (includ-
ing export abattoirs) fal1s to 19. Together they own s8 meat
export works and 3 export abattoirs. The pattern is as shown
in Table 5.

From the table we see that
or 5L% of the total (including
centration of plant ownership,
inter-1ocks between conpanies
the plants.

five conpanies own 21 plants
export abattoirs) .7 The con-
however, is complicated by

and by the different outputs of

There are numerous ownership links between freezing
conpanies. For exarnple, Thos. Borthwick and Sons (A'asia)
ttd. own about 20? of the issued capital of canterbury Frozen
Meat co. ttd. (cFM) and have a seat on cFM's board of directors.8
7 . Table 5 incorporates the following subsidiary conpanies:

Controlling Conpany Subsidiary Companies

Hellaby Northland Ltd.
Hellaby Shortland Ltd.

Z.) ttd. Westfield Freezing Co. Ltd.
NeLsons (N. Z. ) Ltd.
Patea Freezing Co. Ltd.
Gisborne Refrigerating Co.
Ltd. (50% owned by W. 6 R.
Fletcher and 50% by New
Zeal,and interests)

0cean Beach Freezing Co. Ltd.
South Otago Free zing Co. Ltd.
Swift New Zea]-arnd Co. Ltd.
Nelson Freezing Co. ttd.

8. For the pattern of interlocking directorates in the indus-
try in 1970 see C.R. Laurent, rrlnterlocking Directorates
in New Zealandtt , M.C.A. Thesis, Victoria University of
Wellington , L97t, pp. 7 4-8.

R. E W. Hellaby Ltd.

W. q R. Fletcher (N.

Co-operative Wholesale Ltd.
Waitaki Industries Ltd.
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TABLE 5

l{eat Companles and lleat Export }lorks

Company tlo rks il:. Conpany l{orks ltE
l{o.

Thos. Borthr'rick I Sons
(Arasia) Ltd.

Auckland Farmersr Freezing
Co-op. Ltd.

Canterbury Frozen Meat
Co. Ltd.

N.Z. Refrigerating Co. Ltd.

Waitaki Industries Ltd.

R. € W. Hellaby Ltd.

l{. € R. Fl etcher (N. Z . )
Ltd.

Co - operative lYho lesale
society Ltd.

lVaingawa 1
Waitara 2
Fielding SZ

Southdown 36
Horotiu 23
Moerewa 47
Rangiuru AB48

Belfast 15
Canterbury 37
Fairfiel.d 16
Pareora 34

Islington 14
Picton 15
Snithfield L7
Burnside 19
Inlay 39

Pukeuri 18
Salclutha 26
lVairoa 42
Stoke 40

0tahuhu.
Whangarei

Westfield
Tomoana
Patea
Kaiti
Loagburn
Ocean Beach

24
51

35
10

3
8

6
20

J.C. l{utton (N. Z. ) Ltd.

Southland Frozen Meat 6
Produce Export Co. Ltd.

Alliance Freezing Co.
(Sout,hl.and) Ltd.

Gear lleat Co. Lttl.

Hawkes Bay Farnersr Meat
Co. Ltd.

NCF Kaiapoi Ltd.

Kiwi Bacon Co. Ltd.

T.H. Walker € Sons Ltd.

Pacific Freezing (N.2.)
Ltd.

Aotearoa l{eats Ltd.

Fielding Borough Counci1

Frankton 4
Eltham 43

Mataura ZL
Makarewa 22

Lorneville 50

Petone 11

l{hakatu 29

Kaiapoi 4L

Longburn 25

Hawera 9

Hastings 52

Carnbridge AB38

Fielding AB19

Not€: ME No. denotes the neat export slaugbterhouse licence nunber.
AB denotes export abattoir.
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Another example concerns NCF Kaiapoi Ltd. which is largely
owned by cFM and New Zealand Refrigerating co. ttd. A nurnber
of companies are also indirectly linked through conmon part-
icipation in the ownership of other companies. For example,
Southland Frozen Meat and Produce Export Co. Ltd. (SFM),
waitaki rndustries Ltd. and cFM are ind.irectly linked through
ownership in the slink skins network of conpanies, as are sFM

and N.Z. Refrigerating through G.L. Bowron g co. Ltd. conpan-
ies are also linked in ways other than through ownership. Four
south rsland companies, for exanple, make use of N.Z, Refriger-
atingrs computer and that company acts as convener in the joint
purchasing of certain inputs.

rn recent years there has been considerable takeover
activity in the industry, most of which has involved waitaki
Industries. After unsuccessful involvement in takeovers and
mergers in 1969 and 1,977, waitaki succeeded in 7973 in absorb-
ing swift New Zealand co. Ltd. which was 49% owned by the
foreign conpany Deltec International Ltd. In 7974 Waitaki also
purchased the south Otago Freezing co. ttd., after a takeover
battle with sFM. Later in the sane year waitaki and cFM both
nade bids for Nelson FreezLng co. ttd. and waitaki were again
successful. rn early 1975 sFM nade a takeoyer offer for N.Z.
Refrigerating which was rejected. N.Z. Refrigerating and
waitaki then established terms for a merger but, at the time
of writing, no merger has taken place.

Four of the companies are overseas-owned, namery, Borth-
wicks, W. q R. Fletcher (N.2.) Ltd., J.C. Hutton (N.2.) Itd.
and the co-operative [Iholesale society rtd, (cws). Together
they own 11 works. The remaining conpanies, owning 30 works,
are wholly or predominantly New Zealand-owned.

Thos. Borthwick 6 Sons (A'asia) Ltd. is a wholly orrned
subsidiary of Thos, Borthwick 6 sons Ltd., a British private
conpany owned by the Borthwick fanily. ItI. E R. Fletcher (N.2.)
Ltd. is ourned by the vestey organisation, another large priv-
ately owned u.K. fanily conpany. J.c. Hutton (N.2.) Ltd. is
Australian-owned, while the Co-operative Wholesale Society Ltd.
is owned by the Manchester-based organisation of the same name.
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The overseas-owned firns are private companies as are
T.H. Walker E Sons, Pacific Freezing, Aotearoa Meats and Kiwi
Bacon. Nine of the remaining .11 New Zealand-owned companies
are public ones. Two of these (Alliance Freezing Co. , and
Hawkes Bay Farmersr Meat co.) are predominantly farmer-owned.
0n1y one freezing conpany (AFFCO) is registered under the co-
operative Freezing conpanies Act 1960, its shareholding being
almost entirely held by farmers. One export abattoir
(Manawatu Combined Abattoir) is owned by a 1ocal authority,
namely, the Fielding Borough Council.

Table 6 shows the stock categories ki11ed by various
works.

Three companies, owning ZB.g% of the works, accounted for
27,8% of larnb equivalents9 kiIled for export in LgTL -72, 54.S%

of beef and vealers and 94.9% of bobby vealers. The three
largest beef producers in 1,971,-72 also ranked the same in terrns
of bobby vealer production. But only one company was among

the three largest producers of all three stock categories.

Ownership of Meat and Control of Marketing
Channels

There are a nunber of nethods of selling stock available
to the farmer. He rnay sell it to export conpanies which are
either freezi-ng conpanies or "independ.ent exporters" that do
not ovrn killing facilities. The export companies issue a

weekly schedule of the prices they will pay for particular
types and grades of meat. Prices are generally corunon to all
exporterr.l0 rt is estimated that about 702 of adult .c.at.t.le,

9. One sheep is equivalent to 1.25 1anbs.
10. The schedule of export prices is continuously reviewed by

the New TeaLand Meat Producers I Board CNZMPB) which, in
extrene cases (e.g. october 1971 and 1974-75), has issued
its own schedule. The Meat Board, consisting of six farm-
er and two governnent representatives, has the power to
control aLl export neat and also has specific functions in
relation to protnotion, grading, shipping and the operation
of the Meat Industry Reserve Account with the central bank.
(See NZMPB Subnission No. 1 to the Conrnission of Inquiry
into the Meat Industry, 7973.)

b.
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TABLE 6

Notes: 1. x denotes the category of stock slaughtered at the r,'orks listed.
The date first established is in brackets.

2, Canbridge - larger.calves and cattle; Rangiuru - larger calves and cattle;Pacific - cattlc (bcgan production in 1974).
3. Shortland is labelled otahuhu in Table 5, p. 1,02 and Fineganrl is labelier!Ealclutha.

Sourcql l'linistry of igriculturo antl Iishcrics Submlssion No. 3 to thc Comnissionof Inquiry info thc itcar lndusrry, rg73 toitrci-itrin notcs z and i),-- -

rrport sraushrerhouse nufluE... oliTl'rillo 3:?i:, i:il:! catue p{es coits

lloerewa (19?3) 17

hhangarei (1972) Sl
Shortland (1906) 34

Southdown (1905) 36

h'estfielrl (1916) 35

Horotiu (1916) 23
Frankton Jctn. (1915) il
Kaiti (1902) E

lfairoa (1917) 12

Tomoana (1s8tl) l0
whakatu (1915) 29
l(aitara (19011) 2

Eltham (1916) {3
Hawera (1908) 9

Patea (1990) 3

Inlay (1916) 39

Fielding (1916) 32

Longburn (1890) 6

Xiwi Bacon (part of
Longburn until 1953) 25

Waingawa (1910) 1

Gear (1891) 11

Ngauranga (1E92) 12

Picton (1900) l3
Stoke (1909) {0
Xaipoi (1916) 11

Belfast CFll (1883) 15

Belfast.CFll ex
Borthwicks. (1916) 37

Islington (1886) 14

Fairfield (L899) 16

SnithfieJ.d (1898) 17

Pareora (190.1) 54

Pukeuri (1914) 13

Eurnside (1882) 19

Finogand (1912) 26

ifataura (1896) 2l
Alliance (1960) .50
Makarewa (1912J 22
Ocean Eaach (1890) 20

I
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50% of sheep, 70?" of lambs and 10eo of pigs are sold on schedule.ll
These companies also purchase a small proportion of stock on
the hoof (i.e. a price per head as they stand on the farnerrs
property) or by auction at saleyards.

Farmers have the right under legislation to have stock
ki11ed by any export slaughterhouse and the meat, skins, pelts
and hides sold to best advantage on the farmerrs account.
Little meat is sold in individual owner account lots but is
pooled together into conpany poors. An estinated 6% of adult
cattle , 15% of sheep and t|Z of lanbs are sold on ownerrs
account or through company poo1s.12 Farrners rnay also se11
their stock through farner co-operative exporting organisations

while most freezing companies organise company poo1s, not
all are export cornpanies. 0f the New Zealand firns , &t least
four are processors on1y, owning little or none of their
throughput. An indication of the ownership of throughput is
given in Table 7.

TABLE 7

0wne r 'll Ex orted Excludin 0ffa I at T eof
e s

Sourc e : New ZeaLand Meat Producers I Board.

(percentages)

Type of Ownership

0verseas conpanies
N.Z. owned conpanies
with works
N.Z. owned companies
with packing house
N.Z. owned conpanies
without works or
packing house
Co-operat ives
Ownerrs Account and
Conpany Pools

Total

19 68

49 .9

28 .4

0.6

6.6

7.5

7.0

100.0

1969

48.0

27 .6

0.5

7.2

8.7

8.0

100.0

t97 0

47 .7

27.2

0.4

6.8

8.9

9.0

100.0

197 7

47.s

37.2

0.6

5.9

8.0

7.0

100. 0

1.97 2

47 .7

25.2

1.3

6.2

8.7

11.5

100.0

11 . NZMPB Subnission No. 2 to the Conrnission
the Meat Industry, L975, p. J. See also
for a good sunmary of methods of selling

L2. NZMPB Suburission No. Z, p. 4.

of Inquiry into
ibid. , pp. 1-5
I ivestock .
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Overseas companies own 27et of all works (including export
abattoirs) and process about 27% of lanb equivalents, 34eo of
cattle and vealers and. 47% of bobby calves (on the basis of
t97L-72 figures). But they tend to own about 47% of all ex-
port meat at tine of slaughter. Clearly, overseas companies
have owned-throughput ki11ed not only at their works but at
New Zealand-owned ones as we1l. The overseas companies with
most stock killed at other works are W. & n. Fletcher and
Borthwicks, the latter having it ki11ed at 14 works in addit-
ion to the three it owns.

It is obvious that at sone works not all the meat
slaughtered belongs to the company owning the works. This
particularly applies to New Zealand-owned companies which own

73% of works but only ?5% of meat at tirne of slaughter. The

overseas-owned conpanies and those New Zealand ones which ex-
port meat own a higher proportion of their throughputs than
do the conrpanies which are largely processors only.

While the above figures relate to ownership at tine of
slaughter and not at tine of export, it seems that the overseas-
owned companies control nany of the najor marketing channels.
They certainly rnarket well over 50? of all export meat. The

spokesnan for Gear Meat is correct in saying "the meat pro-
cessing sector is largely controlled by New Zealand owned

conpanies but the procurement of livestock and the final
responsibility, if not ownership of the neat and by-products
and its narketing, is largely controlled by conpanies whose
ownership lies outside New Zealand".13 Menbers of the Lincoln
College Department of Agricultural Econonics and. Marketing
have argued that: frlt [marketing of meat] is an area of highly
concentrated ownership"rl4 and that control of narketing
channels is a very inportant aspect of ownership because it
confers on the companies concerned a great deal of power in
setting the purchase price of stock bought for processing.

13. Gear Meat conpany Linited subnission to the connission
of Inquiry into the Meat Industry, 7973, p. lS.

14. Departnent of Agricultural Econonics and Marketing,
Lincoln College Subnission to the Connission of Inquiry
into the Meat Industry, 1973, p. 42.
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It is difficult for new competitors to enter the industry.
Econonic barriers include the high capital cost of becoming
established, stock scarcities, lack of rnarketing knowledge and
outlets, and cornpetition from existing companies. There are
also 1egal barriers, the most inportant of which is that ex-
port slaughterhouses must be licensed, ticences are issued by
loca1 authorities with the consent of the Minister of Agric-
ulture and Fisheries. New licences are issued veryinfrequently,
the most recent being to Pacif ic Freezing (N. z. ) Ltd. in j,g7z ,
Hellaby Northland Ltd. in 1969-70 (production began April 1.972)
and to Alliance Freezi-ng co. in the late 1950s (opened March
1960). Lirnited export abattoir licences were issued to
Aotearoa Meats in 1969-70 and to AFFC0rs Rangiuru works in
about 1968-69. The Ministerrs consent is also necessary for
the transferal of an export slaughterhouse licence.

4. Capi ta I Stock and Fi nanci al Aspects

rn financial terms meat freezing cornpanies are very large
by New Zealand standards. The following table sets out financ-
ia1 information on the conpanies listed on the New Zealand stock
exchange. They are ranked on each criterion according to their
size relative to the 50 largest public companies (based on share
market capitalisation on 4 January IgT 4) .15

TABLE 8
Publ ic Freezi n Com ' Financial nformati on L97 2-7 3

source: Derived fron various conpany annual reports andIhe New ZeaTand Economjst, Feb. 1974.

Conpany

Share-
ho lders I

Funds Rank

Total
Tangible
Assets Rank

Net
Profi t
After
Tax Rank

SFM
N. Z. Refrigerating
CFM
R. 6 W. Hellaby
Waitaki Industries
Gear Meat
NCF Kaiapoi

($000)
19,900 t7
19,283 1g
t2,933 25
Lt ,7 67 27
70,446 32
5,146 -
1,37 6 -

($ooo)
30,545 23
33,772 22
2t ,7 06 32
31,477 23
30,547 24
11,965
1,831

t$ooo)
2,763 20
3,288 L4
2 ,223 1g
1,112 33

963 41
360
255

15. See The New zealand. Economist, February tg74, pp. 8-9.
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Free zing
variations in
shows.

companies are also
profits over tine

characterised by
as the following

rnarked

table clearly

TABLE 9

Net Profits, 1967-73

$ (ooo)

Source: Various company annual. reports and The New
Zealand Economist.

There are no recent estimates of the market value of
capital in New zeaLand manufacturing industry. rn the absence
of alternative measures, w€ are forced to use the value of
capital data published in the aeport on Statistics of Industrial
production (Departnent of statistics, wellington) which are in
terms of book value and suffer from the well-known deficiencies
of that valuation system.16 But they are not 1ike1y to be too
misleading when used in a cornparative fashion. Table 10 gives
capital stock and measures of factor intensity for several
major New Zealand manufacturing industries.

Meat freezing has by far the largest capital stock of any
New Zealand manufacturing industry. The average capital stock
per establishrnent is also very 1arge, boing exceed.ed only in
the pu1p, paper etc. industry. rn 7gT0-27 the meat industry
accounted for 1-2.5 % of the total value of capital in manu-

16. see T.ltl. Francis, capitar Formation in New zeaJ.and. uanu-
facturing Industrg, J9J0 to L964 (Agricultural Egonomics
Research unit Technical Paper No. 6, tincoln coll€g€,
Canterbury, 1968) p. 4.

Y ear Conpany
N. Z.

Refrig. CFM SFM Hellaby Waitaki Gear NCF Kaip.

L967
r.9 68
1969
197 0
L97 L

L97 2
L97 3

-260
L,278
L,931

77 s
4L9

1,841
3,288

-18
1,059
1,564

373
212

|,12!
2 r223

238
832

1,013
875
866

1,640
2,L63

428
757

,054
972
904
769

,772

325
437
56s
s22
201
787
965

725
224
29s
270
L97
275
360

36
33
3L
32
66

764
ZJJ
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facturing generally. Despite this, it is not highly capital
intensive, being about the same as nanufacturing as a who1e.

TABLE IO

Capita'l Stock and Factor Intensities, 1.970-71

Notes: a Value of land and buiLdings, and of plant,
nachinery and equipnent.

Figures for all manufacturing industry are
adjusted to excLude the motor vehicle repair
industry and incorporate revisions nade sub-
sequent to the publication of Statistjcs of
Industtial prodaction, t970-21. (See Supplement
to the Nov. L973, Nonthlg Abstract of Statjstics.)

source: Derived fron statjstjcs of rndusttial prod,uction,
1970-7t, and Monthlg Absttact of Statistics,
Nov. t97 3.

Value of Value of Rated
Capital capital horse

stock per stock powerrndustry capital establish- per person per perso
s tocka nent employed enpl o.yed

$ (000) $ (000) $ no.
Meat freezing
Q preserving l54,7g9 5,365 S ,gSZ 6.9
Butter 6 cheese)
Milk products l
other than j 63'764 311 15,639 16.1
butter Q cheese)
Brewing of ale )
6 Stout ) 18,455 1,230 tZ,I44 11.9
Malting )

Pulp, paper 6
papiitiara 74,264 L2,377 18,854 72.9

Job 6 general
printing 39 '341 108 5 '482 2.o

Cheni c a I
fertilisers 22,067 L,471 18,812 S5.8
Sheetnetal
working 30,873 132 4,569 j.8
Motor vehicle
assenbly L9,225 1,202 S,gT S 2.5
A1l nranuf actur-
ing industry L,239,276 16j 5,409 6.8
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As can be seen from Table 11, tlre book yalue of capital
stock per worker has increased significantly in the last 15

years or so. when rising prices are taken into account the
picture is different (col. 2), although the ratio sti11 dis-
plays a rising trend since l-967-68. This trend in large part
reflects the increasing strictness of the standards for clean-
liness inposed by the government in its hygiene regulations.
The greater stringency of these largely result from require-
ments of overseas markets.

TABLE 11

Valge of Capital Stock per Person Emplo.vgd in

1958-59 to I972-73

Col. 1

$
(Current prices)

Col. 2

$
(1958 prices)

1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1.9 61- 62
1962-63
1963-64
L964-65
L965-66
L966- 67
7967 -68
1968-69
1969-70
197 0-7 L
797 7-7 2
L97 2-7 s

2 ,347
2,977
3,288
3 ,335
3,406
3 ,627
3,7 87
4,091
4,776
4,054
4,246
5,408
5,952
6,628
6,925

2,299
2,827
3,119
3 1737
3,270
3 ,334
3,364
5, 560
3,530
3,205
3,226
3,724
3 ,667
3,860
3,822

Note: Col. 2 is CoI. 1 deflated by the building
and construction wholesale price index with
base 1958.

Source: Derived fron various Statistics of Industtial
ProductionS Prjces, titages and Labour ,gtatjstjcs
(Departnent of Statistics, Wel.lington) , and
Monthlg Abstract of Statjstjcs.

5. Regi onal Patterns

There are quite distinct regional patterns in stock
slaughtering figures. As a ru1e, south rsland works ki11 more
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nutton and lambs than do th-ose in the North Island. 0f the 13
works that slaughtered over L rnillion lamb equivalents in L97L-
72,1.0 were in the south rsland. The average mutton and larnb
kil1 for south rsland works slaughtering these stock categor-
ies was about 1,r0731450 lanb equivalents in 197l-Tz, while the
North rsland average was about 865r550. Ttre Alliance Freezing
co. has the largest lanb equivalent kill with a 1,97]-^Tz total
of about 2.2 nil1ion. Table 12 shows recent regional slaughter-
ing figures for sheep and lanbs.17

t7 " The regional
Auckland
M.oGE:wt
Whangar e i
Southdown
Wes tfie t d
0tahuhu
Horo t iu
Frank ton
table as
only)

Canbridg e
Rang iuru

areas used in
No. of Works

Tabl e 72 are as

Canterbur
follows:

No. of Works

;

(not included in
processes pigs

Ne1 son
Picton
Kaiapoi
Belfast
C ant erbury
Islington
Fairf i el.d
Snithfield
Par eora
Pukeur i
Southl and
Eirr#I?;-
Balclutha
Mataura
Makarewa
Lornevi I I e
0cean Beach

r,0

6

9

Hawkes Ba

lllairoa
Whakatu
Tomoana
Hastings (Pacific)
(not included in
table)

Taranaki -Wanganui
Waitara
E I than
Hawera
Pat ea
In 1- ay

Fielding ME 32
Fielding AB 19 (not
incLuded in table)

tongburn ME 6
Longburn ME 25 (not
included in table
as processes pigs only)

Waingawa
Ngauranga (ceased
ions in L973)

Petone
NORTH ISLAND

operat -

!

5

7

26 SOUTH ISLAND
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TABLE 72

Rggional Slauqhterinqs of Sheep and Lambs for Export

7977-7 2 L97 2-7 3
No. of
establ.-

ishulents
(000) kil J.ing
lanb export

equiv- sheep &
alents % Lambs %

(o0o )
I anb

equiv
alents .90

Auck I and
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki )
Wanganui )
Wellington

4,007 (L2.6) 5 (1s.2)
s,080 (15.9) 4 (L2.r)
2 ,016 (6. 3) 3 (9. 1)
3,616 (11.3) s (1s.2)

4,L87 (I2.8)
4,822 (14.7)
2,340 C7 ,2)
3,605 (11.0)

NORTH ISLAND L4,779 (46.1) 17 (sl. s) 14,954 (45.7)

C ant erbury
Sou thland

6,916 (27.7) 10 (30.3)
10,259 (32.2) 6 (18.2)

7 ,47 0 (22 .8
10,281 (37.4

SOUTH ISLAND t7,L7s (s3.9) 16 (48.s) L7 ,757 (54.5)

NEW ZEALAND 31,894 33 32 ,7 05

Note:

Source:

The 797L-72 total differs slightly fron that
in Table 2.
Derived fron New Zealand Meat Producers I Board
data and ennual. Reports of New Zealand Meat
Ptoducers I Boatd.

The regional pattern for cattle and vealer slaughterings
is the reverse of that for sheep and larnbs. rn LgTr-7T, LJ
North rsland works had beef kil1s larger than that of the
largest in the South Island (which was about S0,000). The
average cattle and vealer kill in 1,971,-72 for North rsland
works slaughtering beef was 53r150 and the south rsland average
only 1'3,275. An Auckland works has the largest beef ki1l of
between L50 and L40 thousand cattle annua11y.

Slaughterings of bobby vealers are concentrated even more
in the North rsland, which accounted for gT.s% of the ki1l in
L97L'72. North rsland works killing bobby vealers averaged.
nearly 76,400 in 7971,'72, while those in the south rsland

VICTOS|A UHIVEPSITY OF V/ELLIT.IGTON
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TABLE f3
Re ional Sl a

Source:

inqs of Cattle nd Veal ers for Ex rt

Derived from New Zealand Meat Producers I

Board data and ennual. Reports of New
Zealand tr!,eat Ptoducers, Board.

TABLE

of Bobb

14

Vea I

797 t^7 2 7972-73
No. of

establishments
killing

[000) % export beef eo Cooo) eo

Auc k 1 and
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki )
Wanganui )
We1 lington

63s (47 .4 ) I (22.s)
180 (1,3.4) 4 (11.4)
1es (14.s) s (14.3)
160 (1.1.e) s (14.3)

683 (43.8)
220 (14. 1)

220 (14.11
r7s (f 1. s)

NORTH ISTAND 7,17 0 (87 .2) 22 (62.9) 7,302 (83.5)

C ant erbury
Southland

76 (s.7) 7 (20.0)
es (7.1) 6 (r7.7)

10e (7.0)
74e (e.6)

SOUTH ISLAND 1,77 (12.8) 15 (37.7) 2s8 (16.s)

NEW ZEALAND L,347 35 1,560

Req i onal Sl au rs for Export t-7 2

Derived fron New Zealand Meat Producers I

Board data.

No. of establishrnent
killing export bobby

vealers

s

(0oo) 9o 9o

Auc k1 and
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki )
Wanganui )
Wellington

s74
19

200

47

(66.6)
(2 .2)

(2s .3)
(s.s)

5
1

(2e .4)
(s.e)

(17.6)
(11 .8 )

NORTH ISLAND 840 (e7. s) 11 (64.7)

C ant erbury
Southl and

20
1

(2 .3)
(0. 1)

4 (23. s)
(11.8)2

SOUTH ISLAND 2L (2.s) 6 (3s.3)

NEW ZEATAND 862 t7

Sourc e:
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averaged 3,545. An Auckland province works has the largest
bobby vealer kill with a total of over 180,000 in L97L-72.

As regards slaughtering capacity, the daily output of a

mutton chain at the peak of the season is up to 3 1200 lamb
equivalents. The peak number of chains ranges from one for
the smallest mutton works to six for the largest, giving an

approximate range of daily capacities of 3,200 to 19r200 per
works. 0n1y about five works operate a peak of six chains.
Whether the daily capacity is achieved depends on several
factors and for many works it represents a generally unachieved
possibility. The throughput of a beef chain is strongly
influenced by the size of the chain, availability of stock
and chain speed. A large beef plant has a maximun daily
capacity of 900-950 cattle. The largest bobby vealer plants
have daily rnaxina of 7,500-8,000 calves.

Table 15 gives weekly slaughtering capacities on a reg-
ional basis for the 197?-73 season.

6. Seasonal i ty

Meat freezing is a seasonal industry and consequently its
labour force fluctuates rnarkedly during the production year.
The total labour force is nornally snallest in October and
largest in January, although peaks and troughs tend to vary
between regions. In L970-7I the peak labour force exceeded
the trough one by nearly 15 rZ50 workers. (See Table 16)

It is clear that the total surge index displays no
definite trend, although the seasonal surge has increased,
reflecting the growing labour force. The surge index for
rnales also has no trend, while that for females varies consid-
erably frorn one year to the next. While the total labour force
tends to peak in January, female enploynent does not peak
until April, May or June coinciding with the peak of the beef
,""rorr.18

Because male enploynent
fenale employnent, the
in Table 16 do not sun

peaks at a different time fron
naLe and female seasonal surges

18

to the total, seasonal surge.
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TABLE 16

Seasonal Variation in Meat Freezinq Industr.v Emplo.vment

Notes: 1. The seasonal surge is the nunerical
difference between peak and trough
labour forces.

2. The surge index is the seasonal surge
exprcessed as a percentage of the peak
labour force.

3. Figures used in this table are from the
Labour Departnent seni-annual survey of
enploynent and differ from those in Table
3 because of the broader classification
used. Since 1971 the revised New TeaTand
Standard Industrial Classification has
been used by the Labour Department so
that post-t971 figures are not conparable
with those of earlier years.

Source: Derived fron various Statjstics of ptices,
Wages and Labout.

The total length of the season at a particular works
depends greatly on the categories of stock ki11ed at the works
and on its location. The lanb season in the North Island
begins about November and is nornally over by the following
July. It peaks in Decernber although January and February are
also nonths of very high activity. The season follows a

Year
(0ct. -Sept. )

TotaI
Enp 1 oynent

Ma 1e
Emp loynent

t enale
Enpl oynent

Seasonal Surge
surge index
No. %

Seasonal Surge
surge index
No. ,o

Seasonal Surge
surge index
No. %

L96L- 62

1962-63
L963- 64

1964-6s
1965-66
7966- 67

1967-68
1968- 69

1969-70
L97 0-7 7

11,930 45.6
11,199 41.9
11,306 42.2
12,2L9 43,9
L!,799 42.7
11,969 42,L
12 ,903 43,2
L2,99L 47.7
13 ,392 41.4
75,249 44.2

11,909 47.3
tl ,L22 43 .3
11, 199 43.5
t2 ,L30 45.4
11,604 44.7
11,939 45.8
L2,7L6 44.7
12 ,929 43 .6
13,241 43. 0
15, 091 46.7

tL7 11.1
r49 13.1
199 L6.7
1r.3 9 .5
267 19.6
22L 15.9
330 27,L
191 72 .0
279 16.6
380 20.0
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similar pattern in the north of the South Island and in Canter-
bury province. rn south Otago and southland it is shorter, not
picking up until Decenber. There it peaks in March with activ-
ity being very high frorn January to Apri1. The season is again
finished by Ju1y.

The mutton (mature sheep - ewes, hoggets , wethers , rarns)
season in the North Island starts in October and peaks in
January or February. slaughterings fal1 dranatically in April
and by May are at a fatrry low leveL. The season in the south
Island is generally shorter, getting under way in December or
January, peaking in February or March and tapering off by May.

Beef and vealer slaughterings display less seasonal var-
iation than other categories, especially in the North Island.
rn northern works the beef ki11 is at a fairly constant leve1
from August to January. It increases in February and peaks
in May or June. Plants specializing in beef export production
tend to maintain a fairly steady level of slaughterings through-
out the year. The beef season is shorter in the South Island,
often not getting under way until March. It again generally
peaks in May.

In view of the regional variation in slaughtering figures
and in length of season, it is not surprising that surge indices
also vary considerably between regions, generally being lower
the more northern the region. This reflects the more diver-
sified nature of the rnajor northern works, the re1-atively
greater enphasis on beef production and the relatively large
nunber of works producing only beef. In L971,-72 the surge
index for the North Island was 39,?%, while that for the South
Island was 64.2%. North Island works enployedr otr average, a
1itt1e over 500 workers at the trough and about 830 at the
peak. South Island works averaged about 250 at the trough
and 705 at the peak.

Internal 0rqanisation

The internal organisation of free zing works is along

7.
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TABLE L7

Reqi onal Surge Indi ces, 1971-72

Source: Derived fron Labour Departnent (Itlellington)
data.

departnental lines (see Table 18). Live aninals are unloaded
from transporters into stockyards. They then enter the mutton
or beef slaughterhouse where they are killed, skinned, gutted,
weighed and graded (and, in the case of beef, partly dismember-
ed). The carcasses then enter the cooling floor where they
are either bagged and despatched to the freezing chanber, or
sent to the boning room for processing. Meat is loaded out of
the freezers in either carcass or boned and processed form.
The blood, gut, skins, etc. from the slaughterhouse are des-

Emp 1 oynent
district

Whang ar ei
Auc k 1 and

Hani I ton
Tauranga
Gisborne
Napi er
Hastings
Taranaki
Wanganui

Pa l-ners ton North
Mas t erton
Lower Hutt
We I I ington
NeIson
Blenhein
Christchurch
Tinaru
Duned i n
Invercargill

P eak
labour force

No.

1,036
4,522
1,474

28s

633

379

3,001
I ,205
r ,4s6
1,585

835

897

390

239

505

3,178
Lr274
2,393
4,228

Trough
labour force

No.

722

3,589
7,245

125

226

151

1 ,605
850

806

697

560

446

68

L82

L34

1,130
405

767
1,166

Surge
Index

90

30.3
20 .6
15.5
60.4
64 .3
J/.5

46.s
29 .5
44 .6
56.0
32 .8
50.3
82 .6
23.8
56.1
64.4
68 .2
68 .2
72.4
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patched to various by-products departments, e.g. casings,
fellnong€rI, sma1l goods (edible offals), pelts and hides,
manure etc., for processing into a wide range of itens.

Stockmen yard and sort animals prior to slaughtering.
The slaughtering, legging, skinning and gutting is generally
performed by slaughterrnen (or butchers) . Slaughtermenrs
assistants or labourers sort the gut, hose and scrape, grade
and bag the carcasses. Workers in the boning room are either
boners, trinrners or packers. Freezi-ng chambers are manned by
freezing chanber hands. The rnajor by-products groups are those
in the fellmong€ry pelts and hides, casings, smal1 goods and
rendering (ta1low and nanure) departments. Other groups in-
clude engine room staff (greasers, firemen, etc.), watchmen,
and forklift truck drivers. The main areas of female enploy-
ment are the boning room and the edible offals departrnent.
All of these groups belong to freezing workers I unions and
include the seasonal elenent of the labour force. But not all
freezing workers are seasonal employees, some being employed
throughout the year even in southern works. Table L9 gives an

occupational breakdown of peak and trough labour forces for
two large works, one northern and one southern.

III.

1.

}l|ORKER AND EMPLOYER ORGANISATIONS

Freezi nq l'lorkers' Unions

Before the L95L waterfront stoppage, freezing workersr
unions were organised on a district basis. The district unions
were affiliated to a national body, the New Zealand Freezing
Workerst Association, which represented then in matters of
national interest. At the height of the 1951 dispute 6r844
freezing workers at 2L works were involved..19 The freezing
industry energed fron the 1951 dispute with 16 separately

19. See Don J. Turkington, trThe Trend of Strikes in New
Zealand L946-702 Part IIt', Journal of IndustriaT Re-Zat-
ions, Vol. 15, June 1973, p. 156. See aLso Michael
Bassett, Confrontation t57: fhe 7957 Watetfront Dispute
(Reed, Wellington, 7972).
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TABLE 19

Pl ant 0ccupational Breakdown, 1972-73

C at egory
Northern works

Peak of
72-73 season Trough

Southern works

Peak of
72-73 season Trough

Males
S 1 aught ernen
S laught ernen t s
assistants

Gut/casings

Fellmongery
Freezing chanber
Snal lgoods

PeLts 6 hides
Manure
Boning room
Stockyard
0ther s

L81

236
69

(Cas ings
dept. only)

86
1,20
138

offal 6 gut)
26
30

195
36
59

83

165
45

50
80
93

20
26

181
29
42

300

140
68

70
78
33

18
74
30
15

0

150

90
35

4S
50
20

10
10
30

8
0

Freezing Workers
sub- total L,L7 6 814 766 448

Tradesmen
Shift engineers
Sup ervi s ory
Clerical
Manageri a1
0the r

t26 124
10 10
77 77
24 20
10 10
21 20

42
6

40
20

42
6

40
20

8
15

8
15

Non-freezing Workers .tAe
sub-total I

261 LsL 131

TOTAT MATES L,444 t,O7S 897 579

Females

Manual
Clerical
0ther

37 50
55
33

45 35
10 10
00

TOTAL FEMATES 45 38 55 45

GRAND TOTAL L,489 1,113 952 624

Source: Management questionnaire (see Chapter X).
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registered freezing workersr unions. Through amalgarnations the
nunber had fallen to 10 by the early 1960s. There was a New

zeaLand Freezing workers I Association conprised of the South
Island unions, Taranaki, whakatu and Gisborne and also a North
Island Freezing Workersr Association consisting of the Auckland,
Taranaki and wellington district unions along with patea,
Wanganui (Imlay) and Tomoana.

This structure ended in 7971, with the fornation of the New

ZeaLand Meat Workers' and Related Trades Union (NZMWU).20

There are now four freezing workers' unions: the NZMWU, the
Auckland Freezing works and Abattoir Ernployees' union (AFWU),

the Taranaki Freezing Works and Related Trades Enployees'
Union and the Tomoana Freezing Works Enployeest Union. The
last three of these comprise the North Island Freezing Workers I

Federation (NIFWF).

a, The New Zealand Meat l4rorkerst Union

Mernbership of the NZMWU consists of freezing workers and
related trades workers. The related trades include abattoirs,
bacon factories, meat packing plants, woolscourers and dry
rendering plants, although coverage of some is linited to
certain industrial districts and to where workers are not cov-
ered by the rules of other unions. The vast maj ority of mem-

bers are freezing workers.

The national officers are the president, secretary,
assistant secretary (a11 elected by the ful1 membership every
three years) and vice-president (elected annually by the nat-
ional conference). of these, only the secretary and assistant
secretary are ful1-tine officials. The governing authority of
the union is the annual national conference, which consists of
the national officers and up to four delegates per branch.
Management authority between conferences is vested in a nat-
ional nanagement conmittee consisting of the national officers

20. 0r, more fulIy, the New Zealand
Preserversr, Freezing Works and

Meat Processors | , Packers I

Related Trades Union.
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TABLE 2O

Unlon ComposJtlon

Note: a A further shed, Pacific Freezing (N.2.) Ltd,. Hastings, began
production in 1974.

Sourcq: Union rnemberships fron neport af Depatttuent of Laboar, G. I (Governrnent
Printer, I'Iellinlton) 1974-.

Number
of raernbers

Union Menber sheds (Dec.1975)

Number
of nenbers

Union Menber sheds (Dec.L973)

NZMhII'

East Coast-

lYairoa
Whakatu

5) Wellineton branch
ffim-ins -TEorT;)'-
Fielding (FBC

Ab. )
Longburn (CwS)
Longburn (Kiwi)
lfaingawa
Petone

Filffi'
Picton
I(aiapoi
Belfast
Canterbury
Islington
Fairfield
Snithfield
Pareora

5) Otaeo and South-----r'F-rano DrancnFEffi-
Burns ide
Balclutha
Mataura
LornevilLe
Makarewa
ocean B€ach

Totals 268 \7 ,121

AFWU Moerewa
Hellaby Northland
Hellaby Shortland
Southdown
Westfie 1d
Horotiu
Canbriilge
Frankton
Rangiuru

-t t,*t

Taranaki
Waitara
Elthaut
Hawera
Patea

2r189

Tonoana
Tonoana

1,335

Totals;
affiliates
tO NTF$F

L4 9,324
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and one representative from each branch.

Each of the branches shown in Table 20 }ras a structure
sinilar to that at the national 1eve1. Each branch has a

president, secretary (both elected by the nenbers) and one or
more vice-presidents (elected by the branch executive committee)
Some of the larger branches also have an organiser. The fu11-
time branch officers are as follows: East Coast-Hawkes Bay
secretary, Wellington secretary and president, Canterbury etc.
secretary and organiser, Otago-Southland secretary and organ-
iser. Each branch has a committee of management composed of
the branch officers, one or more representatives from each meat
industry sub-branch and one or more representatives fron the
related trades section. These cornmittees rneet as required,
but generally not less than once every three rnonths. Each
branch also has a related trades council, composed of one
representative from each related trades sub-branch. Unions
amalgamating with the NZMWU become branches and continue to
exercise the same rights in local adrninistration and finance
(within the bounds set by NZMWU rules). The powers and funct-
ions of branches, however, are determined by the national
committee of nanagement.

Each branch consists of a nunber of rneat industry sub-
branches which are the 1ocal shed union organisations. Each
sub-branch has a president, vice-president and secretary. Sub-
branch secretaries often spend a considerable proportion of
their working tirne on union business, with some being fu11-
tirne. The sub-branch or shed consists of a number of depart-
rnents each of which elects one or more delegates. rts manage-
nent committee is called the board of control and is nade up
of the sub-branch officers plus one delegate from each depart-
ment. It normally consists of L4 to 19 menbers. The powers
and functions of sub-branches are deternined by the branch
committees of management. Each branch also has a number of
related trades sub-branches the managenent of which is vested
in works comrnittees, the related trades equivalent of boards
of controL.
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b. The North Island Freezing Workers' Federation

The NrFWF is a federation of three autonomous unions.
Representatives fron each affiliated union meet at an annual
meeting and at meetings held every two nonths. The president,
secretary and vice-president are drawn from constituent unions
the president currently from the AFWU, the secretary from the
Taranaki Freezing workerst union and the vice-president from
the Tomoana FreezLng Workerst Union.

The Auckland Freezing Works and Abattoir
Employeesr Union

Membership of the AFhru consists of freezing workers and
workers in abattoirs and in related trades. The officers of
the AFWU are a president, secret&Ty, assistant secretary and
southern area officer (a11 full-time). These officials are
elected every five years. The management of the union is
vested in an executive committee consisting of the four
officials and 18 representatives of the branches.

The structure of the shed union organisations (branches)
closely resernbles that of the NZMWU sub-branches. Each shed
has a president, vice-president and secretary and a board of
control consisting of the shed officials and 12 to 18 delegates.

The Taranaki Freezing Works and Related
Trade.s Enployees t Union

Menbership of the Taranaki union consists of freezing
workers and workers in abattoirs and bacon factories in the
Taranaki industrial district. The union is managed by an
executive comrnittee comprising a president and secretary-
treasurer (the union officers) and three representatives from
each of six branches (four meat works plus the Hawera and
Stratford abattoirs). The officers are elected biennially and
the secretary-treasurer is full-time.
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Each branch has a board of control consisting of a pre-
sident, a secretary and one delegate from each department
(usual1y 18 nembers in total). Branches have considerable
autonomy with management being vested in the board of control.
But they cannot enter into an industrial agreement or subnit
working conditions to an enployer without first obtaining the
consent of the union executive conmittee.

The Tonoana Freezin Works Enployees I Union

The Tomoana union is an autonomous shed union represent-
ing freezing workers enployed at Nelsons (N.2.) ttd. Tornoana
works. rt has a president (fu1l-tine) , vice-president and
secretary and 27 delegates. scheduled neetings of the union
are held quarterly.

A11 four unions are parties to the New zealand Meat pro-
cessorsr, Packerst and Preserversr Freezing works Award. rn
the negotiation of this award they cornbine to form an 'action
committee'r consisting of seven national assessors plus the
president of the NZMWU. While the action conmittee is intend-
ed as a "united front" against the New Zealand Freezing con-
panies I Association (NZFCA) in award negotiations, both the
NZMWU and the NrFWF would like to see a different system of
union organisation. rt is NZMIIII.J policy that all freezing
workers I unions should amalgamate to form a single national
union. One of the NZMMJ's reconmendations to the rgis Meat
rndustry Cornmission of rnquiry was "that all Freezing workersf
Unions amalgamate to enable thern to nake National Agreements
with the ernployers on an equal basis".2l rn the text of that
submission, it seened to go further in suggesting one organis-
ation to represent not only freezing workers but all workers
in the industy.22 The NTFWFT oD the other hand, prefers a

North rsland union and a South rsland union, each with separate
autonomy, and having a National Liaison comrnittee to control
and advise on issues of national interest and irnportance. The

2t. NZMWU Submission No. I to
the Meat fndustry, Ig7S,

22. Ibid. , p. 23.

the Comnission of Inquiry into
p. 26,
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island systern of organisation is preferred largely because of
differences in killing seasons and classes of stock between
the two islands.25 The Lg73 Commission of Inquiry endorsed the
NIFWF proposalr24 although at the tine of writing its recomrnend-
ation has not been acted upon.

2. 0ther Uni ons

The New Zealand Meat Processorst Award covers the najor-
ity of workers in the industry, estiurated at approximately To%

of the peak labour forc".25 As arready indicated, however,
there are numerous other occupational groups in the industry.
clerical workers are represented by the New Zealand Freezi-ng
and Related Industries Clerical Officersr Union (7,289 members
in December t973) and are covered by the New Zealand Freezing
Companiesr Clerical Workerst Award. Tradesmen are represented
by their respective unions but are covered by a single agree-
ment in respect of rates of pay, namely, the Freezing rndustry
Tradesnents wage Agreenent. This agreement is negotiated
between the Federation of Labour and the NZFCA and superimposes
rates of pay over and above those contained in the respective
tradesmen's awards, all other terms and conditions of which
continue to apply. Tradesmen covered by the agreement are
boilermakers, carpenters and joiners, electricians, motor
mechanics, plumbers, bricklayers, engine drivers, factory
engineers, plasterers and painters.

shift engineers, who are in charge of the engine room and
boilerhouse nachinery and auxiliaries, belong to the New Zealand
rnstitute of Marine and Power Engineers and are covered by the
New Zealand shift Engineers' (Freezing works) Agreenent. other
workers in the industry belong to unions of drivers, retail
butchers, and hotel and restaurant workers and are ernployed

23. NrFwF subnission to the cournission of rnquiry into the
Meat Industry, 7973, pp. 16-7.

24. Repott of the commission of rnguizy into the Meat rndusttg,
H. 4 (Governnent Printer, Wellington, ApriL l9T4) p. 111.

25. See the Meat Industry Empl.oyers I Association Subrnission
to the connission of rnquiry into the Meat rndustry, LgTs,p. L7.
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under the terrns and conditions of their respective principal
awards.

An increasingly irnportant group of workers are the meat
inspectors, enployed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fish-
eries (MAF) rather than by freezing companies. Each works
has a number of inspectors who enforce the export meat hygiene
regulations. They are members of the Public Service Associat-
ion. Approved MAF neat inspection staffing stood at 7,302 in
t972-73.

3. Empl o.ver 0rgani sati ons

The organisation of employers in the meat industry has
undergone substantial change in recent years. Prior to July
L971 employers were organised on an island basis in two
associations: the South Island Freezing Companies t Associat-
ion (SIFCA) and the North Island Freezing Companiesr Assoc-
iation (NIFCA) . Each association was autonornous, handling
all matters of enployer concern, including industrial relations.
There was, however, an unofficial liaison body terrned the
"j oint executivef '.

In I97L one national body, referred to as the Meat Indus-
try Enployers I Association (MrEA) , was established to handle
industrial relations natters. Since L948 a registered union
of employers (the New Zealand Freezing Conpanies I Industrial
Union of Ernployers) had existed. This title was not officially
changed, but for practical purposes the new body discarded it
in favour of MIEA. Both SIFCA and NIFCA naintained their ow:n

executives and continued to handle all matters other than
industrial relations. At this time the joint executive was

sonetimes referred to as the New Zealand Free zing Companies I

Associations.

Since 1 July L974 the structure has been sinplified with
the fornation of one association responsible for handling al1
matters of ernployer interest. The new organisation is the Ner,rr

Zealand Freezing Companiesr Association Inc. (NZFCA) and
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results frorn the rnerging of STFCA, NrFCA and MrEA, SrFCA and
NrFCA no longer exist as such and the MrEA became a division
of NZFCA handling industrial relations matters.

Menbership of MrEA was confined to employers operating
meat export freezing works and/or casing factories and in
August L973 consisted of 21, companies operating i8 works. rts
najor policy-naking body was an executive consisting of one
representative from each nember conpany. The executive was
supplemented by an industrial committee comprised of mernbers
fron the associationfs regions who were continuously engaged.
in industrial relations. This cornmittee dealt with industrial
relations matters as they arose in conformity with the policy
laid down by the executive. sone members of the industrial
committee were also conveners or chairrnen of their respective
regional industrial committees which consisted of the works
manager and/or industrial officer from each of the works with-
in the region. The associationrs central office was manned by
fu11-tine officers and its rnain functions included negotiation
of principal industry agreements, provision of advice on the
application and interpretation of legislation and awards,
provision of advocacy for disputes hearings and for conciliat-
ion, mediation and arbitration proceedingsr and naking submiss-
ions on labour legislation to government.

4. Joi nt Bodi es

There are few joint bodies of representatives of both
worker and enployer organisations in the neat industry. For
many years the Meat Processors t Award has contained a disputes
clause which, from 1965 until recently, made provision for
1oca1 shed disputes conmittees and for a national Freezing
rndustry Disputes cornnittee (FrDC). The 1ocal conmittees
conprised two representatives of the shed union and two of
the enployer concerned. works disputes not resolved directly
between the parties were to be referred to the loca1 cornmittee.
But a party could refer a matter directly to the FrDC should
the other refuse to refer it to the locaL cornmittee. Sirnilarly,
either party could refer d.isputes not resolved 1oca1ly to the
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FIDC which conprised one union and one enployer representative
and a mutually agreed chairman. Decisions reached by a najor-
ity of the committee were binding on all parties to the dispute
subject to a right of appeal to the Court of Arbitration.

The loca1 conmittees were never used greatly and failed
to becone irnportant features of the industrial relations
pattern. Moreover, the NZMWU displayed a reluctance to refer
disputes of the FIDC. In the 11- years ending g0 June LgTs
branches now belonging to the NZMWU referred only 65 disputes
to the national comrnittee, while unions now affiliated to the
NrFWF referred ?g7.26 Thu national conmittee ceased to operate
in 1,973 when the NZMWU failed to agree with the enployers on
a new chairnan. The 1.973 Conmission of Inquiry saw this
failure to agree as probably being due to the unionts desire
to obtain a change in the disputes system.z7 rn one of its
submissions to that connission the NZMWU argued for the form-
ation of local disputes conmittees to decide on disputes of
local significance, and of a national committee, to be appoint-
ed by the Minister of Labour, to decide on disputes of national
interest. The Commission however reconmended the forrnation of
four regional disputes conmittees and a nationaL conmittee.
The Meat Processorst Award of October L974 incorporates this
recommendation.

26. See NZMWU

27. Report of
fndusttg,

Subnission No.

the Commission
p. 105.

I 
' P.7.

of Znguirg into the neat
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Chapter VI

THE BUIL.DING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

THE DEFINITION OF THE INDUSTRY

The highly diverse nature of the building and construction
industry can be seen from the following New Zealand Industrial
Standard. Classification definitiorr. 1

Code No. 5000 - Construction

Trade contracting and sub-contracting such as carpentry
and joi-nery, plurnbing, bricklaying, stone and tile sett-
ing, plastering, painting, paperhanging, floor-1aying,
electrical, roof tiling and fixing, drainlayirg; others
engaged in operations carried out on the site of any
building and construction work; architectural, civil
engineering, and other activities concerned with designing
and planning where enployed by building and construction
firms; hire of construction equipment with drivers (e.g.
earthnoving equipment) (without drivers, in Group 8SS0) .

Include: trade contracting such 3sr construction, alter-
ing, repair and maintenance, or dernolition of buildings ;

constructing, altering and repairing railways, highways,
roads, streets, bridges and viaducts; harbour works,
wharves etc., waterways; ai-rports; conmunication systems
such as telephone and telegraph 1ines, radio, television
and cable installationsl darns, soil conservation, flood
controL, hydro-electric plants and other electrical gen-
eration plants; electric-power supply lines and electrical
distribution; recreation areas, swimming poo1s, marine
construction, pile-driving; land draining and reclamation,
irrigation, land clearing, and preparation for farms or

This definition follows the United Nations Standard Indus-
trial Classification of All Econonic Activities (Stat-
istical Pap., Ser. M, No. 4, Rev. 2) and replaces that in
UN Stat. Pap., Ser. M, No. 4, Rev.1/Add. 1. The two
def initions are sirnilar.

1.
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other industrial activities or land developnentl construct-
ion of water-supp1y, storm-water drainage, sewerage, and
sanitation works, including well-sinking. Exclude: tree
clearing, felling, stumping (in Group tZZ\); landscape
gardening, with or without tree felling (in Group 1j,l_0

N.S.). Include businesses primarily engaged in performing
rnining services on a contract or fee basis, such as
preparing and constructing mining sites and drilling crude
oi1 and natural gas we11s (but exclude firms engaged directly
in such activities, not on a contract basis) ; petrol punp
maintenance; heating and ventilating engineering.

rt is clear that the industry includes vastly different
activities and is far fron honogeneous. rn a sense it is a

"super-industry" cornbining numerous activities, many of which
night in other contexts be regarded as distinct industries in
themselves. rn this study we sha11 concentrate on large scale
building and construction projects because it is on such pro-
jects that most of the industryfs conflict, especiarry that of
a collective nature, occurs.

II.

1.

ASPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY

0u tpu t

value of output figures for this industry are not kept on
a regular basis. The only recent figures are for Lg6s-64 and
1968-69, when censuses of the construction industry were under-
taken by the Departnent of statisti.r.2 rn 1968-69 its gross
outputs was $8L4.3 nillion or zZ.I% of NNp.4 Th" value of
2. See Census of BuiTding and Consttuction, 196S-64 and

census of BuiTding and constructjon, 1968-69, both publish-
ed by the Department of Statistics, Wellington.

3. value of output or of work done is defined as the total
value of output including purchases of nateriaLs and sub
contract work and represents the value of work put in
place.

4. In 1968-69 gross values of output of other najor industries
included $457.3 m. for neat freezing, $185.4 m. for butter
and cheese, $121.9 m. for machinery n.e.i., $80.+ n. for
motor vehicle assenbly and $75.8 m. for pulpr paper and
paperboard.
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output net of subcontract work in 1968-69 was $OgZ.1 nillion.
In terms of value of output it is the largest single industry
in New Zealand (not counting agriculture as a single industry)

The significance of the industry arises not only fron the
value but also the nature of its output, a large part of which
is capital formation. Between 60% and 65% of the annual value
of donestic fixed capital formation is new capital works, the
remainder being the value of new p1ant, equipnent and motor
vehicles. The contribution of the industryrs activities to
national investment is shown in Table l-.

TABLE 1

f Fi Formation in Buildin

Note:

Sourc e :

Provisional

StabiTitg jn the BuiTding and Construction
Industrg: Report of the Jvational DeveJ-opment
Studg Gzoup (Weflington, Decenber 7973).

0n

At a general level there
the industTy, namely, private
ments and local authorities.5
output are shown in Table 2.

are three producing sectors in
enterprise, government depart-
Their relative contributions to

Y ear
ending

31
March

Building and C ons truc t i on Total as
Proportion
of National

fncome
Fixed

Capital
Fornat i onTotalBuildings

Civil
Eng ine ering
+ Land

D eve I opment

1969

797 0

197 1

197 2

r97 3

$n.
377.10
434 .7 0

519.60
545.00
675.00

%FCF
(4L .2)
(42 .7 )
(43 .2)
(58.2)
uo.7)a

$n.
r.90.30
194.10
206.50
29s.00
344.90

%FCF
(20.8)
(1e.0)
(17.1)
(20 .7 )

QO.7)a

$n.
567.40
628 .8 0

726.L0
840.00

1020.904

62 .0
67.7
60. 3

59.0
61.54

There is a fourth
separately.

5. sector if owner builders are treated
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rABLE 2

Value of l,lorka done by Producer

a Net of subcontract work in the private
enterprise and owner builder sectors.

BuiTding and Construction Census, 1968-69.

It is clear that most building and construction work is
undertaken by private sector producers. Moreover, the con-
tribution of the private sector rose rapidly from L963-64 to
L968-69, while that of government departnents and 1oca1 auth-
orities fe11. The relatively insignificant contribution of
the owner builder sector also fel1.

The distribution of types of construction work anong the
sectors for 1968-69 is presented in Table 5.

The nost irnportant category of private sector work is
construction and alteration of buildings, which accounted for
78eb of its gross output in 1968-69. The next most important
category is roads, railways, bridges etc. The output of 1oca1
authorities is also concentrated, the roads, railways,
bridges etc. and land drainage, sewerage, river protection
etc. categories together accounting for 80? of the sectorrs
output in 1968-69. Government sector activity is concentrated
in power development and in roads, railways, bridges etc.

Producing Sector
Value of Work

1963-64 1968-69

Private Enterprise
Governrnent Departnents
(with own employees)

Local Authorities
(with own employees)

Owner Builders

$ (000) Percent

398,472 65.1

120,538 19.7

72,224 11.8

20 ,5t6 3.4

$ (000) Percent

521,808 74.8

101,118 14.5

61,07 2 8 .8

L3,!37 1.9

TOTALS 611,750 100.0 697 ,735 100.0
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IABLE 3

Value of }lorka done bv Tvpe. 1968-69

Note: a Including subcontract work in the private enterprise and owner
builder sectors

Soqr.ce: Derived from census of aullillng and construction, 1968-69.

Type of work

yroducrng Sector

Local
Private authorities

enterprise (own enployees)

Government
departments

(own employees)
Owner
builder Total

Bui ld ing s
DernoLitions
Roads, railways,
bridges, tunnels,
dans, drains,
wharves q jetties
Land drainage,
sewerage, river
pro tec c lon,
irrigation schemes,
water supply,
well drilling
Earth noving,
reclamation,
land developnert,
aerodrones r
airstrips
Removal of over-
burden for rnines
or quarries
Plant hire
Porrer, telephone and
telegraph line
erection, cable
laying, electric
power stations
Other

$n.

499. 4

1.4

60. 1

I fn.
93.0 5.6
0.5 0 .z

43.6 59.0

t
1.0
0.0

28.3

$n

ltt

t

4 2.9

$p.

15 .2

0

t $n.

z.t jssz .z

38.8 28.1 157. 9

16 .3 60.3 9.8 36. 3 0.9 3.4 27.t

20.3

1.5

5.5

83. 9

70.6

90. E

2,s

0.01

0.5

10.3

0.3

9.0 '

1.4 5.8 24.2

2.2

6.1

0.6 29.t

0.01 0.2

I
{43.9 s5.2
t

00

00

14.9
t7.4 li .3 ]'. ' 4.1 ]zs.o

TOTATS 637.0 78.2 61.1 7.5 101.1 L2,4 15.2 1.9 814.3
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It is clear from Table 5 that the private sector in l_968-
69 was predoninant in buildings, earth moving etc. , removal of
overburden and plant hire. It was also of major irnportance in
roads, etc. and land drainage, etc., as were, to a Lesser
extent, local authorities. The government was predominant in
power construction but private sector construction in this area
grew rapidly fron 1,963-64 to 1968-69.

Anong the nain types of construction work involving large
scale projects are large industrial buildings, motorways and
associated roading structures, tunnels and power construction.
Project-type activity is undertaken nainly by the private
sector and by government.

The size of construction units6 in output terms is avail-
able only for the private sector. It can be seen from Table
4 that a high proportion of private units had relatively sma11

outputs in 1968-69.

Only 65 private sector units had gross outputs exceeding
$1 nillion in L968-69, of which 58 were building contractors
and 18 were civil engineering contractors. Sirnilarly, very
few units had net outputs of over $1 rnillion but of those that
did, three were building contractors and seven civil engineering
contractors. Units engaged in project-type activity are
typically nuch larger in terms .of output than those in the
private sector generally. Many of the units in the largest
size categories of Tab1e 4 were undoubtedly engaged on large
scale projects. The 65 units with gross outputs in excess of
$1 nillion accounted. for 26,5% of private sector output and
the seven with outputs over $S million for 8.92. fn terms of
value added, the 10 largest units accounted for L3.72. The
private sector clearly exhibits a 1ow Level of concentration
of output, although concentration is obviously rnuch greater
when only large projects are considered.

A unit is defined as
one firn may operate

a separateLy conducted activity and
several such units.

6.
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TABLE 4

Size of Private Construction Units According

Si ze Category
$

Gross Value of
Output Net Value Addeda

No of units % No. of units %

Under 5, 000
5, 000- g, ggg

10,000- 1g, ggg
20,000- 2g, ggg
50,000- gg, ggg

100,000- 199, ggg
200, 000- 499,999
500,000- 999,999

1,000,000-1, ggg, ggg
2 ,000,000-4 ,ggg , ggg
5 ,000, 000 and over

s78
1,553
2,252
1,477
2,877

598
319

87
37
2L

7

5.9
15.9
23 .1
15 .2
28.9
6.1
3.3
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.1

5,090
2,883
2,078

637
845
725

59
19

5

5

31
29
21

6
8
1

7
6
3
5
7
3
6
2
L

1

0
0
0

0

TOTALS g,746 9r746

Note: a Consists of salaries and wages paid,
interest paid and surplus generated,
and represents net output.

Source: Derived from auiTding and Construction
Censusr 1968-69.

2. Empl oyment

According to the April tgTs Department of Labour enploy-
ment survey the industry consisted of 64,1ss employees and
7 ,230 working proprietors, giving a total labour force of
7l-r365. This was the largest for any surveyed industry. None-
theless, this figure un4srElqqEls the industryts total labour
force because the survey covers only units in which at least
two persons are engaged and only sone "labour-on1y" contractorrrT
and because of the lack of a clear dividing line between "on-
site" activity and "off-site'f process work (which is included
in the manufacturing sector). The Labour Departrnentts estimate

7. see stabiTitg in the BuiJding and construction rnd.ustrg:
Report of the National DeveTopment stu.dg Group (wellington,
Decenber t97 S) , p. 54.
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of the industryrs total labour force at 15 April, 1973 was
89,200 (7.8% of the national labour force). The absolute labour
force has been nearly constant for several years, so that as a

proportion of national labour force it has been fal1ing.

Enployment on a sector basis is available fron the
BuiTding and Construcxion Census for 1968-69 and can be der-
ived from Departnent of Labour survey results for other per-
iods. As can be seen fron Table 5, the private sector accounts
for most of the industryts employrnent, with government and
1oca1 authorities following in that order.

TABLE 5

Bui ldinq and Constructi on Employment b.v Sector

Private Governnent LO ca I
Authorities Total

1968 - 69

Apr. L973

9o

50,401 67.9
45,687 7t.2

z

L5 ,120 20 .4
13,554 ZL.L

9o

8,734 11.8
4,894 7.6

7 4 ,255
64,]-354

Note:

Source: Derived fron BuiTding and Consxruction
Census, 1968-69 and Department of Labour
data , 797 3.

0f those employed in the industry in 0ctober 1,97 3 about
63% were engaged in work on buildings and a further 22% in
civil and electrical engineering work, A detailed breakdown
of employment by type of work is provided in Table 6.

The nain types of work undertaken by those engaged on
projects are the construction of conmercial and industrial
premises, civil and electrical engineering for government and
other civil and electrical engineering. While projects are
large employrnent units, the total number of workers ernployed
on then is a small proportion of aggregate building and con-
struction employment. In April 1,972, for example, project
enploynent was about 4,600 or only 7.4"6 of the April 7972
surveyed labour force of building and construction.

Excludes working proprietors.
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TABLE 6

Emplo.vment b.v Type of l,lork, 0ctober 1973

Note:. a IncLudes surveyors and other
professionals, clerical, executive
etc. and working proprietors.

Source: Derived fron EmpJ-ogment Trends in
the Construction -Industrg, October
L973 (Department of tabour, Wellington).

Not only are there numerous types of work in the industry
but also numerous occupations. An occupational breakdown of
the surveyed labour force in October 7973 is presented in
Table 7.

By far the largest occupational- group is carpenters and
joiners, followed by labourers, working proprietors and
clerical workers in that order. Groups which have grown con-
siderably over the last decade or so include welders and
riveters, surveyors, etc., clerical workers, and lorry and
other machine drivers. The proportion of working proprietors

Type of work No. enployed %

Houses and Flats
Hospitals, educational and
other govt. buildings
Other locaL authoritv
buildings
Comnercial and industrial
prenis es

Farn buildings
Civil and electrical
engineering for governnent
Other civil and electrical
engineering
Maintenance and snall
j obbing work

13,299

5,615

1,811

L2 ,402

553

7,096

4,684

8,528

24

10

23

L3

15

Sub-total 55,785 100.0

18,785
Oc cup ati ons
by type of

not available
worka

7 2 ,568TOTAT
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TABLE 7

Source: Derived fron EmpTogment lrends in the
Construction .Industrg, 0ctober 1973 .

in the industryfs labour force (10.6?) is considerably higher
than in the total labour force (6.64) .

While the ful1 range of occupations is represented on
projects, the occupational distribution of the totaL project
labour force differs fron that of the ind.ustry generally.
Projects have a higher proportion of welders and other

Oc cup at i on No. %

Carpenters and joiners
Plunbers and drainlayers
Br ick I ayers
Plasterers
Painters and paperhangers
Electricians
Roof tilers and fixers
Welders, riveters etc.
Concrete workers
Bridge carpenters
Lorry drivers
Other machine drivers
Tunellers
0ther skilled workers
0ther seni-skil1ed workers
Labour ers

7,500
3,527

823

760

3,592
3r480

349

1,504
s07

278

2,476
3,752

244

3,756
3r054
8,183

24.1
4.9
L.1
1.0
4.9
4.8
0.5
2,7
0.7
0.4
3.4
5.2
0.3
5.2

4.2
11.3

Sub-tota1 53,785
Surveyors and other
Clerical, executive
Working proprietors

4,045
7 ,0s4
7,684

profess ional
etc.

5.6
9.7

1.0. 6

72,568 100.0TOTAL
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engineering workers, tunnellers and labourers than does the
industry as a who1e, and a lower proportion of carpenters and
joiners, plumbers and drainlayers, painters, plasterers,
bricklayers and working proprietors, The different occupation-
aI distribution reflects differences in the type of work and
scale of operations as between proj ects and the rest of the
indus try .

New Zealand industry is characterised by srnal1 units.
In April 1970 , 87 .L% of all units ernployed between two and Z0

peopl-e and only 0.9'6 ernployed over 7,00. Table 8 shows that
building and construction units are typically even srnaller
than those in industry generally. In April L970, 97.9% of
construction units employed between two and 20 people and only
0.4% enployed over 200.

It is clear that labour force size distributions differ
as among sectors. In the private sector srna11 units are even
more predominant than in the industry as a who1e. The rnajor-
ity of workers (57.2%) were engaged in the 6r182 units (93.7e0

of private sector units) elnploying 20 workers or 1ess. In
April 1972, 46 private units ernployed over 100 persons, of
which 26 were building contractors and 9 were civil engineer-
ing contractors. Units engaged on project-type activity
nornally have much larger labour forces than those in the
sector generally. Eight of these 46 units were on projects.
The largest private unit, enploying 774, was a civil engineer-
ing one engaged on a project.

In contrast to the private sector, the government one is
predoninantly made up of large units. In April 1970, nearly
90% of the governnent labour force was ernployed in the S0% of
units with over 100 persons. A high proportion of government
units were engaged in project-type activity. The largest
government unit enployed tr44t persons. In terms of size
distribution, the 1ocal authoritiest sector lies between the
private and governnent ones. It is characterised by nediurn
size units (21-L00 persons) which accounted for 54.2'< of 1oca1
authority units and 65,2% of its labour force. The largest
unit in this sector had 259 ernployees. Few loca1 authorities t
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units undertake project-type activity.

The labour force of building and construction is over-
whelningly nale, females being only 3.s% of the total in April
1973. The only industrial group with a lower percentage of
females is forestry, logging, nining and quarrying withl.t%.
By conparison , 29.Zeo of the total labour force was female in
April L973. Virtually all fenale workers in construction are
engaged in clerical positions.

3. Empl oyers

a. The Conpanies

The enterprises engaged in large scale project-type
activity are few in nurnber but typically very large in size.
fncluded among then are the following:

The Fl.etcher Construction Conpany tinited

The Fletcher Construction Company Ltd. is the largest
construction company in New Zealand and a subsidiary of
Fletcher Holdings Linited which, in turn, is one of New zealandrs
largest companies. The Fletcher organisation began as a build-
ing partnership in L909 and continued as a fanily-owned con-
struction business until the forrnation of the holding company
in 1940. This changeover to public conpany status narked the
beginning of a diversification which has resulted in Fletcher
participation in most sectors of the New Zealand economy.
Nevertheless, construction renains the focus of the groupts
activities. The Fletcher construction company is engaged in
both civil engineering and the construction of large industriaL
and commercial buildings. rt operates nationally and has
branches in the four main centres. Fletcher constructionrs
staff was about L,395 in August 1973.

Major contracts of Fletcher Construction in recent years
incLude the Marsden Point power station (Fletcher, Downer,
Wilkins and Davies), the Tasman Pulp and Paper Co. Ltd. pulp
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and paper ni11 (various contracts), the Kapuni natural gas
pipeline, the Glenbrook steel ni11 (C1ark, Craig, Fletcher,
Coyle with others), intake structures at Tongariro power dev-
elopnent, New Zealand Aluniniun Srnelters Ltd. structures
(Tiwai Point) and the boilerhouse at the New Plyrnouth power
proj ect.

The other Fletcher subsidiary directly involved in con-
struction is Fletcher Bernard-Snith which designs and fabricates
heavy engineering products and also undertakes field install-
ation and erection. Thus at Kinleith, Fletcher Bernard-snith
had a contract with New Zealand Forest Products Ltd. for
mechanical installation work and the fabrication and erection
of steel work. rt also produces nany of the engineering items
installed by Fletcher Construction. For exanple, Fletcher
Bernard-snith produced the five condensers being installed by
Fletcher Construction at the New Plynouth pou/er station.

As indicated by the above
Fletchers have been engaged in
The joint venture is a common

type construction, often being
large contract.

list of najor contracts,
a number of joint ventures.

form of organisation in project-
formed to undertake a single

An inpression of the size of Fletcher's contracting
activities8 can be gained by reference to financial and em-
ploynent statistics. In 1973 these activities had operating
assets of $11-.4 million, sales of $49 nillion and a labour
force of 21513.

Downer

Construction

Downer and Conpany Linited

and Conpany is in nany ways sirnilar to Fletcher
and is the second largest construction company in

8. These include nechanical services,
tics; engineering, fabrication and
construct ion .

insulation and acous-
erection; and
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the country. It is a subsidiary of one of New Zealandts
largest and most widely diversified companies (cab1e price
Downer Ltd.) which traces its origins back to 1854. Downer

Q Co. did not become part of the CPD group until 1954.

The activities of Downer I Co. are wide-ranging and
include civil engineering, building, earthworks and quarrying.
It has three regional divisions - Northern, Central and
southern - each under the control of a general manager. Major
contracts secured by the company in recent years include the
Marsden Point power station (Fletcher, Downer, Wilkins E

Davies) , the western approach of the Kainai railway deviation,
the Tokaanu No. 2 tunnel at Tongariro power development (Downer

Associates), New ZeaLand Aluininium Smelters Itd. structures
(Downer-constock), the Tasnan kraft pulp ni11 Kawerau (Downer-
constock) and the carter 0j i Kokusaku pulp ni1l lfhirinaki
(Downer Pan-Pacific Constructors) .

CPDrs two engineering subsidiaries, Willian Cable Ltd.
and A. E G. Price Ltd., are also constructors in their own
right, engaging in on-site installation of steel structures
and fabricated work. A good deal of A. q G. pricers steel
installation is undertaken by its associate conpany, price-
Norsteel (Fabricators) Ltd.

Downer & Co. has been engaged in considerable joint
venture work, especially in civil engineering. rn the case of
the Tokaanu No. 2 tunnel Downer, the sponsoring party, was
associated with three overseas partners. rt has also been
associated in a number of najor projects with constock rnter-
national Ltd., a large canadian construction firn, including
the Tiwai Point smelter, the Tasman kraft rni11 and the carter
0ji Kokusaku ni11. In the March year tg7T, sales of CPDrs
construction operations were $24.7 rnillion and its engineering
operations $8.0 mi11ion.

Wilkins and Davies Construction Company

Linited

Wilkins and Davies was founded in 1940 and, in contrast
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to the two cornpanies studied so far, it is relatively sma1l.
In L973 it had net assets of $2.0 ni11ion. Wilkins Q Davies
is not a subsidiary of a holding conpany and has few subsidiar-
ies. Its construction activities are wide-ranging and include
bridges, buildings and industrial developnents, marine works,
structural steelwork, general civil engineering and mechanical
and electrical engineering. The company operates on a national
basis through offices in Auckland, I{ellington and Christchurch.
Maj or contracts undertaken in recent years include the Thorndon
overbridge Wellington (Wilkins 6 Davies, Taylor Woodrow) , the
Marsden Point power station (Fletcher, Downer, Wilkins g

Davies), the Manapouri powerhouse (ltrtisrner Becker, Wilkins q

Davies) , the aluninium smelter wharf Bluff (Wilkins fi Davies,
Taylor Woodrow), New Zealand Aluninium Snelters Ltd. structures,
the Te Anau control structure, and the Shel1 Gu1ly project
WeIlington.

Like rnost construction firms engaged in rnajor projects,
Wilkins 6 Davies have undertaken considerable j oint venture
work, most notably with Taylor ltloodrow of London. This
alliance began in 1964 by means of a share exchange and ended
with the conpletion of the Bluff aluminium smelter wharf in
L977.

0ther Conpanies

Anong other conpanies involved in project-type work is
Hawkins Construction Ltd. which undertakes general construction
and steel fabrication and manufacture. Its main civil engineer-
ing contracts have been at the Kinleith pulp and paper ni11 of
New Zealand Forest Products. Another company is the Italian-
owned Codelfa-Cogefar (N.2.) Ltd. which has been involved in
contracts on the Tongariro power development since 7967. The

largest private contractor on the developrnent, Codelfa almost
exclusively employ ltalian workers brought to New Zealand under
contract.
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b. The Government Sector

The Ministry of Works and Developnent

The Ministry of Works and Developnent (MOW) is the only
governnent departnent engaged predorninantLy in building and
construction. rt administers the State works programme, expend-
iture against which was $400.4 million for the year ended si.
March 1,973. The Ministryts actual expenditure totalled $so+.1
million and was channelled through eight departnental divisions:
architectural; civil engineering; housirg; nechanical and
electrical engi-neerirg; power engineering; roading; town and
country planning; water and soil.

There are two broad categories of MOW personnel; staff
employees and wage workers. staff enployees are salaried and
include virtually all professional, supervisory and adninis-
trative personnel and some tradesmen ("staff" tradesnen) and
apprentices. Wage workers are paid on an hourly basis and,
with the exception of a few "basic code" workers, are covered
by the State Services Commission Wage Worker Determination No.
1085. At 3l- March \973 total departrnental personnel nurnbered
13r054 of which 7,1.23 were staff rnembers and 51931- were wage
workers. The following table shows a breakdown of staff members
by occupational groups.

TABLE 9

Ministrg of
(G ov ernn ent

Works Staxement, D. 1
Printer, Wellington) L973.

Deve I o

Eng in eers
Arch it ect s
Town and country planning
Quantity surveyors
Scientists and speciaList conservation

s taff
Draughtsnen
Technical support staff
Administration
Typists and machinists
Miscellaneous services
Field and other supervisory staff
Tradesmen

742
206

36
150

102
1,050
1,056
1 ,553

238
24

t r3L4
692

7 ,723

Source:
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The only available breakdown of wage

work. It unfortunately includes 956

apprentices.

TABLE 1O

inistr

Not es :

Source:

workers is by type of
staff tradesmen and

a Includes wage workers, staff tradesnen
and apprentices.

b Enployees of contractors on works supervised
by MOW.

Derived from Ministtg of Works Statement, D. 1,
L973.

In enployment terms, electrical power construction projects
are clearly the most important works classification. They
accounted for 34,2'a of departnental and 29.5% of contractorsl

Classification of Works
Departnenta 1

Emp l oye es eo

lontractors I

b.Enproyees Total

Electrical construction
proj ects

Housing construction
Public buildings
Railway construction
Defence construction and
naint enanc e

Road s

Irrigation
Soit conservation and
rivers control

Civil aviation and neteor-
ological services

Educ a ti on

National Roads Board works
Mechanical workshops
Architectural workshops
General: not incLuded
in above

Winter enploynent

2 ,352

76

81

342

601

46

105

52

42

56

7,754
720

581

L67

Lt2

1.1
1,2
5.0

8.7
0.7
1.5

34

0.6
0.8

25. s
10.5
5.5

2.4
1.6

s43

682

937

34

116

2L

20

9

101

680

980

0

7

96

0

,

,

758

018

376

7L7

67

L2S

61

t43
736

734

720

588

263

772

9583

I

,2

TOTAT 6r887 5 1226 72,1L3
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manpower. Such projects are typically very 1arge, the three
largest ones accounting for 94.8% of departrnental and 68.4% of
contractors' enployees engaged in electrical construction at
3L March 1973. Since World War II, many of the najor construct-
ion projects have been power generation ones.

The adrninistration of the governmentrs electrical cons-
truction prograrnme is the responsibility of the Ministry's
power engineering division which, in March 1973, comprised
design office staff and five project establishments. The div-
ision designs and constructs power works for the New Zealand
Electricity Department. rts head office employed a staff of
t07 and the projects a staff of 790 and a work force of approx-
inately 3r470 (of which about one-third were contractorsl
enployees) at 3l- March L973. The five projects underway were
the Tongariro power development, the Wairakei geotherrnal
project, the New Plyrnouth power project, the Upper Waitaki
developnent and the Te Anau control structure of the Manapouri
power project. Approxirnate employment on these projects at
31 March 1973 was:

TABLE 11

Empl o.vmenta on Power Projects , 31 March 1973

Note: Includes only wage workers, staff trades-
men and apprentices. It is f.ikely that
differing treatments of staff nembers
accounts for the slight diserepancies
between this table and the previous one.

Derived fron Ministry of Works and
Developnent data.

Proj ect

Tongar i ro
Wairakei
New PJ.ynouth
Upper Waitaki
Te Anau

TOTAT

Departmental
Enployees

Contractors I

Enployees Total

865

47

464

901

45

404

0

481

L7l
262

1,319

7,269
41

94s

7,072
307

2,376 3,634

Sourc e:
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The other major Mow project at present under development
is the Kainai railway deviation. This project, being construct-
ed for the Railways Departrnent by the civil engineering div-
ision of the Ministry, is one of the largest undertaken in New

zearand, excluding hydro-electric works. At 31- March 1,973 its
"direct labour force" (wage workers , staff tradesmen etc. )
was 374 of which 342 were departnental employees and sz cont-
ractors I enployees.

Departnent of Electricity

A11 State electrical generation construction is undertaken
for the New zeaLand Electricity Department (NZED) which adnin-
isters the power developments on completion. It also partic-
ipates i.n their construction, but usually only insofar as the
electrical engineering and installation of turbines, generators
and other electrical equipnent is concerned. rn sone projects,
however, NZED involvement in construction is more extensive
such as at the New Plymouth power project where it is respon-
ible for designing the electrical switchgear and erecting all
rnechanical and electrical equiprnent except the rnain boilers.
of a total departmental personnel of 4,939 at 51 March Lg7z,
864 were engaged in new construction (of which about 650 were
wage workers, the renainder being staff) .

4. The Projects

Fron the viewpoint of large scale construction and of
industrial conflict, the basic unit is the project. The najor
projects of recent years largely fall into three types, namely,
hydro and thermal power developrnents, large industrial con-
struction and motorway construction. There follows a brief
description of those projects which are relevant to our
analysis of conflict patterns.
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o., Power Developments

Waikato Power Devel.opment

This development consists of eight power stations down-
stream from Lake Taupo.9 construction on the first of these
began in l-920 and the last generating machine was installed. in
Maraetal rr in 1971. A11 waikato river stations were con-
structed mainly by MOW labour. Peak labour force for the whole
development was 1,606 in March L958, of which !,SgZ were
departmental workers and zz4 were contractors I enployees. The
towns of Mangakino and Atianuri were established specifically
to house the development I s workforce.

The Waitaki Power DeveLopment

The other inaj or hydro-electric development dating from the
1920s is on the waitaki river in south canterbury. The develop-
rnent consists of two najor phases. The nid-waitaki scherne in-
corporated waitaki, Benmore and Aviemore power stations and,
for the most part, was based on the hydro-town of Oternatata.
Construction on Waitaki station began in 192g and on Aviemore
finished in 1969. Peak labour force on the scheme was L,?.62
(939 MO}lr workers and 323 contractorsr ernployees) in June 1964.
The upper waitaki developnent began in 1969 and will be com-
pleted in the early 1980s. rt is based. on the hydro-town of
Twizel. The developnent will ultinately link up with the
existing Tekapo power station which came into service in L951.
rt involves the construction of five canals, four power
stations, two dans and other snaller structures. The four new
stations will nearly double the total output of stations on
the waitaki river. The labour force employed on the upper
llraitaki scheme numbered 1,108 (946 MOIV workers and 162 con-
tractors I ernployees ) in June 7gT S .

9. Arapuni, Karapiro, Maraetai, whakanaru, Atianuri, waipapa,
Ohakuri and Aratiatia.
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Manapouri Power Proj ect

This proj ect arose out of agreements signed between the
New Zealand Government and Comalco in 1960 and j-96S, under
which comalco is entitled to 480r000 kw of continuous power.
The Bechtel Pacific Corporation Ltd. of San Francisco designed
the project and managed its construction. Following investig-
atory studies, work began in L963. The first of seven generat-
ors was comnissioned in 1969 and the last in l-971. The project
consisted of several phases.

Investigation shaft (1959-60). This contract was
undertaken by Thies Brothers of Australia for
Comalco under the supervision of Bechtel.

Powerhouse access tunnel (1963-65). The powerhouse
is 700 feet underground at West Arm, Manapouri,
and access is by a 71000 foot long spiral tunnel.
This contract was carried out by the Morrison
Knudsen, Downer, Fletcher consortiurn, the first
nember of which was an American firn.
Tailrace tunnel and Wihnot Pass road. Work began
on the tunnel in early L964 and was cornpleted in
late 1968. Work on the Wilnot Pass road also
started in early 1964 but was cornpleted in early
1966. The contractor for construction of the
tailrace tunnel was Utah-Williarnson-Burnett a

consortium of Utah Construction and Mining Courpany

of the United States, and W. Williarnson Construction
Co. l,td. and Burnett's Motors Ltd. of New Zealand.
Men working on this phase lived on the liner
WanganelJ.a moored at Deep Cove.

Powerhouse contract (1966-69). Construction of the
underground powerhouse at ltlest Arm was undertaken
by Utah Construction.

Powerhouse machines (1968 -7I). The first stage of
the contract for installing the turbines, generators
and electrical equipnent was carried out by the
Wismer Becker - Wilkins I Davies joint venture.
The American firn of Wisner Becker was employed as
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consultants by Bechtel, and as such did not employ
any direct labour. The last three machines were
installed by Wilkins Q Davies a1one.

Total project labour force peaked at 1,804 in June 1968.
No Mow workers were employed. A developnent associated with
the Manapouri project is the Te Anau control structures. work
began in L972 and is scheduled to be finished in L975. The
nain contractor is wilkins & Davies and the labour force in
June 1973 was 289 (58 MOW workers and ZS1. contractors'
enployees).

Tongariro Power Developmentl0

Work

as follows

a

on this development began in L964. Its stages are

Western Diversion involved diverting the headwaters
of the Wanganui River into take Roto Aira. The main
source of diverted water is the Whakapapa River, which
is diverted by rneans of the 6$ nile long Whakapapa
to Tawhitikuri tunnel. Two additional intakes collect
further water and pass it to the tunnel which emerges
at the Tawhitikuri intake. The water then flows
into the Tawhitikuri to Wanganui tunnel. An addit-
ional intake collects water frorn the Mangatepopo
River. The tunnels were driven by Codelfa-Cogefar.
Work started in 1967 ancl was conpleted in late IgT1- 

"

The Whakapapa intake was built by Fletcher Construct-
ion as subcontractors to Codelfa. The other intakes,
along with the Te Whaiau and Otanangakau dams and the
0tarnangakau canal were constructed by New Zealand
Roadrnakers Ltd. in association with the MOW.

Moawhango Diversion. The Moawhango River, which
provides the najor source of water for this diversion,

10. For a detailed description
McCreight r trTongariro Power
Engineering , Vo1. 28 , Nov.

of this developnent see P.T.
Devel opmenttf , New zeaTand

t973r pp.511-316.
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is augmented by the 5% nile Wahianoa aqueduct. This
MOW-constructed aqueduct merges into the Mangaio
tunnel which was driven by the Ministry. To divert
the water into the Tongariro tunnel the MOW is
constructing a darn on the Moawhango River. The tZ,
mile Tongariro tunnel is being driven by Codelfa-
Cogefar. Construction began in May 1970 and is
progranmed for completion by the end of i.g75.

Tokaanu project. The Poutu intake is being built
by the Ministry on the Tongariro River to collect
the water diverted fron the Moawhango reservoir.
The diverted flow will pass into the Poutu tunnel,
which was driven by the MOW, and will then pass
along a concrete-lined canal to the Poutu River.
At the end of the canal the Poutu dam has been built
across the Poutu River. The canal and dam were
again MOW projects. The waters diverted from the
Tongariro River and frorn the Western diversion
together with the natural outflow from Lake Roto
Aira are led to the power station at Tokannu through
the 3$ nile Tokaanu tunnel which was driven by Downer
and Associates in 4r2 years. The four penstocks and
the powerhouse were constructed by the MOW. The
first two generators were commissioned in July Ig7S.

Rangipo project. The government has approved the
construction of this fourth phase. The MOW will
construct the intake structure, powerhouse and
associated work, while construction of the headrace
and tailrace tunnels will be put to contract.

Peak labour force on the
workers and 888 contractors t

town of Turangi was built to

development was 1,797 (909 MOW

enployees) in June 1.977. The

house the workforce.

a

0ther Power Pry.ts

Wairakei geothermal power station. Construction
began in 1954 and has continued ever since. The
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main period of activity, however, was 1955-64. In
addition to the M0W, three con.tractors have been
involved - Wilkins 6 Davies, Waite Tilernan and
Ho11and, Hannen and Cubitts - two of which were
British firns. Peak MOW labour force was S4S in
March L961, while the peak contractorst force was
405 in June 1957, dt which date total project rnan-
power was 636.

Marsden oi1-fired por{er station. This station was
constructed by Fletcher, Downer, Wilkins 6 Davies
under the supervision of Bechtel. hrork began in
May 1965 and the station was fu11y commissioned
early in 1-968. Peak labour force was 661 in June
1966. No MOW employees were engaged.

Otahuhu gas-turbine power station. Construction
began in L967 and the fourth turbine was commissioned
in nid-I970. The NZED, MOW and Milne Construction
Co. Ltd. were involved in its construction.
New Plynouth power project. This station, at
present under construction, will be New Zealandrs
largest thermal one. The MOW is responsible for
design and execution of all civil engineering works
(with the exception of construction of the boiler-
house). The NZED is d^esigning the electrical switch-
gear and erecting all mechanical and electrical
equipnent except the nain boilers. The 650 ft.
chimney was designed and constructed by Downer €

Co., in association with Karrena Feuerungsbau of
west Germany. The boilerhouse and main boilers are
being erected by Fletcher Construction Co. as sub-
contractors to fnternational Conbustion ttd., a firm
with operations in Britain and the U.S.A. peak
project labour force was 945 in March L9T3 (464
MOW workers and 481 contractorsr ernployees) . The
station produced its first power in late lg73.

fndustrial Proiectsb.

Among the largest industrial projects are those centred on
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the pulp and paper ni11s at Kinleith and Kawerau. Construct-
ion began at Kinleith in 1949 and has been virtually contin-
uous ever since. Construction at Kawerau began in 1953 and
again has been virtually continuous. The most recent expansion
is Project "Tane" which involved the construction of a new
pulp nil1 by Downer-Comstock (L971-74) and of the No. 3 paper
nachine by Fletcher Construction (1973-75). Peak Downer-
Comstock labour force was Lr249 (May 1,973) and the peak
Fletcher force 600 (0ctober L974). A further pulp and paper
project was that undertaken by the Downer Pan-Pacific Con-
structors joint venture at Whirinaki over 1977-73.

Another major industrial project was the construction of
the Bluff aluninium smelter (1969-71). The oyerall design and
management was in the hands of Kaiser Engineers and Constructors
rnc. of the united states but the enployer was the New Zealand
Construction Co. ttd. which was established by Kaiser to handle
industrial relations matters. Major contractors were Downer q

Co., Fletcher Construction, Utah Construction and Wilkins q

Davies. Peak project labour force was about 1,000.

The nain contractor on the Glenbrook Steel Mil1 (1967-69)
was Dillinghan Stevenson, a consortiun of Dillinghan Corporation
of the u.s. and william stevenson of New Zealand. Anong other
contractors and subcontractors were C1ark, Craig, Fletcher,
Coyle; Robert Stone Co. Ltd.; Price-Norsteel and Fletcher
Bernard-Srnith. Peak project labour force was about 800.

A project which does not strictly fit any of our categor-
ies is the Kapuni gas pipeline (1967-70) which was constructed
by Fletcher Construction and McConnell Dowell Constructors Ltd.
Peak labour force was 492 (6 MO}II enployees and 486 contractors t

employees) in June 1969.

c. Motorwav Proi ects

Among najor motorway projects are those associated with
the Wellington urban motorway. The Thorndon overbridge and
other early stages (L967-71) were constructed by Wilkins q
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Davies, Taylor Woodrow and
by Wilkins E Davies. Peak

between L00 and 150.

the Shell Gu11y project
labour forces on these

(1e71- 7s)
stages weTe

III.

1.

hloRKER AND EMPLOYER ORGANISATIONS

l,'|orker 0rgani sations

a. The Government Sector

The New Zealand Workers I Union

MOw and some NZED wage workers belong to the New Zealand
workersf union (Nzwu) which is a general union, its coverage
extending to numerous rural occupations such as shearers and
shepherds. rts rnembership in Decernber 197s was !4 ,sBZ , a large
proportion of whon were rural workers. of the tota1, about
6r000 were MOW wage workers anil a further several hundred were
NZED wage workers. The nunber ernployed on project-type con-
struction was about 5,300 (2,700 MOW and 600 NZED).

The unionts national officers are the president, vice-
president and general secretary, the first two of whom are
elected. The general secretary is appointed by the annual
conference which is the union's highest deliberative body.
Each j ob with over 60 rnernbers has a 1oca1 union comrnittee
consisting of a president (or chairnan), vice-president, 1oca1
secretary, one or two check inspectors and six to eight comm-
itteemen all of whom are elected except the secretary who is
appointed. 0n large MOw projects the secretary is ful1-tine
and is the officer having most contact with the enployer. The
representative on the job is the delegate (who may be a

committeernan) and the check inspector provides an interrnediate
level between delegate and secretary.

The New Zealand PubLic Service Association

MOW and NZED project staff members may belong to the
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Public Service Association.

b. The Private Sector

0n private sector projects there nay
the largest of which are the following:

be nany unions, among

The New Zealand Carpentersr Union

Mernbership of this union in Decenber l_97i was 15rtZi of
which L3,272 were carpenters, joiners etc., 698 plasterers or
tilers, 383 bricklayers, 501 painters , 726 roof tilers and ]-4s
wallboard workers. This nenbership was spread over all types
of construction activity and while significant numbers were
enployed on projects, the proportion there was fairly 1ow.

The unionrs national officers ate the president, vice-
president and national secretary all of whom are elected. rt
has a branch and sub-branch structure and is represented on the
job by a job delegate who is elected by the local rnembers. On

large projects the delegate nay be the union representative
having most contact with the enployer.

Labourers I Unions

The largest labourers I union until recently was the North-
ern and Taranaki one with a menbership in Decenber tgTS of
5r786. It covered a wide range of workers including 1oca1
body labourers, nurserymen, greenkeepers and so on in addition
to builders r labourers, concrete workers, reinforcing steel
workers , scaffolders, riggers/stee1 erectors and tunnellers.
Local body labourers formed the largest group, Again, the
proportion of mernbers on projects was relatively srnal1 with,
for exarnple, riggers numbering about 150 and scaffolders 80.
The officers were president, vice-president (both elected),
secretary, assistant secretary and seven organisers (a11
appointed by the executive comnittee). The on-the-job
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representative was the delegate (or d.elegates) who was elected
by the local members.

rn Decenber 1'974 the Northern and Taranaki union amal-
ganated with the other labourers I union with significant
involvement in projects, namely, the Canterbury, Otago and
southland Labourers' union which had a menbership of sr000 in
December r973. The other najor labourersr union, the wellington,
Nelson, westland and Marlborough one, remains distinct.

The New Zealand Engineerst Union 11

This union covers a wide range of workers most of whom are
in manufacturing industry. A snall proportion of its 4sr051
members (Decenber 1973) is engaged in project-type construction
despite the fact that most private sector projects enploy a
significant nunber of engineers. The union is a national one
structured on a district basis. A11 three national officers
are elected by the national conference, and the district
officers elected by the nembership of the area. The on-the-job
representative is the shop steward (or delegate) whor on pro-
jects, is typically the representative most frequently in con-
tact with the enployer.

Boi lernakers I Unions

The four boilermakersr unions (Auckland, Wellington,
canterbury and Otago) again have members in manufacturing
industry as well as in construction. They are federated into
the New Zealand Boilernakers t Federation and had a combined
nenbership of 11682 tn December 797s. They again have a
systen of delegates at proj ect level.

11. The New Zealand Engineering, coachbuilding, Aircraft,
Motor and Related Trades I rndustrial union of workers
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0ther Unions

The unions mentioned above are but a few of those repres-
ented on projects. Others include unions of electricians,
storemen and packers, painters, drivers, plumbers, hotel and
restaurant workers and clerical workers.

2. Employer 0rganisations

Most of the rnajor companies engaging in project construct-
ion belong to one of the 18 district unions of ernployers
affiliated to the New Zealand Federated Builders' and Contract-
ors' Industrial Association of Enployers (the industrial
association of the New ZeaLand Master Builders I Federation
Inc.). Many also belong to the New Zealand Contractorsl
Federation Inc. and to the New Zealand Enployersr Federation
Inc. While all three federations are, to varying degrees,
involved in the negotiation of agreements and in industrial
relations generaLLy, they seldon act on behalf of the rnajor
companies in negotiations. This is because many proj ect
agreements involve only one employer who negotiates directly
with the unions concerned. In some cases an employers I

organisation will be represented. As a general ru1e, the
companies handle most industrial relations matters themselves
and there is 1ittIe formal co-ordination between them.
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Chapter V I I

THE WATERFRONT INDUSTRY

I. THE DEFINITION OF THE INDUSTRY

The New Zealand. standard Industrial classification de-
finition of the waterfront industry is as follows:

Code No. 71231 - Loading and discharge of vessels

Loading and discharge of vessels; stevedoring and
wharfingering.

To elaborate, stevedoring involves the loading and un-
loading of ships and wharfingering the handling and storage of
cargo on or in the imrnediate vicinity of the wharf. Both the
stevedoring and wharfingering functions are the work of water-
side workers whose enployers are terned stevedoring cornpanies,
although they are generally wharfingers as well; i.e., they
not only load and unload ships but also nove cargo across the
wharves.

The activities of harbour boards conplicate the descript-
ion of the industry. control of New zearand ports is r^rithin
the jurisdiction of harbour boards which own land, wharvesr'
transit sheds and other structures, and nuch of the novable
equipnent used on the wharves such as quayside cranes, fork
hoists, nechanical loaders and tractors. Harbour board equip-
ment is usually operated by harbour board enployees so that,
in practice, some of the work in the industry is performed by
watersiders and some by harbour board employees. l In this
study we are prinarily concerned with watersiders, i.e. those

A second complicating factor concerns the decision of the
forner Minister of Labour (Mr. H. Watt) to designate two
off-wharf container depots as places where members of the
ttlel l. ington Waterside Workers t Union should work (see
Evening Post, 29 Novenber 1973) . This designation was,
however, subsequently declared invalid (see Dominion,
26 May 1975).

1.
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workers belonging to port unions affiliated to the New Zealand
Waterside Workers I Federation and who are paid through the
agency of the Waterfront Industry Cornnission.2

II.

1.

ASPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY

0utput

See pp . L77 -185.
rfManifestfr tonnage expresses in one figure a cornbination
of actual weights and neasurenents (tons of 40 cubic feet)
and cannot be direc tIy compared with rf cargo'r tonnage which
is an expression sol-el.y of weight tons of 2,240 1bs. (See
New ZeaTand Transpoxt ^Statjstjcs, 197 2 (Departnent of
Statistics, Wel l.ington) p. 10. )

The waterfront industry plays a yital part in the trans-
portation of goods entering into both foreign and domestic
trade. New Zealand.'s reliance on the industry is heightened
by two factors. First, exports of goods are of greater inport-
ance to the econony than is the case for most other countries.
rn 1967, the value of New Zealand's exports of goods was about
L8% of GNP as compared with t3%, 13|a and 4% for the United.
Kingdom, Australia and the United States respectively. New

Zealand is not only relatively d.ependent on exports of goods,
but also relies heavily on irnports, both for goods used in
production and for those entering directly into consumption,
she is separated by great distances from her najor markets and
suppliers so that there are no effective means of transporting
goods other than by ship. Second, as the country comprises two
main islands, much internal trade is also dependent on shipping.

In quanti-ty terms, 29.26 million manifest tonsS of cargo
were handled at New Zealand ports in the year ending 31 Decen-
ber 7972 of which 15.6 million tons were to or from overseas
and 15.66 nillion tons were coastal. cargo tonnage carried by
aircraft, on the other hand, in the sane year totalled only
79 1640 tons, of which L5,400 tons were carried on international
scheduled services and 6 4 1240 tons on donestic scheduled
services.

2.
3.
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Not all cargo passing through New zealand ports is handled
by waterside workers. 0i1, which accounts for one-third of
total cargo tonnage, is unloaded by ernployees of the oi1 com-
panies. The off-shore loading of ironsands carri.ers is also
not carried out by watersiders. Most of the bulk cement
carried by sea is in the same category, as is much of the tonn-
age carried on New Zealand Railways' inter-island ferries
which is handled by Railways Department ernployees. rn the year
ended 30 september 1973, total cargo tonnage was 31.85 rnillion
rnanifest tons while tonnage handled by waterside workers was
only L2.7 9 million tons.

New Zealand has 20 ports which employ watersiders. while
it is often argued that there are too many ports, their number
has fa11en narkedly since 1946 when there were s6, many minor
ports having ceased to exist.

The 1,3 largest ports operate under I'permanent conditions"
and the renaining seven under t'casual conditions". under
"permanent conditions" a ninimum weekly wage covering 40 hours
at ordinary tine is paid whether work is available or not. At
five of the seven ports operating under "casual conditions'r men
are paid two hours daily mininum for attendance at the engage-
rnent bureau when no work is available. rn all seven cases
their remuneration is nade up to a weekly guaranteed payment
if necessary. The guarantee has for nany years been the money
equivalent of 90eo of 40 hours at ordinary time. 'rpermanent
conditionstt does not mean ffpermanent employment" where water-
siders are permanently in the enployrnent of a particular
employer or belong to permanent gangs available for hire by
any enployer.

The 12.79 rnillion tons of cargo handled by watersiders in
1'973 consisted of 8.9 nillion tons of oyerseas cargo and 3.89
nillion tons of coastal and trans-Tasman cargo. rts distribut-
ion among ports is shown in Table 1.

The main New Zea]-and ports are clearly Auckland, Mount
Maunganui, wellington and Lyttelton (which together accounted
for 67eo of the tonnage handled by watersiders). All four
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handle significant tonnages of both overseas and coastal goods.
Less inportant but sti11 significant are Napier, Taranaki,
Nelson, Bluff and Duneilin - Port Chalmers which, except for
the 1ast, handle largely 'roverseasrf cargoes. Whangarei and
Tirnaru also handle substantial tonnages. The rernaining ports
are considerably snaller and nainly devoted to the coastal
trade.

TABLE 1

Manifest Tonnage of Carqo Handl ed by l,laterside Workers,
year ended 30 September, 1979

Por t

Auck 1 and

Mount Maunganui
Wellington
Lyttelton
Dunedi n
Port Chalners
Whangar e i
Onehunga

Nap i er
Taranaki
Nelson
B luff
Timaru
0pua

G i sb orne
Wang anu i
Rag 1 ana

Picton
0anaru
Greyrnouth
We s tport

TOTAL

0vers eas
tonnage

2 ,27 4 ,092
1,988,604

724,542
609,629
2L7,!34
L48,625
L96,203

0

656 ,607
505 ,7 43

4SI ,002
7 44 ,534
282,335
18,867
49,178

963

0

35,303
115

0

0

8,905,476

Coastal and
Trans - Ta sman

t onnag e

g\5,27 4

379,868
860,896
852,000
162 ,7 07

1,873
LL5,267
r24,901

26,512
9,589

I 04, 075

48 ,517
7t,670

0

L5 ,27 4

15,469
2,L26

0

10,149
26,3L3

146,166

3,88 8 ,446

Total
tonnag e
hand 1 ed

3, 18 9 ,366 24 .9
2,368,47 2 18.5
1,585,458 72.4
t,467,629 11.4

379,84L 3.0
150,498 7.2
3r7,470 2,4
724 ,907 1 .0
683,11 9 5. 3

515,132 4.0
555,077 4.3
793,05t 6.2
354,005 2.8
18,867 0.1
64,452 0.5
L6 ,432 0 .r
2,126 0. 0

35,503 0. 3

L0 ,264 0. I
26 ,31.3 0 .2

146,166 1.1

12 ,7 9r ,922 100. 0

Note:

Source:

a The port of Raglan is no longer operating.

Derived from Waterfront Industrg Commission
AnnuaT Report, G. 2 (Governnent Printer,
Wellington), 1973.
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From Table Z it is clear there has been considerable
change in tonnage handled at indiviilual ports over time. Ports
experiencing rapid growth include Mount Maunganui, whangarei,
Napier, Nelson and Bluff. Anong ones experiencing a decline
in tonnage are Wanganui and Greyrnouth.

While total tonnage grew by about Zg1,% over the years
1946 -7?, the tonnage handled by watersiders grew by only about
155%. This disparity in growth rates was due to the increased
importance of oi1 products in total tonnage handled, to the
developnent of bulk methods of carrying cement and ironsands
and to the introduction and expansion of the New Zea\and
Railwaysr inter-island ferry service.

Empl o.vment

The two largest groups of workers on the waterfront are
those of watersiders and harbour board enployees. The rnanual
work between the ship's interior and the stack of cargo on the
wharf is generally perforrned by watersiders. Likewise, mech-
anical equipment used aboard ship and furnished by the ship
itself (like ship's gear) or by the stevedoring conpany (1ike
fork hoist or bulldozers) is operated by watersiders. Further-
nore, the operations of board-owned quayside cranes are norm-
ally directed by watersiders located on the deck of the ship
(hatchmen). such cranes are nanned, however , by harbour board
enployees. To the extent that vehicles used on the wharf are
harbour board owned and operated, harbour board employees are
also involved in the wharfingering function.4 At 30 september
tg73 there were 6,661 registered waterside workerss p.AZ of
the total labour force), while in Decenber of the same year
nenbership of the New Zealand Harbour Boards' Employeest
union was 31005. As the following table shows, the presence

At the container terminals at Auckland, WeJ.lington and
Port chalurers waterside workers and harbour board enproy-
ees work together in conposite gangs of six watersiders
to one harbour board ernployee.
This figure is the actual bureau register strength (actual
number of waterside workers enployed).

4.

5.
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of other groups means that total wharf enployment is at least
l_0,900.

TABLE 3

Union Membership on the Waterfront, December 1.973

Source: Repott of the Department of Labour,
G . 1 (Government Printer, llel l ington)
L97 4.

Total employment is in excess of 10,900 because numerous
workers engaged in rnoving cargo on or in the vicinity of the
wharf are not covered in the table. These include some enploy-
ees of stevedoring and shipping cornpanies not members of the
unions listed, some members of the storemen and packers t union
engaged in loading refrigerated cargo from cool stores and
employees of the Waterfront Industry Corurission who are direct-
Ly involved in the adrninistration of waterfront work. (Cornn-

ission staff was 359 at 30 September l-975.) Furthermore, some

workers enployed on New Zealand waterfronts are non-registered
and do not belong to waterside workers f unions ('beagulls") .

The size of the non-registered labour force varies according to
the tirne of year and when registered workers take their holidays
(or nore generally, according to the availability of register-
ed workers in relation to the tonnage requiring hantlling). The
nr:mber of "equivalent" non-registered workers (a11 ports) for
the year ended 30 Septenber 1973 was 146.

The nunber of registered waterside workers in 1973 was

sinilar to that in 1.947. While registered enployment displays
no marked long term trend it has undergone cyclical variation.
Employnent peaks occurred in 1951, 1966 and L972 and, troughs
in 1954 and 1970. In the inmediate post-war years ernploynent

n 10n ern D ers 1p

Shipwrights
Tal1y Clerks
Waterside Workers
Master Stevedores
Forenen Stevedores, Tinekeepers
and Pernanent Hands

Harbour Boardst Enployees

23I
300

6,757
34

540
3,005

10,867
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grew considerably, peaking for the period in L950-5j.. Fo11-
owing the 1951- stoppage fewer workers were adnitted to the
bureau registers and actual bureau register strength fe11
until L954 when it reached its lowest post-war 1eve1. Lg55
saw the beginning of a period of sustained growth which peaked.
in L966. From l-1 Decenber L967 to 16 September 1,970 the
waterfront conference held a series of rneetitrgs r during which
it was agreed between the waterside workers I unions and the
port ernployers that few, if any, adnissions would be made to
port bureau registers. As a result, over the period i1 Decem-
ber 1967 to 50 september L970 rernovals fron the registers
exceeded admissions and the number of registered workers fe11.
Actual bureau register strength was again reviewed after the
making of General Principal Order No. 5056 in August 1970 and
substantial recruitment was undertaken from early L971, to
January 1972.

In tines of labour shortage, non-registered workers may
be employed, the number of which can be estimated on the basis
of the percentage of total hours which is worked by non-
registered workers (for 1947-59) anil of total earnings paid to
them (for 1960-73). The average number of "equivalent[ non-
registered workers so estimated for 7947-7i was 44g.7 while
the number fluctuated fron year to year, it fe11 frorn 489 in
L97L to a post-war 1ow of L46 in 1973.

The distribution of registered workers among ports is
shown in Table 4.

The four main ports accounted for 62% of all ports I

registered enploynent at 50 Septenber 1973 and the ports termed
"significant" in respect of cargo tonnage (Napier, Taranaki,
Nelson, Bluff and Dunedin - Port Chalners) accounted for a

further 26%. As with the volune of cargo, there has been in

6. The general principal order (GPO) is the national agree-
nent covering wages, conditions, hours and so on and is
the waterfront equivalent of an award of the Industrial
Connission.
Combining registered workers with equivalent non-register-
ed workers gives an average total enploynent for 7g4T-75
of 7 ,0L2.
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some cases a considerable change in registered employment.
Ports experiencing rapid growth include Mount Maunganui,
Whangarei, Napier and B1uff. Among those which have exper-
ienced a significant decline in ernployment are Wellington,
Dunedin, Port Chalners, Wanganui, Oamaru, Westport and Grey-
mouth.

In the early 1960s the ninor ports relied heavily on non-
registered workers, but rnost of thern have ceased to exist.
The only ports in recent years consistently employing a signif-
icant proportion of non-registered workers have been i4rhangarei,
Opua, Nelson and Picton. Auckland and Wellington have also
ernployed significant numbers of such workers.

3. The Compa ni es

Firms enploying waterside workers are ca11ed steyedor"r.8
Some are engaged so1e1y in stevedoring and wharfingering (e.g.
Leonard and Dingley Ltd. or New Zealand Stevedoring and Wharf-
ingering Co. Ltd.), some are shipping or transport companies
with a stevedoring function (e.g. Union Steam Ship Co. of N.Z.
Ltd.) and others have only a minor and indirect involvenent in
stevedoring work (e.g. Fletcher fndustries Ltd., Newton King
Ltd.). In the year ending 30 Septenber 1-972, 109 firns or
organisations paid wages to waterside workers through the
Waterfront Industry Conrnission.

There are few criteria whereby the size of firms can be

measured. It is not possible to categorize firms on the basis
of numbers of watersiders enployed, as watersiders are not
perrnanently in the enploy of any company. One measure that is
available is wages payable to waterside workers by the }Iater-
front fndustry Cornmission on behalf of stevedoring companies,
shipping companies, etc. 0n this basis many firns in the

The word stevedore has several. neanings, incJ.uding the
firn itself, the firnrs representative in charge of the
loading or unloading of a ship (or the superintendent),
the foreman of a gangr or even the waterside worker. The
last neaning is not conrnonly used in New Zealand.

8.
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TAELE 5

conpany c"l;;"

Blue Star Port Line $llnagement) Ltd.
llt. llruntrnui E Taurrngr Stevedorcs Ltd.
N.Z. Stei'edoring 6 liharfingering Co. Ltd.
P. E O. (x-.:.) Lt.t.
Seatrans Consolidate,l (N.3.) Ltd.
Shan Savill 6 .{lbion Co. Ltd.
Union Stearn Ship Co. of N.i. Ltd.
Sub-total - conpanies rith Payrolls over 15001000 7

British Phosphate Connission
Holrn Shipping Co. Ltd.
Janan Line Ltd.
Noithern SteanshiP Co. Ltd'
Puflett & Smith
Russell 6 Sorners Ltd'
l{aiteRata Stevedoring Co. Ltd.
Sub-total - conpanies rrith Payrolls of $300,000- 1

1500,000

Auckland Stevedoring Co. Ltal.
Bay of Plenty Stevedores Ltd.
Conalco Ltd.
Crusader Shipping Co. Ltd.
Gannar.'ay 6 Co. Ltd.
A.R. Cuthrey TraveI 6 Shippiog Ltd.
Leonard I DingleY Ltd.
Maritine Contiiner Terminals Ltd.
lrlaritine Services Ltd.
National }lortgage Agency Co. of N.Z. Ltd.
Receiving 6 Delivery Services Ltd.
Russell E Sorners hellington Ltd.
lfellington Stevedoring Co. Ltd.
Sub-total - conpanies with payrolls of $200,000 13' -3 300,000

Total flages payable - all Ports

Wages
of Payable
ies ($ )

Percentage
of Total

l{ages Payable

(s8.0)

(1217)

(1s.2)

2,35tl ,92tl
664,198
836,327

2,7O8,?77
827 ,4E7

I ,402,77 I
3,767,62t

T2;55',r;5F

442,096
316,967
386,62X
307 ,199
a01,784
1L2 ,67 r
489,704

280,009
235,292
206,344
202,956
232,9L9
?77 ,173
295 ,193
287 ,659
267,991 .

. 277 ,773
258,663
203,860
264,477

3,290,309

2l,667 .194

2,757 ,042

Note: h?ge3 Covered in this table include only the "$aterfront r"agesil component of the
port Unions"siirJJotitii-runa ii"" latei section on the lfICis fund adninistration
function) .

SOUtCe: Derived ftOm :/'atetftont tndusttg CoEEiEsloD tnnurl Repottl 7972'
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industry are of minor importance. The seven firms with wage

bi1ls in excess of $5OO,0OO togetlrer accounted for 58 .0 eo of
total wages payable in the Septernber y.ear 1972.

Table 5 shows that overseas shipping companies dorninate
the industry. But it does not reveal the fu11 extent of their
doninance.9 First, generally only the shipping companies
carry out stevedoring operations in a large number of ports.10
Most other firns operate at only one or a few ports. Second,
the industry is characterised by an elaborate structure of
subsidiary and associated companies.

Many of the shipplng
shipping conferences, the
Conference (a1so known as

composed of P. 6 0. Stean
Albion Co. Ltd., Port Line

companies are associated through
best known of which is the British
the Overseas Shipowners t Conrnittee) ,

Navigation Co. Ltd., Shaw Savi11 and
Ltd., and Blue Star Line Ltd.ll

10

In a sense though, the table nay overstate wages paid by
shipping companies in that it depends on company tirne-
keepers recording their ernployerts nane correctly. 0ften
stevedoring conpanies will be attributed with only the
wharf handling content of the operation and the shipping
companies with the ship stevedoring content, even though
both aspects are directed by the stevedores on behalf of
the shipping conpanies.
In the year ended 30 Septernber I972" Blue Star Port Line
paid wages at 14 ports, P. q 0. at 74, Shaw Savill at 13
and Union Steam Ship Co. at 15.
For a discussion of shipping conferences see B.M. Deakin,
Shipping Conferences I A Studg of their Otigins , DeveTop-
rnent and Economic Ptactjces (Canbridge University Press,
London, Departnent of Appl.ied Econonics 0ccasional Paper
37, 1973). Deakin describes shipping conferences asrfassociations of owners of freight liners which are suit-
able for the carriage of rgeneralt i.e. non-bulk cargo.
These owners act together to nake connon prices for the
carriage of goods over the defined routes on which the
conference operates. They also act in conbination to
adnit or exclude applicants to conference membership, to
share the trade in various ways amongst thenselves, to
make a connon poLicy on such natters as setting the level
of shippers t discounts and rebates. . ., conbating conpet-
ition fron non-nenbers, pooling and sharing earnings, and
enforcing these and other agreenents which conference
members have made with each other.rr (p. 1) (This descript-
ion is of a ttclosedrt conf erence. There are also tf opentt
conferences which nay be joined by any shipowner without
the consent of existing menbers. The rrclosedn variety is
more comnon. )

11.
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These 1ines, along with certain European lines forrn another
conference, the New Zealand European Shipping Association. A

third major conference is the New Zealand Eastern Shipping
Connittee, composed of Crusader Shipping Co. Itd., Japan Line
Ltd., Mitsui 0.S.K. Lines Ltd., Royal fnterocean Lines and the
China Navigation Co. Ltd.12 Whi1" these conferences are
prinarily concerned with fixing freight rates, obtaining and
sharing cargoes etc., their influence extends into stevedoring
operations in the forn of co-operation among rnember 1ines.

Shaw Savill and Albion Co. Ltd.15 and P. g O. (N.2.) Ltal.
are both British-owned. Blue Star Port Lines (Managenent)
ltd. administers Blue Star Line (N. Z. ) Itd. and Port ],ine (N.2. )
Ltd, which are who11y owned subsidiaries of British parent
companies. Union Steam Ship Conpany of N.Z. Itd. was purchased
by Tasrnan Union Ltd. frorn P. q 0. on 31 Decernber L971. Owner-
ship of Tasnan Union ttd. is equally divided between TNT

Shipping (N.2.) Ltd. and New Zealand Maritirne Holdings Ltd.
TNT Shipping is, in turn, a wholly owned subsidiary of Bulk-
ships Ltd. of Melbourne. New Zealand Maritirne Holdings is
owned by a large number of New Zealand companies and organis-
ations, including several transport cornpanies, e. g. R.A.O. Hold-
ings Ltd., Maritime Services Ltd., Mogal Transportation Ltd.,
Container Freights Ltd., and Freightways Express Ltd.14

The najor shipping companies own a substantial nunber of
stevedoring and shipping companies. The four members of the
British conference each own a 25% share of New Zealand steve-
doring € Wharfingering Co. Ltd. They also own equal shares of
the crusader shipping co. ttd., although the adrninistration of

L2. In addition to these three najor conferences are the Trans-
Tasnan Freight Conference (nembers : Union Stean Ship Co. ,H.C.S. Coasters Pty. Ltd., and Tucker Shipping Pty. ttd.)
and the Trans-Tasnan Passenger Conf erence (rnernbers:
Pacific Far East tine, Inc., P. e 0., Shaw Savi11 and
Union Stean Ship Co.).

L3. Shaw Savill has recently appointed the New Zealand Ship-
ping Corporation as its freight agent. These two conpanies
own 25eo and 7S% respectively of the New ZeaLand Line.

74. some of these conpanies are not wholty New Zealand-owned.
For exanpLe, both Mogal Transportation and Freightways
Express are partly owned by Australian companies.
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Crusader Shippingts various trades is divided among the princ-
ipal companies. Furtlrernore, P. 6 0. and Shaw Savi11 each own

50% of Wellington Stevedoring Co. Ltd. and share the ownership
of Waitemata Stevedoring Co. Ltd. (now ca1led North Island
Stevedoring Co. Ltd.).15 The stevedoring firrn Gannaway and
Co. Ltd. was owned by Blue Star Line and Port Line but was

recently sold to the New Zealand-owned. Owens Group. Subsid-
iary cornpanies of Union Stean Ship Co. include Hofun Shipping
Co. Ltd., Anchor Shipping and Foundry Co. [td. and H.C.S.
Coasters Pty. ttd.

0f the 27 enterprises listed in Table 5, 10 were, in 1,972,
either major overseas shipping companies or subsidiaries of
these companies. 0f the renaining 17, at least three were
also foreign owned (British Phosphate Cornmission, Japan Line
Ltd., Comalco Ltd.) and others were partly foreign owned (e.g,
Maritine Container Terninals Ltd. was about one-quarter owned

by Farrell Lines of America and Colunbus Li.nes of Gerrnany).16
Of the New ZeaLand-owned companies, Mount Maunganui and
Tauranga Stevedores Ltd. and Seatrans Consolidated (N.2.) ttd.
were the largest in terns of wages payable. Both companies
belonged to the Owens Group, which has recently consolidated
its stevedoring activities under the n;Lme of United Stevedores
N.Z. ttd. With the exception of United Stevedores, most New

Zealand stevedoring companies operate at only one or a few ports.

The "independent" New Zealand stevedoring firms are un-
1ikely to possess true independence from the overseas shipping
companies because they depend on the overseas lines for tlr-eir
exj-stence and the lines can withdraw their business if they
disagree with the operators t policy. This particularly applies
in New Zealandrs case because of the high proportion of total
tonnage handled which is overseas cargo and because New Zealand,

15. Wellington Stevedoring Conpany's stevedoring operations
are now undertaken by North IsLand Stevedoring.

16. The Wellington container terninal, which was operated by
Maritiure Container TerninaLs, has been acquired by the
New Zealand Shipping Corporation which has a SLeo share
in the new operating conpany. The renaining shares wiLl
be held by container service operators which are nainly
overseas shipping companies.
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throughout its recent history until the last few years, has had
no domestically-owned international shipping company.

III. THE ORGANISATION OF THE INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYER AND

I^JORKER ORGANISATIONS

The waterfront industry is characterised by a complex web

of institutional rules and by a diversity of organisations
which make, administer or operate under these ru1es. It has
not always been so organised. I4laterfront work lends itself to
casual employment as the flow of cargo requiring handling
fluctuates markedly over tirne. From the enployerts viewpoint
the optirnum situation is where the amount of labour available
is just sufficient to do the work in hand. As the work fluct-
uates from day to day, so the dernand for labour also fluctuates,
The resulting tendency was for labour to be casual, being
"bought" on a day-to-day basis. The systen of enployment was

that of the "auction block", where employers selected men from
those offering thenselves for work.17 The potential for abuse
of such a system is obvious. As the supply of labour often
exceeded the demand, for a worker to be assured of regular em-

ploynent he had to in some way ingratiate hirnself with the
enployer, usually by demonstrating his ability to work hard
over long hours. As a result, fairly regular gangs of physic-
ally strong men developed ("bul1 gangs") which set the pace
for other workers. When there was surplus labour, those rneet-
ing the employerrs arbitrary standards received work, while
the rest nissed out. The enployer depended, however, on the
availabillty of this surplus labour as the amount of shipping,
and so the denand for labour, could increase quickly. In
busy periods employers would change their selection standards
and nost or all labour would temporarily be assured of work.

The present institutional structure of the industry is
largely a result of the movenent away frorn the I'auction b1ock"
to a more regular and organised systen of enployment. A major

17. See Report of Rogal Commission of Inquirg into the WaXer-
f ront Industrg, H. 50 fGovernnent Printer, l{el1ington,
19s2) p. 1s.
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step in that direction occurred with the forrnation of the
waterfront rndustry connission in 1940. To understand the
operation of the industry it is necessary to study this body
and other rnajor waterfront organisations and institutions.

The lllaterfront Industry Commission

The waterfront industry is unique among New zealand indus-
tries in being to a large extent adninistered by a statutory
connission - the waterfront rndustry conmission (wrc).18 The

"commission" form of control dates back to July 1940 when the
first commission was forrned because of the inability of water-
front employers t and workers t organisations to reach agreement
on wages and conditions following the expiration of the award
on 50 June 1938 and because of the urgency which the outbreak
of war gave to the need for quick turnround of yessels. The
first commission, appointed under war Emergency Regulations,
comprised three members on a fu1l-tine basis but not represent-
ative of either employers or *orkers.19 This comnission had
wide powers of both a judicial and adninistrative nature, rt
had the power, for example, to control any wharf, to d.irect
the loading etc. of cargo, to prescribe the conditions upon
which any person may be enployed in handling cargo, to d.irect
the continuation of any existing nethods of enploying labour
or vary then and so on,

18 There is a good deal of naterial on the waterfront rndus-try cornnission including waterfront Industry conmission,
The waterfront rndustrg Act (llle11ington, 196s); A,E. Bock-ett, I'Adninistrative Functions and Responsibilities of thelllaterfront rndustry conmissiont, address to the }{ellingtonsection of the rnstitute of Transport, 7 septenber lg61;
Alexander szakats, Trade unions ancl the rar (sweet and
Maxwe1l, Wellington, tg6T); and Waterfront Industryconnission, submission on rtAdninistTative Functioni of theWaterfront Industry Connissionfrto the Royal Connission
on Containers, August 1971.
Although its nembership was in fact tripartite with the
chairman being an ex-conciliation conrniisioner, a memberbeing a narine superintendent for the union stean shipco., and the other an ex-secretary of the New Zealand
Waterside WorkersI Union. (See B.W. Fernandez, ilTrade
union Pol.icy and Practice in the New zealand waterfrontIndustrytt, M.Com. thesis, University of 0tago, 1g6g,pp. 92-3.)

19.
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A second commission was appointed on a part-tine basis
with a chairnan and two representatives each of employers and
workers. Th-is one operated only frorn July 1946 to February
1947 when the chairman resigned because of its failure to
reach any measure of agreement and because of the refusal of
the workers to carry out its decisions. Three more commissions
were appointed prior to the present one which dates from the 1953
waterfront rndustry Act. rn J.948 there was a partial sever-
ance between judicial and adninistrative functions and in 1951,
following the waterfront stoppage, a complete severance between
judicial and administrative functions - the Waterfront Industry
Tribunal carrying out the former and the waterfront rndustry
Commission the latter.

The main functions of the WIC are set out in the L95i
Act as:

Engagenent of Waterside Laboura.

The WIC is responsible for the engagement of all regist-
ered and non-registered workers and operates labour engagement
bureaus at rnost ports. For every port it keeps a bureau
register containing the nanes of waterside workers as directed
by the New zearand Port Employers' Association (subject to
representations fron the watersidersr union regarding the men

to be enrolled). In practice there is generally close co-
operation between ernployers and unions on the recruitment of
workers, with the names ofpotential recruits often being
referred by the Port Enployers to the union for perusal. rn
some ports there are joint enployer-union committees to review
applications for empLoyment and it is not unknown for the
initiative to recruit further labour to come from the union.
Each registered worker has a bureau register number and the
actual engagement of the worker is effected by exhibiting the
numbered bureau discs on engagement boards which indicate the
ship, berth, hatch and position in gang to which each worker
has been allocated. The worker signifies his acceptance of
the engagement by lifting his disc and placing it in a box at
the foot of the engagement board, or by reversing his disc on
the board. The worker has no choice of Job and if he does not
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lift his disc he suffers a

The period of penalties is
have been agreed to by the
ion corunittee (PCC) .

penalty - usually two working days.20
laid down in the bureau rules which
parties in the loca1 port conciliat-

Employers requiring labour lodge a requisition with the
bureau stating the number of gangs or men required for a ship
or job, the class of work and the tirne the nen are required to
start. Labour is allocated in accordance with the bureau
rules and in order of priority as agreed by all waterfront
employers at the port (where agreement is not forthconing,
the commission has power to deternine priority). Subject to
priorities for perishable cargoes and passenger vessels, labour
is allocated according to tirne of arrival of vessel in port.
The engagement bureau is charged with ensuring so far as is
practicable that there is an equalisation of hours for each
waterside worker within his classification. The bureau staff
maintain a register of hours worked by each man and the custorn-
ary procedure is for men with the lowest hours to receive the
first available job.

Waterfront employers have the right of "hire and fire" in
that workers are enrolled on the 1oca1 bureau register as
directed by the New Zealand Port Ernployersr Association (NZPIA)
and the NZPEA is perrnitted to renove a workerrs name from the
register. The latter action has the effect of disnissing the
worker from the industry. The worker has a right of appeal
to the PCC and to the Tribunal. In the five years ending S0

September t973 the nanes of 400 rnen were withdrawn from bureau
registers for disciplinary t"rronrr2l of which number 55 sub-
mitted appeals to port conciliation committees. Twenty-nine
appeals were allowed, 15 were allowed conditionally (such as

20. Notification of the worker is often nade by telephone,
radio etc. to avoid unnecessary attendance at the labour
engagement bureau. Also workers nay take special leave
under the provisions of Clause 50 of GPO 357. Furthermore,
nost bureau rules al1ow a worker totrsign off until further
notice'r. In so doing he nust notify the engaging auth-
ority of his non-availability before a given time of the
day.

21, These include renovals because of physical incapacity or
nedicaL reasons.
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subject to a period of penalty) and 15 were disallowed. One

appeal was taken by a worker to ttr,e Tribunal and al1owed.

Once labour has been allocated to an enplol€r, the men

come under the direct control of the employer who, through his
superintendents and foremen stevedores, is responsible for
supervision. The nen are allocated to a galng, the size of
which varies according to the type of cargo being hand1ed.. A
particular gang exists only for the duration of a job. No

watersiders are permanently in the enploy of a particular
enployer (unlike superintendents and forenen stevedores who

are stevedoring company ernployees).22 The ernployer must accept
the men allocated to hin.

Adrninistration of the Central Pav Office and
Incentive Contract Svstem

The commission is responsible for the paynent of wages to
waterside workers and operates central pay offices at th,e ports
to which ernployers subrnit time sheets showing hours of employ-
ment for each r,'rorker and special cargo rates. The time sheet
is an authorisation to make payrnent.

The commission also carries out all administrative work
i-n connection with the incentive contract system, as it did
under the now superseded co-operative contract system. under
this latter systen, cargo handling was classified according
to both the type of vessel and the class of cargo, and con-
tract rates were fixed accordin gLy.23 contract rates were
set on a per unit of cargo basis (e.g. tons, bales etc.). The
total contract charge for a vessel was fixed as the contract
rates were given and the quantity of cargo to be handled at a

port is also usually given. contract rates covered only the

22. The Longest period waterside workers are enployed by aparticurar enployer is three months in the case of those
working in container and ro11 on/roL1 off terninaLs.

23. see waterfront Industry commission, t'co-operative con-
tracting systen: Brief Explanation of stevedoring Account
- 0verseas Vessels", mimeographed paper, Wellington, 1961;
and lllaterfront Industry Connission, Waterfront rnilusttg
Act, p. 37 .

b.
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actual cargo working tirne or "winch- time". When cargo was not
being handled men were paid on a wage basis. This period was

referred to as "de1ays" or rrnon-productive time". In arriving
at the bonus rate, wages paid for cargo working or winch tirne
were deducted from the total contract ch-arge to give the gang
profit. The bonus rate per hour was sinply the gang profit
divided by total labour hours (winch tirne and delays) . The
gang profit, and so bonus rate, was therefore higher, th_e lower
the winch tine. The co-operative contract system, intencled as
a system of paynent by results, aimed at providing an incentive
to waterside workers to increase the rate of cargo handling
and so reduce winch time. But in practice it acted as a dis-
incentive to workers to reduce non-productive tine (which was
paid on a wage basis) and as an incentive for the check time-
keeper, who is a waterside worker keeping cargo working records,
to rneticulously record non-productive time which reduced the
cargo working or winch time and had the effect of increasing
the bonus rate.

The deficiencies of th-e co-operative contract system as

an incentive systen 1ed to its replacement in General Principal
Order No. 305 (l-970) by the incentive contract system. The

main difference with the new system is that now all hours
(both winch tirne and delays) are paid on a wages basis while
the contract charge on a vessel is divided by the total or
gross number of hours worked. The result is that the bonus
per hour falls as the gross time increases. Since the intro-
duction of the incentive contract system, however, aspects of
the former system have returned in the form of certain delays
which are deductible fron gross tine in arriving at the
denorninator used in calculating the bonus rate.24 Bonus earn-
ings fron all vessels are pooled at each port and usually
distributed rnonthly on a pro rata basis,

c. The Provision of Arnenities

The l-953 Wate.rfront In.dust.r.y, Act pr.oyides f.or the appoia.t-

24. The rationale
penalised for
their control.

being that waterside workers sb-ould not be
delays which are unavoiclable or beyond

, such as nachinery breakdowns.
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ment of a National Anenities Conmittee representing port
ernployers, workers' organisations and harbour boards with
the Waterfront Industry Corunissioner as chairman. The comm-

itteers main function is to authorise the WIC to provide
amenities for waterside workers (including waiting rooms,
restaurants, canteens and first aid roons) . It also approves
expenditure for maintenance of anenities. It has the power
to appoint for any port a port amenities cornmittee, consisting
of a chairman and such representatives of the interested. part-
ies as it determines. The main function of the port committees
is to prepare schernes for providing anenities for waterside
workers for submission to the national comnittee. It is the
WICrs function to furnish, equip, operate and manage these
amenities.

d. First Aid

A further function of the WIC is to train or arrange for
the training of waterside workers in first aid. The waterfront
has a wide-ranging first aid organisation covering the training
in first aid of watersiders, the provision of clinics at the
larger ports and the holding of annual inter-port first aid
conpetitions.

e. Statistical Records

The WIC also obtains and compiles information on ttr-e

waterfront industry, rnuch of which is published in its annual
report to Parlianent (Appendix to the Journal of the House of
Representatives, G. Z). This report includes a survey of ttr-e

operation of the industry during the year as well as extensive
statistical information. The waterfront industry is one of the
best documented industries in the country.

f. Fund Adninistration

The WIC adninisters several funds, among the most irnportant
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of which is the National Adninistration Fund.
income and expenditure for this fund is shown

A

in
sunmary of
Table 6.

Nati on

TABLE 6
I Admi ni stration Fund: Statement of

xpendi ture ear end r n
E D f,EMDE

Source: Derived from waterfront rndusttg Commission
AnnuaJ Report, 7973.

INCOME

Adrninistrative assessment on
Unions I Stevedoring Fund

National Adninistration Fund

Sundry receipts

Port

Levy

't2,462,118 100.0

170,568
12 ,265,g42

25.,7 08

,2gg rg47
618,132

1,895 ,59g
927,626

60 ,97 3

528,888
159,087

8,473,052

592,660
.r.,.932.,.9.7 g

1.4
98.4
0.2

EXPENDITURE

Waterside workerst wages :
Guaranteed paynents

Permanent weekly wage ports
Daily and weekly ninimum ports

Holiday pay

Annual
Statutory

Long-service leave
Sundries
Payroll tax

Services and amenities for waterside
workers

Adrninistration costs

34. 5

5.0

15 .1
7.4

0.5
4.?
1.5

4.8
.L4.7

10 ,899,691 87.5

Transferred to Appropriation Account 1,56 3 ,427 1Z.5

The major source of income to the fund is the National
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Adninistration Fund Levy. This levy, of $r.s0 per worked hour,
is payable by enployers of waterfront labour to the cornmission
for the purpose of carrying out its functions prescribed in the
Waterfront Industry Act 1953.

The waterside workerfs income comes from two prinary
sources : the Port Unionsr Stevedoring Fund, and the National
Adninistration Fund. The Port unionsr Stevedoring Fund is the
fund through which watersiders are paid when working. Payments
fron this fund are either in respect of wages (labour wages
payable through the WIC on behalf of shipping companies etc. )
or bonus payments. In addition, the watersider receives a

number of payments when not actually at work - these being
paid from the National Adninistration Fund. The largest of
these payments are holiday pay and guaranteed payments.

The other najor expenditure of
Fund is the administration costs of
organisation enploying 359 people at
which number, 44 were at head office
15 port offices).

the National Adninistration
the WIC which is a substantial
30 Septenber 1973 (of
and 315 at the commissionrs

trgiven in return for
approach to water-
rs, will enable the
work without feather-

y, rrlndustrial Re1-
, rnineographed paper,
orlr Wellington, 1966,

Other funds involving the WIC include:

(1) Group End.ownent Assurance (Enployers' Subsidies)
Account. A group endowment assurance plan is in
operation at all ports adrninistered by the commission.
To neet the cost of employers t subsidies, a leuy of
2r" cents per paid-hour is payable by all waterfront
enployers.

(2) Modernisation Fund Account. This fund is essentially
a "co-operation bargain", involving the provision
of paynents by enployers to watersiders in return for
their co-operation in implementing not only the
letter but also the spirit of general principal
orders.25 It provides for payrnents in respect of

V.P. Blakeley describes it as a fund
the Unionrs co-operation in a nodern
front work, which amongst other natte
enployers to introduce new nethods of
bedding on rmanningrrt. (V.P. BLakel.e
ations on the New Zealand Waterfrontrl
New Zealand Port Enployers r Associati
P. 2s.)

25
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long-service retirement, retirement on account of
sickness or injury, and personal welfare and hard-
ship and is adninistered by trustees representing
the New Zealand Waterside Workersr Fed.eration Ijl ,
the New ZeaTand Port Enployers' Association Igl and
the Harbours t Association of New Zealand t1l . A11
paynents are made by the NZPEA and the required sum

is contributed by all enployers tlr-rough a levy
deternineil by the NZPEA. The WIC collects the levy
and. pays it over to the trustees. The present levy
is 7, cents per paid-hour.

(3) Port Unions' Stevedoring Fund. The chief sources of
income to this fund are payrnents by ernployers in
respect of incentive contracts and waterfront wages.
Expenditure conprises waterfront wages, wages of
check tine-keepers and fund administration ch_arge.
The difference between income and expenditure
($f0 1630,759 in the Septernber year 1"975) is termed
"net profitn and is largely distributed to workers
as bonus payments.

2, The lrlaterfront Industry Tribunal

The Waterfront Industry Tribunal (WIT) is the waterfront's
equivalent of the Industrial Court and Industrial Commission.
But unlike these last two bodies, the wrr is not truly tri-
partite. While it consists of a judge and two appointed
members, there is no requirement in the waterfront rndustry
Act that the two nembers must represent employers and workers
respectively.

A najor function of the }trrr is to make principal orders.
rt nay of its own notion or on application by any interested
paTty nake principal orders prescribing the conditions upon
which any person rnay be enproyed for waterside work and the
terms of ernployment includ.ing provision for holiilays, a guatf an-
teed mininun paynentr and for fixing renuneration.26 Many of
26. See W. I. Act, s. 11.
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the orders rnade by the Tribunal are either who11y or in part
orders by consent. The parties nay, through negotiation,
agree on the terms and conditions of ernployment and apply to
the wIT to incorporate the agreernent in the order. Most of the
contents of recent general principal orders have been the re-
sult of settlements nade by the parties in the National Concil-
iation Corunittee.

Another function of the Tribunal is to decide any disputes
that arise in relation to waterside workers and to take such
action as it thinks fit to prevent or settle disputes. rn
practice, disputes referred to it are either 1oca1 ones not
settled at the port conciliation committee 1eve1 or ones of more
than 1oca1 significance.

The Tribunal is also charged with controlling and direct-
ing the activities of port conciliation comnittees and with
deternining appeals from any decisions of the National Anenit-
ies connittee. rt has the responsibility of investigating any
natter which in its opinion is 1ike1y to cause d.elays to water-
front work. Another function is to determine appeals from any
decisions or orders of the }Vrc inposing levies or charges. rt
is also empowered to hear appeals against decisions of port
conciliation conmittees in respect of the removal of a nanrs
name from the bureau register.

rn recent years the IVrr has played a rnuch reduced ro1e.
In the year ended 50 March tg73 it nade 10 decisions.

Almost all employers of waterfront labour belong to the
New Zealand Port Ernployersr Association (Inc.) - NzpEA. This
industrial association of enployers rras established in J_950,
replacing an organisation (the New Zealand Waterside Employers'
Association) which had largely served as a co-ordinating unit
for autonomous port associations. f ts aclninistratiye head. is
the general secretary, who is an appointed employee. The man-
agement of the association is vested in a management committee,

3. Associati
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the members of whj-ch are elected at the annual general meet-
ing. The management conrnittee, in turn, appoints a chairman.

In addition to the national association there are L6 port
branches, the structure of which follows that of the national
organisation, with a branch secretary (not necessarily fu11-
tirne), a branch conmittee of management, a chairman and so on.
The degree of autonomy exercised by branch offices is lirnited.
They are bound by any decision or direction of an annual or
general meetj-ng of the association or by any decision of the
national management cornnittee (Ru1e 2a @), NZPEA) . Further-
more, a branch conmittee is not able to enter into negotiation
on rnatters of other than loca1 significance, nor can it do so
in respect of wages and conditions of waterfront employees
unless such negotiations are approved by the national manage-
rnent committee (Ru1e Z4(b), NZPEA).

The rnain functions of the association, either at national
or branch 1evel, are: (a) negotiation of general principal
orders, supplementary principal orders and bureau rules;
(b) the handling of disputes either directly with unions or
through nernbership on port conciliation cornmittees and the
National Conciliation Committee; (c) adninistration of various
funds; (d) pronotion of accident prevention through funding
the operations of the National Port Safety Council and through
the ernploynent of safety officers and of part-tine lecturers
and consultants; (e) membership on joint bodies representative
of waterfront interests. The national association is funded
by a general levy on all mernbers which is conputed on the basis
of wages paid to waterside workers. Local levies are applied
at ports to meet the cost of branch operations.

4. The New Zeal and lrlatersi de lllorkers' Federati on

The New Zealand waterside workers I Federation (NzwwF) is
an association of port unions, and is the national union body
in an industry, with a 1.ong history of .t.racle. union.i.r*..27. Th"

27 . The first wharf Lumpersr society' was forned in }l'ellington
in 1870. For the early history of the waterfront unions
and other unions see Fernanclez, op.cit. , Chs. 1 and Z.
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early unions in the waterfront industry were 1oca1 ones. They
were autononous and, following the passing of the rndustrial
conciliation and Arbitration Act in J.894, could negotiate
separate 1ocal inilustrial agreements. But they were affiliated
to an association of the same name as the present one which
was registered in 1906. By 1936 31 unions were affiliated to
this association. After the anendment of the rc g A Act in
that year a ba11ot was taken on the question of establishing
a New Zealand Union of Waterside Workers. An overwhelming vote
in favour of cancelling the separate registrations of the port
unions resulted in a national union in February LgsT. rt
continued in existence until it was deregistered on zg Feb-
ruary 1951, soon after the beginning of the waterfront stoppage
of that year. After the stoppage individual port unions were
established which later affiliated to separate North rsland
and south rsland Associations forrned in August rgsz. These
two associations amalganated in 1967 as the New Zealand Water-
side Workersr Federation.

The management of the federation is vested in a corrncil
and an executive. The council meets in conference once every
two years and is cornposed of the officers (president, vice-
president, general secretary and assistant general secretary)
and between one and four delegates from each port depending on
size (the total nunber of delegates is between sr and gg).
special council meetings are held as required. The council is
the chief policy rnaking body of the association.

At its biennial conference the council elects a vice-
president and up to eight executive nembers who, together with
the other three officers of the association, constitute the
national executive. The president, general secretary and
assistant general secretary are elected biennialLy by national
ballot of the menbership of all port unions. The latter two
are fu11-tine officers.

The affiliated port unions are largely autonomous. Each
union conducts its own 1oca1 business and can nake its own
rules providing tlr-ey are not inconsistent with the rules of
the federation [Ru1e zT (a), Nz}tIllIF). Except in the erection of
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the president, general secretary and assistant general secret-
try, the officers and executive of the association are not
entitled. to intervene in the business or affairs of an affil-
iated union unless requested to do so (Ru1e 27(b), NZI4TWF),

although there is provision for the national executive to sub-
mit matters of sufficient importance to affiliated unions
(Ru1e 27(c), NZWWF). In practice, the links between the port
unions and the federation are c1ose, with ports looking to
the fed.eration for guidance and assistance on many matters.

A11 port unions have annual elections for president, vice-
president, secretaty, treasurer (in some cases these last two
functions are conbined) and other members of the committee of
managenent ("the executive"). The larger unions have at least
one fu1l-tine officer (usually the secretary) and the largest
has three (secretary-treasurer, walking delegate and bureau
officer).28 Most ports have a delegate system, although the
systen varies. At some ports there are two delegates on a job
(one on the ship and one on the wharf), while at others there
is only one. fn some cases he is a union executive member but
in others a rank and file worker. At snal1 ports there rnay be
no delegates, with union officials perforning that ro1e. At
several ports there is also a walking delegate who has coverage
of all ships. Regular (generally unpaid) union neetings are
held on the second Monday of each month during the first two
hours of the working day and are usually well attended, with
a turnout of 75q6 or more of the mernbership being not uncoilrmon.

The federation represents waterfront workers in the negot-
iation of general principal orders. A1so, disputes unsettled
at port 1evel may be referred to the federation with the
request that the natter be taken up with the national office of
the NZPEA. rt is also represented on numerous joint bodies
including the National conciliation conmittee, boards of
trustees of funds, the National port safety council, and so on.

28. The walking del.egate (or disputes officer) pol.ices theprincipal orders and other regulations and nay handle, onthe union I s behalf , a cli spute at any ship in port . The
bureau officer invigiiates labour engagernent ind transfers
of labour fron one job to another.
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5. Joint Bodies

Both employers and workers are represented on numerous
joint bodies at port and national leveLs. A unique feature of
the waterfront industry are the conciliation committees estab-
lished under the waterfront rndustry Act. At the port level
are port concili-ation cornmittees consisting of equal numbers
of enployers t and workers t representatives and an ind.ependent
chairman appointed by the Minister of Labour.

A PCC has both conciliation and adninistrative functions.

Conciliation functions

Applications to the Tribunal for a principal order may
be lodged with the chairnan of the PCC by any interested party,
providing they relate to one port. Upon receiving an applic-
ation the committee is under a duty to assist the parties in
reaching agreement. At the conclusion of the proceedings or
when the conmittee is satisfied that further progress is un-
likely, it reports to the Tribunal on the result of the pro-
ceedings and on matters upon which agreement has been reached..29

A further conciliation function is to decide any 1oca1
disputes arising in relation to waterside workers and take
such action as it thinks fit to prevent or settle 1oca1 dis-
putes. unsettled loca1 disputes nay be referred to the pcc,
in which case the decision is usually that of the chairnan.
But some nay be referred to the national associations of the
parties. Meetings of the PCC can be very informal, with the
chairman not infrequently corning onto the wharf to decide on
a natter under dispute. chairmen are generally available at
very short notice.

Adninistrative functions

The first such- function set out in tlr-e waterfront rndustry

29. W. I. Act, s. 18.
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Act is to ensure the supply of sufficient labour for the
efficient working of the port. The PCC deternines the number
of workers to be entered on the bureau register for the port
(the bureau register strength lirnitation). The actual bureau
register strength (the actual nurnber of waterside workers
enployed) can deviate from the linitation by five percent.
The conmittee also classifies vraterside workers. (The two
maj or classifications are rrArr grade and rrB'r grade workers.
rrArr grade workers undertake to accept all classes of waterfront
work - with some exceptions as regards deck work, freezer work
and work with dusty cargoes, while ttBtr grade workers are permit-
ted at the discretion of the NZPEA to restrict the work thev
are available to perforn. )

Port conciliation conmittees also rnake and enforce bureau
rules for the engagement and penalising of workers engaged
through labour engagement bureaus. A typical set of bureau
rules covers the following matters: tine off when enployed on
a job; signing on or off at the bureau when not ernployed on a
job; penalties arising out of engagement of labour, misconduct
on a job and assaults on a job; and labour engagement. penalt-
ies are peculiar to the waterfront industry. The philosophy
behind then is that regularity of enploynent and equalisation
of hours should be linked with an attenpt to ensure a just
rotation of jobs and "proper" performance of work. Typical
penalties include the following: (i) if a man fails to accept
engagement in accordance with his classification he will
receive a penalty of two working days; (ii) a man who accepts
his engagenent at the bureau and fails to start his j ob or is
transferred and fails to report at the job to which he is
transferred will receive a penalty of three working days;
(iii) any rnan who deliberately lifts another mants disc (other
than one man of a recognised pair) sha11 receive a penalty of
three working days. Other penalties concern being under the
influence of alcohol while acting as a deckman or driver of
nechanical gear (suspension from such work for at least six
rnonths for the first offence), and assaulting another waterside
worker (suspension from tlre bureau register for a period of up
to three months for the first offence and rernoval fron the
register for a subsequent assault).
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The PCC also has power to make rules for the removal of
a workerrs name froin the bureau register and to determine
appeals against any such removal. A further function is to
co-ordinate the activities of any persons or bodies concerned
in waterside work. Finally, it is charged with performing
and exercising such other duties and powers as rnay be allocated
to it by th-e Tribunal.

The nunber of neetings of port conciliation comrnittees for
the L4 years ended 3L March r97s and tlre number of rneetings
held at the various ports in LgTs are set out in the following
table.

TABLE 7

Number of Meetinqi of,,?gIt=qo
erof Meeti nss Helila e Various Ports. 1973

Nunber of meetings (a1
Year ended 5l March 1.:o"')

Nunber of meetings at
various ports

Year ended 31 March I|TS

196 0

1961

1962

r963
1964

1965

1966

L967

1968

1969

1970

19 71

L97 2

797 3

158

166

165

L46

140

L49

t57
732

743

L34

113

119

111

93

Auckland 29

Wellington 15

Lyttelton 5

Dunedin 0

Port Chalmers 2

Gisborne 1

Napier 6

Onehunga I
New Plynouth 12

Nelson 3

Picton I
Tinaru 4

Oanaru 0

Bluff 6

Westport 2

Whangarei 0

Itanganui 0

rauranga $:ll;anui1 6

Greymouth a

95.

NZPEA.
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While applications for principal orders relating to one
port are made to tlre chairrnan of the PCC, applications relat-
ing to two or more ports are made to the Tribunal which refers
them to a national conciliation comrnittee. The National Con-
ciliation conrnittee consists of seven members nominated by
the NZPEA, one by the Harbours' Association of New Zealand,
eight by th-e NZwwF and a ch-airman appointed by the Minister
of Labour. rts function is to conduct conciliation proceed-
ings on nulti-port applications in a sirnilar fashion to port
committees in the case of single port applications.

A joint body established by agreement between the parties
is the National Joint Interpretation comrnittee (NJrc). This
connittee was established at the tirne of naking GPO No. 24
(August 1955) to interpret the agreement in the light of the
negotiations. while its activities are now much reduced, the
parties have agreed to retain it and it has been credited with
continuing to provide a useful medium for the deternination of
difficult issues.

Another joint body is tlre National Port Safety Council
established in 1964 following a Port safety conference. The
council, which has the responsibility for accident prevention
in the industry, operates as an industrial group under the
wing of the National safety Association. It comprises one
representative of the NZPEA, the N.z, shipowners' Federation,
the Overseas shipowners t cornnittee, th-e Harbours t Association
of New Zealartd, the N.Z. Harbour Boardsr Enployeesr Union,
the N.Z. Federated Forenen Stevedor€s,, Timekeepers? and
Pernanent Hands t Industrial Association of Workers and of the
ltlrc, and two representatives of the NZ}II}|IF (there are also
co-opted rnenbers from the Ministry of Transport (Marine Divis-
ion), the N.Z. Railways Department and the National safety
Association). The council pronotes general interest in accident
prevention and has sponsored lecture tours by safety specialists.
supplenenting its work at port 1eve1 are port safety advisory
conmittees which- are generall)r eyen more representatiye than
the national council, the Auckland cornnittee, for example,
having representatives of the driverst, seamenrs and railway
servants' unions in addition to th-e bodies representeil on the
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national council. The port safety committees act as consult-
ative and advisory bodies on safety matters.

The industry has a highly developed training facility in
the form of the Waterfront Training Organisation (WTO) which
was established in 1968. All sections of the industry are
given a voice in the operation of the WTO through the training
consultative conmittee which conprises representatives of the
NZPEA, NZWWF, N.Z, Federation of Labour, stevedoring companies,
N.Z. Foremen Stevedoresf Association and N.Z. Shipwrightsr
Union. The comrnittee meets regularly to receive reports from
the organisationrs director and to formulate policy. The WTO

has been supported by all sections of the industry and is
accepted as neutral from the point of view of industrial relat-
ions. Principal courses offered include deck training, fork
hoist training, crane operator training, bulldozer operator
training, management courses, foremen stevedorest courses,
shipwrights' courses and harbour board courses. Up until 25

August I973, 41720 people had passed through WTO courses. It
is financed by waterfront employers through a training levy on

wages paid to waterside workers.

6. 0ther I'laterfront Unions

There are numerous types of workers other than watersiders
enployed on the waterfront, the wages and conditions of which
are established under the machinery of the Industrial Relations
Act. The work of operating mechanical equipment owned by
harbour boards is usually perforned by harbour board empLoyees
who are members of the New Zealand Harbour Boards t Enployeest
Union. When the loading or discharging operation in the ship's
hold requires carpentry, this work has generally been performed
by members of the New Zealand Shipwrightsr Union.30 At
Auckland, however, it is done by the cargo carpentersr section
of the Auckland Waterside Workers I Union and at several other
ports shipwrights have recently amalganated with waterside

30. The New Zealand
Boatbuilders and

(except Northern
ReLated Trades

and ltlestland) Shipwrights,
Uni on .
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workers I unions. At many smaller ports no permanent ship-
wrights are enployed but casual shipwrights or members of the
waterside workerst union are available when required. Ship-
wrights covered by the shipwrights t award are permanent enploy-
ees of the shipping and stevedoring companies. At Auckland
cargo carpenters are paid through the NZPEATs pay office, the
cost of payrnent being net by a levy on enployers of carpenters.
When cargo is tallied, this is usually carried out by members

of unions affiliated to the New Zealand Federated Tal1y Clerks'
Association, except at ports such as Wellington and Lyttelton
where taTIy clerks have analgamated with waterside workers t

unions, and at Napier where they have a separate union. Most
ta11y clerks are casual workers, i.e. engaged at an hourly
rate with a daily and weekly minimum, and their v/ages are paid
through the NZPEA's pay offices. Again, the cost of these
payrnents is net by a levy on enployers of ta11y clerks. When

there is a shortage of regular tal1y clerks, they are usually
supplemented by non-union clerks. At smaller ports the work
of tally clerks is perforned either by casual workers or by
members of the waterside workers' union.

At Auckland and Onehunga the NZPEA is responsible for
cargo checking at the wharf gates and its Auckland branch
naintains a force of tol1 clerks for this purpose. The cost
of the toll clerksr service is net by a 1evy. Supervision of
waterside workers on the ship and on the wharf is carried out
by foremen stevedores who belong to port unions affiliated to
the New Zealand Federated Foremen Stevedor€s t , Tinekeepers I

and Permanent Handsr Association, as do other permanent workers
such as foremen shipwrights and mechanics.
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Chapter VIII

DISTRIBUTION OF CONFLICT

I. COLLECTIVE FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

In the 15 or so years following World War II, the neat
fteezing, waterfront and building and construction industries
together with coal nining accounted for the majority of total
conflict activity in its collective forms. we shall not be
concerned with coal rnining as it is no longer inportant as a

'f conflict centrerr and is, in any case, well documented else-
where.l Nor shal1 we be concerned with the early post-war
period, which is also well document ed12 but rather only with
the decade L964-73.

The tendency for a few industries to account for a dis-
proportionately large share of stoppage activity3 i, not con-
fined to New Zealand but is widespread among Western countries
Thus while the details of the pattern to be described are
peculiar to New zealand the general pattern itself is undoubt-
edly replicated elsewhere.

Our analysis will be based on the official industrial
stoppage statistics, the definition of which was noted in
chapter rr. As well as problerns of definition, one is always
confronted with a measurement problen in analyzing stoppage
statistics. stoppage activity can be neasured in at least

See, for exanple, Don J. Turkington, "The Trend of Strikes
in New Zealand 1946-70: Part Iftt, Joutnal of rndustrial
ReJations, Vol. 15, June L973, pp. 143-157.
See Don J. Turkington, ibid.., and idem, "The Trend of
Strikes in New Zealand 1946-70: Part I", Journal of
-f ndus tria-l Re.Z ations, Vo1 . 15 , March L97 3, pp . 4L- 63 ; and
John M. Howells, "Causes and Frequency of Strikes in New
Zea1and", Industrial and Labot Reiatjons Review, Vo1. 25,
July L972, pp. 524-532.
In this and subsequent chapters the tern "stoppage"covers all collective forms of industrial conflict.
See Chapter III, p. 52.

1.

3.

4.
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three alternative ways, namely, number of stoppages (S),
number of workers involved (W) or number of man-days lost (L).
The correlation between pairs of these measures, at the nat-
ional level, is close but not perfect as illustrated in Table

F

1." This suggests the desirability of using all three measures
in ana1-yzirrg stoppages, as does the fact that each alternative
measure highlights a different aspect of stoppage activity.

TABLE 1

Correlation Coefficients for Pairs of Measures of
Aggregate Stoppage Activit-v, 1964-73

Source: Derived from various MonthlV Abstracts
of Statjstics (Department of Statistics,
Wellington).

1. Frequency

The existence of a stoppage, and so frequency, is a use-
ful indicator of the inclination and ability of workers to
engage in stoppages. In the decade ending I973, neat freezing,
building and construction and waterfront together accounted
for 44.9? of the total number of stoppages, and individuaLTy
contributed 24.Teo, 13.9% and 6.8eo, respectively. The figure
of 44.9eo is the same as the average proportion of total stopp-
ages occurring in these industries over the 25 years 1946-70.6
Table 2 shows for each industry the number of stoppages, a

Kendall.rs coefficient of concordance can be used to test
the association between the three series. For the years
L964-73 it was found to be 0.817 which is significant at
the 0.01 level and suggests there is a strong association
between the relative rankings of these three series.

See Turkington, ItPart f Itt, p. 151. Some of the figures
in this paper have since been revised. Details of the
revisions are avaiLable from the author.

5.

Variables

W'S

W,L

S,L

Correlation Coefficient
r

0.959 (significant 0.001)
0.919 ( " 0.001)
0.857 ( 'f 0.005)

6.
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series indexing changes
percentage contribution
the industryrs stoppage
industries.

in frequency relative to 1964, the
to total frequency, and the rank of
frequency relative to all other

Stoppage frequency in neat freezing and building and con-
struction has followed an upward trend similar to that of
total frequency over the years L964-73 and consequently the
proportionate contribution of these two industries to the
total has been fairly stable. The waterfront series, on the
other hand, is highly erratic with no obvious trend. Meat
freezing consistently has had the largest number of stoppages
of any New Zealand industry, while construction ranks either
second or third and waterfront also tends to rank highly.

The extent to which collective actions are categorised
in the official statistics is limited. Actions involving a

stoppage of work (except penalties) are classified as either
'f direct, or I'sympathetic'r strikes. Those involving a reduction
of the customary rate of output, €.g., go slows, work to ru1es,
bans, etc., are grouped as rrpartial" strikes. 0f the 42

sympathy strikes occurring in the decade 1964-73, 15 (35.7%)
were in building and construction, 7 (L6.7%) in rneat freezing
and 2 (4.8e') in waterfront, Of the 117 partial strikes, 30

(?,5.6%) were in neat freezing and 7 (6.0%) in construction.
Stopwork meetings are included as direct strikes and statistics
on thern are not usually presented separately. But frequency
figures are available for three years of our period (10 stop
work neetings in 1964, 19 in 1965 and 40 in 1966) although
they are not broken down on an industry basis. As penalties
apply only to the waterfront industry, the 13 in the period
obviously occurred there.

2. }lorker Invol vemen t

The nunber of workers involved in stoppages is an indicat-
or of the participation of workers in collective forms of
conflict.T The New Zealand statistics include not only strikers
7. For reservations about the sensitivity of worker involvement

(Footnote 7 is conXinued on the next page.)
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but also workers indirectly involved, i.e. those thrown out
of work as a result of stoppages occurring at their place of
work but in which they are not directly involved. of the
total nunber of workers involved in stoppages over Lg64-Ts,
71.7% came fron the three industries under study with meat
freezing accounting for 47.7%, waterfront lT.?,% and construct-
ion 6.8%. This is despite the fact that these industries
together enploy only 10.5% of all wage and sarary earners.
Table 3 consists of worker involvement series analogous to
those for frequency in Table 7,.

Worker involvement in neat free zing, and to a lesser
extent in building and construction, tended to increase more
rapidly than involvenent in industry generally. As with
frequency the series for the waterfront industry is highly
erratic. Meat freezing again consistently accounts for the
largest number of workers involved in stoppages and in recent
years waterfront and construction have tended to rank either
second or third on this measure. worker involvement figures
as such, however, rnay give a misleading inpression of the
relative magnitude of stoppage activity in an industry unless
they are related to the nunber of workers enployed there.
Dividing the involvenent figures for an industry by the
number of workers there gives the percentage of workers eng-
aging in collective forms of conflictrS except that the per-
centage is overstated insofar as some workers may strike,
etc., nore than once in a given period.

Table 4 indicates that a high, and possibly growing,
proportion of meat freezLng workers engage in collective forms
of confLict, fn recent years the nunber so engaged has
considerably exceeded the number of workers enployed in the
industry. rt will be shown in a later chapter, however, that
stoppage activity is not spread evenly among its plants, some

(footnote 7 continued) :

as an indicator of workers I participation in conflict see
Michael silver, rrRecent British strike Trends: A Factual
Analysistt, British Journar of rndustrial Refations, vo1.
XI, March 1973, pp. 8L-2.

8. The rrworker involvenent ratiort . See Turkington, r'part
I t', p. 42.
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TABLE 4

Percentanvol ved as a
or er

Notes and sources:

ers Em ed
men

(p erc entage s )

Ernploynent figures for meat freezing and

lo
osat

building and construction are annual averages and are
from various Statjstjcs of IndustriaL Production (Depart-
ment of Statistics, Wellington), Statistjcs of pric€sr
Wages and Labour (Departnent of Statistics) and ltonthTg
Abstracts of Statistj'cs. Those for the waterfront
industry are the actual bureau register strength (a11
ports) and are fron Annual Reports of the llaterfront
Industtg Commission, G. 2 (Government Printer, Wellington).
Total wage and salary eatners figures are from the Jvew
ZeaJ-and OfficiaT Yeatbook, 1974 (Department of Statistics).

accounting for a much higher proportion than others. In certain
years a very high proportion of waterside workers has also been
involved in collective actions. In both these industries the
average worker involvenent ratios for 1964-73 exceeded 100%,

contrasting sharply with the relatively low 1eve1 of involve-
nent of wage and salary earners generally. Worker involvenent
in building and construction over the same period was not
significantly different fron the average for all wage and

salary earners. But the use of industry averages for an indus-
try as diverse as construction can be nisleading as such

oEaI tllage
Salary Earners

4.3
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3.3
4.3
4.9
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1968

19 69

L97 0

L97 L

197 2

797 3

Av.
1964-

73

11.9
9.2
6.4

L2 .4

6.2
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averages disguise high levels of stoppage activity in part-
icular sectors of it.

3. Man-days 1 ost

The number of rnan-days lost is often used as an indicator
of the economic cost of stoppages, Our analysis of the effects
of industrial conflict suggests, however, that it is at best
an imperfect indicator and that it should be used in association
with other statisti.r.9 0f the three common measures of stopp-
age activi-ty it, nonetheless, comes closest to expressing the
economic inpact of stoppages.

The three industries under study together accounted for
59.1% of man-days lost over the decade ended rg7s, with rneat
freezing accounting for 43.4eo, building and construction 8.s%
and waterfront 7.4%. rn the zs years L946-70 these industries
contributed 56.1% of total man-days 1ost.10 Table 5 contains
man-days lost series analogous to those presented for frequency
and involvement in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

Duplicating patterns already seen for frequency and worker
involvement, meat freezing accounts for more tirne lost than
any other industry. Building and construction and waterfront
also consistently rank highly as contributors to total time
lost. Despite the tendency for more industries to be involved
in stoppage activity, the three under study show no decline in
recent years in their joint contribution to total tirne lost.

In order to nake valid comparisons between industries,
man-days lost should also be related to enployrnent. The worker
loss ratio for New Zeatand as a whole, or man-days lost per
wage and salary earner, is traditionally low. Over the years

9. See also E . W. Evans and P . Galanbos , ttWork Stoppages in
the United Kingdour 1965-70: A Quantitative Studyrr,
BuTletin of Economjc Research, Vol. 25, May L973, pp. 22-4
and H.A. Turner, rs Btitain ReaJJg Strike-ptone? A Review
of the Incidence, Chatacter and Costs of Industrial ConfJict
(Carnbridge University Press, London, Departnent of Applied
Econonics 0ccasional Paper 20, 1969) Ch. 5.

10. See TurkingtonrtrPart fItt, p. 145.
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Lg47-70, this ratio averaged 0.2011 and in the decade ending
L973, 0.16. In contrast, over the same decade the worker loss
Tatio averaged in meat free zing 2.58, in waterfront 1.65 and
in building and construction 0.19. The construction figure
is subject to the same proviso as that made with respect to
its involvement figure. Annual data are presented in the
following tab1e.

TABLE 6

Man-Davs Lost per },lorker (Worker Loss Ratios), 1.964-73

Source: Employnent figures are those used in Table 4,
p. 202, and the tirne Lost f igures are those
of Table 5, p. 2A4.

4. 0verview

The industries have been considered in terms of three
basic dirnensions of stoppages and it appears that the relati-ve
position of an industry is roughly the sane in all three.
This can be tested by using Spearmanrs coefficient of rank
correlation (rs). Using the rankings in Tables Zr 3 and 5 we

Meat
fre e zing Waterfront

Building q

C ons truct ion

0. 09

0. 03

0. 18

0.05
0. 14

o .2I
0. 20

0.33
0 .23
0.48

0. 19

Total Wage &

Salary Earners

19 64

1965

19 66

19 67

1968

19 69

1970

19 71

L97 2

L97 3

Av.
t964-

73

0. 99

0.61
1.11
2,42
3.59
2.94
4 .34
1.66
2.95
5.19

2.s8

2.33
0.11
2 .60
0.15

0

L .43
2.9s
4.10
0.81
I .57

1.65

0.08
0. 03

0.11
0.16
0.15
0.15
0. 30

o .17
0.14
0 .29

0.16

11. See Turkington, ff Part Itt, p. 53.
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derive the following results which clearly show that for each
industry the association between pairs of rankings and between
the three series is very strong.

TABLE 7

The Aslociation bgtwegn an Industr)r's Ranking in Terms of
Frequency, Involvement and Time Lost, 1964-23-

I ndus try Variables

W,S
L,S
L,W

W,S
L,S
L,W

W,S
L'S
L,W

Spearman I s t-s

*t*
0.994
0.982

0.812
0.9 05
0.812

0.848
0.848
0.976

Meat freezing

Wat erfront

Bui lding and
Cons truc ti on

Notes: 1.

2.

g = frequency, W

involved, and t =
lost.
All coefficients
the 0.01 1eve1.

= nunber of workers
nunber of nan-days

are significant at

Source: See Tables 2, 3 and 5 of this chapter.

While the three industries together accounted for 44.9e"

of stoppages, 7L,7% of workers involved and 59.1eo af man-days
lost over the decade 1964-73, we have not intended to inply
that other industries do not also account for significant
amounts of stoppage activity. fn terms of frequency, road
transport, engineering and shipping services were significant
in a number of years in that decade. Engineering was also
quite often significant in terms of involvernent and of tirne
1ost, as were pulp and paper and motor vehicle assembly. Our
earlier analysis has shown, however, that none of these indus-
tries are as consistently as important as those under study,
the relative stoppage proneness of which renained remarkably
constant over the years 1964-73.
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5. Duration

Arnong measures of stoppage activity that can be derived
from the three basic ones so far considered is the time lost
by the "average" worker involved ("man-days lost per striker")
or the "average duration" of stoppages which is obviously the
number of man-days lost divided by the number of workers in-
volved. Time lost per worker involved in meat freez:'ng and
especially in waterfront tends to be lower than the national
average. In the decade ending L973 the average duration of
stoppages in neat freezing was 2.48 days, in waterfront 1.35,
in construction 3.09 and in industry generally 2.69.

TABLE 8

Durati on (Ma n-Days Los t Per t'lorker Invol ved'l , 1.964-73

Sourc e : Derived fron various Monthlg Absttacts of
Statistics.

Duration of stoppages may also be presented as length in
terms of either calendar or working days. Duration figures of
the Department of Statistics prior to 1-973 were based on

calendar days but are now expressed in terrns of working days.

Meat
free zing

Building & Total. l{age 6
Waterfront Construction Salary Earners

19 64

1965

1966

L967

196 8

19 69

1970

1971

L97 2

r97 3

Av.
L964-

73

2.25
t,79
2 ,24

3 .87
3.63
3.16
2.42
L .27
2 .24
1.94

2.48

(days )
1. 04 3 .87
1.03 1.64
5. 60 3. 09

2.89 2.23
0 r.9L

0. 81 3 .32
0.78 4.81
0.97 4. 59

0.93 2.35
t.4s 3.06

1.35 3. 09

L.92
1.45
2,99
4.90
3.48
3.15
2.52
1.89
2 .23
2.35

2 .69
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Again the pattern is for stoppages to be shorter than the
national average in meat free zing and waterfront but longer
in construction. For the years 1964-72 the average number of
calendar days lost per stoppage was 4.4r in meat freezing,
1.94 in waterfront, 6.80 in building and construction and
5.35 in industry generally. A sinilar pattern is also reveal-
ed by a breakdown of stoppage frequency by working days
duration.

TABLE 9

Number of St din to ldorkin
Duration

Notes: 1. This table is linited to four yeats as separate
data for waterfront is unavaiLable prior to
1970.
Building and construction frequencies in this
table are snalLer than those in Table 2 due to
the fewer component categories included in the
source data.

Sourc e : Dervied fron various Reports of the Depattment of
Labour , G. 1 (Governnent Printer, ltlet lington) .

II. EMPLOYER.INITIATED FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

2,

As mentioned in Chapter
forrn explicitly referred to
lockout and then only within
generally. The only lockout

II, the only ernployer-initiated
in the official statistics is the
the context of industrial stoppages
figures that can be separated out

ore than ore than

Up to
1da

L64 sl.4

61 66.3

47 32.4

533 41. 1

ldayq
uptoS

days
%

59 18 .5

15 16.3

34 23.4

294 22.7

65 20.4

14 ls.2

38 26.2

293 22.6

31 9.7

2 2.2

Tota I

519

92

5 days 6
up to L0 over

days 10 days

Meat
Fr ee zing

Waterfront

Building 6
Cons truc t ion

N. Z. Total

26 L7 .9 145

176 13.6 L296
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from the stoppage data already presented relate to frequency
and worker involvement. 0f the 1L actions officially classified
as lockouts over the decade 1964-73, four occurred in meat
free zing, one in building and construction and none in the
waterfront industry. Involvenent figures for lockouts are not
broken down on an industry basis.

I I I. INDIVIDUAL FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT

For our purposes there are very significant gaps in the
official statistics on individual forrns of industrial conflict.
There are no statistics on absence (except for those published
by the Waterfront Industry Conrnission for the waterfront indus-
try) . Also, labour turnover statistics are not available for
rneat freezing and building and construction and the ones for
waterfront are again those of the Waterfront Industry Cornmiss-
ion. The only individual form for which comprehensive statis-
tics for all three industries are published is industrial
accidents.

1. Industri al Accidents

As nentioned in chapter rr, industrial accidents are not
invariably expressions of industrial conflict. Their 1eve1 is
influenced by many factors other than conflict such as the
nature of and degree of exposure to hazard. The three indust-
ries under study intuitively seem "more dangerous" to workers
than industry in general. But it is impossibl-e to separate
frour the statistics accidents not resulting fron conflict so
that the series to be presented are inperfect indicators of
conflict and the degree of imperfection is unknown. lVe sha11
only consider 1968-70 as there are no official accident stat-
istics for 1967 and a new systen of collection and classificat-
ion of industrial injuries was introduced in 1968. our period
ends in 1970 because this was the latest year for which stat-
istics were available at the tirne of writing. The two basic
measures of accidents are frequency and tirne 1ost, which are
related to man-hours worked to produce the ttfrequency rate, in
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the case of frequency, and the "severity rate" in that of time
lost.

In 1968-70 the three industries together accounted for
27 .9% of all industrial accidents, with builcling and construct-
ion accounting for 14,7%, meat freezing ]-]-,42 and waterfront
7.8%. Their percentage contribution to calendar days lost
(constant age basis - Table 10) due to accidents over the same

period was 29.7%, the individual figures being 18.6eo for
construction, 6.6od for meat freezing and 4.5% for waterfront.
This is despite the fact that these industries accounted for
only L2.L% of total man-hours worked over the three years in
question (8.3% being in construction, 5.0% in neat freezing and
0.8% in waterfront). It follows that their frequency and
severity rates significantly exceed those for industry in gen-
eral. Table 1O presents statistics on frequency, days lost,
frequency rates and severity rates. The frequency and time
lost figures are ranked relative to those of about 250 other
industries and frequency and severity rates relative to those
of 46 other industrial groups.

Over the years in question, building and construction
had the largest, and meat freezing the second largest, number
of accidents of any New Zealand industry. Moreover construction,
meat freezing and waterfront ranked first, second and third
respectively in terms of tirne lost due to accidents. The
picture is changed sonewhat, however, when these series are
related to rnan-hours 1ost. The frequency rate for meat freezing
was the third highest of any industrial group but that for
waterfront was about fifth and for building and construction
only about twelfth. Rankings in terms of injury and economic
severity rates are different again. These rates for waterfront
were about third highest, for construction about tenth and for
meat freezing ranged between seventh and fourteenth. In all
cases, though, the frequency and severity rates were very much
larger than for industry in general.

Because the economic severity rate takes account of the
ages of workers inj ured permanently or fatally it provides an
estinate of actual tirne lost due to accidents. But for reasons
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TABLE 1O

lndustrlrl Accldent Statistlcs. 1968-70

l. Calendar days lost on a collstant ag ,bagis are calculated as follows: days lost
through ternporary disabiTlffiGfEf-br the factor 0.9086 to allow fbr the
different age distribution of rorkers suffering such accidents, to which is added
a constant alloh'ance of 9,263 caLendar dalrs for each f.calit,T or an appropriate
Percentage thereof for each pernanent disability. Calendar days lost rnay aLso
be calculated on an actuql age basis in the follor*ing ray: days lost due to
teaporary disabilitiFi-fF7lild-ro--the exp€cted nu*6.r 'of cali:ndar days lost for
each fatality and pernanent disability (see Repotc on rndusrrjar tnjuries, I970
(Departnent of Statistica, liellington), p. 5).

2. The injury severity rate is the nunber of aan-hours lost (on a constant age basis)
per 100,000 nran-hours wo:'ked, while the ecoronic severity rate is the number of
nan-hours lost (on an actual age basis) per 100,000 man-hours wof,ked.

The frequenc)' rate is the nunber of accideats per 100,000 nan-hours worked.

"!{o time lost" accidents are excluded fron these statistics (and those in Table
l?) which relate. only to injuries where the rorker was absent from work beyond
the day (or shift) in which the injury-produeing accident occurred.

9. : Deri,ved frora various PepotEs on tndustti.l Injatles.

Notes:

5.

4.

No. of accidents

Calendar days
los t (co[st:rnt
age basis)

Frequency
rate

Inj ury
sevcri ty

tate

Econor.ic
sever i t y

ra te

!io. t Rank No. I Rank RaLe Rank Rcte Rank Ratc Rank

Ilcet Free:inc
1968
1969
1970

Av. 1968-70

l{ate rfront
196 8
l9 69
1970

Av.1968-70

Building and
Constructron

196 8
1969
l9 70

Av.1968-70

N.Z. Totals
1968
1969
19 70

Av. 1968-70

6758 1l
7:66 11
7773 1 1

7:59 11

l2
5Z
52

I2 66
lr40
1lz2
Ir76

2.1 l0
t.8 10
L.7 tZ
1.8

E820 14
9567 15
9695 14
9 561 14

60484
62952
67851
63756

6l
2I
JI
7

:53634
I 8034 4
324?51
3529 10

?17898
l4 j|004
15 96 35
173846

6.4
7.6
5,8
6.6

5.5
3.9
4.1
4.S

a

?
7

J
)
J

765S88 19.4
707313 19. r
681751 17.5
7182 17 18.6

3952 08 0
37077 43
3896 1 46
5851990.

I
I
I

13.68
r{.0?
14. 36
15. 99

9.06
8.60
8.56
8 .67

6.13
6.72
6.74
6.63

3.64
3-70
3. 88
3.7 4

J
3
J

5
s
6

13
11
11

29 78
31 75
? 409
?8S4

I 796
67 t9
7s65
8037

54 30
3121
2980
3L7 7

141 E

130 7
I 333
135 3

ll
13

7

3
5

E

9
10

2657
3315
2228
2732

8004
61 40
65 39
6 894

3? 39
37?2
297 S

511 2

1 349
l5l4
I 335
133 3

l4
7

t3

J
J
J

11
t0
10
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alluded to in Chapter IV, and despite a suggestion to the
contrary in the Report of rndustria-l rn juries rLZ it is at
best an irnperfect indicator of the economic cost of accidents.
As with man-days lost in the case of stoppages, it should be
used in association with other indicators. The injury sever-
ity rate, by rnaking a constant allowance for fatalities and
disabilities, eliminates age variations between industries,
and so helps facilitate a comparison of relative accident
hazatd between industries.

As regards duration of absences resulting from accidents,
the waterfront industry has a higher proportion of long-term
accident absences than does industry in general. The duration
pattern in construction is similar to that for industry
generally, while meat freezing has a higher proportion of
short-term accident absences. Detailed figures are presented
in Table 11. On average over 1968 ^70, 147 ,8 calendar days
(constant age basis) were lost per accident in waterfront as
conpared with 76.7 in construction, 34.8 in meat freezing and
60.4 in industry as a whole.

It is clear that many more days are lost due to industrial
accidents than to stoppages. Calendar days lost on a constant
age basis due to accidents (with actual age basis in brackets)
exceeded man-days lost due to stoppages by an average of 66.1
(64.7) tirnes in building and construction, 19.4 (16.6) in water-
front, 2.9 (2.8) in rneat freezing and by 21,.2 (20.8) tines in
total industry over the years 1968-70. Each worker in building
and construction lost annually an average of 11.9S (1L.69)
calendar days due to accidents over 1968-70 as compared with
only 0.18 rnan-days due to stoppages, while in the waterfront
industry accidents caused an annuaL average loss of 27.94
(25.86) calendar days per worker as compared with one of L.4s
man-days for stoppages. fn meat freezing an average of LO.6T
(L0. ZZ) calendar days were lost annually due to accidents per worker
over the same three years and 3.64 rnan-days due to stoppages.
wage and salary earners in general lost annually an average of
4.27 (4.L9) calendar days due to accidents as opposed to only
0.20 man-days due to stoppages.

L2. See, for exanple, Report on Industrial Injuties, lg7O,p. s.
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IV. c0N,cLusI0!l

Three industries, employing only L0.st of alr wage arr-d

salary earners, account for a preponderan:ce of' total conf Liet
activity in its colleetinp forfls. Me,at fr,eezing n waterfront
and building and csnstruction toge,ther accounted for 71,.Tq
of workers involved in stoppages, sg.18 of man-days Lost arrrt
44,94 sf stopp-ages by nuruber ove the decade 1964-25. rn a1L
cases meat f,rgeaing predorninated, Moroovet, of the few Lock-
,outs geporteGl j.n the sane decade, 458 occurred Ln these indus-
tries nith meat freezing again the nost inportant. As regards
the only indiri,idual form of conflict comprehensivell' doc.ument-
ed., i.e.n industria.l aceide,nts, these indrrs-tries uere atrso of
cons'idefabl.e, b.ut so,newhat r.ess, importance. over the years,
1968-70 they' accounted for 2v.9b of aLl industrial accideats
and for 29.7z of calend.ar d.ay's lost (constant age basis) due
to accid.ents.
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THE |vlEAT FREEZING

Chapter IX

INDUSTRY PATTERN OF CONFLICT

The inter-industry analysis of the previous chapter placed
the industries under study within a national perspective but
said nothing of the situation within an industry. To under-
stand why a certain pattern of conflict has developed in a
particular industry it is necessary to know what that pattern
is and in this respect industry-wide figures are of little help.
We consequently turn to an investigation of the conflict pattern
within each of the three industries, starting with neat freez-
ing. The natural unit to deal with first is the establishnent,
which can be aggregated into conpanies and regions. Later the
situation within the establishnent will be studied.

Any intra-industry study of conflict in New Zea1-arld is
severely hanpered by the absence of official stoppage statis-
tics covering 1eve1s of aggregation below that of the industry.
To understand the nature of rnany of the statistics which follow
it is necessary to outline briefly the process whereby stoppage
statistics are collected and co11ated. The process starts when
a stoppage comes to the notice of a district office of the
Departnent of Labour. (The reporting of stoppages is not a

1egal obligation. ) The district office records the details of
the stoppage on a standard form, that we sha1l call the "strike
return", which is forwarded to the head office of the depart-
ment (possibly with supplenentary naterial). It is possible
that head office will decide that the action does not constitute
an industrial stoppage and so it is not recorded and the process
ends. The vast majority of forms, however, are forwarded after
processing to the Department of Statistics which collates and
further processes the infornation contained therein and
eventually publishes it as the official industrial stoppage
statistics. The bulk of the statistics which follow have been
extracted fron the final forns forwarded by the Department of
Labour to the Departnent of Statistics. l It should be noted
1. Access to these forms on a confidential basis was granted

by the Departnent of Labour. Departnent of Statistics
processing docurnents are not nornally available.
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though that the Department of statistics makes the final
decision on what is included in the official statistics and
so Labour Department-based figures can sometimes differ from
those published (see Appendix). rt was possible, however, to
reconcile differences between figures derived by the author
and those published for years for which sone Department of
Statistics worksheets were available.

I. THE ESTABLISHMENT LEVEL

The importance of intra-industry investigation is attest-
ed to by the fact that while meat freezing has by far the
highest leveI of conflict in its collective forms of any
industTy, it contains plants which have very few stoppages.
fn 1967, for example, only 15 meat works out of a total of
38 were affected by any form of collective action. over the
period for which we have statistics, i.e. the calendar years
L967 to L973 inclusive, an average of 25 plants experienced
collective forrns each y.rt.2 Some works were involved in
stoppage activity only two or three times over the entire
period, while others experienced stoppages in each of the
seven years. Table 1 presents stoppage statistics for estab-
lishments in the industry. In order to preserve anonymity,
works are not naured but rather numbered on the basis of their
rank on a stoppage frequency scale.

This table reinforces our contention that stoppage activ-
ity is spread unevenly among establishurents in the industry.
While the annual average number of stoppages per works over
L967-73 was 2.08, individual establishrnent figures ranged fron
a low of 0.29 a year to a high of 10.14. The five works with
highest stoppage frequencies together accounted for 46.7% of
all neat industry stoppages (45.6% if the "Othersil category
is included) over this period. Moreover, 14 works experienced
stoppages in six or all of these seven years, while an equal
number of works were involved in stoppages in only one, two or

2. This figure includes wool scourers, export cool stores,
xneat packers, gane packers and so on which are included
in the meat freezLng stoppage statistics. If these are
excluded, the figure is 24.
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TABLE I

llert Freezlno Industry Stoppaoe Statlitlcs on. llorks 8asls.1967-73

No. of
s toppages
pcr yesr

No. years in
*hich stoppage
action occurr!.d

No. of
nan-days

lost
per yesr

61 .6
295 .7
495.5
361.4
76.7

1,219 . 6
86.3
86. 3

279.4
217 .7
280 .9

3,281.7
137.6
118,6
355 .6
376.9
242.4
738.3
608 .9

1,704.2
2,089,0
1 ,061. 1
z ,1oo. 6
3,110,7

65 1.8
2 .213.0
? ,124.3
2,119. I
2,948.0
2,462.8
4,OE?.7,
l,z15,l
3,088 . 6
a,E2E.3

14,515.7
15,053.4
6,951.4

338 .6

No. of
nan-deys
lost per
norker
Per year

No. of
uorkc rs
invol ved
per year

No. of
workers
involvcd
pet year
aslof

No. enplo,ved

!{o. of
uln - da,,- s

los t
per $ork!.r

invo lvcd
Per )tcarl{orks No.

I
a

3
4
5
6
7
E

9
10
l1
L2
13
14
I5
I6
L7
18
19
z0
2L
2Z
z3
z4
2S
26
27
z8
z9
30
3l
s2
33
34
35
36
37

othe rs

0.29
0.29
0. z9
0. ?9
0.{3
0. {3
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.67
0.?t
0. 7l
0.86
0. 86
1.00
r.l4
l. l{
l. t4
l. t4
1.29
r. 29
1.43
1.43
2. 00
2 .14
2.L4
2.43
z.it3
2.57
2.57
2.86
1.86
4 .14
5.43
7.29
8.86

10. t4
1.86

0. 53
0. 59
0. 96
I .17
0.60
3. 8l
0 .11
0. 39
0.5s
1 'ra
0.85
2.49
0.22
0.23
0.6s
0.71
r.08
2. ts
2.91
l. 56
r.7l
1 ,86
6.44
6.37
l.l7
2. 88
3. 88
4.2.6
3. ls.
'4. r0
s .47
1.2E
5. 7E
6. E3
7 .29

10.6E
5. 09

24
26

331
l6
23

t00
lz0
107

92
103
178
846
r26

64
216
315
157
204
118
997
606
400
344

1,11S
799

L,279
r,059

580
694

1,254
1,35 I
1,586
1,520
1,759
6,2L2
6,779
3,555

12.4
5.2

64.3
5.2

18.1
51. 2
15.6
4E.Z
lE.1
50. 7
53.9
6{. I
19.8
12.5
43.5
59. 7
70.1
s9.5
56. S

79.8
49.6
69.9

105. s
228.5
143. 7
166.5
193. 6
116.7

7 4.L
208.7
21{.1
167 .S
18S.8
248.8
3L2.0
4E1 .1
259.0

2.69
11.s6
I .50

23.o0
3.29

12.20
o.72
0. 80
3. 04
z .40
1.58
5.88
1.09
1.86
1.56
l. 20
r.55
3.62
5 .17
1.71
3. 45
2 .65
6.10
2.79
0.82
1. 75
2.01
3. 6S
4.29
r.96
3.02
0,77
2 ,03
z.7s
2.34
2,22
1.97

2
2
I
I
7

2
il
3
2
I
4
3
4
3
3
5
I
5
3
5
5
5
5
7
6
6
5
6.
7
7
6
6
7
7
7
7
?
6

l{otcs: t. Frequency statistics in sections I. to IV. of this chaptet treat a stoppage of
cach individual works as a single stoppage !.rrespective of whether acti-on; tookplace in other works over the same issue. In the official statistics one stoppage
csn consist of several actions provided the)/ relate to the sane issue (see rer
zc.l.nit ofticia! YeaEbook (Departnent of Statistics, lVellington) 1974, p. 918).

2. The "Others" categoty includcs rool scourers, freezing cornpany-orned expor! cool
stores, gane packers and neet packers rhich are included in the industry for
PurPoses of the stoppa3e statistics. It also includes a fer abattoirs t"rongly
3ssignea to this industry.

3. EnpLoynent figures used are largely raonthly averaltes for 1971 (1972 for fenale
enploynent) and have their source in Labour Departncnt six-nonthly surveys of
ctrpl,o)'nent. An)' gaps ie this data rere filled using figures fron cornpanies.

Source: Derived fron Departinent of Labour strike returns and six-nonthly surveys of cmployncnt.
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three of thern.

The pattern is sinilar with respect to time 1ost. The
average loss per works was 2 r20S nan-days a year over the
period, but while one works lost an average of only 65 man-
days a year, another lost 151053. The five works with greatest
loss of tine accounted for 55.7eo of all man-days lost in the
industry (55.5% it "Others" is included) during 1967-TS.
Over this period each neat industry worker, on the basis of
the above figures, lost an average of 3.4r man-days a year due
to stoppage s (3.42 if 'tOthers'f is included).3 Again, the
situation varies greatly between works. while workers in 12

plants lost an average of less than one man-day each, those in
seven others each lost an average of over five man-days.

The number of workers engaging in stoppages as a percent-
age of the number ernployed is traditionally high for the meat
industry as a whole. 0ver 1967-73, involvement averaged \46.32
(146.8? if "Others" is included).4 The industry average again
masks great diversity arnong works. Two plants, for example, had
annual average involvement of only five per cent, which is a

tiny fraction of the highest involvement of 487%. The five
plants with highest number of workers involved in stoppages
accounted for 56.8% of the total nunber so involved in the
industry (56.6% if "Others" is included).

Inspection of the duration figures (man-days lost per
worker involved) in the above table also reveals considerable
diversity although the pattern tends not to conform to those
of the three basic measures of stoppage activity. Some of the
most highly stoppage prone works on these measures had fairly
brief stoppages, while other works experienced fewer but longer
ones.

From the foregoing it appears that plants in the industry
rank in sirnilar order irrespective of the neasure of stoppage

5. The average of worksI worker Loss ratios (nan-days lost
per worker enployed) was 2.69.

4. The average of worksr worker involvenent ratios (number
of workers involved as a percentage of the number employ-
ed) was 108 .5eo .
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activity used (with the exception of duration). The three
highest ranking plants on the involvernent criterion also rank-
ed in the top three in terms of frequency and of man-days 1ost.
The proposition that there is an association between the rank-
ings of plants in terms of frequency, time lost and involvenent
can be tested through Spearman?s coefficient of rank correlation.
Results in Table 2 reveal that the association between each
pair of plant rankings and between the three sets of ranks
taken together is strong,

TABLE 2

ciation Between Rankin f Plant tn
Term to ppa e Measures t967 -

Notes: 1..

2.

$ = average nunber of stoppages;
t = average number of nan-days lost per

worker;
W - average nunber of workers involved

as a percentage of those enployed.
All coefficients are significant at the
0.01 1evel.

See Table 1, p. 2L7.Sourc e :

Over the seven years under study, few works displayed
narked changes in stoppage proneness. At least one, however,
showed a tendency toward reduced stoppage activity while about
four others exhibited the reverse tendency.

It is interesting to note that most works managements

and shed unions view their plants as having 1ow stoppage pro-
pensities relative to other plants in the country. In answer
to the question:5 "In relation to other meat freezing works
in New Zealand generally, do you consider that strike activity

Variab I es

S,W

L,W

L,S

Spearmanrs coefficient
(rs)

0.902
0.833
0.764

5. The questionnaires are described in Chapter X.
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in your works is high, about the samer or low?", 18 works
managements (66.7% of respondents to the management question-
naire) and 11 shed unions (68.i% of respondents to the union
questionnaire) said ftlowrr, while eight (29 .6e,) and four (ZS%)

respectively said "about the same" and only one in each case
(3,7% and 6.2e0 respectively) said "hig6". Both managenents
and unions tended to underestimate relative strike proneness.
0f the eight managernents and nine unions which incorrectly
perceived their works t positions, seven underestirnated in both
cases. When asked to compare the 1eve1 of strikes at their
works with those at others in the region, the pattern of union
responses was almost unchanged but far nore managements now
answered I'about the same" (L7 or 65.0% of respondents) although
still only one answered "hig1". Again, both groups tended to
underestimate. This tendency was nuch less rnarked when the
parties evaluated meat free zing strike activity in relation to
other New Zealand industries. Twenty-five managements (92.6%)
and 10 unions (62.5%) rated it as "high", two (7.4e,) and four
(25%) respectively as "rnedium" and only two unions (I2.5%) rated
it as "1ow". The parties tend to underestimate the strike
proneness of their works relative to others in the region and
country generally but to be far more accurate in assessing the
strike proneness of the industry as a who1e.

The only individual form of conflict for which we have
statistics at the establishment 1eve1 is industrial accidents.
These statistics are based on accident returns forwarded by
freezing companies to their employers I organisation and cover
the years 1964-69 for all New Zealand works and 1964-73 for
South Island works only. They again reveal considerable
diversity among works. Over 1964-69 the average plant had
an accident frequency rate of LZ.L but rates for individual
plants ranged from a 1ow of 3 to a high of 23.3. Detailed
figures are presented in Table 5. The worksr numbering systen
in this table is not the same as that in Table 1.

As regards perceptions of accident 1evels, most works
managements and shed unions taking part in the questionnaires
viewed their works as having levels about the same as or lower
than those of other works. Thirteen managements (48.1% of
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TABLE 3

Acciden
Meat Fr Industr

and Fre uency Ka on a Works Basis

Works No. requency rate, o. of acc]-dents, requency rate,
average 1964-69 average 1970-73 average 1970-73

1

2

5
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15
l6
T7
18
19
20
27
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
51
32
33
34

23.3
19.6
19.1
78.7
18.6
16.7
76 .2
15.9
15.6
15.4
15.1
14 ,6
14.5
L4.3
13.8
72.9
L1 .2
11.0
r0 .7
r0.6
10.6
10.5
9.5
9.1
8.9
8.8
8.5
7.8
6.6
6.3
5.8
5.4
4.5
5.0

168 12 .6

106
166
L12

43
r43

9.4
7.0
7.5
7.4

11.5

109
99
61
46
77
66
49
28
68
23

11.1
8.r
5.6

10.6
6.4
7.2
7.2
5.4
5.7
3.0

Notes: 1.
2.

Years are fron April to March.
The frequency rate is the nunber of accidents
per 100,000 nan-hours worked.

Source: Derived from South Island Freezing Conpaniesr
Association (SIFCA) data.

respondents) and three unions (20.0%) rated their plants as
fflowrr, while eight (29.6%) and nine (60.0%) respectively saw

theirs as being f'about the same" and only three (11.1%) and

two (I3.3%) respectively answered "high" (in both cases some
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also answered "donft know"). of the four managements and nine
unions which incorrectly perceived their workst positions, al1
but one union underestimated. As r^rith stoppages, when asked
to compare the 1eve1 of accidents at their works with those of
others in the region, the pattern of union responses was un-
changed but more rnanagements now answered ttabout the same"
(14 or 51.9%). Again, both parties tended to underestimate.
This tendency was strongly evident in evaluations of rneat
freezlrLg accident 1evels in relation to other New zearand
industries. Twelve managements (44.4e") and five unions (3s.s%)
incorrectly rated then as either I'about the same" or lower than
those of other industries.

It was noted in Chapter II that we have no a priori
expectations about the statistical relationship which night
exist between collective and individual forms of conflict. It
was therefore with some interest that we tested the relation-
ship between plant stoppage frequencies and accident frequency
rates. Correlating accident frequency rates by works for year
ending March 1968 with the number of stoppages by works for
the 1967 calendar year gave a simple correlation coefficient of
0.424 (significant 0.02) which ind.icates a reasonably strong
positive association between the two series. Using the same

series but for years ending March 1969 and Decernber 1968

respectively, a positive association was again found (r =

0.314) but the coefficient was significant only at the 0.10
1eve1. To see if a high stoppage year rnakes any difference to
the results, 1970 stoppage frequencies in South Island works
were correlated with I970-7L accident frequencies for the same

works. A weak positive correlation (r
was again found. When accident frequency rates were used in
place of actual frequencies the coefficient increased sonewhat
(r -- 0.409) but was again not significant. These sinple cor-
relations suggest there is a weak but positive relationship
between the number of stoppages in a works and either the
number of accidents or accident frequency tate there.
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I I. THE COMPANY LEVEL-

As noted in Chapter V, there are several meat freezing
companies owning more than one works. rt is necessary there-
fore also to study conpany patterns of conflict. Table 4

indicates that some conpanies experience rnuch higher 1eve1s of
stoppage activity than do others. Among rnulti-p1ant companies
(those with two or rnore works), three experienced over 20

stoppages per works in the seven years 1967-73, while three
others experienced less than 10 per works. A1so, while the
works of one multi-plant comp€Lny averaged an annual loss of
4.L4 man-days per worker, those of another had an average annual
loss of only 0.81 man-days per worker. Similar diversity
exists with respect to worker involvement. The average plant
worker involvenent ratio ranged from 240.5% for one multi-
plant company to 18.0% fot another. As indicated by conpany
averages, almost all of the highly stoppage prone works are
owned by the multi-plant companies. Four such conpanies
(owning a total of 10 works and enploying 50% of the industry's
labour force) accounted for 61.9% of all neat inilustry stop-
pages, 67.9% of man-days lost and 69.0e0 ef workers involved
over L967-73.

It is apparent frorn the standard deviations in the table
that several multi-p1ant companies defy description as

uniforrnlv low-stoppage or high-stoppage firns in that they
contain works with widely different stoppage 1eve1s. Cornpanies
A, C, D and I are cases in point. In conpany C, for example,
one works experienced 52 stoppages over L967-73 as cornpared
with nine in its next highest frequency works. This company

has the same pattern with respect to involvement and tirne 1ost.
Another conpany has one traditionally highly stoppage prone
works and another which is almost stoppage free. Some compan-

ies (e.9. B, E and F), on the other hand, are conprised of
works with sinilar 1eve1s of stoppage activity. The works in
conpany F have rernarkably similar experience. The same applies
to company E (which has the lowest stoppage propensity of rnulti-
plant companies), except with respect to involvement. It is
clear that in some conpanies, such as the one just cited,
there is more variability arnong works in terms of some measures
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TAELE {

Conpanies with
l 4 $orlis

Coy.T-
.;.-T-

c;.-f
c;.-T-

lforks'
averages

Standard
deviat ions

Avs
SDs

Avs
SDs

Avs
SDs

No.
stoppsges, No. man-days
sevrrn yrs. lost
1967-73 per year

No. non-days
lost per No. rorkers
rorker lnvolved

Per )iear Per !.ear

No. uorkers No.
involve<l m:rn-dlrys lost
pcr yeur per rorkc.r
ss I of involvcd

No. employcd per ycar

26. 5

(30.0)

2t.7
(12. 3)

t7 .7
(22.e)

9.6
(7.4)

3,057.7

(2,830.6)

2,860.2
(1,563, 1J

'l ,Is9.2
(6,959.5)

L.702.6
(1,778.0)

2.7 6

(1.78)

4.14
(2.0s)

2. 35
(3.52)

s.27
(2 . ss)

l , ?tl8

(l,s43)

1r235
(se3)

1,8S7
(2,9i4)

622
(s70 )

113.2

(e7.E)

17E.5
(76.8)

107.4
(r 3e .4)

122.9
(s0.r)

2.80

(r .26)

2. 35
(0. 4r)

?.04
(0.83)

2.35
(1.r6)

Conpanies with
? or 5 rorks

Coy. Avs
E SDs

; Avs
F SDs

Coy.-c-

c;.

?

Avs
5Ds

Avs
SDs

Avs
SDs

3.7 330.9
(2. e) (53,1)

r7.0 2.t2L.7(0.0) (3.7)

10.5 I,165.8(6.4) (1,481.0)

7.5 1,190.7(3.s) (r,286.7)

31.0 7,526.7(43.8) (10,644.4)

0.8r
(0.3)

1.O7
r0.27)

1.5s
(1.87)

3.64
(3.ss)

5.34
(7 . ss)

E6
(r13)

El9
(33e )

671
(8se)

361
(1r7)

5, 389
(,1 ,794)

18.0
(22.t)

155, r
(s4 .4)

89.5
(108.9)

79 -7
(56. 4s)

z 40.5
(340.'1)

12.04
(r0.75)

2.83
(r.r6)
7.79

(0.0e)

3.84
(3. zo)

r. 11
(1.s7)

Single plant
co4panies

Avs
sDi

7.7
(7. s)

792.9
(978.7)

I .46
(r.21)

403
(srs. s)

51.9
(s3.1)

3.31
(3.46)

Notes: l. The figures in parentheses below the
2. l{orks have been grouped according to

rbe 1967-73 perio{.

&,ggg: Derived from Departnent of Labour strike

neans are stanCard
or,nership patterns

returns.

deviations.
prevailing for nost of
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of stoppage activity than of others. Another example is
conpany H where there is greater variability in terms of tirne
lost than of frequency or involvement.

rn only a few cornpanies is company-specific joint action
by nember plants of significance. lvhile works belonging to
the same firrn quite often engage in simultaneous stoppages,
such action is usually part of a wider regional or national
stoppage rather than of one specific to the company. The
degree of unifornity (or variability) of stoppage behaviour
of works belonging to the same firrn has interesting irnplicat-
ions for the influence of company-wide factors on leve1s of
conflict, which will be explored in more detail in the next
chapter.

Turning to industrial accident statistics, accident
frequency rates on a company basis are set out in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Meat Freezing Industry
Accident Frequen Basis, 1964-69

Accident
frequency

Company rate per
works

Accident
frequency

Conpany rate per
works

Companies with
l 4 works:

14.9
(3 .2)
14.1
(3 .2)
10.s
(4.3)

Conpanies with
2 ot 3 works:

20.5
(2 .4)
5.3

(2.0)
12.8
(3 .2)
9.6

(1.6)
LL.7
(1.7)

a

Single plant
conpanies: 11

(4
0
8)

Note:

Source:

Figures in parentheses are standard
deviations.
Derived fron SIFCA data.
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While there is considerable diversity in conpany accident
frequency rates, it is less than for stoppages. Annual average
frequency rates per works range fron a 1ow of s . J for conp€rny
N to a high of 7,0.5 for company M. The standard deviations
in the table suggest greater unifornity in frequency rates of
plants belonging to the same conpany than in the case of stop-
pages. For example, the frequency rates of works in conpany
M were 18.7, 19.6 and 23.3, and in company K were 9.5, 1-4.5,
15.9 and 16.7. The company with the greatest variation in
frequency rates was company L with a range of 5.8 to 15.4.

III THE REGIONAL LEVEL

As noted in Chapter III, one influence on the level of
conflict may be the environrnental features of the region within
which the worker 1ives. rt is therefore appropriate that the
regional pattern of meat industry stoppages and accidents be
analyzed. Our regional stoppage statistics for the industry
are derived directly from figures for individual works and no
attenpt has been nade to isolate out national or multi-regional
stoppages.

The most highly stoppage prone region is metropolitan
Auckland. Over 1967-73 the three works there accounted for
34.3% of all stoppages in the industry, 44,7% of man-days lost
and 47.2% of workers involved. By contrast, they together
enploy only about 20% of workers in the industry. It is not
surprising therefore that the regionts average worker loss and
worker involvement ratios should also be the industry's high-
est. Nonetheless, stoppages tend to be shorter there than in
other North Island regions (see Co1. 7 , Table 6) . All three
Auckland works experienced a high 1eve1 of stoppage activity
over the period under study.

The next most stoppage prone region in terms of frequency
and tirne lost is Wellington although it is far less so than
Auckland. Over 1967-73, Wellington accounted for 158 of meat
industry stoppages, the average number per works for the seven
year period being 13.5. Plants in the region lost an average
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of L,782 man-days a year, giving an average annual loss per
plant of 3,41 man-d.ays per worker. fn terms of the worker
involvement ratio, Wellington ranks fourth behind Auckland,
Otago and Southland. There is some diversity among works in
the region, with the level of stoppages being high in three
of them, moderate in one and low in two.

Of the other North fsland regions, Taranaki has a rel-
atively high number of stoppages but is no nore than noderat-
e1y stoppage prone in terms of other measures. Most of the
regionrs stoppage activity occurred in one works. Hawkes Bay

and Northland-Waikato-Bay of Plenty have noderate to low
stoppage propensities, while Gisborne's is the second lowest
in the country. The propensities of individual works in
Hawkes Bay are fairly sinilar as is the case for those in
Gisborne. In Northland-Waikato-Bay of Plenty there is great-
er variability, with one works being considerably more stoppage
prone than the others.

The Nelson region has the lowest leve1 of stoppage activ-
ity in the country. Canterbury, like the two more southern
South Island regions, has a high 1eve1 of tine lost per worker
but, unlike the other two, only a rnoderate leve1 of stoppage
frequency and worker involvement. Canterburyts unusually high
works I average duration of stoppages (man-days lost per worker
involved) reflects a number of lengthy go s1ows. Of the stop-
page propensities of the regionts seven plants, two were high,
one was moderate, and four were low.

Otago and Southland have sirnilar levels of stoppage act-
ivity, both ranking highly in terms of frequency, man-days lost
per worker and labour force involvement. In Otago, the three
works have some siurilarity in respect of stoppage frequency but
one works has a much higher worker loss ratio and worker in-
volvement ratio than the other two. In Southland, the four
works, with one exception, have sirnilar stoppage propensities.

Conflict action on a regional basis is quite common in
the meat industry. In 1967 joint action was taken by a number

of works in the greater Auckland area. In 1968 Canterbury and
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Southland works jointly instituted a load-out ban and in the
following year works in greater Auckland struck in cornbination
with one in Taranaki. canterbury works acted together on a
number of occasions in 1970r 3s did those in southland and
Auckland. A1so, in that year workers in Auckland sheds com-
bined on two occasions with those in a Gisborne shed. The
Auckland plants also acted in combination twice in rg7r. rn
the following year joint action was seen in Taranaki, Auckland
and canterbury and in 1973, in Canterbury, otago and southland.
sone of these joint stoppages were parts of national disputes
but even then the tining differed among regions.

National disputes in the industry are also quite conmon,
although, despite the description, they do not always involve
every works in the country. rn 196s an export load-out ban
involved works in wellington, canterbury and southland. rn
1970 five canterbury works instituted a go slow as part of a

national dispute and tradesmen in 13 works stopped over a wage
claim . 1972 saw office workers in 10 plants j ointly taking
action, and a large number of sheds in various parts of the
country stopping over a national issue. In early LgTs another
large group of works jointly instituted a go slow which was
followed later by a ban on overtime and on export loading.
This latter one was far the biggest national action in the
years L967-73, involving a total of nearLy 221400 workers fron
almost every shed and a loss of over 671000 man-days and
$1,056,000 in wages.

It is interesting to compare the regional distribution of
neat industry stoppages with that of stoppages in industry
generally. Unfortunately, only frequency and involvement
figures are published on a regional basis and even they are
available for onLy all industry. Moreover, the regional break-
down is rather broad, being no finer than industrial districts.
At the tine of writing these statistics were available only up
to L972.

It seems clear fron Table 7 that the L967-72 regional
distributions of stoppage frequency (Co1s. 1) differ between
meat freezing and industry in general. For exanple, the
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percentage of stoppages in the Northern district is greater
in all industry than in neat freezing. But when the proport-
ion of stoppages occurring in a district is related to the
proportion of the relevant labour force ernployed there (Cols.
3), the regional frequency pattern for the neat industry is
found to be broadly sirnilar to that for industry generally.
Hence the different regional frequency pattern for meat

freezing reflects differences in industrial location compared

with all industry. Two districts, however, stand out.
Marlborough-Nelson contributes relatively fewer stoppages to
the meat industry total than it does to industry generally,
while the reverse is true for Canterbury.

The L967-72 regional distributions of worker involvenent
for meat freezing and all industry (Co1s. 2) appear closer
than for frequency. But when employrnent distributions are
considered the picture changes. The contribution of the
Northern region to involvement is relatively greater in meat

freezing than in all industry, while the reverse is true for
lrlellington, Marlborough - Nelson and Otago - Southland.

In view of the dominance of meat freezi-ng in total stop-
page activity, it may be that sinilarities between the region-
aL stoppage distributions of that industry and of all industry
are due to its inclusion in the all industry figures. Conseq-

uently, involvement and ernployment figures for all industries
other than neat freezing are also presented in Table 7 and

these reveal a different picture again. The most noticeable
changes relate to Taranaki which accounts for relatively more

worker involvernents in the neat industry than in other indus-
tries, and to Marlborough-Nelson where the proportion of meat

industry involvements (relative to enployment) is even lower
in relation to all other industries than it is to industry
generally.

Average accident rates for works in various regions are

presented in Table 8. The regional pattern revealed is
similar in some respects to that for stoppage activity (Table

6) , but different in others. The difference between the two

islands is much sharper in the case of accident frequency
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rates than of stoppage activity. Also the relative positions
of sone of the regions, e.g. Northland-waikato-Bay of plenty,
differ considerably between the two conflict forms.

TABLE 8

Acc i dent Frequenc.v Rates on a Regi onal Bas i s . 1.964-69

Source: Derived from SIFCA data.

There are unfortunately no official accident frequencv
rate statistics published on a regional basis and so it is not
possible to conpare the figures in Table 8 with those for some

other industry or for industry in general. Official accident
frequency figures are available by regions, however, and
statistics based on these are found in Table 9.

Comparing the two distributions for meat freezing with
those for all industryr w€ see they are not particularly c1ose.
Over 1968-70 Auckland, Haurilton and Lower Hutt-Wellington
accounted for relatively more accidents (in relation to enploy-
rnent) in meat freezing than in industry generally. The reverse
was true for Tauranga-Rotorua, Gisborne-Napier-Hastings,
Blenhein-Nelson-Greynouth, Christchurch, Tinaru, Dunedin and

fnvercargill. The rernaining districts (Whangarei, New Plynouth-

Average accident
frequency rate

Average accident
frequency rate

Auck land
North land -
Waikato - Bay
of Plenty
Taranaki
Gisborne
Hawkes Bay

Wellington
Av. for North
IsIand Works

Av. for all
N. Z. Works

77

21.4
15 .8

10.0
15.7
14.1

15.5

T2

Nelson
Cant erbury
0tago
South land

6.6
8.3
7.4

r0.2

Av. for South
IsIand Works 8.4
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Wanganui and Palmerston North-Masterton) accounted for broadly
sirnilar proportions in both meat free zing and all indus try.

IV. THE INTRA-PLANT LEVEL

.47As noted in chapter rrr, Kuhn' and sayles/ have pointed
to the importance of work groups in deternining plant 1eve1s
of conflict. Many of the features of the neat freezi'ng
industry outlined in chapter rv are conducive to the develop-
ment of strong and active work groups. Its technology
subjects workers to changes in materials and standards and
gnoups workers into task departnents, many of which are of
sinilar size. rn some departments, workers perforrn special-
ized jobs and have the opportunity to interact with others.
Moreover, the technology requires rigidly sequential pro-
cessing of materials into a few rnajor (and rnany minor) prod-
ucts.

The basic enployment unit in the industry is the task
department, each of which has its union delegate and nay
have its own "smoko" room or other facilities. Itswork differs
from that of other departrnents, but because of the sequential
nature of the processing operation, is dependent on the output
of other departments. while all departments contribute to
the production process, the work of sone bears a more direct
relationship to plant output than that of others. The trad-
itionally t'strategic" groups are those at the beginning and
end of the production process, i.e. the slaughtermen and the
freezing chamber workers.

Slaughtermen have historically been the elite of the
industry. They perform a fairly skilled operation which sets
the production process in motion. Their position shapes their
perception of one another and of other workers and ensures they
can disrupt the production of the works at a cost which is
6. Janes W. Kuhn, Bargaining in Gtievance SettJ-ement.. The

Power of Industrial Work croups (Colunbia University
Press, New York, 1961).

7. Leonard R. Sayles, Behaviout of Industrial Work Groups:
Prediction and Control (Wiley, New York, 1958).
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snall to themselves in relation to that inflicted on management.
when slaughtermen stop work all fo11ow-on departments are
brought to a halt after processing any materials in the "pipe-
1ine". The impact is therefore quick and widespread. More-
over, slaughtermen are pieceworkers so that their earnings
need not be affected by a stoppage providing the nunber of
stock put up over a season does not fa11 as a result. By
comparison, a plant can keep running for sorne tirne after
certain fo11ow-on departnents stop work. For exarnple, the raw
materials used by a by-products department can be j ettisoned
if the departnent strikes. while this involves a cost to the
enployer, the rest of the works can sti1l operate. Further-
more, workers in many fo11ow-on departments are paid by the
hour so that the cost of the action to the worker is not
necessarily recouped on return to work. Sonetimes slaughter-
men or butchers will act with slaughternenrs assistants or
labourers so that the work group encompasses the whole
slaughterfloor or slaughterhouse. In other situations,
slaughtermen and labourers are quite separate and nay even be
in conflict with each other.

The technology of the industry also places freezer workers
in a strong position. Killing cannot go on unless the meat
can go directly into cold storage as it is processed. Should
freezer workers stop, no processed product is loaded i-nto the
freezers and none is loaded out for dispatch to buyers. They
can consequently bring antecedent processing to a sudden halt
and prevent orders being fulfilled and so revenue being
received. Freezer workers are generally not paid on piece-
rate but are hourly workers, albeit often with an additional
incentive paynent. Unlike some by-products departments,
however, the naterial entering the freezers cannot be jettison-
ed. Thus, providing the stoppage does not reduce total stock
numbers killed over a season, it may not lower the seasonrs
work for the freezer workers but merely increase the proport-
ion of it perforned as overtime.

Unfortunately we do not have detailed intra-p1ant stop-
page data for all works. The data we do have relates only to
five works and a summary of it is presented in Table 10.
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The majority of the stoppages listed under a departrnent were
specific to that section although wider stoppages clearly
resulting frorn disputes in that departnent are also included.

rt is clear that slaughternen account for a significant
proportion of stoppage activity i-n all five works, especially
in respect of frequency. Slaughtermen (nutton and beef)
accounted for 2L.8%, 26.6%, 54.r%, 23.L% and 7.s% of stoppages
by number in works A-E respectively. Their contributions to
involvement and time lost are relatively sma11er. rn the case
of beef slaughtermen this nainly reflects the comparatively
sna11 numbers ernployed. Beef slaughtermen constitute about
r.5% of the industryrs peak labour force and an even smaller
proportion of its average force. The departnental stoppages
of nutton slaughtermen, who constitute about 16% and rs% of
peak and. average labour forces respectivelyrS appear to be
numerous but often relatively brief. In any event, the per-
centages for nutton slaughtermen in Table 10 understate their
total contribution as they also accounted for a substantial
proportion of stoppage activity enbracing more than one depart-
ment or the whole works. Freezer workers accounted for signif-
icant stoppage activity in two of these works.

The table also reveals that a nurnber of groups other than
the two traditionally strategic ones are inportant in some

works. There is an increasing tendency for other departments
to engage in collective action. There are few groups in a

freez:-rLg works which are not in someway strategic and are not
able to inflict, by a direct action, a relatively high cost
on management. Increased processing and the developnent of
new products has ernphasized this so that, in the words of a

works manager, 'rhourly workers have realized they can stop the
works as effectively as pieceworkers". This particularly
applies to boners and boners t labourers whose inportance has
increased substantially with the greater processing of car-
casses into cuts and packs. (Although many boners are piece-
workers. ) They are now a large and strategic group through
which must pass a substantial part of total workst output.

8. The ratios of beef slaughtermen and of rnutton slaughter-
nen to the industryrs labour force are estimates derived
fron questionnaire responses.
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hrhile this rnay be so r it is nevertheless significant that
as recently as 1972'73 a few departnents in each of the above
works accounted for a high percentage of stoppage activity.
rn works A, for exarnple, beef slaughtermen represented less
than 1% of the labour force but accounted for over Lzeo of
stoppages by number, and were also involved in several all-
works and multi-departmental stoppages. slaughtermen (mutton
and beef) , boners and bonersf labourers, offal workers and
freezer workers together constituted 34% of this works I Lg72-75 aver-
age labour force but accounted for 75.8 eo of stoppages by number,
51.1% of workers involved and 32.Leo of man-days 1ost. These
figures again understate their total contribution because of
their involvement in stoppages embracing more than one depart-
rnent or the whole works. A sirnilar pattern is found in other
works. Beef slaughtermen in Works C, for example, totalled
2% of its L972-73 peak labour force but contributed ss.3% of
stoppages by number. rn works B the boning room ernployed only
20.7% of the L97Z-73 average labour force but accounted for
35.6% of the number of stoppages, 27.9% of workers involved
and 62.2% of man-days 1ost.

While our detailed statistical information covers only
five works, interview material on this question was obtained
fron a further 10 in the course of fieldwork. The pattern for
most of these was sinilar to that in Table 10. Seven reported
that slaughtermen (or the slaughterfloor) were the most stop-
page prone group. In two works they were followed by freezer
workers. The reason gi.ven for this pattern by one works'
manager was that "they (slaughterrnen and freezer workers) are
in the strongest position and they take advantage of it". A

number of works, however, noted a decline in the relative
stoppage propensities of these two groups. In most cases,
several departnents were reported as being alnost free of
stoppages. Three works had no disproportionately important
groups at the tine of the interviews but all had experience
of such groups in the past, noting that stoppage propensities
of groups change over tine.

As regards individual forms of conflict at the intra-p1ant
leveI, accident frequency and tirne lost figures for the industry
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are published on a departmental basis by the Departnent of
statistics. unfortunately, it is difficult to infer much from
these figures as they are related neither to hours worked in
departments (and so producing frequency rates) nor to the
nurnber of workers enployed in departments. In any event, the
nature of the work of some departments, e.g. the slaughter-
board, places workers in greater risk of incurring injury than
does that of other departments, e.g. sausage casings. Not
knowing the proportion of accidents in each department which
is related to conflict, makes it difficult to compare conflict
levels between departments on the basis of departnental
accident figures. Bearing this qualification in nind, over
1968-70 7I.Z% of accidents by nunber occurred in the slaughter-
house, which was followed by the freezing charnber with I0.4%.
These two departments also accounted for 60.6% and 12.4% of
calendar days lost due to accidents, respectively. The pro-
portion of plant labour force enployed in the slaughterhouse
(slaughtermen and slaughtermenrs labourers) varies between
works but ranges from about L9% to 39%, while for the freezing
chamber the range is 6% to II%. For works responding to the
questionnaire, the slaughterhouse accounted for 34,7% of the
peak labour force and about 50eo of the average force, while
for the freezing chanber the figures were 7.Zeo and 7% respect-
ively. Table 11 contains a breakdown of frequency and time
lost figures.

FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT: COLLECTIVE FORMS

AND EMPLOYER.INITIATED FORMS

Up until now in this chapter we have used the term
"industrial stoppage" to encompass all collective forms of
industrial conflict (a1ong with some eurployer-initiated forrns).
But the characteristics of the various fonns differr so in
this section we provide a breakdown of the stoppage statistics
into particular forms of conflict.

The forms of industrial conflict eurployed by parties
in the neat industry are very diverse. Many of then, such as

worker-initiated individual forms and numerous enployer-

V.
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TABLE 11

Meat Ireezinq Induitr.v 4cgident Statistics by
Departments o Annual AveragEi -I968.70-

D epartm ent

Fellnongery 0 pelts

Sausage casing

S I aught erhous e

Free zing chamber

Canning 6 preserving

Boiling down E nanure

Other departments

Meat Freezing Industry

No. of
accidents

374
(s .2e")

124
(1.7)

s ,L67
(7r.2)

752
(10.4)

49
(0.7)
L43

(2.0)
650

(e.0)
7,259

(100.0)

al endar days
lost (actual
age basis)

16 ,424
(6 .8%)

2,854
(7 .2)

r46,807
(60. 6)

29,993
(12.4)

1,239
(0.s)
7,L25

(2.s)
37,729

(1s.6)
242 ,L7 O

(100.0)

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages.

Source: Derived fron various Reports on IndustriaL
-Injuries.

initiated forms, do not of course show up in the stoppage
statistics. Those that do, however, include most of the
collective forns outlined in Chapter II (and some variants
not mentioned there) and some of the more overt enployer-
initiated forms. Anong the forner are various types of strikes
and bans r go slows and stop work neetings; and among the latter
are lockouts and refusals to put up stock. Often these forms
are enployed in cornbination. For example, in L97Z one action
involved a load-out ban, stop work meeting and go slow. In
the same year an overtime ban and a go slow were associated
with company refusals to put up stock for slaughter.

A number of the forms ernployed are peculiar to the meat
industry. The load-out ban, for example, is not conmonly used
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in other industries and consists of a refusal of workers to
dispatch output fron the freezer or any other part of the
works. It may relate to all output or to part of it e.g.
export produce (the export load-out ban). The industry's
technology nakes the load-out ban particulatl-y "effective".
Not only are orders unfilled, and so revenue not received,
but also the ability of the works to continue killing i.s
linited to the extent of spare capacity in the freezers. once
these are full, most operations rnust cease as the bulk of the
products are highly perishable. Another type of ban in the
industry is the refusal to ki1l a class of stock (such as
export stock, wet sheep and so on), the effect of which de-
pends on the inportance of the banned class of stock in the
total throughput of the works. The ernployer, for his part,
rnay refuse to put up stock for slaughter which has the effect
of closing down the works and so can be regarded as a form of
lockout.

Statistics on these, and other forms of conflict, are
contained in Table 12. Before discussing the table's contents,
a few word.s should be said about its construction. It, along
with others in this chapter, was derived from Department of
Labour strike returns, the design of which is such that they
provide only rnininal information on the form of conflict involrrcd.
A stoppage is specified only as an industrial strike, a lockout
or neither and further infornation on its nature must be

gleaned from brief written comments contained elsewhere on the
return. It is therefore not possible to fu1ly categorise all
actions into the particular forms of conflict involved.9 In
constructing this table, the basic criterion used was that "an
action will be classified as a strike unless the return clearly
identifies it as sonething else". The effect of this is to
overstate the inportance of strikes (understate that of other
conflict forns) but, given the nature of the source material,
this is inevitable.

The Departnent of Labour
designing this return and
be of less inportance in

is, at the tirne
, Ets a result,
the future.

of writing, re-
this probl en rnay

9.
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TABLE 72

a Includes one overtine ban and refusal to put
up stock, and one overtine ban and load-out ban.

b Two were bans on loading containers, one of
which also involved stop work neetings; one
also involved a stop work neeting and go s1ow.

c One also involved a refusal to put up stock,
and another a load-out ban.

d One of which was unofficial.
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Unlike previous tables, frequency figures in this
table were calculated on the same basis as the
official frequency figures (see Tablo 1, note 1, p. 2lZ)

Derived fron Departnent of Labour strike returns.

Confl Forms

o. or worKers No. ot nan- Wages lostForm Nurnber involved days lost ($)

Strike

Unoffi c i aI
Strik e

0vertine
Ban

Load - out
ban or
expor t
1 oad- out
ban

Refusal to
ki11 export
stock

Go Slow

Stop Work
Me eting

Lockout

Tota 1 s

2,342
(1.0)

3 ,329
(0.6)

2 ,427
(0.4)

4,950
(0.e)

(s.7)

L5,572
(2.7)
2 ,647
(0.s)

43,998
(0.6)

36,622
(0.s)

42,L34
(0.6)

(4.7)

185,836
(2.7)
56,230

(0.8)

550 181,190 437,373.5 4,973,770
(82.9u"1 Q3.8%) (76.3e") (72.8%)

5
(1.2)

ga 26,20g
(2.1) (10.7)

7 4 ,L25 I ,L7 0, 690
(12. e) (17.1)

-b5
(L .2)

2,229
(0.e)

2 7,639
(o.s) (0.7)

18c lz,4ss
(4. 3) (s. 1)

srd 18,615
(7 .3) (7 .6)

2 1,,023
(0.s)

32 ,528 318, 097

(0.4)

422 245,677 572,951.5 6,926,767

Sourc e :
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while the strike figures are inflated, they nonetheless
indicate the prime inportance of the strike among collective
forms of conflict in neat free zing. Alnost all strikes in
this industryr &s in other New zealand industries, are offic-
ia1 being supported andfor sanctioned by the union. The
inportance of overtime bans, load-out bans and go slows, in
terrns of man-days 1ost, is understated because of the imposs-
ibility in a nurnber of instances of calculating tiine lost.
Go slows are quite conmon, occurring in six of the seven years
to which the above table relates. The same applies to stop
work meetings, although their frequency also seems to be in-
creasing. 0f the 31 neetings in Table L2, 17 occurred in
7973. The inportance of stop work meetings is considerably
understated because they often precede strikes and so are in-
cluded in the strike statistics.

Table 13 gives an indication of the nunber of works
experiencing particular conflict forms in the five years
ending L973. It is based on questionnaire responses from
works managements and shed unions. Management responses
suggest a higher proportion of works experienced most of the
actions listed in the table than do union responses. Both,
however, indicate a fairly wide distribution of the conflict
forms. It is interesting that while a high proportion of
management responses indicate experience with unofficial
strikes (44.4%), the proportion is, not unexpectedly, much

lower for union responses (L3.3e"). (Managernent and union
responses from a particular works were the same in only four
of 10 cases.) By contrast, the proportion of responses in-
dicating experience with lockouts was far greater for unions
(55.3%) than for managements (14.8%). (Responses for the
parties frorn a given works were, however, the same in seven
of 10 cases. )

VI. UNIONS INVOLVED IN MEAT FREEZING INDUSTRY STOPPAGES

As noted in Chapter V, the rneat industry has not only
numerous companies but also many unions. In addition to the
four freezLng workersr unions there are at least nine tradesments
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TABLE 13

l,lorks I Experi ence wi th Confl ict Forms
(No . orks Experi enc i arti cul ar Confl i ct Forms i n

Sourc e: Managenent and union questionnaires.

unions, and unions covering clerical workers, shift engineers,
drivers, coopers, labourers, retail butchers, restaurant
workers and neat inspectors. rt is therefore of interest to
know the distribution of stoppages among members of these
unions. The following table was again derived from Labour
Department strike returns r orr which are recorded the nanes of
the union (or unions) and company (or conpanies) involved.

It is clear that the vast bulk of stoppage activity in
the industry involves menbers of freezing workers' unions.
Stoppages jointly involving freezing workers and tradesmen
(and others) account for the next highest proportion of work-
ers involved, time lost and wages lost and those involving
tradesmenrs unions the next highest proportion of stoppages
by nunber. But in the absence of a detailed occupational
breakdown of meat freezing employment, it is difficult to
accurately compare the stoppage propensities of the groups in
this table,

orm anag em en resPons es n].on responses

n =27
22

25

22

23

23

72

4

n = 15

10Overtine ban

Go slow or work
to rule
Load-out ban

Stop work neeting
Official strike
Unofficial strike
Lockout

10

12

10

11

2

8
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TABTE I4

l'leat Freezinq lndustry
Stoppaqe Statistics on a Union Basis, 1967-73

NO. Or
No. of lVorkers No. of lrlan- Wages Lost

Stoppages Involved days lost ($)

Free z ine
Workers'
iinft;s

Tradesmen I s
mTons 

-
_TUT-

TU2
TU3
TU4
TU5

Subtotal
- Tradesmen's
Unions

0ther Unions--6UT-
ovz
ou3
ou4
0us
0u6

Subtotal
- Other
Unions

Joint
TiZ6srnen's
SioDna.: 

"'snrtrrliS-
TU1/TUs
TVt/TU2
TUT/"tU4
Various trades

Subto ta1
- Joint Trades-
nenrs Stoppages

Joint Freeaing

563 226,055 494 ,6L7 6,028,629(86.0r) (e2.0?) (86.3r) (88.3r)

15 2,741 16,177 109,340
2 36 89.5 938
5 I,519 4,245 60,651
16L2130
I 45 392 5,350

24 4,147 20,915.5 174,409
(s.7) (1.7) (3.7) (2.6)

1

I
I
5
1

16 16 166
51051 2,450 35 193472 126 3,649

20 180 2,040
205 2L2 L,473
101 19 118

14 3,465 3:,003 43,380
(3.3) (1.4) (o.s) (0.q)

1- 210 525 3,043
6 346 596 LZ,O70
L 74 299 4,742
11672590
4 368 916 L5,877

15 1,014 ? ,408 35 ,722(3.1) (0.4) (0.4) (0.s)

3 4,661 23,204 155,595

5a 6,33s 28,804 389,032

F-'orkers':
TffilE-snrent s
StoDDa ees
FIT7ft:-
F l{/var ious
trades

Subtotal -
Joint FW-
Trade smen I s
Stoppages

TOTALS

8 10,996 52,oo8 544,627
(r.e) (4.s) (e.1) (8 . 0)

422 245,677 572,951.5 6 ,826 ,767

Notes: a Three involved other unions in addition to those
of freezing vrorkers and tradesmen.

1. Figures in parentheses are Percentages.

!re: Derived from Departnent of Labour strike returns-
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Enploynent statistics for freezing workers and tradesnen
(among others) were received by questionnaire for 25 works, in
which freezing workers represented 76.4%, and tradesmen g.6%,
of average employnent in Lg7?,-7s. Applying these percentages
to the total labour force for the industry gives an estimate
of the number of freezing workers and tradesnen which, related
to the involvement figures in Table 14, gives a worker involve-
ment ratio of 176.8eo for freezing worketfs, 55.9% for tradesmen
and L46.3% for all workers in the industry. when related to
the tirne lost figures it yields a worker loss ratio of s.g7
for freezing workers, 1.62 for tradesmen and s.4L for all
workers in the industry.

VI I . CONCLUSION

our intra-industry analysis has revealed patterns of con-
flict which the industry leve1 statistics of the previous
chapter were incapable of showing. The most stoppage prone
industry in the country has been seen to have highly complex
and diverse conflict patterns at aL1 levels. 0ver 796T-73,
14 freezing works averaged less than one stoppage a year and
an equal number experienced stoppages in only three or Less of
these years. on the other hand, five works averaged over four
stoppages a year in accounting for about 472 of all meat
industry stoppages during the period.. Groups of five works
also accounted for about 56% of tine lost and s7% of workers
involved. Diversity also characterizes the worksr pattern of
industrial accidents. While five works had an average frequency
rate less than 6.5, another five had a rate greater than 18.5
for the years 1964-69.

Stoppage levels also differ between companies, with four
nulti-p1ant cornpanies accounting for over 60eo of the industry's
stoppages, man-days lost and workers involved during 1967-73,
fn some nulti-plant companies, there are also differences
between member plants. The differences between accident
frequency rates of conpani.es, and of works belonging to the
one conpany, are considerable but less marked.
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Diversity is again present at the regional 1eve1. During
L967-73 the metropolitan Auckland works accounted for a dis-
proportionately large amount of stoppage activity, while the
contribution of sorne other regions, such as Nelson, was alnost
negligible. There are also pronounced regional differences in
accident frequency rates, especially as between the North and
South Islands.

Stoppage activity is often largely localized to particular
departnents within freezing works. Groups such as slaughtermen,
boners and boners t labourers, and freezer workers account for
a disproportionate share of stoppages. Accidents are also dis-
tributed unevenly among departments, with the slaughterhouse
and freezing chamber again being of prine inportance.

Most collective and employer-initiated forms of conflict
are found in the freezing ind.ustry. strikes are the most
irnportant of the collective forms although overtime bans, Bo
slows and stop work meetings also figure proninently. The
industryrs stoppages involve many different unions (and cornbin-
ations of unions), with at least 15 engaging in stoppage activ-
ity at one tine or another during L967-73. But the great bulk
of stoppages involved members of free zi-ng workers I unions.

The various leve1s of analysis of this chapter have shown
different aspects of conflict which, when taken together, form
the overall conflict pattern for the industry. statistics at
the industry level give just part of the pattern and, when
considered in isolation, nay even give misleading inpressions.
They must be supplenented by data relating to lower 1eve1s of
aggregation. Unfortunately this is easier said than done in
New Zealand where stoppage statistics are not available for
these other levels. If the analysis of industrial conflict
in this country is to be meaningful, far more disaggregated
information nust be published. we would do well to fol1ow the
practice of the Canadian Departrnent of Labour which publishes
for every stoppage involving 100 or more workers not only the
name of the industry but also of the enployer, union and locat-
ion along with pertinent statistics, a brief note on najor
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issues involved, and the result.to

VIII APPEND IX : T FREEZING INDUSTRY STOPPAGE TATISTICS

Most of the intra-industry stoppage statistics used in
this chapter have been extracted from the final strike returns
forwarded by the Department of Labour (DOL) to the Department
of Statistics (DOS). Some of these statistics differ somewhat
from those actually published. Differences arise because the
DOs can, and does, make linited changes and refinements to in-
formatlon supplied by the DOL. The Dos can, for example,
decide an action is not an industrial stoppage and so not re-
cord it. rt rnay also classify a stoppage as belonging to an
industry different fron the one outlined by the DoL. The Dos
classifies stoppages by industry on the basis of industry
descriptions provided in the DOL strike returns, which can be
rather 1oose. Descriptions of the neat freezing industry, for
example, include "freezing works", "meat processingtt and .meat

industry". Furthermore, the DOs may disagree that a certain
enterprise belongs to the industry described by the DOt and
may reclassify it. A source of confusion in this respect
concerns abattoirs. Occasionally the DOL has wrongly described
an abattoir as belonging to the meat freezing industry. In
some instances the DOS has corrected this error but in others
has introduced similar ones of its own. rn at least one case
it wrongly included a neat freezing works in the abattoir
industry, while in others it included abattoirs in the neat
freezing industry. But the number of such errors nad.e by
either departnent is very sma1l. Another possible source of
difference between statistics arises from changes nade by the
DOS when checking and examining DOL figures. For all these
reasons, data derived from DOL strike returns nay differ
sonewhat fron the official statistics. The statistics ex-
tracted from the strike returns have, however, been reconciled
with the official ones for those years for which DOS work
forms were available. A comparison, dt industry 1evel, of
these two sets of statistics is contained in the following tab1e.

10. See, for
C anada ,

example, StrjJces
0ttawa, 1971) pp.

and Lockouts in Canada (Labour
30-59.
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TABLE ].5

o. ot No. ot workers No. of man- Wages
Stoppages involved days lost lost

($)

L967 z

6wn
0ffi c ia1

1968:ofil
Offic i a1

1969:
dwn
Official

1970:
ffi-
Official

1971:
0wn
Offi c ial

L972:
bwn
Offic ial

r97 3:
6wn
Offic ia I

2S
26

42
40

37
37

91
91

67
68

62
62

98
98

13,002
L3,027

22,828
2L,954

22 ,040
22,040

45,333
45 ,333

34,190
33,992

35, 199
35,199

73,085
73,085

s0,347 425,360
5 0, 455 425 ,480

79,639 634,659
79,702 627,7I0

69,551 670,490
69, 551 67 0 ,490

109,655 923,r70
109,633 923,770

43,\26 660,779
43,L26 618,050

78,864.5 1,191,990
78,864.5 1,181,990

L 4L ,7 g2 21330, 3 3 0
L4L ,7 38 2,330 

" 
530

Note:

Sour ce :

rrOwnrr indicates statistics derived by the
author.fr0fficialrf indicates statistics published by
the Departnent of Statistics.

Derived from DOL strike returns
I,|onth79 Abstracts of Statistics
of Statistics, Wellington) .

and various
(D ep ar tn ent

An alternative set of stoppage statistics for this indus-
try has been compiled since October 1969 by the New Zeal-and
Freezing Companiesr Association (NZFCA) and its predecessor.
0n a number of occasions representatives of this association
have publicly compared their industry-wide figures with those
of the DOS and noted discrepancies between then.11 The author

l1 See, for exanple,
Submission to the
Industry, L973, pp

Meat Industry
Conmission of
. 34-7.

Enpl,oyers I Association
Inquiry into the Meat
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therefore asked the Association for confidential access to its
detailed statistics in order to pinpoint the source of these
discrepancies and to gain greater knowledge of the pattern of
stoppages within the industry. This request was denied and
so it is impossible to evaluate their reliability. some of
the Association's industrv-wide figures, which are nade public,
are contained in Table 16.

Referring back to Table 15, it is obvious that the NZFCA

frequency and involvenent figures are much higher than the
equivalent official ones. But it is also clear that differenc-
es in respect of man-days lost and wages lost are much less
great, which suggests that the NZFCA records far more stoppages
of short duration than does the DOt. This is 1ike1y in view
of differences between the two organisations in nethods of
data collection and in definitions used. NZFCA statistics
are conpiled from rnonthly strike returns received from member
companies. Ernployers, however, are under no obligation to
report any stoppage to the DOL, although it is 1ikely that
most larger ones come to the departmentrs noti.ce. Moreover,
the NZFCA defines a stoppage as "any stoppage which is not
specifically approved by the ernployer"l2 which, in a sense,
is broader than the definition used by the DOt. The NZFCA

also counts each strike or departmental or works stop work
neeting separatelv, while the DOL rnay group several strikes or
stop work meetings into one stoppage provided they all relate
to the same issue, so that workers involved in more than one
such action are counted only once. Stop work meetings are
conmon in this industry and are often preludes to strikes.
These differences help explain why the NZFCA's frequency and
involvement figures are so much higher than those of the DOs,

while its statistics for lost nan-days and wages conform far
more closely to the equivalent official figures. It should be
noted, however, that the NZFCA statistics do not include wages
lost by workers indirectly involved in stoppages, nor do they
include go s1ows, overtime bans or other similar actions.

L2. MIEA Subnission, p. 35.
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Chapter X

FACTORS SHAPING THE l'lEAT FREEZING INDUSTRY

PATTERN OF CONFLICT

I. NATURE OF THE INQUIRY

we are now in a position to study the factors which have
shaped the observed pattern of conflict in this industry. rn
doing so we will naturally make use of the existing literature.
But despite the importance of the industry economically and in
terns of industrial conflict, relatively little has been written
relating specificaLry to its conflict pattern. Much of the
naterial in this chapter will therefore be derived from field-
work in the form of interviews and visits, and questionnaires.

rnterviews and visits played a fundamental part in becon-
ing familiar with the industry and in gaining information. A

heavy ernphasis was placed on obtaining the views of those
directly engaged in the industry. This required visiting neat
works and offices of freezi-ng companies, employerst organisat-
ions and unions, not to mention related organisations such as
producer boards and government departnents. The geographic
distribution of the industry's plants, with about 40 spread
fron Moerewa in the North to Bluff in the South, nakes total
visitation coverage very difficult. An attempt was rnade, none-
theless, to visit as many as possible. Fron December LgT3 to
January L975, a total of 11 works were visited. These plants,
located in Southland, 0tago, Canterbury, Wellington, Taranaki,
Auckland and Northland, represented a reasonabJ-y good cross-
section of types in the industry. Moreover, visits were made

to the head offices of six companies owning a total of 17 works
(six of which plants were visited) , During plant visits,
discussions in the form of unstructured interviews were held
with works nanagers and, where possible, with shed union
secretaries or presidents. These discussions also often
involved other members of nanagement and of the board of con-
trol and workforce generally. The parties were usually inter-
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viewed separateLy arthough on at least one occasion a works
manager and a shed secretary preferred to participate j ointly
in discussions. where possible, worksr operations and nethods
were also observed.

0fficials of the following unions were interviewed: the
head office and three of the branches of the New zealand Meat
Workersr Union, the Auckland Freezing Workerst Union, and the
Taranaki Freezing Workerst Union. Informal discussions were
held with a nunber of other union officials. Representatives
of the New Zealand Freezing Cornpanies t Association (and its
predecessors) were also interviewed. Discussions and interviews
were not confined to participants in the industry but extended
to related organisations such as the New Zealand Meat Producers I

Board, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and the
Departnent of Labour. In total, interviews were conducted with
over 40 people. No request for an interview was turned down

and the fullest co-operation was invariably received in the
answering of questions. Despite the range of those interviewed
or visited it was not possible to cover the whole industry in
this way. Questionnaires were therefore used as a supplenentary
means of gaining infornation.

Two questionnaires, one for managements and one for unions,
were developed largely from scratch as no sinilar ones existed.
Union officials, employersr representatives and managers studied
relevant prelininary drafts and nade suggestions which greatly
improved the questionnairesr quality. Thirty-eight management

questionnaires were distributed in April L97 4, one for each
works in the country (excluding one or two ninor and untypical
plants). 0f these, 27 wete cornpleted and returned, giving a

very high response rate of 7L%. It should be mentioned that
the Meat Industry Employers ? Association did not openly endorse
the questionnaire but left completion of it to the wishes of
individual companies. 0f the 11 nanagements that did not
respond, letters declining participation were received from
six. One of these gave no grounds for its decision, one de-
clined because of the presence of a committee of inquiry and

another because only a smal1 proportion of its production
workers were employed under freezing workers I awards. Grounds
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given by the others can be summarised as

rrSone of the inforuration is, in our
and we cannot see that such a study
while contribution towards improving
industriaL relations problems facing
(Repig for one works)

follows:

view, confidential
can nake a worth-
the present
our industry.tt

f'The people who are concerned in this field have enough
problens on their plate and we are reluctant to add
unnecessarily to then.rr (RepJg for two works)

Thirty-eight union questionnaires were also distributed,
one for each shed union. All branch or union secretaries,
except one, forwarded thern on to member sheds which decided
whether or not to conplete then. A total of 18 questionnaires
were conpleted and returned (47r" response rate), although two
will not be used in our analysis as they relate to an abattoir
and a cool store. Responses were received frorn all unions or
branches except one, with the response rate in three being
100%. A secretary of a large branch refused to distribute the
questionnaire because, inter atia, "we feel that we are equipped
to iron out our own problems and believe that students of
industrial relations who, in the rnain, have little practical
experience can often nisinterpret information fed to thern by
well-neaning people. I have studied the Questionnaire thorough-
ly and am of the opinion that the information you receive
through this might be misleading." Only one response was

received from another branch, the executive committee of which
refused to participate.

II. AN EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE INFLUENCES ON THE MEAT

FREEZING INDUSTRY PATTERN OF CONFLICT

The Seasonal Nature of the Industr.v

The most commonly mentioned of the possible influences on
meat freezing conflict is the seasonal nature of the industry.
The "seasonality" discussion has many strands which are seldorn
brought together in a coherent and consistent argument. It
has its basis in a technical condition of the industry, i.e.

1.
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traditionally the 1eve1 of activity of a meat works has been
dictated by the seasons or, more specifically, by the times at
which various classes of stock reach prirne condition. This
variation in supply of stock means the dernand for labour also
varies over the course of a year. seasonality of enployment
is in turn seen to influence both the inclination and ability
to engage in collective forms of conflict. As regards inclin-
ation, it is argued that seasonality produces not only casual
enployment but also a casual relationship between workers and
enployers. l The seasonaL worker knows his employment lasts
only as long as the season and so has no lasting comnitment or
loyalty to his employer. Equally the ernployer has only a

linited comnitment and loyalty to the worker. The constraints
on engaging in behaviour potentially harnful to the other
party are therefore weaker than in the case of permanent
enploynent. This argument could of course apply to individual
as well as collective forms of conflict.2 Another facet con-
cerns the difficulty in achieving a "settled atnosphere" when
workers are continually rnoving in and out of employnent in
response to seasonal demands. S

It is also suggested that a seasonal industry attracts
some workers itinerant by nature vrho have no association with
any particular worksr rnanagement or shed union and so even
less commitment than those returning to a particular works each

See N. S. Woods, Report on Industrial ReTations Legis-l.atjoa
(Departrnent of Labour, WeLlington, 1968) pp . 19-201' Meat
Industry Enployersr Association (MIEA) Subnission to the
Connission of Inquiry into the Meat Industry, 1973, p. 4I;
and Report of the Commission of Inquitg into the lteat
Industtg, H.4 (Government Printer, Wellington, April I974)
p. 110 (hereaf ter cal1ed Report of the t'leat .Industrg
Commission) .

This was inplied in a subnission to the L973 Connission of
Inquiry into the Meat Industry which stated that high
rates of labour turnover result from the seasonal nature
of the industty, and particularly fron the casual enploy-
nent relationship (see Republ,ican Movenent Subnission to
the Connission of Inquiry into the Meat IndustTy, L973,
p. 6).
See J.M. Howells and R.P. Alexander, t'A Strike in the Meat
Freezing Industry: Background to Industrial Discontent in
New Zealandtt, Industrial and Labor ReTatjons Review, Vo1.
2L, April 1968, p. 423.

1.

2.

3.
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season.4 conflict rnay therefore result not only because of
the transitory nature of the enployment relationship but also
because of the nature of some of the workers attracted to it.

It is also argued that seasonal ernployment leads to
economic insecurity on the part of the worker who may respond
by engaging in conflict action.5 Insecurity creates a "defens-
ive" frane of nind which treats enployer actions with suspicion.6
The worker may further respond to insecurity by attenpting to
gain greater control over such aspects of the work situation as
seniority, hiring and firing, promotion, overtime, inter-
departnental transfers, the level of throughput and so on.
These attenpts are resisted by the enployer with conflict the
result.

Another way seasonality nay influence the inclination to
engage in conflict is the high pitch of activity which must be

sustained by workers at the peak of the ,""rorr.7 Aside fron
problens concerning piecerates and incentives, this can produce
the desire to sinply "have a break from it all" which usually
entails an individual or collective stoppage of work. In the
off season, on the other hand, fewer workers are present and
managements may take the opportunity to unilaterally change
work methods and payment systems. S Such changes may be sources
of conflict when the season starts again and the main body of
workers returns.

While arguments in the literature relate largely to
collective forrns (and by inplication, to certain, enployer-
initiated forns), nost seem equally applicable to individual

4. See Woods, op.cit. , pp. 20-L; and rrPylosrt, t'f ndustrial
Unrest in Freezing Worksrt, New Zealand Finaneial Times,
10 ApriL L974, p. 320.

5. See F.E. McNulty, The Fteezing Workers' Case and the Meat
Commissjon (New ZeaLand MonthLy Review Society, Christ-
church, L974) p. 29; MIEA Subnission, p. 4L; and H. Watt,
M.P., Speech to Meat Industry Enployerst Association,
18 September 1973, p. 4.
See Watt t op.cit., p. 4.
See Departnent of AgricuLtural Econonics and Marketing,
Lincoln College Subnission to the Connission of Inquiry
into the Meat Industry, 1973, p. 78.
See ibid. , p. 83-4.

6.

8.
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forms of conflict. The worker in a transitory enployment
relationship and faced with economic insecurity, peaks of work
pressure and unilateral changes by management, mar react in
any of a nunber of the individual ways outlined in chapter rr.
conflict arising from seasonality may nonetheless take a

collective form because seasonality also influences the abilitv
of workers to engage in such forns.

rn the first prace, the seasonal nature may mean that the
cost to the workers of stopping or restricting work is not

ohigh." rf the nunber of aninals to be ki11ed by a works is
unaffected, a stoppage may merely extend the season so that the
worker loses only off-season income or unemploynent benefit
(which loss is offset to the extent that extra overtime is
worked at a later date because of the stoppage). The cost to
the employer depends again on whether stock nurnbers are affect-
ed and also on the ownership of stock at the works or in trans-
it at the tine of the stoppage. The effect on stock numbers
depends on the degree of competition from other works in the
locality and so on the extent of alternative outlets for
farners. If the stock is owned by the company in question the
cost of extra grazing and/or loss of condition must, Bt least
in the first instance, be borne by it. If it is owned by
others such as farners or other companies, these will generally
bear most of the cost.

The presence of a season means the relative bargaining
power of the parties varies during a year. At the peak of the
season the workers possess considerable bargaining power as
the enployer is under pressure to produce at rnaxinum capacity. l0

He wishes to kill as rnuch of the available stock as possible
and farmers are anxious to have their stock killed in prine
condition. Should stock not be killed then it nay be lost to

9 . See A. J. Geare, ItThe ProbL en of Industrial Unrest :
Theories into the Causes of Local Strikes in a New
Zealand Meat Freezing Worksrr, JournaJ of IndustriaJ-
Re-Zations, VoL. 14, March L972, p. 19. The possibility
of rfassured high earning ratesrt contributing to stoppages
is nentioned in MIEA Submission, p. 43.

10. See Kenneth F. WaLker, Australian Industrial Relations
Sgstems (Flarvard University Press, Canbridge, Mass.,
1970) p. 296.
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other works and future numbers offered rnay also fa11. At
seasonrs peak the employer is also under pressure dairy to
clear large numbers of stock held in works t yards. Moreover,
scheduling of transport and other facilities and the orderly
future operation of the works depend on continuous production
during the peak. For these reasons, corlective forms of
conflict can be employed with considerable effect during this
period. During the "run-down" and off-season and other periods
of slack (such as when the freezer space is fu1l) , however,
the ernployer possesses substantial bargaining power and his
tactics can be expected to change accordingly.

The high in-season demand for labour of sone works has to
be met by recruiting seasonal labour from other areas. Tt has
been hypothesized that nigratory labour housed in company
hostels constitutes an isolated mass, which along the lines of
the Kerr-Siegel hypothesis, tends to be strike prorr".11

Many of the strands of the "seasonality argument" may
have application to conflict among workers and between workers
and their unions. It has been suggested, for exarnple, that the
presence of itinerant labour "makes the task of the union on
the one hand and of nanagement on the other...particularly
difficult".12 Th" argument already mentioned about the
difficulty in achieving a "settled atmosphere" related specif-
ica11y to relations between the slaughtermen and the uniorr.13

The "seasonality argument" appears relevant to all levels
of conflict in the industry. The tendency for it to be prone
to stoppages, and to certain individual forns of confl-ict, could
possibly be explained by the pervasiveness of seasonality among

its plants. variations in regional, company, establishment and
even intra-p1ant leve1s of conflict rnay be partly explained by

11. See Howells and Alexander, op.cit., pp. 425-426. (A
slightly different version of this article entitled'tThe
Kerr-Siegel Hypothesis and the Meat Freezing Industry in
New Zealand'r, is found in lyew Zealand Economic papers,
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1968, pp. 35-47,)

L2. Woods, op.cit.., p. 20.
13. Howells and Alexander, rfA Strike in the Meat Freezing

Industrytt, p. 423.
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variati.ons in the degree of seasonality among units at each of
these levels.

While much of the argument is intuitively appealing, the
conditi-ons under which seasonality produces a relatively 1ow

cost of collective action to the worker require further scrutiny.
The cost will only be 1ow if such action does not significantly
reduce the nunber of stock offered for slaughter over a season
at the rrstruckil works. But stock numbers are likely to fal1
if farmers can send their aninals to other works, in which
case the season at the struck works nay not be extended and the
cost to the worker could be high.la Stock numbers will be un-
affected only if alternative outlets are unavailable or if
workers at such outlets refuse to handle stock from the struck
area. In the final analysis this is of course an enpirical
question. It is also difficult to categorically state that
the 1eve1 of collective actions will be high at the peak of the
season because, while the worker is in a strong position, the
employer also has an incentive to settle disputes short of a

1C,stoppage.'" Furthermore, the application of Kerr and Siegelrs
"isolated mass" concept to migratory labour housed in company

hostels is inappropriate. Kerr and Siegel used the concept in
an attempt to-explain inter- rather than intra-industry strike
propensities.16 As noted in Chapter III, their approach has
been criticised because of its inabilitv to account for
r4. In any event the argunent that an extended season neans

a 1ow cost to the worker ass..umes the off-season income
given up is relatively 1ow. This is unlikely in some
instances.
ParadoxicalLy, the conditions producing a 1ow cost of
conflict to the worker also restrain the cost to the
empLoyer. The enployerIs cost may nonetheless be relat-
ively high if he owns stock at the works or in transit at
the tiure of stoppage, if future numbers of stock offered
fall, if marketing opportunities are lost of if the
scheduling of transport and other facilities is upset.
He is also under pressure to renain operating fron farners
and to clear the large nunbers of stock on the plant.
Geare seems to rul.e out the possibility that production
can be rrlost f orevern to a particular works (see A. J.
Geare,'rThe Conflict 0ver Strike Causes in Ot.ago and
Southland Meat Freezing Worksrt, Journal of rndusttial
Refatlons, VoL. 15, March L973, p. 93).
See Paul Alexander, rrLocal Strikes in 0tago-Southland
Meat Freez:-ng Plantsrr, JournaJ. of Industrial Relations,
Vo1. 14, Sept . 1972, p. 330; and Geare, rrThe Conf lict
0ver Strike Causes'f, pp. 90-1.

15

16.
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differences in strike proneness between plants in the same
industry. Kerr and siegel suggest other elements of the
industrial environment may explain these differen.*r. l7 Th"
appropriate concept is not the "isolated mass" but rather
Kuhn t s ttcohesive work group". 18

These few difficulties aside, the seasonality argument
finds considerable support not only in the literature but also
in the industry itself. 0f union officials and delegates inter-
vievred, most considered the seasonal nature has an irnportant
effect on industrial conflict. Many would agree with the
sentiments of the senior official who stated that:

tfThe nain cause of industrial conflict is the effect
of the casual nature of the industTy. It develops ardonrt carer attitude anong workers who feel they owe
no responsibility to anyone. How can you owe respon-
sibility to an industry when it doesnrt ensure a nan
a living. They think tto hel1 with then, It11 try
and get as nuch as possibl e | . I'

Another official argued that freezing workers feel exploit-
ed and insecure because they are "chucked on the scrap heap when
they are not wanted". One worker said that freezing workers are
"doing the country a big favour by doing a seasonal job",
while a shed secretary encouraged workers to take "political
actionil by registering as unenployed as soon as they are laid
off. Numerous officials and delegates agreed with the statement
of a branch secretary that "the most unsatisfactory aspect of
the industry is its seasonal nature".

While no union representative regarded seasonality as
unimportant, two saw problems with all-year production. One felt
that some workers like seasonal work and nay be unhappy to give
up their off-season ernployment while the other foresaw the
possibility of "frictionrr arising through workers having to

Clark Kerr and Abrahan Siegel, rrThe fnterindustry Propen-
sity to Strike - An International Courparisoilt', in Arthur
Kornhauser, Robert Dubin and Arthur M. Ross (eds),
IndustziaT ConfTict (McGraw-HiLL, New York, 1954), p. 196.
Janes W. Kuhn, Bargaining in Gtievance Settlement: Ihe
Powet of Industrial Work Gtoups (Colunbia University
Press, New York, 1961).

17

18.
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perforn freezing work all year. But both argued that, despite
possible difficulties, pernanent employment is a necessity for
the industry.

There was some difference in the extent to which "seasonal"
workers (as opposed to rtpermanent, or all-year workers) were
seen to participate in collective action. Officials at one shed
said that seasonal workers there were "if anything more
mi1itant"19 and a union president singled out students as
I'troublemakersf'. 0fficials at another shed, however, stated
that "seasonal workers are not so much involved as regulars".

Few union representatives, or for that natter managers,
placed great stress on seasonality as a cause of conflict among

workers or between workers and their union, although the above-
mentioned president said that students were also "a problem to
the union". The extent to which seasonal workers were seen to
be involved in affairs of the shed union varied, although most
shed officials said these workers were "union conscious".

There were also differences in the extent to which stock
nunbers (and so the cost to workers) were seen to be affected
by a stoppage. One secretary inplied that each works in his
branch has to kil1 a certain number each year in stating that:
'fft doesnrt matter if workers lose a few days. It just post-
pones the kill". The actions of shed unions in another branch,
however, purposefully reduces stock nurnbers at a works involved
in a stoppage. The strategy there was explained by a shed
secretary as follows:

fflf a shed goes out the other sheds keep working so as
to cause it to lose profits. If other sheds are working,
great pressure is on that nanagement. Werre quite
happy to kilL stock from a struck shed. The company
will take any stock offered and the union doesnrt
enquire too cJ.osely where it cones fron. f'

Few officials or delegates commented on the extent to which
managements make unilateral changes in the off-season or on how

19. The nanager of this
workers are not the
say in things.rl

works held the view that
cause of trouble. They

tr trans i ent
have 1ittle
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significant such changes are as causes of conflict.

There is less support for the seasonality argument among
managers and other company officers. 0f those interviewed, one
group saw seasonality as having an inportant effect on conflict,
while a sirnilar s j-zed group saw it as having an unimportant
effect. A third, smaller group saw the effect as being of some
importance. Those considering it inportant, mentioned the
tendencies to produce a lack of interest and comrnitment and a
feeling of insecurity on the part of the worker. The f'unsett-
ling" effect of a large influx of labour was also noted by a

works' nanager who stated that: "l'Ie have a quick influx of
workers. Suddenly 300 people are put on in three days and,
of this number, only 150 have worked here before." A number
argued that the seasonal nature attracts some unstable workers,
although one qualified this by arguing that there is no direct
correlation between the number of itinerants and stoppages.
One works I manager sunmed up the feelings of several in this
group in stating that:

rrThe industry has got to take meat processing a 1ot
nore seriously. Attitudes have got to change. The
seasonaL nature influences attitudes. The people who
are here all yeat round rely on the industry and we
get little bother with then. When the season starts
we expect people to drop things and cone and work for
us. In theory the industry is here to service the
farmer who doesnrt care nuch about workers. If the
stock is killed in a short period the nen are dumped.
The attitude of farmers and the conpany is that the
nen are at their beck and call. The unions wonrt
have it. Werre out of touch with what is going on in
other industries. Werre trying to run a seasonal
industry and to achieve a high standard with casual
labour.rl

Another nanager argued that the industry has "a11 the
things which nake for an explosive situation with casual labour
on a production line that is susceptible to disruptionrf. Those
in this group represented works with diverse stoppage exper-
iences and seasonal ernployment fluctuations.

Of managers regarding the seasonal nature as of only
linited importance, those in a particular company felt it was

important in country areas but "not in Auckland". An industrial
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relations executive considered its importance is overstated,
while another said it was difficult to generalise but felt
that seasonal enploynent fulfils a social need in that "many
people want seasonal work" and that f'anyone who wants fulr-
tine work in the industry can get it".

A number of managers did not consider seasonality to be
a cause of stoppages or, for that matter, of other conflict
forms. one employers t representative said the argument "does
not fit the facts'r, suggesting, along with several managers,
that workers are "happy to have tirne off" and "1ook forward
to the change'r. One industrial relations officer argued that
the seasonal nature is not irnportant in itself and that it
"may almost be better to have a break because it I s such a

- 

of a job". A works manager went as far as to suggest that
a longer season may t'worsent' rather than ttinprovett industrial
relations.

There was a diversity of opinion among company offlcers
about the cost of stoppages (and of strikes in particular).
One stated that: "With strikes we lose nothing. ItIe just pu1l
down the blinds. " Another irnplied that stock numbers offered
to a struck works are not greatly reduced by a stoppage in that
"the work has to be performed - the product has to be
processed at some tine irrespective of industrial hold ups".
Numerous others, however, disagreed. One worksr manager argued
that if only a few works are ffoutff they nust rrlosef'. Others
said they took stock from struck regions if their works had
excess capacity. Stoppages at the seasonal peak nay not
significantly reduce the seasonrs ki1l as other works are
unabl-e to kill more stock at that tiure. But over the rest of
the season these works oo1l. in the words of a worksr manager,

"do some tpiratingt". Seasonal kilL figures for one plant
given to the author showed clear evidence that it gained stock
when others in the region were stopped for any length of time.
One manag€r, however, said he was careful not to kil1 stock
fron a struck area in case his workers rnight refuse to handle
it.

Several conpany officers noted a seasonal change in
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bargaining power and one in particular argued that the 1oca1
union leaders "choose the tirne (to engage in stoppages) that
will rnost embarrass the company". Another suggested that
seasonality means workers are "more likely to get what they
want because of the pressure to ki11". Yet another clairned to
have "good industrial relations ti11 nid-January because the
men want to get rnoney in their pockets". An industrial relat-
ions officer in an adj acent region said confl-ict actions of
all sorts build up from the end of January to March. A branch
union secretary felt that workers have an advantage fron the
early part of the season which builds up to a peak about mid-
February and is lost at the end of the season.

As regards nigrant labour housed in company camps, those
managers interviewed whose works operated canps indicated they
were seldon direct sources of conflict. The nanager of a works
with a large camp noted that "you get rnirror problems with any
camp" but that it gives rise to "no major problems and doesn't
become a hotbed of trouble". A manager at a works with two
camps said that their inhabitants "close ranks in a difference
with the boss but differences can arise between the camps" and
that there "is a distinction between hostels and jobs. compr-
aints arising fron the hostel are kept there and not translated
into work. A hostel does not necessarily lead to industrial
relations problems".

Substantial information on seasonality was also obtained
frorn the questionnaires. Figures supplietl by works on capacity
utilization clearly show the industryrs seasonal nature. These
are sunmarised in Table 1. It is interesting to note that even
in works in and north of the Waikato, which typically have
relatively low seasonal variation, only one reported an average
plant utilization of 90-99? through the season, most there
reporting averages of 60-79% utilization.

Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires to
assess the importance of certain factors as causes of strikes
in their works, one of which was the seasonal nature of the
industry. Factors were rated on a scale of l- to 5 with the
degree of importance reducing fron 1 to 5. Results in Table 2
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TABLE 1

Assessments of Plant Utilization" 1972-73 Season

Source: Management questionnaire.

are sinilar to those revealed by the interviews, Six nanage-
ments considered it a very irnportant cause of strikes at their
works and another LZ said it was of above average or average
importance. Of the six works in the first category, five are
in the North Island, three are highly stoppage prone and all
have low to noderate seasonal fluctuations in employnent. 0n
the other hand, four managements thought it of no importance.
Of works represented by these, three have very 1ow stoppage
1eve1s, while seasonal employnent fluctuations are very 1ow for
two, moderate for one and very high for another. The mean

response accorded this factor (2.73) was the seventh lowest for
the 23 factors assessed by nanagements as possible causes of
strikes. This gives an indication of the relative importance
they accorded this factor, remembering that the lower the
rating the greater the perceived importance. Despite the
concern shown by some managements, only three of the 27 works
responding to the questionnaire operate enterprises ained at
providing off-season work for their laid-off freezing workers.
0f the remaining 24 works, only two planned any such businesses
for the future.

Shed unions tended to regard the seasonal nature as more

irnportant than did nanagements. Thus about 42eo of respondents
(i.e. of those responding to this particular question) saw it

No. of works in
each category

Percentage of rnaximun uti 1i zation
100 90-99 80-89 60-79 Below 60

At peak of season
(n=27) g LZ 6 0 0

At trough of season
(n=26) o 1 s 4 18

0n average through
season (n=27) 0 5 13 7 2

as very inportant, 83% as of at least average importance
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TABLE 2

The Perceived Imoorta of the Seasonal N

of the Industr.y as a of Stri kes

Above
Very Average

Import- Import-
ant ance

Below
Average Average
Inport- Inport-
ance ance

Not
Inport- No

ant Answer
Mean

Response

Standard-
ised Mean
Response

(sr,|R)

Managenent
responses
(n=27)

Union
resPonses
(n=16)

2.73 2.48

2.25 2.30

Notes: 1.

(iii) both (i) and (ii)
distribution with

union questionnaires.

4

standardised to a
an average of 3.00

2.

The frmean responsetr is the average of responses and does
not of course include the ilno answertt category.

The nean response obviously depends on the average scale
of values of the party as well as on the particular
perceptions of individual respondents. lvtanagements
generally thought all factors to be rron averagetr less
iurportant than did unions. Thus the average of nanagenent
nean responses for all fact,ors was 3.31 as cornpared with
an average of union nean responses of 2.93. In both cases
the standard deviations were about 1. Ttre rrstandardised
mean responsett converts the average of the mean responses
to 3.00 in each case. The changes involved are illustrated
in the following distributions of nean responses:

(i) nanagenent nean responses (ii) union nean responses

Source: l'tanagement and
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(i.e. answering with nurnbers 1 to 5), and none as not irnportant.
The five in the first category represented works ranging from
low to high stoppage 1eve1s and enploynent fluctuations. The
mean response (2.25) was again seventh lowest of the assessed
factors. Despite the inportance placed on this factor, only
one of the 16 responding shed unions operated an enterprise
ained at providing off-season work for nembers, although one co-
operated in placing workers in other businesses and another
compiled a ro11 of available off-season work. of the 15 not
presently operating such an enterprise, only one had any planned
for the future.

It is interesting to note the degree of concordance in
perceptions of nanagements and unions from the serme works. Both
parties responded to this question for seven works and in only
two cases were the responses identical, while in two others
responses differed by nargins of three and four. (For one of
which the nanagement rated the factor not important (i.e. 5)
and the union very irnportant (1) .)

It is clear that many authors, and participants in the
industry, view the seasonal nature 3s, in one way or another,
an important influence on conflict. But despite this substantial
body of opinion there have been virtually no ernpirical studies
published on the subject. There are numerous conceivable
enpirical relationshi-ps between seasonality and the 1evel of
stoppages. To the extent that there is a direct relationship
between these two variables, it might be expected. that an in-
crease in the seasonal variation in meat industry enployment
may lead to an increase in stoppage activity. But the strong
upward trend in such activity observed in Chapter VIII cannot
even be partly explained in this way as the overall seasonal
variation exhibits no trend over a similar period (see Chapter
V). Nonetheless, units in the industry rnay have a predisposit-
ion toward stoppages compared with those in industries offering
stable, permanent enployrnent.

As the seasonal employment variation, measured by the
)nsurge indexr'" differs greatly among works and regions (Chapter

20. The surge index is the difference between peak and trough
labour forces expressed as a percentage of the peak labour
forc e .
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v) it nay help explain differences in amounts of conflict at
those levels. rn particular, it rnight be hypothesized that
works (regions) with high surge indices experience high stop-
page leve1s. As a test of this hypothesis, the correlation
between worksr surge indices and works I stoppage frequencies
was calculated for several years. Results were as follows:

Correl a

TABLE 3

n Coefficients: l,.lorks' S Indi ces
and Stoppaqe Frequencies

Source: Derived from Departnent of Labour strike
returns and employnent data.

It appears the relationship between surge index and stop-
page frequency is weak and even in the year when it was strong-
est (1969), the surge index explained only 17.5% of the var-
iation in frequency anong works. If anything, the relationship
is negative inplying that works with higher surge indices have
lower stoppage frequencies. It seens therefore that either
the seasonal variation in ernployment has 1itt1e effect on
stoppage frequency or that the effect is nodified by other
influences. This latter possibility will be explored later
and rnay offer some explanation of the failure of these results
to substantiate popular feeling on the irnportance of seasonality
as a cause of stoppages. As nan-days lost and worker involve-
nent are strongly positively related to stoppage frequency (see
Chapter IX) it is unlikely that the use of these alternatiye
measures as the "dependent" variable will make nuch difference
to the results.2l

For exanple, the correlation coefficient for worksr man-
days lost and works I surge indices for 1969 was r = -0.32L
(s ignificant 0. 10) .

t97 2

T97 I
r97 0

19 69

r
I

T

r

-0.353
-0.341
-0.025
-0.418

(significant 0.10)
( " o.1o)
(ins ignificant)
(significant 0 .02)

2L.
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rt nay also be suggested that variations in surge indices
among departnents might help explain departmental stoppage pro-
pensities. certainly the surge index for slaughtermen is high-
er than for most departrnents, but that for freezing charnber
or boning room workers is often lower than for some departments.
In any event we have insufficient stoppage data at departmental
1eve1 to test this relationship statistically.

One strand of the seasonality argument suggests that
relative bargaining power varies over the course of the year
so that workers are in a strong position at the peak of the
season and in a weak one toward its end. As arready stated,
however, this in itself does not necessarily irnply that stop-
page activity will be higher at the peak than the trough of
the season. rt is nonetheless of interest to see if there is
a seasonal pattern to such activity, especially as the exist-
ence of one is relevant to factors to be evaluated. Seasonal
indices for stoppage frequency and man-days lost per thousand
workers were constructed in the faniliar way by expressing the
nonthly figures as percentages of a I2 nonth centered moving
average and are presented in the following table:

TABLE 4

Meat Industr.v Seasonal Stoppage Indices, 1.967-73

Jan. Feb. I,brch April llay June JuIy Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec.

Stoppage frequency

18s.0 168.1 162.0 LLz.7 L32.3 59.7 69.5 58.7 37.0 44.L I38.7 32.2

l,lan-days lost per thousand workers

135.5 180.1 295.0 83.2 60.r 42.3 23.0 109.6 82.0 33.4 L42.1 13.9

Note:

Source:

Stoppages are recorded in the nonths in which they
terninated.

Derived frorn Department of labour strike returns and
Departnent of Statistics infornation [stoppage datal
and various Statistics of Prices, Wages and T-abour
(Departnent of Statistics, Wellington) and supplementary
tabLes to the Labout and Emplogment Gaz.ette (Departnent
of Labour, Wellington) [enploynent data].
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There appears to be some sinilarity between the two
indices. Testing then for correlation, the sirnple correlation
coefficient was found to be r = 0.722 (significant 0.01).
Ranking the nonthly figures according to size, and using
Spearmanrs coefficient of rank correlation to test the correl-
ation between ranks, it was found that ", = 0.734 (significant
0.02). These results support the above intuitive conclusion.
stoppage frequency over 1967-73 tended to peak in January but
renained high until May, after which tirne it tapered off until
the new lanb and mutton seasons started again in November.
The month of lowest frequency was December which is understand-
able in view of the imminence of the holiday break and the
need to accumulate savings from which to meet holiday 

"*p.rrrur.22To elirninate the effect of the changing size of labour force,
man-days lost were related to numbers enployed each nonth and
this index shows a build-up from January to a peak in March,.
a steady fal1 from April to July and an increase in August
foreshadowing another rise in November with the start of the
season. As with frequency, December had the lowest 1evel of
man-days lost per thousand workers.

Our seasonal indices differ somewhat fron those of G"are.23
This is not surprising as the two sets relate to different
periods (i.e. L967-73 as opposed to 1-947 -70). Gearers stoppage
frequency and man-days lost per thousand workers indices peaked
in April and February respectively and both troughed in Sept-
ember. Also his man-days lost index for August is very rnuch

lower than ours. Be this as it nay, stoppage activity clearly
shows a strong seasonal pattern with both frequency and man-days
lost per worker being highest when the lanb and mutton seasons
are in full swing (Decenber being a possible exception).
Unfortunately a sirnilar analysis cannot be perforned on

enployer-initiated forms as these seldom come to the notice of
the Departnent of Labour and so are largely unrecorded.

We have already indicated that numerous strands of the

22 . See also A. J. Geare, ttSeasonaL Inf luences on Strike
Intensity in New ZeaLandrr, Jaurnal of IndusttiaJ Refations,
Vol. L4, Sept. 7972, p. 326.

23. Geare, ttSeasonal Inf luences on Strike Intensitytt, p. 327.
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seasonality argument appear relevant to individual as well as
collective and employer-initiated forms of conflict. A nunber
of those interviewed felt this was the case, especially with
regard to industrial accidents. Two shed officials noted a

higher accident rate among seasonal workers than rfpermanents",

and others commented on how the lack of training and experience
of many seasonal workers led to accidents. Several works
managers also regarded the "1ack of loyalty" in the industry
as a maj or cause of high rates of absence and labour turnover.
One manager argued that "overworkt' in the season can be a
cause of absence and that "if workers have a steady job and
income you donrt have so much absenteeism". As noted in the
previous chapter, the only individual form for which we have
detailed statistics is industrial accidents. We tested the
hypothesis that works (regions) with high surge indices have
high accident frequency rates. The correlation between these
two series for 1967 was r -- -0.645 (significant 0.001) and for
1968 was r -- -0 .67 4 (signif icant 0.00 D .2 4 Th" results indicate
a fairly strong but negative relationship between the surge
index and accident frequency rate. In 1968, for exarnple, lhe
surge index explained 45.45eo of the variation in frequency
rates. It seems that high surge indices are associated with
low frequency rates. While the effect appears c1ear, too much

should not be drawn from a sinple correlation which nay be

affected by influences other than those it is intended to
measure. The results nonetheless cast doubt on the importance
of seasonality in itself as a determinant of accident rates.

While some of our enpirical results fail to show a positive
relationship between seasonality and levels of certain conflict
forms, it is quite conceivable that the seasonal nature has
led workers to attempt to gain greater control over the work
situation. 0fficials, delegates and workers interviewed
alnost invariably insisted that the casual nature of the
industry nakes it necessary for them, through their unions,
to gain greater control over a situation which would otherwise

24. The calendar year L967 surge indices were correLated with
works t accident frequency rates for the year ending March
1968, and those for 1968 were correlated with March year
1969 frequency rates.
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be fron their viewpoint an insecure, discriminatory and
irregular one. Actions adopted in this attempt rnay be regarded
both as forms and sources of conflict. some employers 1abe1
then "restrictive practices".25

One means of lengthening the season or "spreading the
kill" is to control the leve1 of output. The most quoted
example of this is the "Canterbury Quotatr under which the
canterbury etc. branch of the NzMIAru sets a daily quota on the
ki11 of lambs and sheep at each works in its region. This
system has operated for about 20 years and, according to some

Canterbury branch officials and managers, is modelled on one
introduced in the 1930s by the government at the insistence of
some companies which were worried that an overseas-owned
company would outbid then and take a disproportionate arnount of
stock. The quota is irnposed unilaterally by the branch but its
officials naintain they will agree to increase it if rises in
livestock nunbers warrant it. They argue further that no
prior conditions are imposed or quid. pro guo denanded in negot-
iations for quota increases. The branch is prepared to lift
the quota if the freezing companies guarantee 14 weeks minimum
enployrnent at ful1 contract rates for all workers. But the
enployers naintain a guarantee of this nature is wrong in
principle and consequently are unwilling to give it.

The existence of the Canterbury Quota is strongly critic-
ised by farrnett26 and the MIEA.27 A nurnber of nanagers in the
region are also critical of it. One saw "no positive aspects
in it frorn the companyrs point of view" and argued that it had
detrimentally affected planning decisions. An example cited
was the instaLlation of a third chain in the hope that a larger
quota night be given, But no increase in quota was granted,
with the result that the throughput of the existing two chains
was reduced so that the partialLy manned new chain could have
some stock to ki1l, The men on this chain al1egedly will
25. See, for exanple, MIEA Subnission, pp. 26-33.
26, See North Canterbury District of Federated Farmers of New

Zealand Subnission to the Connission of Inquiry into the
Meat IndustTy, I973, pp,6-7 and Appendix 1, and MarLborough
District of Federated Farmers of New Zeal.and Subnission to
the Conmission of Inquiry into the Meat Industry, 1973, p.1.

27. MIEA Subnission, pp . 27-8.
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not return to the others so the sane output is now spread over
effectively two and a quarter chains, a change which the
management describes as "very expensivett. Others, however, see
advantages as well as disadvantages in the system. one, for
example, argued that while it has restricted the developrnent of
works and. location of new chains, it also ensures a longer
season and so better utilization of plant and more stable work
force. some canterbury managers seem indifferent to it while
yet others regard it almost favourably. One said the quota
"is not an issue", one that it ttis not a maj or problernt' and
another that "itts not a worry". A works manager felt that it
results in a better planning of the kil1 and a stable labour
force which entails less training than otherwise. rn any event,
one industrial relations manager argued that there is a linit-
ation on k111 of one form or another at every works in the
country. Comments from several others in the industry corro-
borated this assertion.

It appears a ta11y system is operated at most, if not all,
works outside the NzMwu canterbury branch.28 A ta11y is a set
number of aninals that can be killed (or processed) by a worker
in a day while a quota is a set number that can be killed by a

whore works in a day. rn other words, one is a lirnitation on
output per man and the other on output per works. For exarnple,
the lamb equivalent taIly for a slaughterman in a particular
Auckland works is 73 a day, while the quota for a certain
Canterbury works is 91000 a day. A management can vary the
daily kil1 under a taLly system by changing the number of
slaughtermen on a chain, with the daily maximum being set when
it is fully manned. The taI1y is strictly enforced and few
managements attenpt to exceed it by putting up more stock. In
nany cases it is unilaterally inposed by the union but in some

is negotiated.

It is clear that the tally determines marrning.29 If a

beef house has a capacity of 180 animals a day and the ta11y

28. Although
bury, for

29. The union
ation of
in force.

aspects of such a systen are operated in Canter-
example, with respect to beef.
can be, and often is, involved in the determin-

manning even when a quota rathea than tally is
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is 30 per butcher, six butchers are required for fu11 utili zat-
ion, Moreover, in some works the manning of the follow-on
departnents is dependent on the number of butchers. Unions are
now placing emphasis on negotiating formal agreements on the
manning of departments. The ta11y can also affect hours worked
because slaughtering stops when it is reached. rn some works
the ta1ly is net before 5 p.rn. (ordinary finishing time in the
Meat Processors' etc. Award) and the slaughtermen, who are
pieceworkers, go home.

Some union representatives naintained tallies are necessary
not only to spread the ki11 but also to avoid pieceworkers
"revving up the chain so that hourly workers (in follow-on
departments) have to work harder for no extra pay,,. Some

rnanagements have few objections to the tal-l-y system but others
are critical of it. Its implications for nanning are resented
by sorne, as are union attempts to get workers on to the chain
who are not "counted in the ta11y". The addition of these
workers, known by various names such as "subsidized tallymen'r,
results in no change in output, although they are paid as if
they were killing a full tally. Others argue that output could
be increased if award hours were kept. One manager cornmented
that I'we have clock hours in the award from 8 to 5 but people
wonrt work these hours". In some works though, managers have
explicitly or tacitLy recognised a shorter working day and

"al1owed the men to cut out the ta11y in 8 to 4 p.rn,". At
least one branch union has also tried. to spread the kil1 by
controlling the distribution of overtime among works in the
region.

Aside from attenpting to gain some control over output,
manning and hours of work, workers have also sought to regulate
the process of hiring and firing. They argue that a casual
system of employment leads to discrirnination and abuse on the
part of enployers. The main instrument of regulation has been
the seniority system. As with kil1 linitations, it seems that
some form of seniority is operated in every works. The systen
rnay be fornal or informal, agreed to between the parties or
unilaterally irnposed by the union and operated at departmental
or works level (or both). In the Canterbury region systens are
highly fornalised and provide for each worker to be assigned
a number on a departrnental seniority list when he first joins
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a works. The higher the worker on the list, the lower his
number and greater his seniority. lvorkers are hired or laid
off according to their numbers on the basis of "first man on,
last man off". union officials and delegates, regardless of
their seniority number, however, are in the first group to
start and last to finish each season. rn some cases seniority
rules are set out in agreements between rnanagement and union
but in others are simply laid d.own by the union. The canter-
bury branch has a number of such rules which regulate the
behaviour of members. Under these, members failing to commence
at the start of the season when sent for lose their number
except those suffering sickness or accident and notifying the
branch secretary by nail and enclosing a doctorts certificate.
The application of a member failing to report through exception-
al circumstances is considered by his departrnent. Moreover,
those leaving other than when a chain or part of one is being
disnissed lose their number unless the departnent concerned
grants dispensation. A delegate can ask his department to
reduce a memberrs number or place it at the bottom of the list
for continual absence (other than due to sickness, accident
etc.), failing to carry out the delegate's wishes re the work-
ing of the department, divulging union business to other than
members or behaving in a manner bringing the union into dis-
repute.

Itrhile the canterbury systen is probably the most developed
in the country, nany of its features are found in one forrn or
another elsewhere. In northern sheds, while workers do not
have nurnbers, a member who is late for or misses a season rnust
argue his case before the union if he is to avoid losing
seniority.

Workers feel that seniority is essential rrto prevent the
employers hand-picking the workers when the season conmences,
or when the season slackens off". Some officials also argue
it helps stop bickering both among workers and between workers
and enployers, and that it gives securi ty.30 Oth"tr, in
50. Despite this, &Lleged wrongful dismissals are still seen

to be quite an important cause of strikes by both unions
and managenents. In the questionnaires they were asked to
(FooXnote 30 is continued on the next page.)
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addition, see it as inportant in maintaining union discipline.

Some managers have explicitly accepted seniority by
entering into agreements. Others recognise it by their rfactions
but not in writing", regarding it as a "union principle" about
which litt1e can be done. one enployers' representative said
it "works by and 1arge" while a works manager claimed it "works
we11", noting, among other things, that those found pilfering
may have their numbers dropped to the botton of the 1ist.
Another praised the system, commenting that he had drawn up
the loca1 agreement which contained penal clauses for such
things as absence and lateness. while the disciplinary aspects
were seen to be useful by some, others were critical of alleged
limitations which seniority systens place on flexibility. rn
particular, numerous managers were against departrnental systems
which have the effect of preventing workers from transferring
frorn one department to another. They argue that these prevent
the most efficient deploynent of labour and prevent workers
fron gaining new skills but, as one manager said, "the union
wonft a1low the men to be made a convenience of'r. others also
argued that there can arise a "conflict between ability and
seniority" and that, in any case, ,employers are fairer in
engaging labour than unions". Seniority appears, however, to
be universal in the industry and many managers recognise that
(Footnote 30 continued) :

assess the importance
causes of strikes at
follows:

wrongful disrnissals as
Responses were as

of alleged
their works

Abdve BeIow
Very Average Average Average Not

Inport- Inrport- Inport- Inport- Import- No l,tean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer Response SMR

l'lanagenent
responses625SS4S.04Z.
(n=27)

Union
responses 4 L | 4 Z 4 2.92 Z.g
(n=16)

Source: lrlanagement and union

On the basis of size of mean
factor tenth in inportance of
twelfth equal.

questionnaires.

response, managements
the 23 assessed and

rated the
unions
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"the union is hot on any indication of favouritism". Even in
the less formal systems the ernployer must "prove a case to the
hilt to overcome seniority".

It is clear that unions have rnade significant inroads into
the casual systern of employnent and gained some control over
areas that would otherwise be "management prerogatives". rn
doing so conflict has arisen and, given the unions t view on
the need to overcome seasonality and casual employment, is
likely to continue to arise from this source in the future.

2. The Nature of the Work and of the Worker

Another coinmonly nentioned possible influence on meat
industry conflict is the nature of the work itself. The ki11-
ing and disassembling of anirnals can be unpleasant and obnoxious
work and it is suggested that unpleasantness r possibly conbined
with other features, significantly influences the inclination
to engage in conflict action.31 Much of the work is also mono-
tonous, tedious and repetit ive r32 not to nention being heavy
and physically demanding.35 These features, along with an
element of dange r r34 produce a situation where conflict easily
emerges. Geare combines the nature of the work with the seasonal
aspect to suggest that workers refrain fron collective actions
for the first few months of the season until they are in a sound
financial position, whereupon "the irritation frorn monotonous
and unpleasant work" cornbined with "the feeling that a well-
earned break (is) due" means that stoppages readily o..rrt.55
The nature of the worker may also be inportant. Geare argues

31. See Woods t op.cit., p. 20; Geare, rrThe Problen of Indus-
trial. Unrestr', p. L7 and idem, "SeasonaL Inf luences on
Strike Intens it)r", p. 3281, Watt t op.cit. , p . 4; and New
Zealand Federation of Labour (NZFOL) Subrnission to the
Connission of Inquiry into the Meat Industry, L973, p. 6.

32. See Geare, rrThe Probleur of Industrial Unresttt, p. L7 and
NZFOT Subnission, p. 6.

33. See Gear Meat Conpany Linited, Annual Report and Chair-
man's Review, 197L, p. 20.

34. See Woods t op.cit., p. 20 and HoweLls and Alexander, "AStrike in the Meat Free zing Industry", pp . 424 and 426.
55. Geare, rrSeasonal Inf luences on Strike Intensityt', p . 328 .

See also idem, rrThe ProbLem of Industrial Unrestrr, p. 18.
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that the strong and aggressive slaughterman may have his in-
herent aggressiveness increased by working in cramped
conditions. S6

The "nature of the work argument" again appears consistent
with either collective or individual forms of conflict. rt
concerns the inclination and ability to engage in conflict, alth-
ough says relatively little about the choice of a particular con-
flict form. Moreover, the argument appears relevant to a
number of levels of conflict. The proneness of the industry
to collective and individual forms at the national leve1 could
possibly be explained by the pervasiveness of the unpleasant,
monotonous etc, features of the work, and plant variations by
differences in the extent of these features as among works.
sinilar differences within plants nay help explain intra-plant
patterns of conflict. The nature of the work again results
largely fron a technical condition of the industry.

Much of the work in the industry is assenbly-line (or
disassernbly-1ine) production with strong mass production
characteristics. This particularly applies to the nutton and
lanb slaughterhouse, with its chain systen of killing, and the
beef slaughterhouse, with its "on-the-rai1'r systen. The speed
of these systems is set mechanically and jobs are therefore
machine paced. Moreover, workers in either slaughterhouse
perforn a set task (e.g. making a particular cut) many times
a day, 0n the mutton chain, especiaLly, the workerrs task
cycle nay be very brief and be repeated on hundred.s, if not
thousands, of aninals daily as they pass along the chain. The
work of many other departments also has nass production
characteristics. The flow of raw materials to by-products
departments is set by the speed of the chain, and repetition
is the key characteristic of much of the work. Plants process-
ing sheep and larnbs are especial-ly typified by the high physical
volune of throughput. Each chain of 40 to 50 slaughtermen may

kil1, dress and trirn from about 21700 to 31200 lanb equivalents
a day, from which are extracted thousands of skins, trotters,
offals, guts and so on. In addition to by-products having to

36. See Geare, rrThe Problen of Industrial Unrestrr, p. 20.
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be processed, these thousands of carcasses must either be
boned and packed or stored in the free zLng chambers. Much of
this work is monotonous, repetitive and unpleasant, and some
also dangerous or heavy. rt seems plausible that these
characteristics should produce conflict, especially if some
of the jobs attract or produce "aggressive" workers. Research
on the relationship between mass production characteristics
of jobs and levels of conflict (see chapter rrr) adds weight
to the plausibility of the nature of work argument.

As with the seasonality argunent, this one has strong
support not only in the literature but also in the industry
itself. 0f union officials interviewed, several placed heavy
emphasis on aspects of the work. one senior official said the
repetitive nature of production means that "when something
irritating occurs workers are inclined to want a day off"r 4s
a result of which 'fit is the easiest thing to get a vote to
knock off work". In Geare's language, repetition produces a
low "strike flash point, and so requires a relatively weak

'rcatalyst'f to set off a strike (or other conflict action).37
The official referred to above further argued that conflict
arises because of the high physical effort involved and the
machine-paced ternpo of the work. A branch secretary stressed
the influence of nonotony in arguing that freezing workers
"start to do the job nechanically and their ninds are free to
roam". In many cases this was seen to produce conflict but
in some "lifts the r+orker from the physical". This official
contended that conflict arises because "the work is destruct-
ive and destroys the creative urge". In his view, the freez-
ing worker builds nothing and so cannot relate to anything
produced, has no sense of accomplishrnent and no identification
with the product. This view was shared by sorne managers . Many

officials and delegates stressed the inportance of safety issues
as causes of stoppages, noting that several jobs are dangerous.
Dirty work was also mentioned by a group of official-s who

argued that "the industry has been filthy in the past".

37 . Geare,
idem,

f tThe Probl en
'rThe Conflict

of Industrial Unrest", p. 16 and
Over Strike Causostt, p. 96.
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Most managers interviewed considered nonotony a rnajor
cause of conflict. One industrial relations officer said the
work, especiarLy on the mutton chain, is so rnonotonous and
nentally undemanding that workers are continually seeking
something that will give then excitement and mental stirnulation.
several company officers argued that some workers occupy their
ninds by developing strategies and tactics as part of the
"industrial game" which is a feature of many works. They would
agree wlth the sentinents of a general nanager who stated
that:

"The men concentrate on detail. This is indicativeof the nature of the work. There is nothing to
exercise their ninds so that a trifle becomes a rnaj orissue. Its relative irnportance is highlighted by the
deadness of the background. There is-an industrial
game going on all the time.'l

For some, stoppages are seen as a I'revolt" against mono-
tonous and "soul destroying'r jobs. one industrial relations
officer suggested the jobs offered by the industry do not
satisfy the rising expectations of workers, arguing "itfs a

of a job. How can a man be happy in it?'r One works
manager encouraged visitors, as he saw then as providing the
workers with a break frorn their nonotony. Boredom and mono-
tony are seen to be particularly important when the type of rnan

attracted to the job is aggressive and resourceful. Slaughter-
men are a case in point. One manager argued that it is the
resourceful people and those able to acquire skills who become
slaughtermen. Paradoxically, these independent and often
able people are the "kind of person getting into the highly
monotonous work on the slaughterboard. They are unfitted for
this kind of work." These workers are seen to seek excitement
fron the "industrial game" and from "skylarking" with such
things as water hoses. This Latter behaviour incurs penalties
fron managenent which lead to stoppages. The situation on the
slaughterboard is often made worse by cranped working conditions
One works manager commented that "the men are working very
close to one another. The psychological conditions arenft good
and so you get stoppages just for the change." Another argued
that this difficulty was beconing greater as the nurnber of men

on the chain increases.
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As noted previously, it is a quite widely held view that
workers refrain from extensive conflict action until they have
some funds, at which point they rebel against their work by
having a break in the form of a stoppage. Also as seen there
is a distinct seasonal pattern to meat industry stoppage
activity. rf monotony and other aspects of the nature of the
work conbine with the seasonal character of the industry to
produce a seasonal pattern to stoppage activity, it night also
be expected that these same factors may produce a seasonal
pattern in the 1eve1 of individual forms of conflict. The only
monthlv figures for individual forms in our possession were
for accident frequencies in Otago-southland works for March
year 1969 to March year 1972. As mentioned elsewhere, accident
data must be used with caution as the industrial accident is
an inperfect measure of conflict. Be this as it may, w€

derived a seasonal index for number of accidents per thousand
workers in sinilar fashion to those for stoppage activity.
Accident frequency was related to numbers enployed each month
to eliminate the effect of the changing size of the labour
force.

TABLE 5

Seasonal Index for Number of Accidents per Thousand Workers,
0tago-Southland Works, 1969-72

Source: Derived fron Departnent of Labour six-nonthly
enploynent survey information (enploynent data)
and South IsLand Freezing ConpaniesI Association
data (accident data).

The number of accidents per thousand workers in Otago-
Southland shows a clear seasonal pattern, peaking in March and
troughing in October. Even though this index is for a different
period and only a linited number of works, it bears some

sinilarity to those for stoppages in Table 5. Both stoppage
frequency and number of accidents per thousand workers are at
their highest fron January to May. The accident index does

Jan. Feb. l,larch April

L26.6 11.3.5 161.9 I25.7

laay June July

r32.5 84.7 84 .7

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

69 , 1 77 .7 62.4 66.5 94 .7
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not, however, show the sharp fa11 in December that the stop-
page indices do.

Aside frour nonotony and cramped conditions, the f'unpleas-
anttt and ttunsavouryt' nature of the work were nentioned as
causes of conflict by sorne managers. Several commented that
it was a "blood and guts" industry but one argued this had
nothing to do with conflict as workers get used to it. Less
ernphasis was placed on danger, and at least one works manager
argued that meat freezj-ng work is not dangerous. of course
there were even d-ifferent views over the extent and importance
of nonotony. One group of managers acknowledged that the work
is monotonous and dirty but contended that these factors were
not critical in the generation of conflict as evidenced by the
number of workers who have long service in the industry.
Several managers noted an apparent readiness of workers
frequently to be absent, although this tendency was not always
attributed to the nature of the work.

Union and management questionnaires contained several
questions relevant to the nature of the work argument.
Parties were asked to assess the iinportance of the chain
nature of the production process, the forceful, combative
nature of freezirrg workers, safety, boring and nonotonous work,
and dirty workr ers causes of strikes at their works. It will
be seen from Table 6 that both parties considered the chain
nature of the production process an irnportant cause of strikes,
with about 78? and 85% of responding managements and unions
respectively considering it of at least average importance at
their works (i.e. rated fron 1 to 3). On the basis of size of
mean response, managements rated this factor fourth in import-
ance of those assessed and unions sixth. Assessments of it
by nanagement and union from the same works tended to be

sinilar. 0f the seven plants for which both parties responded,
answers were identical in the case of three, differed by a

margin of one (e.g. 5 and 2) for two, and by a nargin of two
for two others.
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TABLE 6

The Pefceived !mpgrtS,ncg of Factors Relevant to the

Notes: a lhe chain nature of the production process.
b The forceful, conbative nature of freezing workers.
c Boring and nonotonous work.

Source: lutanagenent and r:nion questionnaires.
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Very
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23
Above

Average Average
inport- inport-
ance ance

4
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Not
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2 4 2.39 2.L7

1 3 2.23 2.28

2 5 2.50 2.27

3 4 3.00 3.07

4 4 3.22 2.92

0 2 1.93 L.97

L 3 2.08 1.89

0 4 2.00 2.05

5 5 5.59 3.25

L 4 2.92 2.99
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Boring and monotonous work was rated by managements as
the second most inportant of the ?,s factors assessed. one
third of then rated it very irnportant and another 46% as of
above average importance. The only one answering S (not
inportant) represented a very 1ow stoppage 1evel works, al-
though one of those answering 4 was from a highly stoppage
prone p1ant. unions also considered the factor significant,
according it, on the basis of size of mean response, fifth in
importance. Managenent and union responses from a particular
works were identical in only one case, and differed by nargins
of one to three in five others.

The forceful, combative nature of freezing workers was
also given considerable enphasis by most managements, with g\%

rating it of at least average importance. The four rating it
very inportant represented works ranging in stoppage proneness
from 1ow to high. 0n the basis of size of mean response,
managements accorded this factor fifth in importance of those
assessed. While several unions also considered it significant,
they overall rated it only fifteenth equal. Responses of the
parties fron a given works were identical in only two of seven
cases.

Most managements considered dirty work of 1itt1e or no
inportance as a cause of strikes, although several attached some

significance to it. They rated it sixteenth of the z.s factors
assessed. Most unions, on the other hand, considered it of
average inportance and, frorn the si.ze of mean response, assessed
it at twelfth equal. No two responses from a given works were
identical, but differed by a margin of only one in six of
seven cases.

The greatest d.ifferences in overall assessments in Table
6 concern safety, A majority of unions considered this a very
inportant cause of strikes and, on the basis of size of mean

response, unions rated it fourth of those assessed. While
there was some diversity of assessnent among managements, most
rated it of average importance or less. Fron the size of nean
response, they accord.ed it thirteenth in importance. Of the
seven works for which both parties responded, id.entical answers
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were given for only one.

rt is clear from interview and questionnaire naterial
that the nature of the work is considered by those in the
industry to be an inportant influence on conflict. Monotony,
boredom and repetition were strongly enphasised by both manag-
ers and union representatives and appear maj or causes of
conflict, both in its collective and individual forms. The
related aspect of the chain nature of the production process
was also given considerable enphasis by both parties. Nurnerous
managers and some union officials regarded the forceful nature
of freezing workers as an important influence. union repres-
entatives placed nore weight on dirty and unpleasant work as
causes of conflict than did nanagers but few of either group
rated it of very high importance. Several officials and
managers mentioned the destructive and disassenbly aspects of
the work and the lack of visible product as important factors.
There was, however, disagreement, especially in the question-
naire responses, over the role of danger. Most unions consider-
ed it very inportant while managements generally regarded it as
of average inportance or less. In nany sheds safety is the
only matter over which a delegate, at least according to union
ru1es, nay call a stoppage of his department r,rithout reference
to the rest of the shed.

Many aspects of the nature of the work are technologically
deternined and, to the extent that the technology is uniform
throughout the industry, would seem to predispose all plants
toward conflict. For exanple, to the extent that rnost of the
work is of a disassembly and "destructive" character, and lacks
a visible product, this aspect's effect rnight be expected to
be uniform both among and within works. Not all these aspects,
however, are 1ikely to be uniform in effect. While nonotony
and repetition is present in all freezing work, the variation
in its degree as anong departnents nay help explain intra-
plant differences in conflict l-evels. The forceful nature of
freezing workers may be a determinant of both intra- and inter-
plant 1eve1s. Some jobs, for exanple, slaughtering, seem to
attract or produce a more 'raggressive" worker than others,
while at the same tine offering Lirnited opportunities for
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individual expression. Moreover, there are 1ikely to be
variations among works in conditions which heighten aggression,
such as linited space on the slaughterboard, and these rnay
assist in explaining differences in prant 1eve1s of conflict.
The work of some departnents is again more unpleasant and
dirty than that of others, while differences in the physical
nature of works rnodifies the degree of unpleasantness of given
jobs as among plants. Furthernore, accident figures suggest
the degree of danger differs both within and among plants.
Thus while the nature of the work is a general influence, it
has sufficient variation to be important in the explanation of
a number of conflict patterns.

3. Thq ,'Isolated Mass", Compan.y Camps and the
Kerr-Si eqel H.vpothes ig

Howells and Alexander combine aspects of the seasonality
and nature of work arguments to attenpt a Kerr-Siegel type
explanation of the apparent high strike propensity of the
Otago-southland meat freezing region in the d.ecade ending 1965.38
They imply that nuch of the regionrs stoppage activity involved
butchers who formed an "isolated mass" of workers engaged in a

dangerous trade. The butchers were said to be an isolated mass
in Otago-Southland because the nigratory proportion of the
labour force is higher there than elsewhere in the country, and
because it is housed in company camps and is predorninantly
Maori. The geographic isolation of the mass was seen to be
bolstered by social isolation in that Maori butchers found ,'it
much more difficuLt to become socially integrated in South
Island".39 These strands are combined in the statement that:
"In the meat freezLlng industry in the south of South fsland,
one can detect the three conditions necessary to explain
strike proneness as presented by Kerr and Siegel: a honogeneous

38. Howells and Alexander, "A Strike in the Meat Freezing
Industry". The disproportionately high strike propensity
of this region noted in ibid., p. 419 seems confined to
years prior to 1965 (see Chapter IX and Geare, I'The
Problem of Industrial Unrestfr, p. f4).

39. rbid. , p. 426.
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group of workers isolated from the general conrnunity, working
in a dangerous trade, and with a capacity for group cohesion."40
This conclusion is supported by Prain.4l

We have already argued that Howells and Alexanderrs
application of the Kerr-siegel hypothesis to butchers housed
in conpany hostels is theoretically inappropriate. Their
attenpt to explain the apparent high strike propensity of the
otago-southland region in the 10 years ending 1g6s is open to
criticisn on other grounds, many of which have been outlined
by Geare during an exchange in the literature with Alexander.42

Geare contends that Howells and Alexanderts analysis is
not relevant to some of the most highly strike prone works in
the region during that approximate period. He notes that, of
the seven works in the district, two with camps had abnormally
1ow strike records, while one with no camp and another with a

relatively smal1 carnp were highly strike ptonu.43 rn terms of
the more recent period of L967-73, there is also a fairly poor
correspondence between rankings of Otago-Southland works on
the bases of canp size and a measure of strike activity. In
any event, the Howells and Alexander argunent has litt1e
relevance to recent times as Otago and Southland are no longer
disproportionately stoppage prone (see Chapter IX).

Howells and Alexander, moreover, quoted Burridge44 as
showing "that the proportion of the labour force which is
nigratory is higher in the south of South Island than in arLy

other part of New Zealand. This labour force is housed in
company camps and is made up predominantly of Maori butchers.

40. Ibid. , p. 426.
4I . K.J. Prain, rrThe Pattern of Industrial Disputes in New

Zealand, L921-1966", M.Com. Thesis, University of Otago,
1970, pp. lL and 73.

42. See Geare, rrThe Problem of Industrial Unrestrf , and r dem,
"The Conflict over Strike Causestt; and Alexander, "LocalStrikes in 0tago-Southland Meat Free zi,ng Plantsrr.

43. Geare, "The Problen of Industrial Unrestrr, p. l5 and idem,
rrThe Conflict over Strike Caus€s", pp. 9I-2.

44. G.J. Burridge, 'rThe New ZeaLand Meat Freezing Industry
- Its Location and Factor Flow Patternsrr, M.A. Thesis,
University of Canterbury, 1962.
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Here is Kerr and siegelts isolated mass."45 The authors
inplied that rnost of the Maori butchers came from the North
rsland and actually stated in the later article that they
were "mainly from North Auckland and the East coas t,'.46 whi1"
Burridgefs research supports the contention about the relatively
high proportion of rnigrant labour, it contradicts the one about
it being predominantly North rsrand butchers. He speaks of
"the majority (of workers housed at the works coming) fron the
loca1 farming areas and the rest of the south rsland" and
states "at the nost, the s50 men from the North rsland repres-
ent only one quarter of the total accommodated at the works in
south Otago and southlan d".47 Th""" hundred and fifty men
spread over five works hardly constitutes an isolated mass in
the Kerr-siegel sense. rn recent seasons, it nay be noted,
camp numbers have been falling at four of the works in otago
and Southland.

While Howells and Alexander t s theoretical and ernpirical
discussion has major deficiencies and fails to explain adequat-
e1y the Otago-southland. situation of over a decade ago, it is
nonetheless of interest to see whether facets of their argument
are applicabre to the industry generally, Eighteen works have
hostels aLthough a considerable nurnber of then are never fu11
and one is not used at all. There is a general trend away
fron camp accommodation, with numbers falling at about seven
works and rernaining static at the rest and only one showing
some growth. 0f these 18 works, the stoppage propensities of
seven could roughly be described as 1ow, of six as medium, and
of five as high. Even among plants with hostels, there seems
1itt1e relationship between hostel size and stoppage activity.
rn terms of the industry generally, several regions such as the
north of the North rsland and canterbury have few hostels,
while none of the three most highly stoppage prone works in
the country have camps (and some plants with hostels have
among the lowest stoppage propensities). There appears 1ittle
or no relationship between the existence or otherwise of a

45. Howells and Alexander, rrA Strike in the Meat Freezing
Industry", p. 426.

46. Howells and Alexander,rtThe Kerr-siegel Hypothesistt, p. 46

47 . Burridge, op.cit. , p. 53.
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camp and relative stoppage levels. This is in line with the
opinions expressed in interviews and reported previously.
Furthermore, all North Island managements responding to the
questionnaire reported 90% or more of their peak labour forces
as coming fron local districts (i.e. within a radius of S0

miles) , with eight reporting figures of at least 9810. A1l
responding South rsland works north of Southland., except one,
reported figures of 90% or more, with seven of at least g8z.
The figures for the Southland works were generally lower,
being 90%,80ea,78eo and 50eo.

Other parts of the questionnaires have a bearing on this
matter ,47a Managenents and unions were asked to assess the
importance of the presence of nigrant labour housed in company
hostels, &trI tendency for freezing workers to be isolated
communities and racial frictions as causes of strikes at their
works. From Table 7 it will be seen that both parties gener-
ally considered these factors of little or no importance.
Managements, on the basis of size of mean response, rated the
presence of nigrant workers in hostels third to last in
importance of the 23 factors assessed and uni.ons rated it last.
When only responses from works with hostels are considered, it
was sti1l accorded little significance. 0f the two managements
rating it of average importance, one was from a works in the
south of the South Island with a substantial hostel and the
other from one in the middle of the North Island with a fairly
sma1l hostel. Management and union responses from a given
works were identical in four of seven cases.

Kerr and Siegel, and later Howells and Alexander, stressed
the importance of geographic and social isolation in producing
strike prone isolated nasses. Most managements and unions,
however, consid^ered any tendency for freezL\g workers to be

isolated corununities of little or no inportance as a cause of
strikes. The two managements regarding it of above average
inportance and the one union considering it very inportant,
did represent works in Southland, two of which are geographic-
ally isolated. Managements fron the other two Southland works

47a,0n the specific question of the difference between Otago-
Southland and New TeaIand as a who1e, the union question-
naire was not useful because of the conposition of the
sanple.
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TABLE 7

ortance of Factors
auses o

Rel a 1n to the

comPany

isolated

tr

Notes: a The presence of nigrant labour housed in
hostels.

b Any tendency for freezing workers to be
conmunities.

c Includes three rtN.A.tfs.

d Includes two rfN.A.rts.

e Includes one rrN .A. rt.

I'lanagement and union questionnaires.

ale ot r-mportance
1.2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not r.,^

Iryport- tmpori- Impori- Inpori- Irnport- ^-Y-^-aht ahce ance ance - Ant- Answer response SMR

L. Company
hostelsa
l"tanagenent
resPonsesoo2zlgcs4.Ts4.zg
(n=27)

- with
hostels 0 0 2 2 7 4.45

lhion resp- A
onses (n=16) 0 0 1 1 10* 4 4.75 4.86

- with
hostels00lt6

2. Isolated
6ffiiesD
Managenent
responsesOZ0gI7e54.S94.L6
[Jnion
responses1030g44.IZ4.26

3. Racial
ffiions
l'lanagenent
responses000517S4.774.3Z
tlnion
responses0l2L844.SS4.4S

4.62

Source:
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rated it of no importance. Overall managements accorded this
factor fourth to last in importance of those assessed and
unions fifth to last. Parties from a given works provided
identical assessments in three of seven cases.

Howells and Alexander inplied that racial tensions, and
so the social isolation of Maori butchers, was greater in the
south of the south rsland. But responding nanagements fron
Otago and southland, like those fron other regions, considered
racial frictions of little or no importance. unions also
generallY attached no significance to this factor. Managements
rated racial frictions second to last in importance of the zs
factors assessed and unions third to 1ast. Responses of the
parties fron the same works were identical in only one of seven
cases.

At a superficial leve1, the Kerr-Siegel hypothesis seems
relevant to the meat industry, but its application, BS seen in
the case of Howells and Alexander, presents difficulties.
Freezing workers appear homogeneous but are often differentiated
along departnental 1ines. 0ccupational distinctions, such as
between slaughtermen and labourers, can be very pronounced.
There are also distinctions between freezing workers and other
groups such as tradesmen. Geographic isolation, even in sna11
centres, is largely confined to the nigrant labour force in
hostels and we have argued that the presence and size of hostels
is not a najor explanatory variable of conflict patterns. The
rest of the workforce tends to live 1oca11y and often appears
well integrated into the wider community. In some cases there
nay be a social stigna attached to being a freezing worker, but
as a whole these workers do not appear socially ostracised or
cut off.

While departments nay at tines be rivals, they are often
cohesive in a conflict with the ernployer. Managements were
asked in the questionnaire: "Is your workforce generally co-
hesive in the event of a stoppage? For example, if a group of
workersr €.9. butchers, goes on strike, does the rest of the
shed workforce normally give then support?t' Shed unions were
asked an almost identical question in which the word tfmember-

ship" was used instead of "workforce". Responses were as follows
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TABLE 8

Res ion "Is our hl rkf
Membershi es VE

Source: l"Ianagement and union questionnaires.

Over 522 of responding managernents gave an unqualified
"YES" to this question and another 17% said frYESrf subject to
qualifications such as rfthere is indication of inter-departnent-
a1 conflict" and "some areas will not be involved". The two
managements givi-ng unqualifi-ed "NO"s were both from works with
1ow stoppage propensities. Over 31? of responding unions also
gave an unqualified I'YES'' and of those giving a qualif ied "YES",
seven noted support is given subject to a works rneeting. One

shed even commented that: "ff the support of any department
is not required these nembers get very apprehensive that they
are not doing their bit". One of those classified as giving a

qualified frNO" noted, however, that "over the last 20 years it
(the membership) has not very often given the rnutton butchers
very nuch support because we have thought they were wrong in
their claims". Both sheds in the rfqualified N0" category have
1ow stoppage propensities. Managenent and union from the same

works gave similar answers in nine of 10 cases.

As regards occupational nobility, a high proportion of
foremen and other supervisory-1evel staff are appointed from
the ranks of freezing workers but a nuch lower proportion of
staff above that 1evel started as freezing workers. When asked
how many manual workers in the last few seasons had been
appointed foremen and how many people who began in the industry
as manual workers had been appointed to management positions
above the foreman Ievel, Tesponses were as follows:

he ce

unqualified Qualified Qualified Unqualified ilVariesfr Other
YES YES NO NO

l,tanagenent
responses
(n=25)

Llnion

1242 221

000responses 5 9 2
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TABLE 9

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

some of the conditions for an isolated mass are present
while others are not, so that the applicability of this part
of Kerr and siegelts analysis is lirnited. concerning the
nature of the work and worker aspect of their hypothesis, we

have already noted the importance accorded such factors as
monotony and boredom, danger, unpleasantness, casualty, the
forceful nature of freezing workers and so on. while some of
these are undoubtedly naj or influences on conflict, they are
best considered within contexts other than the Kerr-siegel
hypothesis. As argued in Chapter III, these factors, along
with any rnaking for isolated masses, must themselves be related
to more basic causal influences and, in particular, to the
technology of the industry. This is what we have endeavoured
to do.

4. l,lork Groups

Howells and Alexander, in their wider discussion, stress
the inportance of inter-group conflictr43 and especially the
extent to which stoppages result fron conflict between butchers
and labourers and between butchers and the union. They seem to
48, 0r, as they call it, intra-group conflict. They appear to

use the tern rrworking grouprr to include both butchers and
labourers (see, for example, I'A Strike in the Meat
Freezing Industry", p. 425).

Many Few None

No. appointed forenen
Managenent responses (n=2d) g 17 0

Union responses (n=16) I g 0

No. appointed above foreman level
Management respons es (n=24) S 1.2 9

Union responses (n=16) O T g
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suggest that this conflict results largely fron technological
change which has increased the number of labourers on the chain
and elsewhere. This change reduced not only the status of
butchers but also their political voice in the shed union
which, in turn, heightened their opposition to the union
officials. They also suggest that the strategic position of
the butchers in the production process results in their being
more 'frnilitant, than labourer, .49

Walker places the role of the group in industrial conflict
within a broader perspective, arguing the technical conditions
of the industry denand that the stages of livestock treatrnent
follow one another in rapid sequence. This means that each
departnent perforns an essential role once the programme is
started by the sraughtermen so that any group is in a position
to bring the whole works to a standstill in order to enforce
its clains.50 McNulty also suggests that the group nature of
much of the work means that the interests of workers in a

department are sinilar and that a sense of solidarity easily
tr1develops."' This argument stresses the ability to engage in

collective action and nay help explain the industry's overall
stoppage proneness, to the extent that particular groups are
generally stoppage prone. It rnay also partly explain the
intra-plant pattern of conflict and, possibly to a l_esser
extent, differences in regional, cornpany and establishment
1eve1s of conflict.

We have several times noted the sequential, integrated
nature of the production process and how this produces depart-
mental work groups which nay be in a position to bring the
whole works to a standstill. This feature rnakes this argument
intuitively appealing. Furthermore, the structuring along
departnental lines rnight be expected to produce departmental
loyalties which could cone into conflict with those of menbers
of other departrnents.

49. HoweIls and Alexander, trA Strike in the Meat Freezing
Industrytt, p. 421.

50. WaLker r op.cit. , p. 298 .

51. F. E. McNulty, rrThe Place of Industrial Relations in
Works I Efficiencyfr , Papers of the ETeventh Research Con-
f etence of the trteat Industrg of New Zealand, 1969, p. 97.
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The sequential nature of livestock production does not
(as walker irnplies) give departnents roughly equal bargaining
power. (He argues that "any section (is) in a position to
bring the whole works to a standstill in order to enforce its
clains".)52 A, argued in chapter rx, sone sections are better
able to cause a standstill than others. Plants can keep
operating for some tirne after certain departments stop work.
They may nonetheless eventually close if the cost to the
employer of the lost output of such departnents is sufficient-
ly great to nake continued operations unprofitable in the
longer terrn. The stopping of other departnents, e.g. the
slaughterboard, necessitates an almost innediate closure
because their absence makes the production process inoperative.
Thus, while nost departnents can disrupt operations, some are
more able to do so than others. But greater bargaining power
in the hands of a department does not necessarily rnean it
will be nore stoppage prone than others because management
will have an incentive to settle its demands short of a stop-
page. However, insofar as powerful departments formulate
relatively nore demands and as relativities exist between
conditions and earnings of various departments, it is 1ike1y
that strategic and powerful groups will be nore stoppage prone.
such groups are especially likely to rnake more denands if they
are more subject to some of the influences already mentioned
such as monotonL danger, unpleasantness, the forceful nature
of workers and so on.

fn the course of interviews most union representatives
said their shed nemberships were cohesive and several noted it
was policy and practice for departments not to stop work and
go home without a shed meeting. A number commented though that
some departrnents, especially slaughtermen, were more involved
in conflict than others. The nachine pacing and nonotony of
slaughtermenrs work was enphasised. A branch secretary
commented that workers have an trawareness of power as mernbers

of the organisation - power which they would not otherwise
possess'r. He saw the source of this power as lying "so1e1y in
the fact that the freezing worker handles a perishable product.

52. Cf. Walkert op.cit., p.298
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The aninals have got to be processed." sone noted the import-
ance of the department to the worker. one secretary argued
that "the involvenent of the rank and file is very keen in
their own departmentrf, and observed that workers were nost
interested in departmental neetings, less interested in works
meetings and less again in branch rneetings. while the signif-
icance of the departrnent was generally recognised, few shed
officials or delegates acknowledged significant inter-depart-
mental conflict. Sone clained to have no distinction "between
pieceworkers and labourers" and no "pieceworker-hourly worker
batt1e".

Some officials commented that relationships between freez-
ing workers and cther workers were very good but several were
less positive. There was sone resentment that other workers,
especially tradesmen, "ride on the neat worker" by getting
concessions originally won by freezi-ng workersr unions.
several also argued that when a sma1l number of tradesmen stop
work the whole plant stops and free zLng workers lose earnings,
yet when meat workers stop tradesmen are still in work.

Most managers interviewed said a few departments, part-
icularly the slaughterboard and freezers, were involved in a

disproportionate anount of stoppage activity. The power and
strategic position of these "kingpin,' groups was enphasised
but other contributory factors such as monotony were mentioned.
One manager labe11ed slaughtermen t'a large group of nen in an
unfavourable environment". sone commented that the highest
earning sections were the nost "nilitantf'.

Several managers clained inter-departnental conflict to
be significant. One argued that departnental seniority systems
foster the developnent of sectional rivalries, splitting
workers into sectional- groups each of which looks after its
ovrn interests. Another noted that at his works, a department
sometimes goes home after a stop work neeting in the lunch
hour without informing anyone. One manager even argued that
slaughtermen sometirnes stop work just to show other departments
their strength, while an employersr representative contended
that mutton butchers in a certain area "are kingt' and that they
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'rsometimes take no notice of other men in the p1ant". Conflict
with the employer can arise when departments dernand nake-up
pay because another is holding a stop work rneeting, has instit-
uted a go slow or work to rule, or has gone home. rnter-group
conflict nay also arise if the earnings of one department are
affected by the actions of another. But it must be pointed out
that some rnanagers reported 1itt1e or no inter-departrnental
conflict.

A number of aspects of the questionnaires are relevant to
the role of work groups in conflict. As already noted, most
responding managernents and unions considered their work forces
or mernberships cohesive in the event of a stoppage. Responses
on the perceived extent of unofficial strikes have also been
documented. onry L3% of shed unions acknowledged experiencing
an unofficial strike in the last five seasons as compared with
44"6 of managements. This response pattern is understandable
as matters of worker unity and union solidarity are involved,
and was in fact replicated in answers to a related question.
Parties were asked to note at what 1eve1 the decision by work-
ers to take strike action was usually rnade. Responses were as
follows:

TABLE 10

Where Stri ke Deci si ons are Percei ved to be Made

Level of decision

Depart. District
DePart- + +

National District Works ment Works National Othera

lrtanagenent
responses4258222
(n=25)

llnion
responses10110003
(n=15)

Note:

Source:

a Involving more than two levels.

l"lanagement and union questionnaires .
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While a considerable number of managers (32% of those
responding) considered the strike decision was usually rnade at
departrnent leve1, no shed union shared this view. Most unions
(73%) said it was made at works 1eve1. Incidentally, these
management responses were not necessarily inconsistent with the
view that the workforce is cohesive, especially as the question
on cohesion cited an exanple concerning support for a department
on strike. Management and union from a given works provided
the same answer in only three of nine cases.

Parties were also asked to assess the importance of
frictions between different occupational groups as a cause of
strikes at their works. As can be seen from the following
tab1e, managements generally accorded this factor more import-
ance than did shed unions although even they only rated it
fifteenth of the 23 factors assessed. Unions considered it of
little or no importance rating it second to 1ast. Of the seven
works for which both parties responded, answers were identical
for one, and differed by a nargin of one for three. For one
other, however, the management rated it 1 (very inportant) and
the union 4 (be1ow average inportance). Shed unions were also
asked to assess the inportance of fricti-ons between unions as a

cause of strikes at their works. Most again accorded this
factor 1itt1e or no irnportance, although they rated it of
slightly more consequence than frictions between occupational
groups. ""

The Percei ved Im

TABLE 11

rtance of Fricti ns Between
u as Cause of Stri kes

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires .

e of importance
72345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not r.,^ rInpori- tnpori- tnpori- Inpori- rmoort- No 

-Mean
ant ance ance ance ;;;- Answer Response sMR

lvlanagenent
responses2S53753.363.0S
(n=27)

tlnion
responses 0 0 3 4 5 4 4.42 4.52
(n= 16)

(Footnote 53 is given on the next page.)
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The technical conditions of the industry produce distinct
work groups, some of which are involved in collective forms of
conflict more than others. Many managements actually see strike
decisions as being largely nade at departnent 1eve1 although
unions dispute this, arguing they occur at works 1eve1. Most
managements and shed unions consider the plant workforce
cohesive, particularry in terns of giving support to a group
on strike. Despite this, some rnanagements consider frictions
between occupational groups an irnportant cause of strikes,
although most rate the factor of 1itt1e irnportance, as do
unions. The sequential nature of the production process,
along with the nature of the work and workers in particular
departments, seems one of the nost fruitful explanations of
intra-plant conflict patterns.

5. Hygiene Regulations

Another technical condition of the industry is that neat
rnust be inspected to maintain standards of hygiene and prevent
the spread of disease. Standards of inspection in New Zealand
works have been greatly influenced in recent years by the
requirements of export rnarkets. The inspection function is
performed by rneat inspectors (and veterinarians) enployed by
the Meat Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
(MAF). It is suggested that the hygiene regulations and their
application have prod.uced considerable conf1ict.54 Changes in

53. Union responses were:
Scale of inportance

No Mean
Answer Response

Nunber

Sourc e:

4. r8

Union questionnaire.

This question was not included in the managenent question-
naire.
See North Island Freezing Workersr Federation (NIFWF)
Subnission to the Conmission of Inquiry into the Meat
Industty, 7973, p. 11; Report of the Meat Industrg Comm-
ission, pp. 62-3; and T.G. McNab, Address to dominion meat
and wool section of the Federated Farners of New ZeaLand
(Inc. ) 3Oth annual conf erence, Rotorua, 1-3 JuJ.y 197 4, p. 4.

54.
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these regulations lead to changes in established work nethods
which unsettle the work force.55 This effect is exacerbated.
when changes in work methods result in reduced earnings and/ ot
increased effort for the *ork"t.56 Resentment against these
changes is further heightened when neither their nature nor
purpose is adequately communicated to the workers concerned.ST
communication difficurties apparently exist not only between
workers and enployers but also between workers (and their
unions) and the II4AF (and its inspectors), between the MAF (and
its staff) and the employer and so orr.58 worker resentment and
frustration is also induced by apparent inconsistencies in the
application of the regulations between inspectors and by the
seeningly arbitrary and high-handed way in which some inspect-
ors perforn their *ork.59

The effects of the regulations are also alleged to be
sources of conflict. For exanple, the operation of the detain
rail has in some instances led to the rate of ki11 being
reduced or production ceasing a1togeth"t.60 This has reduced
work rates and so incones of pieceworkers and others on
incentive payments, who then dernand make-up pay (and/or extra
manning) which becomes a source of conflict if not conceded.
Another example concerns heat and hurnidity. The regulations
require that windows and other ventilation points be closed in
slaughterhouses to prevent the entry of foreign matter. They
also require the nore extensive use of hot water, and so pro-
tective clothing. These changes, combined with the considerable

55. See New ZeaLand Freezing Conpaniesr Associations (NZFCAs)
Subrnission to the Cornmission of Inquiry into the Meat
Industry, L97 3, Part VI I , p. 9 .

56. See NIFWF Subnission, p. L2,
57. See NIFWF Subnission, p. 11; and Report of the Meat

Industtg Commission, p. 65.
58. See Federated Farners of New ZeaLand (Inc.) Submission to

the Cournission of Inquiry into the Meat Industry, 7973,
Part IV, p. 2.

59. See NIFWF Submission, p. 11; and the Report of the Meat
Industrg Commission, pp. 63-4.

60. The detain rail is a diversionary area attached to
slaughterlines where carcasses of sheep, larnbs, beef or
pigs are directed and detained for closer examination for
disease or for contanination arising out of the dressing
procedure (see NZFCAs Submission, Part III, pp. 6-11).
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age of many slaughterhouses and works generally, have increased
tenperature and hurnidity despite the use of fans and other
devi."r.61

Most of the strands of the "hygiene regulations argumentt'
concern the inclination to engage in conflict actions. It
appears to have most relevance to collective and employer-
initiated forms but is also consistent with nany individual
forms of conflict. It also appears relevant to most levels of
conflict. The tendency for the industry as a whole to be prone
to stoppages and certain individual forms rnay be partly
explained by the pervasiveness and increasing strictness of
the hygiene regulations. Variations in regional, company,
establishment and intra-plant conflict leve1s nay be partly
explained by differences at. these 1evels in the application
and effects of the regulations.

Hygiene regulations have becorne much stricter in recent
years. The number of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
meat inspectors has also increased and works have been
inspected on a nunber of occasions by visiting American and
British veterinarians and inspectors, The Meat Regulations
(1969) confer considerable powers on MAF inspectors, including
the ability to correct, reduce or cease production in any part
of a slaughterhouse (Regulation 85). That the regulations have
led to conflict came through very clearly in interviews.

Virtually every manager interviewed claimed difficulties
with the regulations, several stating they were the rnost
serious cause of stoppages in recent years. There was general
agreement that the regulations upset established work rnethods
and rhythns and that workers resist such change. One manager
cited an example whereby the works veterinarian ordered the
practice of pithing and fiddling be stopped. (Pithing involves
putting a metal rod in the bullet hole to sever a nerve and
so stop reflex action on cutting the beef anirnal's neck. ) The

shed union refused to stop on safety grounds whereupon the
veterinarian repeated his order and threatened to close down

61. See Report of the Meat Industtg Commission, pp. 108-f09.
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operations unless it was fo1lowed. Managements see thenselves
as involved in situations over which they have no control and
did not create. Many also argued that there are inconsistenc-
ies in interpretation and application as among i_nspectors.
several attributed this to a lack of training and experience
of the large numbers entering these positiont.62 These factors,
along with a desire for power, were also considered important
in explaining the alleged arbitrariness of some inspectors.
One manager argued that "some of the young inspectors are
ignorant and take delight in being perverse", and another that
inspectors "have authority and enjoy using it. some are power
crazy and are themselves hygiene hazards. " A works manager
contended that "MAF personnel have been ridiculous j-n certain
cases" and asserted, along with numerous others, that manage-
ments are unable to negotiate with inspectors.

The effect of arbitrariness and inconsistency was seen
by sorne to be heightened through workers not understanding the
meaning of or need for new regulations. It was further clained
that some of the regulations are inpractical and unnesessary
and, by inplication, that workers have some justification in
resisting then. several managers argued that ttmanagement is
losing control of the works" and that there are "too nany
bosses in the industry". sirnilar feelings were expressed in
respect of an alleged increasing "militancy" among IvIAF personnel
One argued that "at this shed MAF personnel are a nilitant body.
They are against their superiors (i.e. senior meat inspectors
and veterinarians) as much as the company. They have their own
row to hoe." Some suggested there had been a "rub off of
nilitancy and unionism" on to meat inspectors.

62. The approved meat inspection staffing has increased
dranatically fron S48 in 1968 to 1505 in L974. In sone
years turnover was also high. Over the period 1968-73 the
veterinary establishnent increased fron 52U to 14. The
1969 Report of the Department of AgricuJture, H. 29
(Governnent Pri.nter, Wellington), notes with tespect to
meat inspectors that: rf0veraLl, the standard of staff
being appointed has inproved, but it is stiLl difficult
at sone locations to recruit and retain staff of the
desired calibrer'. (p. 50) In the previous year it was
also noted that "in sotne places it is stiLl difficult to
obtain staff with good educational qualificationsf'. (p. 51)
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The effects of the regulations were also seen to cause
conflict. Heat was described as a problem in several works,
being caused in part by the need for slaughtermen to continua-
lly wash their equipnent.63 Disputes over nake-up pay due to
a slowing of the chain or the detain rail being fu1l were also
reported, although sone managements and unions have negotiated
agreements whereby ful1 rates are paid workers if the chain
slows or stops due to hygiene regulations. One industrial
relations officer argued, moreover, that the regulations have
made the job less tolerable by leading to greater regimentation
and less chance for individual expression.

The regulations have become a nraj or bargaining point.
One manager clained the union used every change in nornal
rnethods as a bargaining point arguing they involved increased
work or decreased earnings. New regulations were seen to
result in dernands for "more men or more moneyt' and were
characterised as a "union hobby horse" through which the union
gained everything but gave nothing. The manager of one works
clained the workers were not willing to acknowledge that the
regulations had made their jobs better, but union officials
at the same plant revealed to the author that they "have
inproved everything". There is a feeling among some managers
that the regulations have been used by the workers as a con-
venient device for obtaining concessions. one, referring to
increased stoppages over heat, noted that "now the conpany is
suddenly responsible for the heat and not nature". several
were also worried about yielding precedent - setting concess-
ions which rnight spread via a 'rripple effect" throughout the
industry. Of all nanagements interviewed, only one reported
no difficulties with hygiene regulations.

Many union representatives voiced siniLar conplaints
about the regulations to some of those of managements. At
least one official clained they were the source of a rnajority
of stoppages in recent years. Several nentioned a lack of

It was claimed at a meeting of the Otago District of
New ZeaLand Federated Farmers that the regulations require
some chain slaughtermen to wash their knives 3000 tines
a day (see Evening Post, lL Dec., L974),

63.
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unifornity in interpretation and application and of communic-
ations on the nature of and need for the regulations. Relations
with MAF inspectors varied, with several sheds claining 1itt1e
or no relations between freezing workers and MAF personnel,
but a few noting that the latter do "quite a good job". Effects
of the regulations were also stressed. rt was clained by some

that the enployers have tried to pass their cost on to workers
in the form of lower earnings or extra work. Loss of earnings
of pieceworkers and others on incentive rates were regarded as
a naj or problem in certain areas. Even where agreenents
existed on make-up pay, a pressure for extra work was noted.
Some officials also argued the regulations cause heat problerns.

rt is clear that unions regard a change in regulations as
a bargaining point. At one shed, officials clained that "the
biggest battles" occur over such changes, conmenting it was
their policy to deinand "extra money or extra men". Several
officials, while noting detrirnental aspects of the regulations,
also saw their irnplementation as leading to many irnprovenents
in working conditions. One group argued that "in some ways
the regulations are doing a good job. They have brought in
changes that have been argued about for years. " Another
official clained they had "improved conditions out of sight".

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the inportance of new technology and changes result-
ing frour hygiene regulations, and heat as causes of strikes at
their works. As can be seen from Table 12 the first of these
factors was accorded great inportance by both parties. In
terms of size of mean response, both managements and unions
rated this factor the rnost inportant of those assessed. There
was, not unexpectedly, a high concordance of opinion from works
for which both parties responded. 0f the eight plants in this
category, both parties gave identical responses for five.

Unions regarded heat as a more
than did nanagenents. They rated it
new technology and changes resulting
One shed commented that: '80e0 of the
heat on the slaughterboard". Ten of

important cause of strikes
second in importance to
from hygiene regulations.
problems revolved. around
the 24 responding
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TABLE 72

^The_Pgrceived .Impgrtange of New Technqlogy and ChangesRea es

Scal.e of importance

r2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
Inport- Inport- Inport- Irnport- Inport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer Response SMR

1. Changes fron
hygiene regs.

l,lanagenent
responses 11 8 3 0 0 5 1.64 1.49
(n=27)

[hion
responses 12 2 L 0 0 I L.27 1.30
(n=16)

2. Heat

l'tanagenent
responses4683332.792.53
Union
responses I 2 2 0 L 2 L.77 L.75

Source: l'lanagenent and rmion questionnaires .

managements considered it of at least above average importance
and overall accorded it, on the basis of size of mean response,
eighth inportance of the factors assessed. The four answering
1 (very inportant) represented works with stoppage propensities
ranging from high to 1ow. Management and union frorn the same

works gave identical responses in five cases, but in one of
three others the management answered 5 (not irnportant) and the
union 2 (above average irnportance) .

It is very difficult to ascertain the cause of a stoppage
from Departrnent of Labour strike returns, especially if it
involves hygiene regulations. stoppages over the regulations
nay be reported as involving a claim for nore money or men, a

protest over a slower chain speed or extra work or a change in
working conditions and so on. rt seems relatively few of then
are reported specifically as disputes over hygiene regulations.
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This along with the fact that reported causes are not always
actual causes, makes it alrnost inpossible to state the pro-
portion of stoppages resulting from the regulations. It
appears though fron information in the returns and received
fron the parties, that a significant proportion of stoppage
activity has been related to thern. Also in sone years,
several stoppages have been specifically attributed in the
returns to heat, one cause of which is the regulations.

The hygiene regulations have undoubtedly led to substant-
iar conflict in the industry. The parties are unanimous in
this view and other evidence seems to support thern. Heat, as
an item in itself, is also considered very inportant by unions
and quite inportant by managements. The increasing nurnber and
strictness of the regulations in recent years is probably an
inportant factor in explaining the strong upward trend in
meat industry stoppage activity dating fron 1968. Moreover,
there is some suggestion both from the parties and the MAF

that the quality of MAF personnel has varied anong areas and
this may go some way to explaining differences in conflict
activity both among works and at particular works over tine.

6. The Low Status of the Industr.v

The arguments evaluated so far largely concern technical
conditions of the industry. A nunber of others relate to
matters deriving at least in part from technical conditions.
These concern the status of the industry, the rnale doninance
of the labour force, payment systems and earnings relativities,
the conplexity and anbiguity of the award, and the size and
location of works. It is suggested that the low status of the
industry and lack of pride in it are contributing factors to
industrial conflict.64 The Meat Industry Employersf Association
contends this inferior status is partly due to the publicity
given to conflict in the industry.65 A reason suggested by the
L973 Comnission of Inquiry is the poor environment of some works.

64. See MIEA

65. Ibid. , pp

Subnission, pp

. 42-3.
42-3.
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It argued that in some plants
atnosphere r^lhich counteracts
of certain activities. Many

appearances and the anenities
and inadequate.66

nothing is done to create an

the inevitably unpleasant features
old buildings have unattractive
for workers in some are dingy

The logic of this argument is not well developed. It
seems that low status and lack of pride are results of more
prinary factors, a number of which, such as seasonality and
the nature of the work, have already been discussed. several
participants in the industry conmented on its low status but
few related status directly to confli-ct. One general nanager
argued that the inage it gets is far worse than it deserves
but a union official maintained that "the industry is only
being recognised through disputes".

A possible primary factor leading to low status and lack
of pride mentioned by the Connission of Inquiry is the poor
physical environment of some works. A manager of a new and
well-laid out works argued that the good quality of anenities
and facilities generally was important in setting attitudes
and avoiding conflict. He noted workers had developed a pride
in the p1ant, but cautioned that "you canrt buy perfection".
A manager of another relatively new works attached less
importance to the physical environment but commented that it
"has assisted the company". He regarded it of not tttoo much

importance" on the grounds that workers are unaware of the
situation elsewhere and so have limited scope for comparison.
Possibly he underestinated worker knowledge on this matter,
especially as hd and severaL other managers noted, in different
contexts, how information of an often detailed nature spreads
rapidly from shed to shed through social gatherings of
freezing'workers at such places as hotels. Workers are
certainly very aware of the standard of their amenities, with
one group actually showing the author the alleged inadequacies
of theirs and noting they had been a source of conflict.

The low status of the industry probably has little indep-

66. Report of the Meat Industrg Commission, pp. 101-102.
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endent effect from those of nore basic factors. The physical
environrnent of works is one such factor and is seen by those
in the industry to be of some importance as an influence on
conflict. while it is difficult to isolate the effect of
this factor from that of others, several better laid out and
often newer plants have lower stoppage levels than others.

The Predominance of Male Labour in the Industr.v

The argurnent that the unusually high proportion of nale
labour in the industry is related to industrial conflict has
not been well developed by its proponents. The industry's
technical conditions result in work that is often unpleasant
and heavy and are probably at least the historical basis for
the predominance of nale enployrnent. The argument seems to
imply that females are less prone to engage in collective and
individual forms of conflict and is usually stated in terrns of
a greater female participation "enhancing" industrial relations
For example, the Meat Industry Ernployers I Association argues
that "greater fenale participation in the labour force will
enhance industrial relations by a display of a more positive
application to repetitive duties, a lesser degree of absentee-
ism, a biologically influenced attitude to inspection and
hygiene, and a greater stability in labour turnover".68

As noted in Chapter V, only 4,6e6 of the industryrs average
labour force in L972-73 was female, as compared with 27,0% of
manufacturing sector labour force and 29.8% of total labour
force. For the 27 works responding to our questionnaire, 2.6%

of the 1973 peak force and 3.5% of the trough force was female.
The largest peak fernale ernploynent at any of these works was

only 7.4% of the total there. Seven of the plants enployed no
fenale manual workers and another four each ernployed only one.
These statistics confirm the existence of an unusually high
proportion of nale workers in the industry.

67. See MIEA Submission, p. 62 and Report ot the lteat Industrg
Commission, p. 59.

68. MIEA Subnission, p. 62,

67
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The argument rests largely on assertions that the pres-
ence of fenales 'renhances" industrial relations through a
better application and attitude to certain j obs, greater
stability and so on. several of the managers interviewed
argued that the presence of women workers 'rputs a tone on the
p1ace" or rrlifts the morale of a departrnent" and that nixed
sex departments have different industrial relations behaviour
patterns than those conposed entirely of ma1es. rt was further
claimed that women were better suited to certain repetitive
jobs such as packing and trimning. One manager argued this
was because women are "more used to repetitive worktt, and
another that they have a "better aptitude" for such work.
several regarded their plants' experience with wonen workers
as very satisfactory. Two managers of works with relatively
large fenale labour forces, however, noted a different exper-
ience. One commented on having had "trouble with women",
especially those in the boning room who readily participated
in any stoppage of that department. He concluded that 'rthe
enploynent of women is not a panacea for industrial relations
trouble". This view was shared by the other manager who stated
that 'thiring women does not necessarily lead to industrial
peace". He clairned the opposite was the case with a group of
young women who were "very militantr', and regarded young women

as "more nilitant than men and uncontrollab1e", preferring to
enploy more mature women who come to work "with a purpose".
A preference for mature women workers was expltessed by several
managements.

In the questionnaires, managements were asked whether
they planned to employ more women in the future, and unions
if they envisaged rnore women being ernployed in their works.
Both parties were asked to give reasons for their answers. As

can be seen from Table 13, a high proportion of both either
planned or envisaged more women workers. 0f the 11 works for
which both management and union responded, answers were the
same in the case of seven, of which answers were f'YESrr for
five and "N0" for two. 0f the four works for which the parties
disagreed, in all cases the managements answered rrYES" and the
unions rrNO'r. The degree of unifornity of responses is perhaps
surprising in view of the feeling of some managements that
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unions oppose this development and of the fact that stoppages
have occurred over the introduction of women workers at some
plants.

TABLE 13

Responses to: "Do Yoy PJpn Ior: Enyisage) More Women Workersin the Future?"

Yes

16

10

No

10

6

Not Sure

Managenent responses (n=27)
Union respons es (n=1 6)

1

0

Sourc e : Management and union questionnaires.

0f managenents answering in the affirmative, 12 said
women were suited to particular j obs, a number mentioning
repetitive and monotonous ones such as packing, trimrning or
wrapping. Several said that women were "re1iab1ett, "meticul-
ous", "good workerstt, 'tnore comrnittedtt and so o[r three noted
they were better attenders, and one that they were less injury
prone. Two saw the presence of women as having a "harmonizing
effect" on the labour force. The other main reason given for
planning to enploy more women was a shortage of nale labour.
Of those answering in the negative, two argued that women are
less efficient than rnen and a sinilar number that the union
would either t'obj ect tof f or "not permittt more women workers .

Several noted a lack of facilities for females and an abundance
of nale labour, while one also clairned much of the work was too
heavy.

Of unions answering in the affirrnative, six also mentioned
that women were more suited to certain jobs. One clained they
were "a better proposition than tail end, casual labour" and
another (fron a stoppage prone shed) they they were "not
troublenakers". One shed asserted that women were less "union
conscious" and less willing to engage in direct action.
Several comnented that they were better attenders and one that
they were less prone to injury and pilfering. A few seerned a
little dubious about further enploynent of women but saw it as
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a tttrend of the times" or a "necessary eviltt. Four unions
also cited a shortage of male labour. 0f those answering in
the negative, reasons given included the nature of the industry
and seniority systems, lack of amenities, abundance of male
workers and an alleged failure of women to provide equal work
for equal pay.

It appears that women are generally regarded as being
more suited to particular jobs, and as leading to lower levels
of conflict in departments and works where they are enployed.
Certainly numerous nanagers p1an, and unions envisage, greater
employment of wonen for these reasons. But some managers of
works with substantial fenale labour forces argued that women

are at least as conflict prone as males and so have no

"restraining" influence on the 1eve1 of conflict. Much of the
argument that women are more suited to repetitive and mono-
tonous jobs is based on experience with few or no women workers.
It seems 1ikely that where significant numbers of women are
employed in such jobs, they too will be influenced by the
nature of the work and other factors and will exhibit behaviour
patterns not dissirnilar to men. Even if they are better suited
to monotonous work, which is not substantiated, they are subject
to the other infl-uences which generate conflict among ma1es.
There appears little relationship between the proportion of a

plant I s labour force which is fenale and its 1evel of stoppage
activity although this is not surprising in view of the snal1
numbers and so lack of significant variation among works.

8. Payment S.vstems and Earnings Relatives

A commonly nentioned possible influence on rneat freezing
conflict is the payment systens and earnings relationships in
the industry. Because of its seasonal nature and need to pro-
cess the raw material rapidly, extensive use is nade of piece-
work and other payment-by-results schemes. The operation of
such schemes apparently often 1ead.s to conflictr69 especially

69. See Departnent of Agricultural Econonics and Marketing,
Lincoln College Subnission, pp. 73-8Li Repott of the Meat
Industrg Commission, pp. L72-LLS; MIEA Subnission, p. 42;
and McNulty, The Freezing Wotkets' Case, p. 2L.
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when the basis of a scheme becomes outmoded because of tech-
nological change or where special extra rates are applicable
in particular situatiorrr.T0 Conflict over the application of
piecerates and other incentive rates is often intensified when,
as in this industry, many incentive agreements are oral and
are made "privately" between foremen and de1egates.7l

The industryrs high division of labour, conbined with its
complex payment systems, means there are many bases for earn-
ings cornparisons within and between works. At a broad 1eve1,
an earnings "relativity" exists between freezing workers and
tradesmen. There is pressure for an increase received by
either group to "flow-on" to the other. Moreover groups such
as clerical workers attenpt to maintain relativity with
freezing workers. There are also relativities among free zing
workers, for example, between pieceworkers (say, slaughterrnen)
and hourly workers (labourers). Furthermore, earnings compar-
isons are important within particular categories of workers.
Thus relativities exist between nutton and beef slaughtermen
and comparisons may even be mad.e between earnings of slaughter-
men on different chains. Any change in relative earnings
within a works (or even between works) sets in motion a

sequence of dernands which, if resisted by the employer, become

sources of conflict. An inportant source of changes in effect-
ive earnings already mentioned is the hygiene regulations.

The "payment systens" and "relativities" arguments appear
consistent with collective, individual and certain employer-
initiated forrns of conflict and seem relevant to all 1eve1s of
conflict. The conflict proneness of the industry generally
nay partly be explained by the widespread nature of particular
payment systems and relativities. Conflict patterns at the
regional, establishment, intra-p1ant, and especially cornpany

1eve1s m4y, on the other hand, be partly explained by var-
iations in payment schemes and relativities.
70. For an account of difficulties encountered with sLaughter-

nenrs piecerates see Geare, rrThe Problem of Industrial
Unrestrt, p. 19.

7L. See the renark of Mr. Justice Tyndall quoted in R.H. Bevin,
f'Union Activities in the War and Af terrt, New zealand
Meat Producer, Nov. 1, 1970, p. 47; and also Report of
the Meat Industrg Commission, p. 1L3.
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There is considerable diversity of paynent systems in the
industry, the main ones being piecework rates, incentives, and
hourly rates. with piecework, a rate is established per unit
of output and workers are paid according to the number of
units produced by their department or section, except that
they revert to hourly rates when output is insufficient to
give piecework earnings equivalent to a ninimurn hourly or
weekry rate. rncentive schemes vary but nornally take the
form of an output norm based on hourly rates and a pooled bonus
or incentive rate on each unit produced above the norm. Hour-
ly rates are of course unrelated to output.

rn almost all works responding to the managenent question-
naire, slaughterrnen were paid piecerates and other commonly
mentioned pieceworkers were wool pu11ers and, to a lesser
extent, boners. rn several plants only slaughtermen, or they
and wool pu1lers, were pieceworkers but in several others a

considerable number of departments, and in some a najority,
were on piecerates. At seven plants all workers other than
pieceworkers were paid hourly rates. Non-pieceworkers at the
others were in some cases all on incentive rates and in others
either on hourly or incentive rates.

There was some diversity of opinion among managements on
the extent to which payment systems have produced conflict.
A nunber of managers contended that workers on piecerates or
incentives resist anything affecting their rate of output and
so earnings, and that this can be a barrier to the introduct-
ion of desirable changes. An example cited concerned piece-
work contracts of follow-on departments which had been develop-
ed on the basis of full chain production. When slaughtermen
were absent, earnings of fo11ow-on workers fell who denanded
nake-up pay to restore fu1l rates. The company refused so
work stopped. Nurnerous examples were also cited of go slows
or stop work rneetings elsewhere leading to denands for rnake-

up pay fron fo11ow-on departments and subsequent stoppages.
Sone nanagers responded to go slows and such demands by with-
holding stock and so closing the works on the ground.s of cost
and the alleged "denoralizing" effect of go slows on other
workers. One manager argued incentives were of "limited
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usefulnessrr in that they soon become the "nean" and fail to
spur extra output. several cornmented. on the importance of
earnings relativities. At a number of works conflict had
arisen because slaughtermen and other pieceworkers felt their
earnings had fallen relative to those of other workers. one
manager argued that "payrnent to freezing workers is all wrong"
in that "rates of pay are st1l1 geared to the old solo systen
and no longer pay the man for ski11". At many plants foremen
were not allowed to make agreements because, it was argued,
any concession gained spread throughout the works and some-
tines further afield. Several, however, noted the existence
of many customary, word-of-nouth agreements that were often
sources of conflict but "difficult to stop". Some required
all agreements to be written, commenting that "everything rnust
be recorded in this industry". At plant leve1, strong relat-
ivities among sheds were noted and some argued that unions
"pick one off and the ripples go fron shed to shed", But
several managers saw advantages in existing piecerate and
incentive schemes. One felt that piecework was essential to
obtain sufficient levels of output, A nunber of others
praised incentive systens for producing efficiency and high
quality output and attracting "good quality" labour.

Several union officials argued that paynent systems have
led to conflict. One group clained that "stoppages arise
because of the payrnent systems. Changes affect contract and

bonus rates but managenent makes changes and discusses pay-
nent after." Hourly rates were seen to be preferable. Another
official also opposed contract and incentive systens, arguing
that incentive rates "do not go up in direct ratio with
production" and that they remained the same when hourly award
rates increased. He also favoured hourly rates which he

suggested remove problens arising frorn hygiene regulations and

other factors affecting output and so earnings under incentive
(and piecerate) schemes. But at least one shed secretary noted
advantages with incentive rates although even he conrnented that
a "1ot of stoppages involve ironing out contracts". Main
advantages cited were a more stable work force and greater
team effort. At this shed general wage orders were passed
automatically on to both hourly and contract rates.
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Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires
to assess the importance of the bases on which wages are cal-
culated as a cause of strikes at their works. As can be seen
from Table L4, unions accorded this factor more importance
than did nanagements. 0n the basis of size of mean response,
unions rated it ninth equal in importance of those assessed
and managements only seventeenth. The three sheds rating it
very important all have 1ow or nediun stoppage propensities.
Management and union fron the same works provided identical
responses in only one of seven cases.

TABLE 14

Thg. Perceived Importance of the Bases on Which
l,lages are Calculated as a Cause of Strikes

Scale of importance

t2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Averate Not
Inport- Irnport- Import- hnport- Import- No Mean

ant ance ance €rnce ant Answer response SMR

Managenent
responses 0 3 6 5 8 5 5.82 S.4S
(n=27)

llnion
responses 3 3 3 I 2 4 2.67 Z.Ts
(n=16)

Source: lhnagenent and union questionnaires.

Parties were also asked to note whether their works had a

comprehensive productivity-based payments scherne and, if so, to
rate its success. Fron the descriptions provided it appears
that not more than four, but possibly only two, responding
works operate such schemes. Another seven operate schemes of
less than comprehensive coverage, and the renaining 16 said
they had no such schemes. 0f the 11 which had either a fu11y
or partly comprehensive scheme, three rated it highly success-
ful, five reasonably successful, two unsuccessful and one gave

no rating of its success. One manager qualified his negative
answer on the existence of such a scheme by saying: 'rWe have
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severaL ad hoc schemes scattered around
convinced productivity agreenents are a

eventually fai1. "

the works. f am

waste of tine and all

It appears that piecerate and incentive systems have, in
several instances, 1ed to conflict. Many nanagers expressed
this view in interviews even though it came through less clear-
Ly in their responses reported in Table 14. Most unions are
also firnly of this opinion. Managers, and unions implicitly,
further regard earnings relativities as being irnportant
influences on conflict. To the extent that payrnent systems
are often local and that practices of adjusting piecerates and
incentives, and so relativities, in line with changes in hourly
rates vary among works, these factors are likely to be irnport-
ant in explaining differences in conflict levels among

departments, plants and companies.

9. The Complexity and Ambiquity of the Award

A related argument is that the conplexity and anbiguity
of the New ZeaLand meat processorst etc. award.T 2 i, in itself
a cause of conflr.ct.T 3 Thu Lg73 Cornmission of Inquiry stated
that: 'rWe have carefully read the present Award and have
come to the conclusion that its terrns and conditions are
themselves a fruitful cause of industrial stoppages. Some

clauses are difficult to interpret and in some cases are
capable of more than one interpretation."T4 This argunent
seems most applicable to collective and employer-initiated
forms although may conceivably also relate to individual forms
of conflict. It could provide a useful explanation of the
general conflict level of the industry, but to the extent
that 1oca1 conditions result in different ernphases being
placed on parts of the award t frdy also help explain differences

72. 0r, tnore fu1ly, the New Zealand (except Westland) Meat
Processorsr, Packersr and Preserversr Freezing Works
Award. (In Line with the Industrial Relations Act, 1973
this instrument is now called a registered collective
agreenent. )

73. See Woods t op.cit. , p. 20.
74. Repott of the trteat Industtg Commission, p. Llz.
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among plants.

fn an industry such as this, written documents like awards
and agreements are important and closely scrutini zed by arr
parties. In these circumstances it is inevitable there will
be disagreements over the meaning and application of clauses
in the award but some participants in the industry argue that
it has become so complex and ambiguous that it is a signific-
ant source of conflict. One manager terned it "a positively
divisive instrumert", commenting that "because parts are un-
workable, the whole has fallen into disrepute". He said that
f'far from providing ground rules for industriar harnony, the
award provisions themselves are a source of dispute". Another
cited an example relating to clause si of the lg73-24 award
which concerns a payment to piecework slaughtermen and boners
for sharpening knives and keeping protective clothing up to
the standard required by the hygiene regulations. He clairned
this clause was made before new regulations required slaughter-
men to scrub their aprons in a hot detergent solution but
because of its existence, satisfactory 1ocal agreements could
not be reached and conflict resulted.

Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires to
assess the importance of|ta complex award" as a cause of
strikes at their works. As can be seen from Table 15 the
pattern of responses for both parties were fait1-y sirnilar.
funong nanagements there was some diversity of opinion, with
slightly more rating it of little or no inportance (4 and 5)
than of considerable irnportance (1 and 2) , Of the three
answering "very importantrr, one represented a high stoppage
leve1 works and the other two low ones. A management noted
elsewhere in the questionnaire that "an award which has become
meaningless as far as a building document is concerned" was

a very inportant cause of strikes at its works. On the basis
of size of mean response, managements rated this factor
fourteenth in irnportance of the ZS assessed. A higher pro-
portion of unions considered it of at least above average
importance and, in terms of size of mean response, they rated
it twelfth equal. 0f the two unions answering "very importantr',
one was from a high stoppage level shed and the other from a
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1ow one. Management and union responses fron a given works
were identical in only one case, but differed by a margin of
one in four of six others.

The Perc

TABLE ].5

ortance of a C Award
Str

Scale of irqportance

12345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not Nn MeanInport- Inport- fnport- Inport- Import- 
^_'l-"-^_ _.ant ance ance ance ;; 

- Answer response SMR

Managenent
responses
(n=27)

Llnion
responses
(n=16)

3 3 6 5 5 5 3.27 2.96

2 4 2 r 3 4 2.92 2.99

Source: l,lanagenent and urion questionnaires.

While there was some diversity among the parties, it
appears that numerous managements and unions consider the
complexity and arnbiguity of the award an irnportant cause of
conflict. The irnportant question is why has the award, in the
eyes of many, become this way? In part it reflects the increas-
ing cornplexity of the industry and need to docunent rules.
Differences in interpretation, however, are also 1ike1y to
reflect more deep seated d.ifferences between management and
workers in the work situation. In an industry where conflict
is generated by many factors, differences in interpretation
will arise however sinple and apparently clear the award or
agreement. To the extent that different parts of the award
vary in applicability as among and within works, this factor
nay help explain differences in amounts of conflict at most
levels of aggregation.
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10. Size of Works

sorne argue that the optinum sized meat works is a large
one because of economies of scale in assenbly of livestock,
processing and distribution of processed products. T5 rt has
also been suggested, however, that larger works have reratively
higher leve1s of industrial conflict (especiarry, in its
collective forms) than smaller orr"r.76 The few causal nech-
anisms menti-oned by the proponents of this latter argunent
concern the developrnent of impersonal attitudes and central-
isation as works increase in size.77 tt appears consistent
with collective, individual and enployer-initiated forns of
conflict and, to the extent that meat plants are generally
larger than those in other industries, D&r help explain the
industryrs conflict proneness. rt rnay be especially useful
in explaining differences in establishment 1eve1s of conflict
(and in regional and company 1eve1s in so far as works in a

region or company are of similar size). It is 1ikely to be
less help though in explaining variations at the intra-plant
1eve1.

The logic of this argument has not developed past a

suggestion that impersonal attitudes and centralisation
increase with size. Those managers supporting it placed
ernphasis on similar factors. One said "bigger plants have
more difficult industrial relations because communications are
harder to control" while an employers t representative argued
that "in larger plants there is a less personal rel-ationship
between management and men". These supporters generally
considered size a very important factor in conflict and
nainly, though not invariably, were associated with large
plants.

75. See Department of Agricultural Econornics and Marketing,
Lincoln College Subnission, pp. 25-35; NZFCAs Subnrission,
Part VI, pp. 2-3; and Report of the Meat fndustrg Comm-
ission, pp. 54-8 .

76. See Report of the Meat Industrg Commission, p. 104;
Department of Agricultural Economics and Marketing,
Lincoln Co1lege Subnission, p. 87; and C.J. Moyle, M.P.,
as quoted in the Dom:nion, 29 June, L973.

77, See Moyle, op.cit.
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A number of union officials also saw it as inportant.
One likened a smaller works to "a happy little farnily" in
which problerns are more easily resolved. Again, officials
placing enphasis on size tended to be associated with large
sheds. A number of nanagers and officials saw size as import-
ant when considered along with the location of a works and
one industrial relations officer even contended that "the
size and location of sheds is the main factor in industrial
relations trouble, not managenent".

rn the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the importance of the "size of your works" as a

cause of strikes. As can be seen from Table 16, most manage-
ments regarded it of little or no importance, although two of
the three rating it ot,ltJES$e average inportance were from very
large works. Most of those answering 5 (not inportant) came

frorn med.ium to sma1l *orks. 78 on the basis of size of mean
response, managements rated it eighteenth in importance of the
23 factors assessed. several unions also considered size of
little importance but, again, there was some tendency for
larger sheds to consider it more important than srnaller ones.
Unions also rated it eighteenth in importance. Of the seven
works for which both parties responded, identical answers were
given in the case of only two, while for one other the manage-
nent answered 5 (not inportant) and the union 1 (very inportant)

TABLE 16

The Perceived Importance of the Size of l,|orks as

Source: It&anagement and union questionnaires .

Scale of importance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

fnport- Import- Inport- Inport- Inport- No l,lean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

I'tanagenent
responses(n=27)L2631053.863.50
lJnion respon-
ses(n=16) I 2 2 3 4 4 3.58 3.66

78. Among the 22 responding nanagements,
categories of works were represented
proportions as exist in the total.

the vari.ous size
in roughly the same
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As noted in chapter v, meat export works are typically
large employment units. rn rg7}-TL, for example , Bieo of works
had labour forces of more than 200 workers, while only z.z%
of establishnents in the manufacturing sector as a whole
enployed over 200 workers. Meat works are also physically
very large, being conposed of nurnerous buildings on a site
often covering several acres. rf communication networks
becone more conplex and attitudes and relationships more
impersonal as size of plant increases, it seems that free zing
works would have a predisposition toward higher 1eve1s of
conflict than the typically smaller plants in most other
industries.

If conflict levels and size are related, it rnight also
be expected that larger works would experience greater stop-
page activity than smaller ones. we tested this hypothesis
by calculating the correlation between plant leve1s of enploy-
ment and a measure of plant stoppage activity.

TABLE 17

Correlation Coefficients: "Size of Plant Hypothesis,'

Sourc e : Derived from Departnent of Labour strike
returns (stoppage data) and Departnent of
Labour six-monthly enploynent surveys
(enployment data).

The relationship between size (in terrns of labour force)
and stoppage frequency appears strong and positive, the
inplication being that the larger the works the greater the
number of stoppages. In 1970, plant enployment 1eve1s
explained 50.77% of the variation in frequency among works.
Size bears little or no relationship, however, to the number
of man-days lost per thousand workers employed in a p1ant.

Plant labour forces Plant labour forces and plant
and stoppage frequencies nan-days lost per 1000 workers

1971 ? =0.688(significant t = -0.071 (insignificant)
0.001)

1970 r = O.7l3(significant r = 0.107 ( " )
0.001)
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As can be seen, the correlation coefficients for both 1970 and
1971 are insignificant when this measure of stoppage activity
is used as therrdependent" variable. rt rnay be that the more
numerous stoppages of large works are of shorter duration than
those at srna11 ones, with the result that nan-days lost per
worker does not display the same variation with respect to
plant size. It is interesting to speculate on possible reasons
for this. For exanple, large works might have more numerous
short departmental stoppages than snal1 ones. But there is
also a possible statistical explanation. In these latter
correlations the labour force is both the "independent"
variable and the denominator in the "dependent" variable and
this night bias the coefficients toward zero. An unsatis-
factory alternative is to use just man-d.ays lost as the
"dependent" variable, in which case the correlation coeffic-
ients are t = 0.569 (significant 0.001) for 1970 and r = 0.355
(significant 0.05) for 1971. while significant, these results
are not strictly tests of the previous correlations as they
derive fron different measures. While the relationship between
size and man-days lost is not unexpectedly positive, that
between size and man-days lost per thousand workers rnust remain
ambiguous.

The "size argument" appears applicable to both collective
and individual forms of conflict (as well as to employer-
initiated forurs). If this is so, it might be expected that
there is a positive relationship between the size of a plant
and, SaL its accident frequency rate. We again tested this
hypothesis, this tirne by correlating plant labour forces with
plant accident frequency rates. Incidentally, the accident
frequency tate, it will be remembered, is the nunber of
accidents per 100,000 man-hours worked and so is directly
conparable anong works of different sizes. The correlation
between these two series for 1968 was r = 0.690 (significant
0.001) and for Lg67 t = 0.601 (significant 0.001).79 The

79. The calendar year 1968 plant labour forces were correlated
with plant accident frequency rates for the year ending
March 1969, and those for L967 were correlated with
March year 1968 frequency rates. Enploynent figures used
here and in Table 17, p. 321, were annual averages of
nonthly data.
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results indicate a fairly strong positive relationship bet-
ween the size of a plantrs labour force and its accident
frequency rate, so that , dt least for the above years, larger
plants tended to have higher accident rates. In 1968, plant
enployment levels explained 47.62% of the variation in
frequency rates among works.

Managernents and unions associated with large works often
regard size of plant as an irnportant influence on works t

1eve1s of conflict. This was borne out in the questionnaire
responses, although they indicated that the parties taken as
a whole accorded the factor much less inportance. The results
of statistical analysis provide some support for the argument.
Larger plants appear to have relatively higher stoppage
frequencies and accident frequency rates, although their tine
lost per thousand workers does not seem to differ significantly
from that of snaller works. As such, variations in size nay
be useful in explaining differences in stoppage frequency and
accident rates as among plants. Moreover, within a number of
regions, plants are of a similar size (for exanple, in rnetro-
politan Auckland, Otago, and Southland) so that size may also
help explain variations in these conflict measures at a

regional level.

11. The Locati on of Pl ants

A related argument concerns the location of works. It is
suggested that many rural works have lower levels of conflict
than urban ones. At rural works the worker is seen to under-
stand the problerns facing the farner in the handling of his
livestock; the enployer is seen to have a close personal
knowledge and understanding of his ernployees and their farnilies;
and, although there are problens in certain country areas for
off-season work, the workers in most instances have continuing
arrangenents with other employers for off-season enployment.80
These features reduce the rural workerfs inclination to engage
in conflict actions. Workers in the bigger city works, or the

80. See Report of the Meat Industrg Commission, PP. 59-60
and NZFCAs Subnission, Part VI, p. 9.
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other hand, are seen to have little communication with country
districts and therefore to lack understanding of the farning
conmunityts problens. This means these workers are more
inclined to engage in collective actions than those in rural
plants.

This argument is plausible but agai-n requires developrnent.
Further aspects were nentioned during interviews. Managements
were generally of the opinion that rural works have lower
levels of stoppages, and possibly o,f such individual forns as
absence and turnover, than urban works. A manager of a rural
plant argued that "there is not the same number of stoppages
in country areas generally", while one at an urban works
contended that "metropolitan sheds tend to have more industrial
problens than those in the countryr'. several reasons were
suggested for this apparent pattern. some argued that rural
workers have a greater understanding of animals and farming
generally and are therefore more synpathetic to the farmer t s

problens. A1so, numerous rural works are located in single-
industry areas, within which, it was often noted, there is
litt1e alternative work available. As one manager said,
"workers cannot get another j ob here and the union is aware
of this". In rural areas plants are important not only as
sources of employment but also of income which is vital to
the wellbeing of the local conmunity. One works manager noted
that "the town is built up from workers here". Freezing work-
ers in such areas, especially those living 1oca11y, are seen
to be part of the 1ocal community and to have a concern for
its welfare. One company officer, referring to a rural works,
commented that "people have a stake in the place" so that,'a
days r^rork (there) is a way of life" while in a city works
"itfs a business". fn urban areasr o[ the other hand, workers
are seen to be more conflict prone because of tighter labour
markets, less association with the country but more association
with other unions, and less involvenent in the work situation
generally. One manager even argued that "in cities people
become things. To nanagement they are just pieces of equip-
ment.rr Another said rural workers "1et (the city) works do

the dirty work" and get the benefit of concessions gained there
through a "ripple effect".
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Several union officials also regarded location as an
inportant influence on conflict. Again the greater familiar-
ity of rural workers with farming was mentioned, with a "closer
understanding of farming and problems of farmers" being clain-
ed. One secretary noted that at his shed "the rnajority of
workers until recently were reared on farms'f where conditions
were often worse than at the works. A branch secretary
suggested that some rural workers are 'fnot so nilitant"
because they rely on the farrning comrnunity for off-season
enploynent. Also the close knit and integrated nature of
sma11 communities was mentioned, as was the general lack of
alternative employment in rural areas. one official, while
noting that t'location makes some differenc€", said its influence
is "not as great as many think", citing a number of works as
exceptions to the "location argunentr'.

This body of opinion suggests rural works will have less
stoppage activity than urban ones. To test this possibility,
we divided works up into two categories, one consisting of
plants drawing most of their labour from cities or conurbat-
ions of over about 501000 people ("urban works") and the other
of al1 remaining plants ('rnon-urban or rural works") . This
dividing 1ine, while necessarily arbitrary, is quite success-
ful in delineating works popularly considered urban, from
those considered rural. 0f the 12 works in the first category,
all were either within or on the fringes of large cities.
Those in the second category were largely either nain plants
in single-ind.ustry towns or part of somewhat larger agri-
cultural centres. Average stoppage measures for each category
were calculated and results wre presented in Table 18.

Urban works clearly have a higher average 1evel of stop-
page activity, in terms of all three measures, than do rural
orur.81 While there was some variation among works classed as

It is interesting that nany nanagers, especially of rural
plants, considered national disputes an inportant cause
of strikes at their works. In the questionnaires each
party was asked to assess the inportance of national
disputes and responses were as follows:
(Footnote 81 is continued on tfte next page.)

81.
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TABLE ].8

Note: Figures in parentheses below frequency
averages are standard deviations.

Source: Derived fron Departnent of Labour strike
returns (stoppage data) and Department
of Labour six-nonthly surveys of employnent
(enploynent data).

urban, only one such works would be classified as having a

1ow stoppage propensity. As a general rule, it appears that
the larger the city involved, the greater the stoppage activity.
As can be seen from the standard deviations with respect to
frequency, the degree of variation among urban works was of
the same order as that for rural works. Ifhile most rural
plants have relatively 1ow stoppage 1evels, five of the 25 in
this category would be classed as highly stoppage prone.

(Footnote 87 continued) :

ScaLe of inportance
No Mean

L2S45AnswerResponseSMR
Managenent
r espons e s

Union responses 2 | 4 3 3 3 3.31 3.39
Source: Management and union questionnaires.

0f the L2 nanagenents rating it very inportant, 10
represented rural works. The two unions according it
this inportance also came from rural works. 0n the basis
of size of mean response, nanagements rated it third in
importance of the 23 factors assessed and unionFGTy
s eventeenth .

Stoppage Statisti cs f or "Urban" and "Rural " l,lorks, 1.967-73

L2 2 6 S 2 0 2.37 z.LS

Stoppage frequency Man-days lost involved per
seven years per worker year as % of
7967-73 per year no. enployed

Urban Works

No. per works 24.8 4.95 L79.6
(23 .4)

Rural Works

No. per works 1.90

o. worKers

74.89.7
(e.0)
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Some of those interviewed suggested that rural works
also have lower levels of certain individual forns than urban
ones, The manager of a city plant, for exarnple, attributed
part of a high absence rate to the large number of workers
taking tirne off to perforn second jobs such as taxi driving.
rt might be expected that many of the factors producing 1ow

stoppage leve1s in rural works would also produce low level"s
of individual forms. our only extensive data on individual
forms are for accidents and these could be used to test this
suggestion. A proviso, however, rnust first be nade. The fore-
going arguments suggest that both the desire and ability to
engage in collective actions is lower in rural works. While
the desire to engage in individual forms might also be

expected to be lower, should a rural worker be in a conflict
situation he may have an incentive to withdraw from work in a

"legitinatedt' fashion (i.e. through an accident) rather than
risk disnissal and possible unemployment by withdrawing in a

less r'legitinated, way (e.g. through absence), The ability of
an urban worker to engage in the fu11 spectrum of individual
forrns rnay be greater, Average accident frequency rates for
each category of works are given in Table 19. Again, urban
works on average have higher frequency rates than rural works.
As revealed by the standard deviations, there is considerable
variation among works within a category, although it is less
in the urban than rural group.

TABLE ].9

Acci dent Frequenc.y Rates for "Urban" and "Rural "
Works. 1964-69

Source: Derived fron SIFCA data.

The location argument is given
by those in the industry and by the

considerable support both
statistical evidence. It

Urban works averag e

s tandard

average
s tandard

14.s0
(1e. 12)

1.0.87

(22 .7 r)

deviation

Rural works
devi at ion
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is very difficult, however, to separate the influence of this
factor from that of size, because nost of the works we have
classed as urban are also the largest ones. Location, together
with size, appears an important factor in explaining differ-
ences in conflict 1eve1s at p1ant, conpany and regional levels.

L2. Tfe Presence of Aqitators

There are a number of possible influences on meat freezing
conflict which, at least superficially, are unrelated to the
technical conditions of the industry. A popularly nentioned
one in some quarters concerns the role of "disruptive elenents"
and "agitators" in creating conflict situations. One version
of this argunent states that "the main cause of unrest in the
freezing industry is the presence of individuals, not
necessarily union officials, who are assiduous in sowing seeds
of discontent; dedicated troublenakers".S2 It is suggested
that these people are seeking the nationalisation of the
industry, if not the collapse of the private enterprise systern

Q?altogether."- Some see the "agitators" as controlling the
unions r34 while others see them as "nembers who show little
respect for agreements and refuse to accept the direction of
their officersr'.85 Irrespective of their position in relation
to the union, these people are seen to be interested in foster-
ing industrial conflict. The argument is often coupled with
the assertion that the rnajority of workers "sit on the side-
1ine"86 ot "are not well qualified to assess the truth of what
is told to them by troublenakers, or are too easy-going to
bother to do so".87 It appears limited to collective forms

82. ff Pylosrr, op.cit. , p. 32L.
83. See t'Pylos tt, op.cit. , p. 321

See also MIEA Subnission, p.
rrneat workerf f , which at I east
are causes of stoppages.

84. W.G. Tolhurst, M.P. as quoted
June , L971.

Accounts , L972, p. 9.
87. ffPylosrr, op.cit., p. 32L.

and McNab, op.cit., p. 4.
43 and appendix entitled
inplies that such people

in the -gyening PosX, 23

85.
86.

Report of the Meat -Industtg Commission, p. 111.
South 0tago Freezing Conpany Linited, Annaal Report and
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of conflict but, to the extent that "agitators" are distribut-
ed unevenly throughout the ind.ustry, could conceivably help
explain the distribution of these forms at intra-p1ant,
establishment, company and regional (and possibly national)
1eve1s.

There are a number of difficulties with the "agitator
argument". First, whether one labels a person an agitator
depends very much on onets view of the nature of the enter-
prise. As noted in chapter r, managements holding a unitary
conception are 1ikely to regard leaders of workers in
conflict situations as "agitators,, while the workers them-
selves may regard them as anything but. second, and aside
from the problem of definition, the argunent fails to explain
how a few "militants" can infiltrate otherwise peaceful
groups of workers and lead thern into conflict action. rn
other words, it does nto adequately explain why f 'agi_tators"
exist in the industry and why they are apparently successful.
It is at most a secondary influence, having its roots in more
basic deterninants of conflict.

rt is not surprising that there was a sharp difference
in opinion between managements and unions on this question.
several managers commented on the presence of "stiTrers" or
"troublemakers", although they largely preferred these
descriptions to that of 'ragitator". one industrial relations
manager argued that "every freezing works, because of their
large size, has troublemakers'r but that there are few "genuine
agitatorsfr. some saw union delegates as 'rstirrers, and one
even seemed to view the shed union in these terms by arguing
that "the average good joker doesnrt want to get tied up in
union affairs". Others saw "stirrers" as often not holding
union office. One nanager noted that "we have a group of
stirrers who feel that if they cantt have an argunent (with
nanagement) every day on the board, life would be 

- 

boring".
A few managers subscribed to attconspiracy theory" whereby
people are planted in the industry with the express purpose
of causing conflict. one contended that "there is a certain
arnount of direction coming frorn outside" in that t'some people
deliberately set things up", and another that "you get people
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who want to stir. Itts part of a more general pattern.'t
Some of these managers see this situation as communist
inspired, although at least one said it was not always assoc-
iated with a political party but represents a "fightback
against authority". 0ther managers, while not holding such a
theory, noted that sone delegates or other workers would
"1ike to see prjvate ownership done away with" or "donft
agree with the systern". Several, however, argued that
"agitatorst' or I'stiTrersrt, at least in their works, did not
exist.

Most union officials and delegates interviewed placed
1itt1e or no ernphasis on this factor. Several did not ack-
nowledge the existence of such people in the industry while
others said "we donrt worry about agitators. We donrt nind
different opinions". One official rnentioned the presence of
"a snaIl group of anarchists" but attached no inportance to
it.

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the importance of "the presence of agitators" as a
cause of strikes at their works. As can be seen from Table
20, managements considered it nore important than did unions.
In fact , 72% of responding managernents, repTesenting works
with a wide range of stoppage propensities, rated it of at
least average importance. On the basis of size of mean

response, managements rated it sixth in inportance of the
23 factors assessed. Unions, on the other hand, rated it
only twentieth, with a fu1l 502 of respondents considering
it not inportant at all. The two sheds according it at least
average iurportance both have nediurn stoppage levels. There
were wide d.ifferences in perceptions of managernent and union
fron a given works, with the same response being provided in
only one of eight cases. For one works the union rated the
factor 5 (not inportant) and the management 1 (very iurportant),
while for three others responses differed by a nargin of
three (e.g. 5 and Z) with the management rating it nore inport-
ant than the union.
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rce't

TABLE 20

rtance of the Presenc ofA i tators
Str i kes

Source: l,tanagement and union questionnaires .

The agitator argument is suspect on a nunber of grounds
and no concrete evidence of the role of "agitators" was given
to the author. Rather, interview and questionnaire responses
highlighted its weaknesses. Opinions on the existence and
importance of "agitators' depend on the frames of reference
being applied. Many managements view leaders of workers in
conflict situations as agitators, while unions hold a differ-
ent view. Other factors discussed seem more plausible and
basic explanations of conflict patterns in the industry.

13. Personality Differences

Personality clashes have also been suggested as causes
of conflict. The industrial reporter of the Evening post
newspaper (J. Parker) argued that at least one national dis-
pute was partly the result of a clash of personalities between
spokesmen of the union (F.E. McNulty) and of the enployers
(J. Murray).88 Geare also suggested that strike incidence at
plant 1eve1 can be strongly influenced by the personalities of

Scale of Importance

L2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
Import- Inport- Import- Inport- Inport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer Response SMR

Management
responses
(n=27)

Union
responses
(n=16)

7 5 6 4 3 2 2.64 2.39

0 1 I 4 6 4 4.2s 4.35

88. Evening Post, 24 Jan. , 1973.
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the shed secretary and works manager (and, presumably, of
other parties as well).89 while the "personalities argument,,
has been developed in terrns of colLective forms it appears
applicable to individual and ernployer-initiated forms of con-
flict. Moreover, as personality clashes can occur at any
1eve1 from national to departrnent, it could apply to all
levels of conflict althoughr 3s Geare inplies, its greatest
usefulness may be in explaining differences in plant stop-
page propensities .90

This argument has some of the weaknesses of the agitator
one. In particular, peTsonality differences may only be a

precipitating rather than a basic cause of conflict, being a

symptom of more fundamental factors. To the extent that
personality characteristics are culturally induced, personal-
ity incornpatibilities may be reflections of more primary
causes of conflict in the industry.

Many of the managers interviewed failed to mention
personality incompatibilities as a source of conflict, but
there was some difference in opinion even among those who
did. At one extreme was the manager who argued that person-
ality differences were of prine importance in that "most
disputes are conflicts between people". At the other, was

the one who argued they are not inportant in saying "the
belief that industrial relations depends on personalities is
wrong. The reliance on personal relations is false." A

nunber suggested that personality differences are important
when there is a change in such positions as works manager,
shed secretary, foreman and delegate. One argued that "where
personalities change you get changes in disputes and accidents,
especially when there are changes in manager and shed
secretary". A recently appointed works manager gave a

possible reason for this in suggesting that "the union is
trying to test the new manager. Theytre trying to erode
former agreernents and testing to see what they can get out
of me. tt

89 . Geare, rtThe Conf Lict 0ver Strike Causes" , p. 96.
90. rbid. , P. 96.
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Many union representatives also failed to mention person-
ality differences as a source of conflict. one implied they
are of litt1e importance by saying that his liking for certain
managers as people did not influence his relationship with
them or alter "the fact that they are cornrnitted to the invest-
ors". Another, however, suggested that "personalities have
quite an influence". Again, a tendency for conflict to arise
with a change in personnel was noted. One branch secretary
cited an exanple where the personality of an assistant rnanager
alleged1y 'rturned a complete flip" when he was appointed
manager, with conflict being the result.

Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires
to assess the importance of personality differences as a cause
of strikes at their works. As can be seen from Table ZI, both
parties rated the factor in a sinilar way. Among managements,
the same number rated it of at least above average importance
as rated it below average or not important. In the case of
unions, slightly nore were in the first category than the
second. 0n the basis of size of rnean response, managements
rated it ninth in inportance of the 23 factors assessed and
unions eleventh. 0f the seven works for which both parties
responded, identical responses were given for only two, while
responses differed by a margin of four for two others (at
one, the managernent rated it 5 while the union 1; at the other
the ordering was the opposite). One management rated the
factor 5, but in response to a question on ways of 'timproving"
industrial relations suggested that the shed secretary be

"sacked", while a union which answered 3 suggested that
industrial relations would be improved "by getting rid of the
works manager and the personnel manager".

There appears a diversity of opinion among both manage-
ments and unions as to the inportance of personality differ-
ences. The reasons given by those supporting the argunent
suggest that personality differences or changes are often
precipitating factors o? I'catalystsrr for more basic sources
of conflict. For exanple, if unions in fact "test" a new

manager this is not just because of a change in personalities
but also an opportunity to express conflict present in the
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TABLE 2I

The Perceived Importance o! Per!gnal i t.v Dif f erences
as a Cause of Stri kes

Source: Managenent and trnion questionnaires.

first p1ace. It rnight be argued that more basic factors account
for the existence of this conflict and for the grasping of the
opportunity to express it. Sirnilarly, such factors may explain
why someoners personality nay apparently change when he assumes
a management position. I{hile personality differences are
unlikely to provide fundanental explanations, they may be the
precipitating influence accounting for sudden changes in con-
flict patterns at departnental, plant, company, regional or
even national levels.

14. Inadequate Communi cations

ltle have already nentioned the alleged comnunications
problen with the hygiene regulations. This could be regarded
as a special case of the argunent that conflict in the indus-
try results from 'rinadequate" cornnunications. The Under-
Secretary of Transport (Mr. E.E. Isbey) has suggested that a

najority of the "problens" in the freezing industry stem from
lack of adequate and regular talks between workers and
enployetr.9l Th" Lg73 Cornmission of Inquiry also inplied

Scale of inportance
12345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

Irport- Inport- Import- Inport- Import- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

l"bnagenent
responses 3 4 l0 4 3 S S.00 Z.7Z
(n=27)

ljnion
responses 3 3 Z L 3 4 2.gS 2.99
(n=16)

91. As quoted in the Dominion, lS Sept., 1974.
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conmunications were inadequate by suggesting, among other
things, that works councils be established. "as a means of
fostering a genuinely co-operative spirit".92 As with the
personalities argument, this one appears consistent with most
forms of conflict and rnay be relevant to the explanation of
conflict at all leve1s.

This argument also has weaknesses. Again, there is
nothing in it to explain why poor communications develop and
we may be dealing with a synptom or precipitating factor
reflecting more basic causes. Also, as noted in Chapter 1,
the best efforts to reveal and propagate the "facts" of a

situation nay not resolve conflict if there is disagreement
over what constitutes the facts or different interpretations
of them. These points are particularly important in an
industry such as this where, in some sheds, works management
has no direct contact with workers, delegates and workers will
not speak to foremen, and minutes of neetings between the
parties are kept in writing, agreed to by both as being acc-
urate and signed.

Surprisingly, neither rnanagenents nor unions in inter-
views generally placed great enphasis on communications in
isolation, but rather discussed then within the context of
other matters. But several managers inplied a lack of comm-

unications existed at their works. One enphasised the import-
ance of habitual attitudes which cause both parties to "attack,
attack, attack". ft was also noted that rruntil recently the
only contact with the men was through the union'r. Another
argued that the union itself finds it hard "to get the facts
across to the workers who are the difficult ones to controlrf,
commenting he would never address "such a meetingil of workers
as it would be "chaotic". One nanager said the parties rtwere

virtual enemies" and that neither I'delegates nor men would
talk to forenen". He characterised the situation as one of
rrthern and ustt. Several saw conmunications as important
because "people get upset if not consulted". Union officials
also tended to place communications within broader contexts.

92, Repott of the Meat fndustrg Commission, p. 114.
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Managenents and unions were asked in the questionnaires
to assess the importance of poor communications as a cause of
stri-kes at their works. As can be seen fron Table zz, unions
considered this factor to be more i-nportant than did nanage-
ments, with about 92q6 of union respondents according it at
least average importance. On the basis of size of mean

response, unions rated it third of those assessed. A number
of managements, on the other hand, considered the factor of
1itt1e or no importance. The pattern of rnanagement responses
is sinilar to that with respect to personality differences.
Managements rated it eleventh in inportance. rn no case were
responses from a given works identical. rn four cases they
differed by a margin of two (e.g. 5 and i) and in one, by a

margin of three.

TABLE 22

The Perceived Importance of Poor Communications
as a uause of Stri kes

Source: l'lanagement and union questionnaires.

A number of rnanagements and unions ernphasised communicat-
ions in responding to a question on ways of "i-mproving"
industrial relations at their plants. In particular, several
unions stressed a desire for greater and closer consultation
with management, possibly through consultative conmittees or
works councils. Managenents were asked in the questionnaire
whether their works operated any fornal types of worker

Scale of Inportance
12345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not r,_

Impori- trnpori- rnpori- turporl- rrport- 
^-I-"-^_ant ance ance ance ;;;- Answer response SMR

lvlanagement
responses3493SSS.LZ2.gs
(n=27)

Union
responses 7 2 3 0 1 g L.gZ 1.96
(n=16)
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participation scheme. seven replied in the affirnative and
19 in the negative. 0f the seven, four said they operated
works counci.ls or other joint consultative comnitte"r.93
Unions were asked how often their delegates met with managernent.
Ten replied "frequentlytt, four ttinfrequentlytt and one "not at
a11". of sheds answering 'rfrequently" or "infrequently" at
six the meetings were scheduled on a regular basis, usually
nonthly and often after the board of control meeting, and at
eight they were on an irregular basis.

Differences in responses of union and nanagement frorn the
sane works to identical questions are themselves interesting
reflections on perceptions and so on comnunications. Both
parties, for example, were asked to rate the 1eve1 of strikes
at their works in relation to others in their region and in
New Zealand generally. Managenent and union from a given
works provided different ratings when conparing their works
with others in the region in eight of 11 cases, and gave
different ratings when comparing with other New Zealand works
generally in five of 11 cases. Lack of agreement in percept-
ions of nanagernent and union frorn the same works was also
common when sirnilar conparisons were rnade in terns of absence,
labour turnover, industrial accidents and pilfering. Parties
were also asked to rank five causes of tirne lost in order of
man-days lost caused by each.94 As a test of the sinilarity
of the rankings of both parties from the same works, Spearmanrs
coefficient of rank correlation ("s) was calculated. For four
of the eight works for which both responded, pairs of rankings
were sufficiently sinilar to give an rs significant at the
0.10 leve1. But it is difficult to draw conclusions frorn such
a sna1l sanple, especially as none of the eight responding
works were highly stoppage prone. We have already noted
differences in responses to some other questions. In particular,
perceptions on the importance of factors as causes of strikes

93. 0ther schenes in operation, and regarded by respondents
as invoLving worker participation, included autonomous
work groups (1 works), profit sharing (1), safety
committee (1), savings schene (1) and cafeteria committee
(1).

94. These causes were: Industrial stoppages, absence, labour
turnover, industrial accidents and nechanical breakdowns.
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at a given works were more often different than a1ike. Even
at the works for which responses were rnost sinirar, the
nanagement and union gave identical ones in only seven of the
23 factors assessed by both.95 At one works, responses were
the same for only one factor. 0n the basis of the limited
number of works from which both responded, it is, however,
difficult to discern any straightforward relationship between
the degree of unifornity of perceptions on strike causes and
stoppage 1eve1s.96

There can be no doubt that communications between the
parties at some works are lacking. From the point of view of
conflict generation, what is of interest is not so nuch that
such a situation exists but why it exists. rt rnay be suggested
that some of the other factors discussed in this chapter are
the basic deterninants of not only poor conmunications but
also conflict. we are not arguing that conmunications
difficulties cannot lead to conflict but that the factors
producing then are the basic causes. Variations in the amount
and quality of communications as among or within works may
help explain differences in amounts of conflict at those 1eve1s
although it is difficult, if not impossible, to test this
enpirically.

15 Foremen and 0ther Manaqement Personnel

A related argument is that the apparent indifference of
t'low-leve1" management to workerst complaints at some works is
95. we tested a rather weak nurl hypothesis that the ratings

of the importance of the 23 strike causes by nanagement
and union fron the sane works are totally unrelated, by
the use of the chi-square test. For the six works for
which the pattern of responses was tested, the calculated
X2 in all cases exceeded- the tabLe values of X2 at level.s
of significance of 0.05 or better, so that Xt was signif-
icant and the nul1 hypothesis was rejected, i.e. in all
cases the ratings of the inportance of strike causes by
both parties were not unrelated.

96. For a study on the ability of freezing industry rnanagers
and union officials to predict worker preferences see
J.M. Howells and A. E, Woodf ieJ.d, "The AbiLity of Manag-
ers and Trade Union Officers to Predict Workers I

Preferencesft, Britjsft Joutnal of Industizal ReJations,
Vo1. VIII, July L970, pp. 237-257.
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a "catalyst, for strikes.97 It is inplied that this t'apparent
indifference, results from inadequate communications and
training within the management structure. The Lincoln college
Department of Agricultural Economics and Marketing broadened
the argument in stating: "while this is undoubtedly over-
simplification, the plant management and supervisory staff
structure appears totally production and quality oriented and
few adjustments have been made at this 1eve1 to technical and
social changes".98 This argunent also seems applicabre to
nost forms of conflict and nay help explain conflict patterns
at a number of 1eve1s, especially the plant and department.

several managers suggested it is difficult to attract
suitable people into supervisory and other lower managernent
positions. This is not surprising in view of the fact that
many of the powers and functions of forernen have been taken
from them by higher managenent. Many supervisors or forernen
no longer have the power to fire a worker or to make agree-
ments with delegates. rt was suggested that these and other
powers have 1ed to conflict, and that they have largely been
taken away inplies managements have recognised the key position
of foremen in industrial conflict. several actually stated
that "a lot of stoppages occur over forenen". some contended
this was due to a lack of training of foremen. One manager
argued that the tradition of prornoting foremen from "the floor"
(i.e. from among freezing workers) results in "poor junior
supervisorst'. He said the industry requires an infusion of
new personnel from I'outsideI but saw this as being unlikely
until it "puts its house in order" and becomes attractive
enough to gain the 'rbest people". Others, however, argued
that the system of pronoting fron the floor has worked well
and is necessary for workers to have respect for the foremants
practical ability. Sone saw the involvement of foremen in
conflict as due to the rrfront 1ine" position they occupy in
relation to workers. Several, ironically enough, contended
that foremen lack sufficient power and responsibility to gain
the respect of the workers. Many would agree with the manager

97 . Geare, 'f The Problern of Industrial Unrest'r, pp . 20-1 .

98. Departnent of AgricuLtural Economics and Marketing,
Llncoln College Submission, p. 71.
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who stated that "departmental foremen keep this industry
going", yet would also agree that foremen have less power now
than in the past.

several union officials, both in interviews and question-
naire responses, also argued that "incapablett or "inadequatett
foremen lead to conflict. One shed secretary said "some
assistant foremen donrt know their job. This gets the menrs
backs up". He attributed this to a lack of training. A branch
secretary argued that differences in stoppage leve1s anong
works were largely due to differences in supervisory personnel.
He also saw difficulties arising fron promoting frorn the floor
- rrA 1ot of foremen are ex-freezing workers. When it comes
to handling people they aren't trained for it." He suggested
that "they subconsciously realise their limitations" and that
this "seems to upset their nental equilibriurn and they react
in strange ways". Several unions responding to the question-
naire cited a lack of training, knowledge and ability of fore-
men as a cause of strikes. One broadened the perspective in
claiming that "management personnel from general manager to
foremen" lack knowledge of "the industrial relations and human

relations implications of their jobs".

There is obviously a strong body of opinion that many

stoppages and other expressions of conflict involve forenen.
The question again arises as to why this is so, the answers
to which rnay be regarded as the basic causes of conflict. One

night expect that, given their position and the many factors
naking for conflict in this industry, foremen wil1, irrespect-
ive of training and ability, necessarily be at the centre of
nany conflict situations. Moreover, due to the nature of the
foreman's position, it is difficult to attract people to it,
and. those who do enter it find themselves subject to strong,
conflicting pressures which would tax supervisors in any
industry. While the quality of foremen varies among depart-
rnents and works and this may help explain differences in
conflict 1eve1s, this factor should be regarded. as a pre-
cipitating one or a "catalyst" rather than as a basic cause.
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16. The Nature and 0peration of Unions

Many managers see the nature and operation of unions as

a cause of conflict. In the first p1ace, they argue that
aspiring and incumbent officials and delegates have to dernon-

strate their "worth" in order to win elections. Such people
are seen to do this by creating "trouble'f with management,
thereby "showing they are trying to achieve sornething". One

manager argued that I'there are a 1ot of frustrated union
presidents about and they have got to get known. They do this
by standing up to management.r' Secondly, they contend that
the type of person wishing to become a delegate lacks training
and is like1y to be I'anti-company". One manager claimed that
"two extremes of nanes are put forward for delegates; either
the weakest and softest, and they donrt lastr or those anti
our way of life who always get elected because they push then-
selves forward". Another argued that the "good chaps dontt
last (as delegates). They are turfed out by those wanting
more action. " Some see the notives for wishing to become a

delegate as being ulterior, especially as little or no financial
gain is involved. One saw the main motive as being a "wish
for personal grandeur". Thirdly, it is argued that many shed

uni-ons are "super dernocracies" within which the workerf s, rather
than officials, have the power and exercise control. Sorne

contended that officials lack power to make agreements and that
they ttwonrt move on anything they think the nenbers will
reject". One likened the officials to politicians "but more

so". It was suggested that officials refrain frorn forcing
members to abide by agreements for fear of losing their
positions. One manager argued that "the union system is so

denocratic itts not practical". In particular, the yearTy
tenure of shed officials and delegates was stressed. One,

however, argued that the officials used the need to report to
nenbers as a bargaining ploy in situations where they considered
"the deal not so good'r and did not I'want to give way".
Another expressed a preference for a "strong union organisation"
arguing it was better to have "everyone home" than just a

group. Considering these views expressed in interviews , some

nanagernent responses to a question in the questionnaire were a
little surprising and suggested that these feelings, while
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widespread, are not held by aLl managers. rn response to the
question: I'From a management point of view, do you consider
that the control exercised by your shed freezing workers'
union over its menbers is too strong, about right or too weak",
14 managements said t'about righttt, 4 tttoo strongtt and 9 tttoo
weaktt.

These views are of course not shared by union officials
and delegates. Many were proud of the dernocratic nature of
their unions and one cited the opposite of the above argument.
He said there is a greater need for liaison between officials
(especially those at levels higher than the shed) and workers
on the job in order for workers to avoid "feeling their
leaders have lost touch". He likened the situation to a

credibility gap which t'causes frictions unless closed" and
rnade the general observation that 'runless officials suit the
rank and fi1e, they will take the law into their own hands".
Several saw the election system as vital in avoiding such a
gap between representatives and workers, although one conmented
that elections "can force compronise". One branch secretary
saw the "quality" of delegates as varying, although stating it
would "be a 1ot better if they had some instructions on what
they are meant to do. At the present they learn by their mis-
takes. f l

It seems difficult to sustain the argument that the nature
and operation of unions is in itself a cause of conflict.
Aspiring or incunbent delegates and officials cannot make con-
flict out of nothing. The basis for it nust already be there.
Moreover, it seems that the delegates conplained of by nanage-
ments reflect the wishes of workers and so the more basic
features of the ernployrnent situation. They, rather than
other types of workers, get elected because they have the
support of the najority of members and unless they become

involved in conflict situations, are unlikely to last long
in such positions. Siurilarly, it is necessary for union
representatives in many sheds to report discussions and agree-
ments back to the workers to avoid losing contact and being
labe1led as 'rcompany men". In other words, the characteristics
of rneat industry unions reflect more fundamental characteristics
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of the industry itself which should more properly be regarded
as the basic causes of conflict. rn any event, views on the
role of the nature and operation of unions in conflict depend
largely on the frame of reference being brought to bear.

17. 0verseas 0wnership of Freezing Companies

Another possible influence on rneat industry conflict
commonly mentioned in some quarters is overseas ownership of
meat freezing companies, two of the main strands of which
have been outlined by the New Zealand Federation of Labour.
First, it is argued that in foreign-owned companies the
actual ernployers are overseas and are not aware of 1oca1
conditions in New ZeaLand. They lack knowledge of 1oca1
industrial practices and of conditions workers would normally
expect to find in any New Zealand. industry. This results in
"an uneasy situation with the constant possibility of indus-
trial disputes".99 It is further suggested by the secretary
of the NZMWU (F.E. McNulty) that these interests also show

"no consideration for the people or workers of New ZeaLand
except as a means of taking profits out of the country".100
Overseas employers are also seen to "lack...synpathy" in the
eyes of the NZFOL.101 The second strand is that managers of
these companies in New Zealand lack normal negotiating powers
and can only transnit decisions made overseas. Woods argues,
although not specifically with regard to overseas-owned
companies, that rf remoteness of real top nanagementrt can
exacerbate conf1ict.102 A third strand concerns worker
resentment over the apparent fact that overseas companies are
monopolies rnaking large profits which are taken out of the
co.rntry.103 The "overseas ownership argument" appears to be

most relevant to collective and some enployer-initiated forms
although it rnay have a bearing on particular individual forms

99. NZF0L Subnission, p. 4.
100. As quoted in the Evening Post, 24 May, L973.
101. NZF0L Submission, p. 5.
L02. Woods, op.cit., p. 20.
103. See NIFWF Subnission, p. 6.
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of conflict. rt also seems to be rnost relevant to the explan-
ation of conpany differences in conflict (and, to the extent
that conpanies are grouped by regions, regional differences) .

At various times ca11s for greater New Zealand ownership
of freezing companies have been made by organisations ranging
from the New Zealand Meat Producers Board.,104 to the pork
rndustry counci1.105 Opinions among managers on the irnport-
ance of the overseas ownership of conpanies as a cause of
conf lict varies. Several argued that it 'tdoes nake a diff -

erence" and one suggested that overseas-owned companies placed
greater emphasis on "trading and political aspects" while
New Zealand companies were "more aware of industrial relations'r.
A works manager, who had at one tine worked for an overseas-
owned comp drry, noted an antagonism toward such companies in
commenting that "it (the overseas conpany) treated long
service workers better than we do yet the union used to hate
it". A manager of an overseas-owned works argued that the
dornicile of ownership "makes no difference to the nen working
here" although he noted that his conpany has "a reputation for
being hard" and that the union sometimes used the fact of
overseas ownership in bargaining. An industrial relations
manager of a New Zealand-owned company saw the overseas owner-
ship argument as being "valid" especially as regards 'rremote
contro1". He did, however, argue that rernoteness of nanagernent
can occur in New ZeaLand. On a related point, two managers
- one of an overseas and the other of a New Zealand-owned
works - complained of a lack of concern for or understanding
of works by company head officers. One said he was "sometines
by-passed or pushed around by head office" while the other
noted a tendency for "head offices to be divorced from works.
They want nothing to do with then. Works are the most

neglected part of the industry." Several other managers argued
that overseas ownership has no effect on industrial conflict.
One enployers I representative caLled the argument "a rnyth - a

104. See Dai Hayward (ed. ) , GoLden JubiTee: The
Fjrst Fiftg Years of the New Zealand ldeat
7922-7972 (UniversaL Printers, WeLlington,

f05. Submission of the Pork Industry Council to
of fnquiry into the Meat Industry, L973, p

Storg of the
Ptoducers Boatd,

1972) , p. 762.
the Connission

. 19.
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popular catch cry", contending that loca1 managers have res-
ponsibility for industrial relations and that ,rremoteness of
top managenent has nothing to do with it'r. An industrial
relations officer of an overseas-owned works supported this
view, commenting that the New Zealand operation was autonomous
in all natters other than capital budgeting and staff or
management salaries.

Many union officials and delegates see overseas ownership
as an inportant cause of conflict. A senior offi-cial argued
that it was more difficult for "top union officials and top
managers to establish contact" with foreign than local firrns.
Moreover, he contended that "many tines negotiators (for over-
seas companies) are frightened to go beyond a certain point".
This feature was nentioned by others. several noted a more

"flexible" attitude and "more feeling for workers" on the part
of New zeaTand-owned companies. One secretary claimed that
workers give better "co-operation" to New Zealand-owned ulorks.
A nunber comrnented on an alleged tendency of foreign companies
to provoke stoppages to suit their international operations.
One official claimed that large overseas-owned companies can
afford strikes and even to I'close down their New Zealand
operations for two years and sti11 nake a profit internation-
ally". A delegate contended that one such company "caused a

strike" at one of its works "when the freezer (was) fu11".
Referring to a change of ownership of the same works to a New

Zealand-owned company, another representative said stoppage
levels had. fa1len even though the workers and delegates
remained unchanged. A branch secretary clairned that at certai-n
times, "employers all over the country precipitate direct
action in order to slow down on killing and bolster the narket".
He quoted in support a statement by a freezing company chair-
man that "on a national basis steps are being taken to slow-
up shipnents (of rneat) , which we hope will help to strengthen
the market".

Unions and managements were asked to assess the inport-
ance of the remoteness of top management due to overseas
ownership as a cause of strikes at their works. A11 managements,
and several unions, from New Tsaland-owned works either replied
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5 (not inportant) or rrNA'r. Looking at total management
responses (Table 23), alnost all rated it not important and,
on the basis of the mean response considered it least import-
ant of the 23 assessed. Responses from just overseas-owned
works displayed a sirnilar pattern. 0f the seven union respon-
ses from New Zealand-owned sheds, five replied 4 or 5 but two
replied 1. 0n the basis of size of mean response for all
responding sheds, the factor was rated by unions ninth equal
in importance of those assessed. when only responses from
overseas-owned sheds are considered, however, it was largely
rated very inportant and the mean response was very much
smaller; in fact the snallest of all and so, in a sense, the
factor rated the most important. One of these sheds remarked
that the conpany failed "to come up with quick practical
decisions" and to give "due consideration" to 1oca1 conditions.
Management and union from the same works gave identical
answers in three of seven cases. Two of the seven were
overseas-owned works; for one the nanagement replied 5 (not
important) and the union 1 (very irnportant), r+hile for the
other the managenent also answered 5 and the union Z.

TABLE 23

to 0verseas 0wnership as a Cause of Strikes

Scale of importance

t2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
Import- Import- Inport- Import- Inport- No l"lean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SlvtR

lrlanagenent
responses000lZLaS4.9S4.4g
(n=27)

sponses
fron overseas-
ownedworks 0 0 0 I 4 4.gO

llnion
responses6btoL442.67z.73
(n=16)

sponses
fron overseas-
ownedworks 4 1 0 0 0 L.ZO

Notes:

Source:

a Includes 7 rtlArfs.
b Includes 2 not oveltseas owned.

Managenent and union questionnaires .
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To test whether overseas-owned works generally have
higher levels of stoppage activity than New Zealand-owned
ones, works were divided according to dornicile of ownership
and average stoppage measures calculated for each category.
Results are presented in the following table:

TABLE 24

Levels of Stoppage Activity by Domicile of

Stoppage No. workers
Frequency, Man-days lost involved per
seven years per worker year as % of
7967-73 per year No. employed

0verseas-owned
works (n=13)

No. per works 17.I5
(1 4. 40)

New ZeaLand-
ownFworG
In= t4l--
No. per works 1 3.2L

(L7 .7 s)

Al I works

-

(n=J/J
No. per works 14.59

3 .47 128.39

2.30 97 .68

2 .69 I 08 .47

Note:

Source:

Figures in parentheses below frequency
averages are standard deviations.

Derived fron Departnent of Labour strike
returns (stoppage data) and Departnent of
Labour six-nonthly surveys of enpl.oynent
(enployment data).

As can be seen, there was a marked d.ifference in average
stoppage levels for 1967-73 between overseas-owned and New

ZeaLand-owned works, with those for the former being higher in
terms of all three stoppage measures. While there was consider-
able variation in stoppage leve1s among overseas-owned works,
it was less than the variation among New Zealand-owned ones,
as can be seen fron the standard deviations for the average
stoppage frequencies. In fact, of the five works with highest
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stoppage frequencies over this period, the first and second
ones were both New Zealand-ortrned, and of the five with
highest worker loss and worker involvement ratios, two and
three respectively were New Zealand-owned. Variatiors in plant
stoppage propensities were 1ow for two of the rnulti-plant
overseas-owned companies, but high for the other two. This
suggests that the influence of company-wide factors such as
the donicile of ownership and "style" of nanagement and
organisation are pervasive influences in some cases but not
in others. rn particular it appears that location and size
of works could be frcountervailing" influences which help
explain variations in the stoppage 1eve1s of plants belonging
to overseas-owned (and for that natter, New Zealand-owned)
companies. Thus one such company owns two large "urbantf works
and two smaller "rural" ones and, while there is a difference
between the stoppage leve1s of the two urban ones, they are
both considerably higher than those of the rural ones.

While the link between overseas ownership and levels of
individual forms of conflict is more tenuous, it might be
argued that some of the factors mentioned above will lead to
overseas-owned works having higher levels of such forms than
New zeaLand- owned ones. we are again only able to test this
possibility for industrial accidents. Average accidents
frequency rates for each category of works are given in Table
25.

TABLE 25

Accident Frequency Rates by Domicile of Ownership,
1964-69

Overseas-owned works
(n=13)

New TeaIand-owned works
(n= 2 1)

Al l works (n= 54)

Average
Standard

Av erag e

Standard

Averag e

deviation

d evi ation

r3.83
(2 .7 6)

11.11
(s.6s)

12.15

Source: Derived fron SIFCA data.
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The average accident frequency tate for overseas-owned
works is again rnarkedly higher than that for New Zealand ones
and the variation among the rates of foreign-owned plants
(given by the standard deviation) is considerably less than
that among those of 1oca1Ly-owned ones. The tendency for
smaller rural works to have lower frequency rates than larger
urban ones belonging to the same overseas-owned company was
present but less narked than in the case of stoppages. 0f the
five works with highest accident rates over 1964 -6g, four were
New zealand-owned and three of these four belonged to the same
conpany which suggests the operation of conpany-wide influences
on accidents in that case.

There is a wide body of opinion among union representatives
that overseas-owned works have higher leve1s of conflict than
1oca11y-owned ones. This view was also expressed by several
managers, largely of New zeaLand-owned works, in interviews.
Managements of localry-owned plants naturally rated the above-
mentioned factor in response to the questionnaire as not
inportant as a cause of strikes at their works, although those
of overseas-owned works shared this view. Our statistical
analysis reveals that overseas-owned works generally have
higher stoppage levels and accident frequency rates than New

zeaLand.-owned ones, although there are exceptions to this rule.
The dornicile of ownership seems an inportant part of the
explanation of variations in conflict levels as among plants
and companies. In some situations though, this influence may
be modified by others such as size and location.

18. Private Ownership of the Industry

A broader argument suggests that industrial conflict
results fron private ownership of the industry.106 It incor-
porates some of the argunents already mentioned, but sees then
as having their bases in this forn of property ownership.
Rosenberg stressed the economic conflict between ernployer and

f06. See McNulty,
W. Rosenberg,
Subnission, p

The Freezing Wotkezs'
ttEpi loguerf in ibid . ,

. 5.

Case, pp. 42-4;
pp. 59-61; and NZFOL
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workers, which he sees as resulting from private ownership,
and the lack of participation of workers in the running of
the industry. These factors also form the basis of McNulty's
conclusion that: "The frequent and widely pubricised indus-
trial unrest in the freezing industry reflects the lack of
confidence which freezing workers and others, operating in the
industty, have in its present [private enterprise] structure
and organisationtt.r0T This argument is consistent with both
collective and individual forms of conflict and relates
particularLy to the industry-1eve1 pattern of conflict,
although it does not explain why private ownership should
apparently have so much more effect on conflict in this indus-
try than in most others.

Many facets of this argument have already been discussed
in other contexts. We have, for example, noted that some

nanagers considered that certain workers engage in conflict
in an ef f ort I'to see private ownership done away with". Such
workers were regarded as 'tagitators" or 'rstirrers't and few
nanagers felt the private enterprise systen itself is an
irnportant cause of conflict in the industry. Moreover, most
union representatives stressed factors not necessarily related
to the nature of ownership as causes of conflict. One group
of shed officials considered the ideal forrn of ownership to be
a farmer-freezing worker owned co-operative, but saw the
present structure as rr0.K.fr if there was "more sharing in the
results of 1abour".

Some officials did see the basic cause of conflict as

lying in the nature of property ownership. They felt the
"on1y way to get anything out of the enployer is through
direct action'r, and saw t'co-operation" of all sectors as
being irnpossible within the present structure. These officials
supported the New Zealand Meat Workers' Union policy that
freezing companies be nationalised with unions and farmers
being involved in the running of then. As a second best
alternative they favoured co-operative ownership of companies
by workers (with shares vested in the union) and farmers. One

IO7. McNulty, The Freezing Workers ' Case, p. 44.
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branch secretary saw nationalisation as the best alternative,
"given that the majority of people don't want the present
system changed".

rt is difficult to isolate the effect of private owner-
ship fron that of other influences. Relatively few union
representatives and virtually no managers mentioned it spec-
ifically during interviews as a cause of conflict. It is
conceivable that workers at certain plants have a distaste
for private ownership and that this is an explanation of
differences in conflict 1evels among works (and departrnents)
but this is inpossible to test enpirically. In any event
many of the factors rnaking for conflict in this industry are
not directly related to the nature of property ownership.
At a broader level, we argued in Chapter I that the nost
fundamental and general causes of conflict - the economic
conflict of interests and the unequal distribution of auth-
ority - are present irrespective of the form of property
ownership, although antipathy toward the forn itself can
generate conflict and exacerbate that from these two causes.

19. Uni on Coverage

Another possible influence on meat industry
union coverage. The 1-973 Conmission of Inquiry
that union coverage has an effect on "the amount
unrest"108 but other than to nention dernarcation
failed to specify the nature of this effect.

conflict is
suggested
of industrial
disputes,

It is difficult to appraise an argument as lacking in
developnent and substance as this one. If it is meant to
inply that works covered by the New Zealand Meat Workers'
Union have generally higher stoppage levels than those
belonging to unions affiliated to the North Island Freezing
Workersr Federation, the argument also lacks enpirical support.
As seen in Chapter IX, the Auckland region has a higher level
of stoppage activity than, and Taranaki a sirnilar leve1 to,

108 . Report of the l,leat f ndustrg Commission, p . 111 .
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regions forrning branches of the NZMWU.L09 This is despite
the fact that the Auckland managements generally consider the
Auckland FreezLng workerst union to be less "militant" than
other meat industry unions and suggests that factors other
than the attitudes and personalities of senior union officials
are irnportant in deternining the arnount of stoppage activity
at both plant and regional levels. rf the argument irnplies
that the present union structure leads to a significant number
of demarcation disputes it again has 1itt1e enpirical support.
whi1e, for example, the Departrnent of Labour classified four
meat freezing stoppages in L972 as involving demarcation,
none were of a sort nornally regarded as denarcation stoppages
with three involving intra rather than inter-union disputes
and the other a protest at management killing calves. While
demarcation stoppages occur in this industry, they are not
common and do not account for a significant proportion of
total stoppages.llo

IV. CONCLUSION

While we have evaluated nearly Z0 possible influences on
conflict there are others which could have been nentioned.
For example, the variability of profits in this industry may

have an effect on conflict 1eve1s over tine. The nature of
this effect, however, is arnbiguous in that while during pros-
perous periods unions may be more demanding, firns are better
able then to neet these dernands.lll There are undoubted.ly

109. The figures in the table on the regional distribution of
meat industry stoppage activity (Tab1e 6, p. 227) relate to
1967-73, whereas the NZMWU was formed only in lg7L. A
sinilar pattern, however, is found in the IgTL-75 figures.

110. 0n the basis of infornation provided in the Departnent
of Labour strike returns, in L973, for exanple, there
were at the most onLy three demarcation stoppages in
the industry involving a total of 971 workers and 5984
nan-days lost.

111. See Don J. Turkington, ftSt"ike Incidence and Economic
Activity in New Zealandrr, paper del.ivered to the 45th
ANZAAS Congress, Perth, August L973, pp. 3 and 8. In
the questionnaires, nanagements and unions were asked
to assess the inportance ofrrfluctuations in denand for
your product" as a cause of strikes at their works.
(Footnote 77L js eontinued on the next pagle. )
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innumerable influences on this industryts conflict pattern,
but those evaluated appear the rnajor ones.

In attenpting to ascertain the combined effect of these
many influences we would ideally have liked to have used
multiple regression analysis. Lack of data, aside from
problems of a theoretical or statistical nature, precluded
this possibility. Our evaluation has been of numerous
separate influences, although we have shown certain connections
between thern. It rernains now to atternpt to bring these to-
gether into an overview of the determinants of the neat
industry conflict pattern.

0n the basis of the evaluation, the following factors
appear inportant influences on at least one form of industrial
conflict: the nature of the work and of the worker; the nature
of the production process and of the product, and the form-
ation of work groups; the hygiene regulations and heat; the
physical environment of plants; paynent systems and earnings
relativities; the size of works; the location of plants; over-
seas ownership of freezing companies. Factors of sone irnport-
ance in particular situations as precipitating causes or
"catalysts'r include the cornplexity and anbiguity of the award,
personality differences and changes in personnel, inadequate
communications, and the "quality'f of foremen. These influences
generally have their origins in the more basic ones listed
above. Other factors of linited inportance are the predonin-
ance of male labour in the industry, and private ownership.

(Footnote 777 continued) :

Responses were as follows:
Scale of inportance

No Mean
L2S45answerresponseSMR

Management
respons e s

Union responses 5 1 4 L 3 4 3.00 3.07
Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

Unions clearly considered this factor to be more inportant
than did nanagements, aLthough even theyr on the basis of
size of mean response, rated it only fifteenth equal in
inportance of the factors assessed. Managenents rated it
nineteenth.

0 1 3 4 L3 6 4.38 3.97
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Ones of little or no importance include the presence of migrant
workers in company hostels, atrr tendency for freezing workers
to be isolated conmunities, racial frictions, and union cover-
age. The seasonal nature is widely regarded as an important
influence and has undoubtedly led workers to attenpt to gain
greater control of the work situation. Furthernore, both
stoppage activity and accident frequency rates display narked
seasonal patterns. While seasonality nay predispose the
industry toward conflict compared with industries offering
stable, permanent enployment, there is litt1e relationship
between works' surge indices and works' stoppage 1eve1s and
it is, if anything, a negative one. It appears, moreover,
that high surge indices are associated with relatively low
accident frequency rates.

Conbining these factors into a composite pattern of
deterninants is difficult and the result must necessarily be

a generalization. The technical conditions of the industry
which produce monotonous, boring, repetitive, unpleasant,
unfulfilling and sonetimes dangerous jobs, and forceful workers
seem to predispose it toward conflict, and variations in these
factors do seem to produce variations in arnounts of conflict
at particular leve1s within it. Moreover, the sequential
nature of the production process and perishable nature of the
product have produced powerful work groups and help explain
intra-p1ant differences in conflict 1eve1s. The hygiene
regulations d.erive from technical and econornic conditions and,
in cornbination with other factors such as paynent systems,
have been a fairly general and increasing influence on conflict,
especially in its collective forms. Sinilar conditions account
for the nature of paynent systems and earnings relativities
prevailing in the industry, which in turn are irnportant
influences on conflict at departmental, plant and conpany
leve1s. The seasonal nature of the industry has shaped attit-
udes and helps explain nuch of the behaviour of the parties.
While it nay create a clinate conducive to conflict, its
effect on conflict levels appears nodified by other factors
and, in particular, by the size and location of works. Some

of the rnost highly stoppage and accident prone plants have low
surge indices but are also large in size and located in urban
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areas. Both of these l-atter factors seem to make for relativ-
ely high conflict leveIs. on the other hand, many of the works
with high surge indices are in rural areas and are relatively
snal1. Furthermore, it might be expected that the nature of
the work would have even greater effect in works with low,
as opposed to high, surge indices because, as one interviewee
put it, "the workers are at risk longerf'.

Size, location and the donicile of ownership seem inport-
ant determinants of plant and conpany differences in conflict
levels. Moreover, their interaction appears in some cases to
be an explanation of differences between works belonging to the
same nulti-p1ant conpany. Less systernatic and less basic
influences on conflict patterns include personality differences,
inadequate conrnunications, the quality of foremen and other
management personnel and antipathy toward private ownership.
The conplexity and anbiguity of the award may also be a useful
explanation of differences in amounts of conflict at most
1evels of aggregation.

The basic features of the neat freezing industry pre-
dispose it toward conflict. Variations in these features and
the presence of other, less general, influences account for
differences in amounts of conflict at departmental, plant,
conpany and regional levels. A11 these influences are subject
to changes over tine, and these, along with changes in more

widespread facto rt rtlz account for variations in amounts of
conflict over time. Past events themselves seem to have an

influence, to the extent that some works are traditionally
conflict prone and others relatively conflict free. Memories
of the past help shape habitual attitudes, which in turn
influence behaviour.

Our analysis also has irnplications for proposals ained
at reducing conflict 1evels. For example, an organisational
change such as the fonnation of separate North and South Island
Freezing Works' Unionslls can be expected to have a negligible
L12. For exanple, changes in unenployment and vacancy rates

and in the institutional franework. See Turkington,rrStrike Incidencerf , especial ly pp. 20-6.
115. See Report of the Lteat Zndusttg Commission, p. 111.
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effect. such a change involves no alteration in the funda-
mental technical and economic conditions which largely produce
conflict. rn any event, there is little relationship between
union coverage, the personalities and attitudes of senior
union officials and organisational structure and facilities on
the one hand, and regional stoppage levels on the other.
Another proposed change is the nationalisation of the industry
with worker and farmer participation in its control.L14 This
may remove such sources of conflict as overseas and private
ownership, and even lead to greater participation and involve-
ment of workers in the affairs of the industry. rts effect on
conflict nay be unsubstantial, however, if it is not acconpanied
by significant changes in the nature of the work and production
process. Unless the operation of the industry can be changed,
a substitution of one forn of ownership for another may have
little effect. Other influences, such as size and location,
and possibly even some precipitating ones like personality
differences, would stil1 be present, as would the general ones
of the economic conflict of interests and the unequal distrib-
ution of authority which produce conflict irrespective of the
ownership forrn.

At various tines revised. disputes procedures have been
suggested as means of reducing conflict. Disputes procedures
obviously are concerned with conflict regulation rather than
generation and their existence could not be expected to change
the fundanental conditions producing conflict. There was sone
disagreenent among managers as to the worth of disputes
procedures generally. Some saw them as reducing stoppage
activity by providing an alternative channel for settlement.
But others argued that they seldorn resolve conflict because
rrno one is happy with decisions of disputes committeesn and,
yet others, that they exacerbate conflict either by encouraging
the parties to "pass the buck" rather than resolving it them-
selves or by appearing to favour one of the parties. As one

manager said, "we didnrt do any good by starting to win too
many disputes. It made the disputes comnittee look one-sided."
There were also differences of opinion on the adequacy of

114. See McNulty, The Freezingr Workers ' Case, p. 52.
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existing procedures. some argued that they were very sound,
while others that they were inadequate because of a lack of
speed and flexibility, the size and conposition of the
committee and so on. Anong union officials there were also
diverse opinions ranging fron those who considered the pro-
cedures sound in concept and practice to those who rejected
them on both scores.

At the tirne of the questionnaires it appeared that neither
managements nor unions were referring a high percentage of
disputes to the Freezing Industry Disputes Comnittee (FIDC).
When asked what percentage of local works disputes were
referred to this conmittee, 25 out of 27 managements said five
percent or 1ess, including 12 which said zero or near ""ro.115
When asked how often Local works disputes were referred to the
FIDC, two unions said often, 10 sonetimes and four never. Both
parties were also asked to assess the importance of inadequate
disputes settlement procedures as causes of strikes at their
works. While several unions and managers considered it very
important, uni-ons overall accorded it greater significance.ll6

115. Nunbers of disputes referred to the FIDC in the last five
years of our period differ slightly as recorded by the
MIEA and by the NZMWU as given in McNulty, The Freezing
Wotkers' Case, p, 20. The figures in that order are:
1969: 62, 53; L970: 73, 60; 797L: 48, 48; L972: 63, 63;
L973: 20, 20. It is interesting to note that over the
period I January 1963 to 31 July 1969, seven works
accounted for 63,7eo of all disputes filed with the FIDC.
Most of these works were highly stoppage prone. There
appears a positive telationship between the nunber of
disputes filed and the leveL of stoppage activity.

116. Responses were as follows:
Scale of importance

No Mean
3 4 5 Answer Response SMR

Management
re spons e s

Union responses
5

4

6143
6tL2

ga

2

27

42

3

2

2.96
2,47

a Inc
Sourc e

ludes I rrNArr.

: Managenent and union questionnaires.

0n the basis of size of nean response, unions rated it
eighth in inportance of the factors assessed and
managenents twelfth.
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However well designed and operated a disputes procedure
is, it has no relationship to the sources of conflict and so
cannot influence its generation but merely the forn it takes.
rn an industry such as this, with so many factors making for
conflict, it is, in any event, unlikely that the decisions of
a disputes connittee will be invariably, or even generarly,
accepted by both parties and so stoppages will not be prevented.
The decisions and the procedure itself may, as in the past,
even become sources of conflict.

Our analysis suggests it is very difficult to change
conflict 1eve1s in this industry. Such a change would require
alterations in the nature of the production process, work
methods, the application of regulations, payment systems,
standards of anenities and plant generally and the structure
of work groups aside from alterations in such factors as plant
size and location. It may be that managements regard such
changes as not worthwhile because expected costs resulting
fron thern exceed expected gains through lower conflict levels.
It may also be, however, that managements have not even serious-
ly considered the possibility of them. One works manager
argued that this was indeed the case, contending that "the
industry went to sleep about 50 years ago and is inward-
looking and introverted". As he put it, "managements are
always interested in how they should improve the mutton chain
and not in whether they should have a mutton chain at a11".
Another was less scathing in arguing that managenents have been
unable to innovate and experiment in this area because they
t'have to run to stay sti11".

That high levels of conflict need not necessarily be a

feature of meat freezing works has been demonstrated in the
case of sone of the recently built ones. These works tend to
be smaller and nore specialized (often only processing beef)
than traditional ones and to be located in rural areas or
agricultural centres. They are also modern, having facilities
and equipment to rnatch, and are often attractive by comparison
with other works. Sone of then do not even look like freezing
works. These factors, combined with a lack of nutton processing
and its high physical volume of throughput, have influenced
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work methods, Moresver, enpLoyurent ten'ds to be aL1-year-
roundr or alnost so, and workers are trai.ned, on induction.
rn sone, the workers lack previous experience of the industry
and so habitual attitudes Loward it. such works are ind,eed
spec,ial cases in that nanagements aad unions have had the
opportunity to innovate in establ-ishing then, &nd whether they
stay r:eLatirre!;z free of eonflict a.s they develop renains to
be seen. Theyn along with son€ other pLants ln the industry,
howev'er, point to the Bossibri,tr ity that anln p,redlsposition
toward conftrict can, at leas:t to soine extent, be modifi,s.d.
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Chapter X I

THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

PATTERN OF CONFLICT

In Chapter VIII, stoppage and industrial accident figures
fot building and construction were placed within a comparative
perspective. These statistics were aggregate ones for an

industry composed of a diverse range of activities (see Chapter
VI). In this chapter the conflict patterns existing within
some of these activities are outlined. We shal1 concentrate
on patterns within the building and construction projects
section of the industry because it is there that most of its
conflict, especially of a collective nature, occurs. It seems

not only inevitable but also desirable that such an approach be

adopted. Generalisations about industrial conflict are 1ike1y
to be applicable only to a particular section and nay be mis-
leading when used in wider contexts. Moreover, so numerous
and different are the activities grouped within the industry
that a selective approach is necessary for detailed analysis
to be feasible.

Building and construction differs greatly fron meat
freezing and consequently the structure of analysis used in
Chapter IX is not applicable here. The focus of the section
of the industry we sha1l be concentrating on is the project and

this has a much shorter life than the factory establishnent of
neat freezing. The basic unit of study is therefore far more

transitory. Moreover, organisations and bodies are often
specificaLly created for a project and cease to exist on its
completion. This feature makes it difficult to trace the
conflict pattern of a conpany (or other organisation) over
tirne. Our analysis will be at four 1evels - the activity,
project, intra-project and conpany.
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I . THE ACTIV ITY LEVEL

For purposes of analysis we have divided the industry into
three broad activities which we will call building and construct-
ion projects, the construction of large buildings, and other
types of building and construction. The first category is
composed of large projects which usually involve considerable
civil and structural engineering. Nunbered among the tlpes of
projects included are hydro-electric construction (e.g. the
Tongariro and Upper Waitaki power developrnents); other power
construction (e.g. the New Plynouth and Huntly power projects);
large industrial construction (e.g. the Kawerau and Kinleith
pulp and paper nil1 extensions); tunnels (e.g. the Kairnai
tunnel); and large motorway and roading structures (e.g. the
She11 Gu11y project). The construction of large buildings
category includes high-rise or multi-storey construction and
the building of industrial prenises other than those very large
ones classed as projects. The third category is a residual
one and as such includes numerous construction types ranging
from house building to general plumbing.

As mentioned in Chapter IX, stoppage statistics derived
fron Departnent of Labour (DOL) strike returns nay differ from
the published official ones. Sources of discrepancies were
outlined in the Appendix of that chapter. One of particular
relevance to this industry concerns the ability of the Depart-
ment of Statistics (DOS) to classify a stoppage as belonging
to an industry other than the one described by the DOt in the
strike return. In some years for which we have d.etailed
statistics, the DOS reclassified a considerable number of
stoppages originally designated building and construction by
the DOL, apparently on the basis of unions involved. These
stoppages largely involved boilerrnakers or engineers (or both)
and appear to have generally been incorrectly placed by the
DOS within the engineering or boilerrnaking industries. For
those years, stoppage levels in these industries were there-
fore overstated and those in building and construction under-
stated. The fact that much construction project work is of a

civil and structural engineering nature and involves engineers
and boilermakers has been a source of considerable confusion in
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the classification of stoppages. Table L contains three
categories of figures: those for stoppages apparently class-
ified by the DOS as belonging to building and construction
(row 1); those for stoppages classified as building and
construction by the DOL and reclassified by the DOS (after
allowing for those incorrectly classified by the DOL - row 2);
and those for total stoppages in building and construction
(row 3, which is the sum of rows 1 and 2) ,

For the years L967-69 the official statistics understate
the 1evel of stoppage activity in building and construction.
In L967, for example, the official statistics covered only
52,6% of the stoppages, 41.4% of workers involved and SS.7%

of man-days lost classified as belonging to this industry in
DOL strike returns.l To overcome this problen, we will largely
use the total figures (row 3) for those years. By so doing we

avoid classifying a stoppage involving labourers as building
and construction and another on the same project but involving
engineers as engineering.

The overwhelning importance of projects in the industry's
stoppage activity is shown clearly in Table L. In several
years of our period the projects category accounted for over
90? of both workers involved and man-days 1ost, and a substant-
ial najority of stoppages by nunber. For the period as a

who1e, it contributed 68.2%, 88.9% and 75.zeo of the industryr s

number of stoppages, workers involved and man-days lost
respectively. These figures are all the more surprising in
view of the relatively small number of workers enployed on
projects. For exanple, in April 1972 the labour force of the
Ministry of ltrorks and of private contractors on projects
numbered about 4,600 or only 7.4% of the April 1972 surveyed
labour force of building and construction as a whole.2 0n the
basis of these figures, the worker involvement ratio for

Taking our figures in row I of the table as equivalent
to the official ones. For a conparison of the official
figures with our data see Appendix, p. 387.
This figure is s1.ightLy understated as it does not include
the labour forces of snaLler sub-contractors at a few
proj ects.

1.

2.
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projects in J'972 was 128.8% arrd the worker loss ratio 5.02.3
By contrast, in the same year the involvement ratio for the
rest of the industry was only 0.334 and the loss ratio 0.0085.
Reference to the 'rlarge buildingstt and ttother construction"
categories of Table 1 shows that the construction indus try ,

excluding proj ects, was virtually stoppage free in all years
of our period except 1969, and possibly 1970.

It is not surprising therefore that in most years the
level of stoppage activity in the industry is largely deter-
rnined by that in projects. For exanple, in 1970 building and
construction stoppage activity fe11 despite a substantial
increase in such activity in industry generally. In that yeat
there were relatively few projects in existence. The Maraetai
II darn, Manapouri and Wairakei power projects and the Kapuni
gas pipeline were all winding down, and while several were in
fu11 operation (e.g. the Tiwai Point sneLter and the Tongariro
and Upper Waitaki power developments), others had not yet
started (e.g. the Kawerau pulp and paper extension - Project
ttTanett) .

II THE PROJECT LEVEL

Projects exist for the duration of a contract or contracts.
Between L967 and I973, several were started and completed,
others were conpleted and then started again in the forn of a

new stage or contract and yet others were in progress for the
whole period. A project can consist of several contracts and
so be undertaken by a nunber of contractors and sub-contractors.
The largest ones, such as the Tongariro power developrnent,
last for many years and involve several clearly defined stages.
Stoppage statistics for proj ects experiencing stoppages during
the period are presented in Table 2.

It is clear that stoppage activity in this section of the

3. The worker involvenent ratio is the number of workers
involved in stoppages as a percentage of the nunber
enployed. The worker loss ratio is the nunber of nan-
days lost divided by the nunber of workers employed.
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industry (and, by extension, in building and construction
generally) is confined to a relatively smal1 nunber of projects.
In none of the years covered in this table did rnore than seven
proj ects experience stoppages. Moreover, in each year a few
of these predominated. For example, in 1967 project 1 accounted
for 30.8% of stoppages by number, sr.s% of workers involved and
46.8% of man-days lost in the projects section; in 1970 the
figures for Project l-1 were 22.zeo, 7L,s% and 74.6% respectively
and in 1972 for Project 4 were 58.S%, SS.S% and 64.8%
respectiveLy.4 Furthermore, Project 11 in 1970 accounted for
6,?'% of stoppages, 32.r% of workers involved and 43.8"a of man-
days lost in buildi.ng and construction generallv, while the
equivalent figures for Project 4 in 1972 were 46.7%, SL.T%

and 62,6% respectively. Some projects, for exanple 4 and 11,
figured proninently in more than one year.

While certain proj ects have nunerous stoppages, others
have relatively few. For example, while five projects had
stoppages in 7967, the other eight in existence at that time
did not. For the other years of our period, numbers of projects
experiencing or not experiencing stoppages respectively were
as follows: 1968 6(8);1969 7(8);1970 5(6); L97L 6(3);
L97Z 6 (6) ; 1973 7 (4). Of the 24 projects in operation for
at least part of the L967-73 period, 17 experienced one or
nore stoppages, while seven had none.

Labour forces vary greatly in size fron 11500 at peak for
the largest projects to about 60 for the snal1est. It is
4. As shown below, this tendency was present in each of the

seven years of our period.
Lerc.entlge gf Total Pro j ect Stoppage Activity Accounted
for by Particular Projects:

Stoppage Workers Man-days
frequency involved lost

Perc entages
L9 67
1968
19 68
19 69
1970
L97 L

1971
L97 2
L97 3

Proj ect I
tt3
f7
fr3
fr 11r6
ff ll.,r4
il4

30.8
4L, 4
1,7 .2
32.1
22 .2
44.4
11.1
s8.3
42 .0

51.3
21.5
55.1
48.0
7L.5
32 .7
45.8
s3.3
61.1

46. 8
36.4
34 .6
s9.7
74.6
22.7
56.9
64.8
50.8
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interesting therefore to relate the involvement and tine lost
figures in Table ? to number of workers ernployed. Results are
shown in Table 3. The detail of the employment data used in
their derivation varied frorn quarterly (or shorter period)
figures for several projects, to estimates of annual average
employment based on information in the strike returns and
other sources for others.

Projects accounting for a high proportion of stoppage
activity are seen to also be stoppage prone in terms of
these measures. There are, however, some differences between
the sets of figures in the two tables. For example, while
Project l-0 lost a significant number of man-days in 1970 and
197J-, the number lost per worker enployed was less than one
in both years. Several proj ects in particular years were
highly stoppage prone; for example, Projects Lr 2 and S in
L967 and Projects 4 and 6 in L973. fn fact, some of the
involvernent and tirne lost ratios are very high indeed, even
by cornparison with establishrnents in the rneat industry (again,
Project 4 in L973 night be cited as an example). Other projects
however, had low levels of stoppage activity, especially when
it is remembered that seven in existence for part or all of
this period had no stoppages at all. Moreover, it seems the
stoppage propensity of a project can change over time, such
as in the case of Proiect 12.

III. INTRA-PROJECT LEVEL

Because a project rnay consist of a number of contracts
or stages, several najor contractors nay be operating sinul-
taneously within. the project area. Even where there is only
one maj or contractor there will often be numerous subcontractors,
some of whom nay have substantial labour forces. These features
nean that intra-project patterns of conflict can be very
conplex. 0n certain projects, a stage with virtually no
stoppages has been followed by one with rnany. This has
occurred even when the same rnajor contractor has undertaken
both stages. 0n others, major contractors have sirnultaneously
undertaken contracts and while some have experienced stoppages,
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others have not. There are even projects where the labour
forces of two different contractors have worked virtually side
by side but one has been stoppage prone and the other stoppage
free. 0n still others, all stages have experienced high stop-
page 1evels irrespective of the contractor involved. A final
category concerns the opposite type of project where all stages
are either conpletely or virtually free of collective actions.

Examples of each of these types of project existed during
the 1967-73 period. Detailed infornation is presented in
Table 4 which should be read in conjunction with Table z.
Prior to our period, a stage of Project 7 had been undertaken
with virtually no stoppages, The next stage, however, exper-
ienced several in 1968 and 1969. on Project 10 some najor
contractors have been operating for many years without a stop-
page while others have experienced one or two in particular
years. In fact a single contractor, (10/1) , has accounted for
a najority of stoppage activity on this project. This tendency
is even more pronounced in the case of Project 12 where one
maj or contractor has experienced several stoppages and the
other none. An exanple of a generally stoppage prone project
is No. 4, which has traditionally had a high leve1 of stoppages
irrespective of the contractor or subcontractor involved. As

mentioned earlier, there have also been several projects during
this period which were stoppage free.

It is clear that on certain projects some stoppages are
project-wide while others are specific to a contractor or sub-
contractor (for example, Project 6 in 1973). Even where they
are linited to a particular contractor, they rnay sti1l be

related. For example, a stoppage of one contractorfs labour
force may lead to subsequent syrnpathy actions on contracts
elsewhere on the site. The project worker involvement and
loss ratios quoted in Table 5 rnay differ considerably from
those for particular contractors on the project concerned. On

Proj ect 10, for exanple, Contractor 10/1 had an involvement
ratio of about Z00eo and a loss ratio of about 5.1 in 1971 as

conpared with the equivalent figures for the project as a
whole of 23.leo d.nd 0.58 respectively. This difference arose
because no other contractor or subcontractor there experienced
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IAStt 4

!_t_o2p.g-e_!l_9r!'4Lg-!-_91!_!__toj !.'1._c! i{s!r 196 7 - t 3

1967

I 968

I 969

1972 Project 6 -

Project 12 -

Project 14 -

Project 15 -

Projects 4,

All projects - stoppagc! involved naJor

Project 5

Project 7

Proj ects

Project 1

Project 3

Project 6

Project 7

Project 8

Project l0

Project 9

Project l0

- Contrcc tor 5/l
Subcontractor 5/l

" tlz
" 3/3
' 3/4

- Contrictor 7lL
Subcontractor 7/l
Contractors 7lL A Z)
Subcontractor 7/l )

2, {, 6, S - stoppages involved

Subcontractor 6/l
" 6/2

All or nost contractors
tnd subcontractors

Contractor L2/L
0ther uajor contractor stoppage
Contractor L4/l
other najor contractor stoppage
Subcontractor 15/l

contrictor only

6t 9{2l5E
z 30
2 45
120
2 1.091
ls4
z I,665

single contractor only

55
8

2,397
L2

8
70

31

548

1.172
397
t7
11

free

149
14

700
llr

- Contracto. f/t I
Subcontractor l/l I

- Contractor 3ll. 6b
Subcontrrctor 5/2 1

" t/t I* 31 6 1

- Contractor 6lL I
A1l contractors and
subcontractors 2

- Contractors ?ll 6 Z 38
- Contractor 8/1 7

Subcontractor 3/l I
- Subcontractor 10/l I

Major contractors and subcontractors stoppage
- stoppages inyolved najor contractor onl).

- Contractor fO/t I
" l0/2 I

No. stoppugcs No. Horkers
invo I vcd

No . man -rlays
los !

2rt|35.5
t74
124
El7

60

I ,091
148.5

z,481

r12
48

9,2?3
6

72
250

155

1,902

t,777
2.020

60

275

1,04 3
350

5,250
63

I
64

4,490

25

101

r56

LL,726
5,9E8

445
{8

147
272

76
326

97

2,075
5,6S7

with subcontractors)

Project 11 - Contractor ll/l . lcSubcontractorsll/lE2 I
Other Dajor contractors and subcontractors stoppage free

Projects 7, 8, I - stoppages involved single contractor only
1971 Project 6 - Contractor ql.I 6.1 l,Oll z,o7z612 2 z8 ?8Subcontractor 6/1 5 4g 1,099All contractors and

subcontractors 1 304 1r37S

Project l0 - contractor r0/r 2 105 1,011
. Other najor contractors and subcontractors stoppage free

Project.ll - Conrracror tL/l Ze 1,862 Il,3S4
Subcontractor l1/l 1 39 - 

110
Project lZ - Contractor l2/l Z fl SS4Other uajor contractor stoppage free
Projects 4, 9 - stoppages involved Bajor contractor only

It
l8
! 2,570

I 75
free
r30
free
r13

Major contractor stoppage free
tJ - stoppages involved najor contractor only

1975 Proj ect 4 - Contractor ilt,, 412
Subcontractor 4/l

" 4/z
Projcct6 - Contracror 6/l

" 6/?
Subcontractor 6/l

" 6/3
" 6/1

l2f,
4'
I
1

38
t
I
z
I

5,321
3il9

73
tz
99

301
121

67
L7All or nost contractors

and subcontrtctors
Projcct l2 - (:.,ntrrcior l?ll

Othcr r:tajor contractor stopp'|rc
Projects l4, 15, 16, 1i - stoppngcs involvcrl

6 7.126
6 t,029
frec

rnrr jor contrirctor (sonc al ong
only

llotcs:

!gg5f.: Ilerivcd fron Ucplrinrqnt of !ilbour strile rcturns.

fd
I

Onc with il iul)c()ntruct,,r i b Five with subcontr;rctors;
l'Ho Hith subi'ontr;tctur t /L; c ttoth sith subcontractors;
Ttdo rrith otllcr conrrilctors or srrbco'ttrilctors.

Wi th suhcont ritctor:i I
onc $ith srrbcontrilutor 4/l:
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a stoppage in that year. Another example concerns project
12. In L973 Contractor l2/I had an involvenent ratio of about
381% and a loss ratio of about ?,L.0 but when the labour forces
of contractors not experiencing a stoppage are included, the
ratios for the whole project fal1 to 110.4% and 6,0T respect-
ively. Clearly on several, but not all, projects some
contractors have relatively much more stoppage activity than
others. rt also seems fron Table 4 that the stoppage prone-
ness of a contractorts labour force can change over time.
contractor 12/r in the years 1971-73 again provides a good
exanple of this phenomenon.

Up until now we have been concerned only with stoppages.
As noted in Chapter VIII, official statistics on such individual
forms of conflict as labour turnover and absence are not
available for this industry. rnformation on some of these
forms was, however, obtained through interviews or question-
naires (or both), as described in the next chapter. statistics
on the 1eve1s of various conflict forms experienced by 13 of
14 contracts in operation in nid- r97 4 are presented in Table
5 (one management was unable to supply such data because its
contract had been operating for only a short time). The number-
ing systen bears no relationship to that used previously.

The pattern of stoppages revealed in this table is
sinilar to that seen in earlier ones. Some projects exper-
ienced numerous stoppages in L973 while others had none. More-
over, within one project (7) several stoppages were experienced
by one contractor and none by the other. In contrast, the
labour forces of both rnajor contractors on Project 5 were
highly stoppage prone. As an aside, both Projects 3 and 4,
which had up until 1975 been stoppage free, experienced at
least one stoppage each in L974.

The figures for turnover, absence and accidents also
display considerable variation among projects, although less
than in the case of stoppages. Without conprehensive statis-
tics, it is difficult to say whether the turnover and absence
figures in this table are relatively high or 1ow. We can,
howevert sdy that the rates for Contractor 7/I (736.4% and
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L3.2% respectively) were considerably higher than those for
the company of which it is a part (103.s% and 4.4% respect-
ively). The accident frequency rates are almost invariably
much higher than for building and construction as a who1e.
The industry's frequency rate was 6.74 in 1970 which is only
a fraction of the highest one in Table s (29.5). rn view of
the size and conplexity of projects one rvould expect their
frequency rates to be higher than for the industry generally,
but that the difference need not necessarily be great is
indicated by the rates for Project 9 and contractor T/2.

It appears there is a relationship between a projectts
(or contractorts) level of stoppages and i-ts absence and
accident frequency rates. Ranking projects according to
number of stoppages, and size of worker loss ratio, absence,
labour turnover and accident frequency rates and testing the
correlation between pairs of ranks by using Spearman's co-
efficient of rank correlation yields the following results:

onshi

TABLE 6

between Pai rs of in sof
artous o rms

WLR = worker loss ratio; Acc. freq. rate
= accident frequency rate.

Spearnan I s
Variables coefficient

(' 
")

No. stoppages, absence rate 0.532 (significant 0. 1,0)

WLR, absence rate 0.464 (insignificant)
No. stoppages, acc. freq.

rate 0.700 (significant 0.05)
WLR, acc. freq. rate 0.618 ( t' 0.10)
Absence rate, acc. freq.

rate 0.7L5 ( fr 0.05)
No. stoppages, labour

turnover rate -0.224 (insignificant)
WLR, labour turnover rate -0.285 ( t' )
Absence rate, labour

turnover rate 0.275 ( " )
Acc. freq. rate, labour

turnover rate -0.274 ( " )

Note:
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rt can be seen that projects with relatively high stop-
page frequencies also tend to have relatively high absence
rates. The association is somewhat weaker when the worker
loss ratio is used as the measure of stoppage activity. A
fairly strong relationship exists, however, between stoppage
rankings and one of accident frequency rates. projects with a
relatively high nurnber of stoppages or a high loss of man-days
per worker also tend to have relatively high accident rates.
Moreover, there is a close relationship between rankings of
accident frequency rates and of absence rates so that proj ects
with relatively high frequency rates tend to have relatively
high absence rates. No such significant positive association
exists, though, between rankings of projects on the bases of
labour turnover and of any of the other three conflict forms
in Table 6.

The failure of labour turnover to conform to the general
pattern is perhaps not surprising in view of the nature of
proj ects. For example, a proj ect may be running down and so
have a high number of terminations relative to its average
labour force, while at the same time having relatively low
leve1s of accidents, absence and stoppages. Moreover, projects
with high turnover rates in Table 6 were located in urban
areas where alt'ernative job opportunities existed. The others
were in isolated areas or in snral1 towns where alternative
enploynent opportunities, especially in the construction
industry, were limited. But it appears that, with the except-
ion of turnover, there are positive relationships between a
projectrs ranking in terms of various forns of conflict.

so far we have studied stoppage activity to the level of
the individual contract. In view of the often large numbers
of work groups engaged on a proj ect or contract it is of
interest to know if sone groups are more stoppage prone than
others. Because of the different types of work and, consequent-
1y, compositions of project labour forces it is difficult to
generalise on this matter. rn the questionnaire, managements
were asked the following: "0f the members of your workforce,
are some occupational groups more prone to take strike action
than others?". Ten managements replied tfYES, and four ,rNOr'.
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0f the latter number, two had experienced no stoppages on their
contracts. 0f those answering in the affirrnative, two said
boilernakers and riggers were relatively more strike prone.
Both contracts involved considerable structural and mechanical
engineering, as did a third, the nanagement of which said that
scaffolders, riggers and labourers (a11 of whom belong to
labourersr unions, except for engineering riggers who belong
to engineersr unions) were strike prone. Three managements,
all concerned with contracts having a heavy civil engineering
emphasis, cited trad.esrnen or trades groups as more prone to
take strike action. Two administering tunnelling contracts
cited tunnellers and, of the rernaining two which answered in
the affirmative, one specified drivers and the other carpenters.
Clearly most managements consider some groups more prone to
strikes than others. The particular groups cited varied with
the tFpe of work and composition of the labour force.

TABLE

Number of Stoppaqes b.y Extent Labour Force Invol vement

7

of

Proj ect or Contractor
Nunber

TyPe

Sect ional
of St oppag e

Partial Total

1

2

5
4
5/ ra
5/za
6/L
6/2
8/t
8/2

0
0
3
1

10
4
2

10
I
0

0
0
0
2

I
1
0
2
0
0

1

I
0
0
9
8
0
2
I
1

Notes:

l.

2.

a Statistics relate to L973 only. Others
relate to the whole life of the project
or contract.
Contractor 7/2 and Project t have had no
stoppages whiLe Contractor 7/7 did not
answer this question.
A sectional stoppage is confined to one
part of a labour force; a partial one
involves nore than one section but not
the total; a total one involves all the
labour force.

Management questionnaire .Source:
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Statistics provided in questionnaire responses, and
presented in the above table, show a tendency on sone projects
for stoppages to be confined to a single section of the labour
force and for others to involve nore than one section but not
the whole labour force. while this table gives an indication
of the extent to which stoppages are confined to one or a
few groups, it does not indicate which (if any) groups are
more stoppage prone than others. Table 8 gives a breakdown
of stoppages according to the occupational group involved.
Stoppages involving a number of groups are included in the
"several or all" category. The numbering of projects is the
sane as that used in tables prior to Table 5.

This table confirms some of the statements nade by
managements about the identity of stoppage prone groups. On

projects involving considerable structural and mechanical
engineering, boilernakers and labourers figured prominently,
as did engineers in the case of Project 6. (rn sone districts,
not including those containing Projects 4 or 6, boilernakers
are classified as welders and belong to the Engineerst Union.)
0n one large structural project, boilerrnakers constituted
about 44% of tradesmen and 23% of workers generally at peak,
while during the "run-down" the figures were about 26% and l-3%

respectigely. Labourers often constitute a large group, in
this case accounting for 2L% of the labour force at peak and
15% during the "run-down". 0n a related contract, boiler-
nakers constituted only 14% of tradesmen and 8% of workers
generally at peak and 9eo and 4% respectively during the "build-
up", while labourers represented 16% and 18% of peak and

"build-up" labour forces respectively. The number of boiler-
makers ernployed depends greatly on the nature of the contract.
For other projects different groups at each were involved in
stoppage activity. While several stoppages in some of the
above projects involved only one group, others involved rnost
or all of the labour force. The groups figuring prominently
on an individual basis were alnost invariably also involved
in the wider stoppages, as were nost other groups working on

the projects concerned. fn sone projects it was not unconmon

to have seven or more occupational groups jointly participating
in direct action.
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It is interesting that most managernents and union deleg-
ates and officials tend to view the strike activity on their
part of the proj ect as about the same or lower than that
occurring on other large projects in existence. 0f the 14

nanagements responding to the questionnaire, only one saw the
strike activity on its contract as high in relation to other
proj ects, while six saw it as about the sane and seven as low.
0f the 20 officials and delegates responding to the union
questionnaire (representing 13 of the 14 projects or contracts
covered), again only one rated strike activity on their
contract or project as high relative to other projects, with
six rating it about the sarne and IZ as low (one did not answer
this question). Three managements overestirnated the relative
1eve1 of strike activity, while two underestinated. Delegates
and officials fron four contracts also underestinated. There
was considerable disagreement in perceptions of managements
and union representatives fron the same project or contract.
For example, at two highly strike prone contracts both
managements answered "high" but most delegates 'fabout the
samerf. Management and union from the sane project or contract
had different perceptions of relative strike levels in six of
I2 cases. Response patterns similar to those described above
were given in answer to a question requiring the rating of
loca1 strike activity relative to that of projects completed
in the last five years, except that three further managements

answered "high" contending that such activity has increased
in recent years.

Union representatives and, to a lesser extent, managements

tended to underestinate the 1evel of strike activity in build-
ing and construction relative to that in other New Zealand
industries. One half of the 14 nanagements rated it about
the same or low (2 and 5 respectively) as did 16 of the Z0

union representatives (11 and 5 respectively). Both parties
were more accurate in comparing strike activity on large projects
with that in other branches of the industry. 0n1y five manage-

ments (a11 from low or mediun strike leve1 contracts) now saw

it as sirnilar or 1ow (4 and l respectively), as did lZ union
representatives (7 and 5 respectively).
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The parties were asked to also rank the levels of absence,
labour turnover and industrial accidents on their contracts or
projects relative to those of other large projects. several
managements (4) and union delegates (6) considered the Ioca1
absence 1evel relatively high, although the najority in both
cases (7 and 10 respectively) saw it as about the same, with
three nanagenents and only one delegate seeing it as 1ow. Two

managements, and delegates from three contracts, overestirnated
their siters relative absence 1eve1, while one management and
most of the six delegates from one contract underestirnated.
Perceptions of both parties fron the same project or contract
were in rnost cases identical. As regards labour turnover,
four managements saw the leve1 on their contracts as relatively
high, two about the same and eight low. Delegates generally
responded differently, with 12 rating it about the same, five
high and one 1ow. At least two managements arrd delegates frorn
two projects underestinated, while two managements and delegates
from five contracts overestimated. Not surprisingly, responses
from given projects tended to differ as between the two parties.
There was a general tendency to underestimate relative accident
1eveIs. Only two managements and three delegates savi theirs
as high, while seven and five respectively regarded theirs as
sinilar to those of others and five and eight respectively as

Iow. Five managernents and delegates from four contracts under-
estinated, while only one in each case overestinated. Again,
responses from given projects tended to differ as between the
two parties. Greater accuracy, however, was shown in compar-
isons of accident levels in the building and construction indus-
try with those in other New Zealand industries. Nine manage-
nents (of a total of LZ) and six union representatives (of 16)
correctly answered f 'high".

IV. COMPANY OR ORGANISATION LEVEL

It is very difficult to speak of company patterns of
conflict in this industry. Some companies exist only for the
duration of a contract while more permanent companies nay under-
take contracts in consortia with others. For example, Downer

and Cornpany has undertaken some contracts alone and others in
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consortia such as Dor^rner-comstock (Kawerau), Downer and
Associates (Tokaanu tunnel), Downer Pan Pacific Constructors
(Whirinaki pulp and paper rnill) and so on. This pattern is
common with other large construction companies such as Wilkins
and Davies and Fletchers. An historical comparison therefore
often involves the experience not of a single company but of
several associated ones.

Few construction companies or government departments can
be categorised as traditionally highly stoppage prone. Rather
they often have some contracts with high stoppage propensities
and others with 1ow ones. For example , in 1973 a company
undertook three major contracts, one of which experienced lz
stoppages, one only one and the other none. It appears that
in most instances, organisation-wide influences on stoppage
activity are either not strong or are nodified by other factors
There fray, however, be an exception to this rule in the form
of the Ministry of Works. It seems that most, but not all,
Ministry of Worksr contracts have experienced less stoppage
activity than private contracts on the same project, or for
that matter, private contracts generally.

v. UNION INVOLVEMENT IN STOPPAGES

We have already noted that on certain projects some

occupational groups are involved in sectional stoppages as

well as wider ones. The multiplicity of unions in the industry
makes it desirable to extend that analysis to union involvement
in stoppages. A breakdown of stoppage statistics on this
basis for L967-73 is provided in Table 9. The results broadly
conform with those seen for occupational groups in Table 8.
The najority of project stoppage activity, measured in terms
of r^lorker involvement or tirne 1ost, involves several or all
the unions on a contract taking joint action. These stoppages
generally involve large nunbers of workers and so man-days
lost. The nost frequent type of stoppag€r however, is the
sectional one involving a single union. Sectional stoppages
accounted for nearly 59% of the total number over 1967-73.
Such stoppages often involve relatively few workers and so



TABLE 9

Project Stoppage Statistics_grl_t!g Basis of Unions Involved,
1967 -7 3
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Unions of:

Labourers

Boilermakers

Engineers

Carpenters

Electricians

Drivers

Painters

General Workers

Camp Kitchen Workers

Plumbers

Sub-total: stoppages
involving a single union

Joint T\.ro-l,lnion Stoppages :

Labourers and Boilerrnakers

Labourers and Engineers

Labourers and Drivers

Labourers and Carpenters

Engineers and Boilernakers

Engineers and Electricians

Sub-total:
stoppages

Several or
on site

two-union

all unions

No. of No. of workers
Stoppages involved

No. of nan-days
lost

1319s . s
(12.s%)

8999.5
(8.6)

3832.5
(3.6)

2344.s
(2.2)

1180
(1.1)

468
(0.4)

767
(0. 7)

2145
(2 .0)

1135
(1.1)

16
(0. 0)

4I
(22.8%)

18
(10.0)

1B
(r0.0)

9
(s .0)

I
(4.4)

6
(3.s)

3
(1 .7)

I
(0.6)

3L66
(e. s%)

2399
(7 .2)

L432
c4.3)
359

(1 .1)

322
(1 .0)

67
(0.2)

157
(0.s)

130
(0.4)

L 282
(0.6) (0.8)

I
(0.6)

(s8 . e) (24.s) (s2.4)

16
(0.0)

296
(0.e)

L73
(0 .s)

285
(0.e)

284
(0.8)

4L6
(1.2)

83
(0.2)

r)(l
1 145
(1.r)
597.5

(0 .6)

810
(0.8)

137 .5
(0.1)

t76L
(1 .7)

42
(0.0)

4
(2.2)

3
(1.7)

3
(L.7)

5
(2 .8)

I
(0.6)

18
(10. o)

56
(31.1)

r537
(4.6)

23593
(70. s)

4493
(4.3)

666s9
(63.5)

TOTALS 180 10523533460

source: Derived from Departnent of Labour strike returns.
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account for a much lower proportion of total involvement and
man-days lost. A third, and considerably srna1ler, category
concerns stoppages involving j oint action on the part of two
unions.

0f unions involved in sectional stoppages, those of
labourers, boilermakers and engineers figured prominently.
These same ones also accounted for the bulk of joint, two-union
stoppages. It is not possible to state precisely the degree
of stoppage proneness of any particular union membership
because of joint participation in stoppages involving several
unions. But we can state that the above three unions, along
with most others, are generally involved in such wider stop-
pages on projects where they are represented. hrhile we cannot
calculate worker involvement and loss ratios for individual
union memberships, it is of interest to note the distribution
by union of project labour forces. 0f the total labour forces
of the 14 maj or contracts in existence in mid- lg7 4, labourers
accounted for 12.8%, boilermakers 2.I%, engineers 6.9%,
carpenters 5.8%, electricians 1.54, drivers I.7%, painters 0.6%,
general workers 66.8%, camp and canteen kitchen workers L.3%
and plumbers 0.4eo. This breakdown of course applies only to
that particular tine and is not necessarily representative of
the whole period L967-73.

FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT: COLLECTIVE FORMS AND

EMPLOYER-INITIATED FORMS

0n the basis of information in Departnent of Labour strike
returns, it seems the forms of industrial conflict ernployed by
parties in this industty, and in projects in particular, are
less diverse than for the meat industty. Again, however, it
must be pointed out that information on the forn of confl-ict
in the strike return is rnininal and that the classification
criterion adopted is: "an action will be classified as a
strike unless the return clearly identifies it as sornething
e1se". Statistics on collective forms of conflict are presented
in Table 10.

5. Excluding supervisory, clerical, adurinistrative and
executive staff.

VI
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TABLE 1O

Secti

No. of Workers o. ot nan-days
F orn Number

173
(96.1e")

1

(0.6)

1
(0.6)

1

(0.6)

4
(2 .2)

180

invo Lved lost

I 03641 . s
(e8. s%)

148.5
(0. 1)

25
(0.0)

0

1420
(1.3)

S trike

Unoffic ial
Strik e

Overtine
Ban

Ban on a
type of work

Stop work
Me et ing

3187 6
(9s. sz"1

54
(0.2)

75
(0.2)

72
(0.0)

L443
(4.5)

33460TOTALS 105235

Sourc e : Derived from Departnent of Labour strike
returns .

While the strike figures are necessarily inflated, they
show the paramount importance of the strike among collective
forms of conflict in the projects section of this industry.
As with rneat free zing, aLnost all strikes were off icial
although in a few cases they involved workers acting, 3t least
initially, against the advice of the delegate or official. A

feature of the proj ects section is the relatively high number
of spnpathy stoppages. In the above period, there were nine
such stoppages, involving a total of 2,670 workers and a loss
of 5509 man-days. In some cases the group stopping in syrnpathy
was on a different project to the group originally involved,
while in others it was on the same one. An example of the
latter (which illustrates how a stoppage can spread) concerns
riggers stopping on 7 April in protest over the appointment of
a foreman. 0n 10 April they were joined in synpathy by boiler-
makers, and on 17 April by crane dogmen. A11 three groups
remained on strike until 18 May. Demarcation stoppages are
less frequent but not uncommon, with five occurring during
this period (involving 360 workers and a Loss of 7263 rnan-days)
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rt is sometirnes very difficult to isolate the initiating party
of an action with the result that the involvement of employers
in conflict is probably understated. To illustrater we refer
to an example involving three actions classified by the
Departnent of Labour as strikes. rn the original one riggers
demanded confined space pay rates and refused to work until
they received them. Management responded by disnissing them.
Later in the same day engineers stopped work in synpathy and
in order "to see what action the riggers take". Three days
later boilernakers were dismissed because riggers were not
available to handle fu11 oxygen bottles and alternative work
was unavailable. The boilerrnakers then demanded reinstaternent
and an increase in wages.

The only other forn of any significance was the stop work
meeting, the number of which is understated because they often
precede strikes and so are included in the strike statistics.
The single "ban on a type of work" related to a demand for
confined space rates for work in a particular area. while
there were a few instances of other forns, such as the work to
rule, in the rest of the industry, the pattern in the above
table probably hol-ds for building and construction generally.

Table 11 gives an indication of the number of proj ects
experiencing particular conflict forms. It is based on
responses to rnanagement and union questionnaires. The responses
of the two parties were sinilar, except with respect to lockouts
and go slows or work to rules. Both sets indicate a relatively
narrow distribution of the conflict forms. Two other features
of these responses are of interest. First, there was some

diversity anong the responses of delegates fron contracts or
projects for which several replied. For example, two delegates
said a particular contract had experienced overtime bans but
four others from the same one said it had not. Second, two
managements classified a rnajority of stoppages on their
contracts as unofficial, while another maintained that all
strikes on its contract started off unofficial but soon becane
official.
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TABLE 11

Project Experi ence wi th Confl i ct Forms

No. of projects or contracts experiencing particular
forns during their existence

Note: Where responses were received fron more
one del egate on a pro j ect or contlcact,
answer of the naj ority was taken as the
response.

Managenent and union questionnaires.

than
the
union

Sourc e :

VII. CONCLUSION

The overall building and construction conflict pattern is
far more complex than the industry-wide figures may suggest.
While this industry is a very large one, nost of its stoppage
activity is confined to a relatively sma1l part, During t967 -
75 building and construction projects accounted for about 68%

of the total nunber of stoppages , 89? of workers involved and
7S% of man-days 1ost, while accounting for no more than seven
to L0% of the industryfs labour force. Stoppage levels, however,
tend to differ among projects, with one or two in some years
accounting for a majority of not only total project, but also
industry, stoppage activity. Even within projects there is
often diversity, with some contracts experiencing a nurnber of
stoppages and others none. On other projects, though, the
stoppage experience of the various contracts tends to be

sinilar. Stoppages nay involve several or all unions on a

F orn Managenent Responses
(n= 14 )

Union Responses
(n=13)

Overtine ban

Go slow or work
to rule

Unauthori s ed
stop work neeting

Official strike
Unofficial strike
Lockout 0
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site or just one and it appears that some occupational groups
or union urenberships are more stoppage prone than others. of
all the collective forms of conflict, the one most frequently
employed is the strike.

As regards individual forms of conflict, the accident
frequency rate for proj ects is generally considerably higher
than that for the industry generally. Again, however, there
are wide differences among projects and contracts, with the
highest frequency rate being 29.5 and the lowest 8.0. A

sinilar diversity exists with respect to labour turnover and
absence.

VIII. APPENDIX: BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

STOPPAGE STATISTICS

Most of the intra-industry stoppage statistics used in
this chapter have been derived from the final strike returns
forwarded by the Departnent of Labour to the Department of
Statistics. For reasons outlined in this chapter and in
Chapter fX, these statistics differ from those actually
published. A comparison, 3t industry leve1, of our statistics
and the official ones is set out in Table 12. The naj or
discrepancies are obviously in the early years of our period.
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TABLE 12

A Compari:9n of BuildlJs=qnd Cg!!!rgction Industr.v
Stoppaqe Statistics, 1.967-7-

No. of workers No. of nan-days Wages lost
No. of stoppages involved lost ($)

%

1967
Official 10 (s2.6) 1346 (4r .4) 3000 (34.8) 23470 (36.6)
Own 1 l0 L346 3073 235LO
Own 2 19 325L 8618.5 64039

1968
Official 26 (66.7) 4209 (78. l) 80s7 (6s. s) 9srs0 (71. s)
Own I 26 4257 8713 95864
0vrn 2 39 5389 L2273.5 732569

1969
0fficial 50 (7L.4) 3744 (63.2) 12440 (29.9) 118170 (30.9)
Own 1 30 3752 L2440 118170
Own 2 42 5925 41571.5 382877

1970
Official 32 2523 L2L30 161510
Own 32 2523 12130 161510

L97L
Official 35
0!m 34

r972
0fficial 30
Otm 30

L973
Official 68
Oln 68

4455
4456

6l l5
61 15

9994
9994

20453
20409

r4380
14380

30605
30605

31 35 70
313520

222990
222990

503s60
s03560

Notes: 1. own I row contains stoppages apparently classified by the
DOS as belonging to building and construction; Own 2 row
includes the stoppages in Osrn 1 row plus those cl.assified
as building and construction by the DOL and reclassified
by the DOS (i.e. it gives rrtotal" stoppages). For 1970-75
&{n I = Own 2.

2. The bracketed figures show the official statistics as a
percentage of our rrtotalrr figure (i.e. those in Own 2).

3. For the composition of the official figures see Chapter
VIII, Table 2.

Derived frorn Department of Labour strike returns and various
Monthly Abstracts of Statistics.

Source:
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Chapter XI I

FACTORS SHAPING THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

PATTERN OF CONFLICT

I . NATURE OF THE I NQU I RY

Having ou_tlined the building and construction projects'
pattern of conflict we are now able to study the factors which
have shaped it. In so doing, we are forced to rely heavily on
material gained from fieldwork because of the very sparse
literature on conflict in this industry. Interviews and visits
were again an inportant source of information and knowledge.
While the geographic distribution of projects made total visit-
ation coverage difficult, visits were made to four major ones.
These represented a fairly good cross-section of projects in
existence and included a very large hydro-power developnent
(Tongariro) , a thermal power proj ect (New Plyrnouth) , a large
industrial developrnent (Tasnan Pulp and Paper Co. Ltd. ni1l
expansion, Kawerau) and a notorway and roading structure project
(Shell Gully, Wellington). A brief visit was also made to the
Bluff alurniniurn snelter (Tiwai Point) in the very early stages
of the L974 expansion programme. These visits were made over
a period fron Septenber L973 to July L974. During the four
najor ones, nanagement and union representatives from six
contracts were interviewed, as was a representative of a client
company. On the largest of these up to L0 nenbers of nanage-
ment were interviewed, including the industrial relations
officer, construction superintendent and proj ect engineer or
manager among others. Discussions and intervi.ews were a1so
conducted with site officials and delegates, including in
three cases all or nost of the rnenbers of the job conmittee.
On several occasions inforrnal discussions were held with other
workers, either on the job or after work. With the exception
of those to Shel1 Gu11y and Tiwai Point, visits lasted from
two to four days during which tirne the project and associated
facilities could usually be inspected.
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visits were also nade to various off-site company and
union offices. Discussions were held with managements of the
three rnajor companies undertaking projects in late LgTs and
1974, and with officers of the Ministry of works, Officials
of the following unions were also interviewed: the Northern
and Taranaki Labourersr union, the New zealand carpentersr
Union, the New Zealand Workersr Union and the Southland Driverst
Union. 1 fn tota1, interviews were conducted with about 50
people. No request for an interview was turned down and
representatives of both managements and unions, as well as
workers generally, were most helpful and hospitable.

As with the meat industry, visits and interviews were
supplenented by two questionnaires, one for managenents and
the other for unions. Relevant prelininary drafts were
studied by officials, delegates, managers and departrnental
officers r ds a result of which several inprovements were in-
corporated in the final versions. In June rg74 copies of the
management questionnaire, addressed largely to industrial
relations or administration officers, were distributed to
construction projects. copies of the union questionnaire
were sent to officials and delegates on projects, one copy
being supplied per union represented.2

Fourteen nanagenent questionnaires were distributed, one
for each of the six government,and eight private, najor contracts
then in existence. All were completed and returned, giving a

100% response rate. sufficient copies of the union question-
naire were distributed for each on-site official or delegate
representing workers on these L4 contracts. A total of Z0

were conpleted and returned fron 13 contracts, with the largest
nunber from any one being six. rt is difficult to estimate
how nany union representatives were eligible to complete the
questionnaire but the 20 returns probably represent a high
response rate of about 60%.

1. Discussions were he1d, either on or off site, with
aepresentatives of unions of labourers, electricians,
engineers, boilernakers, plunbers, storemen and packers,
carpenters, painters, drivers, hotel workers and govern-
nent proj ect workers (i.e. New Zealand Workers t Union) .

2. In the case of one proj ect questionnaires were delivered
by the author personally.
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II AN EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE INFLUENCES ON THE BUILDING
AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PATTERN OF CONFLICT

The Nature of the Construction Project or Contract

A basic argument, from which several subsidiary ones
fo1low, concerns the nature of the construction project or
contract itself. Unlike a factory, the project is not a

permanent enploynent unit. Rather it has a lirnited life , &t
the start of which workers may be hired and at the end dis-
nissed. Moreover, it is rnobile and located where the work
must be perforned which nay not be where supplies of labour
and other factors of production are readily available. These
features mean that often large numbers of workers with differ-
ent enployment backgrounds are brought together for the first
time in unfamiliar circumstances. Menbers of the management
group nay also not have worked together before. Conflict is
seen to result from this situation for a number of reasons.
Firstr 3r established ernployment relationship is lacking and
so the parties may, at least initially, be reserved and hesitant
in their dealings with each other, especially if there is a

danger of establishing "undesirable" precedents.S Also,
because the workers do not know each other, the leaders init-
ial1y chosen nay be those able to gain the most attention, who
rrmay not be the most competent and responsible leaders avail-
ab1e".4 Second, most construction workers are ernployed on a

casual basis and may be laid off at short notice. Often their
prospective ernploynent lasts at most for the duration of a

contract. They therefore seek to gain as much as possible from
the situation while it lasts. In such circumstances, the strike
has been described as "a rapidly wasting asset"; it must be used
while the contract, and so bargaining power, sti11 exists.5
It is often argued that the enployment of a larger proportion

See N.S. Woods, Report on fndustrjal Refations LegisJ.ation
(Departnent of Labour, Wellington, 1968)p. f g; and K.J.prain,ffThe Pattern of Industrial Disputes in New ZeaLand, L92L-
1966r', M.Con. Thesis, University of 0tago, 1970, p. 72.
Woods r op.ciX., p. 18.
H.D. Woods, Labout PoIicA in Canada (St. Martinrs Press,
New York, Znd ed., 1973) p. 258,

3.

4,
5.



of permanent workers would ffimprove" industrial relations.6
Third, it may be necessary to house considerable numbers of
men in camps. Because these are usually of a temporary nature
they have short-comings which produce conflict, This nay be
exacerbated if organised leisure activities are 1acking.7 At
a more general 1eve1, it is argued that everyday facilities such
as canteens, lavatories and changing-roons, are not easily
provided to acceptable standard.s on construction sites.S some

suggest that isolation also influences the conflict level of a

project.9

The finite life of the project may establish a distinctive
pattern of conflict over its duration. N.S. Woods suggests
that conflict will be highest during the early stages when
relationships are stil1 new and initial short-conings of canps
and other facilities have not been orrut.o*u.10 This nay
especially be the case where benefits gained by workers on a

given site have no carry-over to other ones but must be estab-
lished all over *gairr,11 Others seem to imply that relatively
more stoppages will occur just before peak activity when the
cost to the employer may be high due to the pressure of un-
completed contracts but that to the worker, in terms of net
loss of work, may be low.12

The first and second facets of this argurnent are related,
in that the larger the proportion of rrpermanent" workers in a

391.

See, for exarnple, Connission on Industrial Relations,
Al-can SmeJter ,5ite, Report No . 29 (HMSO, tondon , L97 2)
p. 28.
See N. S. Woods , op.cit. , p. 19.
See Second. Report on Efficiencg in Road Construction; A
Report bg a Working Pattg of the Economic DeveTopment
Committee for CiviT Engineering (HMS0, London, L967) p. 9;
and N.S. ltloodst op.cit., p. 19.
See, for exanple, Annual Reports of the Fletcher Organis-
ation for J.967 (p. 22) and 1968 (p. 23).
N.S. Woods; op.cjt., pp. 18-19.
See H.D. Woods, op.cit., p. 252.
See DanieI Quinn MilJ.s, fndusttiaT ReJations and llanpoe{er
in Construction (Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Press, Canbridge, Mass., 1972) p. 49. Mil1s develops this
argunent within the context of the seasonal.ity of American
construction although it appears to have broader application.

9

10

ll
I2
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given labour force, the greater the likelihood that relation-
ships at all 1eve1s will be well established, and the lesser
the need for workers to press for naxinum gains from existing
contracts because they expect continuing employnent on future
ones. The argument suggests that conflict, especially in its
collective forms, will be relatively high on contracts where
workers and managers are new to each other and where the pro-
portion of permanent workers is 1ow. rt also inplies that
contracts with relatively large and inadequate camps (and
other facilities) will experience correspondingly high leve1s
of collective actions. rt further has irnplications for
individual and employer-initiated forms of conflict.

a. Lack of Established Enployment Relationship

This facet of the argument suggests that a high proportion
of workers joining a project will be unfaniliar both with other
workers there and with proj ect managernent. There is evidence
that rnost of the workers enployed on a given project have no
previous employnent experience with the contractor concerned.
When asked in the questionnaire what percentage of their labour
force had been ernployed by their conpany or department on

earlier contracts, 13 of the 14 managements said less than 50?.
The assertion that workers are unfaniliar with a particular
management therefore seems a reasonable one. There nay also be

a degree of unfaniliarity among workers, but at least sorne

are likely to have worked together for another contractor on a
previous project. Table 1 suggests that a high proportion of
the labour force on most projects has had previous experience
in the construction industry.

This lack of faniliarity both among workers and between
workers and managers was regarded as an important cause of
conflict, particularly by nanagements. One also stressed the
lack of faniliarity and experience among members of managernent,
arguing that project situations rrthrow a 1ot of people together,
probably under a management team that is also thrown togethertt.
While this factor is 1-ikeLy to be most irnportant at the start
of a project it may have a continuing influence in that some
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TABLE 1

As pec ts of the Em t Exper i ence f Project Labour Forces
p erc entag e s

(n = 14)

Sourc e: Managenent questionnaire.

occupational groups j oin only after certain stages have been
reached. Moreover, its effect is Iike1y to vary among con-
tracts in so far as the degree of past experience and faniliar-
ity also varies. It relates largely to the inclination to
engage in collective and enployer-initiated forrns but nay also
have some bearing on individual forms of conflict. As a test
of the influence of lack of familiarity, the percentage of the
labour force on a project that had previously been enployed by
the contractor concerned was correlated with measures of stop-
page activity. Correlation coefficients were found to be
insignificant. 13 Not too much enphasis should be placed. on

10 or
less t2 15 20 25 55+ 3s 45 70

% of labour force
eurployed by coy.
dept. on earlier
c ontTac ts

or
2 1 2 1 5 2 I 1 1

P erc entag es

20 25 50 60 70 75 90 95 100

eo of labour force with
previousexperiencein I 1 4 L 2 2 1 1 I
construction industry

15. Correlation results were as follows:

Variab I es Correlation Coefficient
(r)

% labour force previousl.y
enployedr no. of stoppages
% labour force previously
enployed, nan-days lost
eo labour force previously
enployed, worker loss ratio

-0.22I (insignificant)

-0.27t ( " )

-0.200 ( " )

While the coefficients have the expected sign, little
weight can be attached to this as none are significant.
In these correlations the unauthorised stop work meetings
on Contract 5/I (see Tablo 5, Chapter XI, p. 372) were
(footnote 13 js continued on the next page. )
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this result, however, because of the inadequacies of the labour
force variable as a proxy for a lack of faniliarity both among
and between the parties.

There was less support among those interviewed for the
suggestion that workers may initially choose relatively in-
competent leaders who are later replaced by nore able ones.
0n many rnajor projects those chosen as leaders were often
delegates on previous contracts where they had denonstrated an
apparent abi.lity to extract concessions from the enployer. one
industrial relations officer even argued that "the leadership
does not change" fron one project to another. rn several cases
the delegates were said to be very experienced and "techni calLy
able", although it was clairned they were also "very militant".
This facet of the argument appeared to apply in reverse on some
projects where it was noted that litt1e stoppage activity
occurred in the early stages sinply because "strong" leaders
had not yet arisen and so organisation among workers was

lacking.

The Finite Life of Contracts and the Casual,
Temporarw Nature of Construction Emplorrment

The argument that the inpernanence of contracts influences
conflict levels is a plausible one. It is reasonable that the
temporary nature of the ernployment relationship will produce
attitudes among both parties conducive to conflict. The

linited life of the contract nay influence not only the desire
but also ability to engage in conflict. l4rorkers gain bargain-
ing power fron the very fact that the contract has a strictly
finite life. If the contractrs cornpletion date is not net,
the cost to the employer, over and above any arising fron con-
cessions granted because of conflict action, may be high. The

(Eootnote 73 continued) t

included in the stoppage variabl.es on the grounds that
very short stoppages of a sinilar nature appeared to be
included in the statistics provided by some other con-
tracts. Exclusion of these meetings produces littLe
change in correlation results (correlation coefficients,
following the above order, become -0.236, -0.274 and
-0.189),

b.
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cost to the worker, on the other hand, may be low, especiarLy
if he expects to be unable to find satisfactory work on the
conpletion of the contract. rn any event the cost of the
action, in terrns of unemploynent benefit or other incorne fore-
gone due to any postponenent of cornpletion date, will be off-
set to the extent that extra overtime work is scheduled
because of it (aside fron any benefits derived fron concessions
gained). workers may consider it worthwhile taking an action
while the contract stil1 exists if they feel that concessions
gained will apply on future ones. paradoxically, the contract
nature also influences the employerts ability to engage in
conflict. rn the early stages, the enployer rnay be able to
withdraw fron a contract at a cost which is low relative to
that of continuing with it. A manufacturer, or the other hand,
nay find it nore difficult to quickly close a factory, espec-
ially if he wishes to continue in business elsewhere. The
nature of the contract gives both parties bargaining power,
the extent of which varies with the situation and duration of
the contract.

Both managenents and unions in interviews placed heavy
enphasis on this factor as a cause of conflict. rt was argued
that the temporary nature of enployrnent influences worker
attitudes in several ways. The worker feels insecure, espec-
ial1y if there is a lack of continuity in the phasing of rnajor
projects. Insecurity is sonething he considers should be
rewarded and results in his interpreting employer actions with
suspicion. Moreover, knowing the job is tenporary, workers
seek to gain as nuch as possible fron it while it exists. As
one manager argued I'the nen seek to get as nuch out of a pro-
ject while itrs in existence, in the form of greater money
and/or a longer contract timet'. A union secretary expressed
sirnilar sentiments in stating rtthe whole essence of big
contracts is how nuch money you can earn". Because the work
is terminating, the worker is seen to have no allegience to
his enployer. A rnanager argued that everything on a construct-
ion site is assessed in terms of the degree of conpletion of
the contract, something which constantly reminds the worker
that the job rnust end. Several suggested that the nore
specific and widely known the completion date the more it
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affects worker attitudes. A nunber of managers also contended
that casual work attracts young, single men who have no commit-
ment to the enployer or locality and no hesitation in engaging
in stoppages, in being absent or even in leaving. These
factors night be expected to influence not only the workerts
willingness to engage in conflict but also his desire to gain
greater control of his work situation.

Many union representatives argued that the temporary
nature of a contract also influences employer attitudes. The

enployer is seen to lack comrnitment to the workers, his only
interest being to conplete the contract (and so the enploynent
relationship) as quickly as possible. It lrras contended that
some employers are so keen to nake progress that they start
contracts and "worry about conditions later'r. This alleged
lack of conmitment was said to find expression on some sites
in the ernployer frequently threatening mass disrnissals. One

delegate clained to have been "sacked" by the sane ernployer
four times in 12 months. Certainly, disnissals are a feature
of this industry. One conpany had a standard practice of
disrnissing a1"1 its workers at the end of the year and re-
engaging then after the holidays. Another employer stated
that his conpany had been prepared to give up a contract
conpletely. One manager also suggested that the impernanence
of the work even affects managerial staff who can be concerned
about their own security. It appears the contract nature of
enployment influences both workers and nanagers in a way that
reduces constraints on the willingness to harrn the other party
through conflict. Several managers and union representatives
considered this factor the most important and fundamental cause
of conflict in the industry.

Some on-site officials and delegates saw the contract
nature as influencing confLict in other ways. Each contract
is unique and conditions prevailing on one need not be

replicated on future ones. Union representatives argued they
are faced with the sane I'problems" over and over again so
they have to fight the same "battles" nany tines over. Some

managers partially agreed with this view, noting the lack of
consistency in conditions among projects. Workers seek to
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establish binding precedents, whereas some enployers seem to
use the denise of a contract as an opportunity to forget the
conditions and wage rates prevailing there. 0n sone contracts,
key delegates are not €Lmong the first workers enployed, with
the result that they are faced with conditions and agreements,
the fornation of which they had no influence on, rt seems they
resent off-site officials naking agreements with management
which they consider inferior to ones they would have negotiated.

The temporary nature of the work is especially inportant
when construction is taking place alongside existing prenises
operated by the client. rn this situation, the contractor is
under severe pressure frorn the client not to grant any con-
cessions to construction workers which nay set a precedent for
production workers who are permanently enployed in the existing
premises. Any increased resistance by the contractor to
worker demands is 1ikeIy to produce conflict.

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the irnportance of the inpernanence of enployrnent
due to the contract nature of construction work as a cause of
strikes on their contracts. The range of opinions evident
among both management and union responses (see Table ?) is
difficult to explain in terms of a particular characteristic.
It night have been expected, for exanple, that parties from
government projects would consider this factor less irnportant
than those from private ones. The diversity among responses
fron government contracts was, however, sinilar to that among

those from private ones. Despite this, five managements and
one union considered it of above average importance and a
further two unions regarded it as very inportant. One of these
managements contended elsewhere in the questionnaire that
impermanence had led to conflict on its contract through
workers being hired whose "attitudes were forned when working
for other employers". 0n the basis of size of mean response,
managements rated this factor fifth in inportance of the 19

assessed and unions eleventh equa1. Perceptions of nanagement
and union from a given contract tended to differ, with the
managenent in one case rating the factor not important (5)
while the union rated it very irnportant (1) . 0f the seven



contracts for which both parties answered, responses were
identical for only one. There was also some disagreement in
responses of delegates from the same contract in three ."r"r.14
rn one, most delegates rated it of above average inportance (z)
but one accorded it no importance (5), while in the other two,
responses differed by a nargin of only one.

SMR = Standard
l,tranagenent and
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nean response.
r.urion questionnaires

TABLE 2

The Perqei yed Importance of the Impermanence of
Emplo.vment as a Cause of Strikes

Note: a
Source:

when asked in the questionnaires to account for the appar-
ent lower 1evel of strikes among Ministry of Workst project
workers, eight managenents nentioned the greater continuity of
work available on MO}II projects. six union representatives
(fron four projects) expressed the same view.

L4. CompLeted questionnaires were received from nore than one
delegate in the case of three contracts. Where responses
frorn a given contract were identical no difficulties in
presenting a contract rfunj-onrf response arose. Where they
differed, a tneans had to be devised of presenting the
contract response whiLe still giving it only equal weight-
ing to the single responses from other contracts. The
method used in Table 2, and in subsequent sinilar ones,
was to divide the response among ratings of inportance
according to the nunber of delegates specifying then.
For example, if three of the six delegates from Contract
X rated a particular factor very inportant (1) and three
rated it of above average inportance (2), that contractrs
union response wouf d be apportioned % to rating L and t4

to rating 2. For most of the factors assessed this pro-
cedure gave rise to few rounding problens, but for a few
rounding increased the nunber of union project responses
by one.

e ot lmPortance
t2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

Inport- Import- Inport- hnport- Import- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response

Managenent
responses 0 5 J 1 S Z S.LZ 2.60
(n=14)

Union
responses 2 L I I 2 6 S.00 g.0S
(n=13)
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Infornation from management questionnaires clearly shows
that most enploynent on projects is casual. The 1ow proportion
of workers with previous employment experience with a given
contractor was seen in Table 1. Managements were also asked to
specify the percentage of their contract labour force they
regarded as permanent or potential long service workers.
Responses to this question reinforced earlier inpressions. A
majority of managements considered 25e, or less of their enploy-
ees to be pernanent or potential long service workers.

TABLE 3

The Percefrtage gf_l.lorkers Regarded as Permanent or
Potential Lonq Service Employees

Perc entag es

5or
less 10 15 20 25 30 45 50 70

(n = 14) 1

Sourc e : Management questionnaire.

Information on length of service with the company or
department of workers on projects was also requested. It can
be seen from Table 4 that about 77% of workers had been enployed
by the same enployer for less than five years. 0n several,
the length of service of nost of the workers was only as long
as the contract has been in existence. Some, however, had a
much higher proportion of long service employees than others,
although some of these, such as Projects 10 and 12, have been
in operation for nany years. (The nunbering system in this
table bears no relationship to those in previous ones. ) If
Projects 10 and 12, two 1arge, very long term projects, are
excluded frorn consideration, only 155 of the 21-45 workers (or
7.?,%) employed by the other 11 contractors had lengths of
service of more than five years.

Our earlier discussion suggested that the higher the pro-
portion of long service or permanent workers in a contractrs
labour force, the lower will be its 1eve1 of stoppages. In
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TABLE 4

Lenqth of Service of Project Workers

Note: Figures for the projects listed relate to the
following categories of enployees:

Wage workers: Projects 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11.
Wage workers and supervisory staff: Projects

3, 4r 6.
Wage workers and a1l. or nost staff: Projects

7r 8, 12r 13.

Source: Management questionnaire.

testing this hypothesis, two variables, other than measures of
stoppage activity, were used. These were the percentage of
workers regarded by project managenents as potentially long
service or permanent, and the percentage of the contract
labour force with a length of service of five years or more.
These variables were correlated with several stoppage measures.
Resul-ts appear in Table 5.

Proj ect
OT

C ontrac t

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

72

15

Less than
6 nonths

L2

15

24

27

200

0

64

70

84

101

56

25

31

703
(L8 .7 e")

nonths
1 year

6 1-5 years 5-10 years 0v er
10 years

(No.

20

55

L7

32

200

0

42

70

47

73

13

5

1

573
(1s.3%)

of workers)
3

82

L26

506

80

16

28

60

20I
466

10

232

6

r 616
(4s .7%)

0

2

30

0

10

3

18

34

2

249

0

L77

I
s26

(L4 .0e")

0

I
14

0

10

2

L4

6

2

59

0

2L9

6

333
(8 . e%)
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TABLE 5

The Rel ati onsh
oT Emp to nt an

Notes:

Source:

sures of the Perm nce
ct

a The percentage of workers regarded by
managenents as permanent or potentiaL long
service enployees.

b The percentage of workers with five or nore
years service with a given enployer.

Managenent questionnaire.

A11 coefficients have the expected negative sign but
1itt1e weight can be attached to this as none is significant. The

relationship between the percentage of workers viewed as perm-
anent and the percentage of the labour force with five or more
years service on the one hand, and measures of stoppages on the
other, is weak but possibly negative.l5 These results do not,
however, mean that the casual nature of the project enployrnent
has little or no effect on conflict. Neither proxy variable
can be expected to incorporate all the possible influences of
casual ernploynrent mentioned above. In particular, they say
1itt1e about the effect of the nature of the contract on the
ability to engage in conflict. Moreover, most workers are paid
by the hour and enployed on a casual basis irrespective of their

15. If the unauthorised stopwork neetings occurring on Contract
S/L (Table 5, Chapter XI) are excLuded from the stoppage
variables, 1.itt1e change in the above correlation co-
efficients results. (They becone, in the order of the
above table, -0.24I, -0.305, -0.245; -0.554, -0 .28L,
-0.247.)

Variables orre I a on uoe cient
(r)

% workers viewed
No. stoppages
% workers viewed
nan-days lost
% workers viewed
worker loss ratio
% workers 5 years
No. stoppages
% workers 5 years
man-days lost
% workers 5 years
worker loss ratio

permanent,

permanent,

permanent,

,bprus,

p lus,

plus,

-0 .234

-0.300

-0 ,256

- 0. 288

-0.285

-0.261

(insignificant)
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length of service. They nay not see themselves as "permanentf'
workers even if their employer regards thern as potentially
such. Even if the proxy variables were adequate, the lack of
significant relationship may merely nean that the effect of
this factor on stoppage activity is counteracted or nodified
by that of others.

we noted earlier the possibility that the finite life of
a contract night establish a distinctive pattern of conflict
over its duration. One suggestion was that most conflict will
occur in the early stages, and another that it will occur just
before peak activity. Both are plausible. In the early
stages, many of the influences on the inclination to engage in
conflict (and especially in stoppages) are at their strongest.
Any lack of faniliarity will be at its greatest, inadequacies
in the camp and other facilities at their rnost nunerous, dis-
agreement over wages and conditions of enploynent possibly at
their most strident and so on. But the workers' ability to
engage in stoppages nay not be at a peak in the initial period,
both because of deficiencies in organisation and cohesion, and
a relative lack of bargaining power. Their ability rnay indeed
be at its highest when activity is near its peak, in that the
employer is then comrnitted to the contract but faced with the
pressure of having a large part of it uncompleted. It is,
however, difficult to argue on a prioti grounds that maxirnurn

stoppage activity will occur at either the start or peak of a

contract. An equally plausible argunent can be nade in favour
of the proposition that it will occur near the eng of a con-
tract. At that tine workers may be uncertain about future
enploynent prospects and so wish to extend the existing con-
tract. They may also wish to use that period to establish
conditions which nay be transferred to new contracts. More-
over, while their bargaining power then may be not as high as
at peak activity, it may still be very considerable if the
enployer is pressing to compLete the job to avoid going into
extra time and incurring penalty payments. It could further
be suggested that stoppages will be high whenever a new trade
or occupational group cones onto a contract, in that the new
group nay be dissatisfied with existing rates and conditions
negotiated by representatives of other groups. It seems
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difficult to assert that a given pattern of stoppages will
generally occur on contracts.

There was a wide range of responses among both parties to
the question "at what stage (or stages) in the life of a con-
struction project do the most industrial stoppages occur?"
(See Table 5). When asked to explain their answer, those
managements which specified the early stages nentioned diffic-
ulties in "settling down" and establishing wage rates and
conditions, especially as workers at that point are seeking to
set "improved standards" for the contract. Those which spec-
ified peak activity argued that workers are then at their
"naximum" strength, having also had the opportunity to organise
and rfsort themselves out". Several factors were nentioned by
those specifying the latter part of the contract, including the
insecurity of men who are uncertain about future enploynent
and a desire by workers to make gains which become I'starting
points" on future contracts. As an aside, one manager argued
that absence, in the forn of sick leave, increases as the
contract draws to an end. Some managements argued there was

no set pattern to stoppage activity on projects.

Union representatives specifying the early stages also
mentioned several factors in explanation. It was argued that
the employers initially seek 'rto do j obs on the cheap" and

"go out to break the men". It was further suggested that
conditions gained on earlier sites are not automatica1-1-y
transferred to new ones, with the same conditions again having
to be sought. "Bad" agreements nade by union officials prior
to the start were also nentioned, as was the tendency for
workers to test management to "see what they can get". Some

who specified peak activity argued that workers have a bargain-
ing advantage then. Those specifying the latter stages
nentioned the fear of redundancy, the desire of managements to
have the project operating and the opportunity to establish
inproved conditions. Several representatives said stoppage
activity is high at the beginning when conditions are being
established, at the peak when new workers are d.issatisfied
with existing agreements and at the end when redundancy looms
and the ernployer is pressing for completion.
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TABLE 6

stages in the Life of a Pr?iegt when Most Stoppaqes are seen
to 0ccur

Begin-
After ning, Begin-

Begin- rrsettling latter peak, ning,
ning inrr Peak stages end end No pattern

lvlanagement
responseszaz3bzol4c
(n=14)

Union
responses3fll320
(n=11)

Notes:

Source:

a One also specified tines of change to type of work.
b Two aLso specified tines of agreement negotiations.
c One mentioned a possible tendency for stoppages at

the beginning, while another mentioned the end.

IVanagenent and union questionnaires.

Management and union responses on this matter fron the
sane contract were often different. Responses from delegates
on the same contract were sinilar in one case, but in the other
one delegate specified the beginning and end while the other
delegate argued stoppages occur "a11 the tine".

During interviews some managenents argued that while not
all, or even most, stoppages occur in the early stages, this
period is the "crucial" one in that what happens then influences
the operation of the contract for the rest of its duration.
Early stoppages are likely to confirrn workers in the belief
that they nust "fight for everything" and so establish a trad-
ition of d.irect action which influences future behaviour. It
was also argued that stoppage prone, earlier stages or con-
tracts of a project are 1ike1y to produce the same type of
tradition which influences stoppage levels on subsequent
contracts there. These managements were on contracts that had
experienced a high level of stoppages from the beginning.

As with the rneat industry, it appears the casual nature
of enployrnent has prornpted construction workers to attempt to
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gain some control of thei-r work situation. Actions used in
so doing rnay be sources as well as forms of conflict. workers
see a casual enployment system as creating possibilities for
the enployer to discrirninate in hiring and firing and, in some
cases, they have consequently sought to control this process.
one neans of doing so is to demand that enployers hire only
workers with a union "ticket". A more regulated nethod involves
the operation of a roster, the order of which the enployer must
fo11ow in hiring new workers. A roster prevents enployers
refusing to hire particular workers, and also serves to a11oc-
ate work anong members of any occupational group. The employer
is faced with hiring workers in the order set out in the roster
or hiring no workers at all. rn some cases, Tosters have been
operated by unions but in others on an unofficial basis by a

section of the nenbership. 0n some sites any tendency for
enployers to disniss particular workers has also been restrain-
ed by the knowledge that such action is likely to result in a

1A
stoppage. -"

Job demarcation on proj ects can largely be regarded as a

reaction to the insecurity of casual ernploynent. The trade or
occupational group that is successful in establishing clairn to
certain work increases its employnent prospects. Denarcation,
along with the roster, union "ticket" and so o[, enphasises the
importance of the union or occupational grouping. Anything
which rnay weaken the group is resisted. 0n some contracts, for
exanple, workers will not accept directions from foremen other

Several unions and some nanagements saw alleged wrongful
disnissals to be a quite inportant cause of strikes. In
the questionnaires they were asked to assess the inport-
ance of alleged wrongful disnissals as a cause of strikes
on their contracts. Responses were as follows:

Scal.e of importance
No Mean

2S4SAnswerResponseSMR
Managenent
respons e s

Union
respons es

3 .67 3. 00

16

3 L 2 2 t 4 2.67 2.71

Managenent and union questionnaires.
0n the basis of size of nean response, both parties rated
the factor seventh equal in inportance of the 19 assessed

Source:
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than the one directly concerned with their trade or occupation.
Moreover, certain workers refuse to perform jobs they consider
not theirs.

Such actions obviously have inplications for mannirg, as
do numerous others. For example, workers may form teams
which, irrespective of the amount of work available, must
remain together. They nay further resist being transferred
from one aspect of a site to another and nay only perforn
certain work (such as job-and-finish)17 it stand-by workers
are available for the whole time. sone workers also attenpt
to exercise control over hours worked and rnay specify to the
employer the extent to which variation in hours (such as extra
overtime or Sunday work) is perrnissible.

Workers may also try to influence the 1eve1 of output
and so duration of a contract. On some sites forernen, and
other managerial staff, do not perform any physical work
because of worker demands that they refrain from such work.
Moreoverr o[ numerous sites it is standard practice not to work
in the rain. Some managements argue that workers can interpret
Itwet weatherrr in such a way as to rnake a contract last as long
as possible.

Many of the above actions have been sources of conflict,
with enployers in some cases opposing then strongly. They are
likely to continue to be so in that many workers regard them
as necessary if they are to have any control over, what to
thern, is an otherwise casual, unregulated and discriminatory
employment situation.

c. Camps and Other Facilities

This argument, &S

cerns the standard of
desire or inclination
other aspects relating

stated in the literature, largely con-
the canp and other facilities and so the
to engage in conflict action. But it has

to the ability to engage in such action.

L7. That is, a job which,
conpleted irrespective

is carried on until
invol.ved.

once started
of the hours
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The existence of a camp increases the workerfs capacity to
temporarily stop work either through a stoppage or by being
absent. The cost of stopping to the worker nay be relatively
low if his food and shelter is sti1l provided by the enployer.
A canp nay in addition pronote cohesiveness and unity among
workers as their only contact either on or off the job is with
their fel1ows. Such a situation may facilitate the developrnent
of leadership reputations and "personality cults'r. rt rnight
also be argued that camp inhabitants never leave the work
environment but carry their work problems into their leisure
tine. Moreover, they are not subject to the same constraints
on stoppage action as are 1ocal workers. Their allegiance is
not to the loca1 community but to their fe1Iow workers and
their dependents, if &ny, do not live locally.

The argument has intuitive appeal and virtually all man-
agers and union representatives interviewed regarded the
existence of a camp, in one way or another, as a very inportant
influence on industrial conflict. Delegates and officials
placed great emphasis on camp conditions, arguing that conflict
will arise where they are inadequate. Some said all facilities
on construction sites are ternporary and of such a condition
that 'fno one would put up with them". f t was argued that
workers nay be engaged on a project for a nurnber of years but
are expected to use facilities intended to be only temporary.
several contended that Ministry of works I contracts have
relatively low stoppage levels due to Ministry camps being
superior to those provided by private contractors and to a far
higher proportion of workers living in einployer-provided
houses with their wives and farnilies. one senior delegate
even argued that the provision of good quality camps would
"solve half the problemstr on projects.

A number of carnps were inspected during visits to projects.
They usually took the form of rows of fairly snal1 and basic
huts, a cookhouse, amenities blocks and, possibly, a recreation
hal1. The quality of the camps varied. The poorer ones lacked
paved walkways or roading, adequate recreation facilities, lawns
and vegetation generally and were unattractive places. None of
those visited were anywhere near the standard of a motel and
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all had a temporary air. 0n most projects, staff live in
houses provided by the employer or, i.n sorne cases in smal1,
motel-style camps. 0n MOw projects most married workers also
live in houses.

The lack of generally accepted ninimum camp standards
seems a najor source of conflict. Delegates argue that they
have to fight for the same conditions over again on each new
proj ect. They see this as due to the temporary nature of
projects. one delegate contended that f'firms know the job
will last only two or three years and are only interested in
getting it done. They don't care about people at a11."
Delegates particularly resented having to use camps they con-
sidered sub-standard but the use of which was consented to by
off-site officials before the project began. conplaints were
especially nunerous about camps actually located on the con-
struction site and near existing industrial prernises, the
effluent of which aggravated already difficult conditions
arising from dust and dirt. A lack of facilities for leisure
activities was also a conmon source of complaint.

Other aspects were mentioned by union representatives.
one off icial stressed the f funnatural naturefr of camps, arguing
that they forn "a congregation of nen like an army" with "no
home association". Another ca1led carnps "breeding grounds for
trouble" where men have nothing to do with their leisure time
except discuss their problens. He further emphasised the fact
that camps are only for single men, so that their inhabitants
either have no dependents or are separated from then. one
secretary said even a camp with very high standards can be "a
source of trouble".

Nunerous nanagements also said canp conditions can be a
source of conflict. Several calLed their camps "hotbeds of
trouble" and one said contractors are "mad to do jobs with
camps", labe1ling them "disasters". Some acknowledged that
their camps were sub-standard and it was generally agreed that
future ones t'must be of the highest possible standard". More-
over, it was argued that camps produce the unity among workers
necessary for effective collective action. The very fact of
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workers having shared circumstances was considered to build
unityr 3s was the ability "to have a union meeting over
dinner". within this envirorunent, strong and respected
leaders develop. ft was argued that men on construction sites
are in search of leaders who are often found among camp
inhabitants rather than among other workers or members of
management. The isolation of workers from managers is due
not only to the lack of an established employment relation-
ship but to the social isolation of camp inhabitants from
managerial staff who live in houses elsewhere and often never
venture into the camp.

The job was also seen to "spil1 over" into the private
lives of workers who "do not go horne but to the camp" after
work. The result was described as trcamp sickness', which finds
expression in workers "sitting around dreaning how to get at
the companyrf . carnps were also regarded as enhancing the
economic capacity of workers to engage in conflict. rt was
argued that the cost to canp inhabitants of stoppages or
absence is relatively low because contractors are unable to
evict them from the camp nor to withhold services or provisions
such as meals (whichr on private contracts, are usually free
of charge). Managements seemed to fear that the contract
would be "blacked" if such action was taken and one cited a

case where an alleged attempt was made to burn a cookhouse
because it hail been shut during a strike. camps therefore
provide not only almost guaranteed food and shelter for workers
but also represent a cost to the employer which continues
despite stoppages.

Numerous managements, both in interviews and question-
naires, suggested that Mow projects often have relatively 1ow
stoppage levels because of the provision of houses for married
workers who forn a high proportion of the Ministryts labour
force. This, along with the provision of other facilities
such as schools, ha11s, shops etc. , was seen to create a tthome

environment" within which conflict is less f.ikely to arise.

Management and union questionnaires contained several
questions relevant to this argument. The parties were asked to
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assess the inportance of large nurnbers of men living under
camp conditions, geographic isolation and any tendency for
construction workers to be separate communities with few
outside social contacts as causes of strikes on their son-
tracts. It will be seen from Table 7 that both parties
generally considered the presence of large numbers of men in
canps of some inportance as a cause of strikes. If responses
only from projects with canps are consid.ered, managementsr oil
the basis of size of mean response, rated this factor second
in irnportance of the 19 assessed as causes of strikes and
unions tenth.18 Several delegates, in response to another
question, attributed the relatively high leve1 of strike
activity in the construction industry, &t least in part, to
workers having to live in camps away frorn home. The three
managenents and two unions rating it very irnportant all came

fron projects with a high proportion of the labour force
living in camps. Managenent and union fron a given contract
tended to attach sirnilar importance to this factor, although
in one case the nanagement rated it not irnportant (i.e. 5) and

the union very inportant (1).

It is clear that any tendency for construction workers
to be separate conmunities with few outside social contacts
was regarded by both parties as a less important cause of
strikes than the factor just looked at. A11 three managements

according it above average importance, however, were from
projects with camps, two being also from geographically
isolated ones. Both unions rating it very important came

from projects with campsr one of which was isolated. In
terrns of size of mean response, managernents rated the
factor tenth equal of the 19 assessed and unions fifteenth.
Management and union fron the same contract gave identical
assessments in only two of seven cases. Delegates from
a given contract assessed it differently in two cases. In
both, one-half of the delegates rated it very inportant (1),

18. If responses fron all projects are considered, nanagements
rated ttris factor urltr in inportance of those assessed
(with the obvious slight consequent effect on the ratings
of the two intervening factors). The union rating is the
sane irrespective of whether totaJ. responses, or just
those from projects with camps, are considered.
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TABLE 7

rtance of Factors ReThe Perceived ati n to Cam
oc'ral an ation as

Notes: a Large nr:mbers of rnen living under canp conditions.
b Any tendency for construction workers to be separate

commrmities with few outside social contacts.

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

while the other half rated it of above average importance (Z).

fn view of the d.ifferent locational characteristics of
projects, it is not surprising that assessments of the irnport-
ance of geographic isolation varied among both parties. Never-
theless, a greater proportion of unions rated this factor very
important than did nanagenents. There was a tendency in union
responses for it to be rated of greater inportance, the more

tr
ale ot lmportance

I

Very
import-

ant

23
Above

Average Average
inport- import-
ance ance

4
Below

Average
inport-
ance

5

Not
iroort- No Mean

ant Answer response SI{R

1.

Management
resPonses:

- those with
c€unps

- total (n=14)

Union responses:

- those with
cEunps

- total (n=13)

2.37

3.09 2.53

2.83

2.86 Z .9L

2.

lrlanagenent
responses
Union responses

3. Geographic
Isolation

3.85 3.14

3.50 5.56

ldanagement
responses
Union responses

3.75 3.07

3.00 3.05
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isolated the project. while the tendency existed zrmong man-
agenents it was less strong, with one from a very isolated
contract accord.ing the factor no importance. on the basis of
size of nean response, unions rated it eleventh equal- in
importance of those assessed and rnanagements ninth. percept-
ions of the two parties fron the same contract again tended
to differ, with the same assessment being given for only two.
Also as with the previous factor, there were differences in
the perceptions of delegates fron the same contract in two
cases. For one, approxirnately two-thirds of the delegates
considered it very inportant while the other third rated it
of only average importance. For the other, one delegate con-
sidered it not important and the other delegate of below
average importance.

There is obviousry a strong body of opinion that camps,
in a variety of ways, are potential sources of conflict. while
less emphasis was placed on geographic isolation and a lack of
outside social contacts among construction workers, these
factors are to an extent related to the existence or otherwise
of a camp. Most projects situated alrray from centres of
population require camps to house workers who, because they
come from other areas, have few contacts with the 1oca1 comm-
unity if one exists. It is difficult to isolate these influences
and it appears in practice they are often not viewed separately
but identified with the existence of a camp.

There are a number of hypotheses relating canps to con-
flict that rnight be statistically tested. Much of the above
discussion suggests that the larger the camp, the higher the
leve1 of stoppage activity on a project. As a test of this
hypothesis, numbers of camp inhabitants when the labour force
was at its peak were correLated with measures of stoppage
activity. The discussion also suggested that the greater the
proportion of the labour force living in camps (as opposed to
houses), the higher the level of stoppage activity on a project.
To test this hypothesis, the percentage of the peak male
labour force housed in canps was used as one variable and a

measure of stoppage activity again as the other. correlation
results are presented in Table 8.
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TABLE 8

be twe n Measures of Cam Si ze and
aqe Ac ti vi

The Re'l

Notes:

Source:

Nunber of workers in the canp at peak labour
force.
Percentage of peak nale labour force living
in the canp.

Managenent questionnaire.

The relationship between the number of camp inhabitants
on the one hand and the number of stoppages or nan-days lost
on the other, is a strong, positive one. The number of camp
inhabitants, for example, explained 76.!6% of the variation in
stoppage frequency. Apparently, the greater the number of
workers living in carnps, the greater the number of stoppages
and nan-d.ays lost on a project.19 ltlhen the worker loss rati-o
is used as the measure of stoppage activity the relationship
is nuch weaker.2o

19 0f the 14 contracts in existence in nid-L974, nine had
canps the largest of which housed 801 nen at peak labour
force and the smallest 43. The average peak canp size was
23I inhabitants. 0n these nine cont,racts, the percentage
of peak nale labour force housed in camps ranged from Bg%
to 2O.7%, with the average being 33.5%. Of the four pro-
jects with no camps, only one experienced a stoppage in
in I973 (a further contract began in earty Lg74). Incid-
enta1ly, on the largest governnent hydro-power schemes
up to Ir000 workers at peak are housed in departxnental
hous ing .

rf the unauthorised stopwork neetings occurring on contract
5/L (Table 5, Chapter XI) are excluded fron the stoppage
variables, little change in the above correlation coeffic-
ients results. (They becone, in the order of the above
table, 0.838, 0.820, 0.4L2; 0.541, 0.499, 0.299.)

Variables

no. in ""rprt no. of stoppages
no. in camp, man-days lost
no. in catnp, worker loss ratio
% labour force in canp,b no. of
s topPag es

% labour force in canp, nan-days
lost
% labour force in canp, worker
loss ratio

Correlation coefficient
(r)

0.873 (significant 0.001
0.846 ( " 0.001
0.402 (insignificant)

0.511 (significant 0.10)

0.504 ( " 0.10)

0.320 (insignificant)

20.
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A positive, but less significant, relationship exists
between the percentage of the peak labour force housed in
camps and the nunber of stoppages or man-days lost on a
contract. Again, it seems that the higher this percentage,
the greater the number of stoppages and man-days Lost. when
the worker loss ratio is used as the stoppage measure, the
relationship is not significant. This could possibly be the
result of a downward bias arising from a measure of the labour
force being the denoninator in both variables in the regression.

The apparent conclusiveness of these results is a 1ittle
surprising in view of the inadequacies of the two variables
used as proxies for the influence of the camp. The size of
the camp, either in terms of number of inhabitants or the
percentage of the labour force it houses, takes no account of
its condition, location or many of the other factors discussed
which seem to influence the 1eve1 of stoppages.

It was suggested that the existence of a camp may also
influence absence rates by increasing the ability of its
inhabitants to be absent. As a test of this hypothesis, the
same two measures of canp size were correlated with the
absence rate. The correlation between the nunber of canp
inhabitants at peak labour force and the absence rate was

r = 0.529 (significant 0.10), and that between the percentage
of the peak labour force housed in camps and the absence rate
was r = 0.267 (insignificant). The relationship in both cases
is positive but is significant in only one. Projects with
large canps may have relatively high absence rates.

The existence, size, location, condition and so on of a

camp appear inportant influences on project 1evels of stoppages.
They may also influence 1evels of absence. In some situations
these features may reinforce each other, while in others they
may counteract. A project with a 1arge, poorly located and
equipped camp could expect higher levels of these conflict
forms than one with an equal sized but well located and equipped
camp. In particular, it seens that where the camp is an
integrated part of a wider conmunity any predisposition toward
conflict is counteracted to some extent.
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2. The N f the l,{ork rkin Condi tions and
the I'lorker

An argument related to the "nature of the project'r one
concerns the nature of the work, working conditions and the
worker. rt is suggested that the work on projects is conplic-
ated, arduous and frequentLy hazatdous. Aside from other
effects, these features open up numerous possibilities for
argument over the interpretation and application of collective
agreements and awards.2l Mor"over, while the work is arduous
and exposed to the weather, facilities and other conditions
are often inferior to those in industries providing more
pleasant and settled work.22 rt might be expected that such
work would attract or produce forceful workers prepared to
engage in conflict action,23 The influence of these factors
is likely to be a general one, although it nay vary among and
even within contracts in so far as the type of work and assoc-
iated working conditions also vary. while the argument is
franed in terrns of collective forms, it also appears relevant
to individual f orrns of conflict.

rn interviews, the enphasis placed on particular factors
varied among projects. 0n several, the arduous and cornplex
nature of the work was not nentioned as a cause of conflict.
where it was seen inportant, the work was often very unpleasant
and performed in difficult weather conditions. rn several
questionnaire responses, very cold or wet weather was specif-
ical1y noted as an important cause of strikes, and in one, of
turnover.24 on some sites, conflict had arisen through con-

2L. See N.S. Woods t op.cit., p. 19.
22. see second Repott on Efficienca in Road construction, p. 9

and New Zealand BuiTding Wotker, The New ZeaLand Carpen-
tersr Union, Nov. /Dec., 1974, p. 6.

23. see Howard G. Foster and George strauss, rrLabor problens
in Construction: A Revi€wtt, IndustriaJ Refations, Vol. ll,
Oct. Lg72 , p. 311 .

24. There appears to be a seasonal pattern to stoppage
activity in the proj ects section of the construction
industry. A seasonal index for stoppage frequency for
L967-73, derived in the usual way, shows frequency to be
highest in the nid-winter (July-Septenber) and summer
nonths (Jan. -March) .

(footnote 24 js continued on the next page.)
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struction workers having to work in operating areas of existing
premises where conditions were unusually hot and noisy.
Dangerous work was a more frequently nentioned factor, d1-
though the importance attached to it varied with the type of
work. Greatest ernphasis was placed on it where high structures
were involved. Two effects of danger were noted. First,
where the work involved danger there was a high potential for
disagreement over safety. second., dangerous work is seen to
attract or produce aggressive workers who have 1itt1e al1eg-
iance to the enployer. As one construction superintendent
argued: "These people constantly live with danger. l{hen they
come to work, they take their lives into their hands. It neans
the men take a casual attitude to their job - they live from
day to day. " Danger was also seen to prornote group cohesion.
The role of the weather in argunents over safety was often
nentioned.

Several managements and union representatives argued that
facilities on projects are frnot good enough". One industrial
relations officer said construction workers now expect their
working conditions to be as good as those of "people in offices"
and saw this expectation not being fulfi1Ied, and conflict
resulting, because rrmanagement has not caught up with problens"
such as "poor conditions'f. Several nanagers could see the
point of worker claims for better facilities, especially as

workers on projects spend more tine working outdoors than do
even those in other sections of the construction industry.

A nunber of managers contended that the nature of some of
the work attracts "young, aggressi.ve" workers, oft cited
exanples of which work were rigging and steel erection, and
scaffolding. It was suggested that delegates elected by those

(Footnote 24 continued) :

Seasonal. Index, Stoppage Frequency

Jan. Feb. l,larch April lttay Jrme July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

108.25 120.35 L2r.9L 80.76 95.12 93.62 L43.67 167.92 L20.73 76.95 65.76 4.98

Source: Derived fron Depa"tment of Labour strike returns.

A possible explanation of this pattern is that the hot and
dry conditions of sunner and the cold and wet conditions
of nid-winter increase the probability that stoppages will
occur in those nonths.
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perforning such r4rork reflect the workers t aggressiveness . A

union official argued that entrant riggers are not aggressive
but soon becone so. One manager contended that all construct-
ion enployees, including management, are forceful by nature and
that this is a naj or cause of conflict.

The union and management questionnaires contained several
questions relevant to the "nature of work argument'r. Both
parties were asked to assess the inportance of the forceful,
conbative character of construction workers, disagreements over
safety matters, dangerous work and dirty work as causes of
strikes on their contracts. As can be seen from Table 9, a

rnajority of unions attached considerable importance to the
forceful character of construction workers. Both the unions
considering it of no irnportance (i.e. 5) were fron low stoppage
1eve1 contracts. Most managements also rated the factor of at
least average importance. 0n the basis of size of mean res-
ponse, unions rated it seventh equal in importance of the 19

assessed, and managements sixth. In most cases there was

considerable agreement between managenent and union responses
from the same contract. There was, however, disagreement in
the responses of delegates frorn one contract, with equal
nurnbers rating the factor very inportant (1), of average
inportance (3) and not irnportant (5).

There was a sharp difference between management and union
assessments of the importance of disagreernents over safety
matters. A najority of nanagements considered them of no

importance, while a inajority of unions regarded thern as very
important. Moreover, there was a fairly high degree of con-
cordance anong the responses of either party. 0n the basis of
size of mean response, unions accorded the factor very high
inportance (second equal of the 19 assessed), while manage-

ments gave it very low importance (sixteenth). Not surprising-
Ly, management and union responses fron the same contract
tended to differ, with the union generally according it nore
inportance than did the management. There was also some dis-
agreement among delegates from the same contract. In one case,
three delegates considered it very important, one of above

average importance and two of average irnportance. In two
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TABLE 9

of FactThe Percei ved Imoor
o the Wor

Notes: a

b

Source:

s Re'l atinq to the N

of tr i kes

The forceful, conbative character of construction workers.
Disagreenents over safety natters.

Management and rnion questionnaires.

others, one delegate rated it very irnportant and the other of
only average or less importance.

The difference between management and union assessrnents
of the importance of dangerous work, whi1e pronounced, is less
sharp than in the case of disagreements over safety natters.
Some unions considered dangerous work less inportant than

Scale of importance

1234s
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- import- inport- inport- inport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

1. Forceful
ef,?E-ctera

Management
responses 0 2 6 2 Z Z S.SS Z.7S
(n=14)

UnionresPonses z s 2 o z 4 2.67 2.Tl(n=1S)

2. Safety
DTd-greementsb

"-r*"r*aresponseso132624'083'34
Unionresponses 5 t 4 0 0 S 1.90 l.9S

3. Dangerous Work

ltanagement
responseso224423'853'L4
Unionresponses 4 0 2 2 L 4 2.56 2.60

. Dirty Work

Managenent
responses o 2 2 3 s 2 3'92 3'2L

Unionresponses 5 I 3 2 1 I 2,70 Z.T4
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disagreements over safety, while some managements saw the
reverse to be true. rn terms of size of mean response, unions
rated the factor sixth in importance of those assessed and
managements tenth equa1. Management and union frorn the same
contract assessed the irnportance of this factor differently
in all but one case. Responses of delegates from the same
contract, however, were a1ike. Both dangerous work and dis-
agreements over safety matters were included in the question-
naires as the former enbraces other possible influences on
strikes than the latter, for example, the attracting or
producing of aggressive workers nentioned above.

Management and union assessments of the importance of
dirty work were sinilar to those for dangerous work, with
unions again attaching relatively more inportant to it. 0n
the basis of size of mean response, unions rated this factor
ninth in importance of those assessed and rnanagements thirt-
eenth equal. Again, responses of management and union from
the same contract tended to differ, although in this case
responses of delegates frorn the same contract also were
generally different.

Factors associated with the nature of the work often seem

important causes of stoppages and of some individual forms of
conflict. Some are present to an extent in all construction
work. For example, almost all facilities are temporary and
most workers are at some stage exposed to the weather. While
this nay create a predisposition toward conflict, the variable
influence of these factors is 1ikely to produce different
levels of conflict both within and among projects. Some

projects are more dangerous than others just as certain jobs
within a given project involve greater danger than others.
The high 1evel of danger associated with rigging and scaff-
olding is likely to be a rnajor factor in accounting for the
stoppage proneness of riggers and scaffolders. Sinilarly,
conplexity, arduousness and unpleasantness vary with the
tfpe of work and can be expected to produce variations in
anounts of conflict at intra- and inter-project levels. To

the extent that these factors differ among jobs, the force-
fulness of various types of workers can also be expected to
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differ. rn this section of the construction industry, the
nature of the work differs significantly both among occupat-
ional groups and projects and probably accounts for nuch of
the difference in amounts of conflict at those 1eve1s.

3. Cohesiveness, Mobilit.v and the Kerr-Siege'l H.vpothesis

several inportant elements of the Kerr-siegel hypothesis,
such as isolation, a hornogeneous and cohesive group of workers
and internal imrnobility, appear relevant to the projects
section of the construction i-ndustry. On nany projects, a
high proportion of workers live in canps separate fron the
wider comrnunity and numerous sites are geographically isolated.
Workers are also often cohesive in a conflict with the employer.
In the questionnaire, managements were asked: "Is your work-
force generally cohesive in the event of a stoppage. For
example, if a group of workers, e.g. carpenters, goes out on
strike, does the rest of the workforce normally give them
support?fr. Unions were asked a slightly different question,
nanely: "Is the mernbership of your union cohesive in the
event of a stoppage at this project? For exanple, if a group
of your members goes out on strike, does the rest of the
inenbership give their support?. " Responses were as follows:

TABLE 10

Responses to the Question "Is Your l.|orkforce 0r

Unqualified Qualified Qualified unqualified
YES YES NO NO rfVariesf r

Managenent
responses (n=14)
lwoikforce- ' 5 4 I
cohesion)

Lfiion lesponses
(n=11)(nember- 8 I I
ship cohesion)

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.
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Most managements said their workforces were always or
generally cohesive. The four that said theirs were not all
came from contracts with 1ow stoppage propensities. Alnost
all unions said their menberships were invariably cohesive
in the event of a stoppage. The two answering with qualified
or unqualified rrNOf's came frorn contracts where managements
also reported a lack of cohesion. while workers are generally
cohesive they are not homogeneous. Rather, they are different-
iated along occupational 1ines.

There is also a widely held view among union officials
and delegates that workers and managements in the projects
section of the industry are on different "sides" and that con-
flict is inherent in industry.Z5 A, can be seen from Table 11,
only four of rz responding proj ect unions saw managements and
r^rorkers to be on the same "side". Three of these came fron
low stoppage leve1 contracts and the other fron a moderate
stoppage 1evel one. Responses from more than one delegate
were receiyed frorn three contracts, but in each case they
were identical-. Most managements, however, consider the two
parties to be on the sane side, with only four seeing them to
be on different sides. Of this latter number, three came from
highly stoppage prone contracts. Unions were also asked to say
whether they thought menbers of their projectts rnanagement
would answer in the same way as they did. 0f the nine which
said management would, two were incorrect. Only two unions
said that management would answer differentLy, and one of
these was incorrect. From one other contract, one-half of the
delegates said 'rYES'r to this question, and the other half f'NO'r.

A11 managements but one felt their workforce would definitely
or probably give the same answer as they did. Four were in-
correct in their judgnents. As regards responses frorn the
same conttact, in four cases the management said the parties
were on the same side while the union said they were on
different sides. Unions generally considered the parties to
be on d.ifferent sides but rnanagements considered then to be

on the same side. Both unions and managernents, however,
usually felt that the other party on the contract would answer
the same as they did.

25. No definition of side or confLict was supplied, it being
left to each respondent to interpret these terns.
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Response patterns were nuch more similar when managements
and unions were asked whether conflict is inherent in industry.
A big rnajority in both cases said conflict was inherent.
Reasons given for their answers by nanagements responding in
the affirmative included:

. "Where one section is asking the other continually
for improved conditions and wages and the other is
in business to show a profit, two opposing forces
are at work and conflict is often the way conpromises
are reached. tt

o "As long as there are enployers and employees con-
flict can only be reduced and not eliminated.
Elinination would require a change of hunan nature."

. "Because of our industrial history the workers I

1ot is improved only by dispute...nothing is given
without asking (or denanding). Things given are
treated with suspicion and leave the feeling: 'There
must be some more there to giver . t'

Some of the reasons given by unions answering in the
affirnative were:

"Workers create the asset for the bosses and
realise this. Therefore they nust engage in
struggle to obtain their rightful share of the

asset. tt

o "The bosses are always trying to push the men as

far as they will go. "

". . .the unfair system."

It is curious that seven managenents said workers and
managements are on the same side but that conflict is inherent
in industry. Two unions also answered in that way. It nay be

that they saw the parties as on the same side in the under-
taking of a proj ect but as in conflict over the distribution
of the rewards associated with it. One managenent and one
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TABLE 11

Perceptions of the Exi stence of Confl ict

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

union said workers and nanagements are on different sides but
that conflict is not inherent in industry. Management and
union from the same contract held different views on whether
conflict is inherent in four cases. For contracts frorn which
more than one delegate rep1ied., responses of delegates were
identical in two of three cases.

Concerning occupational rnobility, a high proportion of
foremen on several contracts were appointed frorn among the
employerrs nanual workers. Eight nanagements said 65% or
more of their foremen had been appointed. in this way.26 But
it appears a lower proportion of managerial staff above the
foreman level began in the industry as nanual workers. llhen
asked how many manual workers in the last few years had been
appointed forenen and how many people who began as manual

26, The following responses were received to the question:rr0f forernen on this contract, what pereentage has been
appointed from among your company or department I s nanual
workers ?rr :

Percentages
0 2 10 2s 40 s0 65 75 80 90 100

Managenent
responsesl0L2l0lll14
(n= 13 )

Union
responses2100012000Z
(n=8)

Workers and nanagenents
on projects are:

Is conflict inherent
in industry?

YES NO
On same

ilsiderf

10

4

On different
Itsidesrf

Managenent
Tesponses (n=14)

Union responses
(n=12)

(n=12)

(n= 12)

Source: Management and union questionnaire.
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workers had been appointed to management positions above the
foreman 1eve1, responses were as follows:

TABLE 72

Extent of Appointment to Foreman Level or Above

Sourc e : Managenent and union questionnaires.

some of the conditions necessary for the development of
an isolated mass are present in the projects section of the
construction industry. As regards the nature of the work and
worker aspect of the Kerr-siegel hypothesis r w€ have already
noted the inportance of such factors as arduousness and
unpleasantness, danger, casuality, the forceful character of
construction workers and so on. while some of these factors,
along with those rnaking for isolated masses, are certainly
inportant influences on confLict, we have studied thern in
contexts other than the Kerr-Siegel hypothesis. Most have
their origins in technical conditions of the industry which
are among the fundanental causes of conflict rather than in
the essentially secondary ones constituting the Kerr-Siegel
hypothesis.

4. Multiplicity of Unions

Construction work, especially on large projects, caLls
for a wide range of ski11s and so a labour force composed of
numerous occupational groups. The identity of these groups
is nanifested in the form of numerous craft unions, The
consequent rnultiplicity of bargaining relationships is itself

MANY FEW NONE

No. appointed forenen
Management responses (n=72) S g 1
Union responses (n=9) 4 5 0

No. appointed above forenan level
Management responses
Union responses

264
243
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seen as a possible source of conflict.27 Furthernore, the
existence of several unions each with clains to particular
aspects of the work opens up possibilities for jurisdictional
and denarcation d.isputes.28 rt also gives rise to numerous
possible earnings relativities.29 Enployers bid up the wages
of groups in short supply or strategic positions with the
result that disparities are created and pressure is exerted
by others to restore established relativities. It is even
suggested that each union ilBy, by a process of "leapfrogging",
attenpt to better the settlements achieved by others.50 This
argument, which rnight be cal1ed the "multiplicity of unions'r
one, appears to relate largely to collective and certain
employer-initiated forms. While it has its basis in the
nature of construction work it also owes something to the
tradition of craft unionisn in the industry. It is conveivable
that all workers, at least on projects, could belong to a

single union. The argument suggests that the greater the
number of unions, the stronger their individual identities
and claims to certain work, and the more numerous and rigid
the earnings relativities, the greater will be the leve1 of
conflict on a project. It rnay have wider inplications in so
far as relativities of earnings and conditions exist among
projects and as demarcation disputes nay lead to synpathy
actions by union rnembers on other proj ects.

The number of unions represented in a workforce varies
considerably among contracts. Nunbers of unions on the 74

contracts covered by the questionnaires ranged fron one to 11.
As a rule, private enterprise contracts have more unions
represented than do government ones. On one of the private
contracts surveyed, however, all unions had nerged for its
duration to forn a "combined" union, while on another, one of

27. See Foster and Strauss, op.cit., p. 311.
28. See Foster and Strauss, op.cit., p. 311; and Mills,

op.cit. , pp. 48-9.
29. See Stuart Janieson, ttRegional. Factors in Industrial

Conflict: The Case of British Colunbiat', Canadian Journal
of Eeonomics and PoliticaL Science, Vo1. XXVIII, Aug.,
L962, pp, 4L3-4L4; and D. Quinn MilLs, I'The Construction
Industry", Proceedings of the fndusttial Refations
Research Association, Spring 1970, p. 502.

30. Mi11s, frThe Construction Industryt', p. 502 .
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the unions represented its own members and also those of
another union. under a conbined union of this sort the
individual unions do not lose their identity, but for the
purposes of the project combine to set up a single union
agency to operate on behalf of them all. 0n government con-
tracts all hourly-paid workers belong to the New zeaLand
workers'union (NzwlJ), while clerica1, supervisory, and other
"staff" personnel nay belong to the Public service Assoc-
iation (PSA). Details of nurnbers of unions on contracts at
peak labour force are presented in the following table:

TABLE 13

Number of Unions Represented on Surve.ved Contracts

No. of
Unions : 10 11

Private contracts
(n=8)

Governnent contracts
(n=6)

1a

Note: a

Source:
A frcombinedrr union.
Management questionnaire.

a. MultipLicitv of Bargaining Relationships

Bargaining relationships on construction sites are
potentially very complex and numerous. Not only are there
often several unions but also several enployers in the forn
of contractors and subcontractors. Moreover, the client nay
be an indirect party to such relationships. Each ernployer
nay make a separate agreement with each union represented
in the workforce, and in some cases each such agreement rnust
be acceptable to the client. It is reasonable that the more
numerous the bargaining relationships, the greater is the
potential for d.isagreernent, and so conf 1ict, between the
various parties.

Several managements argued that conflict would be reduced
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if there were only one einployer dealing with one union. It
was suggested that MOW proj ects often have lower stoppage
levels than private enterprise ones because they are covered
by a single, all-enbracing agreement negotiated between the
enployer and^ a single union.3l

It night also be suggested that conflict resulting from
multiple bargaining relationships nay be reduced by the
negotiation of a single, composite agreement between all
unions and enployers on a particular contract. Such agreements
are in fact now quite common. However, they do not elirninate
bargaining relationships so much as change their form. Unions
must now agree among themselves on a conmon set of clains and
the personnel to represent them before they enter into
negotiations. Enployers also have to reach conmon ground
among thenselves as a prerequisite to negotiations. It may

be of course that it is easier for several unions (or employers)
to agree among themselves and present a united front in
negotiations than for each of then to reach a separate agree-
ment with the employer or enployers (or unions). 0n some

sites unions are conbined, especially for negotiating purposes,
in the form of either a combined union or a job conrnittee.
Even with a conposite agreement, however, bargaining relation-
ships may stil1 be conplex if individual unions later seek
above-agreenent conditions and rates for the performance of
certain work.

b. Job Demarcation

Different types
skills and result in
some cases a separate

of construction work require different
different occupational specialisrns. In
union exists for each rnaj or occupational

31 This agreement (Docunent 1085 and variations) is negot-
iated between the State Services Cornnission and the New
ZeaLand Workers I Union, except where inter-service con-
siderations are involved in which case the negotiating
parties are the State Services Co-ordinating Connittee
and the Cornbined State Services 0rganisation. The legis-
lation governing registration of unions and the naking
of agreenents and awards in the private sector does not
apply to government employees.
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grouping, while in others a single union covers several occup-
ations. where there are separate unions, strong lines of
demarcation, defining the preserves of each occupation, are
likely to exist. when these lines are threatened or crossed
by nenbers of another union, conflict results. Even where
there is a single union, lines of denarcation may sti1l exist
between the work of various groups of members. rt night be
expected that the greater the number of unions and/or occupat-
ional groupings represented on a site, the greater wirl be
the potential for conflict over demarcation.

The extent to which lines of demarcation exist and are
enforced varies among projects. several nanagers argued that
certain unions, such as those of boilermakers, maintain their
bargaining strength by rigidly enforcing denarcation 1ines.
Boilerrnakers, for exarnple, are seen to possess a relatively
scarce ski11 of which they are "proud" ancl will a11ow no

"dilution". They protect the value of their ski11 by ensuring
no other workers perforn "boilermakerst worktt. Dernarcation
is considered particularLy irnportant on projects employing
boilermakers, riggers, engineers and some other trade groups.

Even on contracts where demarcation is important, however,
managements often noted that relatively few stoppages result
fron it. While there can be 10 or more unions represented,
the delegates often forrn job committees which settle many
demarcation rnatters. As one industrial relations officer
observed: "lVe have few denarcation strikes, but denarcation
is everywhere". Another claimed only one demarcation stoppage,
noting that such disputes were f'normally settled on site by
the iob committee'r. Certainly menbers of job committees inter-
viewed said such matters are generally handled by the
committee and that there are few unsanctioned stoppages over
them. Most job committee members, and on-site union repres-
entatives generally, clairned relations between their unions
and others on the project were good. Of unions responding to
the questionnaire, L6 frorn nine contracts described their
relations with other unions on the site as good, only two
unions from two contracts described their inter-union relations
as fair and none described then as bad. For three of the first-
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nentioned nine contracts, respondents almost invariably
accredited their good relations to the existence and operation
of a job cornrnittee.

0n some proj ects , managers said t'no tight demarcation"
existed and consequently few or no dernarcation stoppages had
occurred. 0n two of these there was only one union, but on
one other several unions were represented.

rn the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the inportance of frictions between unions as a

cause of strikes on their contracts. Responses confirrned
inpressions gained from interviews, with alnost all responding
managements and unions considering this factor of 1itt1e or
no importance (see Table 14). On the basis of size of mean
response, nanagements rated it only seventeenth in importance
of the 19 assessed and unions eighteenth. Management and
union responses from the same contract were either identical
or sinilar in all cases. Responses of delegates fron the sarne

contract were also alike in two of three cases. rn the other
one, however, one delegate rated the factor not inportant (5)
and the other delegate very inportant (1). This divergence
could possibly be explained in terms of the very different
types of trades represented by the two delegates.

of the Im

TABLE I4
ortance of Fricti en Unions

se o Str i kes

Scale of importance

L234s
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- import- inport- inport- inport- No lr|ean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Irbnagement
responses 0 0 2 3 6 3 4.36 3.57
(n=14)

llnion
responses I 0 0 2 5 5 4.25 4.32
(n=13)

Source: l,lanagenent and tmion questionnaires.
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rt was noted in the last chapter that five of 1g0 stop-
pages on projects over L967-73 apparently involved demarcation
issues. This gives some indication of the relative infrequency
of demarcation stoppages. rt appears that while denarcation
lines are strict on some proj ects, potential conflict seldon
becones actual, often because of the j oint action of unions.

c. Earnings Relativities

There is a potential nultitude of earnings relativities
on a construction site. Workers on a particular project will
seek to maintain relativities with those on other projects and
in other branches of the construction industry. Some may even
naintain a relativity with related workers in other industries.
0n a project, relativities will exist between employees of the
various contractors and subcontractors there. lVithin the
labour force of a given ernployer they will also exist among
all the unions represented, and nay even occur between various
groups within the same union. while relativities of earnings
nay be the nost inportant, conparisons and relativities may
also exist with respect to working conditions and other facets
of a worker I s "total remunerationrr. An increase in earnings
or conditions in any of the above areas is likely to result in
pressure being exerted in other areas for it to be applied
there also. should the employer resist this pressure, conflict
will result.

0n a number of contracts, relativity clains had 1ed to
stoppages. These contracts usually involved several unions.
A union official who had been involved with one of thern
outlined the notive behind workers striving to maintain
relativities in saying "itrs a matter of pride. A worker has
a personal stake in what others get. He feels downgraded if
another group gets more. " Stoppages over relativities can
even occur on contracts where only one union is represented.
Comparisons with sinilar workers elsewhere will sti11 be
inportant. An example concerns the carpenters in a particular
labour force receiving the lowest tradesments rate there at a

tirne when carpenters elsewhere were earning Z0 cents per hour
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more than then. These carpenters undertook stoppage action
in an effort to restore this "external'r relativity. rt nay be
argued, however, that the greater the number of unions and
separate agreements on a contract, the greater will be the
number of relativities and so the potential for conflict.

The way in which earnings are determined on many con-
struction sites itself produces possibilities for conflict
over relativities. often an agreement is merely the starting
point for continuing negotiations. These frequently take
place in an informal way between a foreman and delegate and
concern rates and conditions for the performance of work in
specific circumstances not necessarily envisaged or covered
in the agreement. The result is a proliferation of frinformalfl
agreements and dea1s, each one of which sets a precedent and
disturbs existing relativities. As one industrial relations
officer said, "we have allowances for everything. They grow
and people become bush lawyers. r' Informal-ly negotiated
allowances can be not only nunerous but also substantial, 6s
on one site where such an allowance added $+O to $fOO to
workersr weekly earnings. Informal negotiations can occur
even where a composite agreement has been nade prior to the
start of a contract. In one case, &D industrial relations
nanager clained that "unions wanted more negotiations on site.
Deals were done left, right and centre". Such deals are seen
to create precedents, the effect of which never conpletely
disappears.

A number of managers and union representatives saw the
fundamental difficulty as the way in which a workerts remuner-
ation is arrived at. The basic hourly wage rate is considered
unrealisticaLly low with the result that numerous allowances
are used to bolster earnings.52 Both the negotiation of these

32, Long hours are a feature of work on tnany projects. Sone
delegates clained that the nunber of hours that have to
be worked to earn arrreasonable livingt'can itself be a
source of conflict. The nunbers of hours reguLar over-
tine a week worked per man (usually over and above a 40
hour week) on the 14 contracts surveyed were as follows:

Regular Overtine Hours a Week per Worker
No. hours 4 h 8_ 72 13 14 77 26
No. contracts (n=14) 2 1- 4a 2 2 1 1 1

Note: a Includes one ft8 hours plus'r, and one 4
and 12 in alternate weeks.
Management questionnaire.Sourc e :
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allowances and the conplexity of resulting awards and agree-
rnents can lead to conflict. One nanager argued that the
existence of a host of allowances produces a "philosophy"
whereby "workers are always thinking twhat are my extras for
that?rrf..He saidrrall sorts of things" are the subject of
allowances including the working of overtime and shifts,
nanning, rneals, transport, working in certain areas and so
on. Another contended that allowances should be "scrubbed"
and incorporated in a nuch higher basic wage.

rn the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the importance of the bases on which wages are
calculated as a cause of strikes on their contracts. As can
be seen from Table 15, unions placed particular ernphasis on
this factor. Those from both government and private contracts
tended to consider it important, although only one of the five
rating it very inportant came from a goverrunent contract. 0n
the basis of size of mean response, unions accorded this
factor second equal in importance of the 19 assessed. There
was a diversity of management responses from both private and
government contracts. 0f the three considering it very
important, one came from a government project as also did two
of the six which considered it of below average or no irnport-
ance. On the basis of size of mean response, managernents also
considered the factor important, rating it foulth of those
assessed. There were several contracts for which both manage-
ment and union assessments were identical, although for four
others the union rated it nore inportant than did the rnanage-
ment. There was some disagreement in responses of delegates
from the same contract. In one case, three d.elegates considered
it very inportant while two others accorded it below average
importance.

0n sone projects the client hias seen to be deeply involved
in the relativities question, where the client ernploys large
numbers of workers in production facilities adj acent to the
construction site, he exerts pressure on the contractor to
avoid establishing precedents which might "flow-on" to the
production workers. The contractor sees this pressure as
lowering his bargaining flexibility, in that "we must cornplete
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TABLE 15

The Per ed Im ortance of he Bases on
are ted as a ause o tr

ich l^laqes
es

Scale of Inportance
12345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not rr^inport- inpori- inpori- inporl- inport- ^_Y^_ _ Mean

ant ance ance ance l;;- Answer response sMR

l,tranagenent
responses32I42Zg.002.46
(n=14)

Union
responses 5 2 2 L 0 j 1.90 1.93
(n=13)

Source: lrlanagenent and union questionnaires.

the work by the due date but not set any precedentfr. one man-
ager saw conflict resulting because "its difficult to rnake
deals as they may not always be acceptable to the client". rn
such situations, however, it is difficult to avoid setting pre-
cedents as construction workers are often forced to work in
production areas with an alien environment of heat, steam and
so on. For perforning such work they claim "enormous a11ow-
ances" which, if paid, "embarrass the c1ient". The workers are
also seen to derive a bargaining advantage frour the presence of
fe1low union members among the production ernployees who could
stop work in synpathy if requested.

Several managers and union representatives suggested that
Ministry of works' projects often have lower stoppage levers
because of the existence of fewer inforrnal allowances and
agreements and fewer potential earnings relativities. Among

MOW tfwage" workers there is only one union which negotiates
a comprehensive agreement covering all projects with the
State Services Connission. This agreement covers rates and
conditions for all workers and individual project rnanagements
and union officials are unable to make additional infornal
dea1s. Any variation in the agreement must be negotiated
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between the NZWIJ and State Services Conmission. The nunber of
allowances is therefore strictly linited and precedent seldom
arises through new ones being negotiated in particular circum-
stances. Moreover, the earnings of all workers are adjusted
regularly as the result of the tradesrnenrs ruling rates survey
which is ernployed in an attenpt to maintain relativities with
the private sector. The possibilities for disputes to arise
over relativities in such a system are linited but not elin-
inated. A particular group of workers may still feel its
earnings are falling relative to those of counterparts in the
private sector (and so relative to other groups within the
MOw) .

The diverse range of work on a construction site can be
the basis for a nultitude of allowances and earnings relativ-
ities. Both the number of such relativities and the probab-
ility that they will be disturbed appear higher on some sites
than on others. It rnight be expected that the variation in
the number of relativities, and degree to which they can be

upset, is a significant factor in explaining why some projects
are more stoppage prone than others. Moreover, the disturbance
of particular relativities nay help why certain groups are
relatively stoppage prone at a point in tine.

5. The Work Group

We have inplied in several places that the technology of
construction projects produces distinct work groups. In some

cases the group nay be synonymous with the union but in others
may forrn only part of a union. For exanple, both riggers and
scaffolders constitute identifiable work groups although they,
along with other types of workers, belong to the same union.
Differences in work perforrned by groups result in differences
in experiences, outlooks, loyalties and bargaining power.
Some matters on a project concern only the menbers of a

particular group and its representative nay take theur up

directly with management. It would not be surprising, therefore
if a considerable proportion of stoppages involved only a
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section of the labour force.53 0f stoppages reported by
managements in the questionnaire, 462 involved just one part
of the labour force while another 79% involved more than one
section but not the total. It is interesting that while
government contTacts involve only one union (or two, including
the PSA) sectional stoppages constitute possibly an even
higher proportion of all stoppages on government contracts
experiencing such actions than they do on private ones.
Sectional stoppages accounted for 682 of all stoppages on
government contracts, as opposed to 36eo of those on private
ones. While the presence of sectional stoppages is syrnptomatic
of the existence of work groups, it does not necessarily
indicate a lack of cohesion among workers. We have already
noted that most managements consider their workforces cohesive,
as do union representatives their nemberships. 0n many
projects, a section of workers on strike is supported financ-
ial1y and/or through synpathetic action by other sections of
the labour force. Financial support fron fe11ow workers
appears a major influence in some situations on the ability
of workers to take conflict action. On some sites it seems

that regular or special contributions ("1evies") are made by
workers toward a fund that can be employed in support of strik-
ers. The total size of such contributions can be substantial,
anounting possibly to $5r000 a week on a large site (1000

workers each contributing $5). They can be used to support

33. Most nanagenents considered the decision to take strike
action to be usual.ly made at job or project 1eve1. Manag-
enent responses to a question on the location of the strike
decision are reported below. Unfortunately, this question
was printed slightly differently in the union question-
nairer so that it included the additional word I'otherrr in
the statement f'when other workers decide to take strike
action. . . rr. Despite this, union responses are also
reported.

Perceptions of Wherg the -Decision to Strike
is Made

LEVET
Job Proj ect Job/ Proj ect District National

Management
responses 7 4 ?
(n=14)
Union
responses 5 3 0
(n= 12 )

Source: Management and union questionnaires.
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workers on other contracts as well as those on the one where
they were contributed.

some groups rnight be expected to take direct action more
often than others for a number of reasons. First, the nature
of the work and workers varies among groups. As noted, the
work of riggers and scaffolders is particularly dangerous and
this influences their inclination and ability to engage in
conflict. Riggers are often seen to regard thenselves as

"iron men" or ttkingstt of the construction industry. Moreover,
the work of boilermakers is often very dirty. It is also
frequently alleged that the stoppage proneness of riggers and
boilermakers derives in part from their occupational and
cultural origins. Riggers are said often to be former seamen
who, along with most boilernakers, cone from Britain where
notions of class are seen to be stronger than in New Zealand.
while figures are not available, it appears from discussions
that a high proportion of riggers are New Zealand-born and
have never been seamen. The proportion of Britons among

boilerrnakers though seems quite high. Some managements were
sceptical of this argument, contending that New Zealand-born
workers in these occupations are at least as I'militant't as
those from other countries. They suggest the nature of the
work is the crucial variable and not the origin of the worker.
This suggestion is appealing in that a considerable proportion
of workers in some other trade groups are also fron Britain
yet these groups are not high stoppage ones.

A second reason why sorne groups are nore stoppage prone
than others is that bargaining power varies among then. Some

are more ilstrategicrt to the production process than others in
that their absence can disrupt site operations more quickly.
At certain tines, for example, a contract will be able to
continue operating longer in the absence of general labourers
than it could in the absence of crane dogmen, riggers or
boilerrnakers. Moreover, groups such as the latter two, which
have some control over which workers in their occupational
area the employer can hire, are sure of not losing any work

"postponed" by a stoppage through the employer hiring others
to do it. Demarcation also serves to "protect" work from
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other groups, As an aside, because most construction work must
be performed on site, construction workers are unlikely to
lose as much future work to other workers in the event of a
stoppage as are free zing workers who nay lose stock to other
works. while strong bargaining power does not necessarily
produce stoppages, the employer is unlikely to yield to it
without it being exercised if wide ranging precedents rnay be
established by so doing.

In many situations the work group is the key unit on a
construction site. rt might be expected therefore that the
strongest loyalties of nembers will be to their group and that
these night at tines come into conflict with those of members
of other groups. Relations on most sites, however, are claimed
to be good not only among unions but also work groups. Few

nanagers or union representatives interviewed noted the exist-
ence of significant inter-group conflict. rn the question-
naires, managements and unions were asked to assess the
inportance of friction between occupational groups as a cause
of strikes on their contracts. rt can be seen fron Table 16

that both parties tended to consider this factor of 1itt1e
importance, although they rated it of nore importance than
they did frictions between unions. The one management which
rated it of above average importance, for example, considered
frictions between unions of no importance. Sirnilarly, the
union rating it very inportant considered frictions between
unions not important. 0n the basis of size of mean response,
unions rated this factor only seventeenth in inportance of the
19 assessed and managenents thirteenth equa1. Management and
union responses from the same contract were similar or
identical in six of seven cases. Responses of delegates from
the same project also tended to be alike except for one where
a delegate rated the factor not inportant while the other
delegate rated it of average importance.

6. DelegAtes, 0fficial s, and Unions on Projects

Often projects are
population and so from

situated some

union district
distance from centres of
or head offices. It is
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TABLE 'I6

The Perceived Importance of Friction, bglween 0ccupationalqrouPS as a Cause of Strikes

Scale of innportance

72345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
import- import- import- inport- irnport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response Sl,lR

Managenent
responses0ll822S.9ZS.ZI
(n=14)

[Jnion
responses I 0 3 0 S 4 g.g9 S.95
(n=13)

Source: l'lanagenent and union questionnaires .

suggested that the consequent occasional unavailability of
union officials has 1ed to stoppages. 54 The inplication is that
delegates and workers are more prone to take stoppage action
in the absence of officials than otherwise. It appears the
key union representatives on projects are those located on-
site rather than elsewhere. This results largely fron the
nature of the industry. Difficulties arising fron the geo-
graphic remoteness of proj ects are compounded by the nany
commitments of officials which make it hard for them to devote
the tine required to adequately deal with project matters. On

sites where many unions are represented, the potential for non-
availability is even greater because of the number of officials
concerned. Even where a project is located close to a popul-
ation centre these difficulties nay sti1l exist. Officials
are often few in number and hardpressed to meet even their
regular corunitnents. Moreover, the size and cornplexity of
some projects makes it difficult for an off-site official to
readily establish contact with his menbers.

The basic difficulty is that while many officials are
located off site, anything of importance occurs on site. The

34. See, for exanple, ChaTTenge IVenrsJ.etter, Northern and
Taranaki Labourersr Union, Feb. L974, p. 5.
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needs of the project can only be rnet there and it seems in-
evitable that 1ocal union leadership, in the forn of on-site
officials or delegates, will develop. It also appears in-
evitable that these representatives, rather than off-site
officials, will be regarded by the workers as their leaders.
This indeed seems the case on most proj ects. As one manager
argued, "the situation throws up leaders and these are
usually strong men". several delegates contended that only
workers on site "know what is happening" and only at this
1evel can most natters be handled. speed is the essence and
this is something on-site representatives can supply.

Judging by the experience of several projects, delegates
and on-site officials have become powerful prinarily because
they are best able to meet the needs of members. when workers
seek representation they naturally turn to their delegate who

is available and will act on their behalf. Delegates, as
opposed to off-site officials, are seen to "de1iver the goods".
As one argued: "The job conmittee gives service. To get things
done you have to have power at the shop f1oor. " some delegates
are seen by managements to have "fought well for their members",
despite their having used "every weapon at their disposal".
The process of selection by perfornance appears to have pro-
duced some very able on-site union representatives. One

delegate described the process in saying "some delegates here
have been ones elsewhere and have shown theyrre capable".
Another said "delegates move from job to job. The men know
who the experienced ones €lr€.rr A number of nanagements and
union officials commented that sone delegates are very ab1e,
"clever" and experienced. They are also often considered
"very nilitantrr. One manager even argued that some union
officials are of "lacklustre calibre" by cornparison. It is not
surprising that such delegates assume powerful positions. A

personnel officer went as far as to say that a particuLar
delegate "is the nost powerful union man in the country't.
Certainly on some sites, power is vested so1e1y in the
delegates. As one said t'the men run this job not union
officials", and another that "the rnen take far nore notice
of the job conrnittee than they do of union officials'r.
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0n some contracts with several unions, delegates and on-
site officials are forned into job comnittees. This committee
is effectively the policy-making union body for the contract.
rt handles inter-union natters as well as some of the negot-
iations with management and generally provides co-ordination
for union activities. Delegates see it as a means of gaining
'fstrength through unity" and appear to owe it considerable
allegiance. One industrial relations officer even argued that
the "delegate's first and last loyalty is to the job committee.
There is not even a second loyalty to trade unions". It
appears the workers also often give allegiance to the conm-
ittee. on a number of sites delegates said the job comnittee
is well respected and supported by the workers, claining,
often along with managernents, that the connittee is "in
controlt' of the site.

For the contracts covered by the questionnaires, numbers
of delegates and on-site officials ranged fron two to 40 with
the average number for a contract being 13. 0n smaller
private enterprise contracts there tends to be one delegate
for each union although sometimes a delegate will represent
two or more unions. 0n larger private ones, there is often a

delegate and a co-delegate for each union. In some cases the
delegate is also a union official, in the sense of being
part-tirne secretary or president of the local branch or sub-
branch. On government contracts, there is usualLy a loca1
secretary of the New Zealand Workers' Union along with
several delegates. 0n larger ones the secretary is full-tirne
and there are also "check inspectors" for each residency
providing an interrnediate 1eve1 between the secretary and
delegate. 0n private contracts the percentage of the typical
delegaters working week spent on union business varies. 0n
large ones he is often almost or completely full-tine on
union business but on snal-1 ones is so engaged for five per-
cent or less of the week. Fron questionnaire responses, it
appears rnost of the time spent on union business by delegates
or on-site officials is paid for by the enployer. Incidentally,
managements were asked to comment fron their point of view on
the desirability of union delegates/officials being engaged
fu11-tine (or almost ful1-tirne) on union business. Reactions
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varied from the six which considered it generally desirable
to the three which saw it as undesirable. some of the first
nentioned six said, however, that the project would have to
be of sufficient size to warrant it. some of the advantages
clairned included "speedy contact, between management and
union and the recognition it gives to the union. Four man-
agements saw both disadvantages and advantages with fu1l-
time delegates. One of the disadvantages mentioned was a
tendency for delegates "to find problens to justify their
existence". A manager said he would "dread the day when...
a project..,would warrant it'r. One managenent said it had
"no say" in the natter, but nonetheless appeared to tolerate
it.

In the questionnaires, managements antl unions were asked
to assess the inportance of the inaccessibility of union
officials due to the locality and project nature of the job
as a cause of strikes on their contracts. It is clear from
Table 17 that most unions considered this factor of some

importance. Two of those rating it very irnportant came from
relatively srnal1 projects, only one of which was geographically
isolated. while no union fron a government project rated it
very important, two such unions considered it of above average
importance. Most delegates from two contracts with large job
committees rated it of above average or average inportance.
Several managements also accorded the factor some importance,
although the bulk clearly did not. 0f those rating it very
important or of above average importance, two came from con-
tracts with job cornrnittees and all were from relatively
isolated ones. While one governnent contract was in this
group, managements of most other government ones, along with
those of three private ones, rated it of no importance. On

the basis of size of mean response, unions rated this factor
fifth in importance of the 19 assessed and managements seventh
equa1. Management and union responses from the sane contract
were invariably different with, in two cases, the management
answering "not inportant" and the union "very important". A
sirnilar disparity was present in the responses of two delegates
fron the same project, although in the other two cases where
more than one delegate responded, answers were similar.
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TABLE 17

The Perceived Importan the Inaccessibil it of Uni on
0fficials as se of Stri kes

Source: l,lanagenent and union questionnaires .

In interviews, some managernents and union representatives
nentioned a lack of contact between officials and delegates.
In some cases there appeared to be anirnosity between then. One

manager claimed that "officials have refused to come here.
They are afraid of being embarrassed by the delegates. They
wontt battle the delegates.r' It was even alleged that a union
secretary was barred from a site by the rnembership. Another
manager contended that officials "canrt face up" to some

delegates who rnight "humiliate thern". One set of delegates
said that while officials did not control the job, they kept
in "constant contact" with officials and "did not usually go

against them". Another set said union officials "donrt know
whatrs happening" on site and "get out of touch". In part-
icular, it was nentioned that some unions have a sma11 pro-
portion of members working in the construction industry and so

their officials do not concentrate on its I'prob1ems". In this
respect, a single industrial construction union with each
trade naintaining its identity, was considered desirable.

In the union questionnaire, project representatives were
asked whether they would describe the links between their
delegates and officials on the site and district officials as

strong, fairly strong or weak. Respondents from six contracts

Scale of inportance
I2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- inport- irnport- import- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

I'lanagement
responses22l0ZZ5.6TS.
(n=14)

Union
responses331024Z.44Z.4
(n=13)
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said their links were strong, sometimes mentioning the avail-
ability of a loca1 fu11-tine secretary or frequent contact
with a district official. of these, four were government
contracts. Representatives from two sites said links were
fairry strong, while that from one said they were weak and
implied that officials were too busy with "major matters',
to worry about proj ect rnatters. Responses from three other
contracts varied. rn one case, four delegates said links were
weak, one that they were fairly strong, and another they they
were strong. Most of the first four delegates mentioned
problems of location, while one said his union was "mainly
concerned with light industry and does not seem to be in
rapport with conditions on a construction site". rn the other
two cases, one delegate said links were strong while the other
said they were fairly strong, one mentioning the relative lack
of availability of the union organiser due to the wide area he
had to cover. Some diversity in responses from contracts with
several unions was to be expected.

Union respondents from nine contracts said they often
consulted the union district office on matters relating to
1ocal project disputes, while those frorn three said they
sometimes did. Several of those replying "often" also said,
however, that links were weak or only fairly strong. As

regards contact with head office, respondents from six pro-
j ects said they often consulted national office on loca1
disputes, those fron three said they sometimes did, those
fron two said never, while one of the two delegates from a

particular project said 'roften'r and the other 'fsometimes".
Those replying "never" were fron relatively sna11 projects,
one of which also reported weak links with district officials.

Managements were also asked to comment on the links
between union officials and their members. Specifically,
they were asked whether, from a managenent point of view,
the control exercised by union officials over their members

in the project labour force was too strong, about rightr or
too weak. Responses were as follows:
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TABLE ].8

Man s s es smen ts Control Exerc edb
nion 0 ats

Too Strong About Right Too Weak

n=L4 0 5 9

Sourc e : Management questionnaire.

significantly, no nanagement regarded the control exer-
cised by officials as too strong. 0f those considering it too
weak, six came from private contracts and three from government
ones. Connents given in explanation by sone of these included:
"The fornation of a tjob committeet under strong and exper-
ienced site leadership seems to scare off officials"; officials
"have no control whatsoever"; "officials have been called in
(after direct action has been taken) and told fagree or
clear off f ". A11 managernents fron projects with large job
comnittees were among those considering the control of officials
too weak. 0f the five managements regarding the control as
about right, three were from government contracts and a1l from
1ow stoppage 1eve1 ones.

Managements were also asked to assess the control exer-
cised by delegates over their rnembers. As can be seen from
Table 19, three considered. this control too strong. Comments
given by these managements, all of which also saw the control
of officials to be too weak, included: 'rdelegates see
their allegiance as prinarily to the job conmittee rather than
to their union office"; and "the delegates tend to use direct
action more frequently and nore readily than would the
officials". Two of these were from highly stoppage prone
contracts with job comnittees. Four of the five managements
considering the control of delegates about right assessed the
control exercised by officials in the same way. The other one

had judged the control of officials too weak. Two of the five
were fron government contracts. Managements considering the
control exercised by delegates to be too weak seemed to
attribute this largely to a lack of training and experience
on the part of delegates.
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TABLE 19

Asses sments of the Control Exerc i sed
nl0n ue eqates

Consists of one rtsome too strong, others
too weakft and one ffvariesrr.

Managenent questionnaire.

There can be no doubt that on many projects the on-site
officiars and delegates are the nost irnportant union leaders.
We have argued that this results fron the nature of the indus-
try. The question remains whether on-site representatives are
more prone to take action than those off site. Clearly this
cannot invariably be the case as some contracts have no stop-
pages. Even on those that have experienced stoppages, it is
difficult to say that the delegates are stoppage prone. If
the delegates are the local leaders and if the contract has
conflict producing characteristics, it is inevitable that the
delegates will appear to be the leaders of conflict situations.
This does not mean that the delegates in any way 'rcreateil the
stoppages, but that they react to situations producing thern.
Off-site officials may react differently and atternpt to avoid
conflict, but are removed frorn the actual situation and from
the pressures exerted by the participants. If these officials
were permanently located on site, they nay react in a similar
way to delegates and if they did not, would be unlikely to
last there long as the workers would probably replace then.
It seems that the same factors uraking on-site representatives
apparent leaders in conflict situations would also nake
officials leaders in such situations if they were located on

site.

One rnanager argued that if six nen, mainly delegates, were
deported "this country would be done a great favourr'. This
view was not, however, shared by those on projects where
delegates played a major ro1e. One such manager contended

Too Strong About Right Too Weak Other

2an = 14 3 5 4
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that "it I s 

- 

to argue that the climate of industrial
relations would change if five or six delegates were done
away with. rf the job delegates were shot, nothing would
change." He argued that there is at least one advantage in
having "strong delegatesr', namely they are "ab1e to produce
a compronise the company would never be able to impose".
Another reflected sirnilar sentiments in saying 'it wouldnrt
help to shoot the job cornmittee. They are probably more
noderate than the men pushing them. The men are very pushy
and make stupid requests. The delegates turn many down." An
industrial relations manager clained that rritrs nonsense that
stoppages would fal1 if you got rid of the delegates. worse
ones would come forward. when (the key delegates) are away
frorn the site there is chaos". clearly managers of high stop-
page leve1 contTacts on which there were several delegates, do
not see the delegates as "creating" conflict but as reacting
to its nore fundamental causes.

Despite this there is a tendency anong some managers and
union officials to see conflict as resulting from the work of
rfagitators" who are often seen to be delegates. One official
clained there are "a few anarchist delegates who feel they are
above the book". several managers contended "there are
agitators who want to disrupt the job and ruin the system".
These are often seen to be communists. views on whether
comrnunists play any role in the industry differed greatly.
one manager argued that "some delegates are comrunists, while
another said he had "never come across an agitator planted by
the comnunistst'. several said they did 'tnot adhere to a Red
conspiracy theory", and one that "communists are too ideological
to survive on a construction site". certainly the menbers of
a large job conmittee expressed a conmon sentiment among
delegates in saying that "we are not sympathetic to comrnunism.
There are hardly any conmunists on this site. "

A few managers also alleged that agitators, particuLarly
those 'who are delegates, gain support by "intimidation and
violence". while there have been reports of intinidationS5

35. See Report ot
AlTegations
197s).

the Commissjon of Inguirg
frThe Davison Conmission"

into Cettain
(Auckland, March
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the general opinion on sites visited was that neither violence
nor intinidation occurred there. One personnel officer said,
however, there was pressure, usually of the form "- off if
you donrt like it". Certainly some of the delegates acknow-
ledged as rnost powerful, are regarded by those who know then
as "men of integrity'r. On most sites there did not appear
any need for violence or intirnidation to gain support for
delegates .

Some managers also argued that nany delegates are "foreign"
and are more conflict prone than New Zealand-born workers
because of their more "rigid class attitudes". Again, there
was a strong body of opinion against this argument. One man-
ager vehemently disagreed with it, stating that "some Kiwi
delegates are 

-5tr. 

Another said sone delegates are "foreign
but part of the New Zealand workforce so that you can't identify
the contribution" of their backgrounds. He added that, in any
case "some Kiwi delegates are worse". It is interesting to
note that one body of delegates turned this argument on its
head in contending that many stoppages had occurred on a site
because "a lot of foremen are foreigners who don't understand
the loca1 conditions". The same delegates also clairned that
"if a delegate asks for entitled conditions he is called a

stirrer".

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the inportance of the presence of agitators as a

cause of strikes on their contracts. As can be seen from
Table 20, managements rated this factor more important than
did unions. In fact no management considered it of less than
average importance. 0f those rating it very important, three
were from private contracts and two from government ones. 0f
the private ones, two were highly stoppage prone and had j ob

comrnittees, and of the government ones, one had a medium stop-
page leve1 and the other a low one. The union rating the
factor of above average importance came from a relativeLy sna1l
private project with a low stoppage level-, while two of those
considering it of average importance were from government ones.
One of those rating it not important was aLso from a governnent
contract. 0n the basis of size of mean response, managements
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considered this factor the nost important of the 19 they
assessed but unions rated it only sixteenth. rt is not surpris-
ing that managenent and union responses frorn the same contract
were in all cases different, with the management, in all but
one, considering it nore irnportant than the union. For two
contracts, the rnanagements answered ttvery irnportant" while
the union representatives largely answered either "below aver-
age importancert or tfnot important". Responses from delegates
from the same project, on the other hand, were in all cases
sinilar or identical.

TABLE 20

The Perceived Importance of the Presence of Agitators
as a Cause of Strikes

Source: lrtanagenent and union questionnaires.

These responses again highlight the importance of the frame
of reference which is applied. Many managements consider
leaders of workers in conflict situations agitators, while
union representatives and workers nay hold a very different
view. For this reason, and others outlined in Chapter X, the
"agitator argunent" seems of rnininum value in explaining con-
flict patterns cornpared with some of the more basic factors
discussed.

Scale of inportance
L234s

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- inport- inrport- inport- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response sMR

Managenent
responses 5 5 4 0 0 2 L.gz L.S7
(n=14)

Union
responses 0 I 3 3 Z 4 5.67 S.Zs
(n=13)
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7. Foremen and Project Managements

The project nature of construction means the management
structure differs in many respects from those of other indus-
tries. A particular management group nay be brought together
only for the duration of a contract. The temporary and dis-
continuous nature of construction work and specialized
character of contracts may make it necessary to hire specific
management personnel fron outside the organisation, Moreover,
the grouprs goal is largely a technical one; to complete a

structure in a given tirne. Not surprisingly, therefore, its
key member is the project engineer. The management structure
is itself seen by some to result in conflict.

Several managers and union representatives argued that
the engineering and technical bias of nanagenent has resulted
in staff being inadequately prepared to manage workers. As

one industrial relations officer claimed, I'construction com-
panies are very engineering based and o1d fashioned in terns
of management. Industrial relations techniques are non-existent
in them. " Another clained that "the quality of industrial
relations management is generally poor". The lack of adequate
preparation and training is seen to be most evident in respect
of foremen.

As noted previously, a high proportion of foremen are
promoted from among nanual workers in the industry. It seems

in nany cases they are given little or no training for the
position. As one manager said, "no-one ever te1ls then what
to do and so they make mistakes". One delegate expressed the
sentj-ments of many in contending that "the quality of foremen
is shocking, Very few of them know how to handle men." Among

some delegates the criticism of foremen was particularly
vehernent. They, along with nany managers, argued that fore-
men "need training in supervision". One delegate clained
foremen are often chosen for their technical ability, despite
the fact that "someone may be a good tradesman but a bad
foremantt.

Many delegates and industrial relations managers, however,
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argued that often foremen even lack technical ability. As one
manager said "a lot of foremen don't even know their jobs.
This causes a lot of trouble. " A group of delegates expressed
a similar view in contending that "a 1ot of foremen are not
even tradesmen. They know nothing and thatts where the trouble
starts.f' Such sentiments were widely but not universally he1d.
Assessrnents of the quality of foremen varied both within and
among proj ects.

It seems this situation is a reflection of more basic
features of the industry. The forenan's position is sinpry
unattractive. He often has little or no authority but is
subject to opposing pressures fron higher management and work-
ers. He gets little extra reward even though he is the first
involved in conflict situations. In the past he has had the
power to hire and fire and to nake agreements. This has 1ed
to conflict and in some cases to foremen losing these powers.
He is now in the unenviable, but possibly inevitable, position
of being charged with getting the job done but having no auth-
ority with which to do it. Moreover, or some sites he is no
longer accepted by the workers. He has become a staff mernber,
a "white hat", whose loyalties now 1ie elsewhere and so he
cannot be trusted. In the circunstances, it is not surprising
that managements find it "very hard to get good foremen" or
that "many workers won|t take forements jobsr'.

In an industry such as this, forernen will be involved in
conflict situations, irrespective of their ability or training.
Those entering the position are often subjected to intense
pressure. While pressures come from several directions, one
manager clained that "if the men canrt bargain with the fore-
man they set hin up and atternpt to get hin disnissed".
Certainly, it appears foremen often "get disgruntled". The

foreman is as much a result of the situation as are the workers
Variations in the quality of foremen nay help explain diff-
erences in conflict at work group and project 1eve1s, but this
is a precipitating factor, being itself a result of more basic
causes.

Conplaints about nanagement were not confined to forenen.
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An alleged lack of managerial expertise in some cases has
already been noted. This is often attributed to the traditional
technical orientation of management, which in the ninds of some,
should be changed. As one industrial relations manager said
"we need a change in thinking frorn the top down". Another
criticisrn of managements derives from the nature of the project.
rt was sometimes contended that real decision-rnaking power
lies not on the project but in head office. The result is
that workers feel they are "on1y dealing with office boys". A

variation concerns the role of the client in management. on
some sites it was argued that the job of project rnanagernent was
rnade difficult because of interference by the client. One man-
ager claimed "the client looked on from the sideline and when
something cane up, they wanted a say. The client pulled the
strings.'r some delegates reacted to this situation by feeling
they were not only in conflict with the contractor but also
the client' As one said "the men are dealing with hidden faces
- the board of (the client)". Another expressed his attitude
to the client in saying "we are fighting one of the biggest
monopolies in the countryr'.

fn the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the importance of the inaccessibility of top manage-
ment due to the locality and project nature of the job. It
is clear from Table 2L that there was a sharp divergence
between management and union responses to this question.
Unions generally accorded the factor considerable importance,
while nost managernents accorded it no importance. Most of the
unions rating it very important were from fairly smal1, and in
two cases, isolated contracts. Of the six which rated it very
inportant or of above average importance, three were from
private and three from governnent contracts. Two of the six
contracts had high stoppage 1eve1s, one nediurn and three low.
The one management considering it of average iurportance was

from a government contract. 0n the basis of size of mean

response, unions rated this factor fourtb in irnportance of the
19 assessed and rnanagements only eighteenth. Management and
union responses fron the same proj ect were invariably different,
with the managenent in all but one case attaching less irnport-
ance to the factor than diil the union.
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The Pgrgeivgd Importance of .the Inaccessibility
of Top Management as a Cause of Strikes

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

import- import- import- irnport- inport- No lllean
ant ance ance anee ant Answer response SMR

Management
responses00LZg24.67S.g2
(n=14)

tlnion
responses 4 2 0 0 Z S Z.ZS Z.Zg
(n=13)
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Source: l"tranagenent and union questionnaires .

It is interesting to compare these responses with those
presented in Table 17. We see that managenents tended to
consider any inaccessibility of union officials a more important
cause of strikes than any inaccessibility of top management.
Seven managements gave the two factors equal rating, but five
considered inaccessibility of union officials more important
than that of top management. 0f this latter number, two rated
union inaccessibility very important or of above average
importance but management inaccessibility of no importance.
Six unions rated the two factors of equal importance.

While views on the irnportance of the inaccessibility of
top managenent obviously differ, particular enphasis must be

placed on those of union representatives. As far as worker
behaviour is concerned, all that is required is that workers
consider top management to be remote. Certainly, 4t least some

of the contracts for which unions considered the factor an
inportant cause of strikes had high 1evels of stoppages and
of some individual forms of conflict.
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8. Si ze of Constructi on Si tes

During interviews several ways in which size night in-
fluence conflict were mentioned. rt was suggested by some

managers and union representatives that inpersonal relations
and attitudes develop as sites increase in size. Moreover,
several managers argued that the potential for conflict increases
with size, in that the greater the number of work and trade
groups employed, the greater the probability that the "tradition-
ally nilitant" ones will be among them. rt was also inplied by
some managers and delegates that workers I bargaining power is
greater on large contracts because of the financial conmitment
involved and so lesser ability of a contractor to withdraw from
the contract. It was argued on one site, for exanple, that if
the contractor were to withdraw it would be difficult to
complete the job as no other contractor in the country possess-
ed the necessary experience or technical knowledge. rt rnight
be argued that the contractor on a large site therefore has a

greater incentive to settle short of a stoppage, but in so far
as his ability to do so is not significantly different frorn
contractors on smaller sites, conflict fron this cause could
be greater on large sites than small ones.

While not a1l managers mentioned size as a cause of con-
flict, more managers than union representatives placed enphasis
on it. One construction superintendent corunented "we have rnade

a deliberate attenpt to keep down the number of men on site.
We rve let out as much as possible to subcontractors. This
must be the trend if labour trouble is to be avoided."
Managers regarding size as inportant were associated with
contracts ranging from large to srnall.

Construction contracts are typically large enployment
units. The average peak labour force for the 14 covered by
the questionnaires was 489. The average manufacturing unit
labour force, by comparison, r4ras only 30 in 1971-72. Even
when the average labour force over the duration of a contract
is considered, they are still among the largest employnent
units in the country. Peak labour force on the contracts
surveyed ranged from 64 on the snallest to 11400 on the largest
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The figures on some projects would be rnuch higher if the labour
forces of all contractors and subcontractors operating there
were included. construction contracts or projects are also
physically very 1arge, often covering many acres or even
square miles. If conflict is directly related to size, pro-
jects would have a predisposition toward higher conflict 1eve1s
than the typically smaller units in most other industries.

If the leve1 of conflict is related to size it night
also be expected that larger contracts would experience
greater stoppage activity than smaller ones, we tested this
hypothesis by calculating the correlation between size of
contract labour forces and a measure of contract stoppage
activity.

TABLE 22

Correl ati on Coeffi ci ents : Contract Labour Forces
and Lev

Variab L es

contract labour forcer4 stoppage
frequ ency
contract labour force, worker
loss ratio
contract labour force, uran-days
lost

Correlation coefficient
(r)

0.499 (significant 0.10

0.031 (insignificant)

0.47 4 (significant 0.10

Note:

Source:

Contract labour force is the actual or
estinated average nurnber of workers (other
than rrstaf f 'r) for 1973,
Management questionnaire.

The relationship between size (in terms of labour force)
and stoppage frequency is positive but weak, with size explain-
ing only 24,86% of the variation in frequency among contractr.36
36. The relationship is even weaker if unauthorised stopwork

meetings are excluded frour the frequency figure for
Contract 5/L (Table 5, Chapter XI) with the correlation
coefficient now being r = 0.381 (insignificant). If nan-
days lost due to such neetings are excluded from the tine
lost figure for the contract, the other two correlation
coefficients in the above tabte also fal1 to r = -0.002
(insignificant) and r = 0.452 (insignificant) respectively.
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But, as can be seen frorn the second coefficient in the table,
sLze bears virtually no relationship to the number of rnan-days
lost per worker ernployed on a contract. As in the case of the
meat industry, this result could have either a 'rrea1,, or
statistical explanation. It could reflect shorter but more
numerous stoppages on larger contracts, or nerely a downward
bias resulting fron the use of a labour force measure in both
variables in the regression. If the unsatisfactory alternative
of man-days lost is used instead of nan-days per worker, the
correlation coefficient clearly rises but, as noted in Chapter
X' such a result does not clarify the issue and so the relation-
ship between size and man-days lost per worker remains ambiguous

As also noted in Chapter X, the "size argument" appears
applicable to both collective and individual forms of conflict
(as well as to enployer-initiated forrns). This suggests there
is a positive relationship between size and the 1eve1 of
individual forms such as labour turnover, absence and accidents.
We tested this hypothesis by calculating a series of correlat-
ions between the contract labour force on the one hand, and the
rates of turnover, absence and accident frequency on the other.
Results are reported below.

TABLE 23

Correl ati on Coeffi ci ents: Contract Labour Forces
qnd Lerqls qf lndividual Forms of Confl ict, 1973

Source: Managenent questionnaire.

It is clear that in no

and therefore no uieight can
icients. It appears size (in

case is the relationship significant
be placed on the signs of the coeff-
terms of labour force) either has

Variables

contract labour force,
rat e

contract labour force,
rat e

contract labour force,
frequency rate

turnover

abS enc e

acc id ent

Correlation coeffic ient
(t)

-0.2L7 (insignificant)

0.300 ( " )

0.006 ( 'r )
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1ittle effect on turnover, absence or accident frequency or
that any effect is counteracted by the influence of other
variables. This latter possibility is an interesting one as
a high proportion of the largest projects are government ones
which typically have relatively low leve1s of stoppages and
sometines of some of the individual forrns. In the case of
turnover and absence we are again faced with the possible
statistical problem nentioned above. This possibility of
downward bias does not, however, apply to the correlation
involving the accident frequency rate (which does not incot-
porate a measure of the labour force), the coefficient of which
is also seen to be 1ow and insignificant.

Some managements placed considered emphasis on size as
a cause of conflict, Our statistical analysis tested for
size within the range of projects. It showed there rnay be a

weak relationship between size of a contract and stoppage
frequency, but there seems 1itt1e or no relationship between
size and labour turnover, absence or accident frequency. None-
theless, conflict relative to other industries may sti11 be
related to the size of projects relative to the size of indus-
trial units

9. The Location of Sites

Location, as an influence on conflict, was mentioned in
two contexts other than those already dealt with. It was

suggested by some that characteristics of the region within
which a project is located can influence its leve1 of conflict,
and by others that the leve1 of conflict on past stages or
contracts can influence that of subsequent ones on the same

site. Concerning the first of these suggestions, an industrial
relations officer explained the 1ow stoppage 1eve1 of a con-
tract in terms of the I'conservative'r nature of an atea that
"has not had much to do with unions". A high proportion of the
labour force on the contract was recruited frorn the 1oca1 area
and seen not to possess "nilitant attitudes". That it had

formerly been a depressed region was also seen to urilitate
against stoppages. While this explanation seerns plausible, it
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does not fit some of the details of the situation. This con-
tract was part of a project involving one other najor contract
and several minor ones. While both contracts had a high
proportion of loca1 workers and were located on the same site,
one had numerous stoppages and the other none. rt appears the
influence of the region was either not strong or nodified by
that of other factors specific to the contracts concerned.

At a more general 1eve1, the region probably has less of
an effect on projects than on units in other industries. Pro-
j ects have only a linited life and are often undertaken by
workforces, a high proportion of which comes from other ^r"^t.37These factors, and related ones such as the existence of a

camp, tend to reduce the effect of 1oca1 attitudes and restraints
inposed by the state of the regional 

".orrory.38

These points are relevant to a clain that labour turnover

37. Estinates of the percentage of peak labour force coming
fron 1ocL4;|g.i!ricIe (within a radius of approximately 30
nilesffiveyed contracts were a; follows:
eo peak labour force 0 8 l0 3 3 36 50 60 70 75 85 90

numberofcontracts , I I la I I 2 L Z Z 1(n=14) t

Note: a This figure was for present labour force, no
estinate for peak labour force being given for
this contract.

Source: Managenent questionnaire.

38. As an aside, nost managernents and some unions placed little
or no irnportance on national disputes as a cause of strikes.
In the questionnaires the parties were asked to assess the
importance of national disputes as a cause of strikes on
their contracts. Responses urere as follows:

Scale of inportance
No Mean

L2S45AnswerresponseSMR
Managenent
responses I 0 3 2 6 2 4.00 3.27
(n= 14 )

Union
responses | 2 2 L 2 5 3.12 3.17
(n= 1.5 )

Source: Managernent and union questionnaires.
On the basis of size of mean response, unions rated this
factor fourteenth in inportance of the 19 assessed and
managements fifteenth.
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on a particular contract was low partly because of the exist-
ence of unemployment in the region. In view of the high pro-
portion of workers fron other areas and who "followedil con-
struction projects around the country, this feature of the
local economy was likely to have been of 1ittle importance.
The nanager concerned inplied as much in suggesting several
other influences which were specific to the contract. The
state of the 1oca1 labour narket nay have a greater effect on
turnover on projects located in urban areas where a high pro-
portion of the workers may live 1oca11y.

0n one project it was suggested that the existence of
previous contracts on the sane site influenced levels of
conflict, and particularly of stoppages, in a number of ways.
union representatives and some management officers noted how

certain facilities fron earlier contracts were stil1 in use
despite their age and condition and how they had becorne

sources of conflict. Managements also placed enphasis on
precedents in earnings and conditions set earlier but sti11
regarded as applicable by workers. Moreover, it was contended
that high levels of conflict in the past had created a trad-
ition or 'r1-ingering atnosphere" which produced a willingness
of parties to engage in conflict. As one manager put it,
frthere is an industrial relations tradition here, It affects
people as soon as they come onto the site. " Aspects of this
argument are plausible and suggest that high levels of con-
flict on a site in the past (as well as the very existence of
past contracts) nay help produce subsequent conflict prone
contracts there. It ildI, however, be difficult to generalise
from this argument as it is based on the experience of only
one project. There are relatively few others which have
involved a lengthy developrnent covering several contracts and
which were initially stoppage prone. There have been a number
of proj ects which were virtually stoppage free over all stages
of their deveLoprnent. We have also noted one other case where
one part of a project was stoppage free while a subsequent
part, on a slightly different site, experienced several
stoppages..
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10. Inadequate Communications

As noted in Chapter X, the argunent that "inadequateil
comnunications lead to industrial conflict has weaknesses. It
fails to explain why poor cornmunications arise and to take
account of differences in frarnes of reference and so in inter-
pretations placed on events. fnadequate conmunications seems
a symptom or precipitating factor rather than a basic cause.

We have already indicated many features having a bearing
on communications. Most of these derive from the nature of
the project and include the lack of faniliarity between and
among parties, casual enployment, multiplicity of bargaining
relationships, remoteness of union officials and of top
management and so on. During interviews unions placed nore
emphasis on inadequate cornmunications than did rnanagements.
One group of delegates expressed sentiments shared by others
in stating that "liaison (between management and workers) does
not exist in the construction industTy". Some delegates felt
workers were not being involved enough in the running of
projects, contending that "cornpanies should bring in all the
union people and lay everything on the tab1e. We can point
out weaknesses. In certain areas we know more than the
companies,r' At present it is argued that "workers are just
a number". A few delegates also clairned that 'rthe men donrt
get enough information from the union" apparently because
rfunions don't have tirne for working menfr.

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
to assess the inportance of poor communications as a cause of
strikes on their contracts. Despite placing 1itt1e enphasis
on it in interviews, some managements clearly considered this
factor important (see Table 24), It is interesting that of
the five considering it very inportant or of above average
inportance, none came fron highly stoppage prone contracts.
It is also c1ear, however, that unions overall rated it nore
inportant than did rnanagements. As might be expected, the
eight unions rating it very important came from contracts with
the ful1 range of stoppage propensities and levels of individual
forms. 0n the basis of response patterns in the table, it is
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also not surprising that management and union responses from
the same contract were, in all but two cases, different with
the nanagement almost invariably rating the factor less import-
ant than did the union. Responses fron delegates on the same
contract, on the other hand, r^rere almost all identical in one
case and similar in the other two. 0n the basi-s of size of
nean response, unions rated this factor first in inportance of
the 19 assessed and rnanagements third.

TABLE 24

The Perceived Importance of=?og! communications as a causeof Stri kes

Scale of importance

L2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- inport- import- import- inport- No lr,lean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Ilanagenent
responses32322Z2.8SZ.3Z
(n=14)

tlnion
responses 8 0 2 0 | Z L.7S L.76
(n=15)

Source: l,lanagenent and union questionnaires.

In responding to a question on ways of "improving" indus-
trial relations on their contracts, 10 union representatives
fron seven contracts and six managements mentioned the need
for better communications or understanding. Four of these
union representatives specifically mentioned the need for
consultation meetings between nanagement (or, in one case,
foremen) and delegates and on-site officials. This view was

also expressed by several delegates during interviews although
one group, while arguing for greater involvernent, regarded
consultative committees as "a waste of tirne because they have

no force". Managements were asked in the questionnaire whether
their contract operated any formal types of worker participation
scheme. Four replied in the affirnative and 10 in the negative.
0f these four, two said they operated consultative commi-ttees
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apparently involving management, delegates and officials.59
Managements were also asked if regular authorised stop work
neetings were held on their contract and whether such neetings,
fron their point of view, were desirable. Eleven said author-
ised stop work meetings were held on their contracts. The
frequency of these meetings varied and included fortnightly
(1), nonthly (3), quarterly or four a yeat (6) and two a year
(1). The duration of each neeting seemed to range from a

half-hour for the fortnightly one to two hours for the
quarterly ones. All government contracts had quarterly neet-
ings, while the other frequencies applied to private ones.
Eight nanagenents considered such meetings desirable (including
one whose contract did not hold stop work meetings), seven of
which said they were a useful means of conmunications. At
least two also saw them as improving conmunications within the
union as between delegates or officials and workers.

Unions were asked how often their delegates or site
officials met with management. Those from nine contracts
replied "frequently", while two replied "infrequently" and
one "not at a1lr'. 0f unions answering ttfrequentlytt or ttin-
frequently", six said the meetings were scheduled on a regular
basis (either weekly, fortnightly, monthly or bi-monthly) and
five said on an irregular basis (usually as the need arose).

Differences in responses of management and union from the
same contract are interesting reflections on perceptions and
so on conmunications. We have already noted in the last chapter
that rnanagenent and union from the same contract often held
different perceptions of relative stoppage, labour turnover and
accident levels. We have also noted that perceptions of the
inportance of factors as causes of strikes on a contract were
more often different than alike. 0f contracts for which both
parties assessed all 19 factors, the greatest number of
identicaL responses for any one was only nine. At one of these

0ther schenes in operation, and regarded by respondents
as involving worker participation, were profit sharing
in the forn of a conpLetion bonus (1 contract) and safety
comnittees (2). Unions r.tere also asked an identical
question and in rnost cases responded in the same way as
did managements fron the same contract.

39
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contracts, management and union gave identical assessments to
none of the 19 factors. on the basis of the linited number of
contracts for which both parties gave responses for a1l
factors (six), it is however difficult to discern any straight-
forward relationship between the degree of unifornity of
perceptions on strike causes and stoppage levels. rt is
interesting that responses of delegates fron the same contract
on a particular factor were also often different, although the
divergence was usually not great in at least two of the three
cases.

It seems clear that communications between the parties on
some contracts are lacking. While communications difficulties
can undoubtedly produce collective, individual and ernployer-
initiated forms of conflict, both these difficulties and
associated conflict are likely to be the result of more basic
determinants of conflict. rn any event it is very difficult
to empirically test the proposition that variations in the
amount and quality of communications within and arnong contracts
help explain differences in amounts of conflict at those levels.

11. Personal ity Differences

we argued in chapter x that personality differences are
precipitating influences, possibly reflecting nore basic causes
of conflict. very few of those interviewed nentioned such
differences as a source of conflict. One manager that did,
said a I'personality c1ash" had developed between the industrial
relations officer and a delegate on a contract and inplied
this was an added elenent in a situation already conducive to
conflict. The effect of changes in personnel, and so in
personalities, was seen to be conplex. One management officer
inplied that a change in managerial personnel, particularly in
the early stages of a contract, can lead to atttestingrr of a

new manager by workers which, if ftsuccessful", creates pre-
cedents and establishes a "traditi-on" of direct action. Should
such a situation develop, the best way to change it was seen
to be another change in personnel but this tine with a part-
icularly conpetent replacement. This view was supported by a
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project manager who argued that, "if you have stoppages early
or, it takes a long tine to get out of thern. Nornally this
is done by changing personalities. " rt seems that, irrespective
of the direction of change in conflict, changes in personalities
nay help explain sudden variations in conflict 1evels both
within and among projects. It is difficult, however, to
empirically test this phenomenon. Certainly there are
instances of conflict 1eve1s altering with changes in person-
alities but usually such alteration has been one of degree
rather than dramatic reversal. rn any event, it is difficult
to isolate the effect of a change in personnel frorn those of
other associated changes.

Relatively litt1e emphasis, especially by union repres-
entatives, was placed on personality differences. At least
one manager inplied that such differences partly reflect more
basic causes of conflict in the situation. Others suggested
that changes in personnel can lead to sudden changes in con-
flict 1eve1s.

t2 Private Ownership

The presence of a large public sector in this industry
makes the question of the influence of private ownership on
conflict a particularly interesting one. We have already
mentioned numerous aspects of the "private ownership argument'
but other, more specific, ones were raised in interviews and
questionnaire responses .

It was argued by a few delegates that the very fact of
private ownership can be a source of conflict, given anti-
pathy toward the capitalist system. Public enterprise was
seen to be free of this influence. As one delegate put it,
"working (for) the M0ltt removes the ogre of the capitalist
system and workers can feel they are creating an asset for
their country'r. A factor more comrnonly mentioned by union
representatives was the effect of private ownership. It was

argued that private conpanies make workers suffer in their
"drive for profits". A group of delegates contended that
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"construction companies think only of profitability and don't
care how they do it". Again the Mow was seen to be relatively
free of this conflict source. As one 1oca1 secretary said in
a questionnaire response, 'ton private contracts nothing must
interfere with the profit nargin. MOW don't have a profit
margin. "

Private companies are also considered more susceptible to
collective action. That they seek to nake a profit on a con-
tract is seen to linit their ability to withstand demands re-
inforced by stoppage action. They are therefore regarded as
frbetter targets for denands" than public organisations. As
one nanagement said, I'private enterprise is generally more
susceptible to financial difficulties (and is) unable to
sustain strike action for so 1ong. Strikes are 1ike1y to
be nore effective against the private sector.'r The government
is considered to have greater financial resources and to be,
in any case, more difficult to "buck" than private companies.
One managernent of a government contract even attributed a

relatively low 1eve1 of strikes to a "1ack of bargaining power
on our work through strike actionrf. Some private sector man-
agers also felt the governnent r^ras in a stronger position
because of the apparently less rigid nature of conpletion dates
on government contracts.

The fact that the public and private sectors are at least
potentially in competition was also seen to influence conflict.
The Ministry of Works has traditionally undertaken a large
part of power development directly. As private companies
grow in size and experience they increasingly provide the MOW

and New ZeaLand Electricity Department with the alternative of
contracting this work out. The result is that MOW workers
(and their union) are rrmoderate because they want to naintain
the right to build power projects as opposed to private
enterprise".

Looking at these aspects
several union representatives
private ownership as inducing
was on the econonic conflict

in more detail, we noted that
saw the operation and effect of
conflict. The inplied ernphasis

of interest (see Chapter 1).
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while this particular conflict may be more narked in private
enterprises, it is nonetheless 1ike1y to be also present in
government ones. Conflict resulting fron the differential
distribution of authority is also 1ike1y to be present in both
forms of organisation. The bases of the econornic conflict of
interest and the distribution of authority, however, may then-
selves be sources of conflict, so antipathy to the fact of
private ownership might produce conflict on private contracts.
It is interesting to note though that several of those
criticizing the effect of private ownership also said that,
even under this systen, conflict could be reduced very subst-
antially if changes were made in specific areas such as
accommodation, conditions and so on.

It is quite plausible that private organisations are less
able to withstand stoppages than government ones. rt could be
suggested, however, that private organisations therefore have
a greater incentive to settle short of stoppage, but this
action of course also involves a cost which management may

consider higher than that of a stoppage and subsequent settle-
rnent. rn any event, in the presence of inperfect inforrnation
managenent may prefer "to call bluff" on a stoppage threat,
assuming it nay be nothing more than that.

The degree of ernphasis placed on these aspects varied.
Also those stressing the inportance of the existence and
effect of private ownership were 1argely, but not exclusively,
union representatives. Both parties, however, rnentioned the
apparent greater "effectiveness" of direct action on private
contracts. The aspects of this argument seem particularly
useful in explaining differences in stoppage 1eve1s between
governnent and private contracts, although they may also have
a bearing on l-evels of individual forms.

III. CONCLUSION

The nunber of possible influences on any conflict pattern
is very 1arge. We would argue, however, that the najor ones
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in respect of this industry have been among those evaluated.40
while seeking to show connections between influences, it has
been necessary to study them individually rather than as part
of a simultaneous systen (as, for exarnple, within the context
of rnultiple regression analysis). we must now attempt to
bring together these influences into an overview of the deter-
minants of the projects section of the buil<ling and construction
industry pattern of conflict.

Our evaluation suggests the following factors are inport-
ant influences on at least one conflict forn: the lack of an
established employment relationshipi the existence, location,
size and condition of a camp; the limited life of a contract
and the casual, temporary rlature of construction enployment;
the existence of a client with adjacent production facilities;
the nature of the work, working conditions and worker; the
nutliplicity of bargaining relationships; earnings relativities
and the bases earnings are calculated on; the nature of
production and the formation of work groups; remoteness of
top rnanagement; private ownership of construction conpanies.
Factors of some importance in particular situations include
the unavailability of union officials, quality of forernen and
management generally, inadequate conmunications, personality
differences and changes in personnel, and the size of a

contract. Others of linited importance include job demar-
cation and the location of a contract. One of no inportance
is racial friction.

40. One factor included in the questionnaires, but clearJ.y
considered uninportant was racial frictions. Assessments
of this factor were as follows:

Scale of inportance
No Mean

l2S45AnswerresponseSMR
Management
responses 0 0 0 3 ga 2 4.75 s.89
(n=t4)
Union
responses 0 0 0 I 7 S 4,87 4.95
(n=IS)

Note: a Includes one ftNArr.

Source: Management and union questionnaires.
0n the basis of size of mean response, both parties rated
it Last in importance of the 19 assessed.
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In conbining these factors into a composite pattern of
determinants, the irnportant role of techaical and economic
conditions is obvious. The technical conditions produce a

lack of established ernploynent relationship, a linited life of
a contract and casual employment, and predispose the industry
toward conflict, although variations in these factors may

explain differences in its level in particular situations.
Variations in the degree of familiarity among and between
parties, for example, flal help explain differences in the leve1
of stoppages and of some individual and enployer-initiated
forms among contracts. Moreover, variations in the rrcasual-

ness" of ernployrnent may influence patterns of conflict (and

especially of stoppages and ernployer- initiated forms) at work
group and contract 1eve1s. The technical conditions also
produce jobs which nay be arduous, unpleasant and dangerous.
It{hile these features are present in all construction work,
their extent varies both within and among contracts and so
produces differences in stoppages and sorne individual forms at
those levels. Sone of these j obs nay also attract or produce

"aggressive" workers. Furthermore, these conditions ultinately
account for the nature of some project facilities, although
decisions of managernent of course will also influence the
standard of these.

The cornplex nature of construction activity creates the
potential for a multiplicity of bargaining relationships. The

nurnber of such relationships however can vary, partly as the
result of variations in the form of union and enployer organ-
isation. Differences in stoppage activity, especially at the
contract level, may result fron differences in the number of
these relationships. Siurilar conditions give rise to a

potential host of earnings relativities, the number, and so

influence, of which also varies .Lmong contracts (and especially
as between private and public ones). The possibilities for
establishing, and disturbing, relativities also varies with
the method whereby earnings are calculated, The degree of
such disturbance rnay be useful in explaining the stoppage
proneness of a particular work group. The nature of the
production process and of the work results in the formation
of distinct and sornetimes powerfuL r^rork groups, and helps
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explain intra-contract (as welL as inter-contract) differences
in conflict 1eve1s.

The nature of the construction project, its technically
deterrnined location, nay also be the basis for the apparent
renoteness of many top managements, the degree of which may be
an inportant influence on conflict patterns at the contract
leve1. Ownership forms derive from econornic conditions, d!-
though organisational ones also have a bearing. The differ-
ence in type of ownership may be an important elenent in the
explanation of differences in the 1evel of stoppages and some
other conflict forms between private and government contracts.

Less systematic influences on conflict include the un-
availability of union officials and the quality of foremen and
managernent. These rnay af fect amounts of conf lict at the work
group and contract levels. Other influences which nay be
relevant on certain contracts are inadequate communications,
personality differences and locational characteristics. The
size of a contract may have sorne influence on the nurnber of
stoppages relative to other contracts but 1ittle or none on
relative 1evels of individual forns (unless its influence is
counteracted by that of other factors). Size may stil1 be an
important influence on conflict on projects generally insofar
as they are larger than units in other industries.

Many of the basic features of construction projects pre-
dispose them toward conflict. Variations in anounts of con-
flict at intra-contract, contract and project leve1s derive
from variations in these features and frorn the existence of
other, less general, influences. Changes in these over time,
along with those in nore widespread factors, account for inter-
temporal variations in the anount of conflict.

As with the rneat industry, our analysis again has
inplications for proposals for reducing conflict. Several
managers and union representatives argued that the nature of
worker accommodation must change if the level of conflict on
future contracts is to be Lower than at present. A number of
managers contended that canps should be non-existent (or
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very sna11) , being replaced by cornpany-provided houses. rt
was argued that houses are a practical alternative and one
manager pointed to the MOw experience saying that "if houses
are econornical for the M0W, they nust be so for a construction
firm". As a second best possibility it was contended that
any future camps should be permanent, "motel-style" structures
of the highest standard. such proposals, while obviously
lacking in detail, flar be substantial in that they involve
alterations in a basic technical condition of the industry.

Another proposal put forward by some managers and several
union representatives involves the nore direct and explici_t
involvement of key union representatives, especially delegates,
in the running of a contract. while such involvement may
have an initial influence on conflict, &ry lasting effect
will depend largely on whether it results in changes in any
of the fundamental conditions producing conflict. rn fact
the evaluation of the possible effect of any proposed change
must be in terms of its influence on the basic causes of
conflict. 41

Our analysis suggests that alterations in conflict levels
are possible but only with changes in some of the basic
features of the industry. such alterations night, for example,
require changes in the nature of the employnent relationship
and worker accommodation, the phasing of najor contracts,

4L. As an aside, few proposals for changes in disputes pro-
cedures were suggested during interviews. fn fact littLe
mention of any sort was nade of these procedures. In the
questionnaires, parties were asked to assess the inport-
ance of inadequate disputes settlenent procedures as a
cause of strikes on their contracts. Responses were as
folLows:

ScaLe of inportance
No Mean

L2S45AnswerresponseSMR
Managenent
resPons es
(n= 14 )

Union respon-
s es (n= 13)

3.83 3.t4

0 3 4 3.11 3.L6

and union questionnaires.Sourc e :

213

Managenent
0n the basis of size of nean response, nanagenents rated
this factor tenth equal in inportance of the 19 assessed
and unions thirteenth.
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working conditions and facilities, the nature sf some of the
work, the uultiplicity of bargai.ning reLationships ancl earnings
relativities, ?a)tlnent systems and so on. Sone of th_ese chanrges
may have been eontemplated but not adopted by menagements
because their expeeted costs exceed expected gains. They may
not, however, even have been seriously .considered, a pgss-
ibility' that at Least some managers suggested rnight be the
case.

Ilrhile the projects section of this industry has a pre-
disposition toward conflict, units in it need not necessarily
he highly conflict prone, We saw in the last chapter how sorne

co.ntracts have virtualLy no stopBages and relatively low
Lerrels of labour turnovern absence and accidents. These con-
tracts incorporate many of the features put forward above as
possibLe changes. Their existence points to the possibiLity
that any predirspo,sitio,n toward conflict can to some extent be
nodif ied.
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Chapter XIII

THE I^IATERFRONT INDUSTRY PATTERN OF CONFLICT

Our analysis of the conflict pattern of this industry will
largely be at the leve1 of its basic unit, the port. As noted
in Chapter VII, waterside workers are registered on a port
bureau register and are engaged through labour employnent
bureaus operated by the waterfront rndustry comrnission (I{rc).
They are not permanently employed by any company but nay be
allocated to gangs working any vessel in port. consequently,
it is difficult to study the conflict pattern at enterprise or
conpany 1evel. Moreover, the composition of gangs changes over
tine so that it is also difficult to study conflict at this
leve1. Despite these difficulties, mention will be made of
some aspects of the intra-port pattern of conflict.

Because of the existence and operation of the }r/rc, statis-
tics on several conflict fonns are published for this industry.
These relate to stoppages, penalties, labour turnover, absence
and industrial accidents. As regards stoppages, infornation on
each one covering the port, date, man-hours and wages lost and
cause is published in the WrC annua-z Repott. This infornation
is therefore at a considerably lower 1evel of aggregation than
that published for the waterfront industry by the Departnent of
Statistics (DOS). There are other differences between the two
sets of stoppage infornation. rn some years the }Vrc reports
more stoppages for the waterfront than does the DOs. This is
despite the fact that the ultimate source of Dos waterfront
stoppage statistics is the wIC (which conpletes the Departnent
of Labour (D0L) strike returns for this industry). These
differences are presunably accounted for by changes nade by
the DOL to WIC source infornation or by the DOS to information
received in DoL strike returns. The stoppage statistics in
this chapter will largely be based on those of the WIC.
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THE PORT LEVEL

1. Stoppages

Stoppage statistics on a port basis for 1967-73 are pres-
ented in Table 1. rt is cl'ear that most stoppage activity is
accounted for by a relatively few ports. The four main ones
(Auckland, Mount Maunganui, wellington and. Lyttelton) together
accounted for 71,2% of the number of stoppages, BS,4eo of man-
days lost and 88.84 of workers involved over the period. Other
ports contributing significant amounts were Napier and B1uff.
The rernaining 13 ports together contributed a very small fract-
ion of total stoppage activity. Five of them experienced no
stoppages in L967-73. The largest number of ports experiencing
stoppages in any year was L4 in 1971,1 the snallest was zero in
1968 and the average per year for the period was six. wellington
experienced stoppages in the largest number of years (in 6 of
the 7), being followed by Auckland, Mount Maunganui and Napier
(each of which had stoppages in 5 of the 7 years).2

As noted in Chapter VfI, the size of registered labour
force varies considerably among ports. In L973 it ranged from
1613 (at 30 Septenber) for Auckland, to 25 for Greymouth. The

i-nvolvement and tirne lost figures in Table 1 should therefore
be related to nunbers of workers ernployed. Results are shown

In that year 14 ports engaged in a stoppage over wage
rates. In 1972 L7 ports took an unauthorised holiday on
Waitangi Day; such stoppages ate not covered here but in
the Appendix.
The figures for the ports are:

No. of years
in which

s topPages
oc curr ed
(1s67 -7 3)

Auc k 1 and
Mt. Maunganui
We I 1 ington
Lyttelton
Dunedin
Port Chalners
Whangar e i
Nap i er
0nehunga
Taranaki

1.

2.

5
5
6
4
1

I
2
5
2

3

Nelson
Tinaru
Bluff
G isborne
Wanganui
P ic ton
0amaru
Wes tport
Greynouth

No. of years
in which

s toppag es
oc curred

(re67 -7 3)

2
2
3
0
I
0
0
0
0
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in Table 2. rt can be seen that ports accounting for a signif-
icant proportion of stoppage activity also had relatively high
worker loss and worker involvement ratios. Auckland had the
highest average involvenent ratio for Lg67-75 (SZ0,7Z%), and
Mount Maunganui the highest average loss ratio (2.95). Again,
ports other than the four main ones and Napier and Bluff
generally had low stoppage levels even in terns of these two
ru"rrrtur. S The stoppage prone ports had lower worker loss and
sinilar worker involvement ratios to stoppage prone meat works
or construction proj ects.

Most managements and port unions view their ports as
having low strike propensities relative to other New Zealand
ports. rn answer to the question: "rn relation to other ports
in New zealand, do you consider that strike activity at this
port is high, about the same or 1ow?", L2 nanagements and 10

unions said low, while two and three respectively said about
the same, and only one management said high. Both parties
tended to underestimate relative strike proneness. 0f the
seven managements and 10 unions which incorrectly perceived
their ports' positions, six and eight respectively under-
estinated. Managenent and union from a given port provided the
same evaluation in eight of 13 cases. The tendency to under-
estimate was present when the parties evaluated waterfront
strike activity relative to that in other New Zealand indust-
ries. Ten nanagements and eight unions rated it as 1ow, five
and six respectively as about the same and only one management

^as high.- Evaluations by nanagement and union from a particular
port were the same in seven of 13 cases.

3. Enploynent figures used in Table 2 reLate to registered
workers only. The result is that in sone cases the ratios
are slightly overstated in so far as non-registered
workers were also involved in stoppages.

4. Incidentally, nine unions rated lockout activity at their
ports relative to other ports as low, whiLe three rated
it as about the sane. In assessing waterfront lockout
activity relative to that in other New ZeaLand industries,
nine unions said it was Low and four about the same. It
is difficuLt to evaluate the accuracy of these perceptions
because lockouts are seldour reported in either DOS or WIC
stoppage statistics. In response to another question,
however, Do nanagenent and only one union reported exper-
ience of a lockout in recent years.
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2. Labour Turnover

Labour turnover figures for the waterfront industry, in
terms of nunber of men removed from port bureau registers,
are possibly more detailed than those published for any other
industry. They are classified by reason for removal frorn the
register and so al1ow the calculation of various types of turn-
over rates. The number of men leaving the industry of their
own accord (as a percentage of an average labour force neasure)
nay be terned the "quit rate". The nunber removed fron the
register for disciplinary reasorrr5 as a percentage of average
labour force rnight be cal1ed the I'dismissal rater', and the
total number of removals for all reasons, the "turnover rate".
Disnissal and quit rates do not sum to the turnover rate as
the latter also includes removals due to death, retirement and
transfer. Rates for 1967-73 are presented in Table S.

The turnover rate for this industry is exceedingly 1ow.
The L973 rate, for example, was only about one-tweffth of that
for rnale workers in all surveyed industries and lower than that
for any industry group.6 Despite this low general leve1, there
is some variation in turnover rates among ports. Four ports
had an average rate for 1967-73 of over 9% (We11ington,
Wanganui, Westport and Greynouth) , while three had one of less
than 3% (Mount Maunganui, Whangarei and Tirnaru) . No port, how-
ever, had a high turnover rate. Over the years covered in the
table, rates for "a11 portst' and rnost individual ones displayed
1itt1e trend. T

isciplinary reasons include continued unauthorised or
unexplained absence, repeated bureau penalties, pillage
and theft, misconduct (including drunkenness and assault),
inefficiency and general unsuitability, and physical in-
capacity or nedical reasons.

6. The nal,e labour turnover rate in all surveyed industries
for L973 (onthc barit oF Ci*ur.e f"o- the April and October
1973 six-nonthly srrv.Xs) was 4S.te".

7. The relatively high figure for 1968 (7,8%) was partly due
to an abnornally high nunber of transfers from one port register
to another for that year. These Largely affected the
ports of Lyttelton, Dunedin, Port Chalners and Wanganui,
the 1968 turnover rates of which are also abnormally high.
Exclusion of transfers fron total removals (but not labour
force figures) results in turnover rates for al1 ports of
8.6eo (1967), 6.0% (1968), 4.8% (1969), 3.2% (1970), s.2%
(1971), 3.7eo (L972) and 3.5% (1975). ltlith the exception
of 1968 these are 1ittle different fron the transfer
inclusive figures in Table 3.
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of more interest than the total turnover rate from the
point of view of industrial conflict are the quit and disrnissal
rates. The quit rate for the industry is again exceedingly 1ow,
even to the point of being negligible. It seems conflict seldon
takes the form of workers quitting the industry. There is
nonetheless some diversity among ports, with three having
average quit rates for 1967-73 of over 2.5e0 (we11ington, port
chalmers and Picton) and three with ones of 0.5% or less
(Mount Maunganui, Whangarei and Westport). Again, the quit
rate in most cases displays little trend.

We noted in Chapter If, that some terninations nay be
considered enployer-initiated expressions of industrial conflict.
The disrnissal rate rnay be regarded as a rough proxy measure of
such terninations, although this rate includes removals from
the register because of physical incapacity or nedical reasons.
The disrnissal rate for the industry is lower than the quit
rate, although for most ports the two rates for 1967-7s are
sini1ar.8 Thus l,rlellington again had a relatively high average
disnissal rate (3.6%) and whangarei a 1ow one (0). rn most
cases there is little trend in this rate over the period in
question.

Perceptions of the industryt s turnover level were fairly
accurate, with 12 nanagements and nine unions correctly stating
it was low relative to other New zeaLand industries. only one
management and two unions said its turnover rate was about the
same (or "medium") as other industries and no respondent said
it was high. Management and union from a given port provided
the same evaluation in seven of nine cases. The parties were
less accurate in evaluating the turnover rate at their ports
relative to those at other New Zealand ports. Eight unions and
14 managements said their portrs turnover rate was relatively
1ow, four unions said about the same and again none said it
was high. Of these respondents, seven unions and nine manage-
nents underestinated, while two unions overestinated. Manage-
ment and union from a given port gave the same evaluation in
8. For particular years in the period, however, the relation-

ship between port quit and disnissal rates is not strong.
For example, the correlation coefficient for these two
variabLes is r = -0.195 (insignificant) for L973 and r =
-0.143 (insignificant) for L972.
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seven of 11 cases.

3. Absence

The WIC publ-ishes a tirne lost rate for "absent (other
causes)". This category excludes absence due to sickness or
accidents and is largely conposed of time lost due to 'runauthor-
isedf' or "voluntary" absence. But it also includes tine lost
due to industrial and non-industrial stoppages (excluding
penalties).9 To derive a measure of the type of absence most
commonly associated with conflict, days lost due to stoppages
must therefore be deducted fron the total for absent (other
causes). Resulting nan-days lost and tine lost rate figures
are presented in Table 4. They are for L972 and 7973 as these
are the only two years of our period for which rnan-days lost
figures were available for absent (other causes). As can be

seen, the rate of tirne lost due to absence varies among ports
with the four nain ones having much higher rates thdn the
others. Whangarei and Taranaki also had relatively high rates
in both years. Absence accounted for the nost man-days lost
of any cause of tine 1ost, being followed by sickness and
accid.ents (compensation) . 1o

We argued in Chapter II that illness absence could be an
expression of industrial conflict. It is therefore of interest
if some ports lose proportionately more tine due to sickness
than others. As can be seen from Table 5, there is some

9. Other categories of tine lost are penalty, conpensation
and sickness. Tirne spent "working" includes, in addition
to the actual days of work, days when nen were available
for work when no work was offering, and days absent on
statutory and annual holidays.

10. The proportion of nan-days availabLe lost due to various
causes for 1972 and 1973 was as follows:

Absencea,
StoppagesD
PenaLty
C onp ens at i on
S icknes s

Total
a As defined in
b IndustriaL and

L97 2
%

2.92
0.65
0.5s
2.27
2.19
8.38

TabLe 4, p. 480.
non-industrial.

L97 3

-3. 08
0.s2
0.23
2 .47
2 .3L
8.22
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TABLE 4

Time Lost Due to Absence

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Connission
data.

variation among ports although not as much as for the proport-
ion of tirne lost due to absence. This variation suggests the
possibility that conflict may at some ports take the forn of
sickness absence, although other factors would also clearly be
involved.

797 2

Man-days
lost

r97 3
9o of total

Man-days man-days
lost available

eo of total
nan - days
avaLlable

Auck land
Mt. Maunganui
Wellington
Lytt e 1 ton
Duned in
Port Chalmers
Wh angar e i
Nap i er
Onehunga

Taranak i
Nelson
Tiuraru
Bluff
Gi sborne
Wanganui

Picton
0anaru
Wes tp ort
Greynouth

AtL PORTS

27 ,905
6,350

1 6,039
5,751

659

189

479

1,390
239

1,553
322

298

913

85

54

119

40

97

I

62 ,483

5.2s
2.92
4.16
2.62
0.96
0 .44
L .46
0.85
0.87
1.51
0.88
0 .34
0 .64
0.28
0 .46
1.18
0. 30

0.89
0.01

2 .92

28,035
5,396

15,604
7,051

758

251

379

2 ,456
340

1,35 0
223

378

905

87

9

110

65

12

I

63,410

5.58
2 .53
4 .30
3.51.

1.15
0.60
1.19
1.51
1.35
I .56
0.61
0 .44
0 .67
0.29
0. 08

1.14
0.53
0.12
0.01

3.08
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TABLE 5

The Percentage of Tota'l Man-Da.vs Ava i I abl e Lost Due to Si ckness

Sourc e : Waterfront fndasttg Commissjon Annual Reports.

Several ports with a high absence rate (such as the nain
ones) also have a high sickness rate. It is therefore not
surprising that a close relationship exists between these two
rates. Correlating port absence rates (percentage of man-days
available lost due to absence) with port sickness rates
(percentage of nan-days available lost due to sickness), gives
a correlation coefficient of r = 0.795 (significant 0.001) for
T973, and r = 0,765 (significant 0.001) for L972. Ports with
high absence rates tend also to have high sickness rates.

L97 2 L97 3

Auc k 1 and

Mt. Maunganui
l{e l l ington
Lyttelton
Dune din
Port Chalmers
Whangarei
Nap i er
Onehunga

Taranak i
Ne I son

T ima ru
B luff
Gisborne
Wang anu i
Picton
Oanaru
Wes tport
Greynouth

ALL PORTS

3.45
2.L0
2.25
1.98
I .66

I .49
2 .49

1.18
0.69
I.79
0.39
T,2T

1.87
o.62
| .23

0.65
0.43
0.82
1.38

2.L9

3.62
3 .04
2.25
2 .00
7 .32

t.L7
0.66
]-67
r .33
1 .45
0.70
1 .07
1.94
0.59
0.17
0.03
L.24
0 .43
1.58

2 .37
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rn the questionnaires, the parties were asked to evaluate
the 1evel of absence at their port relative to those of other
New zearand ports. Eight unions and 11 managements said their
portrs absence rate was relatively 1ow, while three each said
about the same and only one managernent said high.11 Both
parties tended to underestinate. Specifically, six unions and
nine managements underestinated, while only two unions over-
estimated. Management and union fron a given port provided the
same evaluation in six of 11 cases.

4, Industrial Acc'idents

A measure of industrial accidents which can be compared
among ports is the number of man-days lost due to accidents
qualifying for compensation as a percentage of the total number
of man-days available. As can be seen from Table 6, this
measure displays considerable variation among ports, the Lg67-
73 average ranging fron 0.24% (Oamaru) to 5.65% (Wellington).
Two ports had an average acciilent lost tiine rate of greater
t}rarr 4% (westport and wellington) and three had one of less
than 0.5% (Wanganui, Picton and Oanaru). Wellington has an
unusually high rate by comparison with the other nain ports,
at least two of which handle sinilar types of cargo in similar
conditions. Conflict, in the forrn of tine lost due to
accidents, could possibly be higher at Wellington than at
other ports. With the exception of Westport, Greymouth, Mount
Maunganui and hlellington, the accident tine lost rate has been
fairly stable over the years covered in the table.

11. Eval.uations of the absence level of the waterfront indus-
try rel.ative to those of other New Zealand industries
were as follows:

Low Mediurn High
Managenent responses (n=13) 8 2 3

Union responses (n=lJ.) 6 5 0

Source: Management and union questionnaires.
It is not possible to assess the accuracy of these per-
ceptions because absence data for other industries do not
exist.
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TABLE 6

The Percentage of.ToLql Man-Dqyg Available Lost Due to
Accidents, 1967-73

Ls67 re68 1e6e 1e70 re71 tsz2 tsTs i[Z;:iZ

Auck 1 and

Mt. Maunganui
Wellington
Lyttelton
Duned in
Port Chalners
Whang ar e i
Nap i er
0nehunga
Taranak i
Nelson
Tinaru
B luff
G i sborn e

Wanganui

P i cton
0anaru
We s tpo rt
Greynouth

ALL PORTS

(perc entag es )

L.37 1.49 1.69 7.76 1.38 1.58 1.81 1.s8
2.85 3.24 3.53 2.44 1.91 7.20 0.92 2.30
3.55 5.99 5.40 7.14 7.24 6.63 5.59 5.65
2.20 2.38 2.48 1.96 r.41 1.56 I.23 1.89
1.06 r.16 0.87 1.16 0.87 1.30 1.39 L.L2
0.63 0. 51 I .40 0.95 1.27 1. 04 I.L2 0.99
0.41 L.47 t.22 L.23 1.s1 1.s6 0.81 L.L7
o.67 A.77 L.04 1.31 7.72 0.7I 0.61 0.88
0.69 0.92 0.42 1.60 1.72 0.41 0.28 0.86
0.91 0.99 I.64 2.08 1.31 I.28 L.46 1.38
1.66 2.50 0.97 1.00 0.71 0.98 0.21, 1.15
0.58 0.58 0.83 7.L7 1.05 0.82 1.00 0.86
1.95 2.L4 2.55 2.63 1.78 I.26 1.57 1.98
3.22 1.82 1.66 L.76 r.72 1.8s 1.s4 1.94
0. 75 0 .07 0. 34 0.95 0.39 0.L2 0 0 .37
0.18 0.12 0 0.35 1.11 0.04 0 0.26
0.08 0.72 0.09 0.05 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.24
6.05 7 .34 r.47 0.39 2.L4 4.32 7 .L7 4.12
0.11 0.66 1.09 4.08 0.06 3.69 3.69 1.91

1.90 2.L0 2.46 2.72 2.47 2.27 2.07 2.28

Source: Derived from Waterfront Industrg Commission
Annual Reports.

An alternative measure, the accident frequency rateo is
available on a port basis only for the major ports. As can be

seen from Table 7, the diversity in port frequency rates for
T967-73 is less than that in port accident lost tine rates.
The difference between the extreme frequency rates in this
sanple (those of Napier and Bluff) , however, is quite consider-
ab1e. A ranking of najor ports in terms of frequency rates
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bears only a weak relationship to one in terrns of lost time
rates.12 wellington, for example, has the highest accident
tine lost rate but only the fourth highest frequency rate among
najor ports. Its high tine lost rate must therefore reflect a

relatively long absence per accident rather than a relatively
high number of accidents.

TABLE 7

Acci dent Frequenc.y Rates: Ma jor Ports, 1967-73

Notes: 1. Otago consists of the ports of Dunedin and
Port ChaLners.

2. Figures are for calendar years.

Derived fron New Zealand Port Ernployers I

Association data.
Source:

As regards perceptions of accident levels, only eight
unions correctly said the waterfront industry has a high accid-
ent level relative to other New Zealand industries. Six rnanage-

ments and three unions said its level was about the same as

those of other industries while seven and two respectively
said its leve1 was relatively 1ow. Managenent and union from
the same port gave different evaluations in all 10 cases. In
comparing the accident level of the loca1 port with those of
other New Zealand ports, nine managements and three unions

12. As a test
Spearman I s
and found

of the sinilarity of these two rankings
coefficient of rank correlation was calcul.ated

to be r_ = 0.482 (insignificant).
s

Auc k 1 and

Mt. Maunganui

Wel lington
Lyttelton
0tago
Nap i er
Taranaki
Bluff

ALt PORTS

L967 1968 1969

11.5 r1..4 10.3
73.7 Lt .7 1l .9
13.5 13.0 14.0
1s.4 12.9 13.9
8.9 10.0 9.4

10.0 10.1 7.7
10.9 11.5 14.0
15.8 19.1 16.2

19 70 L97 I I97 2

10.3 9.8 L2.3
11.1 10.5 9.8
12.8 11.4 r0.2
L3.3 11.4 72.6
13. 0 13.1 12.L
5.0 6.2 7 .5

14.9 72.3 13.1
L3 .4 77 .0 13 .4

rs73 t;:;ii;
10.4 10.9
rL .4 1t .4
10.9 72.3
10.0 12.8
13.3 11.4
7.L 7 .7

10.1 72.4
6.0 74.4

L2.4 12.L 11.8 11.3 LL.2 11.1 9.7 1.1.4
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rated it 1ow, five and six respectively about the same and
three unions high. Eight managements and three unions under-
estirnated in their evaluations, while one and four respectively
overestinated, Managernent and union from a given port pro-
vided the same evaluation in five of 11 cases.

Penalties and 0ther Emplo.ver-Initiated Forms of
Confl ict

As noted in chapter vlr, bureau rules provide for penal-
ties whereby a worker (or workers) is liable to not qualify for
work for a specified period in the event of the infraction of
some rule of work. The penalty is an unusual conflict form
presenting some classification difficulties. rt, along with
the other bureau rules, is made and enforced by the port
conciliation comnittee (PCC), which consists of equal numbers
of employerst and workers t representatives and an independent
chairman, yfhile workers may be represented on the PCC, the
penalty is clearly a conflict forn when its irnposition is
initiated by the ernployer. Such is obviously the case when
enployers impose a penalty in retaliation against a stoppage
by workers. As indicated in Table 8, there were several such
"co11ective" penalties in L972.

TABLE 8

"ColIective" Pen

Note:

istics on a Port Bas i s t967 -7 3
(year ended 30 Septenber tg7 2a)

1972 was the only year in which separately
classified penalties occurred during this
period. In sone other yeaas, however, disputes
involving both a stoppage and penalty occurred
(see p. 486).

Derived fron Waterfront Industry Connission data.

No. of
Penalties

Man-days
lost

Workers
I nvo lved

Wellington
Lyttelton
Ne 1 son
Bluff

I
I
I
2

2,059
906
263
927

1,019
588
t,33
760

Totals 4r155 2,500

Source:
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while relatively few disputes were separately classified
as collective penalties over L967-73, several others involved
both worker and enployer actions. rn Novernber rg7r there was
a dispute between an enployer and. the union at Mount Maunganui
over the rate for handling sa1t. Following two stop work
meetings the workers withdrew from the ships of the ernployer
concerned. These workers were placed on penalty and those
finishing other ships transferred to these "preference,' shipslS
and placed on penalty when they refused to work thern. At the
same port in February L973 there was a dispute over the hand-
ling of cargo from an off-wharf shed. when cargo frorn the shed
was presented, watersid^e workers refused to load it. The
enployers gave the ship concerned preference for labour and
placed workers refusing this work on penalty. The union then
ceased all work. At Timaru in the same month in 1973, a gang
of workers stopped work over a difference in interpretation of
the meaning of the term "hatch or job". These workers were
placed on penalty, as were others who subsequently participated
in the stoppage.l4 Moreover, stoppages can sometirnes fo1low
the use of the penalty by employers. For example, in April
1969 a stoppage occurred in Port Taranaki as a protest against
the action of ernployers placing five men on penalty for being
absent without permission when work resumed after rain.

Penalties can also be inposed on individuals and sna1l
groups. Such "individ.ua1" penalties accounted for rnost or all
of total tirne lost due to penalties in each year of our period
except I97?.. A measure which can be connpared among ports is
the number of man-days lost due to (collective and indiriidual)
penalties as a percentage of the total number of man-days

13. Enployers nay designate a vessel as a rrpref erencerr ship
or ttpriority worktr. As workers become available they are
assigned the priority work and, should they refuse it, D&I
be placed on penalty.

14. Statistical details of these actions are as follows:
Dat e Port

5- 8/LL/7L Mt. Maunganui
7-L5/ 2/73 rl

9-L2/ Z/ZS Tirnaru

Man-days lost
467

2,934
344

Workers involved
535
584
250



available.15 As can be seen from Table g, there is some var-
iation in this measure with certain ports losing a relatively
high proportion of days (e.g. Mount Maunganui and Dunedin) and
others a low proportion or none at all. Man-days lost figures
for 1972 and 1973, the only two years of our period for which
they were availabre, are also included in the table and not
surprisingly display greater variation. The presence of the
collective penalties in wellington, Lyttelton, Nelson and Bluff
in 1972 is obvious from these portst figures for that year.
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TABLE 9
The Percen

ena d Man-Da s Lost Due
enalties

Source: Derived from Waterfront Industry Connission data.

bti1Av

Auckland

yo

0.L2
Mt. Ivlaunganui 0.41
Wellington 0.15
Lyttelton 0.L7
Dmedin 0.17
Port Chalners 0.09
Whangarei 0

0.09 0.09
0.34 0.49
0.07 0.07
0.L2 0.14
0.L7 0.26
0.02 0.08
0.01 0
0.05 0.04

00
0.26 0. 07

0 0.03
0.04 0.05
0.03 0.05
0.05 0.01
0.04 0

00
00
00

0.02 0

0. r0 0.L2

318 0.06
1156 0.52
2319 0.60
1341 0.61

45 0.06
34 0.08
00

738 0.45
00

60 0.06
2L0 0.58

9 0.01
r29L 0.91

00
00
00
00
00

20 0.2s

7S2L 0.55

135 0.03
5419 1.60
296 0.08
r45 0.07
47 0.07
16 0.04
00

65 0.04
00

52 0.05
00

4L4 0.49
95 0.07
00
00
00
00
00

20 0.25

4704 0.23

Napier
Onehunga
Taranaki
Nelson
Tinaru
Bluff
Gisborne
Wanganui
Picton
Oamaru
Westport
Greynouth

ALL PORTS

L967 1968 1969 1970 L97L man-
days

9o % lost

0.06 0.06
0.32 0.37
0. 11 0 .I2
0.18 0.09
0.L7 0.68
0.11 0.11

00
0.o2 0.03

00
0.09 0.03
0.04 0.03
0.0s 0.10
0.06 0.04

00
00
00
00
00
00

0.10 0.L2

0 .04
0 .01
0.24

0
0.04
0 .05
0.04
0.04

0
0
0

o.02

0.15

man-
days
lost

Average
L967-73

,o

0.07
0.58
0. t7
0.20
o.23
0. 08

0
0. 10

0
0. 11
0. 10
0. 1l
0.17
0. 0l
0. 0l

0
0
0

0.08

0.16

15. Some penalties are imposed on the instruction of the
enployer and others are appl.ied automatically. An
exaurple of the former is when a. worker is not present
for a ro11 call at a ship (e.g. in the early afternoon)
a penal-ty wi1.1 be inposed if the eurployer so instructs.
An exanple of the latter is when a man fails to lift his
disc fron the engagenent board (failing to report to the
engagement bureau when instructed to do so by the WIC
bureau officer or reprcesentative) a penalty is imposed by
the WIC.
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6. The Association Between Forms of Confl ict

Collective and Individual Forms

We noted earlier that the four main ports not only have
the highest stoppage 1eve1s but also the highest absence rates.
This suggests levels of stoppages and absence nay be closely
related. The correlation results in Table 10 to an extent
confirm this possibility. In 1972 and I973 the relationship
was particulatLy strong between stoppage frequency and absence,
so that ports with high frequency also tended to have high
absence rates. A positive relationship also existed between
the worker loss ratio and the absence rate but was significant
only in L972,

TABLE 1O

Correl ati on Coeffi ci ents : Port Stoppage Level s
and Absence Rates

Notes: For definition see Tabl,a 4, p. 480

WLR = worker loss ratio.

Source: Derivod from Waterfront Industry Connission
data.

High accident rate ports include several minor as well as

najor ones. It is therefore not surprising that the relation-
ship between stoppage levels and accident rates is not stat-
istically significant. A conparison of Tables I and 2 with
Table 3 also suggests that any relationship between stoppage

a

b

r97 3

L97 2

Variab 1 es

Stoppage frequency, absence
rat ea

h
WLR," absence rate

Stoppage frequency, absence
rat e

Stoppage frequency (excluding
rrcollective" penalties),
absence rate
WLR, absence nate
WLR (exc luding "col" lectiveil
penalties), absence rate

orre Iation Uoe clent
(r)

0.759 (significant 0.001)

0.350 (insignificant)

0.703 (significant 0.001)

0.759 ( " 0.001)

0.446 ( 'l

0.621 ( 'f

0.10 )

0.00s)



levels and quit
following one,
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rates is weak. As

this was indeed the
can be seen frorn the
case for L972 and 1973.

TABLE 11

ffi c i en ts : Port St
uit a tes

Level s,Correl ti

Note:

Sourc e :

For definition see Table 6, p. 483.

Derived from Waterfront Industry Comnission
data.

Collective and Eruployer-fnitiated Forrns

As collective penalties sonetirnes fo11ow stoppages, it
night be expected that a positive relationship will exist
between rates of time lost due to (collective and individual)
penalties and to stoppage activity. Such was the case for 7,972

L97 3

L97 2

Variables

Stoppage frequency, accident
rat ea

WtR, accident rate
Stoppage frequency, quit
rat e

WLR, quit rate

Stoppage frequency, accident
rat e

Stoppage frequency (excluding
"co1 lectiveff penalties),
accident rate
WtR, accident rate
WLR (excluding'rcollectivetl
penalties), accident rate
Stoppage frequency, quit
rat e

Stoppage frequency (excluding
"collectiveff penalites),
quit rate
WLR, quit rate
WtR (excluding rrcollectiverr
penalties), quit rate

Correlation Coefficient
(r)

0.267 (insi

-0.113 (

0.143 (

0.010 (

0.083 (

0.016 (

0.516 (

0.2e0 (

-0.030 (

-0.0s8 (

0.019

-0.021

gnificant)
t' 

)

tt)

tt 
)

tt

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

tt

(

(



and L973. As can be seen fron the following table, the relat-
ionship between the "penalty raterr and worker loss ratio was
particularLy strong, so that ports with a high loss of tirne
from penalties also tended to have a high loss per worker from
stoppages. The relationship between stoppage levels and the
dismissal rate, on the other hand, is weak.

Corre I a nC
TABLE T2

ffi ci ents: Port Sto e Level s,
ena es an es

490.

For definition see Table 9, p. 487.Note:

Sourc e : Derived fron Waterfront Industry Connission
data.

Individual Forms

Vari ab 1e s
Correlati on Coeffici ent

(r)

L97 3 Stoppage frequency ' penalty 
o .44g (significant 0 . 10)rat ea

WLR, penalty rate 0.870 ( r' 0.001)
Stoppage frequency,
dismissat rate 0.183 (insignificant)

l,trtR, disnissal rate 0.017 ( " )

I972 Stoppage frequency (excluding
"collectiverr penalties) , 0.414 (significant 0.10)
penalty rate
WLR (excluding I'col1:::iru" 

0.784 ( ,, 0.001)penalties), penalty rate
Stoppage frequency, 0.178 (insignificant)or_sn].ssar rare
Stoppage frequency (excluding
rf collectiverr penalties) , -0.163 ( " )
disnissal rate
WLR, disurissal rate 0.012 ( " )
WLR (excludingttcollectivett n .tlo ( tt l
penalties), dismissal rate v'rrr '. )

A cornparison of accident rates in Table 6 with absence
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rates in Table 4 suggests any relationship between these two
forms is weak. correlating these two variables yields insig-
nificant coefficients for r972 and Lg7s. rnsignificant
relationships were found between all pairs of individual forms

TABLE 13
'lati on Coef f i ci ents : Absen Accident and uit R es

Source: Derived from Waterfront Industry
Comnission data.

Individual and Ernplover-Initiated Forms

The relationship between a particular individual forn, or
the one hand, and an enployer-initiated forn, on the other, was

also found to be insignificant in all instances for 1972 and
Lg73.16 This nay seem surprising in the case of absence and
disrnissal rates. Insofar as workers are disnissed for absence
from work, it night have been expected that these two rates
would be positively related. But disrnissals due to continued
unauthorised or unexplained absence constitute a 1ow proport-
ion of total disnissals.

16. An insignificant relationship also existed between two
enployer-initiated forms (the disnissal rate and the
penal.ty rate), with the correl-ation coefficient being
t

Variab I es

rate, acsident rate
rate, guit rate
rater guit rate

Correlation Coeff icient
(t)

1973 Absence 0. 135 (insignificant)
Abs ence

Ac c ident
0.013

-0.164

0 .364
0.076
0.013

t?

ft

il

)
'l

r97 2 Absence rate, accident rate
Absence rate, quit rate
Accident rater Quit rate

t
(

(

)

)

)

tl

tl
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TABLE 14

cident an
Dismi ssal and Pen Ra tes

and bs enc e uit a tes

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Commission
data.

II. THE REGIONAL LEVEL

In view of the possible influence of the region on conflict
1evels, it is interesting to conpare the regional distribution
of stoppage activity in the waterfront industry with that in
industry generally. Cornparative figures for 1967-72 are shown

in Table 15. There are obvious differences in regional dis-
tributions of stoppage frequency (Cols. 1) as between the
waterfront industry and industry in general. Differences also
exist when the proportion of stoppages occurring in a region
is related to the proportion of the relevant labour force
ernployed there (Co1s. 3) . Wellington and Marlborough-Nelson
contributed relatively more stoppages to the waterfront industry
total than they did to industry generally, while the reverse
was true for Taranaki, Westland and 0tago-Southland. Only in
the Northern district and Canterbury was the relative number of
stoppages in waterfront sinilar to that in industry as a who1e.

It

t97 3

L97 2

Variables

Dismissal rate, absence rate
Disnissal rate, accident rate
Disnissal rate, guit rate
Penalty rate, absence rate
Penalty rate, accident rate
Penalty rate, quit rate

Disnissal rate, absence rate
Disnissal rate, accident rate
Dismissal rate, quit rate
Penalty rate, absence rate
Penalty rate, &ccident rate
Penalty rate, euit rate

0

0

-0
0

-0
-0

-0
0

-0
0

0

-0

Correlation Coefficient
(r)

.184 (insignificant)

.011 ( " )

.195 ( " )

.155 ( " )

.054 ( " )

.083 ( " )

.053 ( " )

.335 ( " )

.L43 ( " )

.252 ( " )

.247 ( " )

.026 ( " )
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A conparison of worker involvement distributions (again
viewed in conjunction with ernployment distributions, i.e. Co1s.
2 and 3) also reveals differences between waterfront and indus-
try generally. The contribution of the Northern district to
involvement was relatively greater in waterfront than in all
industry, while the reverse was true for Taranaki, Marlborough-
Nelson, westland and Otago-southland. similar differences
apply when the waterfront regional involvement distribution
(relative to employment distribution) is compared with that
for industries other than waterfront.

The possibilities for regional action by a number of units
are linited in this industry if only because several regions
each have but a single port. rt is, however, not unconmon for
several ports in various parts of the country to engage in
stoppages over the same issue. In 1969 Mount Maunganui,
Lyttelton and wellington had stoppages against proposals for
new conditions of work issued by the Waterfront Conference. In
the same year Auckland and wellington, on two occasions, stopped
in protest over workers other than waterside workers packing
or unpacking containers. fn the following year there was a
series of stoppages, spread over a nunber of nonths and involv-
ing several ports, in order to consider proposals for a new
general principal order issued by the Waterfront Conference.
In 1971 14 ports stopped for two or three days over a dispute
involving wage rates.

I I I . THE I NTRA- PORT LEV EL

As already noted, waterside workers are not permanently
ernployed by a particuLar enployer and do not belong to perm-
anent gangs. The composition of the gang, and so work group,
usually changes with each vessel. The most pernanent organ-
isational unit of workers is the 1ocal port union to which
all waterside workers at the port belong. The focal employ-
ment unit tends therefore to be the port labour force rather
than any section of it.

It is not surprising that waterfront stoppages usually
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involve the whole labour force. while, on the basis of wrc
information, it is difficult to distinguish sectional or partial
stoppages frorn total ones, it appears that only about 1g stop-
pages in 1967^73 involved just part of the labour force. 0f
that number, three seened to be confined to a single gang on a

ship, LZ to all gangs on a ship and three to a container term-
inal. rn all but three cases, these stoppages occurred at one
of the four main ports where the diversity of work and the
size of labour force increases the potential for sectional
stoppages. A few other stoppages started by involving only
part of the labour force but subsequently involved the whole
of it.

This picture was broadly confirmed by management responses
to a question asking approxirnately what percentage of port
stoppages are sectional (confined to one part of the registered
workforce) or total (involving all the registered workforce).
rt can be seen from Table 16 that 902 or more of stoppages were
total in the case of seven of the 10 ports that considered
the question relevant. The two managernents which said 50eo

came from noderate sized but 1ow stoppage leve1 ports. The

one which said 60% was from a large and stoppage prone port.

TABLE 16

The Percentaqe of Port St esl'l ch Involve All the
eq i s tere l,lor k

Note: Managements f ron six- other ports answered frNA'f
in that no recentEoppages had occurred there.

Source: Management questionnaire.

If nost stoppages
they generally involve
over L967 -73 only the
a few others, involved

are total, it is not surprising that
several employers. 0f all stoppages

above-mentioned 18 sectional ones, and
a single enployer. The largest stoppages

total " stoppages

50 60

Perc entages
90 94 100

4
Nunber
(n= 10 )

of ports
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involved up to 16 ernployers. rn the questionnaire, manage-
rnents were asked if sorne firms at their ports experience
relatively nore direct action than others. Not unexpectedly,
respondents fron 11 ports said rrNo'r to this question, while
those from only four said "YESrf (it was not applicable to one
other smal1 port where a single general cargo agent operated).
Two of the four answering in the affirmative r,irere those which
said that only s0% of 1oca1 port stoppages involved the whole
labour force.

rn stoppages reported by the }tlrc over Lg67-73, the unions
involved were those of waterside workers. rn several cases,
however, non-registered workers (who are not union nembers)
were also directly involved along with registered workers.

IV. FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT: COLLECTIVE AND

EMPLOYER.INITIATED FORMS

From Table L7 it appears the strike is a relativery less
important collective forn of conflict in this industry than in
the other two so far studied. In fact the figures for the
strike are over-stated because many waterfront strikes are
preceded by stop work meetings and some also involve the
inposition of a penal-ty. The stop work meetingr or the other
hand, is relatively nore inportant than in the other industries.lT
such meetings accounted for a najority of workers involved in
collective forms over L967-73 and, in some years, for a major-
ity of man-days lost (1970 and 1971). Several actj.ons class-
ified as unauthorised stop work neetings in the table were
actually unauthorised extensions of regular sanctioned neetings.
Thirty-two of the 35 unauthorised meetings in L967-73 occurred
at the four nain ports, with about half of thern being at
Auckland.

17. The large number of stop work neetings rnay partly reflect
the fact that, unlike other industries, stoppage data for
this one are collected by a single organisation directly
involved in it (WIC). Almost a1l. actions involving a
stoppage of work on the waterfront are likely to cone to
the notice of the WIC and, but for the very snallest, be
reported to the Department of Labour for eventual inclus-
ion in the official statistics.
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TABLE 17

l,laterf ront Industr.y Conf l i ct Forms, 1967-73

F orn

Strike

rrUnauthor i s edtt
Stop Work
Me et ing
ttCollectiverr
P enalty

TOTALS

No. of nan-days
lost

39,575
(s8.6%)

23 ,7 67
(3s .2)

4,155
(6 .2)

67 ,497

of workers
involved

32,896
(45.1e")

37,535
(s1. s)

2,500
(3.4)

7 2 ,937

No.Nunber

7ra
(64 .}eo)

55
(31.s)

5
(4.s )

111

Note:

Sourc e :

Includes three involving penalties (see
fn. L4, p. 486) and 14 which occurred
over the sane issue.

Derived fron Waterfront Industry Conmission
data.

The demarcation strike or stop work rneeting is relatively
conmon on the waterfront. Over our period, 10 such actions (8

strikes and two meetings), involving a total of 8r850 workers
and a loss of 10r579 man-do1rS, occurred. Several of these
involved disputes over workers other than watersiders packing
or unpacking containers or the right to the work in off-wharf
sheds and depots generally. There were also one or tr+o

synpathy strikes (for example, a stoppage in 7972 in support
of talLy clerks).

Several conflict forms are often used in conbination. A

good example is the one previously cited where two stop work
neetings hrere followed by a withdrawal of labour from the ships
of the employer concerned. The ernployers then designated
these as "preference" ships and placed transferring workers on
penalty when they refused to work then. There are other cases
of the strike and penalty rnerging into one. Many strikes are
also preceded by stop work meetings.

WIC stoppage statistics, and so the above tab1e, do not
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include restrictions on output such as the go slow and the
ban. The llrrc statistics concentrate on the relatively easily-
quantified loss of time, although the commission is conscious
of the possible inportance of restrictions on output and the
largest of these nay be mentioned in the text of its Annual
Report. From discussions with ltilC officers it appears that,
at least until very recentlyr go slows have been uncommon on
the waterfront. The ban may be more common. rn February 1971
a ban on handling freight-forwardersf containers was imposed
in Wellington which subsequently spread in a partial forn to
Lyttelton and Auckland before being lifted on 2 Apri1. The
introduction of new types of vessels has also seen the use of
the ban. The second cel1u1ar container ship to come to New

Zealand, "Act IIIi', arrived on 19 August 1971 but was not
worked until 24 August because of the lack of a fina.l agreement
for such work. Moreover, in 1973 the first LASH vessel to
visit this country was not worked for two days while an agree-
rnent was being reached on conditions to apply. Bans have also
been enployed in other contexts. For exarnple, they were irnposed
on French shipping in 1972 and L973 in protest against French
nuclear testing and on the working of vessels whose crews
allegedly received wages not complying with international
minimun standards (such as the one on the "Tauloto" at Bluff
fron 18 May to 1 June 1973).

The following table gives an indication of the number of
ports experiencing particular conflict forms in recent years.
It is based on questionnaire responses. In view of the above
pattern, it is not surprising that the nost conmonly exper-
ienced forms reported by both parties were the strike, stop
work meeting and ban. Ports experiencing other forrns tended
to be the larger ones. Management and union responses frorn a

given port were generally the same except with respect to the
ban, where they were identical in only seven of 12 cases. It
is noteworthy that neither party reported recent experience of
an unofficial strike and that only one union reported a lock-
out.
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rABLE 18

Pqtft Experience l^lith Conflict Forms

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our analysis has shown that the 1evel of stoppage activity
vari-es among ports, with a few accounting for a najority of
such activity over L967-73. Levels of individual forns (the
quit, absence and accident rates) also varied among ports but
to a lesser extent than stoppages. Collective penalties were
confined to a few ports and years, although the use of indiv-
idual penalties was more widespread. In some cases 1eve1s of
conflict forms were related (e.g. stoppages and absence), but
in several others the relationship was insignificant.

The regional distribution of stoppage activity for the
industry differed in some respects fron that for industry
generally, with some regions accounting for a greater proport-
ion of the waterfront total than for that of industry as a
whole and vice versa. At the intra-port 1eve1 it was found

Forn

No. of ports ex
particular conf

in recent
Managenent Responses

Per 1 enc I-ng
lict forns
years

Union Responses

0vertirne ban

Go slow or work to
rul e

Unauthorised stop
work neeting
Official strike
Unofficial strike
rrBlackrt ban

Penalty for with-
drawing or with-
holding labour
Lo ckout

(n= 16 )
3

4

7

11

0

8

4

0

(n= 12 )

2

0

5

7

0

3
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that most stoppages involve the whole port labour force and
several enployers.

The strike is a relatively 1ess, and the stop work meet-
ing a rel-atively more, important form of conflict in this
industry than in the other two so far studied. while such
forms as the go slow or work to rule appear unconmon, others,
such as the ban, are relatively common.

APPENDIX: WATERFRONT INDUSTRY STOPPAGE STATISTICS

In this chapter we have anaLyzed, only stoppages which
appear to meet the criteria of the Departnent of statistics
for inclusion in the official statistics (i.e., those involving
"waterfront matters and sympathy strikes"). Stoppages over
other matters, such as social or generally "non-ind.ustrial'r
questions n while not being reported by the Departnent of
statistics are separately classified and published in annual
reports of the WIC. To gain an impression of total stoppage
activity in the waterfront industry, this latter tfpe of stop-
page must be added to the former. Table 19 presents statistics
on "non-industrial" stoppages and on all (industrial and non-
industrial) stoppages.

V.
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Chapter X IV

FACTORS SHAPING THE WATERFRONT INDUSTRY

PATTERN OF CONFLICT

I. NATURE OF THE INQUIRY

We are now in a position to study factors which have
shaped this industry's pattern of conflict. As with the prev-
ious two industries, reliance will be placed on the literature
and on infornation received fron participants. Again, inter-
views and visits played an inportant part in becoming faniliar
with the industry. The geographic dispersion of the countryts
20 ports made visits to all difficult but, over a period from
December l.973 to January 1975, a total of eight were visited,
including the four main orr"r.1 During port visits, discussions
were held with the 1ocal secretary of the New Zealand port
Employersr Association (NZPEA) who was usually a fulL-tine
official, but in one case was a manager of a shipping company
branch office. At sone larger ports interviews also involved
other representatives of the NZPEA. Discussions were also held
with the secretary and/or president of the loca1 port union.
fn some cases other unionofficials, menbers of the executive
committee, port conciliation conmittee representatives and
workers generally were also involved. Where possible port
operations and facilities were observed. Interviews were
further held with officials at the head office of the NZPEA

and at the New Zealand Waterside Workers' Federation (NZWWF) .

In addition, the Waterfront Training Organisation was

visited and discussions held with its staff. Several officers
of the Waterfront Industry Comnission (WIC) were aLso inter-
viewed, and provided infornation on various matters during the
course of the study. A total of over 30 people were inter-
viewed and discussions were invariably friendly and informative.

That is Auckland,
Lyttelton. Others
ChaLners, Dunedin

Mount Maunganui,
visited were New

and Bluff.
Wellington and
Plynouth, Port
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No request for an interview was declined.

Visits and interviews were again supplemented by question-
naires, one for managenents and one for unions. Relevant pre-
lininary drafts were referred to the NZPEA and to the NZWWF for
conrnent, as a result of which inprovernents were incorporated in
the final versions. Both organisations inforned their branches
or affiliated unions of the forthcoming questionnaire and

conmended it to then.2 fn Septernber Lg74 copies of the manage-

ment questionnaire were distributed to branch secretaries of
the NZPEA. Copies of the union questionnaire were sent to
secretaries of port unions.

Of the 20 management questionnaires distributed, 16 were
completed and returned giving a very high response rate of 80%.

Indeed as one NZPEA branch secretary, representing two ports,
cornpleted only one questionnaire on the grounds that the other
port was virtually defunct and most answers relating to it
would be repetitious, the effective response rate is even higher
than 80?. Twenty union questionnaires were also distributed,
of which 14 were completed and returned, Again, the response
rate, 70%, was high.

II. AN EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE INFLUENCES ON THE l^lATERFRONT

INDUSTRY PATTERN OF CONFLICT

The Casual Nature of Empl o.vment

It is frequently argued that conflict on the waterfront
results frorn the casual nature of waterfront employnent. The

volume of cargo requiring handling fluctuates according to the
flow of vessels in and out of port. A particular stevedoring
company may at one tirne handle several ships and at another,
none at all. Sinilarly, the port as a whole nay at tines be

busy and at others idle. The result is a fluctuating denand

1.

2. A nunber of copies of the
where appropriate, from a
fron these copies are not
any statistical analysis.

questionnaires were conpleted'
national perspective. Responses
included in the tables or in
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for labour. The fluctuation is very substantial for the
i-ndividual cornpany but also significant for the port generally.
workers rnay be in the employment of a particular ernployer for
a brief period and only perform work on an intermittent basis.

Several of the connections between casual ernployment and
conflict previously noted are also seen to apply to the
waterfront industry. It is again argued, for example, that
casual enployment promotes a casual attitude to the enploynent
relationshiprS which neans the worker has no feeling of attach-
ment or loyalty to a particular employer, and the enployer has
1itt1e feeling of responsibility for the workur.4 Moreover,
where the watersider works under the orders of several different
employers in succession, he nay in fact be confused as to who
his enployer is.5 The intermittent nature of the work and
incidence of idle periods is seen to be not conducive "to the
development of stability in work attitudes, or to any sense of
real partnership in an enterprise".6 Casual enploynent may

further promote feelings of insecurity on the part of the
worker whereby enployer actions are treated with suspicion. T

Memories of past conditions are also likely to influence attit-
udes and perceptions. S workers may react to this enproyment
system by attempting to gain control of the work situation.9
Fluctuations in earnings resulting fron the intermittency of
the work may also be a source of conflict.l0
3. See Michael Me1lish, The Docks After Deviin: A Studg of

the Effects of the Recommendations of the Devlin Committee
on IndustriaT Relatjons in the London Docks (Heinenann,
London , L972) pp. l-4; and B.W. Fernandez, t'Trade Union
Policy and Practice in the New Zealand Waterfront Indus-
trytt, M.Con. Thesisr.University of Otago, 1969, p. 155.
See A.A. Evans, Technical and Social Changes jn the
World's Ports (It0, Geneva, 1972) p. L46.
See ihid. , p. L47 .

N.S. Woods, Report on IndustriaT ReJations LegisJ,atjon
(Department of Labour, Wellington, 1968) p. 20.
See Mellisht op.cit., p. 1..

See Evans t op.cit., pp. 206-207.
See Paul T. Hartrnan, CoTTective Batgaining and Productivitg:
The Longshore Mechanization Agteement (University of
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1969) Ch. IL
See V. P. Blakel.ey, 'rlndustrial- ReLations on the New
ZeaLand WaterfroDt", mineographed paper, New Zealand Port
Enployersr Association, Wellington, 1966, p. L2; and Evans,
op.cit. , p. 207 .

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
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The "casual empLoyment argunent" relates prirnarily to the
inclination to engage in conflict, although it has implications
for the ability to do so in that workers have conmon employnent
experiences and are not differentiated along company 1ines. It
appears relevant not only to collective and employer-initiated
forms but also to individ.ual forms of conflict. The influence
of casual enployment nay be general, but vary in degree as
among ports to the extent that intermittency of work and
regularity of particular ernploynent relationships also varies.

This argument is a plausible one and several manag"trll
interviewed considered the present system of casual employment
a maj or source of conflict. One expressed fairly widespread
sentirnents in saying "waterside workers have no employer to
give allegiance to. They dontt know where their money comes
from. They think it comes fron the comrnission (WIC). Many
donrt know that the commission is paid by the shipping
conpanies. " The absence of an enployer was seen to produce
not only a lack of loyalty but also a "lack of good discipline".
Many managers considered the pernanent enployment of waterside
workers by particul-ar enpl-oyers to be desirabl u.L2 As one said
"permanent enployment builds loyalty to the conpany". Several
also saw a permanent system as more efficient than the present
"wasteful" pool or rotational system. Moreover, several man-
agers conplained of rrhangovers from the casual or t auction
blockr daysrr such as the right of the worker to sign off until
further notice. The internittency of work and incidence of
idle days was also considered by some to produce conflict. As

one manager said, "the stop/start work system causes trouble.
When the workers start again they donrt like working". An

officer involved in the adrninistration of the industry
contended that "you get unrest where large numbers of men find

11. In Line with previous terninology, we shall caLl both
cotnpany managers and enployers I representatives rrmanagersrl
or |tnanagementsfr.

L2. There are nunerous types of rrpermanentn emp Loyment .

Workers enployed by a single enployer rnay be grouped into
regular or pernanent gangs which stay intact for most
jobs or into irregular gangs, the conposition of which
changes with each j ob. ALternativel.y, workers may be
formed into permanent gangs which are enployed not by a
single enpLoyer but are available for hire by any enpLoyer.
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themselves with a good deal of idle time". Furthermore, the
heritage of past systens was regarded by some managers as an
irnportant influence on worker attitudes. rt was argued that
watersiders have custonary attitudes which often involve
suspicion of the enployer. such attitudes and resultant
practices are considered "very hard to break".

Union officials interviewed seldorn saw casual ernploynent
as producing conflict. Most were opposed to permanent employ-
ment either in the forn of permanent gangs rotating among
enployers or of workers being enployed by a single employer.
But among the grounds for opposition to permanency hrere that
'rit is a threat to what little nilitancy we have got", "it is
hard to be a good delegate when you are permanent", and that
it can result in workers being "pressurised". one executive
member went as far as to say "r detest permanency of any form'r.
The nain argument against permanent employment was that it
would reintroduce aspects of favouritisn and discrimination.
Some workers inight not get employment, incomes could differ
among workers and preferred "pacemakers" rnight develop. The
present system was seen to be equitable giving the same

treatment to all and several union representatives also liked
'rthe independence side" of a system which allows nen to sign
off until further notice and so on. The unusual flexibility
of this system rnay be an inrportant reason why the industry's
quit rate is so 1ow. Nevertheless, some officials at srnaller
ports regarded fluctuations in incomes and in availability of
work as potential sources of conflict.

In the questionnaires, managenents and unions were asked
to assess the irnportance of the casual nature of waterfront
work and of fluctuations in the amount of work available and
in earnings as causes of strikes at their ports. Parties
fron a number of ports did not assess these or other factors,
on the grounds that no strikes or other stoppages had occurred
at their ports for many yu"tr.13 0f those that did rnake assess-
ments, managements tended to consider the casual nature of
enploynent less inportant than did unions, with all but one

L3. Sone of these
Waitangi Day

r espondent s
stoppages of

obviously did not regard the
L97 2 as rel evant.
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management rating it not irnportant (see Table j.) . This response
pattern is puzzLing in view of the sentiments expressed during
interviews. It nay partly derive from confusion over the word
"casual". since General Principal order No. s05 of August
1970, the larger ports have been under "permanent conditions"
and the snaller ones under 'casual conditions".14 rn this
context the words have meanings different from their usual ones.
'rPermanent conditions, here simply means a weekly wage covering
40 hours at ordinary tirne is paid even if work is not available,
while "casual conditions" means workers are paid two hours
daily rninirnun for attendance at the bureau, with their remun-
eration being made up to a weekly guaranteed paynent if
necessary. A11 but one of the rnanagements assessing this
factor were fron "permanent, ports. The possibility of con-
fusion is suggested by responses to another question on perm-
anent enployment in r^rhich a lack of loyalty and of a direct
ernployer-worker relationship were commonly nentioned. Any con-
fusion was apparently not present in union responses. Four
of the seven unions rating the factor of at least average
inportance were from fairly srnall ports where work rnay be
intermittent. on the basis of size of mean response, unions
rated this factor fifteenth in irnportance of the zg assessed
and managements only twenty-seventh equal or 1ast. rt is not
surprising that union and managenent assessments from the
same port were different in seven of eight cases. In six of
these seven cases, the union rated the factor more inportant
than did the management.

Management assessnents of the importance of fluctuations
in earnings and in availability of work were the same as those
for casual enploynent, except that two nanagements rating the
latter not important, considered fluctuations in earnings and
work of average importance and that the one considering casual
enploynent of average irnportance rated such fluctuations of
above average importance. Most unions were also fairly

14. Ports under rrpernanent conditionsrr are Auckl.and, Mount
Maunganui, Well"ington, Lyttel.ton, Port Chalners, Dunedin,
Whangarei, Onehunga, Napier, Taranaki, Nelson, Timaru
and Bluff. Those under frcasual conditionsrr are Opua,
Gisborne, Wanganui, Picton, Westport, Greymouth and
Oanaru.
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TABLE 1

ce of Casual

of Stri kes
as CausesFluctua

Notes: a

b

c

Source:

The casual nature of waterfront work.

Fluctuations in the amount of work available and in earnings.
SMR = Standardised nean response.

l"lanagement and union questionnaires .

consistent in their assessments of. these two factors, although
one which rated casual employrnent of below average importance
considered such fluctuations very important. on the basis of
size of mean response, unions rated this factor eighteenth
equal in importance of those assessed and managements twenty-
second. Management and union assessments from the same port
were different in all eight cases.

The parties were also asked whether or not they considered
it desirable that waterside workers should be pernnnently in
the enployrnent of particular employers. Seven managements said

arntnqs a

Scale of importance

L2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- irnport- inport- inport- import- No l,lean trant ance ance ance ant Answer response SIr,lR-

1. Casual
2

Enploynent*

Managenent
responses 0 0 1 0 9 6 4.90 S.9S
(n=16)

llrion
responses 2 0 5 I 2 4 g.I0 9.01
(n=14)

2. Fluct-
ilations

nI-n earnrngs-

l'fanagenent o L z o 7 6 4.so 3.s2responses

[Jnion
responsesll322s5'553'23
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it was desirable, two that it was desirable in particular
types of work and seven that it was not desirable. 0f the
seven considering permanency desirable, five argued in explan-
ation that it leads to f 'greater loya1ty", rrbetter under-
standingil and more "direct relations between employer and
employee". Four also contended that it increases efficiency.
One management considered permanency desirable within the
context of a single stevedoring company undertaking all work
at a port. Two managements regarded^ permanent ernployment as
desirable in ro11 on/ro11 off and container terninals but
argued a non-permanent force would sti1l be required for other
work. 0f the ni-ne seeing it as whol1y or partially desirable,
six considered permanent employnent to be practicable at
their ports. All six came from larger ports. In response to
another question on ways of "irnproving" industrial relations,
three managements specified pernanent enploynent. 0f the
seven regarding it as not desirable, six said no one enployer
at their port had sufficient continuous work to warrant it and
five that it also would increase costs. One managernent even
argued that "the present tpool of labour systemf provides the
best utilisation of labour (and) this applies to all ports".

As in the interviews, unions were firnly against pernanent
enploynent by a particular enployer, with 13 of 14 considering
it undesirable. 0f these 13, eight argued in explanation that
it leads to'rfavouritism'rr "jealousies"r "demarcation problemstt,
"segments in the union" and so orr, and three that it was not
practicable or would result in less work. One also argued it
makes workers "company conscious". Widespread sentiments
were expressed by another in stating "the basis of the water-
side workers' approach to his job and union is equality.
Permanent work as a snall pocket within a port area could be

an added advantage to a section of workers and discriminate
against others. It could cause factionalism and breed disunity."
The one union which favoured pernanent employment was from a

snall, decLining port and expressed the hope that it would
give "more securitytt.

It is obvious that employment on New Zealand waterfronts
is casual. In allocating labour to ships r 4r attempt is nade
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to ensure an equalisation of hours for each worker. He may
be alLocated to many employers over the course of a year and
work for a particular one only a relatively few tirnes.15 rn
ports where one or two employers predominate, however, he may
be more regularly in the employnent of a given employer. rt
is also clear that in rnany cases work is available only inter-
mittently. Two measures of the availability of work for rgrs
are contained in Table ?. The workers t average number of paid
hours not worked per week due to lack of work gives some idea
of its availability and of the extent of idle tine. only in
the case of Auckland was the number of paid hours not worked
negligible. rn all "casual" ports but westport, the nunber of
paid but idle hours exceeded the nunber of hours worked. The
broad pattern of hours for rg73 is sinilar to that for other
recent years.

The hours figures in the table are averages and so smooth
fluctuations. A measure of the variability of denand for
labour is the number of nan-day surpluses and shortages. over
a period there nay be some days when there is a shortage of
men and others a surplus. Fron the table it can be seen that
the only port with a net shortage (surpluses ninus shortages)
in 1973 was Auckland. That port, Lyttelton and, to a lesser
extent, Mount Maunganui and Taranaki all experienced nunerous
days of shortage as well as of surplus. Most ports experienced
few days of shortage relative to those of surplus.

For reasons outlined earlier we night expect the above
variables, insofar as they measure the avaiLability and inter-
mittency of work, to be positively related to stoppage activity.
That is, the higher the average nunber of paid hours not worked
because of lack of work or the net man-day surpluses (surpluses
minus shortages) per worker for the portr otr the one hand,
the higher the expected leve1 of stoppage activity of that
port on the other. As a test of these propositions, a number
of correlations were estimated, results of which are presented
in Table 3.

15. In L972, the number of
particular port ranged
with the average number

empLoyers paying wages at a
fron two at Oanaru to 40 at Bluff,
per port beilg L6.7.
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TABLE 2

Req i ed l,lorkers' Averaqe l,Jee Paid Hours and
Man- ort Bas

ear hn tem er 1

Notes: a NA = not avail.able.
Cols. I and 2 do not sum to Col. 5 largely because
of paid hours alLocated to holidays.

Source: Derived from Waterfront Industtg Commission
Annual Report, G. 2 (Government Printer,
WelLington) I973,

Paid hours
not worked
due to lack
of work

Total TotaL
worked paid
hours hours

Man-day Man-day
surpluses shortages

Pernanent
d6ffiTs
Auck land
Mt. Maunganui
Wel I ington
Lyttelton
Dunedin
Port Chalners
Whangarei
Napier
0nehunga
Taranaki
Ne I son
Tinaru
Bluff
Average of
above
Subtot a1

Casua L
d5iiift ions

2 .86
7.t7
8.57
7 .64

L4 .07
17.53
12.90
10.96
11.03
13.78
15.11
L3.L7
13.56

8.52

36 . 11
31.91
29 .48
32.17
27.22
22.55
32 .60
30.05
30.L7
25.t2
25.29
27.17
26 .43

30.96

44.32
43.62
43.01
44 .43
46.19
44.97
50.60
4s .46
46.09
43 .65
44.81
44.67
44.55

44.33

28 ,7 2t
30,605
70,884
58,035
20,808
17,891
9,929

40 ,7 71
7,233

33,640
14,611
27 ,7 52
44 ,325

33,220
8,L97
4,749

LL,797
3,277

331
186

2,962
0

7,49L
1, 981
1r915

892

385 ,203 76,898

0pua
G i sborne
Rag 1 an
Wanganui
Pi e ton
0anaru
Wes tport
Greynouth
Average of
abov e

Subtotal

ALI PORTS

17.89
22 .64
L7 .43
25 .6L
22.99
22.70
15.93
24.63

21.18

8.79
11.43
1.35
6.57
9.7L

10.48
19.87
7.09

9.72

27.65
38 .43
18.92
36.78
37.L\
40.86
4L.L2
56.14

34.74

r6,772
20,66L

NAA
8,562
6,916
9,600
5,479
5,708

208
228

NA
1

57
0

269
25

I .17 29.80 43.81

7 2 ,698

457,901

788

77,686
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Average weekly number
worked due to lack of
I. e. man-day surpluses
all divided by average

of paid hours not
work.
minus nan-day shortages
labour force.

Notes:

Source: Derived from Waterfront Industry Comnission
data.

The relationship between the number of stoppages and
average weekly number of paid hours not worked due to lack of
work is a significant, but negative one. Even in a high stop-
page year like L97r a sinilar relationship prevailed with the
correlation coefficient being t = -0.596 (significant 0.005).
It seems ports with a relatively high average number of paid
but idle hours, tend to have a relatively low number of stop-
pages and vice versa. A negative, but less significant,
relationship also holds when the alternative stoppage measure
of the worker loss ratio (rnan-days lost due to stoppages per
worker) is used. Results are 1ittle different when net man-
day surpluses is used as the availability and internittency
of work measure. Both stoppage variables are related to this
measure in a negative and statistically significant way.

As suggested earlier, casual employment appears to
influence not only collective but also individual and ernployer-
initiated forms of conflict. It night be expected therefore
that the greater the internittency of the work the higher will

Variables

L973 no. of stoppages,
hours not workeda
worker Loss ratio
hours not worked
no. of stoppages,
day surpluses per
worker loss ratio
day surpluses per

Corre 1at ion Coefficient
(r)

-4.637 (significant 0.005no. paid

, tro. paid

net man-
workerb

, net man-
worker

-0.481 ( "

-0.576 ( "

-0.450 ( "

0.0s)

0.01)

0.0s)
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be the 1eve1s of individual and employer-initiated forms. rn
testing this, the average weekly number of paid but idle hours
and net nan-day surpluses per worker were again used as the
measures of the availability and intermittency of work. As
can be seen from the correlation results in Table 4, these
variables are significantly related only to the absence rate,
and even then in a negative way. It seems ports with a

relatively high average nurnber of paid but idle hours and a
high number of net nan-day surpluses per worker, tend to have
low absence rates and vice versa. rn a way, this result was
to be expected in that workers at ports with idle time do not
need to be absent without pay in order to avoid being at work.
At busy ports, however, workers have less opportunity to be
absent from work while still receiving at least a minimurn rate
of pay. Most of the other coefficients in the table also have
negative signs but no weight can be attached to this because
none of them is significant.

TABLE 4

Correlation Coefficients: "The Availabilit.y and Intermittency

Variables

I973 absence rate, no. paid hours
not worked
accident rater no. paid
hours not worked
quit rate, Do. paid hours
not worked
dismissal rate, no. paid
hours not worked
penaLty rate, no. paid
hours not worked

absence rate, net nan-day
su!pluses per worker
accident rate, net nan-day
surpluses per worker
quit rate, net nan-day
surpluses per worker
disnissal- rate, net nan-day
surpluses per worker
penalty rate, net nan-day
surpluses per worker

Correlation Coefficient
(t)

-0 . 785 (significant 0. 001 )

-0. 111 (insignificant)

0 .263 ( 'l

-0.291 ( ,'

-0.289 ( " )

-0.734 (significant 0.001)

-0.045 (insignifieant)

0.276 ( " )

-o.3go ( rl

-0.290 ( "

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Conmission data.
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These results cannot be taken to nean the influence of
casual enploynent on conflict is either negligible or of a

direction opposite to that normally suggested in the literature.
The two "independent" variables used in the regressions are
clearly inadequate proxy measures of the internittency of work
and say nothing of the possibly more important effect, namely,
the rotation of workers among enployers. The results may even
be expected insofar as the two aspects of the casual enployment
argument (internittency of work and rotation among enployers)
have counteracting effects on conflict. Ports with intermittent
work are typic aLLy small and have only a few employers so that,
when work is available, workers are enployed by a regular and
farniliar employer. Ports with a steady flow of workr orr the
other hand, are typically large with many ernployers. Workers
there nay have steady employment but work for any given employer
only infrequently. Moreover, the effects of casual employment
nay be counteracted by other influences. Ports with a low
average number of paid but idle hours and few net man-day
surpluses per worker are obviously relatively busy ones in
which workers possess considerable bargaining power. At ports
where such hours and surpluses are numerous, workers may
possess little ability to engage in conflict action, especiaLLy
that of a collective nature. In addition, busy ports are
typically large ones and slack ports small ones so that the
above correlations may also be incorporating the effect of size.

Data on the nurnber of different employers for whom the
average watersider worked during a year are not available.
Statistics were, however, published prior to 1973 on the nurnber
of employers at a port paying wages to waterside workers. 0n

the basis of our earlier discussion, it would be expected that
the higher the number of employers at a port, the greater will
be the 1evel of stoppages there. Results in Table 5 reveal
that for I97?, such a positive relationship existed irrespective
of whether the nunber of stoppages or worker loss ratio is
used as the stoppage measure. The nunber of ernployers explained
two-fifths of the variation in number of stoppages (including
collective penalties) among ports, and a quarter of the var-
iation in worker loss ratio. It can further be seen from the
table that both the absence rate and penalty rate were
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significantly and positively related to the number of employers.

TABLE 5

Notes: a Nunber of stoppages (including collective
penalties).

b Nunber of enployers paying wages at a port.
c Excluding penalties.

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Conmission
data.

These results must again be treated with some caution.
The variable used as a proxy for casual employrnent (the nunber
of ernployers) is undoubtedly related to other factors which
may themselves influence the results. For exarnple, insofar as

the number of ernployers is positively related to the size of
a port, the above correlations may also incorporate the effect
of sire.16

16. The correlation between the number of ernployers and a
neasure of size (average bureau register strength) for
I972 was r = 0. 591 (significant 0. 01) .

Correlation Coefficients: "The Multiplicitv of

7972 no. of stoppages (incl .

pens.)a, "o. of enptoyersb
no. of stoppages (exc1.
pens. ) c, no. of enployers
worker loss ratio (inc1.
pens. ) , no. of enployers
worker loss ratio (exc1.
pens. ) , no. of enployers

Variables

absence rate, no. of
enployers
accident rater rro. of
enp 1 oyer s

quit rate, ro. of enployers
disnissal rate, Do. of
employers
penalty rater rto. of
enployers

Correlation Coefficient
(r)

0.633 (significant 0.005)

0. s48 ( il o.02 )

0.516 ( r' 0.025)

0.493 ( 0.0s )

0.10 )0 .42L

0.011

0.005

-0.166

0.507

(insignificant)

(")

(")

(significant 0.05 )
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Demand for labour, and so income of the waterside worker,
is subject to seasonal variation. New Zealandrs nain export
trades (fruit, meat, dairy products and wool) all reach a peak
during the October to May period. rt would therefore be inter-
esting to see if stoppage activity also has a seasonal pattern.
The nature of this pattern (if one exists), however, is obscure.
rt might be argued that stoppage activity will be highest in
the summer months when the worker possesses his maximum
bargaining power and is also rotating among possibly numerous
enployers. At that tirne though the flow of work is at its
most regular and it could be suggested that stoppage activity
will be at its greatest when the intermittency of work begins
to increase (i.e. in the early winter months). Reference to
Table 6 shows that a seasonal pattern does exist for stoppage
frequency.LT For Lg67-75, stoppage frequency was highest in
the sumrner months (Decenber to April) and in two winter nonths
(June and July). rt peaked in January and troughed in septenber.

TABLE 6

Seasonal Index for Stoppaqe Frequency, 1967-73

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Conmission data.

This seasonal pattern differs fron that for neat free zing
and building and construction stoppage frequency. In particular,
relatively nore stoppages occur in the nonths of June, July and
December in the waterfront industry than in rneat fteezing.
Cornpared with building and construction, waterfront stoppage
frequency is high in April, June and Decenber but 1ow in July
and August,

Casual enployment appears a significant influence on con-
flict. Numerous managers described it as such during interviews,

L7. A seasonaL index was derived
as enploynent figures, needed
ratio, are not available on a

for stoppage frequency only
to derive the worker loss
nonthly basis.

Jan. Feb . l,tarch April l,by June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

162.20 125.16 134.59 114.13 82.24 140.91 L2L.36 32.30 23.22 90.39 52.35 L2L.35
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although nanagenent responses to the questionnaire failed to
support this view. some union officials placed 1ittle weight
on casual employment during interviews, but questionnaire
responses indicated that unions often consider it of some

importance. rt is difficult to ernpirically test the casual
employment argument, partly because of the lack of adequate
proxy measures. our correlation results throw 1ittle light
on the nature and strength of the relationship between the
intermittency of work and levels of conflict. But they do
possibly indicate that the more employers waterside workers
at a port have over a period, the greater will be the 1evel of
stoppages, absence and penalties there. Thus while casual
employnent nay be pervasive, its effect may vary insofar as
aspects such as the degree of rotation among different employers
also vary among ports. casual employment is inportant not only
because of its direct effect on conflict but also because it
has shaped attitudes in numerous ways and resulted in an
organisational structure which itself has irnplications for
conflict.

While the system of employment is still casual it is
nonetheless highly regulated. Aspects of statutory regulation
were outlined in Chapter VII. Workers also rnaintain their
own forms of regulation. Most have their origins in, and are
reactions to, by-gone variants of the casual systern and are
largely concerned with employnent opportunities. One of thern
is "spel1ing" which involves workers not performing work when

scheduled to do so. It can take several forms. For example ,

at any given time part of a hold gang rnay be "upsies" (that
is, having a break on deck); or a worker nay actually leave
the job and wharf area altogether (sornetimes cal1ed 'rgliding"),
a variant of which involves a worker going home early (an

"early nighter") dt, seyr 5.50 p.n. The effect of spelLing
is to lower the rate of output and so increase enploynent
opportunitie s .

Managers at five of the eight ports visited considered
spelling at their ports to be of significant proportions.
There was widespread feeling that spelling was "possible
because there are too many men in a gang". One even suggested
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"gang strengths are too big for most cargoes and some men

would be in the way if they were all there'f. sone inpLied
that it was associated with poor supervision. The degree of
antipathy to spelling ranged from sentiments such as "it is
the worst restrictive practice on the waterfront, to others
like "it is a problern...but on certain jobs, for example
freezers, some laxity is necessaryt'.18

several union officials acknowledged the existence of
spelling in interviews but said the union did not officially
recognise it. As one said, "we donrt recognise its existence.
rt we did, we would recognise lower gang nanning". Most said
they did not condone it, largely because it f'creates a case
for reducing nanning scales" and some unions impose fines on
members caught "glidingtt. Nonetheless, in a number of cases
spelling was seen as "something the men a11ow". one official
even alleged that a particular ernployer at his port encouraged
it because he achieved a "better turn-around through no super-
vision". Most argued that the extent of spelling is less
than is conmonly suggested.

Another form of regulation concerning ernployrnent opport-
unities is job dernarcation. Waterside workers zealously guard
work they consider theirs and resist any action which nay result
in a loss of job opportunities to other workers. Ernployrnent

18. In the questionnaire, managenents were asked to indicate
the level of spelling in the waterfront industry relative
to that in other New ZeaLand industries and at their port
relative to that at other ports. Responses were as
follows:

High Mediun Low Othera
Perceived levels of
spelLing in:
- Waterfront relative to

other N.Z. inclustries
(n= 13 )

- Particular port relative
to other N. Z. port s 2 2 8 2
(n=14)

Note: a

Source:

Five of the managenents which said their ports had
relativeLy low levels of spelling also said the industry
had a relatively Low leve1.

'rnot appLicablerr.
Management questionnaire .
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opportunities may also be ensured by the practice of not work-
ing in the rain. At some ports watersiders will apparently
not work in the rain even if they are requested to do so and
wet weather gear is provided. sone employers argue that,
despite the reasons given by workers, this action is designed
to spread jobs out and so ensure work opportunities.

2. The hlaterfront Industr.v commission and the 0rqanisation
of the Industry

An argument related to the casual employment one concerns
the organisation of the industry. rt is suggested that the
Waterfront Industry Cornnission, as a buffer or barrier between
workers and employers, tends by its very existence to keep the
two sides apart.19 rt is also contended that the norrnal
functions of the enployer in relation to the workers he enploys
have been transferred to the commission, waterfront Industry
Tribunal and port conciliation conmitte"r.20

It is difficult to say on a ptiori grounds what influence
the wrc has on conflict. rt can be argued that an independent
organisation responsible for allocation of enploynent, payment
of wages and other adninistrative matters constitutes a balrier
between ernployer and worker. In an industry where the
enploynent relationship is transitory, such an organisation,
by performing nany employer functions, makes it even less
likely that a "normaltr relationship between worker and enployer
will develop. It rnay play such a proninent role that the
worker is confused as to the identity of his actual ernployer.
Equally, however, it can be argued that such an organisation
acts as a buffer between employer and worker and by so doing
reduces conflict. fn a casual industry such as this, the
possibilities for conflict are so great that only an independent
organisation could carry out many employment functions in a

19. See Blakeley, op.cit., p. 4.
20. See Producer Boardst Shipping Utilisation Connittee and

New Zealand Trade Streamlining Committee, New zealand
Ovetseas Itade: Repott on Shippinq r Potts, Transport and
other Seryjces (rrReport of the Streaml ining Connitt€ett ,
1964) pp. L07-109.
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way which avoi-ds conflict between the parties. The barrier/
buffer dichotony came through strongly in both interviews and
questionnaire responses .

The najority of managers interviewed saw the WIC as a

barrier between enployer and worker and so a source of con-
flict. one expressed fairly widespread sentiments in saying
"at the mornent it is irnpossible to get worker loyalty to the
einployer. The commission is a barrier which separates the
two groups. The enployers must become an identity. They
should run what they are paying for." The actual division of
functions between the employer and l{Irc is also seen to produce
conflict. The allocation of work and paynent of remuneration
lies with the wIC while the supervision of the work and adnin-
istration of discipline lies with the employer. The result,
it is suggested, is that "the men give credit for the good
parts to the commission and blame the bad parts on the employer".
To establish a nore direct ernployment relationship and an

"employer identity" it is argued that the form of the WIC nust
be changed. A suggested change was that all WIC functions be
undertaken by an expanded New Zealand Port Employersr Assoc-
iation, possibly with the proviso that it be adninistered by
a board representing both enployer and worker interests. A

few also saw change to be desirable because of the alleged
inefficiency of the comnission. A ninority of managers did
not see the WIC as a source of conflict and considered the
present systen satisfactory. As one said, "werve never been
used to anything else. The comrnission is working quite wel1."

A11 union officials interviewed saw the WIC as a buffer
between the parties and so as a device which ninimises conflict.
The general view was that "the commission has done away with
many of the argunents and has 1ed to harrnony". The independence
and impartiality of the WIC was stressed, As one secretary
said, "the comrnission is an independent body. You couldnrt
get a fairer one.f r Even the few who said the ltllC was rrnot

perfect", acknowledged it was 'rhonest" and were against its
removal or major modification. Most officials would agree
with the statements that "the conmission is the only way to
run the waterfront industry" and that "I could not visualize
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any other systemfr. It was considered that any removal of
the 1VIC I s independence in favour of ernployer control would
result in substantial conflict. As one official put it, "if
we went back to free enterprise, it would be murder".

In the questionnaires, the parties were asked whether
the waterfront Industry commission form of waterfront enploy-
ment is desirable or undesirable. The difference in views
between managers and union officials was again evidenced in
the responses. Ten rnanagements said the wlc form of organis-
ation was undesirable while five said it was desirable.
Thirteen unionsr oil the other hand, said it was desirable
and only one that it was undesirable. A11 managements which
saw the WIC forn as undesirable commented in explanation along
the lines that a "third party prevents a direct ernployer-
enployee relationship" and so "does not encourage irnproved
relationsrr. one even suggested that "the conmission often
contributes to disharnony between the union and employer".
0f nanagements considering it desirable, all agreed , 4t least
in part, with the view that, "it is probably the best avail-
able having regard to the nature of the industry. Any sinilar
organisati-on controlled by the Enployers' Association would
be regarded with suspicion by (the) watersiders' union, and as
there nust be sone body to control waterfront employment and
administration, a separate body not directly controlled by
either party is the only answer." Eleven of the 13 unions
regarding the WIC forn as desirable indicated that the WIC is
a rfbuffer" and would agree with the statement that "it is
imperative for industrial harmony to have a completely indep-
endent body acting as a buffer between the worker and the
employer". The single union considering it undesirable argued
that the WIC "represents government domination of the industry
and prevents direct bargaining".

The parties were also asked whether or not the present
nature of the WIC is in need of change. The 10 managernents
considering the WIC forn undesirable also said the nature of
the commission was in need of change. 0f this number, five
wanted a new organisation that would be d"irectly responsible
to waterfront enployers, one wanted a single stevedoring
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company and union for each port, one wanted increased partic-
ipation of both enployers and workers in fields covered by
WIC activities and two wanted its complete abolition. (A

further management did not outline the desired change. ) One

nanagement argued that the "WfC should either be done away
with and its role taken over by the Port Enployersr Assoc-
iationr or this Association and individ.ual enployers (be)
done away with and replaced by one enployer who would have
direct contact with the workers". Four of the five managements
seeing the WIC form as desirable saw no need for a change.
The other such management saw a change desirable at the nat-
ional level but not at its particular port. The suggested
national change was "a governing body of employers, govern-
nent, Harbours Association and waterside workers instead of
the present Connission".

Eight unions saw no need for change in the nature of the
WIC. Two others, however, envisaged an expanded role for the
WIC in which it would 'rbecome involved in the total adnin-
istration of waterfront affairs" and "cover all workers
connected with cargo handling". A further union took the
opposite view in suggesting that the WIC 'frevert to its
original role instead of beconing a second employer". 0f the
two other unions which saw need for change, one asked 'rfor
greater co-operation with the port unions and (New ZeaLand
Itaterside Workers | ) Federatioo", while the other considered
"the format outdated". One union response suggested that the
"functions and policy of the Commission (be) decid,ed by a

Board representative of (the) industry", a change which is
apparently provided for in the proposed anendnents to the
Waterfront Industry Act. 21

There are obviously different views on the role of the
WIC in industrial conflict. Unions are firrnly of the impress-
ion that conflict is lower under the present system than it
would be under one involving greater ernployer involvement. It
seems many of the functions of the WIC, such as the allocation
of work, are not regarded as sources of conflict. In any event

At the tine of writing,
Industry Act, 1953 were

anendrnents to the
being considered

Waterfront
by Parlianent.

2L.
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worker opinion on this matter is crucial, in that if workers
are hostile to any system other than the present one, any
naj or change will inevitably result in conflict. On that
basis, it may be argued that the 1evel of conflict prevailing
under the present systern is likely to be lower than that which
would occur under a significantly different forn of waterfront
organis ation.

An organisational body with conciliation as well as
administrative functions is the port conciliation committee
(PCC). It rnight be argued that conflict will at least be
exacerbated if there are inadequacies in the nature of this
body or in the way in which it discharges its functions. Most
managers interviewed considered the PCC, and the conciliation
system generally, to be effective in settling disputes and
saw 1itt1e need for rnajor change to it. One even contended
that the conciliation nachinery is "the best in New ZeaLand
- from bottorn to top. Many latent stoppages are settled at
shipfs side." Several stressed the flexibility and ready
availability of the PCC. Some noted, however, that the work
of the chairman is vital to the effectiveness of the cornmittee.

There was more diversity of opinion among union officials,
although most agreed with the PCC in principle. Several con-
sidered it "most necessary in an industry like this" and argued
that the conciliation system "works". One even suggested the
PCC system is the "only way whereby serious disputes can be

dininished". Some, however, said they could "operate without
it" and a number, while not necessarily being opposed to the
system, felt it can have "detrinental'r effects on industrial
relations. In particular, it was alleged that the conciliation
systen can 'rmean decisions get passed onil and that it "gives
the enployer a way out and he wonrt negotiate". Several
officials expressed a reluctance to take disputes to the PCC,

some preferring to "deal directly with the enployer". One

official said "only things we expect to win are taken to the
PCC|'. Several emphasised the importance of the chairman, and

there was dissatisfaction at certain ports with the choice of
chairman and of sone employers I representatives. There appear-
ed to be some dissatisfaction with the Waterfront fndustry
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Tribunal, although few officials reported any contact with it.

In the questionnaires, nanagernents and unions were asked
how frequently disputes are referred to the loca1 pcc and how
they would rate the effectiveness of the PCC at their port.
As regards frequency of referraL, three managements said "often",
two said 'rsometimes'r and 11 "very infrequently" or ttnever".
No union said "often", 11 said "sometimestt and three "very
infrequently" or "never'r. Ten managenents rated the pCC as
effective, three of which made the proviso that it is seldom
required. one management considered it effective on matters
of dirt rates but not on other disputes, while three rated it
as generally ineffective. Two of these last mentioned noted a

reluctance on the part of the union to refer disputes to the
PCC or to attend its meetings. A management from a small port
said the PCC was not applicable there, and another that it was
seldon called upon. A majority of unions (eight) also rated
the PCC effective, one naking the proviso that it is seldon
required and another that it depend.s on the attributes of the
chairnan. Two saw it as only partially effective, one noting
it is "0.K. on minor ship side disputes" but not t'on inter
pretations of agreements etc.", and the other that I'many

matters (are) not being referred to PCC because of the binding
nature and tendency to refer rnatters of unimportance to (the)
Tribunal". Three unions rated it ineffective, two of which
mentioned problens with the local chairrnan. The respondent
from a further union noted that "I don't think one (PCC) is
in existence (at this port) ".22
22. A natter which may be appealed to the PCC is alleged

wrongful disnissal. The parties were asked to assess the
inportance of this factor as a cause of strikes at their
ports. Responses were as follows:

Scale of importance No Mean
L2S45AnswerresponseSMR

Manag enent
respons es
(n=16)
Uni on
responses
(n= 14 )

Source:

4.50 3 .69

Management and union

5 5.11 3.02

questionnaires.

(Footnote 22 js continued on the next page. )
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Managements and unions were also asked to assess the
importance of inadequate disputes settlement procedures as a
cause of strikes at their ports. Responses to this question
revealed a similar pattern of views to that expressed in inter-
views and in the answers just dealt with. rt is clear frorn
Table 7 that most managernents considered this factor of no
importance. The only one rating it of any irnportance also
noted a reluctance of the union to attend PCC neetings. There
was a greater diversity of views among unions but again a

significant nurnber saw it as of little or no importance. of
the two unions considering the factor very irnportant, one
rated the PCC as ineffective, conplaining particularly about
the 1ocal chairman, and the other said it was "effective but
rarely used". On the basis of size of mean response, unions
rated this factor twentieth equal in importance of the Zg

assessed and managernents twenty-fifth equal. Management and
union from the same port gave identical assessnents in only
two of eight cases. In two others, the managenent rated the
factor not important (i.e. 5) and the union yery inportant (1).

The Per
TABLE 7

ortance of Inade uate Di sS ttl ement
roc re use 0 Str kes

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- inport- inport- import- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

lvlanagement
responses 0 I 0 0 9 6 4.70 S.8S
(n=16)

Union
responses202I4S3.565.46
(n=14)

Source: l.Ianagenent and union questionnaires

(Footnote 22 continued) :

While displaying some diversity, unions clearly generally
considered it nore inportant than did nanagenents. Union
and nanagenent frorn a given port gave the sane assessment
in three of eight cases. 0n the basis of size of mean
response, uilions rated alleged wrongful disnissals
sixteenth in inportance of the 29 factors assessed and
managenents only twenty-third.
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Most managenents and unions consider the pCC not only
necessary but also effective. It is therefore not surprising
that the rnajority of respondents from both parties saw in-
adequate disputes settlement procedures to be of 1ittle
importance as a cause of strikes.

As noted in chapter vrr, the waterfront industry,s unusual
form of organisation has associated with it a unique systen of
penalties. Penalties, especially when inposed on the initiation
of the employer, may be regarded as a forn of conflict but may
conceivably also be a source of conflict, Most managers inter-
viewed saw penalties as necessary for the employer to have some
control over the worker and regarded the system as being
accepted by the workers. One said he would "hate to see penal-
ties done away with. The industry is so loose it needs then.
supervision must be backed up by a penalty system." while few
saw penalties as creating conflict, one manager noted that a

two day port penalty inposed in retaliation against a stoppage
"led to some bitterness". Views on the effectiveness of
penalties varied. Some considered penalties, and especially
those involving groups of workers, ineffective, with one man-
ager arguing "at times cargoes have been declared preference,
but employers are not very keen on it as it is work lost.
Widespread penalties are probably a bigger inposition on the
employer than on the union."

Most union officials interviewed also regarded the penalty
systen as a necessary feature of waterfront work. One even
viewed the systen favourably arguing it is "a needed condition
to man the industry harnoniously". Several said unions were
party to it in that they were involved in the fornulation of the
bureau rules. "Individualr' penalties were considered necessary
to ensure workers present thenselves for ernployrnent and under-
take their share of unpleasant work. One official argued that
"the penalty system is necessary otherwise there would be
chaos". Moreover, several unions apparently apply their ourn

system of penalties through fines on menbers guilty of breaking
union rules. At least one official, however n agreed with
penalties in principle but not in practice, arguing "the
application of penalties is subject to arbitrariness". Several
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officials agreed with "individual" penalties but not with
"co1lective" ones, contending the latter are "fundamentally
different" and rfharmful'r. One said "the enployers have never
tried to give a penalty as the result of a stoppage. If they
did we would give them one back.'r But another whose union had
been placed on penalty for stopping work said the penalty ,'was

expected and accepted. rt had the effect of extending the
stoppage. The ernployer clains that quick turn-around is vital
for the economy. The penalty strikes out their own argument."
One official was strongly opposed to penalties on the grounds
that they apply to the worker but not to the enployer.

In the questionnaires, managements and unions were asked
what effect the penalty systen has had on waterfront industrial
relations. Managenents again generally expressed the view that
penalties are necessary and accepted. Thirteen indicated that
penalties have 1itt1e or no effect on industrial relations,
although one of these noted that "the union feel they are too
severe". One also noted that "individual penalties are
adninistered by the union (here) although the ernployers can
penalise the union as a whole". A further management stated
penalties have had a "good" effect in that the "men know where
they stand for infringements", and one other that the systen
rrdoes not inprove industrial relations but at least shows that
the ernployers who are sti1l paying the wages should be able
to expect some loyaltyf'. (One nanagement said penalties did
not apply to its port .)23 Ten unions also said penalties have
Iittle or no effect on industrial relations, with two noting
that any penalties are adninistered by the union executive, and
one that the systen does not apply 1oca1ly. One stated that
penalties, where "wrongly imposed", have created "a reaction"
on the part of workers. Two other unions said they have a
t'detrimental" effect on industrial relations, one arguing
"discipline is necessary for alL parties" and the other that

23. In answer to another question, two managements, however,
explained why some firns at their ports experience relat-
ively more direct action than others in the following
terns: rrWorkers react in the way of direct action against
conpanies which tend to exercise discipline'r and'rsone
conpanies are prepared to take a strong stand on any
matter of dispute and have built up a degree of antagonisn
from the union as a consequencerr.
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the system is "outdated".

The parties were also asked to assess the importance of
disputes over the application of penalties as a cause of
strikes at their ports. Responses were in line with inpress-
ions gained from interviews and other parts of the question-
naires. A11 managements but one considered the factor of
1ittle or no importance (see Table 8). The one exception
made the statenent quoted above about the union feeling
penalties are too severe. Unions were divided equally between
those rating it of average importance and those rating it of
below average or no importance. 0n the basis of size of mean
response, managements rated the factor nineteenth equal in
irnportance of the ?9 assessed and unions twenty-fourth. Manage-
ment and union responses from a particular port were identical-
or similar in four of six cases.

TABLE 8

Percei ved Im tance fD tes over the A lication
ties as a Cause o

Source: Irbnagenent and union questionnaires .

The existence and use of penalties seems to epitinize the
view that industrial relations is essentially a natter of
providing rules. Penalties are a unique type of rule and that
they should largely be accepted by both parties in an industry
such as this is possibly surprising. They rnay have usually
been applied in a way that bolsters the system of equalisation

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- inport- import- import- import- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

I'lanagenent
responses I 0 0 4 5 6 4.20 5.44
(n= 16)

[Jnion
responses0042263.753.64
(n=14)
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of hours and of bureau labour engagernent generally. penalties
have infrequently been used in the wider context of retaliat-
ion against the union or labour force. certainly it appears
neither party considers the application of penalties a very
important cause of strikes.

The Remoteness of the Employer and Nature of Ownership

Another argument related to the one on casual employment
concerns the remoteness of the urployut.24 As nentioned, the
worker under a pool employnent system such as that in New

zearand, has no single employer. The stevedoring conpany may
in any case be regarded by the worker only as an agent for
the ultimate employer, the overseas shipownetr.25 conflict may
result from the existence of overseas owners because they "don I t
belong" in the 1ocal system of industrial relations and are
seen to be "profiteering" monopolists.26 The employer may also
appear remote because of the many parties involved in water-
front enploynent (such as stevedoring and shipping companies,
harbour boards, Waterfront Industry Conrnission etc.) and
consequent "complexity of the employer unit,', .27 This argument
relates largely to the inclination to engage in conflict and
appears consistent with most forns of conflict. The degree of
apparent rernoteness may vary among and within ports and so help
explain differences in amounts of conflict at intra- and inter-
port 1eve1s.

We have already discussed the remoteness of the employer
within the contexts of casual employment and the organisation
of the industry. This argunent also suggests the employer is
remote because shipping companies are typically overseas-owned
and are seen to be monopolies. As noted in Chapter VII, most
24. See Woods , op.cit. , p. 20.
25. See Australian Waterside Workersr Federation, The Case

fot the Watetside Wotker t Towatds a Better understanding,
p. 3.

26. See AustraLian Waterside WorkersI Federation, op.cit.,
p.3; and T. Ryan,'rThe Watersider and His Imagett, pott
IVer,rrs, AuckLand Waterside Workers I Union, May L974, p, 11.

27 . R. J. May, ItDeterminants of the IndustriaL Rel ations
Pattern in the Australian Stevedoring Industrytt, JoutnaT
of IndusttiaL Relations, Vo1. 3, Oct. 1961, p. 159.
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shipping companies trading at New zearand ports are either
who1ly or predoninantly overseas-owned and. nost major steve-
doring companies are either subsidiaries of, or associated
with, shipping firns. Even "independent" New Zealand-owned
stevedoring firns are 1ikely to be strongly influenced by the
overseas-owned companies. The shipping conpanies are also
associated through a sma11 number of conferences which are
prinarily concerned with fixing freight rates, obtaining and
sharing cargoes etc. and certainly give the appearance of
acting as ttmonopoliestr.

Most managers interviewed saw neither overseas ownership
nor the organisation of shipping conpanies as inportant influen-
ces on conflict, although one said 'runion officials think ship-
owners are hard employers". It was also stated in one case
that "local firms have a fair amount of autonony but they
refer things to their principals".

Several union officials, however, regarded overseas owner-
ship as being irnportant in a number of respects. They clained
negotiations are often hanpered because of the lack of decision
making ability on the part of some enployers I representatives.
As one said, "the ernployers will seek an adjournnent while they
contact head office overseasrf . The I'realtt ernployers are con-
sidered to be removed from the situation. one official said
"often in negotiations the enployers are five tines removed"
and another that "we have to deal with the lines t New Zealand
managers. We never see the top men. " Furthermore, shipping
companies were seen to be powerful international organisations,
one official arguing "we have to protect the men against
international consortia".

In the questionnaires, the parties were asked whether
workers and rnanagenents in the waterfront industry are basic-
a1ly "on the same t side ttt or tton dif ferent t sides t tt. Eleven
managements said the parties were on the same side, with six
connenting in explanation along the lines that "both obtain
their living by the waterfront industry". Five managements
said the parties were on different sides, one of thern noting
that "this is caused through the historical distrust between
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union and employer. History shows that this distrust r+as
justified to a degree; however, tines have now changed." Ten
unions said the parties were on different sides. 0f these,
two mentioned aspects of employer remoteness, namely, "manage-
ment is often noticeably under orders from higher levels, i. e.
faceless people" and (workers and rnanagernents are on different
sides) "particularry where (conpanies are) overseas owned or
oriented". Four unions said the parties were on the same side,
although one commented that it "varies greatly with how rnany
overseas bosses you deal with conpared to Kiwis". Management
and union responses fron a given port were the same in six of
L4 cases. Parties were also asked whether they thought the
other party at their port would answer in the same way as they
did. Thirteen of 16 rnanagements felt that waterside workers
at their ports would generally have answered the same as they
did, and five of these were incorrect. Eleven of 14 unions
felt that local port enployers would give the same answer as
they did and six were incorrect.

The parties were also asked to assess the importance of
overseas ownership of shipping and stevedoring conpanies as a
cause of strikes at their ports. Responses followed sirnilar
patterns to those noted above. As can be seen from Table 9,
all managements considered this factor of little or no irnport-
ance. A najority of unions, however, regarded it as very
important or of above average importance. 0f the four rating
it very important, one was from a large port, one fron a port
of mediun size and two fron relatively small ones. On the
basis of size of nean response, unions rated this factor seventh
in inportance of those assessed and nanagenents only twenty-
fifth equal. In no case did the management and union fron a

given port provide identical assessments, with the union, in
seven of eight cases, rating it nore important than did the
management.

Managenents and unions obviously differ in their assess-
ments of the inportance of overseas ownership as a source of
conflict. But this is a factor about which worker opinion is
decisive in that if workers consider overseas olrrnership produces
conflict then such is indeed likely to be the case. As most
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TABLE 9

The P ei ved Importanc f seas Ownershi f hi
rrnq Lom anl es as a ause o Str kes

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

shipping finns and many stevedoring companies are overseas
owned its influence is likely to be fairly pervasive, although
may vary among ports according to the proportion of companies
which are overseas-owned.

On the more general matter of private ownership of shipping
and stevedoring companies, we have already noted that a few
unions would like to see the WIC involved in the total adrnin-
istration of waterfront affairs. In interviews neither
managers nor union officials placed great enphasis on private
ownership as a source of conflict in itself. Nonetheless, in
questionnaire responses four unions, in explaining why they
thought conflict is inherent in industry, nentioned such factors
as: "both sides want the best deal" I tfas long as the present
system is operated there will always be disputes"; the parties
have "different interests and outlooks"; and "while the indus-
try has a profit notivation conflict is inevitable". One of
these unions did rnake the qualification that "many events and
actions can reduce the incidence and minimize the effect of
industrial conflict".

An interesting recent developnent involving a joint
venture between a waterside workers t union and shipping agent
is New Zealand Marshalling Limited. This company, the share-

in

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- import- irnport- irnport- import- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Managenent
responses 0 0 0 S T 6 4.70 S.g5
(n=16)

LJnion
responses4202lSZ.SS2.26
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holding of which is divided equally between the Mount Maunganui
waterside ltlorkers' union and the New Zealand Lumber Co. Ltd.,
has a contract for rnarshalling Tasrnan Pulp and paper co. Ltd.
export produce through the port of Mount Maunganui. operating
work is perforned by waterside workers, while adrninistration
is in the hands of a board of directors consisting of two
watersidersr representatives, two N.Z. Lumber co. represent-
atives and an independent chairman. This forn of direct part-
icipation in stevedoring and. wharfingering operations has been
enthusiastically welcomed by local watersiders and the agree-
ment covering it described as "the greatest...ever reached
industrial wise". It has, however, not existed long enough
for any evaluation to be made of its influence on conflict
1eve1s.

Technoloqical Change

Another possible influence on conflict, incorporating
elements of the "casual employmentt' and tfremoteness of enployer"
arguments, is technological .h"rrge.28 In a casual labour
market, workers nay resist changes which could influence employ-
ment opportunities. This is especially likely if the worker
is not inforned of their nature and likely effects. In a

market where regular employnent relationships are lacking the
workerrs anxiety may be rningled with distrust of the enployer.
Technological change may also induce conflict insofar as it
opens up possibilities for demarcation disputes. This argument
relates to the inclination to engage in conflict and appears
particularly relevant to collective forrns'and some employer-
initiated forms of conflict. To the extent that the rate and
inpact of technological change varies among ports, it may help
explain inter-port differences in conflict Levels. A1so, in-
sofar as the rate and irnpact fluctuate over time, it nay explain
inter-temporal differences in such leve1s.

Rapid technological change, by inplication, involves
changes in work nethods and patterns, employment and income

28. See Evans t op.cit. , pp 142, 154 and 206-207
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opPortunities and in many other features of the work situation.
rt is reasonable that such changes will produce conflict.
Technological change has been rapid on New Zeallnd waterfronts
in recent years. Among changes introduced in the last fifteen
years or so are pallets and other forms of unitised cargo, new
nethods of bulk cargo handling, new types of equipnent such as
bulldozers and fork hoists, mechanical loaders, ro11 on/rol1
off shipping and container shipping.

A high degree of awareness of the presence and inpact of
technological change was evident among those interviewed.
Several managements noted the severe effect of the introduction
of containerisation at the main ports on 1oca1 1eve1s of
throughput. This fa1l in trade has apparently 1ed to workers
"becoming disturbed as they are uncertain of the future" and
created "a fear of what is going to happen'r. rt seems workers
in nost cases have not resorted to stoppage action as a result
but, on the contrary, have sought in every way to attract
trade to their ports. At ports where considerable new technol-
ogy has been introduced, however, conflict has often resulted.
New methods and equipment raise the question of work coverage
and open up possibilities for demarcation disputes. Significant
changes result in the need for "new arrangements and agreernents'
on hours of work, manning, remuneration and so on. conflict
can accompany the negotiation and inplernentation of these
agreements.

union officials at secondary ports also often expressed
concern at the reduction in trade as the result of container-
isation, ro11 on/ro11 off shipping and other changes. several
said they rfwant to do the best we can to bring trade to the
portrf . At ports und.ergoing najor changer on the other hand,
there was a feeling that "having to change the old ways creates
conflict". As one official said "a 1ot of changes are taking
place and they have led to an escalation of disputes".
Officials at several ports noted the presence of a 'demarcat-
ion problemf' which, it was felt, would be alleviated by
amalgamation of unions at each port.

The questionnaires contained several questions relevant to
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this matter. The parties were asked whether or not they con-
sidered their port a growing one. Five nanagements did not
regard their ports as growing, each, at least in part,
attributing this to technological change such as ro11 on/ro11
off, containers, unitisation and the consequent centralisation
of cargoes. 0f the 10 rnanagements regarding their ports as
growing ones, four mentioned in explanation the introduction
of new technology such as container and ro11 on/rol1 off
facilities and bulk cargo installations. A further nanagement
considered its port "stable'f . Four rnanagenents could see a
redundancy situation arising at their ports, incl-uding one
which also regarded its port as a growing one. There was a

widespread belief, even where tonnage was expected to increase,
that it would not be necessary to increase the port labour
force. when asked to estimate how nany rnen will be on the
local bureau register in five years' time, seven managenents
said approximateLy the sane nunber as at present on the register,
four said less than at present (one of which said "none"), and
only one said more. The general view seerned to be that "modern
...methods provide faster, less intensively manned cargo
handling".

Five unions also regarded their ports as not being growing
ones, with four attributing this to containerisation. 0f the
eight unions regarding their ports as growing ones, two ment-
ioned container facilities, and one ro11 on/roll off, in
explanation. Union and nanagenent frorn the same polt gave
identical assessments of growth prospects in nine of 13 cases.
six unions could see a redundancy situation arising at their
ports, including two which considered theirs growth ones. One

of these last nentioned unions saw redundancy resulting from
"new nethods of loading and discharging cargoes and new ships",
and the other frorn "new forms of transport and cargo handling
and phasing out of conventional work". Two unions expected
the 1ocal bureau register strength in five years t tirne to be
similar to that at present, five expected it to be lower and
three higher. Assessments of enploynent prospects by union and
nanagement fron the same port were the sane in three of seven
cases.
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The parties were also asked what influence the introduct-
ion of containerisation and ro11 on/rorI off has had on indus-
trial relations at their ports. Respondents were of course
from ports either with or without container handling or packing
facilities. Four of six responding managements fron ports
without such facilities indicated that containerisation had
caused 'tapprehension" on the part of workers as to the future.
One management, however, said "industrial relations have been
good because the union is vying for (the) port to become a

south rsland container port and fear adverse publicity toward
then will be harmful". Two other managements from non-container
ports said containerisation has had no effect, although one
noted the indirect influence of national union policy "on
matters arising at other portsf'. Three of four managements
from ports with container facilities noted an "adverse" influence
on industrial relations. Among results mentioned were dernar-
cation disputes (in two cases) and endeavours by watersiders
to "increase manning on conventional jobs, and "broaden...work
coverage in every possible direction". One managenent indicated
intra-union conflict has resulted in saying 'rhigher earnings in
the container terninal have been the source of sone j ealousy
within the union ranks".

Anong responding unions from non-container ports, two
indicated that containerisation has resulted in a "fear of
redundancy", one mentioning it has "shown to employers (local)
and workers that they have a common bond - all jobs are on the
b1ock". The three other such unions said it has had little or
no effect on industrial relations although one made the proviso
that "we have a grave concern of all our cargoes being lost
to containers". All four unions from ports with either pack-
ing or handling facilities (or both) indicated that container-
isation has tradversely" affected industrial relations. Two,
in particular, noted initial difficulties, although these are
apparently being overcome. Another mentioned "demarcation
problems to a narked degree" and one intra-union conflict in
saying it has 'fcaused sone difficulties between men qualified
to work in the terninal and those who do not". At a national
level, the effect was considered. "very bad" in that it was

"introduced in an emotional atrnosphere't and has resulted in
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"traditional areas of waterfront work (being) transferred to
consolidators'r, "job security (being) threaten€d", "mistrust of
employer by worker" and a "reduction of work".

As regards ro11 on/roll off, the six responding manage-
ments from ports not possessing such facilities all noted that
their introduction elsewhere has had Iittle or no effect on
local industrial relations. But one of these said ro11 on/ro11
off has "killed the coastal trade". of the four managements
from ports with ro11 on/ro11 off facilities, two said their
introduction has had no effect, one that it initially 1ed to
conflict but was "now...an accepted part of work operatiors",
and one that it has "improved" industrial relations because
of "conditions and high remuneration at the terrninals". A

proviso, that the introduction of ro11 on/rol1 off increased
demarcation disputes, was added to this last opinion.

Three of four responding unions from ports without ro11
on/roll off facilities noted littIe or no effect on industrial
relations but the other said it "has increased fears of
redundancy". There was again a diversity in responses fron
ro11 on/ro1l off ports. One union stated the effect of these
facilities was I'bad at first but (we have) learned to live
with it", and another that they have reduced denand for labour
and created demarcation issues. But one union said they have
had "no adverse effect'r and another that they have I'improved'f

industrial relations.

In view of the possibilities for denarcation disputes,
it is interesting to note union responses to the question:
I'Would you describe the relations between your union and other
unions at this port as good, fair or bad?". Nine said these
relations were "good", although one qualified its answer by
saying they were t'poor to bad" with a particular union.29 Five

29. In the questionnaires, the parties were asked to assessItstrikes in synpathy with other unionsfr as a cause of
strikes in their ports. Responses were as follows:

(Faotnote 29 is continued on the next page.)
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unions said they were rrfairf', two of which mentioned the exist-
ence of demarcation disputes. Arnalgamation of any of the
unions at the loca1 port was considered likely in the foresee-
able future by Lz of 14 unions, and two mentioned some amal-
gamation had occurred or was in process. All responding unions
considered amalganation desirable, three seeing it as over-
coming "demarcation problems". Ten of 16 nanagements also
considered analganation 1ikely, four mentioning it was actually
taking place (usua1ly involving tal1y clerks and shipwrights
amalgamating with waterside workers). Thirteen managements
saw amalganation as desirable, five arguing it would reduce or
elininate demarcation disputes, which one considered 'rthe nost
serious single problem at present'r.

The heavy ernphasis placed on technological change and job
demarcation as sources of conflict was evident in responses to
a question asking the parties to assess the importance of the
inpact of new technology on waterfront work and of denarcation
frictions between unions as causes of strikes at their ports.
It is clear frorn Table 10 that most unions attached considerable
importance to the inpact of new technology. Not surprisingl)r,
the five rating it very inportant were all fron ports exper-
iencing naj or change in recent years. Managements also gener-
a1ly regarded it as i-mportant, with the only one rating it not
inportant corning from a very smal1 port. 0n the basis of size
of mean response, unions rated the inpact of new technology
third equal of factors assessed and rnanagements fifth. Manage-
ment and union from the same port gave identical assessments in
two of nine cases.

(Footnote 29 continued) :

Scale of inportance
t 2 3 4 s nn!$er

Managenent
responses (n= 16)

Union responses
(n= l4 ) 3 2 2 5 3.33

and union questionnaires.Source: Man ag enent

0n the basis of size of mean response, nanagements rated
this factor fifteenth in inportance of the 29 assessed and
unions eighteenth equal. In only one of eight cases did
nanagenent and union from a given port provide the same
assessnent.

Meanresponse SMR

3.70 3.03

3 .23
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The assessment patterns for demarcation disputes are
sinilar to those for the inpact of technology. six of 11 res-
ponding unions rated such disputes very inportant, and six of
11 nanagements considered then very inportant or of above
average importance. rt is not surprising that a particular
respondent tended to give the same or similar assessrnents to
demarcation disputes and to the impact of technology. Three
managements gave the same assessment to both factors and the
seven others gave assessments differing by a margin of only one
(e.g. 3 and 2 etc.). Five unions gave the same assessment to
both and four of six others gave assessments differing by a

nargin of one. 0n the basis of size of rnean response, unions
rated demarcation frictions fifth in importance of the Zg

factors assessed and nanagements fourth. Management and union
fron the same port gave identical responses in three cases,
although in five of seven others responses differed by a margin
of only one.

TABLE 10

The Perceived Im ortance f the act of New Technolo
ertron tweof Demarcati on Fricti ons

ale of lnportance
t2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

import- inport- inport- inport- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

New technology

l4anagement
responses I 3 5 0 I 6 2.70 Z.2I
(n=16)

Union responses
(n=14) 5 3 2 L 0 J t.91" 1.86
Demarcation
ffiEIons
Management
responses242ZlS2.64Z.L6
Unionresponses 6 0 4 1 0 S 2.00 1.94

Source: It{anagenent and urion questionnaires .
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Both parties clearly place considerable importance on new
technology and job demarcation as sources of conflict, This
view is supported by stoppage data. The manager of the
Statistics and Research Division of the WIC (Mr. B.H. Wood)30
has calculated that, over the period 1 January 1967 to 30 Septern-
ber L974, 10 stoppages, involving a loss of 53r077 mat-hours,
occurred over new or changed rnethods of work and a further 15,
involving a loss of LL4r379 nan-hours, over d.emarcation.3l
stoppages over new or changed work nethods accounted for T.s%
of the total nunber of waterfront stoppages (including penal-
ties) for the period and for 5.72 of the resulting tine lost,
while those over dernarcation accounted for 11.3% of total
frequency and 12.4% of tine lost. Most of these denarcation
stoppages resulted, at least indirectly, from technological
change and, as noted in the last chapter, several were specif-
ica1ly over the question of packing and unpacking containers.
In addition to these two types of stoppage, numerous actions
not involving a loss of time, have occurred as a result of the
introduction of new technology. An example cited in the last
chapter was the bans placed on early container and LASH vessels.

Actions directly or indirectly resulting from the intro-
duction of new technology have, not surprisingly, been largely
confined to those major ports where most change has been
occurring. At ports not experiencing significant change, its
effect, if anything, has been to reduce conflict as the parties
strive to retain trade. At ports undergoing change, the lreverse
has been the case. The differential inpact of technological
change would therefore appear a fruitful explanation not only
of clifferences in 1eve1s of collective and some ernployer-
initiated forns among ports but also of changes in then at a

particular port over tine.

30. Now Assistant General Manager.
51. The potential for denarcation stoppages is high even if

only because of the nunber of unions involved in the
industry. In or adjacent to the wharf area, aside from
watersiders, there nay be harbour board employees, ship-
wrights, ta1ly clerks, drivers, railway workers, toll
clerks and storenen and packers anong others.
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The Nature of the Work and the l^|orker

The nature of waterfront work may itself be a source of
conflict. Handling cargo can be hazardous and dangerous *ork.32
It may also be unpleasant and obnoxious. SS Much of it is per-
forrned outdoors and involves exposure to the weather.34 This
results in the need for, and emphasis or, adequate anenitier.35
Such work night be expected to attract or produce forceful and
combative workerr.36 These features produce a situation where
conflict easily emerges. The "nature of the work and of the
worker argunentrr concerns the inclination and ability to engage
in conflict and nay be relevant to both collective and individ-
ual forms of conflict. The influence of these factors nay be

fairly pervasive but vary among types of cargo and ports. The

argument rnay therefore have explanatory value at intra- and

inter-port leve1s.

The existence of danger in waterfront work was enphasized
by numerous officials and several managers during interviews.
As one official said, "work on the waterfront will always be

dangerous". Danger appears one issue over which watersiders
at most ports are prepared to stop work. In most cases it is
the only issue over which the delegate on a job can authorize
a stoppage of work without prior consultation with union
officials. The extent to which danger has led to stoppages,
however, varied among ports. At one an executive member said
"the main issue over which stoppages occur here is safetyrr.
An official at that port, which receives a wide variety of
shipping, noted that "many ships come here with substandard
gear. Some are just rust buckets. We say we will examine the

32, See Woods t op.cit., p. 2; and Betty V.H. Schneider and
Abrahan Siegel, Industtial ReJ,ations in the Pacific Coast
r,ongshore rndustrg (University of California, Berkeley,
1956), pp . 36-7 .

33. See Blakeley, op.cit., p. 11; and Woods t op.cit., p. 20,
34. See Fernandez, op.cit., p. 762.
35. See Kenneth F. Walker, Australian .rndustria-Z Ref ations

sgstems (Harvard University Press, Carnbridge, Mass., 1970)
p. 377 .

36. See Schneider and Siegel, op.cit. , p. 37 .
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gear and only work with shore installations. " An official
elsewhere noted that I'we only use the ban in the case of
dangerous cargo". At several ports it appears both parties
are "very safety conscioustt and |twork together on safetyr'.
Despite this, one manager argued that 'rsafety is often used
as a front for other issuest'.

The questions of wet weather work and safety are related.
At numerous ports it was reported by both managers and officials
that work is performed in the rain unless the cargo cannot be
exposed to the wet or danger is involved. In some cases there
is "the odd argument over what is too wet't, which nay lead to
stoppages. One official described the situation as follows:
"We work in the wet as required except where safety is involved.
If the forenan disagrees, the men take a vote and the vote is
final.'r But at one port it was stated "we do not work in the
rain". Several managers expressed sentinents such as "working
in the wet is not popular with watersiders" and "its hard to
overcome the habit of not working in the rainrr.

At some ports it was noted that unpleasant work has 1ed
to stoppages. As one manager said, "the nature of the work
causes some problems and, in particular, dirty cargoes".
While a nunber of interviewees said the work is still physically
demanding, there was general agreement that it was not as hard
as in "the old days". The nature of the waterside worker is
also seen to be changing, some arguing that, while sti11 being
forceful and prepared to take direct action, he is "losing his
militancy".

The questionnaires contained a number of items relevant to
this argument. In particular, the parties were asked to assess
the inportance of the following factors as causes of strikes
at their ports: d.angerous work, disagreements over safety
matters, wet weather, disputes over amenities, dirty and un-
pleasant work, and the forceful, conbative character of water-
side workers. It is clear fron Table 11 that unions generally
place considerable importance on dangerous work as a cause of
strikes. Only one union, and that frorn a srna11 port, considered
it of less than average importance. Most managenents, on the
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TABLE 11

nce of FactorsThe Percei ved

Notes: a

b

L

Source:

Rel ati n ature of

Disagreenents over safety matters.
Dirty and unpleasant work.

The forceful, conbative character of waterside workers.

Management and union questionnaires.

Scale of iurportance

234 5

Not
inport-

ant

Above Below
Very Average Average Average

inport- inport- inport- import-
ant ance ance ance

No Mean
Answer response SMR

Dangerous Work

!{anagenent
responses (n=16)

Union responses
(n=14)

Safety
DFagreenentsa

*".*r"*
responses

tlnion responses

Wet Weather

6 3.00 2.46

3 r.91 1..86

t
6

6 2.90 2.38

3 L.73 1.68

Managenent
resPonses

Llnion responses

Amenities
Dlsputes

Managenent
responses

tlnion responses
lrDirty Work"

Irhnagenent
responses

tlnion responses

Forceful
Worffi

7 3.89 3. 19

5 3.56 3.46

6 4 .20 3.44

4 5.60 3.50

6 2.80 2.29

3 2.27 2.20

l'lanagement
responses

Llnion responses

3.50 2 .87

3.00 2.9L
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other hand, considered it of average importance, with two
rating it of more than, and another two of less than, average
inportance. 0n the basis of size of nean response, unions
rated dangerous work third equal in importance of the factors
assessed and managenents eighth. In only one of nine cases
did managenent and union frorn the same port assess this factor
in the sane way, In the other cases, the nanagement placed
less importance on it than did the union.

In view of the relationship of disagreements over safety
matters to dangerous work, it is not surprising that the
response patterns for these two factors should be sinilar.
Seven of 10 nanagements and seven of 11 unions assessed the
two identically and all other respondents varied their assess-
nents by a margin of only one (e.g. 1 and Z). Unions again
placed heavy importance on this factor, while managements

largely considered it of about average inportance. 0n the
basis of size of mean response, unions rated disagreements
over safety natters second in importance of the factors assess-
ed and managements seventh. In two cases the management and
union from a given port gave this factor the same assessment,
while in seven others the rnanagement placed less importance on

it than did the union.37

It is interesting to note that eightsS of L4 unions and

LZ of 16 nanagements said the work of the National Port Safety
Council and the port safety advisory comrnittees has influenced
the quality of port-1eve1 industrial relations, Two unions in
particular said these organisations had influenced industrial

37. While stated causes of stoppages a:re not necessaril.y
actual ones and nay say little of factors shaping the
situation, the nanager of the Statistics and Research
Division of the WIC has calculated that, over the period
L967-74, five stoppages involving a loss of 251942 nan-
hours occurred over safety. These figures constitute
3.76% of the totaL nunber of stoppages and 2.8L% of the
nan-hours lost over that period. He has also calculated
that three (2.26%) , invoLving a loss of L9,722 nan-hours
(2.Lse") occurred over anenities (including two over car
parking facilities).

5S. One other union said these safety organisations have
infLuenced the quality of industrial relations "at
neetings" but not rron the j obt'.
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relations by rrsafety recognizationrr or making 'fmembers. . . .

nore safety conscioust'. Five managements comnented along the
lines that "it has been the means of getting the parties to-
gether to discuss and frequently solve problens arising in
this atea. A good safety valve. "

Most rnanagements considered wet weather of 1itt1e or no
importance as a cause of strikes. union responses displayed
greater diversity, with both "average importance" and "not
inportant" being popular assessments. It appears that at a

numbet of ports "the parties in the rnain co-operate over wet
weather, or "we are seldorn asked to work in heavy weatherr.
0n the basis of size of mean response, unions rated this factor
twentieth equal in inportance of those assessed and managenents
sixteenth. Despite the apparent similarity of response
patterns, managernent and union from a given port gave the same
assessment in only two of eight cases. In one other the
management answered "below average inportancetr and the union
"very important" and in yet another the rnanagement said "very
importantrf and the union "not important't.

Disputes over amenities were generally regarded by both
parties to be of little or no importance. Most appear to
agree with the official who said "today conditions are nuch
imrpoved". fn terms of size of mean response, unions rated
this factor twenty-second in importance of the 29 assessed and
managements nineteenth equa1. Again, in only two of eight
cases did management and union frorn a given port provide the
same assessment.

It can be seen that dirty and unpleasant work was con-
sidered a much more important factor than the two just discussed.
While there was'some diversity of response, three managements,
all from large ports, considered it very irnportant. Three of
the four rating it of below average or no inportance were
from fairLy snal1 ports. The only union rating it of below
average inportance was also from a srna11 port. 0n the basis
of size of mean response, both parties rated dirty and un-
pleasant work sixth in importance of factors assessed. In no
case did the two parties from a given port provide identical
assessments.
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Despite a variety of responses, s0% of unions considered
the forceful, combative character of waterside workers of
average importance. ALso a significant nunber of rnanagements
saw it of at least average importance, although four considered
it of no irnportance. rn terms of size of mean response, unions
rated this factor thirteenth equal in inportance of the zg
assessed and managements thirteenth. rn only one of seven
cases did both parties from a given port provide the same

assessment.

The nature of the work appears an irnportant influence on
conflict. rn particular, work which is dangerous or unpleasant
seems to create a predisposition toward conflict. while the
nature of the work is, in the main technologically determined,
it varies considerably with the type of cargo. Jobs which are
relatively unpleasant or dangerous may be stoppage prone, so
that variations in the nature of the work rnay be an irnportant
explanation of stoppages arising at a particular hold or ship.
Moreover, to the extent that some ports have relatively more
work with these characteristics than others, the nature of the
work night help explain differences in levels of conflict, and
especially of collective and sone employer-initiated forms,
as among ports.

6. Cohesion, Mobilit.v and the Kerr-Siegel H.vpothesis

The rotation of workers among enployers ensures that
waterfront labour forces are unusually homogeneous. There are
certain specialist positions, for exanple, hatchrnen, winchmen
and various types of drivers, but these are available to any
watersider with the necessary qualifications. At some ports
up to 70% of the rnen have "top hands" (i.e. hatchmen and
winchmen) qualifications. Also a given worker is only enpl"oy-
ed in a special area, such as a container or ro11 on/roll off
terrninal, for a strictly linited period before being rotated
back to other types of work. These features, along with equal-
isation of hours, mean there is relatively little different-
iation among waterside workers in terns of either occupation
or income.
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1t is not surprising therefore that watersiders are
generally cohesive in the event of conflict with the employer.
Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires:
'fwhat degree of unity exists among waterside workers in the
event of a stoppage on an individual job at this port".
Responses were as follows:

TABLE 72

Percieved Deqree fU

Notes:

Source:

he Event of a S

a t'Generally confined to j ob concerned".
b 'rJob action for any Length of tine never

taken without support of rank and file
na j oritytt.

Managenent and union questionnaires.

Most managenents and unions said waterside workers have a

high degree of unity and, interestingly, none said the degree
of unity is low. Six of the nine managements and 10 of the 11

unions which said it is high went further to indicate it is
"complete", "totalt', "solidtt or the like. One management
commented in explanation that "waterside workers traditionally
have always supported their colleagues and will not replace
workers on strike". Such cohesion indicates a high degree of
worker interest and involvenent in the port union. During
interviews most officiaLs said their members were highly
"union conscioust', although a few said some were apathetic.
The parties were asked in the questionnaires how they would
describe the degree of involvernent of loca1 r^raterside workers
in the affairs of their union. It can be seen from Table 13

that there was a greater range of opinion among managements

than unions. The four managements which saw the degree of
involvernent as high were, with one exception, from sma1l ports,

High Generally
High

3

0ther Not Applicable
or rrnot testedtt

Managenent
responses
(n=16)
Uni on
re spons e s
(n= 14 )

9

11

LA

1b
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while the five seeing it as 1ow were either from large or
noderate size ports. A much higher proportion of unions saw
the degree of involvement as high. one union which answered
t'moderatef ', comrnented it is "moderate in our eyes but high
compared with other unions". Management and union responses
fron a given port were the same in six of 14 cases.

TABLE 13

l,lorkers Union

High Moderate Low

Managenent responses (n=16)
Union responses (n=14)

4

9

7

5

5

0

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

Four of the five managements which considered the degree
of involvement to be 1ow also felt that the control exercised
by the Local union officials over their members was too strong.
Eleven other managements, however, described the control
exercised by officials as "about right", while only one said
it was too weak.

union responses to a question on the percentage of members
generally attending the regular nonthly stop work neeting
indicated a high degree of participation. All but one respond-
ing union noted an attendance of 60so ot *ot".59 As one stated
"attendance at stop work meetings and general involvement in
union activities has traditionally been high; centralization
of ernploynent and a tradition of trade union principle and
practice being irnportant f actors'f . In this industry the union
is a highLy visible and readily available organisation. The

very location of union offices often serves to emphasize the
integral part played by the union in waterfront enployment. fn

Detailed responses were as

20-25
(n=13) 1

50-80 60 67

721

foll.ows:
P erc entag es

70 7s 80 90 95 98 100

1111112

39.
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most cases the union offices are part of or adjacent to the
amenities building which is itself joined to the engagement
bureau. This complex of buildings is usually the only place
where watersiders are together at any one tine.

when asked whether waterside workersr unions and the New
zeaLand waterside workers I Federation are, in relation to
other New Zealand unions, we11, adequately or poorly organised,
15 managernents said t'we11 organised", one "adequately organised",
and none "poorly organised". One even claimed that "waterside
workers I union has better comnunication between the national
office and port unions and between individual port unions than
do the Ernployersr Associationfr. rn response to a sirnilar
question about the New zeal-.and Port Employerst Association,
five unions said that association is "we11 organised", seven
"adequately organised" and two "poorly organised".

In the last chapter we noted that relatively few water-
front stoppages involve only part of the port labour force. No

responding managernent or union said the decision to take strike
action is usually made at ship's side. Of 16 managernents ,

eight said this decision is usually taken at port 1eve1 and
another eight at national 1eve1. Unions placed relatively
more emphasis on the port level, with nine stating the decision
is taken there and two each that it occurs at national 1evel
or port and national leve1s. In only five of 13 cases did
management and union from a given port answer this question in
the same way. In most of the others, the nanagement said the
decision usually occurs at national level but the union that
it occurs at port 1eve1. Despite these differences of percept-
ion both parties generally considered national disputes
important causes of strikes. They were asked to assess the
importance of national disputes over waterfront issues and
those over other than waterfront issues as causes of strikes
at their ports, As can be seen from Table 14, a majority of
both managements and unions rated national disputes over water-
front issues as very irnportant. 0n the basis of size of mean

response, both parties rated this factor first in importance
of the 7,9 assessed. Management and union from the same port
gave an identical assessment in an unusually high proportion



of cases, namely, in five of 10. There was a greater divers-
ity of opinion among each party as to the inportance of nat-
ional disputes over other than waterfront issues. several
managements and unions, however, again accorded this factor
considerable irnportance. In terms of size of mean response,
managements rated it third in irnportance of those assessed and
unions ninth. rdentical assessnents were given by parties
fron the same port in two of seven cases.

The Perc
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TABLE 14

ortance of Nati utes
auses o es

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

There is a fairly widely held view, especially among

unions, that conflict is inherent in industry. As can be seen
from Table 15, a slight najority of managenents also considered
this to be the case. Arnong cornments made in explanation by
these were: ffa feeling of distrust between employer and unions
which has existed since the 'bad o1d dayst. (It) stil1 exists
and is fostered by rnany workersr magazines...and...by certain
enploying interests who perhaps regret the passing of the 'big

Scale of importance

72s45
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- import- inport- inport- irnport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Those over
wffi
ISSUeS

Management
responses (n=16) 8 3 I 0 I S 1.69 1.Sg

llnion responses
(n=14) 8 0 2 0 0 4 1.40 1.s6
Those over
offiEan
ffint
ffi-
Management
responses33lIZ62.60Z.Ls
Unionresponses 2 2 2 L I 6 2.62 2.54
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boss' image"; "(the parties) are on different sides and (have)
different views"; "(the union's) rigid policy of not giving
an inch but grabbing all they can, can only lead to conflict
... (as can) their refusal to even see an employer's difficulty
let alone assist him with it'r. Most unions also considered
conflict to be inherent, four indicating in explanation that
interests and outlooks are basically different. Responses
given by management and union from a particular port were the
same in seven of L? cases.

TABLE 15

Source: Managernent and union questionnaires

As regards occupational rnobility, for reasons alluded to
earlier, there is no clearly defined "occupational ladder"
which waterside workers may fo1low. In the general principal
order there is provision for the appointnent of leading hands,
but it is not always made use of and, in any case, the appoint-
nent lasts only as long as the job concerned (although a

particular worker could possibly be regularly appointed lead-
ing hand).40 It is possible that a watersider rnight become a
foreman stevedore in charge of a gang. In so doing, however,
he would become a permanent enployee of a stevedoring company

and cease to belong to a waterside workerst union. At some

ports the proportion of foremen stevedores appointed fron
among waterside workers is fairly 1ow, while at others it is
quite high.

40. Leading hands are most frequently appointed on the Loading
of overseas vessels (two leading hands per gang). The
leading hand is rnainly concerned with the technical
aspects of loading and not the supervision of labour.

uesti on : Confl

YES

8

10

NO

Management responses (n=14)
Union responses (n= 1 3)

6

3
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TABLE 16

of Foremen Steved at a Port
ol n aterside [,lor ers

Notes: a Both snall ports, one with onLy one foreman and the
other with two.

b Tho are sna1l ports with only one forenan each.
questionnaires.Source: Management and union

While it was generally acknowledged that waterside workers
are cohesive, they were not considered socially isolated. rt
was often contended by interviewees that the reverse is the
case. As one union official clained, "waterside workers are
ful1y integrated into the communityr'. rt was pointed out on
several occasions that watersiders are members of the 1ocal
municipal council and other conmunity organisations. One

official comnented that "the waterside worker considers hin-
self part of the comnunity". ft was also frequently noted,
however, that this had not always been the case. As one secret-
ary put it "the policy has changed from living within themselves.
once watersiders would not mix but this has gradually changed."
Many managers and union representatives expressed sentiments
similar to those of the official who stated rfwaterside workers
regarded themselves as a race apart. They had the feeling
of being picked on. This is not the case now. They are widely
involved in the comrnunity." One rnanag€T, however, felt that
"the stigrna associated with rwharfiesr" sti11 rernains and is
a cause of conflict.

The general lack of emphasis attached to social isolation
was reflected in responses to a question asking the parties to
assess the importance of any tendency for waterside workers to
be socially separate communiti-es as a cause of strikes at their

ed

No local "A low
foremen percentagen 0 10 15 30

percentages

50 s7 67 75 80-90 90

Ibnagenent
responses
(n= 16)

Union
resPonses
(n=13)

2a

3b
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ports. rt is clear from Table 17 that neither managements
nor unions placed great importance on this factor. on the
basis of size of mean response, managements rated it seventeenth
in importance of those assessed and unions only twenty-sixth.
Management and union fron a given port provide identical
assessments in only one of seven cases.

TABLE T7

The Percel
h| se of

Source: lvbnagement and rmion questionnaires .

In terms of the Kerr^Siegel hypothesis, several but not
all factors necessary for the developrnent of an isolated mass

are present in the waterfront industry. As regards the nature
of the work and worker aspect of the hypothesis, we have
already cornrnented on the importance of such factors as casuality,
dangerous or unpleasant work, forceful workers and so on.
While some of these, along with some naking for an isolated
mass , are und.oubtedly rnaj or inf luences on conf lict we have
placed then within contexts other than the Kerr-Siegel hypoth-
esis. By so doing it is hoped that more basic causes of con-
flict are studied rather than the essentially secondary ones
which constitute this hypothesis.

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

import- inport- inport- import- import- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Management
responses 0 2 1 3 4 6 i.g0 g.l
(n=16)

Union
responses 0 1 0 1 6 G 4.50 4.
(n=14)
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7. Variations in Carqoes and Conditions

Another possible influence concerns the diversity of
cargo and conditions under which it must be handled. This
diversity results in conplex rnethods of renuneration and codes
of pay rates and of conditions,41 While such conplexi ty may

result j-n conflict, the diversity also makes it virtuaLLy
inpossible to provide for every case in agreements or in wage
schedules. The possibilities for argument and "continuing
negotiation" are therefore great. The influence of this
factor may vary among ports insofar as the degree of diversity
also varies. The argument concerns the inclination to engage
in conflict and appears relevant to most conflict forms.

This is a plausible argument and there can be no doubt
that the diversity of cargoes, and of conditions under which
they must be handled, is partly responsible for the fairly
complex series of agreernents governing waterfront enployment.
At the national 1evel, covering all ports, is the general
principal order (GPO). This docunent is nearly 100 pages long
and consists of over 40 clauses and five appendices. The

schedule of special rates alone covers L2 pages and individ-
ual1y specifies dozens of different cargoes. Each port
also has a supplementary principal order covering 1oca1
conditions of work. There may further be several agreements
relating to parts of a port, such as container or ro11 on/roll
off terminals, dry docks and so on. In addition to agreements
there are also numerous general harbour and Ministry of
Transport regulations which are largely concerned with safety.

The very complexity of these agreements, regulations and

codes may produce confLict. As will be seen 1ater, this is
the jud.genent of several of those within the industry. One

union official highlighted the conplexity of these documents

in saying while the harbour regulations are "an absolute
necessity, the instrunents generally are far too technical for
the average working nan to understand. In this port we have

41. See Woods, op.cit., p. 20; and Evanst op.cit., pp. L53
and pp. L63-L72.
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L4 to 15 agreernents in total. The port itself has to prepare
10 different agreernents, one of which is for only four men".

The GPo sets out special cargo rates, payabre in addition
to other rates, for the handling of a wide range of cargoes.
These special rates are 'tto cover all inconveniences due to
dust, dirt, discomfort, or other incidentals in connection with
the loading or unloading of these cargoes,,.42 while being very
numerous, they do not cover every conceivable cargo or conbin-
ation of cargoes and are in any case only mininum rates.
There is consequently the potential for continuing negotiation
and so conflict. such negotiation is usually conducted at
shiprs side between the delegate and foreman stevedore,
although nay involve other parties if not concluded there.45

During interviews the impression was often gained that
special rates are a source of conflict. As one official
said, "the men are quick to take action on rates for cargo on
a job. This is a vital issue for the nen and the employer
should recognise this. " Another argued that a particular
company is a "bad enployer. Itts mean over rates anil has
caused stoppage af ter stoppage. I' One manager clairned that
disputes over rates, and especially dirt rates, have increased
in recent times because such rates are I'a means of getting
around the stabilisation regulations".

As seen in Chapter VII, another key part of the worker's
remuneration is the bonus payment under the incentive contract
system. It was noted at some ports that the operation of this
systen has led to conflict. In particular, it appears numerous
disputes have occurred over whether or not particular cargoes
qualify for unitised contract rates which are lower than those
on conventional cargoes. Moreover, because the bonus per hour
fal1s as the gross tirne worked increases, there is an incentive
for workers to attenpt to have certain delays deducted from

42. GPO No. 357 , Appendix 1 (a) .
43. When asked in the questionnaires what types of dispute

are settled at the delegate-forenan stevedore 1eve1, 11
of 16 rnanagenents and 12 of 13 unions nentioned, often
anong others, those over special rates.
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gross tine in calculating the bonus. This has also apparently
led to conflict. As one nanager argued, ,,at some ports the
workers strive after time off the system".

Several managers and sorne union officials indicated that
special rates and the incentive contract system are major
areas of change in earnings relativities. some managers saw
the rnultiplicity of employers as a "disadvantage'r in that
"unions play one enployer off against another". One, in a
questionnaire response, said rrit stands to reason" this will
be the case because there is a ,'nultiplicity of ernployers - all
in competition - but using (the) same labour on a pooled basis".
Another claimed that "if a company principal says 'pay' (to a
claim for special rates), it rnakes it difficult as it creates
a precedentr'. Apparently enployers ignore such precedents
only at the risk of conflict. The nultiplicity and complex-
ity of agreements and regulations is seen to be to the workers
advantage in this respect. One official clained "we arfe able
to fragrnent the ernployers through the various agreements. hre

rnake an advance in one area and get flow-on effects. The
special clauses then go into the national order, "

Different types of cargo are associated with different
manning scales. The resulting manning schedules can themselves
be fairly conplex. Because of the variation in nature of
cargoes there is a provision in the GPo for negotiation over
larger or smaller gangs than those specified in the schedule.
Also, negotiations over manning may occur with respect to
types of cargo being handled for the first tirne at a port.
Manning is clearly another potential source of conflict. As
one official said "disputes occur here nainly over rates on
ships, manning and work coverage".44

At a general level, one manager saw the relatively high
leve1 of stoppages at the local port as due to the fact that

44. As an aside, four nanagenents and one union said local
disputes over nanning are usually settLed at the del.egate-
foreman 1eve1, while five nanagenents and seven unions
said they are usuaLly settled at the union official-
conpany nanagelc leve1.
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"the job varies greatly as do conditions of work". This view
was supported in responses of two managements to a question
asking why workers at some ports apparently engage in strike
action more often than do those at others. Both attributed
this in part to the degree of variation in the type and
condition of cargoes handled..

Several other questions have a bearing on this matter.
The parties were asked to assess the importance of the follow-
ing factors as causes of strikes at their ports: The complex-
ity of the general principal order and supplementary order/((S0);-" complex general harbour regulations and Ministry of
Transport regulations; disagreements over claims for special
rates; the operation of the incentive contract systen; and the
bases on which wages are calculated. It is clear fron Table
18 that relatively more unions than managernents considered the
complexity of the GPO to be very inportant. Nonetheless,
several managements attached inportance to this factor. 0n
the basis of size of mean response, unions rated it eleventh
in inportance of those assessed and managenents ninth equa1.
Parties fron the same port assessed this factor in the same

way in two of eight cases. Managernents generally attached
slightly less importance to complexity of the supplenentary
order than they did to that of the GPO, This is to be expect-
ed in view of the briefer and more straightforward nature of
the supplementary order.

The parties attached less inportance to conplex general
harbour and Ministry of Transport regulations. In terms of
the size of nean response, managements rated this factor
fourteenth in inportance of those assessed and unions twenty-
third. The one managenent, and one of the two unions, which
rated it of above average inportance were both from a particular
large port. Indeed, perceptions of parties from the same port
on this factor were identical in four of eight cases.

The union questionnaire
enploynent based on the
nanagenent questionnaire
of the complexity of the
the supplenentary order.

specified conplex conditions of
general principal order, and the
requested separate assessment
general principal order and of

45.
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TABLE 1B

ortance of FactoThe Perc
ation in Car

Notes: a

latin to the
0ns as

b

c

d

Corplex general harbour regulations and Ministry of
Transport regulations.
Disagreenents over clains for special rates.
The operation of the incentive contract system.

The bases on which wages are calculated.

I{anagenent and union questionnaires.

Scale of importance

L234s
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
import- inport- irnport- import- inport- No Mean

ant ance ance ance ant Answer resnonse SMR
lex orders

Managenent
responses (n=16)
- cPo 1 3 2 L 3 6 3.20 2.62

- so 0 3 I 2 4 6 3.70
Union responses
(n=14) 3 2 3 I I 4 2.70 2.62

Conplex harbour
regs. a

Management
responses 0 I 5 I 3 6 9.60 Z.gs
llnion responses 0 2 2 2 3 5 5.67 5.56
Special ratesb

Managenent
responses 2 4 3 0 1 6 2.40 L.97
Llnionresponses 3 L 3 2 1 4 2.45 Z.S8

Incentive
!Er-"rr-
Management
responses I I 4 2 2 6 3.J0 2.70
LJnion
responses2I312S5.00Z.gL

)
Bases of wagesu

lrbnagenent
responses 0 0 I 0 9 6 4.80 S.93

Lhionresponses I 3 3 I I 5 2.79 Z.T0

Source:
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Responses on disagreements over claims for special rates
confirmed inpressions gained during interviews. A high pro-
portion of both parties attached considerable importance to
this factor. The only management rating it of less than
average inportance was from a sma1l, low stoppage 1eve1 port,
as was the only union considering it not irnportant. A1l res-
pondents rating it very important, on the other hand, were from
large or nediurn size ports. In terrns of size of nean response,
managements accorded disagreements over claims for special
rates second in importance of factors assessed and unions
eighth. Responses of the two parties from a given port were
different in all nine ."rur.46

Despite a diversity of views among the parties, several
nanagements and unions attached at least average importance to
disputes over the operation of the incentive contract system.
The diversity does, however, indicate that the importance of
this factor varies among ports. On the basis of size of mean

response, unions rated it thirteenth equal in inportance and
managenents eleventh equal. Responses of the two parties from
a given port were different in all eight cases.

fn view of the response patterns on special rates and
the incentive contract systen, it is surprising that all
managements but one considered the bases on which wages are
calculated not irnportant as a cause of strikes. This is
especially so as most unions considered this factor of at
least average importance. For all eight ports for which both
management and union responded, the managenent rated it lower
than dicl the union. This divergence in views is reflected in
the fact that, on the basis of size of mean response, unions
rated this factor twelfth in importance of the Zg assessed
but managements only twenty-seventh equal (or last).

Whife the stated cause or obj ect of a stoppage may not be
the actual one nor reflect factors shaping the situation,
the nanager of the Statistics and Research Division of the
WIC has calculated that three stoppages involving a loss
of 649 nran-hours occurred ovet speciaL paynents and
another two involving a loss of 56 nan-hours over addit-
ional manning during L967-74.

46
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The variation in types of cargo and consequent variation
in rates, manning and conditions appears an important basic
cause of conflict. This is particulatry so in view of the
nultiplicity of the consequential factors. Many stoppages and
other actions originating at a particular ship may have their
origins in this feature of the industry. lloreover, the greater
the variation, the greater the potential for conflict so that
this feature nay be a fruitful explanation of differences in
the 1eve1 of stoppages and of some employer-initiated forms as
among ports.

Bargaining Power

A further argument relates to the bargaining power of
workers. cargo handling and tine in port constitutes a high
proportion of the total cost of shippirg.4T Stip owners
therefore seek a quick turn-around of vessels. The movement
of cargo across the wharves is also an irnportant feature of
international trade and so is of interest to the wider commun-
ity. The waterside worker is, as a result, seen to be in a

powerful position, being able and willing to bring work to a

stand.stil1.48 The stevedoring cornpany or shipowner, for their
part, are seen to "give in" to worker denands when they are
backed by direct action.49 This argument concerns the abili.ty
and inclination to engage in collective forms of conflict. The

influence of this factor nay be a general one, rnaking it useful
in explaining any widespread tendency to engage in stoppages.
Should bargaining power vary among ports, however, it nay also
be relevant to inter-port differences in 1eve1s of collective
and some enployer-initiated forms.

This argurnent requires further developnent. It irnplies
that the high cost of stoppage to the employer will result in
the stevedoring or shipping conpany acceding to worker denands.
If the ernployer does sor he incurs a cost of settlement which

47. See Evanst op.cjt., pp. 33-5.
48. See BlakeIey, op.cit. , p. L2.
49 . Industrial- Reporter, fr0n the Wharves: Avoiding

ation No. 4t' , New Zealand Economist, May 197 4,
C onfron t -
p. 37,
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is expected to be lower than the cost of the stoppage itself
and subsequent settlernent. Nonetheless, this cost of acceding
will lower profits unless it can be shifted forward in price
increases. Much of the literature on New zeaLand shipping
suggests that shipping conpanies have this ability to influence
price.50 If the cost of stoppage to the enployer is high it
night be argued he always has an incentive to settle short of
a stoppage. This nay be especially so if he can influence
prices. (Although this ability could conceivably cause the
enployer to be intransigent in the knowledge he can pass on
the cost of stoppage.) To the extent that inforrnation is
imperfect, however, the relatively high cost of cargo handling
and resultant bargaining power of workers nay stil1 lead to
stoppages in that the ernployer may wrongly interpret a threat
of stoppage as being nothing more than that.

It is highly doubtful that the bargaining power of water-
side workers is universally as strong as this argument suggests.
It concentrates on one aspect of bargaining power to the neglect
of others. Even if the cost of stoppage to the worker is 1ow

in the short run, it may be high in the long run if future
trade is diverted from that port because of the stoppage. At
a declining port the bargaining power of workers nay be 1ow,
in that a stoppage may hasten the port's decline while inposing
a short run cost which is a higher ratio of total income than
at a busy port.

The impression gained from interviews was that there are
at least two types of ports. On the one hand are those large
and busy ones where the workers'bargaining power is high and,
on the other, those with a declining or spasrnodic trade where
the workers I bargaining power is 1ow. At a port in the first
category, a manager argued that "itfs expensive to have a
ship stopped. This is a problem with the industry and has 1ed

to concessions". Another noted in a questionnaire response
that "with the high capital cost of vessels it is, super-
ficially, cheaper to tpay up t rather than have a vessel

50. See, for exanple, Laurie Wallace,
Should Cure Waterfront Congestion'r
May I97 4, p. 42 .

rrPlanning - Not Spending
, New ZeaTand Economist,
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delayed". The implication is that stoppages are often avoided
because the employer concedes to denands. Thus a union official
at a large port said "the threat of stoppage is just as effect-
ive as stopping workt'. rt seems, however, that the threat at
times has to be accompanied by some forrn of direct action.
The same official stated f'we donrt have many strikes, even
though we have the power, but we make use of other tactics".
This claim was echoed by an official fron another large port
who said "if we can exert pressure in other areas without a

stoppage we will do so". rn particular he cited the use of the
ban in "nipping off ernployers without members losing a centr'.
Nonetheless, one manager claimed that "the greater utilisation,
the readier the workers are to take strike actionf'. At these
ports it appears that workers are aware of their bargaining
power and will ernploy conflict tactics, although not necess-
arily the strike, in exercising it. It is interesting that
a manager, in explaining the stoppage proneness of particular
firns within a port, made a distinction between independent
stevedoring companies and those owned by shipping companies.
He inplied that independent conpanies may have more stoppages
because they are under less pressure from shipping companies
to rnake concessions.

Despite the general acknowledgenent of worker bargaining
power at busy ports, it is clear that this power is limited.
There is sti1l the possibility that trade might be diverted
from such ports and future incomes and ernploynent opportunities
suffer as a result. Certainly this possibility is at times
raised during bargaining. As one manager said "we dontt have
many confrontations involving threats of stoppage and of
diverting trade but they do happen". He went on to comment
that "the men realise they are fairly well off so why spoil
it by frightening ships off". One official noted a short tern
bargaining advantage for workers in that the 'rcargo (on or for
a struck vessel) has still got to be handled here" but also
that "future trade rnay be lost", although he took heart in the
fact that 'fwatersiders do it elsewhere".

The bargaining situation at declining or irregularly used
ports was very different fron that at busy ones. At declining
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ports the emphasis is on attracting trade. As one manager said
"the union is encouraging all the trade they can get, They
are willing to work to get the trade". ltiorkers at such ports
are in a weak bargaining position and have a strong incentive
to refrain from conflict action. An executive mernber clairned
that workers at a particular port "stretch the order to the
linit because theytre scared of losing tradetf. A secretary at
a declining port said "we might put up with things that another
port would not". rnterviewees at several such ports noted the
pressure to refrain from stoppages. As one union official
renarked, rfwith stoppages you have got to watch trade going to
other ports which are riva1s". Another official clearly stated
the difference between the busy and slack port in saying: "A
big port feels fair]-y strong. They have large numbers and a

1ot of trade. The union there is in a different position r,vith
the employer than here. when men are out of work they are not
in a strong position. Theytre more reluctant to exert pressure.
Today we avert stoppages as wefre worried about the future of
trade. We refrain from doing anything that nay adversely
affect the future of the port. " This official saw employers
taking advantage of this weak position in that 'rstoppages are
used by shipping conpanies as an excuse to go elsewhere. Its
difficult to avoid stopping without giving an issue away,"
He even clained that "lately enployers have been engineering
stoppages which take a lot of manoeuvring to dodge". This
experience was not comrnonly mentioned at other declining
ports where parties often claimed to be "working together" to
attract trade.

On the question of shipping conpany influence on price,
it was noted in Chapter VII that most trades are organised
into conferences. These conferences set freight rates, some-
tines in negotiation with user organisations such as producer
boards.51 Even where rates are negotiated, it is like1y, in
view of the near monopoly position of a conference in a

See David Levinson, Itlndustrial Relations on the New
Zealand Waterfrort", nineographed paper, Victoria Univer-
sity of Wellington, 1968, Ch. 1. For a treatment of the
Australian situation see John Wesley Spiers, rrThe
Australian Stevedoring Industry 1947 to 1970", M.Com.
Thesis, University of Melbourne, L970, especiaJ,ly Ch. IV.

51.
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particular trade and lack of alternative transport nodes, that
the user organisation is in an inferior bargaining position.
rn any event, the conferences have the power to unilaterally
impose a "congestion surcharge" on all tonnage entering a port
in order to recoup costs of slow turn-around of ships.52 The
situation is thus a classic one of "cost p1us" pricing. steve-
doring companies, which thenselves operate on an essentially
cost plus pricing basis and largely belong to shipping firns,
pass increased costs on to the shipping companies which in turn
pass then on to the user and ultirnate consumer.

It seems the econornics of shipping confers a bargaining
advantage on workers but only at ports enjoying a high volurne
of trade. At other ports the bargaining power of workers is
relatively 1ow and of employers relatively high. This var-
iation in bargaining power appears a most useful explanation
of differences in stoppage 1evels as among ports. Its
influence on the distribution of collective penalties, however,
is unclear. While the enployer has a greater ability to irn-
pose such a penalty at a declining or slack port, he nay have
less inclination or rnotivation to do so there than at a busy
one.

9. The Size of the Port

The importance of size as an influence on conflict has
been noted already within several contexts. The stze of a

port is related to the number of enployers there which is in
turn related to the 1evel of stoppages, penal-ties and absence.
Moreover, larger ports tend to be undergoing the rnost tech-
nological change which, we have argued, also tends to produce
conflict. Larger ports also have greater variation in types
of cargo and so greater conflict deriving from this source.
These ports further have high volunes of trade which confers
a bargaining advantage on their labour forces. Size may also
be related to other factors discussed. For example, to the
extent that large ports have a higher proportion of dangerous

52. Such surcharges were widely used in 1.97 4 and 1975
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or unpleasant work, conflict from this source will be higher
there than elsewhere. Finally, a large port may cover a wide
area which makes for conmunications difficulties and inpersonal
relationships.

rn view of the many effects of size, it is not surprising
that this factor was frequently nentioned in interviews. rt
was the general opinion that larger ports have relatively more
conflict than smaller ones. A suggested reason is that work-
ers at srnall ports are well known to one another and to the
enployer with the result that "over tine a good relationship
has evolved between labour and managenent'r. At larger ports
it is rnaintained that "you have large groups of men with not
the same degree of loyalty to or understanding of the employer".
Also some argued that workers at sna11 ports are more strongly
influenced by the loca1 conmunity than those at large ones.
As a manager noted, "in smaller ports watersiders are well
known in the comrnunity and stand out when they are on strike.
There is a strong comnunity pressure on them. " This view was
only partially shared by a manager at a snal1 port who contend-
ed that while "waterside workers are well integrated, they are
not strongly infruenced by the comrnunity in deciding on strike
actionrf. Certainly at smaller ports union officials emphas-
ised the high degree of involvement of their mernbers in the
connunity. As one said, "there is a good relationship between
the port and townfr. The importance of naintaining the volume
of trade at small ports was also frequently rnentioned. Another
official related size to the nature of the region in noting
that large ports service large industrial areas, "the indus-
trial unrest (of which),..tends to feed into the port".

Many of these views were echoed in questionnaire responses.
In explaining why workers at some ports engage in strike action
more than those at others, nine of 15 rnanagements nentioned
size. Several expressed sentinents such as "nearly all strike
action originates at the larger portsrr. Numerous unions also
mentioned size in one context or another. One from a small
port, in explaining the low stoppage level there, said "water-
front activity tends to be centred at the nain ports. fssues
are therefore decided at the main portsfr. Some officials
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indicated a lower need for stoppages at snal1 ports, in that
benefits gained at large ones often flow on to then, sometimes
through incorporation in the general principal order.

rn view of this heavy emphasis it is surprising that most
managernents and several unions placed little enphasis on size
in answering a question which asked the parties to assess the
importance of the size of the port as a cause of strikes at
their ports. As can be seen frorn the following table, most
managements considered size of no importance as a cause of
strikes. This opinion was shared by several unions, although
four considered it very important. 0n the basis of size of
Inean response, unions rated this factor seventeenth in irnport-
ance of those assessed and rnanagements only twenty-fourth.
Management and union from the same port gave an identical
assessment in four of eight cases.

TABLE 19

Per i ved Importance of the Size of the Port
as a uause o Stri

Source: lrlanagement and union questionnaires.

It is understandable that respondents frorn smaller ports
should consider size not inportant in that smallness may be

associated with a lack of strikes. But only three of the eight
managements, and one of the five unions, rating it not irnportant
were from snall ports. Not too rnuch weight should be placed
on responses to this question in light of opinions expressed
in other answers and in interviews. For example, four of the
nine nanagements which used size to explain inter-port

Th

Scale of inportance
L2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

import- inport- iurport- inport- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SIr,lR

Irhnagenent
responses 0 0 2 0 8 6 4.60 S.lz
(n=16)

llnion responses
(n=14) 4 0 I 0 S 4 S.Z0 s.tl
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differences in strike levels also rated the size of the port
to be not important as a cause of strikes.

Despite the confusing nature of some of these responses,
it seems clear that there is widespread support within the
industry for the proposition that size influences conflict.
Certainly, ports are generally large enploynent units . The
average port labour force in 1975 was 353, with the snallest
being 25 and the largest L644. This compares with an average
manufacturing unit labour force of only S0 in L\TI-7Z. If
conflict is related to size, the waterfront industry has a

predisposition toward a relatively high 1eve1 of conflict. rt
might also be expected that larger ports will have higher
stoppage 1evels than smaller ones. This was tested by corr-
elating the bureau register strength with measures of stoppage
activity, with the foLlowing results:

TABLE 20

Correl ati on Coeffic i ents : Port Labour Forces and
evels of Sto aqe Ac V

Variables

1.97 3 no. of stoppages,
s treng tha
worker loss ratio,
reg. strength

L97L no. of stoppages,
reg. strength
worker loss ratio,
reg. strength

Correl ation Coefficient
(r)

0.834 (significant 0.001)

0.418 ( " 0.10 )

0.872 ( f' 0.001)

0.804 ( " 0.001)

bur. reg

bur.

bur.

bur.

Note:

Sourc e :

Bureau register strength (average of the
strength at beginning and end of year).

Derived fron Waterfront Industry Conrnission
data.

There is a strong and positive relationship between size
of labour force and stoppage frequency, the inplication being
that the larger the port the greater the number of stoppages.
In 1973, port enployment levels explained 69.74eo of the var-
iation in frequency among ports. The association was even
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stronger in L97l which was a high stoppage yeat. The relation-
ship between size of labour force and man-days lost per worker
(worker loss ratio) is also positive but, at least in rg7s,
less strong than that involving frequency. rn rgTL it appears
to be fairly strong but this result is largely due to a single
extreme observation, in the language of regression analysis an

"outlier", and therefore must be discounted. The relationship
between size of labour force and worker loss ratio seems
fairly weak.

As suggested elsewhere, size appears to influence not
only collective forns but also individual and ernployer-initiated
forms of conflict. It rnight be expected that the larger a

port, the greater will be its leve1s of individual and enployer-
initiated forms. rn testing this the bureau register strength
was again used as the measure of size. It can be seen from
Table 2L, that in L973 size of labour force was strongly
related to the absence rater5S with enployment IeveIs explain-
ing 88.94% of the variation in absence rates among ports.
Size is apparently unrelated to the accident lost tirne rate.
The correlation coefficient for accidents, however, appears to
vary in size between years, partly because the rates for two
srna11 ports (Greynouth and Westport) fluctuate significantly
over tine. The results in the table relate to 1973, a year in
which these two ports experienced high accident rates.
Obviously, when smal1 ports have relatively high rates, the
correlation coefficient will tend toward zero. fn 1969, a

year in which these two ports had nuch lower accident rates,
the correlation coefficient was significant and positive (r =

0.608, significant 0.01). It is clear, however, that in 1973
and other recent years there is either no relationship between
size and the quit, disnissal or penalty rater or that any relat-
ionship is nodified by the influence of counteracting factors. S4

55. This result nay possibly be influenced by the fact that
large ports tend to be relatively busyr so that workers
at these ports have less opportunity to be absent from
work while receiving at least a nininun rate of pay than
those at snaller ones.

54. In 1969, for example, sinilar correlation results hold:
(t)

quit rate, bur. reg. strength -0.042 (insignificant)
disnissal rate, bur. reg. strength 0.058 ( " )
penalty rate, bur. reg. strength 0.294 ( " )
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TABLE 27

Correl ati on fficients: Port La bo ur Forces and
n mp t0 er-ln ti ate orm

Source: Derived fron Waterfront Industry Connission
data.

The view that the level of stoppages is posi-tively related
to the size of a port is widely held in the industry and the
results of our statistical analyses add support to it. Larger
ports appear to have relatively higher stoppage frequencies and
possibly worker loss ratios than smaller ones. Our results also
indicate that larger ports tend to have higher absence, and
possibly accident, rates. Size therefore seems a useful
explanatory variable of variations in aspects of stoppage
activity and in absence and accident rates among ports. Size
may also be an important consideration in the level of conflict
at ports as opposed to that at the typically snaller units in
other industries.

10. Foremen and the Supervisory Structure

An argument incorporating elements of several already
outlined concerns the role of forenen. In a casual systen the
foreman stevedore occupies a particularly key position and
may be the only point of contact between ernployer and worker.
The diversity of cargoes and conditions means he is frequently
involved in inforrnal negotiations on the job. Moreover, dt

Variables

L973 absence rate, bur. reg.
s trength
accident rate, bur. reg.
s tr ength
quit rate, bur. reg.
s trength
disnissal rate, bur. teg
s treng th
penalty rate, bur. reg.
s tr ength

Correlation Coefficient
(r)

0.945 (significant 0.001

0 . 21,0 (insignificant)

0.046 ( " )

0.229 ( " )

0.187 ( " )
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tines he is under pressure frorn the stevedoring company to
turn the ship around on schedule, with inconsistent supervision
being the resu1t.55 If in such a situation the quality of
forernen stevedores is poor, as some suggestr56 conflict is
likely to result. The forenan may also be at the centre of
conflict because of his historical inage as the "dispenser of
injusticet' under the "auction block" systern.5T This argument
seems consistent with most forms of conflict. The influence
of this factor nay vary anong ernployers and ports depending
on the quality of foremen concerned.

Any description of the supervisory structure of a steve-
doring company is nade complex by differences in nonenclature.
For example, a forenan stevedore is in some places cal1ed a

supervisor and in others sinply a stevedore. A description of
the supervisory structure using fairly standard nanes begins
with the stevedoring cornpany superintendent who is in charge
of several supervisors. The supervisor, in turn, is in charge
of a ship and has under his authority foremen stevedores. A

foreman stevedore supervises the work of a gang of waterside
workers. While this structure is fairly conmon, it is not
universal. 0n a snal1 ship or at a sma11 port, for example,
the most senior management representative may be a foreman
stevedore.

In a pooled enployment system where workers rotate among

employers, it is obvious that the forernan stevedore (and the
supervisor) plays a key role. He is often the only direct
contact between employer and work"t.58 W" have already indic-
ated that at many ports, disputes over special rates, rnanning
and wet weather work are handled at the forenan stevedore-

55. See Joel A. Fadern, rfThe Case of the Australian Waterfront:
0rganizational Designtt , JoatnaL of IndusttiaJ, Rel.ations,
Vol. 9, March L967 , p. 29.

56. See ItReport of the Streanlining Connitteert, p. 108 .

57. Walkert op.cit., p. 377. See also Fadent op.cit., p. 29.
58. One nanagenent, in a questionnaire response, noted that

'rcontact with watersiders is nainLy restricted to fore-
men. Anyone of higher status belongs to the rfaceLess
onesf.tt
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delegate level.59 At some ports most d.isputes are settled at
this 1evel. Four managements and four unions said most dis-
putes are settled between the forernan stevedore and either
the delegate or union official, while eight managements and
one union said most are settled between the supervisor (or,
in some cases, superintendent) and the union official or
delegate. Responses to the question, "At what 1evel are dis-
putes at this port rnost often settled?" were as follows:

TABLE 22

Level at lJhi ch Most Di sputes are Settl ed

Notes: a Includes superintendents.
b consists of one "...union executive and president, foreman

and secretary of this (NZPEA) branch" and one nunion
executive/ (NZPEA) branch conmittee or representatives of
bothrr.

c [hion officials and wharf supervisor or branch manager.
d Includes two rfat all levels".
Several respondents nentioned other parties also being
involved, e.g. NZPEA branch secretaries.

Source: Managenent and union questionnaires.

59. Another type of dispute which may be handled at this level
is that over the working of suppLenentary hours (or over-
time). The parties were asked to assess the inportance of
this factor as a cause of strikes at their ports. Responses
were as follows:

Scale of inportance No Mean
l2S45AnswerresponseSMR

Manag eme n t
responses (n=16) 0 L 2 1 6 6 4,20 3.44
Union responses
(n- 14 )

Source: Management and union questionnaire.
0n the basis of size of mean response, managenents rated
this factor nineteenth equal in irnportance of those assess-
ed and unions twenty-fifth.

0 1 3 2 3 5 3,78 3.67

LEVEL

union
delegate- officiat- deleg. -
forernan foteman super-

stevedore stevedore visor

unl_on
offi cial -

union
offi cial -

steve-
doring
conPany

isora nanaqer Other
I'bnagenent
responses
(n=16)

tlnion
responses
(n= 13)

7

1c

22b

_-dJJ
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In view of their ro1es, it is not surprising that foremen
stevedores and supervisors are frequently involved in conflict
situations. rt was suggested by some interviewees, however,
that the nature of the forenanr s position may make it difficult
for hin to handle such situations. The foreman is separate
from the watersiders and also, dt least physically and possibly
organisationally, from the stevedoring company employing hin.
As one ex-foreman noted, "the forernan is in a difficult position.
He tends to be caught in the niddle. He is not part of the
workers and not part of management. He also tends to be neglect-
ed by managenent." This position was seen to influence the way
in which the foreman performs his work, The same interviewee
argued that "the foreman will often not sack a man as he does
not want to appear before the port conciliation committee.
often he has not kept full records of the case and has little
to argue with, whereas the union has ful1y prepared the workerts
case." The foreman is in an unenviable position, He is respon-
sible for direct supervision but belongs to neither managernent
nor worker groups which are subjecting hin to conflicting
pressures. In such a situation it would be surprising if the
quality of supervision did not suffer.

The importance of the foreman's role was widely acknowledged
during intervierr.60 Th" quality of forenanship, however, was
seen to vary both among and within ports. At a nunber of ports
managers and union officials described the 1ocal foreman steve-
dores as either tt0.K.fr or "good". But at others it was argued
that "the quality of forenen stevedores differs between conpanies".

60. It is interesting to note that in recent years a large
number of foremen have attended training courses at the
Waterfront Training 0rganisation (WTO). (Frour 1 January
1968 to 25 August I973, 563 foremen attended these
courses.) The forenenf s course is designed to give fore-
nen an indication of the courses undertaken by watersiders
and to cover subj ects under the heading of rfforenanship".
Support for the general work of the WTO was expressed by
several interviewees. This support was echoed in a nurnber
of responses to a question on whether or not the work of
the WTO has influenced the quality of port industrial
relations. While several managenents and sone unions
said it has rtimprovedrr industrial reLations, most unions
and some managements said it has had little or no effect.
Several respondents indicated that the work of the WTOI'has greatly inproved the deck and nechanical abilities
of the watersiders but I donrt see how this enters the
industrial scene'r.
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As an aside, several managers and officials indicated that
"the ability of a forenan to get on with the nen is not relat-
ed to his being an ex-watersider". One official nade the
proviso though that "it makes a difference if the forernan is
not connected with shipping" (as a forner watersider, seaman
or ship's officer). At stil1 other ports, it was generally
agreed that "the quality of foremen is poorr'. One manager
attributed this to the local town "being a tight connunity.
The foremen have to live with the men they are trying to super-
vise. They want to straddle both sides of the fence." The
result was seen to be "arbitrary judgements". He also argued
that "foremen generally would rather not put anyone on penalty.
They feel the employers will not back then up." A union
official at the same port said, "inefficient foremen cause all
sorts of problems".

The nature of this industry results in the foreman steve-
dore (and, to an extent, the supervisor) occupying a very
important but difficult position. In view of his ro1e, it is
inevitable that the foreman will be involved in conflict
situations. But the very nature of the role at times makes it
difficult for hin to handle such situations. Variations in the
quality of foremen may help explain differences in amounts of
conflict both among companies within a port and among ports.

11. Inadequate Communications

It is also argued that conflict can result fron poor
communications between worker and employer. The argument
relates to the inclination to engage in conflict and seems

relevant to most conflict forms. fnsofar as the size of ports
varies, it nay help explain differences in port 1eve1s of
conflict. Variations in the "adequacy" of conmunications rnay

also assist in explaining the different levels of conflict of
individual managements .

The proposition that inadequate comrnunications tend to
reflect more basic causes of conflict is supported by the
many contexts within which communications have aLready been
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mentioned. They have been discussed in relation to casual
enployment, the organisation of the industry, the remoteness
of the enployer, technological change, cohesion and rnobiLity,
the size of the port16l and foremen and the supervisory
structure.

rnterviewees seldon mentioned comrnunications, as a topic
in thenselves, other than to note that they were "satisfactory"
or "good", The few who noted the existence of inadequate
communications were nainly union officials. one official
clained I'industrial relations are not as good as they used to
be because there are not the same lines of comrnunications
open". He attributed this partly to an alleged centralizatton
of enployer decision making.

Despite infrequent mention during interviews, question-
naire responses did sornetimes refer to inadequate communications
rn answer to a question on ways of "improving" industrial relat-
ions, five unions and three managements indicated the need for
better cornrnunications. One of these unions, for example,
suggested "previous communication - mostly none - on proposed
plans to vary systerns of work". A managenent saw the need for
"increased comnunications between union and ernployer - and
enployer and enployer", and another "for (NZPEA) branch
secretaries (to) be prepared to meet union people on their own

side". One management specified communications between employer
and worker (rather than between union official and enployers I

representative) in arguing for ttmore - or should I say some

contact between employers and watersiders".

The parties were asked to assess the inportance of poor
comrnunications as a cause of strikes at their ports. It is
clear from Table 23, that relatively rnore unions than manage-
xnents considered this factor inportant. A full 50% of respond-
ing managements rated it of no importance. Of the three unions
rating it very important, two were fron large ports and one
from a medium size port. 0n the basis of size of nean response,
unions rated poor comnunications tenth in importance of factors
assessed and managements only eighteenth. 0n1y in one of eight

61 . See Evans t op.cit,, pp . 158 - 1.59.
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cases did rnanagement and union from the same port provide the
same response; otherwise the management thought it less inport-
ant than did the union.

TABLE 23

The Perceived Importance of Poor Communications as

Source: l*lanagement and union questionnaires.

Differences in responses of management and union fron the
same port to any question have interesting inplications for
perception and so communications. Assessrnents of the importance
of factors as causes of strikes frorn the same port were more
often different than identical, with the largest number of
identical assessments for any port being ten. At two other
ports, the parties gave identical assessments for only three of
the 29 factors. We have aLready noted in the last chapter that
managernent and union from the same port quite frequently held
different perceptions of relative stoppage, turnover, absence
and accident levels.

Unions were also asked how often their officials meet with
employers. Ten said "frequently" and four "infrequently". Of
these 14 unions, 13 said the meetings were scheduled on an

irregular basis, while one said some were on arL irregular basis
and others regular. Some indicated that these neetings covered
a wide range of topics. One union, for example, specified
"disputes and also general discussions on the well-being of the

Scale of inportance
I2345

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- import- inport- irnport- inport- No Mean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Managenent
responses0tZ2564.10S.3
(n=16)

Union
responses3lS0ZS2.672.S
(n=14)
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port and exchange of views". Another noted that "(the enrploy-
errs) door is always open to any officer of the union".

As indicated in chapter vrr, the waterfront industry has
an unusuarry large nunber of bodies on which workers and
ernployers are jointly represented. At most ports responding
to the questionnaire there are at least three such bodies (port
conciliation committee, port safety advisory council and port
amenities conmittee). six ports, however, noted the presence
of more than three joint bodies. Three managements specified
four conmittees, with the additional one being a bureau regis-
ter selection committee. such a committee (with unions in an
advisory capacity) was also noted at two ports where the pres-
ence of a cargo flow committee brought the number of joint
bodies to five. One management indicated the existence of six
such bodies which included, in addition to those already ment-
ionedr a panel to consider exemption fron certain classes of
work. 0n1y two very small ports reported no joint bodies.
while there is considerable contact, both in terrns of direct
rneetings and meetings of j oint bodies, between union officials
and enployers I representatives and enployers, the same degree
of contact does not exist between the rank and file worker and
employer.

As regards communications among menbers of a particular
party, we have already noted that there is a high degree of
participation of workers in union affairs. Ir{ost unions hold
not only nonthly neetings but also special neetings should the
need arise. Port unions, in turn, appear to maintain fairly
close contact with the New Zealand Waterside Workers' Federation.
when asked how often they consult the Federation on l-ocal port
disputes, seven unions said 'roftentt and six ttsometimest'.

Individual employers also seem to be in fairly close contact
with the local branch of the New ZeaLand Port Enployers'
Association. Managements at nine ports said the branch is
often consulted on 1oca1 port disputes while those at six said
sometimes. The branches thenselves appear to be in frequent
contact with the Associationrs head office. Six managements

said head office is often consulted on 1ocal disputes and nine
said sometines.
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The volume of comrnunications is relatively high at some
levels and 1ow at others. rn particular, it is often high at
the union official-employers I representative 1evel but 1ow at
the worker-enployer 1eve1. This difference in volume largely
reflects the basic features of the industry. From interviews
and questionnaire responses it seems this pattern may not be
universal. Thus at some ports union officials complained of
a lack of conmunications with 1oca1 employers. Also, there may
be variation in the quality of communications. variations in
volume and quality may exist both within and arnong ports and
help explain differences in amounts of conflict at those 1eve1s.
But inadequacy of communication, we have argued, reflects more
fundamental features of the industry and so is a precipitating
rather than basic influence.

L2. Personalit.v Difference!

we have also argued that personality differences are a

precipitating influence, largely reflecting more basic ones.
Relatively few interviewees mentioned such differences as a

source of conflict. Those that did, not surprisingly, placed
emphasis on the personalities of key personnel such as union
officials, foremen stevedores and supervisors, and NZpEA

secretaries. One manager argued that "personalities enter into
different port stoppage records", citing local examples of a

supervisor who was "conscientious but caused a lot of trouble
because he could not get on with the menr', and of a union
official whon "employers bristled at the sight of every tine he
walked onto the wharf". One union official contended that
"industrial relations are built on personalities".

As with the other two industries, there was mention of
the effect of a change in personnel or in the position occupied
by a person. One NZPEA secretary argued that a 1ocal union
officialr on being elected to a ful1-tirne position, "caused
trouble by stopping gangs" because "he had to prove to the
men his appointment was worthwhile and his own personality
causes problems". Interestingly, the officials at this port
turned the argument around and directed it at the NZPEA

secretary. They said "industrial rel-ations have been
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deteriorating because of a change in personality. Lately
enployers have been provoking trouble. you sornetimes strike
this with a change in personnel (i.e. the NZpEA secretary).
The new appointrnent wants to set a good example. "

Managements and unions were asked in the questionnaires
to assess the importance of personality differences as a cause
of strikes at their ports. Responses of unions reinforced the
inpression gained from interviews. rt can be seen from Table
24 that most unions considered this factor of no irnportance.
Management responses were more varied, although rnanagernents
generally placed nore enphasis on it than did unions. 0n the
basis of size of mean response, managements rated personality
differences ninth equal in importance of the 29 factors assess-
ed and unions only twenty-seventh. rn just two cases did
management and union from the same port provide identical
assessments. In all six others , the management rated the
factor rnore irnportant than did the union. rnterestingly, the
one managenent rating it very important was from a port for
which the union rated it not inportant.

TABLE 24

The Percei ved Importqnce of Personal i t.y Di f ferences
as a Cause of Strikes

Source: Managenent and rmion questionnaires.

In questionnaire responses managenents clearly attached
considerable importance, but unions litt1e importance, to
personality differences. During interviews relatively 1itt1e
enphasis was placed on such differences and, of the cornments

Scale of inportance
L234s

Above Below
Very Average Average Average Not

inport- inport- inport- inport- inport- No I'tean
ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

Managenent
responsesl-240363.202.62
(n=16)

Union
responses00207S4.564.43
(n=14)
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that were nade, several indicated that they partly reflect
basic causes of conflict in the situation. For exanple, if
newly appointed full-tine union or employer representatives
appear to "make troub1e", this is not just because of a change
in personneL or personalities but also because the appointees
are attenpting to fulfi1 the perceived expectations of
rnembers. That members are seen to have such expectations
suggests the presence of more basic causes of conflict, as
does the appointeets apparent ability to "make troubler'.
Nonetheless, the existence of personality differences may
help explain variations in amounts of conflict at nost 1evels.
In particular, changes in personnel or in the occupancy of
key positions nay lead to sudden changes in amounts of conflict

13 . The Presence of Aq i ta tors

There was less ernphasis in this industry on the presence
of agitators than in either of the other two studied. No

interviewee specifically nentioned the existence of agitators
as a cause of conflict. One manager said "we have some

rnilitant types who cause trouble if there are a few in a gang"
but refrained from calling such workers agitators, arguing
"years ago we had agitators planted but not nowadaysr'. One

union official at a large port firmly stated "the talk about
agitators is nonsense" and elaborated that it "doesnft pay a

leader to belong to a political party. Policy should not be

deternined by a political party. There is a political aware-
ness among the men but they are not communist infiltrated.
You could never have dornination by a left wing group here."

The parties were asked in the questionnaires to assess
the importance of the presence of agitators as a cause of
strikes at their ports. As can be seen from Table 25, there
was some difference in responses among nanagements and also
between managements generally and unions. All unions considered
this factor of little or no importance. While sone managements
also gave these assessments, others considered it of average or
above average irnportance. Interestingly, the four managements

rating it of above average inportance were all frorn high or
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mediun stoppage leve1 ports. 0n the basis of size of mean
response, managements rated the presence of agitators eleventh
equal in inportance of the 29 factors assessed and unions only
twenty-eighth. Management and union from the same port
provided identical assessments in two cases (assessments of
"not important, in both) . In all five others, the managernent
rated it nore important than did the union.

TABLE 25

The Perceived Importance of the Pr:esence of Agitators
as a Cause of Strikes

Source: Management and union questionnaires.

It appears that different frames of reference have in some

cases produced different perceptions as between the parties.
Despite this, the presence of agitators is generally accord.ed
1ittle importance in this industry. It seems the "agitator
argument" here has nininal explanatory va1ue.

III. CONCLUSION

Our study has traversed a wide range of possible influences,
included among which, we would argue, are the najor orr*r.62 In

62. A factor included in the questionnaires but clearly con-
sidered uninportant was racial frictions. Assessments of
this factor were as fol.lows:

Scale of importance

L2345
Above Below

Very Average Average Average Not
inport- inport- inport- inport- inport- No lGan

ant ance ance ance ant Answer response SMR

l,tanagenent
responses042LS63.S0Z.70
(n=16)

Union
responses00OZ664.7S4.6L
(n=14)

(Footnote 62 is continued on the next page. )
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so doing several connections between factors have been docu-
rnented but, by necessity, factors have basically been studied.
individuaLry. ltie must now bring these together into an over-
view of the determinants of the waterfront industry pattern of
conflict.

Our evaluation suggests the following factors are inport-
ant influences on at least one forrn of industrial conflict:
overseas ownership of shipping and stevedoring conpanies;
technological change; the nature of the work and of the worker;
variations in cargoes and conditions; the volurne of trade and
bargaining power; the size of the port. The casual nature of
enploynent is also an important influence and has led to a

system of waterfront organisation which itself has an influence
on confrict. one aspect of this system is the waterfront
rndustry commission, the presence and nature of which probably
results in a 1evel of conflict lower than that which would
prevail under a significantly d.ifferent arrangement. Factors
of some importance in particular situations include the quality
of forenen and nature of the supervisory structure, inadequate
communications and personality differences. The origins of
these influences are largely in the rnore basic ones listed
above. Others of little or no importance are the presence of
agitators and racial friction.

The importance of technical and econonic conditions in a

composite pattern of determinants is obvious. A feature of the

(Footnote 62 continued) :

of iurportance
345

Management
r espons es
(n= 16 )

Union
resPonses
(n= 14 )

4.80 3.93

Source : Managenent and union

On the basis of size of mean response, both parties rated
this factor last in irnportance of the 29 assessed (in the
case of managements the rating was twenty-seventh equal).

Sca le
L2

No Mean
Answer response SMR

5 5.00 4.86

questionnaires.
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industry's technology is that the volume of cargo requiring
handling varies with the flow of vessels in and out of port.
This produces a casual system of enployment with a transient
enployer-worker relationship and fluctuations in the avail-
ability of work. such a systen night be expected to predispose
the industry toward conflict, a predisposition which may be
nodified by organisational arrangements such as the Waterfront
rndustry comrnission. variation in the degree of .casua1ness",
and particularly in the number of employers engaging a worker
over a period, ilar help explain variations in levels of con-
flict (especially of stoppages, absence and penalties) as among
ports. The technology is a changing feature of the industry.
At ports where technological change is occurring conflict,
Largely of a collective and enployer-initiated sort, often
results. Where it is not, 1eve1s of these forrns rnay be
reduced. Technical conditions also determine the nature of
the work, and in part, of the worker. Conflict may be part-
icularly associated with dangerous or unpleasant work. Var-
iations in features of the work within and among ports rnay
produce differences in anounts of stoppages and possibly of
some individual forms at those levels. Variations in types of
cargoes and in conditions under which they must be handled are
also important, Aside from directly affecting conflict, this
variation creates numerous subsidiary influences on it. The
greater the variation at any port, the greater night be the
leve1 of conflict.

Economic conditions, possibly along with historical ones,
shape the ownership pattern of the industry and in particular
its overseas-owned character. The pervasiveness of overseas
ownership suggests it has a.general influence but, insofar as

the proportion of such ownership varies among ports, Da1r

assist in explaining differences in port leve1s of conflict.
Economic and technical conditions determine a portrs volume
of trade and the bargaining power possessed by the parties.
The size of a port can also be seen to be determined by
economic and technical conditions and influences the leve1 of
conflict in numerous ways (and particularly of stoppages,
absence and possibly accidents). Moreover, those same condit-
ions strongly influence the nature of the foremanrs role and
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of the supervisory structure. Less basic and systematic
influences on conflict include inadequate communications, and
personality differences .

Many of the basic features of the waterfront industry
predispose it toward conflict. variations in these features
and the presence of other, less general, ones account for
differences in amounts of conflict both within and among
ports. Changes in these over time, together with those in
most widespread factors, account for inter-tenporal variations
in amounts of conflict.

It is difficult to change the basic features of this
industry. The irregular nature of trade results in a system
of casual employment. while some of the characteristics of
this systern would be changed by the adoption of a form of
permanent employment, others, such as fluctuations in the
availability of work or even rotation on a temporary basis to
other enployers, may renain. In any event, the operation of
past variants of the casual system, sone of which involved
working for a particular employer or in set gangs, has pre-
disposed workers against any form of permanency. It appears
as a result, that a central adninistration body along the
lines of the WIC will remain a key part of waterfront organ-
isation. The extent of feasible change to such a body is
linited by the very features which predispose workers against
permanent employnent. Alterations in conflict 1evels are
possible, but only with changes in some of the basic features
of the industry. Such alterations rnight, for example, require
changes in the progranming and phasing of shipping, the nethods
of introd.ucing technological change, ownership structures, the
nature of some of the work, the content, layout and number of
agreements and other docunents, payment systems, the supervisory
structure and the role of foremen, the relationship of companies
to workers, the size of the port and so on. Sorne of these
changes may have been contenplated but not adopted because
their expected costs exceed expected gains. They may not,
however, have even been seriously considered.

While this industry has a predisposition toward conflict,
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ports need not necessarily be conflict prone. Itle sa.w in the
Last chapter how sone ports have virtually no stoppages and
reJ-ativoly low Level-s of turnover, absence, accidents and
pena.ltie,s. whitre no,t alL of these ineorporatc featu"es put
forward abov'e as possible changes, those t_hat do point to the
pos:sibi.nity that any predispositio-n toward cor,rfLict can to
som€ extent be nodified.
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Chapter XV

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

None of the three industries studied conform to the stereo-
type of a "normal" industry. Rather than offering the steady,
long terrn employnent of the stereotype, all three, because of
their production processes, have fluctuating demands for labour
and so offer nostly temporary employment. rn rneat freezLng the
typical enploynent period is the season, which lasts from a few
to several months depending on area. In building and construct-
ion the typical period is the duration of the contract or
project which nay last a few to several years. In the water-
front industry the worker is typically in the enploy of a

particular employer for the duration of a job (i.e. the loading
or unloading of a vessel), which rnay be as short as a few hours
but not longer than several days.

The factory situation of the stereotype is found in only
one of the industries. Meat freezing, with its processing and
machine paced operations and its assenbly line organisation,
replicates many of the factory characteristics of the stereo-
type. In the building and construction and waterfront indus-
tries the place of employnent is not stationary nor is it
necessarily physically enclosed. Rather, work rnay be perforrn-
ed in a variety of places and conditions within the project
or port area.

The stereotype industry is a manufacturing one and again
only meat freezing has this characteristic. Construction is
usually treated as distinct from manufacturing, its product
differing fundanentally fron the typical manufacture. The

waterfront industry is of course a service rather than product
industry. Much of the analysis of industrial conflict in the
literature is set, at least implicitly, rcithin the context of
the stereotype 'fnormal" industty. Its relevance is question-
able if conflict prone industries do not conforrnto the stereo-
type. In many cases it appears that the analysis of conflict
ironically is developed within nodels appropriate to industries
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with relatively low conflict levels.

Despite their obvious differences, the three industries
have several common features which directly or indirectly give
rise to conflict in each. One such feature is casual ernploy-
ment. rn meat freezing it takes the forrn of seasonality.
I{hile the seasonal nature creates a clinate conducive to
conflict and influences many factors, its direct effect on
conflict leve1s among works appears to be nodified by other
factors, particularly their size and location. The project
nature of construction produces casual enploynent which in
turn has several effects on conflict. One of these is the
lack of faniliarity which often exists both between workers
and managers, and within each of these two groups. Another is
the impermanence of employnent which shapes attitudes in a way
conducive to conflict. The nature of casual employnent in the
construction industry differs from that in the other two indus-
tries because the project, unlike the freezing works or port,
is not a permanent enployment unit. casual ernployment also
has a pervasive influence in the waterfront industry. It
predisposes the industry toward conflict but also influences
other factors, such as the organisational structure, which
themselves have irnplications for conflict. fn all three indus-
tries the parties tended to place heavy emphasis on casual
employment in all aspects of our investigation, except for
questionnaire responses of waterfront nanagements.

The seasonal nature of neat freezing, the project nature
of construction and the irregular work of the waterfront
industry influence the cost of conflict action and bargaining
power. In the meat industry the cost of stoppage to the
worker may be low providing stock numbers are unaffected. The
stoppage may merely extend the season. Moreover, the relative
bargaining power of the parties varies during the course of the
season. The worker enjoys an advantage during the "build-up"
and peak periods, as does the employer during the "run-down"
and off-season and other slack periods. In construction,
bargaining power obviously exists only as long as does the
project. A stoppage nay extend the completion date and result
in a relatively low cost to workers, in terms of income foregone,
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but a high cost to the employer because of such costs as
penalty payrnents. During the early stages of a contract, the
enployer may possess considerable bargaining power if only
because he can withdraw at a relatively low cost. rn the
middle and latter stages, however, workers possess a bargain-
ing advantage in that the employer is then committed to the
project and to meeting its conpletion date. rn the waterfront
industry the cost of stoppage to the worker, in terms of
incone foregone in the short run, nay be relatively 1ow if
there are no imnediate prospects of further work being avail-
able on other vessels. To the enployer, however, the cost of
stoppage, in terms of a slower turn-around of the vessel, is
the same irrespective of whether or not work is interrnittent.

Another feature which influences conflict in all three
industries is the nature of the work and of the worker. An
important common aspect of the nature of the work is danger
which not only produces disagreernents over safety matters but
also creates an atmosphere conducive to conflict. In each
industry managements placed less irnportance on safety (or
dangerous work) as a cause of strikes than did unions. All
parties (with the partial exception of construction manage-
ments) nonetheless attached considerable inportance to this
factor. Another aspect present to some extent in all three is
dirty or unpleasant work. rn the rneat freezing and construct-
ion industries, managements again rated this factor less
inportant than did unions. The parties in these two indus-
tries accorded it less importance than did their counterparts
on the waterfront. An aspect of the work of great irnportance
only in meat freezir.g is monototrI, boredom and repetition.
Meat freezing work has this aspect because of its assenbly
line, machine paced, processing nature, Work in the other
two industries is far more varied and individuaLLy paced. A

factor unique to building and construction, and resulting from
its project nature, is the tenporary character of facilities
and amenities. The outdoor nature of nuch construction and
waterfront work may also at tines be a cause of conflict, but
then so nay the indoor character of meat freezing work (for
example, because of heat). The importance attached by unions
to the forceful character of workers as a cause of strikes was
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sinilar in each industry. Management assessments were also
similar in the waterfront and construction industries. fn the
case of meat freezing, however, managements placed greater
importance on the forceful character of workers than did those
in the other two industries. rn all cases, both parties rated
it as of at least average irnportance. certainly workers in
these industries appear forceful.

Workers in all three industries are generally cohesive in
a conflict with the employer. This view was shared by rnost
management and union respondents. workers tend to identify
with their fellows rather than managements, partly because
occupational mobility is linited. Although a significant
proportion of forenen in each industry is appointed from
among nanual workers, the proportion of nanagerial staff above
the foreman 1evel who began as manual workers is much lower.
Superficially, the degree of homogeneity of the labour force
appears high in each industry but this is nisleading except in
the case of the waterfront. Workers in neat freezLrrg are often
differentiated along departnental lines and in construction
along occupational 1ines. Nonetheless, the overriding consider-
ation in a conflict with the employer is that workers are all
"freezing workers" or all "construction workerstt. Sinilarly,
workers in each industry superficially appear socially isolated.
There has been a traditional social stigna attached to being a

watersider, freezing worker orr to a lesser extent, construction
labourer, but the situation today is somewhat different. In
many places watersiders and freezing workers are an integral
and irnportant part of the local conmunity. Even in the con-
struction industry, only those living in carnps are highly
isol-ated. Certainly both managernents and unions in meat
freezing and unions in the waterfront ind.ustry tended to place
1ittle importance on social- isolation as a cause of conflict.
Sone managements and unions in construction and a few water-
front managenents though attached irnportance to this factor.

Paynent systems and earnings relativities seem important
causes of conflict in all three industries. In meat freezing
the seasonal nature and need to process the raw material
rapidly has resulted in the extensive use of piecework and
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incentive schemes. conflict nay result from such schemes 8s,
for example, when the rate of output is, for any of a number
of reasons, slowed to the detriment of the worker. The variety
of conditions in construction results in a host of allowances,
the negotiation and application of which rnay produce conflict.
rn the waterfront industry the diversity of cargo means many
special rates, some of which nust be negotiated, These, atong
with the incentive contract system, have been sources of con-
f1ict. rn questionnaire responses, unions in each industry
considered the bases on which wages are calculated to be a more
inportant cause of strikes than did nanagements. funong uni-ons ,
those in construction considered it nost inportant (rating it
of above average inportance) as did construction managements.
Managements in the meat freezl-ng and waterfront industries
rated the bases on which wages are calculated of below average
importance (although those in waterfront rated disagreements
over claims for special rates of considerable importance).

Meat freezing and, especially, building and construction
have a rnultiplicity of bargaining relationships and of earnings
relativities. These are also numerous on the waterfront but
to a lesser degree. A11 three industries offer possibilities
for continuing negotiations and infornal agreements. Relativ-
ities are therefore not only numerous but 1ike1y to be frequent-
ly upset. The potential for conflict from this source is
therefore high. The complexity of bargaining rel-ationships,
relativities and other factors, such as types of cargo in the
waterfront industry, results in conplexity of agreernents and
other codes of rules which itself nay produce conflict.

Units in all three industries are typically very 1arge.
The snallest average size of enployrnent in these industries,
the waterfront, is over 10 tines the average of manufacturing
units and the largest, the meat freezing industry, is twice
that again. Units in the industries under study are also
physically very much larger than those in nost other industries.
If the leve1 of conflict is related to size, these three
industries night be expected to be conflict prone. There is
good reason for thinking such a relationship exists, although
the effects of size are difficult to disentangle fron those of
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other factors. As well as impersonal relationships and in-
adequate cornrnunications, bigness nay be associated, at least in
one or two of the industries, with a multiplicity of bargaining
relationships, a bargaining advantage on the part of workers,
a labour force with "traditionally militant" groups in it,
greater technological change and so on. The effects of size
on levels of conflict among units within the three industries
are nore amenable to testing in this study. certainly, size
(in terms of labour force) was significantry related to stop-
page frequency and accident frequency rate within meat free zLrrg,
and to stoppage frequency and absence rate in the waterfront
industry. rn construction, size is positively, but weakly,
related to stoppage frequency and not significantly related to
any individual form of conflict. rn this case, it appears the
effect of size is to some extent counteracted by that of other
variables. Despite the importance of size in the neat free zing
and waterfront industries, and its fairly frequent mention
during interviews, this factor was not rated of irnportance as
a cause of strikes by the questionnaire respondents. rn meat
freezing, however, there was a tendency for respondents from
larger works to consider size more important than those from
snaller ones, Itlaterfront responses weLe more confusing.

In all three industries there is an impression among union
representatives that top management is remote and that conflict
can result because of this. In meat freezing this remoteness
derives fron the separation of works from conpany head offices,
overseas ownership and the seasonal nature of employment.
Casual enployment is also important in this respect in con-
struction, as is the isolation of the project frorn head office
and the techni caI/ engineering bias of some managements. fn
the waterfront industry, casual employment, especially the
rotation of workers among different employers, the organis-
ation of the industry and the centralization of shipping and
stevedoring conpany offices along with their being overseas-
owned are irnportant sources of remoteness. Managements in
questionnaire responses tended to place litt1e inportance on

this factor but several, during interviews, placed emphasis on
particular features nentioned above. Unions in all aspects of
our study considered it irnportant.
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The private ownership of companies appears of sone import-
ance in each industry. In meat freezing sone union officials
saw private ownership as influencing the inclination to engage
in conflict and expressed a preference for a nationalised
industry with union and farmer involvement in its operation.
rn construction private ownership was seen to influence both
the inclination and ability of workers to engage in conflict
and appears useful in explaining differences in stoppage 1evels
between government and private contracts. Private ownership
seems a less inportant influence in the waterfront industry,
if only because of the proninent role played by a statutory
body (the Waterfront fndustry Cornmission) in its operation.
certainly even if the wIC makes employers nore remote it has
compensating advantages and there is enthusiastic support for
it among port unions and, in some cases, a desire to see its
role expanded. some union representatives would like to see
at least part of the ownership of stevedoring cornpanies in the
hands of watersidersr unions. such a move may reduce conflict
from this source and increase the participation and involvement
of workers in the industry. Its total effect on conflict
would depend on what other features of the industry it changed.

Up until now we have largely been concerned with factors
which are directly related to the nature of these industries.
These "basic" factors not only influence conflict but nay also
shape other "precipitating" ones which themselves influence
conflict. A precipitating factor common to the three industries
is inadequate communications. Each industry has numerous
features naking for conrnunications difficulties. Among these
are casual enployrnent, the nultiplicity of bargaining relation-
ships, remoteness of top nanagenent, the size of the unit and
the nature of the supervisory structure. Each industry also
has particular features, such as the isolation of the project
and remoteness of union officials in the case of construction.
It appears that comnunications between union representatives
and nanagers are on an infornal and irregular basis, except
possibly in the waterfront industry. The existence of numerous
joint bodies in the waterfront industry nay help explain the
apparent greater leve1 of communications between union repres-
entatives and managers there than in the other two industries.
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Communications between nanagements and workers r orr the other
hand, appear deficient in all three industries. In each
industry managements rated poor communications a less inport-
ant cause of strikes than did unions. Moreover, respective
nanagement assessments r o[ the one hand, and union assessments,
on the other, were sirnilar between meat freezing and construct-
ion, with rnanagements rating it between average and above
average importance and unions between above average inportance
and very important. rn the waterfront industry, by comparison,
managements accorded it somewhat less than, and unions somewhat
more than, average importance.

Another common precipitating factor involves the quality
and role of foremen and the nature of the supervisory structure
fn each industry the foreman is the staff nenber most directly
involved in conflict situations. This is so if only because
he rnay be the single point of direct contact between managernent
and worker. The nature of the forernanrs ro1e, however, results
in his often being ill equipped to handle such situations. In
many cases he has not been given adequate training or preparat-
ion by higher management. He is exposed to opposing pressures
but belongs to neither the nanagement nor worker groups apply-
ing them. He is charged with getting the job done but has
1itt1e authority with which to do it. The unattractiveness of
the position is in no way relieved by the smal1 additional
reward associated with it. In these circurnstances it would
not be surprising if managements found it hard to recruit and
retain "good" foremen. fn the waterfront the forenanrs role
appears even more closely related to the industryts basic
features than in neat freezing and construction. The rotation
of workers among ernployers, the existence of the WIC and the
frequent rernoteness of stevedoring conp€uty offices places the
foreman stevedore in a particularly important position. In
meat freezir.g a lack of training in foremanship was conplained
of, especially by union representatives. A lack of training,
as well as of technical ability, was also enphasised in con-
struct ion.

Personality differences are a precipitating factor, the
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influence of which is difficult to disentangle fron that of
other factors. where t'personality clashes" were nentioned by
the parties, it was often irnplied they were added elements in
a situati.on already conducive to conflict. Emphasis in each
industry was placed on the effects of changes in personnel,
and so in personalities. Some interviewees thought that newly
appointed key personnel sometimes "nake trouble". Reasons
suggested for this include the "testing" of new appointees by
the other party and the appointee attempting to fulfil the
perceived expectations of members. some building and con-
struction managers argued that if the rftesting" of a new
manager results in the establishment of precedents and a
"tradition" of direct action, the best way to change the
situation was another change in personnel but this tine with
a particularly competent replacement. Irrespective of the
direction of change in conflict, changes in personalities may
help explain sudden variations in conflict levels. rn meat
freezing there was a range of assessments of the importance of
personality differences as a cause of strikes among both
parties, although each rated it of about average importance.
rn the waterfront industry, management respondents placed some
importance on personality differences as a cause of strikes
but unions were almost unifornly of the opinion that they are
of no importance.

The past may itself have an influence on conflict in that
events in the past shape attitudes and so behaviour. certain
historical conflict situations have had pervasive effects in
each industry, including the creation of an I'atmosphere" which
nay be conducive to conflict. The variability of conflict
levels among units within each industry, however, suggests
that any widespread atnosphere can be nodified by, among other
things, 1oca1 custom and tradition.

So far we have concentrated on factors which are not only
conmon to but of sone importance in each industry. There are
several other factors of importance in just one or two of the
industries. One of these is the forrnation and nature of work
groups. In meat freezing the sequential, integrated nature
of the production process results in the departrnental work
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group being the focal employnent unit. The technology of con-
struction also produces distinct work groups there. rn each
case, the technology confers a bargaining advantage on part-
icular groups which, for this reason among others, tend to be
stoppage prone. Several rnanagernents in meat freezing consider
the decision to strike is usually rnade at departrnental level,
although this view is not shared by rnost unions which argue it
is nade at works leve1. Numerous construction managenents and
unions see the decision as usually being made at job 1evel.
Despite the importance of the work group neither party in
construction considered friction between occupational groups
of great significance as a cause of strikes. This may be due
to the same joint action of unions which prevents job denar-
cation and friction between unions from becoining causes of
stoppages on projects. Freezing industry unions also attach
little significance to friction between occupational groups
although some managements consider it important. There was
possibly greater evidence of inter-group conflict in this
ind.ustry than in construction. Job denarcation and friction
between unions again do not appear inportant causes of stop-
pages. In the waterfront industry the rotation of workers
among enployers prevents the formation of distinct work groups
with the result that these groups are of 1itt1e relevance there.
Partly in consequence, nost stoppages in this industry involve
the whole labour force, whereas in the other two a consider-
able proportion of stoppages is confined to particular work
groups.

The factors producing casual enployment are also respon-
sible for the existence of camps in meat freezing and in
building and construction. Carnps are a very irnportant influence
on conflict in construction but not in neat freezing. There
are a number of reasons for the difference. First, construct-
ion canps are very much larger both in terns of number of
inhabitants and in the percentage of the total labour force
housed in then. The snaller camps of the rneat industry are
generally not the source of leaders that they are on some

construction sites. Second, camps are relatively nore numer-
ous in the construction industry. 0n1y half of meat freezing
works have camps and some of them are now virtually unused.
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Thirdly, construction camps are generally ternporary structures
while those in the rneat industry are largely permanent. Despite
this, construction workers may live in their camps for several
years on end while freezing workers nay spend only part of a

season in theirs. The carnps of the construction industry
differ greatly in nature from those of neat free ztng, and
exert a relatively stronger influence on its conflict patterns.

Technological change is a very inportant cause of conflict
in meat freezing and the waterfront. In the meat industry it
is largely associated with the hygiene regulations. The

reasons for these regulations, their exact nature, their effects
and the methods of introduction and application have all been
najor sources of conflict. Both nanagements and unions regard-
ed new technology and changes resulting from hygiene regulations
as the nost important of the factors assessed as causes of
strikes. Unions , and managements to a lesser extent, also
attached considerable importance to the associated factor of
heat, The hygiene regulations appear a significant part of
the explanation of the strong upward trend in meat free zing
stoppage activity in recent years. Technological change has
been very rapid in the waterfront industry, affecting conflict
in numerous ways. At ports where it is occurring, such change
influences the inclination and ability to engage in conflict,
to an extent increasing both. At other ports the effect is the
reverse as the parties strive to retain trade. Technological
change opens up possibilities for denarcation frictions which
are an inportant cause of conflict in this industry. The

differential irnpact of change seems a fruitful explanation of
differences in levels of collective and sone enployer-initiated
forms among ports and also of changes in these leve1s at a

particular port over tine. Both managements and unions placed
considerable irnportance on the inpact of new technology on

waterfront work and on demarcation frictions as causes of
strikes. In the construction industry the role of new tech-
nology is less clearcut and its effects were consequently
seldom nentioned in interviews. Wtrile technological change
undoubtedly causes conflict in particuLar circunstances in
that industry, it does not appear to be a factor of widespread
inportance as it is in the other two.
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The 1ow status and lack of pride in an industry probably
has 1itt1e effect on conflict independent from those resulting
frorn more prinary factors. A possible prirnary factor in the
meat industry is the poor physical environment of some i+orks.
rn the other two industries 1ow status appeared of 1ittle
importance. In neither was it rnentioned, except by irnplication
in discussions of social isolation.

The location of a unit seems an irnportant factor in meat
freezing. rn particular, workers at rural works appear less
prone to stoppages than those at urban ones, possibly because
of closer ties with farmers and the 1ocal community and of
fewer alternative enploynent opportunities. Rural works also
tend to have lower accident frequency rates than urban ones.
rn waterfront, location may have some effect in that srnall
ports have close links with the town while conflict activity
at large ones may be influenced by that occurring in surround-
ing areas. The region probably has less effect on construction
projects than on units in other industries. Projects have
linited lives and are often undertaken by workforces, a high
proportion of which comes from other areas and is housed in
camps. These features reduce the effects of local attitudes
and restraints imposed by the state of the regional economy.

Overseas ownership of conpanies appears an important
influence on conflict in the meat freezing and waterfront
industries. Overseas-owned companies are seen by union repres-
entatives to have remote top managements, loca1 negotiators
with 1itt1e power, re1-atively "rigid" attitudes to workers and
little understanding of the New Zealand industrial relations
scene and to be international organisations which run their
local operations to suit their global interests. Some managers,
particular1-y in meat freezing, also hold some of these views.
Certainly, in the meat industry there is a significant differ-
ence between the average stoppage and accident 1eve1s of
overseas-owned and New Zealand-owned cornpanies. In the water-
front industry, where most companies are overseas owned, the
influence appears a fairly pervasive one. In both industries,
union respondents attached considerable irnportance to overseas
ownership as a cause of strikes, while management ones attached
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little or no inportance. Unions at overseas-owned meat freezing
works attached particular importance to it. rn building and
construction overseas ownership appears a relatively unirnport-
ant factor, if only because nost major employers are New

zealand cornpanies. rn specific cases, however, it has been
of importance; for exampler or a particular contract where an
overseas subcontractor was enployed.

The nature of the product or service is an irnportant
infruence on bargaining power and possibly on conflict in at
least meat freezing and waterfront. The raw material and
product in the meat industry is highly perishable and this
confers a bargaining advantage on workers. Enployers as a

result are under pressure, at least in the short run, to keep
operating. whether or not the bargaining advantage from this
source will translate into stoppage action depends, among

other things, on the expected cost to the employer of con-
cession and on the accuracy of his expectations and interpret-
ation of the situation. In waterfront the service obviously
cannot be stockpiled so that under normal events the enployer
suffers an innediate cost through a stoppage in the form of a

slower turn-around of the vessel and so longer tine in port.
As the cost of tine in port is high relative to that at sea,
workers gain a bargaining advantage as a result. This short
run advantage may be more than counteracted, however, by the
shipping company's ability to divert future trade away from
the port. Thus the bargaining power of workers is relatively
high at some ports and 1ow at others. Whether a bargaining
advantage on the part of either party is translated into direct
action again depends in part on the expected cost of concess-
ion and the accuracy of interpretations of the situation and
of expectations. In building and construction, nornally
neither the raw material nor product is highly perishable so
that the nature of the product confers relatively 1itt1e
bargaining power on workers. A stoppage nay result in the
cornpletion date not being met but bargaining power in this
context derives from the nature of the project rather than of
the product.

Bargaining power may also be influenced by the effect of
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collective action on third parties. rn the neat industry the
enployer is at various tirnes under pressure frorn the farmer to
keep operating because the farmer loses income if his stock is
not killed in prirne condition. Such pressure confers a bargain-
ing advantage on workers. A stoppage on the waterfront is
highly visi-ble and affects numerous third parties including
importers, exporters and consumers generally. Third party
pressure is therefore strong although not necessarily as
focused on the employer as in the meat industry. But insofar
as the employer is more susceptible to it than the worker,
it may again confer a bargaining advantage on the worker.
construction proj ects are often isolated and therefore less
visible to the general public. The third party most affected
by a stoppage is the client who may be able to exert only
linited pressure on those directly involved. Only in except-
ional cases is sufficient third party pressure applied to
significantly influence bargaining power.

The form of organisation of the industry is considered an
inportant cause of conflict by waterfront managements. In
particular, they see the Waterfront Industry Conrnission as a

barrier between employer and worker. Waterfront unions, on
the other hand, take the opposite view in regarding the WIC as
a buffer between the parties. In the light of the character-
istics and history of the industry, the union argument appears
stronger. Substantial alteration of the WIC wil-1 undoubtedly
result in conflict and on this basis it is difficult to accept
that the WIC is a cause of conflict. fn rneat freezing and
construction, the organisation of the industry was not, in
itself, considered an issue and therefore a cause of conflict.

There are several factors which our evaluation suggests
are of relatively little inportance or of inportance only in
particular situations. One of these is the nature and operation
of unions. Some managements in meat freezing and construction,
however, consider this factor an inportant cause of conflict.
In the neat industry it was argued that the election system
means aspiring and incunbent office holders must dernonstrate
their "worth" by creating "trouble"; that those wishing to
becone delegates lack training and are likely to be "anti-
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companyrr; and that many shed unions are "super democracies"
within which the workers, rather than officials, exercise
control. rn construction it was argued, in addition, that
conflict results from the unavailability of union officials.
3ut all these features are reflections of more basic ones of
the industries. Candidates for office cannot create conflict
out of nothing. Moreover, delegates complained of by manage-
ments often reflect the wishes of workers and so the basic
features of the enployrnent situation. They, rather than other
types of workers, are elected because they have the support
of the najority of rnembers. fn construction, off-site officials
may have a different perspective and be less prone to enbark
on stoppage activity than on-site delegates but only because
they are removed frorn the actual situation. In order to retain
this support it is necessary for union representatives at many
sheds and sites to report discussions and agreements back to
the workers. The above management views were certainly not
shared by rnost meat industry union officials and delegates nor
by on-site union representatives in construction. views on
this factor depend largely on the frame of reference being
brought to bear. rn waterfront the only aspect of the nature
and operation of unions mentioned was the election system and
then only by a few managurr. l It appears that unions are

The difference between views of meat freezing and con-
struction managenents on this factorr otr the one hand,
and those of waterfront managements on the other is
reflected in assessments of the control exercised by
union representatives over members. Assessnents of this
control were as follows:

Too About Too
Strong Right Weak other

lGat freezing - control exercised
by shed rrnion (n=27)

Building and Construction (n=14)
- control exercised by:

delegates
officials

lllaterfront - control exercised
by officials (n=16)

Source : l,lanagement questionnaires

The proportion of nanagenents considering the control
exercised by union representatives to be "unsatisfactory'r(i.e. other than 'tabout right,) was 4g.1eo in meat freezing,
64.3% in construction and only SL.2eo in waterfront.

1.

L4

l1

4
9
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accepted as an integral part of industry to a greater extent in
this one than in the other two. It is difficult to sustain the
argument that the nature and operation of unions is in itself
a cause of conflict.

Another factor, the perceived inportance of which depends
greatly on the frane of reference being applied, is the
presence of agitators. Managements may consider leaders of
workers in conflict situations as agitators but union repres-
entatives and workers hold a very different view. That such
situations exist suggests more basic causes of conflict than
does the presence of leaders in them. In each industry,
managements considered the presence of agitators a more
inportant cause of strikes than did unions. Not one union
respondent in any of the three rated it very inportant and only
two of above average inportance. Managenent ratings ranged
from between above average importance and. very important in
construction, to about average importance in the waterfront
industry. union ratings ranged fron below average importance
in construction, to between below avelfage and no inportance in
the meat freezing and waterfront industries. It seems the
rfagitator argument" has rninimal explanatory value by comparison
with more basic factors.

A11 three industries have predorninantly nale labour forces
but only in meat freezing was this predominance considered a

source of conflict. Several meat industry nanagements and
unions regarded women as better suited to particular jobs and
as leading to lower levels of conflict. But this view was not
shared by some managers at works with substantial female labour
forces who were therefore better placed to nake assessments
and who argued that women are at least as conflict prone as
men. It seems where significant nunbers of women are enployed,
they will be found to exhibit behaviour patterns not dissimilar
from men. Women will also be influenced by such factors as
the nature of the work.

We have noted the parties I assessments of the importance
of nurnerous factors as causes of strikes. fn each industry
there are several factors assessrnents of which, in terms of
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ranking of mean response, differ significantly as between
managements and unions. Using an arbitTary cut-off pointr2
there are eight such factors in neat freezing. An interesting
feature of seven of these is that the party to which they
most directly relate (or which is "responsible" for thern)
invariably rates them much less iurportant than does the other
party. Thus unions rated the following factors less inportant
than did nanagenents: the presence of agitators (rank of
union mean response 20 of 23 and rank of management mean

response 6 of 23), frictions between different occupational
groups (union rank 22, management rank 15) , national disputes
(union rank 17 , managernent rank 3) and the forceful, combative
character of free zing workers (union rank 15=, rnanagement
rank 5). The factors rated less inportant by managements than
unions were the bases on which wages are calculated (nanage-
ment rank 17 , union rank 9=), remoteness of top management due
to overseas ownership (nanagement rank 23, union rank 9=) and
safety (managenent rank 13, union rank 4) .

Again using an arb itrary cut-off point3 there are six
factors for which assessments of the two parties in construct-
ion differ significantly. Four of these fo11ow the rule that
the 'rrelated" party rates then less inportant than does the
other. (For the two others, outlined later, it is difficult
to identify a "related" party.) The factors rated less
important by unions than by managements were the presence of
agitators (union rank 16 of 19, management rank 1 of 19) and
any tendency for constTuction workers to be separate conmun-

ities with few outside social contacts (union rank 15, manage-

ment rank 10=). Those rated less inportant by managements

than by unions were the inaccessibility of top management due

Meat freezing rnanagenents and unions each assessed 23
factors. The criterion for a significant difference
between assessments is that the ranks of nean response
differ by a nargin of at least seven. For exanple, on
the basis of size of mean response, managenents rated
poor conmunications eleventh in importance of the factors
assessed and unions third. We would therefore say assess-
ments of poor conmunications differ significantly.
Construction nanagernents and unions each assessed 1.9
factors. The criterion for a significant difference is
that the ranks of mean response differ by a rnargin of at
least five.

2.

5.
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to the locality and project nature of the job (managernent
rank 18, union rank 4) and disagreements over safety matters
(managenent rank 16, union rank Z=) .

In the waterfront industry there are eight factors for
which assessments differ significantly.4 0f these, four are
not readily associated with a particular party. The other
four fo11ow the rule that the "related, party rates the factor
less inportant than does the other. Factors rated less
inportant by unions than by managements were again the presence
of agitators (union rank 28 of 29, rnanagement rank 11= of Zg),
and any tendency for waterside workers to be socially separate
communities (union rank 26, management rank 17). Those rated
less important by nanagernents than by unions were the bases
on which wages are calculated (nanagement rank 27=, union
rank LZ) and overseas ownership of shipping and stevedori_ng
companies (management rank 25=, union rank 7).

There were significant differences in assessments in each
industry in the case of the presence of agitators. Significant
differences also existed in two industries with respect to the
bases on which wages were calculated, overseas ownership,
safety or disagreements over safety and social isolation.
Factors assessed differently but not readily associated with
a particular party were poor comrnunications (in the meat
freezing and waterfront industries, with managements rating it
less important than did unions in both), large numbers of men

living under canp conditions, inpernanence of enployment (both
in construction), casual enployment, personality differences
and complex general harbour regulations and Ministry of Trans-
port regulations (al1 in waterfront). It is clear that factors
involving significant disagreement include both ones which we

class as "basic" causes of conflict and ones classed as

"precipitating" causes .

A very high proportion of factors rated important by both
parties were ones we have identified as basic causes of conflict
4. The parties each assessed 29

a significant difference is
response differ by a nargin

factors. The criterion for
that the ranks of mean
of at least eight.
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rn meat free zing all such factors involved basic causes. They
were the chain nature of the production process, the seasonal
nature of the industry, new technology and changes resulting
from hygiene regulations, heat, and boring and monotonous work.
Three of the five such factors in construction involved basic
causes. They were the bases on which wages are calculated,
the forceful, combative character of construction workers and
alleged wrongful dismissals. One of the other two factors
rated important by both, the inaccessibility of union officials
due to the locality and project nature of the job, is closely
related to basic causes; and the renaining factor was a pre-
cipitating one, namely, poor communications. Five of the
seven factors nutually considered inportant in the waterfront
industry also involved basic causes. These were disagreements
over claims for special rates, the impact of new technology
on waterfront work, dangerous work, dirty and unpleasant work
and disagreements over safety matters. The other two factors
were national disputes over waterfront issues and those over
other than waterfront issues, both of which are difficult to
categorise as either basic or precipitating.

The inportance of the technology and some economic aspects
of each industry in shaping patterns of conflict is obvious.
Technical conditions and fundamental economic features, such
as the nature of worker remuneration, ownership patterns and
the 1evel of throughput, underlie rnost of the important
determinants of the conflict patterns. This is not to say
that these characteristics are the only ones involved but that
many other types of characteristic are derived from or related
to then. It follows from this conclusion that for a change to
have a significant and lasting effect on leve1s of conflict,
it nust generally involve alteration in the underlying
conditions specified. These conditions are fairly numerous
and to a large extent interrelated, forming a web of influences.

These general influences predispose the industries toward
conflict, While usually being pervasive, their variation in
degree anong uni-ts partly expl-ains differences in amount of
conflict at 1eve1s within the industries. Such differences
are also partly due to the presence of specific and often less
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systematic influences.

The cornplexity of the industry patterns of conflict means
no single factor can be expected to explain a high proportion
of any one of then. Even the distribution of a particular
form is, in each industry, highly complex. Stoppages are a

good exarnple. while all three industries are stoppage prone,
there is a wide variation of stoppage propensities among units
in each. rn meat freezing six works had less than an average
of one half a stoppage per year over 1967-73, while another
six had an average of over three per year (with the highest
number being 10 a year). In the projects section of the
construction industry seven of 24 projects had no stoppages
over this period, while three had rnore than 20. The situation
in the waterfront industry was fairly sinilar with five ports
having no stoppages over L967-73 but another three each having
an average of over two and a half a year. rt is apparent that
in each industry no single factor could account for this
complex pattern of stoppage activity among units. A similar
situation prevails with respect to most of the other forms of
conflict studied.

This variation in stoppage activity can in some years take
the form of nost units being virtually stoppage free and a few
stoppage prone. There are few explanatory variables with this
type of distribution, so it is not surprising that the degree
of explanatory power of any one is not exceedingly high. In
factr 4r interesting feature of these industries is that, while
they are considered stoppage prone, the 1eve1 of stoppage
activity in most of their units in any given year is not high.
This feature alone means any single variable is likely to have
fairly 1ow explanatory power. This characteristic is found
in some of the other forms of conflict studied. It is clear
that any explanation, if it is to be at all fruitful, must
consist of a pattern of deterninants.

The published official data, which are largely at the
industry 1eve1, give little indication of this diversity in
the distribution of most conflict forms. But it is significant
to an understanding of industrial conflict that its forrns are
distributed unevenly within an industry. There seems little
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reason why some of the infornation collected, especially on
stoppages, should not be presented at much lower levels of
aggregation. From the viewpoint of conflict analysis, the
more infornation available on conflict forms the better.

The official statistics also cover only a fer^r forms of
conflict. Largely using unpublished data, we have in some
cases found a significant relationship between forms of
conflict and, in others, an insignificant one. For an adeq-
uate understanding of conflict it is again necessary to know
whether a unit has, sdy, a high level of stoppages and of
enployer-initiated forms but a 1ow level of individual forms.
Official statistics on absence are particular]-y necessary as
are comprehensive turnover statistics for industries such as
building and construction and neat free zing. Moreover, greater
effort to distinguish, and collect information orr ernployer-
initiated forms is desirable. In view of the possible costs of
individual and ernployer-initiated forms, data on then are all
the more necessary. while man-days lost is an inadequate
measure of economic cost, we noted in the waterfront industry,
for example, that in recent years absence has accounted for
about six times, and accidents and sickness each about four
tines, nore man-days lost than stoppages.

These three industries are the nost stoppage prone in the
country and also have high levels of some other forns of
conflict. Despite this, the parties in all three tend to
view relations between managements (or ernployers) and workers
as anything but bad. It is clear from Table 1 that most
respondents considered managernent-worker relations at their
units to be good or fair.

In all the industries no management and only three unions
described relations as bad. fn meat freezing a rnajority of
both parties considered then to be good. Four of the manage-
nents and one of the unions rating then good were from high
stoppage leve1 works. Of the two unions rating them bad, one
was from a high stoppage leve1 and one fron a mediurn 1evel
works. Management and union assessments fron the same works
were different in seven of LZ cases. Managements rated
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TABLE 1

The Percei ved State of Manaqement-l,lorker Rel ati ons

Notes: a "Good and bad'r.

Relations described are:
- rrbetween management and workers at your worksrr (meat

freezing)
- I'between nanagement and workers on your part of this

projectrr fbuilding and construction)
- rrbetween enployers and waterside workers at this port'l

(waterfront).

Source : Irhnagenent and union questionnaires.

relations "better'r than did unions in five and 'rworse, in two.
In construction a najority of managements again rated relations
as good but of unions fair. Respondents rating thern good were
all from medium or low stoppage 1eve1 contracts. Assessrnents
by nanagement and union from the sane contract were different
in nine of 13 cases. In seven, managements rated relations
"better" than did unions and. in two "worse".5 Unlike the other
two industries r Do respondent in waterfront rated relations as
bad. Indeed all rnanagements and most unions said they were good

5. Managenents were asked to conpare the level of productiv-
ity on their projects with that on other projects or types
of construction carried out by their conpany or depart-
nent. Responses were as follows:

(n= 14 )
High 1

About the same 10
Low 3

Two of the three nanagenents describing it as low were from
high stoppage level contracts but one fron a Low level one.

GOOD

FAIR
BAD
Fair to
Fair to
Other

Good
Bad

MEAT FREEZING

I'lanage-
rnent Union

responses responses
(n=27) (n=16)

189
84
02
10
00
0ta

BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION

l'lanage-
ment Union

responses resPonses
(n=14) (n=13)

WATERFRONT

4

I
0
I
0

8
6
0
0
0
0

l,Ianage-
ment

responses
(n=16)

16
0
0
0
0
0

thion
responses

(n=14)

9
3

0
2
0
0



Two of the three unions rating then fair were from high stop-
page leve1 ports. Assessments of management and union from
the same port were different in five of 14 cases, with manage-
ments in all five rating relations rrbettert' than did unions.
waterfront nanagernents were also asked to assess relations
between employers and union officials. rn L4 cases these were
described as good (i.e. in the same way as were relations with
workers) but in two as fair.6

A feature of questionnaire responses and, to an extent,
of interview material was the divergence of views between
managements and unions. In response to rnany questions manage-
rnent and union from the same unit gave very different, and
sometimes opposite, answers. This divergence reflects the
characteristics naking for conflict in these industries. rt
may also suggest that each party knows little about the views
of the other. A greater knowledge of such views rnay be

necessary for conflict to be significantly reduced. hrhile
inprovement in comrnunications alone cannot affect more basic
causes of conflict, it nay elininate some conflict and promote
mutual understanding of nore inportant issues.

These divergent views, among other things, point to the
existence of groups with different interests. They also
indicate that conflict is inherent within these units. Cert-
ainly there was a measure of conflict, in one form or another,
in all units studied.

Our investigation has covered many influences on the
patterns of conflict of these industries. Connections have
been shown between these influences and they have been placed
within overall patterns of determinants. But it has not been

In waterfront, rates of turn-around of ships at the local
port were described by nanagenents as folLovrs:

6.

607 .

Good to excellent
Sati sfactory
Very poor

The managenent deseribing turn-around as very poor was
from a high stoppage level port but another from a
similar 1eveJ. port described the turn-around as good.

(n= 16 )
9
6
1
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r possible to study the influences within a sinultaneous system.
While their sirnuLtaneous effect is of considerable interest,
the necessary nicro-data are not available. such an analysis
requires access to detailed infornation for each unit. This
may suggest the desirability of specific studies concentrating
on a sample of units within an industry. But such studies,
employing nultivariate statistical techniques, wou1d. stil1
encounter problerns of the availability of information and
possibly new ones such as the incorporation of qualitative
influences within estimating equations.

This has been an investigation of conflict prone indus-
tries. rt would. be interesting to compare the factors shaping
their patterns of conflict with those of other industries with
different conflict leveLs. In particular, it would be of
interest to see if the factors making for 1ow leve1s of
conflict in an industry were the inverse of those creating
conflict in these three industries. It is desirable therefore
that studies conparable to this one be undertaken of other
industries.

I\lhile we have not been concerned with policy prescription,
it is clear that some of the basic causes of conflict in
these industries are more amenable to change than others. fn
al-l three industries payment systens, for exanple, are an
important influence on conflict yet have the potential for
considerable nodification. Each industry also has particular
causes which are relatively susceptible to change. For
example, in meat freezing changes nay be made to the physical
environment of plants and to rnethods of introducing and
coping with new hygiene regulations; in building and construct-
ion changes may be nade to the nature of worker accommodation;
and in waterfront to ways of introducing new rnethods of cargo
handling, While some other basic causes may be more intract-
able, efforts to nodify then nay be worthwhile as even
apparently narginal alterations nay yield significant results.

Factors with origins in more basic causes may have con-
siderable potential for change. As indicated with respect to
improvernent in cornmunications, changes in these factors may
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not affect fundamental causes but may nonetheless elininate
some conflict. A change that could be instituted, especially
in meat freezing and building and construction, is the
provision of adequate training and preparation of forenen by
higher managenent.

Some of these changes may require a re-orientation of
policy, and parti-cularly that of managenent, toward industrial
relations. Such a re-orientation may involve a croser under-
standing of industrial conflict and a greater recognition of
its rore in the enterprise. The realisation that conflict is
not a disease which occurs occasionally but an inherent feature
of the enterprise, and an appreciation of the costs of different
forms of conflict, may induce a change in the status of those
involved in industrial relations from that of energency
firemen to a pernanent and inportant part of the management
process.

The three industries of this study have features pre-
disposing them toward confLict. The variation of levels of
conflict forms among units within each, however, suggests
these features can to an extent be rnodified or counteracted.
But that they often involve fundanental technical and econornic
conditions also suggests any desired lasting change in conflict
levels will, at the very 1east, require a conscious effort to
create change.
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